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From the history of Massachusetts and of the other New BOOK
England states, which were the offspring of its colonization,

^^^'

our inquiry is now directed to the origin and early progress

of a colony which arose from the plantation of Virginia. In

relating the history of this state, we have had occasion to

notice, among other circumstances that disquieted its in-

habitants during the administration of Sir John Harvey, the

b2
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arbitrary grants obtained by some courtiers from the crown,

of large tracts of territory situated within its chartered Umits.

The most remarkable of these was the grant of Maryland to

Lord Baltimore.

Sir George Calvert, afterwards Lord Baltimore, was Secre-

tary of State to King James the First, and one of the original

associates of the Virginian Company. Conceiving a high

opinion of the value of landed property in America, and fore-

seeing the improvement it must derive from the progress of

colonization, he employed his political influence to secure an

endowment of it to himself and his family. He was a

strenuous asserter of the supremacy of that authority from

the exercise of which he expected to derive his own enrich-

1620. ment ; and when a bill was introduced into the House of

Commons for rendering the Newfoundland fishery free to all

British subjects, he opposed it, on the plea that the American

territory, having been acquired by conquest, was subject

exclusively to the control of the royal prerogative. The first

grant that he succeeded in obtaining was of a district in

Newfoundland which he named Avalon, and where, at a con-

1622. siderable expense, he formed the settlement of Ferryland :*

but finding his expectations disappointed by the soil and

1628. climate of this inhospitable region, he paid a visit to Virginia,

for the purpose of ascertaining if some part of its territorial

resources might not be rendered more subservient to his ad-

vantage. But he had now embraced and professed the tenets

of the church of Rome: and the officers of the Virginian

government, whether from jealousy of his territorial views,

or from a conscientious regard to their own duty, compelled

him after a short stay to abandon the province, by insisting

on their right to administer to him the oath of supremacy."

si

i

i

r .

> His colonial policy is thus contrasted by an old writer, with that of Chief-Justice

I'opham, the promoter of the first attempts to colonize New England :
" Judge

Popham and Sir George Calvert agreed not more unanimously in the public design

of planting, llian they differed in the private way of it : the first was for extirpating

iieatiiens, the s'^cond for converting them. He sent away the lewdest, this the

soberest peopie . u. one was for present profit, the other for a reasonable expecta-

tion"— " the first set up a common stock, out of which the people should be pro'; the

Slate Worthies,

vidcd by proportions ; the second left every one to provide for himself." Lloyd's

"^ The formula of the oath of supremacy tiien in use (prescribed by Stat. 1 Eliz.

cap. 1. ^ 19.) declared tlie king governor of all iiis dominions and countries, " as

well in all spiritual or ccclcsiasticdl things or causes as temporal." Lord Baltimore,

I i
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This proceeding, however, had no other effect than to prompt

him to consummate his purpose, and pursue the very en-

croachment which it is probable that the Virginians had ap-

prehended. His visit to the province had inspired him with

a predilection for its soil and climate : and the treatment he

had received from the provincial authorities, if it did not

originally suggest, at least confirmed his design of procuring a

grant that should render him independent of their jurisdiction.

Observing that the Virginians had not yet formed any settle-

ments to the northward of the river Potowmack, he resolved

to apply for a royal donative of territory in that quarter; and

easily prevailed with Charles the First to bestow on him the

investiture he demanded. With the intention of promoting

the aggrandisement of his own family, he combined the more

generous project of founding a new commonwealth, and colon-

izing it with the persecuted votaries of the church of Rome.
But the design to which he had paved the way by an act of

injustice, he was not permitted himself to accomplish. His

project, which was interrupted by his death, just when all

was prepared for carrying it into effect, was resumed by his

son and successor, Cecilius, Lord Baltimore, in whose favour

the king completed the charter that had been destined for his

father.^

If the charter which Charles had granted a short time

before to the puritan colonists of Massachusetts may be re-

garded as the exercise of policy, the investiture which he now
bestowed on Lord Baltimore was not less manifestly the ex-

pression of favour. This nobleman, like his father, was a

Roman catholic ; and his avowed purpose was to people the

territory with colonists of the same persuasion, and erect an
asylum in North America for the catholic faith. By the

charter, it was declared that the grantee was actuated by a

laudable zeal for extending the christian religion, and the terri-

tory of the British empire ; and the district assigned to him
and his heirs and successors was described as " that region

though an Englishman by birth, was a peer of Ireland, and probably knew that
Pope I rban the Eighth had but a few years before addressetl a bull to the Irish
Catholics, charging them " rather to lose their lives than to take that wicked and
pestilent oath of supremacy, whereby the sceptre of the catliolic church was wrested
fiom tiie hand of the vicar of (Jod Almighty." Leiaiid's Hist, of Ireland.

' Chalmers. Rozman's History of Maryland.

5
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BOOK bounded by a line drawn from Watkins' Point of Chesapeak
^^^' Bay ; thence to that part of the estuary of Delaware on the

1632. north which lies under the fortieth degree, where New En-

gland is terminated ; thence in a right line, by the degree

aforesaid, to the meridian of the fountain of Potowmack ;

thence following its course by the farther bank to its conflu-

ence." In compliment to the queen, the province thus be-

stowed on a nobleman of the same faith with her majesty,

was denominated Maryland ; and in compliment, perhaps, to

her majesty's creed, the endowment was accompanied with

immunities more ample than any of the other colonial es-

tablishments possessed. The new province was declared to

be separated from Virginia, and no longer subordinate to any

other colony, but immediately subject to the crown of

England, and dependent thereon for ever. Lord Baltimore

was created the absolute proprietary of it ; saving the alle-

giance and sovereign dominion due to the crown. He was

empowered, with the assent of the freemen or their delegates,

whom he was required to assemble for this purpose, to make
laws for the province, not repugnant to the jurisprudence of

England : and the acts of the assembly he was authorised to

execute. For the population of the new colony, licence was

given to all his Majesty's subjects to transport themselves

thither ; and the emigrants and their posterity were declared

to be liegemen of the king and his successors, and entitled to

the same liberties as native-born Englishmen. The proprie-

tary was authorized, with the consent of the people, to im-

pose all just and proper subsidies, which were declared to

pertain to himself for ever; and it was covenanted on the part

of the king, that neither he nor his successors should at any

time impose, or cause to be imposed, any tallages on the colo-

nists, or on their goods, tenements, or commodities. Thus was
conf'-iTed on Maryland, in perpetuity, the same fiscal benefit

whi.jh had been granted to other colonies for a term of years.

Tho territory was erected into a palatinate : the proprietary

was invested with the same royal rights which were enjoyed

by the palatine bishop of Durham; and authorised to ap-

point provincial officers, to repel invasions, and to suppress

rebellions. The advowsons of all churches, which should be

consecrated according to the ecclesiastical constitutions of

},
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England, were granted to him. The charter finally provided, HOOK
that, if any doubt should ever arise concerning its true mean-

ing, the interpretation most favourable to the proprietary 1632.

should always be adopted ; excluding, however, any construc-

tion derogatory to the christian religion, or to the allegiance

due to the crown.

^

Though the sovereignty of the crown was thus reserved

over the province, and a conformity enjoined between its

legislation and the jurisprudence of England, no means were

provided for the exercise of the royal dominion or the ascer-

tainment of the stipulated conformity. The charter contained

no definition of the method or occasions of royal interference

in the government, and no obligation on the proprietary to

transmit the acts of assembly for confirmation or annulment

by the king. In erecting the province into a palatinate, and

vesting the hereditary government of it in the family of Lord

Baltimore, the king exercised the highest attributes of the

prerogative of a feudal sovereign. A similar trait of feudal

prerogative appears in the perpetual exemption from royal

taxation which was assured to the colonists by the charter,

and which, at a later period, gave rise to much intricate and

elaborate controversy. It was maintained, when this pro-

vision became the subject of critical comment, that it could

never be construed to import an exemption from parliamen-

tary taxation, since the king could not be supposed to intend

to abridge the jurisdiction of the parliament, or to renounce

a privilege that was not his own \^ and that even if such con-

struction had been intended, the immunity was illegal, and
incapable of restraining the functions of the British legisla-

ture. In addition to the general reasoning that was employed

to demonstrate this illegality, reference was made to the au-

thority of a parliamentary proceeding related by Sir Edward
Coke, who, in a debate on the royal prerogative in the year

1620, assured the Commons that a dispensation from subsi-

dies granted to certain individuals within the realm in the

' Laws of Maryland. Hazard.
' Yet at an after period, it was considered by English lawyers, that an evclusion

of parliamentary taxation, whether eflTectuaUy constituted, would be at least imported
by such a clause; and in the Pennsylvania charter, when an exemption from customs
was conceded, it was qualified by an express " saving of the authority of the English
parliament."
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by act of parliament. But even if this authority could be

1632. reinforced by supposing that every act of parliament which

introduced a particular ordinance was also declaratory of the

general law in all similar cases, the application of it to the

charter of Maryland might, nevertheless, very fairly be

questioned. Colonies, at the time of which we treat, were

regarded entirely as dependencies of the monarchical branch

of the government : the rule of their governance was the royal

prerogative, except where this authority was specially limited

or excluded by the terms of a royal charter ; and the same

power that gave a political being to the colony was considered

adequate to determine the political privileges of its inhabi-

tants. The colonists of Maryland undoubtedly conceived

that their charter bestowed on them an exemption from all

taxes but such as should be imposed by their own provincial

assembly : for it discharged them for ever from the taxation

of the only other organ of power that was considered compe-

tent to exercise this authority over them. Not the least re-

markable peculiarity of this charter is, that it affords the first

example of the dismemberment of an established colony, and

the creation of a new one within its original limits, by the

mere act of the crown.

Lord Baltimore having thus obtained the charter of Mary-
land, hastened to execute the design of colonizing the new
province, of which he appointed his brother, Leonard Calvert,

to be governor. Of a ready resort of inhabitants to his do-

main, and especially of persons, who, like himself, professed

the faith of the Church of Rome, the state of England at

this period encouraged a reasonable expectation. The Roman
Catholic inhabitants of this kingdom had been for many years

the objects of increasing dread and antipathy to all other

classes of their fellow subjects, and had experienced from the

English government a progressive severity of persecution. All

the indulgence which the first proceedings of Queen Elizabeth

seemed to betoken to them, was defeated by the sentence of

excommunication, and deposition fulminated against herself by

the head of the Catholic church, and by the repeated attempts

of some of her own subjects who were votaries of this church,

to effectuate the papal sentence by revolt and assassination

;

Condition

of the

Roman
Catholics

in Eng-
land.
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and, notwithstanding the generous ardour displayed by the book
more respectable portion of the English Catholics, in defending ^^*

'

her against the Armadii of Spain, which was expected to KWi.

restore the pre-eminence of their church, their progress of her

reign was distinguished by the enactment of a series of vindic-

tive and rigorous laws against a faith which was believed by

her protestant subjects to menace her with unappeasable

hatred and continual danger. The accession of the House of

Stewart to the English throne, had produced no less disap-

pointment to the Catholics than to the puritans of England.

The favour which the Catholics had expected from the birth

and the character of James the First, was intercepted by the

necessity of his situation ; while the hopes that the puritans

had derived from his early education and habits, were frus-

trated by the flattery of their adversaries, and his unexpected

display of rancour and aversion toward themselves. In the

history of New England, we have already had occasion to

consider the treatment which the Puritans experienced from

this prince. To the application which he received from the

Catholics on his accession to the crown, he had answered that

he thought himself obliged to support the system which he

found established in the kingdom ; and though he was com-
pelled to maintain and even enlarge the code of legal severity

to which they were subjected, he frequently interposed to

mitigate the actual infliction of its rigour, by the exertion of

his royal prerogative. The tenets of the Puritans and the Ca-
tholics could hardly differ more widely than the conduct which
ensued on the disappointment of their respective expectations.

The Catholics, whose hopes had been apparently the most
chimerical, and who plainly perceived the indulgence which
the king entertained, and would willingly have demonstrated

more unreservedly to them, were at first transported with

indignation, and stimulated to revenge; while the Puritans,

whose hopes had been more reasonable, and whose experience

of the actual regards of their sovereign was more fraught with

substantial disappointment, displayed much less resentment

than regret. It was long before the Puritans were provoked

to resistance and civil war; and emigration was the earliest

remedial measure to which the more zealous of their number
had recourse. The sentiments that were at first excited in the
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zealots of the Catholic persuasion, were of a very different

complexion ; and one of the earliest measures which they em-

braced, was the atrocious contrivance of the Gunpowder Plot.

The detection of this enterprise, though it was unable to

extinguish the king's partiality to the Catholics, rendered this

sentiment much less available than it might otherwise have

proved for the relief of their sufferings. New statutes of

persecution were enacted by the Parliament, against the

Catholics, and new disabilities, restraints, penalties, and for-

feitures were inflicted on the whole body, for an action which

truly indicated only the outrageous zeal and criminal rage of

a few of its most intemperate members. The assassination

of Henry the Fourth of France, which occurred not long

afterwards, both increased the antipathy of all classes of En-
glish Protestants against the Catholics, and, leading James to

believe that nothing short of an entire devotion to the church

of Rome could enable him securely to associate with its vota-

ries, prompted him from an increased apprehension of personal

danger, to employ more than once his royal proclamations to

promote instead of restraining the execution of the penal laws.

And although the deliberate sentiments, both of this monarch

and his successor, were averse to the infliction of the extreme

of legal rigour on the Catholics, yet to discerning eyes the

advantage of this circumstance was more than counter-

balanced by the increasing influence of the Puritans in the

English House of Commons, and the increasing propagation

of Puritan sentiments in the minds of the English people.

Thus exposed to molestation from the existing authorities in

England, and apprehending still greater severity from the

predominance of a party gradually advancing in strength and

hardening in sternness of spirit, many of the Catholics were

led to meditate a retreat from the scene of persecution to

some vacant corner in the British dominions. The most liberal

and moderate of the Catholic body, were the most forward

to embrace this purpose, and of such, consisted the first emi-

grants to Lord Baltimore's territory. Sensible of the inveterate

odium, that their persuasion had incurred in England, both

from the criminal enterprises of unworthy votaries, and from

the bigotry of intolerant adversaries, they purposed, perhaps,

to redeem its reputation, and to teach a lesson of wisdom and
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charity both to CathoUcs and Protestants, by conducting- their

colonial settlement on principles diametrically opposite to the

illiberal maxims and practises with which the church of Rome
was reproached, and by rendering Maryland a scene of greater

liberty of conscience than was enjoyed in any other quarter

of the world. Whether in the commencement of their enter-

prise they had conceived this generous design, or not, they are

entitled to the higher praise of having subsequently realized it.

The first body of emigrants, consisting of about two hun-

dred gentlemen of considerable rank and fortune, and votaries

of the Roman catholic faith, with a number of inferior ad-

herents, sailed from England under the command of Leonard

Calvert in November, 1632; and after a prosperous voyage,

reached the coast of Maryland, near the mouth of the river

Potowmack, in the beginning of the following year. The
governor, as soon as he landed, erected a cross on the shore,

and took possession of the country, for our Saviour, andfor
our sovereign lord the king of England. Aware that the first

settlers of Virginia had given umbrage to the Indians by occu-

pying their territory without demanding their permission, he

determined to imitate the wiser and juster policy that had

been pursued by the colonists of New England, and to unite

the new with the ancient race of inhabitants by the ties of

equity, good-will, and mutual advantage. The Indian chief

to whom he submitted his proposition of occupying a portion

of the country, answered at first with a sullen affectation of

indifference,—the result most probably of aversion to the mea-

sure and of conscious inability to resist it, that he would not

bid the English go, neither would he bid them stay, but that

he left them to their own discretion. The liberality and cour-

tesy, however, of the governor's demeanour succeeded at

length in conciliating his regard so powerfully, that he not

only established a friendly league between the colonists and
his own people, but persuaded the other neighbouring tribes to

accede to the treaty, and warmly declared, / love the English

so well, that if they should go about to kill me, if I had so much
breath as to speak, I tvould command mi/ people not to revenge

my death ; for I know they would not do such a thing, except it

were through my otvnfault. Having purchased the rights of

the aborigines nt a price which gave them perfect satiislaction,

D o () K
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HOOK the colonists obtained possession of a large district, includ-
"^' ing an Indian town which they forthwith occupied, and

1633. distinguished by the name of St. Mary's. It was not till

their numbers had undergone a considerable increase, that

they judged it necessary to enact a code of laws, and establish

their political constitution. They lived for some time in a

social union, resembling the domestic regimen of a patriarchal

family ; and confined their attention to the providing of food

and habitations for themselves and the associates by whom
they expected to be reinforced. The lands which had been

ceded to them yielded a ready increase, because they had

already undergone the discipline of Indian tillage ; and this

circumstance, as well as the proximity of Virginia, which now
afforded an abundant supply of the necessaries of life, en-

abled the colonists of Maryland to escape the ravages of that

calamity, which had afflicted the infancy, and nearly proved

fatal to the existence of every one of the other settlements of

the English in America. So luxuriant were their crops, that

within two years after their arrival in the province, they

exported ten thousand bushels of Indian corn to New England,

for the purchase of salt fish and other provisions. The tidings

of their safe and comfortable establishment, conspiring with the

uneasiness experienced by the Roman catholics in England,

induced considerable numbers of the professors of this faith

to follow the original emigrants to Maryland ; and no efforts

of wisdom or generosity were spared by Lord Baltimore to

facilitate the population and promote the happiness of the

Generosity colony. The transportation of people, and of necessary stores

of Lord
afj(j provisions, during the first two years, cost him upwards

of forty thousand pounds. To every emigrant he assigned

fifty acres of land in absolute fee ; and with a liberality un-

paralleled in that age, he united a general recognition of

Christianity as the established faith of the land, with an abso-

lute exclusion of the political predominance or superiority of

any one particular sect or denomination of Christians. This

wise administration soon converted a desolate wilderness into

a prosperous settlement. It is a proof at once of the success

of his policy, and of the prosperity and happiness of the colo-

nists, that a very few years after the first occupation of the

province, they granted to their proprietary, a large subsidy of

n
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tobacco, in grateful acknowledgment of his liberality and hook
beneficence.' Similar tributes continued, from time to time,

'"'

to attest the merit of the proprietary and the attachment of ig33.

the people.

The wisdom and virtue by which the colonization of the

new province was signalised, could not atone for the arbitrary

encroachment by which its territory had been wrested from

the jurisdiction of Virginia ; and while it is impossible not to

regret the troubles which this circumstance engendered, there

is something not altogether dissatisfactory to the moral eye,

in beholding the evil fruits of usurpation. Such lessons are

most agreeable, when the requital which they exhibit is con-

fined to the immediate perpetrators of wrong ; but they are

not least salutary when the admonition they convey is derived

from punishment extended to the remote accessaries, who
have been willing to avnii themselves of the injustice of the

actual or principra delinquents. The king had commanded
Sir John Harvey, the governor of Virginia, to render every

assistance and encouragement to Lord Baltimore, in establish-

ing himself and his associates in Maryland. But though the

governor and his council declared their readiness, in humble

submission to his majesty's pleasure, to maintain a good cor-

respondence with their unwelcome neighbours, they deter-

mined at the same time to defend the rights of the prior

settlement. The planters of Virginia presented a petition

against the grant to Lord Baltimore : and both parties were

admitted to discuss their contradictory pretensions before the

Privy Council. After vainly endeavouring to promote an July.

amicable adjustment, the council decreed that Lord Baltimore

should retain his patent, and the petitioners their remedy at

law— a remedy which probably had no existence, and to

which the Virginians never thought proper to resort. For

the prevention of farther differences, it was ordered by the

council that free and mutual commerce should be permitted

between the two colonies; that neither should harbour fugi-

tives from the other, nor do any act that might provoke a war
with the natives ; and that each should on all occasions assist

and befriend the other in a manner becoming fellow subjects

of the same empire.

' Oklinixon. f'lialmeis. Bozinan.
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But although the Virginian planters wore thus compelled

to withdraw their opposition, and the Virginian government

to recognise the independence of Maryland, the establishment

of this colony encountered an obstinate resistance from in-

terests far less entitled to respect ; and the validity ^of Lord

Baltimore's grant was disputed with much violence and per-

tinacity by a prior but less legitimate intruder. This compe-

titor was William Cleybornc, a member of Sir John Harvey's

council, and secretary of the province of Virginia ; and the

friendship between Harvey and this individual may perhaps

account for a singularity in the conduct of that tyrannical

governor, and explain why on one occasion at least he was

disposed to defend the interests of the Virginian planters in

opposition to the arbitrary policy of the king. About a year

previous to the date of Lord Baltimore's charter, the king

had granted to Cleyborne a licence under the sign manual to

traffic in those parts of America not comprehended in any

prior patent of exclusive trade : and in corroboration of this

licence, Harvey had superadded to it a commission in similar

terras under the seal of his own authority. The object of

Cleyborne and his associates was to monopolise the trade of

the Chesapeak : and to this end, they had established a small

trading settlement in the isle of Kent, which is situated in

the very centre of Maryland, and which Cleyborne now per-

sisted in claiming as his own, and refused to submit to the

newly erected jurisdiction. The unreasonableness of a plea

which construed a commercial licence into a territorial grant,

did not prevent the government of Virginia from counte-

nancing Cleyborne's opposition ; and, encouraged by the ap-

probation thus afforded to his pretensions, he scrupled not to

support them by acts of profligate intrigue, and even sangui-

nary violence. He infused a spirit of insubordination into the

inhabitants of the isle of Kent, and scattered jealousies among
the Indian tribes, some of whom he was able to persuade that

the new settlers were Spaniards and enemies to the Virginians.

Lord Baltimore at length was sensible of the necessity of a

vigorous exertion in defence of his rights ; and orders were

transmitted to the governor to vindicate the provincial juris-

diction, and maintain an entire subordination within its limits.

Till this emergency, the colony had subsisted without cstab-
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lisliiii^ or excrcisin*^ its civil institutions ; but the same occa- u o o k

sioii that now called forth the powers of government, tended '*'•

also to devclope its organisation. Accordingly, in the com- First as-

mcncemcnt of the following year, was convened the first V;"''''i^
*'(

^, •{ ' Maryland.
nsscmbly of Maryland, consisting of the whole body of the Ftb. iG3r>.

freemen ; and various regulations were erected for the main-

tenance of good order in the province. One of the statutes of

this assembly ordained, that all perpetrators of murder and

other felonies should incur the same punishments that were

awarded for such offences by the laws of England ; an enact-

ment which, besides its general utility, was necessary to pave

the wiiy to the judicial proceedings that were contemplated

against Cleyborne. This individual, accordingly, still persist-

ing in his outrages, was indicted soon after of murder, piracy,

and sedition. Finding that those who had encouraged his

pretensions left him unaided to defend his crimes, he fled

from justice, and his estate was confiscated. Against this ad-

judication he appealed to the king; and petitioned at the same
time for the renewal of his licence and the grant of an inde-

pendent territory adjoining to the isle of Kent. By the as-

sistance of powerful friends, and the dexterity of his repre-

sentations, he very nearly obtained a complete triumph over

his antagonists, and eventually prevailed so far as to involve

Lord Baltimore and the colonists of Maryland in a contro-

versy that was not terminated for several years. At length

the lords commissioners of the colonies, to whom the matter

had been referred, pronounced a final sentence, dismissing

Cleyborne's appeal, and adjudging thnt the whole territory

belonged to Lord Baltimore, and that no plantation or trade

with the Indians, unsanctioned by his permission, could be

established within the limits of his patent. Thus divested

of every semblance of legal title, Cleyborne exchanged his

hopes of victory for schemes of revenge ; and watching with

considerate hate every opportunity of hostile intrigue that the

situation of the colony might present to him, he was unfortu-

nately enabled, at a future period, to wreak the vengeance of

disappointed rapacity upon his successful competitor.^

The colony meanwhile continued to thrive, and the num-
bers of its inhabitants to be augmented by copious emigra-

' Oldmixon. Cliiilmcrs. Hazard. Hozinan.
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BOOK tion from England. With the increase of the people, and the
• extension of the settlements to a greater distance from St.

Mary's, the necessity of a legislative code became apparent

:

and Lord Baltimore having composed a body of laws for the

province, transmitted them to his brother, with directions to

propose them to the assembly of the freemen. The second

Jan. 1637. assembly of Maryland was in consequence convoked by the

governor, with the expectation, doubtless, of an immediate

ratification of the suggestions of the proprietary. Bat the

colonists, along with a sincere attachment to Lord Baltimore,

cherished a just estimation of their own political rights; and

while they made a liberal provision for the support of his go-

vernment, they refused to entertain his legislative propositions.

It was in vain that the governor urged upon them that the

provisions of this code were confessedly salutary and judicious,

and that it was the wish of the proprietary, that the proposi-

tion of all laws should originate with himself, and that they

should restrict their legislative functions, to the acceptance or

rejection of his suggestions. This was an arrangement which

they were determined not to admit. In place of Lord Baltimore's

code, they prepared a collection of ordinances for themselves.

The province was divided into baronies and manors. Various

regulations were enacted for securing popular liberty ; for as-

certaining the titles to landed property ; and for regulating

the course of intestate succession. A law was passed for the

support of the proprietary government ; and an act of attain-

der against Cleyborne. In almost all the laws where prices

were stated or payments prescribed, tobacco, and not money,

was assumed as the measure of value. The colonists of Ma-
ryland appear to have devoted themselves as eagerly as the

Virginians did at first to the cultivation of this valuable com-

modity. With indiscriminate desire to enlarge their contri-

butions to the market, and to obtain a price for the whole pro-

duce of their fields, they refused to accede to the regulations

by which the planters of Virginia improved the quality by

diminishing the quantity of their supply ; and this collision

was productive of much dispute and ill-humour between the

two colonies, and tended to keep alive the original disgust

with which the establishment of Maryland had been regarded

by Virginia.

I
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'The third assembly of Maryland, convoked two years after- n o o k

wards, was rendered memorable by the introduction of a re-
^'^'

presentative body into tlie provincial constitution. The popu- Feb. 1639.

lation of the province had derived so large an increase from Represen-

. . . talive 20-

recent emigrations, that it was impossible for all the free- vcmmeni

holders to continue longer to exercise the right of legislation estabhsh-

by personal attendance. A law was therefore passed for the

election of representatives, and the modification of the house

of assembly. It was declared by this act, that the persons

elected in pursuance of writs issued, should be called burgesses,

and should supply tlie place of the freemen who chose them,

in the same manner as the representatives of the people in the

parliament of England ; and, in conjunction with a smaller

body convoked by the special nomination of the proprietary,

together with the governor and secretary, should constitute

the general assembly. But though the election of represen-

tatives was thus established for the convenience of the peo-

ple, they were not restricted to this mode of exercising their

legislatorial rights ; for, by a very singular provision, it was

enacted, that all freemen refraining from voting at the election

of burgesses, should have liberty to take their seats in person

in the assembly. The several branches of the legislature were

appointed to sit in the same chamber; and all acts assented to

by the united body were to be deemed of the same force as if

the proprietary and every one of the freemen had been per-

sonally present. It was not long before the people were sen-

sible of the advantage that the democratic part of the consti-

tution would derive from the separate establishment of its

appropriate organ ; but although this innovation was sug-

gested by the burgesses very shortly afterwards, the constitu-

tion that was now adopted continued to be retained by the

legislature of Maryland till the year 1650. Various acts were

passed in this assembly for the security of liberty, and the ad-

ministration of justice according to the laws and customs of

England. All the inhabitants were required to take the oath

of allegiance to the king; the prerogatives of the proprietary

were distinctly recognised ; and the great charter of England
was declared to be the measure of the liberties of the colonists.

To obviate the inconveniences that were apprehended from
the almost exclusive attention of the people to the cultivation

VOL. If. c
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BOOK of tobacco, it was judged expedient to onjoin the planting of
^^^'

corn by law. A tax was imposed for the supply of a revenue

to the proprietary. But notwithstanding this indication of

prosperity, and the introduction of representative government,

that the colonists were not yet either numerous or wealthy,

may be inferred from the imposition of a general assessment to

erect a water-mill for the use of the province. Slavery seems

to have been established in Maryland from its earliest colo-

nization : for an act of this assembly describes the people to

consist of all Christian inhabitants, slaves only excepted} That

slavery should gain a footing in any community of professed

Christians, will excite the regret of every one who knows what

slavery and Christianity mean. Some surprise may mingle

with our regret when we behold this baneful institution adopt-

ed in a community of catholics, and of men who not only were

themselves fugitives from persecution, but so much in earnest

in the profession of their distinctive faith, as for its sake to

incur exile from their native country. The unlawfulness of

slavery had been solemnly proclaimed by the pontiff, whom
the catholics regard as the infallible head of their church : for

when the controversy on this subject was submitted to Leo

the Tenth, he declared, that '^ not only the Christian religion,

but nature herself, cried out against a state of slavery."" But
the good which an earthly potentate can accomplish, is far

from being commensurate with his power of doing evil. When
one pope divided the undiscovered parts of the world between

Castile and Portugal, his arrogant distributive decree was

held sacred : when another uttered his humane and equitable

canon against the lawfulness of slavery, his authority was
contemned, and proved quite inefficient.

The discontent with which the Virginians regarded the

establishment of the new colony was, doubtless, heightened

by the contrast between the liberty and happiness which the

planters of Maryland were permitted to enjoy, and the tyranny

which they themselves were exposed to from the government

of Sir John Harvey. The arguments by which the Maryland
charter had been successfully defended against them, tended

' Bacon's Laws. Oldmixon. Chalmers. Bozman. This author, unFortunately,
has not continued his history of Maryland beyond the year 1638.

i
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to associate the invasion of their liberties with the existence

of this colony : for the complaint of dismemberment of their

original territory had been encountered by the plea, that the

designation of the territory had perished with the charter

which contained it, and that by the dissolution of the com-

pany to which the charter had belonged, all the dominion it

could claim over unoccupied regions reverted by legal neces-

sity to the crown. From the company, or at least during its

existence, the Virginians had obtained a degree of liberty,

which, since the dissolution of that corporate body, had been

greatly circumscribed by the encroachments of the royal

governor; and hence their ardent wishes for the restoration

of their privileges were naturally connected with the re-estab-

lishment of a corporation, whose patent, if revived, would an-

nul the charter of Maryland. It was fortunate for both the

colonies, that the king, in consenting to abandon the illiberal

system of government which he had been pursuing in Virginia,

granted to the inhabitants rather what they wanted, than what

they asked, and restored to theui the enjoyment of liberty,

without the appendage of the ancient corporation, from whicii

it seemed to have been derived ; and that the Virginians, justly

appreciating the advantages thus acquired, now regarded with

aversion the revival of the patent, and were sensible that their

interests would be rather impaired than promoted by the event

that would enable them to re-annex Maryland to their territory.

Had this change of circumstances and interests been deferred

but a short time, the most injurious consequences might have

resulted to both the colonies : for the assembling of the Long
Parliament, and the encouragement which it bestowed on
every complaint of royal misgovernment, inspired the partners

of the suppressed Virginia company with the hope of obtain-

ing a restitution of their patent. Fortified by the opinion of

eminent lawyers whom they consulted, and who confidently

assured them that the ancient patents of Virginia still remained

in force, and that the grant of Maryland, as derogatory to

them, was legally void, they presented an application to the

parliament complaining of the unjust invasion that their

privileges had undergone, and demanding that the govern-

ment of Virginia should be restored to them. This appli-

cation would undoubtedly have prevailed, if it had been

c 2

BOOK
111.

1(539.

Ki-IO.
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BOOK seconded by the Virginian colonists. Its failure was mainly

occasioned by the vigorous opposition of the assembly of

Virginia.^

1641. Under the constitution which was thus preserved to them

by the exertions of their formal rivals, the colonists of Mary-

land continued to flourish in the enjoyment of a happy and

prosperous estate, and to demonstrate, by their unabated

gratitude to the proprietary, that the spirit of liberty rather

enhances than impairs the attachment of a free people to its

ruler, and that a strong sense of the rights of men is no way
incompatible with a just impression of their duties. The
wise and friendly policy which the governor continued to pur-

sue towards the Indians, had hitherto preserved a peace which

proved highly beneficial to the colony in its infant state. But,

unfortunately, the intrigues of Cleyborne had infected the

minds of these savages with a jealous suspicion, which the

visibly increasing strength of the colony had no tendency to

mitigate, and which the immoderate avidity of some of the

planters tended to cherish and inflame. The rapid multipli-

cation of the strangers seemed to threaten the extinction of

the aboriginal inhabitants ; and the augmented value which

the territory they sold to the colonists had subsequently de-

rived from the industry and skill of its new proprietors, easily

suggested to their envy and ignorance the angry surmise, that

they had been defrauded in the original vendition. This in-

jurious suspicion was confirmed by the conduct of various

individuals arrong the planters, who, without the authority of

government, procured additional grants of land from the In-

dians, for considerations which were grossly inadequate, and

which, upon reflection, filled the defrauded vendors with

anger and discontent." These causes at length produced the

' Chalmers. Ante, B. i. Cap. ii.

* Similar causes of offence undoubtedly begot o • promoted many of the wars be-

tween the Indians and the other colonies. " Such things," says the historian of New
Hampshire, " were indeed disallowed by the government, and would always have

been punished, if the Indians had made compla-nt ; but they knew only the law of

retaliation, and when an injury was inflicted, it was never forgotten till revenged."

The fraud, or supposed fraud, of an individual, might, at the distance of many years

from its perpetration, involve the whole colony to which he belonged in an Indian

war. Belknap.
" Unpiincipled and avaricious traders sometimes resided among the Indians

;

and, that they might the more easily cheat them, first filled the sivvages drunk, and

then took all manner of advantage of them in the course of traffic. When the Indian
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calamity which the governor had earnestly laboured to avert.

An Indian war broke out in the beginninsf of the year 1642,

and continued for two years after to administer its accustomed

evils, without the occurrence of any decisive issue, or the at-

tainment of any consideiaMe advantage by either party.

Peace having been with some difficulty re-established, the

provincial assembly enacted laws for the prevention of the

more obvious causes of complaint and animosity. All ac-

quisitions of land from the aborigines, without the consent of

the proprietary, were declared derogatory no less to his dig-

nity and rights, than to the safety of the community, and

therefore void and illegal. It was declared a capital felony to

sell or kidnap any friendly Indians ; and a high misdemea-

nour to supply them with spirituous liquors, or to put them in

possession of arms or ammunition. Partly by these regula-

tions, but chiefly by the humane and prudent demeanour of

the officers who conducted the proprietary government, the

peace that was now concluded between the colonists and the

Indians subsisted, without interruption, for a considerable

period of time.^

But the province was not long permitted to enjoy the re-

storation of its tranquillity. Scarcely had the Indian war

been concluded, when the intrigues of Cleyborne exploded in

mischiefs of far greater magnitude, and more lasting malig-

nity. The activity of this enterprising and vindictive spirit

had been curbed hitherto by the deference which he affected

to the pleasure of the British court, at which he had con-

tinued to cultivate his interest so successfully, that, in the

year 1642, he received from the king the appointment of

treasurer of Virginia for life. ° But the civil wars which had

now broken out in England, leaving him no longer any thing

to hope from royal patronage, he made no scruple to declare

himself a partizan of the popular cause, and to espouse the

fortunes of a party from whose predominance he expect-

ed at once the gratification of his ambition, and the en-

joyment of revenge. In conjunction with his ancient asso-

recovers from his fit of drunkenness, and finds himself robbed of his treasures, for

procuring which he had perhaps hunted a whole year, he is filled with fury, and
spurns every check upon his vengeance." Hewit's Hist, of S. Carolina and Georgia.

' Chalmers. * TInznrd.
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BOOK ciates in the isle of Kent, and aided by the contagious fer-
•

nient of the times, he kindled a rebelHon in Maryland in the

i6io. beginning of the year 1645. Calvert, destitute of forces suit-

able to this emergency, was constrained to take shelter in

Virginia : and the vacant government was instantly appro-

priated by the insurgents, and exercised with a violence cha-

racteristic of the ascendancy of an unpopular minority. Not-

withstanding the most vigorous exertions of the governor,

seconded by the well-affected part of the community, the re-

volt was not suppressed till the autumn of the following year.

The afflictions of that calamitous period are indicated by a

statute of the assembly, which recites ''that the province had

been wasted by a miserable dissension and unhappy war,

which had been closed by the joyful restitution of a blessed

peace." To promote the restoration of tranquillity and mutual

confidence, an act of general pardon and oblivion was passed,

from the benefits of which only a few leading agitators were

excepted ; and all suits were disallowed for wrongs that might

have been perpetrated during the revolt. But the additional

tributes which it was found necessary to exact from the peo-

ple, were consequences of the insurrection that did not so

soon pass away : and, three years afterwards, a temporary

import of ten shillings on every hundred weight of tobacco

exported in Dutch vessels was granted to the proprietary,

—

the one-half of which was expressly appropriated to the

liquidation of expenses incurred for the recovery and defence

of the province,—while the other was declared to be conferred

on him for the purpose of enabling him the better to provide

for its safety in time to come.^

Religious In the assembly by which the imposition of this tribute was

estabUslicd
^"^cted, a magnauimous attempt was made to preserve the

ill the peace rf the colony, by extinguishing within its limits one of
colony.

i^jjg jj^Qg^ fertile sources of human contention and animosity.

It had been declared by the proprietary, at a very early period,

that religious toleration should constitute one of the funda-

mental principles of the social union over which he presided
;

and the assembly of the province, composed chiefly of Roman
catholics, now proceeded, by a memorable Act concerning Re-

• I'lcl-icc to liacoii's Laws, Cliulmcis.

1649.
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ligion, to interweave this noble principle into its legislative book
constitutions. The act commenced with a preamble, declaring ^^^'

that the enforcement of the conscience had been of dangerous cou' i649.

sequence in those countries wherein it had been practised ; and

thereafter enacted, that no persons professing to believe in

Jesus Christ should be molested on account of their faith, or

denied the free exercise of their particular modes of worship

:

That persons molesting any individual on account of his reli-

gious tenets or ecclesiastical practices, should pay treble

damages to the party aggrieved, and twenty shillings to the

proprietary: That those who should leproach their neighbours

with opprobious names or epithets inferring religious distinc-

tions, should forfeit ten shillings to the persons so insulted :

That any one speaking reproachfully against the blessed Vir-

gin or the apostles, should forfeit five pounds ; and that blas-

phemy against God should be punished with death.' By the

enactment of this statute, the catholic planters of Maryland

procured to their adopted country the distinguished praise of

being the first of the American states in which toleration was

established by law ; ^ and graced their peculiar faith with the

signal and unwonted merit of protecting those rights of con-

science which no other christian association in the world was

yet sufficiently humane and enlightened to recognise. It is a

striking and instructive spectacle, to behold at this period the

puritans persecuting their protestant brethren in New Eng-

land ; the protestant episcopalians inflicting similar rigour

and injustice on the puritans in Virginia ; and the catholics,

against whom all the others were combined, forming in Mary-
land a sanctuary where christians of every denomination

might worship, and none might oppress, and where even pro-

' Bacon's Laws.
* Rhode Island was at this time the only one of the protestant settlements in

which the principle of toleration was recognised : and even there, Roman catiiolics

were excluded from participating in the political rights that were enjoyed by the rest

of the community.
The toleration thus early established in INlaryland, is one of the most remarkable

events in the modern history of the Catholic church, if this ciiurch (which obtained
temporal power long before any other, and had been accustomed to exercise it dur-
ing a period when it was universally associated with a fierce vindictive spirit) sup-
plied the first Christian persecutors, — it also supplied the first professors and prac-

titioners of toleration. No christian church, which enjoyed temporal power, or an
alliance with temporal power, prior to the eighteenth century, is entitled to reproach
another with intolerance.
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BOOK teslants sought refuge from protestant intolerance. If the

.
dangers to which the Maryland catholics must have felt them-

1649. selves exposed from the disfavour with which they were

regarded by the other colonial communities in their vicinity,

and from the ascendancy which tiieir most zealous adversaries,

the presbyterians, were acquiring in the councils of the parent

state, may be supposed to account in some degree for their

cultivation of a principle of which they manifestly needed

the protection, the surmise will detract very little from the

merit of the authors of this excellent law. The moderation

of mankind has ever needed adventitious support : and chris-

tian sentiment is not depreciated by the supposition that

deems it capable of deriving an accession to its purity from

the experience of persecution. It is by divine grace alone

that the fire of persecution thus sometimes tends to refine vir-

tue and consume the dross incident even to this celestial prin-

ciple in its co-existence with human frailty : and the progress

of our history will abundantly demonstrate that without such

overruling agency, the commission of injustice naturally

tends to its own reproduction, and that the experience of it

engenders a much stronger disposition to retaliate its severi-

ties than to sympathise with its victims. It had been happy

for the credit of the protestants, whose hostility perhaps pro-

moted the moderation of the catholics of Maryland, if they

had imitated the virtue thus elicited by apprehension of their

own violence and injustice. But, unfortunately, a great pro-

portion even of those fugitives who were constrained to seek

shelter among the catholics from the persecutions of their

own protestant brethren, carried with them into exile the same

intolerance of which they had themselves already been the

victims
J
and the presbyterians and other dissenters who now

began to flock in considerable numbers from Virginia to Mary-

land,* gradually formed a protestant confederacy against the

interests of the original settlers ; and, with ingratitude still

more odious than their injustice, projected the abrogation not

only of the catholic worship, but of every part of that system

of toleration, under whose sheltering hospitality they were

enabled to conspire its downfall. But though the catholics

' Oldinixon. Wynne, ritkin.

I

I
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were thus ill requited by their protestant guests, it would be book
a mistake to suppose that the calamities that subsequently ^'*'

desolated the province were produced by the toleration which 1641).

her assembly now established, or that the catholics were

really losers by this act of justice and liberality. From the

disposition of the prevailing party in England, and the state

of the other colonial settlements, the catastrophe that over-

took the liberties of the Maryland catholics could not possibly

have been evaded ; and if the virtue they now displayed was

unable to avert their fate, it exemptec'. them at least from the

reproach of deserving it ; it redoubled the guilt and scandal

incurred by their adversaries, and achieved for themselves a

reputation more lasting and honourable than political triumph

or temporal elevation.

From the establishment of religious liberty, the assembly of 1650.

Maryland extended its attention to the security of political

freedom ; and in the following year the constitution of this

province received that strficture which, with some in-

terruptions, it continued to retain for more than a cen-

tury after. So early as the year 1642, the burgesses elected

to the existing assembly had expressed a desire " that they

might be separated, and sit by themselves, and have a nega-

tive." Their proposition was disallowed at that time ; but Separate

now, in conformity with it, a law was passed, enacting that
n^gn^Jofj^e

members called to the assembly by special writ of the proprie- house of

tary, should form the upper house ; and those who were
"""^g^*^^**

chosen by their fellow colonists, should form the lower house

;

and that all bills approved by the two branches of the legis-

lature, and ratified by the governor, should be acknowledged

and obeyed as the laws of the province. An act of recognition

of the rights of Lord Baltimore was passed in the same ses-

sion. The assembly declared itself bound by the laws both

of God and man, to acknowledge his just title by virtue of

the grant of the late king Charles of England : it submitted

to his authority, and obliged its constituents and their pos-

terity fc- ever to defend him and his heirs in his seignorial

privileges and pre-eminences, so far as they should not infringe

the just liberties of the free-born subjects of England ; and
it besought him to accept this act as a testimony to himself

and his posterity, of its fidelity and thankfulness for the
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manifold benefits which the colony had derived from him.

Blending a due regard to the rights of the people with a just

gratitude to the proprietary, the assembly at the same time

enacted a law prohibiting the imposition of taxes without the

consent of the freemen, and declaring in its preamble, " that

as the proprietary's strength doth consist in the affections of

his people : on them he doth rely for his supplies, not doubt-

ing of their duty and assistance on all just occasions."^ In

prosecution of its patriotic labours, the assembly enacted laws

for the relief of the poor, and the encouragement of agiicul-

turc and commerce ; ^ and a short gleam of tranquil prosperity

preceded the calamities which the province was fated again

to experience from the evil genius of Cleyborne, and the mis-

chievous interference of the parent state.

The parliament having now established its supremacy in

England, had leisure to extend its views beyond the Atlantic

;

and if the people of Virginia were exposed by their political

sentiments to a collision with this formidable power, the in-

habitants of Maryland were not less obnoxious to its bigotry

from their religious tenets. This latter province wus not de-

nounced by the parliamentary ordinance of 1650 as in a state

of rebellion, like Virginia ; but it was comprehended in that

part of the ordinance which declared that the plantations were,

and of right ought to be, dependent on England, and subject

to her laws. In prosecution of the object and purpose of this

ordinance, certain commissioners, of who n Cleyborne was one,

were appointed to reduce and govern the colonies within the

bay of Chesapeak. In Virginia, where resistance was at-

tempted, the existing administration was instantly suppressed:

but as the proprietary of Maryland professed his willingness

to acknowledge the parliamentary jurisdiction, the commis-

sioners were instructed to respect his rights ; and he was suf-

fered to rule the province, though as a dependent functionary of

the keepers of the liberties of England.^ But Cleyborne was

not to be thus deterred from availing himself of an opportunity

so favourable to the gratification of his malignity ; and un-

fortunately his designs were favoured by the distractions in

England that preceded the elevation of Cromwell to the pro-

Laws. 2 Ibid. ^ Bacon's Preface. Thurlow's State Papers.
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tectorate, and by the disunion which began to prevail in the hook
l)rovince from the pretensions of the protestant exiles who had

recently united themselves to its population. Ever the ally of cievbornc

the strongest party, Cleyborne hastened to espouse the fortunes fi^^^lr
of Cromwell, whose triumph he easily foresaw ; and inflamed 1053.

the dissensions of the province, by encouraging the protestants

to combine the pursuit of their own ascendancy with the re-

cognition of the protectoral government. The contentions of

the two parties were at length exasperated to the extremity of

civil war: and after various skirmishes, which were fought

with alternate success,—the catholics and the other partizans

of the proprietary were defeated in a decisive engagement, the 1654.

governor deposed, and the administration usurped by Cley- ^["^ admi-*

borne and his associates.^ nistration.

Although the victorious party did not consider themselves

warranted expressly to deny the title of the proprietary, they

made haste to signalise their triumph by abolishing his insti-

tutions. Fuller and Preston, whom Cleyborne had appointed July.

commissioners for directing th^ affairs of Maryland under his

highness the lord protector, convoked a provincial assembly ; October.

and some of the persons who were elected burgesses having

refused to serve in a capacity which they deemed inconsistent

with their obligations to Lord Baltimore," the legislative power

was the more unreservedly appropriated by the partizans of

innovation. The assembly having, as a preliminary measure,

passed an act of recognition of Cromwell's just title and au-

thority, proceeded to frame an ordinance concerning religion,

wliich derogated not less signally from the credit of the pro-

testant cause, than from the justice and liberality of the pro-

tector's administration.^ By this ordinance it was declared. Toleration

abolished.

' Hacon's Preface. * Chalmers.
» Cromwell is at least obnoxious to the charge of having suffered the triumph of

his own and of the protestant cause to be signalized by the extinction of a toleration

established by Roman catholics. That he incited, or even approved this proceeding,

is by no means apparent. In the records of the province, there is a letter from him
to his commissioners, desiring them not to liusy themselves about religion, but to

settle the civil government. Chalmers. Yet in writing to the governor and council

of Virginia, he reproached them with impiety in having given countenance and
support to the catholic interest in Mainland. Burk. The protector was much more
distinguished by the vigour of his conduct than the perspicuity of his diction ; and
his correspondents were sometimes unable to discover the meaning of his letters.

In one; of his communications to the Maryland commissioners, we find him repri-

iiuindine; them for having misunderstood his former directions. Chalmers. Hazard.
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BOOK that no persons who professed the doctrines of the Romish
church could be protected in the province by the laws of

1654. England formerly established, and yet unrepealed, or by the

protectoral government : That such as professed faith in God
by Jesus Christ, though dissenting from the doctrine and dis-

cipline generally established in the British dominions, should

not be restrained from the exercise of their religion ;
" provided

such liberty be not extended to popery or prelacy ; or to such

as, under the profession of Christianity, practice licentious-

ness." 1 Thus the Roman catholics were deprived of the pro-

tection of law in the commonwealth which their own industry

and virtue had reared, and by those protestants to whom their

humanity had given a country and a home. This unworthy

triumph was hailed by the zealots against popery in London,

where a book was published soon after under the title of Ba-

bylon's Fall in Maryland. But the catholics were not the

only parties who experienced the severity of the new govern-

ment. All the protestant dissenters were equally excluded

from the protection of law ; and a number of quakers having

resorted some time after to the province, and begun to preach

against judicial oaths and military pursuits, were denounced

by the government as heretical vagabonds, and underwent the

punishment of flogging and imprisonment.^

As Lord Baltimore's right to the proprietaryship of the pro-

vince was still outwardly recognised, the commissioners, either

deeming it requisite to the formality of their proceedings, or

more probably studying to embroil him with the protector, de-

manded his assent to the changes which had been thus intro-

duced. But he firmly refused to sanction either the deposition

of his governor, or any one of the recent measures of the com-

missioners and their adherents; and declared in particular,

that he never would assent to the repeal of a law which pro-

tected the most sacred rights of mankind. The commissioners,

with expressions of surprise either hypocritical or ridiculous,

complained of his contumacy to Cromwell, to whom they con-

tinued from time to time to transmit the most elaborate repre-

He seems, on many occasions, to have studied an ambiguity of language that left

him free to approve or disapprove the proceedings of his officers, according to the

success that might attend them.
' Laws. ' Chalmers,
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f itations of the ti/ranm/, bigotry, nnd royalist predilections of d O o K
Led Baltimore, and the expediency of depriving him of the "^'

proprietaryship of the province.' But uU their representations i656.

were ineflectual : Lord Baliimore was allowed by Cromwell to

retain, at least nominally, the rights which he was practically

debarred from exercising; and the commissioners remained in

the province to enact the tyranny and bigotry of which they

had falsely accused him. Their conduct, as intemperate as

their councils, disturbed the peace of the colony, and rendered

their own power insecure. The people, lately so tranquil and Distrac<

happy, were now a prey to all those disorders which never fail
•«>n»o'^''»«

to result from religious persecution embittered by the triumph

of party in civil contention. In this situation an insurrection 1656.

was easily raised by Josias Feudal, a restless and profligate

adventurer, destined by his intrigues to become the Cleyborne

of the next generation, and who now sought occasion to gra-

tify his natural turbulence under pretence of supporting the

rights of the proprietary and the original constitution of the

province. This insurrection was productive of very unhappy
consequences to the colony. It induced Lord Baltimore to

repose an ill-grounded confidence in Fendal ; and its sup-

pression was attended with increased severities on the part of

the commissioners, and additional exactions from the people.^

The affairs of the colony continued for two years longer in

this distracted condition ; when at length the commissioners,

disgusted with the disorders which they had contributed to

produce, but were unable to compose, and finding all their

efforts unavailing to procure the abrogation of Lord Balti-

more's title, to which they ascribed the unappeasable discon-

tent of a great part of the population, surrendered the admin- i658.

istration of the government into the hands of Fendal, who had

been appointed governor by the proprietary. But this mea-

sure, so far from restoring the public quiet, contributed to ag-

gravate the mischiefs which had so long infested the province,

by giving scope to the machinations of that unprincipled

agitator, whose habitual restlessness and impetuosity had

> Langford's Refutation of a scandalous pamphlet, named Babylon's Fall in

Maryland. Chalmers. Hazard. The only copy of Langford's Tract that 1 have
ever met with was in the library of Mr. Chalmers.

* Laws. Chalmers.
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BOOK been mistaken for attachment to the proprietary system. No
^^^'

sooner had he convoked an assembly, than with unblushing

Feb. 1659. treachery he surrendered into the hands of the burgesses the

trust which Lord Baltimore had committed to him, and ac-

cepted from them a new commission as governor: and the

burgesses, by his instigation, dissolved the upper house, and

assumed to themselves the whole legislative power of the state.

Feudal and his associates were probably encouraged to pursue

this lawless career by the distractions of the English common-
wealth that followed the death of the protector. Their ad-

ministration, which was chiefly distinguished by the imposi-

tion of heavy taxes, and the persecution of the quakers, was

happily soon terminated by the restoration of Charles the

Second: and Philip Calvert producing a commission to him-

self from the proprietary, and a letter from the king command-
ing all oflicers, and others his subjects in Maryland, to assist

in the re-establishment of Lord Baltimore's jurisdiction, found

his authority universally recognised and peaceably submitted

to. Feudal was now tried for high treason, and found guilty

:

but the clemency of the proprietary prevailed over his resent-

ment; and he granted the convict a pardon, qualified by the

imposition of a moderate fine, and a declaration of his per-

petual incapacity of public trust. This lenity was very ill

requited by its worthless object, who was reserved by farther

intrigues and treachery to disturb at an after period the re-

pose of the province. His accomplices, upon a timely sub-

mission, were pardoned without even undergoing a trial.

The recent usurpations were passed over in wise silence, and

buried in a generous oblivion ; toleration was forthwith re-

stored ; and the inhabitants of Maryland once more experi-

enced the blessings of a mild government, and internal tran-

quillity.'

Happily for mankind, amidst the contentions of political

factions and the revolutions of government, there is, generally,

in every community, an under-current of peaceful and indus-

trious life, which pursues its course undisturbed by the tem-

pests that agitate the upper regions, and deform the surface

of society. Notwithstanding the disorders to which Mary-

1661.

i

' T.aws. Clinlmers.
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land had so long been a prey, the province had continued to book
increase in population, industry, and wealth ; and at the ^ '

epoch of the Restoration, it appears to have contained about 166I.

twelve thousand inhabitants.^ The re-establishment of a hu-

mane government and general subordination, however, had

manifestly the effect of quickening the march of prosperity

;

and, accordingly, about five years after the present epoch, we

find the population increased to sixteen thousand persons, At

this latter period, the number of ships trading from England

and other parts of the British dominions to Maryland, was

computed at an hundred.^ So great was the demand for

labour in the colony, and so liberal its reward, that even the

introduction of negro slavery had not been able to degrade it

in public esteem. Industry, amply recompensed, was aiaimated

and cheerful ; and, closely connected with independence and

improvement of condition, was the object of general respect.

Every young person was trained to useful labour ; and though

a legal provision was made for the support of the poor, pau-

perism and beggary were practically unknown ; and the pub-

lic bounty, though sometimes delicately conveyed to the

necessities of proud poverty or modest misfortune, was never

known to be openly solicited.^ An account of the condition

of Maryland was published at London in the year 1666, by

George Alsop, who had resided in the province both prior and

subsequent to the Restoration. From his representation it

appears that a great deal of the agricultural work of the

colonists was performed by indented servants ; and that the

treatment of these persons was so humane, and the allotment

of land and stock which they received from their masters at

the end of their quadriennial servitude so ample, that the

author, who himself had served in this capacity, declares he

was much happier as an indented servant in Maryland, than

as an apprentice in London. It was common for ruined trades-

men, and indigent labourers in England to embrace this re-

source for retrieving or improving their worldly circumstances;

' Chalmers.

Oldmixon. Blo.nes' Present State of His Majesty's Isles and Territories in

America.
3 Ahop's Maryland. The English civil wars appear to have produced a consi-

derable improvement in the condition of labourers in North America, by interrupting
the emigration of additional competitors for employment. Winthrop's Journal.
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BOOK though many were deterred by the misrepresentations circu-

lated by weak politicians who dreaded the depopulation of the

realm, or by interested employers who apprehended an aug-

mentation of the wages of labour. No emigrants (says Alsop)

were more successful in betteringr their condition than female

servants ; they invariably obtained an immediate and respec-

table establishment in marriage. Money appears to have

been very scarce in the colony, and was never employed in

its domestic transactions; tobacco be'.ig the universal medium
of exchange, the remuneration of all services, civil, military,

and ecclesiastical,—and the measure of all penal amercements.

This author, when he has occasion to mention the troubles

that preceded the Restoration, alludes to them simply as

affairs of state, and events of merely partial interest and im-

portance. Of some of the personages who were culpably

implicated in them, it was his opinion, " that their thoughts

were not so bad at first, as their actions would have led them

into in process of time."^

A great proportion of the inhabitants of Maryland, and, in

particular, all the catholic part of the population, were sin-

cerely attached to the royal government ; ^ and the gratifica-

tion they derived from the restoration of the king enhanced

the satisfaction with which they returned to the patriarchal

sway of their benevolent proprietary. During the general

festivity that ensued in the province, the house of assembly

was convoked by the governor. One of the first measures

undertaken by this body aimed at providing a remedy for the

scarcity of money, which, it was declared, formed a serious

obstruction to the advancement of trade. For this purpose

they besought the proprietary to establish a mint in the pro-

vince ; and enacted that the money to be coined should be of

as good silver as English sterling, and that the proprietary

should accept it in payment of his rents and other debts.

This is the second instance that we have witnessed, and the

last that ever occurred, of a pretension to the right of coining

money in the British provinces of North America. A coinage

> Alsop. The Advocates' Library of Edinburgh contains a copy of this little

work.
' It was one of the charges preferred against the proprietary by Cromwell's com-

missioners, that Ciiarles the Second had b^n proclaimed by the people of Maryland,
without any signification of displeasure from Lord Baltimore. Hazard.

May.

Establish-

ment of a

provincial

mint.
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land, and, in

accordingly took place in Maryland : and the measure seems book
neither to have offended the British government, nor to have ^^^'

1661.

ppy of this little

disappointed the colony ; for the law was confirmed and de-

clared perpetual by the assembly in he year 1676. Yet, in

consequence, perhaps, of the blame that Massachusetts in-

curred for a similar proceeding, the practice of coining soon

after fell into disuse, and the acts that had introduced it were

repealed. In the same session there was passed an act for the

imposition of port duties, which conferred on the proprietary

half a pound of powder and three pounds of shot for every ton

of the burden of vessels not belonging to the province.* This

act, as we shall afterwards find, gave rise to some controversy

at the period of the British Revolution.

The happiness and prosperity of the colonists were pro- iiappy

moted by the arrival, in the following year, of Charles Calvert, ^''l'®
°^*''®

eldest son of the proprietary, whom his father appointed the 1662.

resident governor of Maryland, for the purpose of enabling him
to form acquaintance with the people over whom he was

destined to maintain the hereditary jurisdiction. From the

various acts of gratitude (as they were termed) that were

passed by the assembly during his presidency, Charles Cal-

vert appears to have followed, with successful virtue, the wise

and generous policy of his father ; and his administration, first

as governor, and afterwards as proprietary, proved for a con-

siderable period alike honourable to himself and beneficial to

the province. The provincial records, at this period, are oc-

cupied exclusively with details of jurisprudence and the pro-

gress of legislation. Various laws were enacted by the as-

sembly for the ascertainment of public and private right, the

promotion of commerce, and the encouragement of agricultural

and manufacturing industry. Acts were passed for engrafting

more perfectly the English statute law on the jurisprudence

of the colony; for securing the stability of possessions, and
the fulfilment of contracts; and for the encouragement of the

culture of English grain, and the rearing and manufacturing
of hemp and flax. As the agitations of the parent state had
ever been found to diffuse their influence through the colonial

territories, and the perturbing spirit of rumour to gain force

:gg2—
1 666.

VOL. II.

> Laws. Chalmers.

D
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BOOK and malignity proportioned to the distance from which it was
^^^' wafted, an attempt was made to guard the quiet of the pro-

vince by a law imposing penalties on divulgers of false news

:

but this desirable object was much more respectably as well

as effectually promoted by the merits and popularity of the

governor's administration. The public tranquillity sustained

some disturbance from the encroachments of the Dutch on the

western banks of the Delaware, and from the hostile incursions

of a distant tribe of Indians. But the remonstrances of Cal-

vert obliged the Dutch intruders to desert the whole country

around Cape Henlopen, of which he instantly took possession ;
^

and his prudence, seconded by the friendly demonstrations of

the Indians who were in alliance with the province, restored

peace with the hostile tribe by a treaty, which was confirmed

by act of assembly. The fidelity of the Indian allies was
rewarded by settling on them and their descendants a consi-

derable territory, which, being assured to them on various oc-

casions by successive acts of the legislature, continued in their

possession for near a century after. All the Indian tribes

within the limits of the province now declared themselves

subject to the proprietary government ; and in testimony of

their subjection, the inferior chiefs or princes, on the death

of their principal sachem, refused to acknowledge the sway of

his successor, till this pretender's claim to the dignity had

been sanctioned by Governor Calvert. The removal of the

Dutch from Cape Henlopen induced many of those planters

to unite themselves to the colony of Maryland, into which they

were readily admitted ; and, in the year 1666, the Maryland

assembly enacted in favour of them and of certain French

Protestant refugees, the first law ever framed by any provincial

Naturaliz- legislature for the naturalization of aliens. Many similar laws
ahon acts, ^g^g enacted in every subsequent session, till the British Re-

volution; and, during the intervening period, great numbers

of foreigners transported themselves to this province, and be-

came completely incorporated with its other inhabitants. ^

The principal, if not the only, inconvenience of which the

people of Maryland were sensible at this time, was that which

' A more particular account of the disputes and various proceedings between the

English and the Dutch in this quarter occurs in B. v. cap. i. post.

^ Bacon's Laws. Oldmixon. Chalmers.

^1
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they shared with all the other colonies, and which was inflicted rook
by the parliamentary acts of navigation. In Virginia, where "^'

the pressure of these restrictions was sooner and more severely loee.

felt, an attempt was made to enhance the price of the staple

comnodity, by a temporary restraint of the cultivation of

tobacco; but, as Maryland refused to embrace this measure,

its efficacy was defeated, and the former animosity of the Vir-

ginians against the inhabitants of the neighbouring province

unhappily revived. To this animosity we must ascribe the

various complaints against the colonists of Maryland which

Virginia continued from time to time to address to the king
;

all of which, upon examination, proved entirely groundless.^

As the inconvenience arising from the navigation laws began

to be more sensibly experienced in Maryland, the policy that

had been ineffectually suggested by Virginia was more fa-

vourably regarded ; and at length a prohibitory act, suspend-

ing the growth of tobacco, was passed in the present year by
the assembly : but the dissent of the proprietary and governor,

who apprehended that it might prove injurious to the poorer

class of planters, as well as detrimental to the royal customs,

prevented this regulation from being carried into effect. ^ The
popularity of Lord Baltimore and his son appears to have in-

curred no abatement from their opposition to the project of

the assembly. Though averse to impose any direct restraint

on the cultivation of tobacco, they willingly promoted every

plan that was suggested by the provincial legislature for the

encouragement of other branches of industry : and their

efforts to alleviate the public inconvenience were justly ap-

preciated, as well as actively seconded, by a people more

ready to improve the remaining advantages of their situation,

than to resent the injustice of the parent state, by which

these advantages had been circumscribed. While Virginia

was a prey to discontent and insurrection, Maryland continued

ngs between the

' One of these complaints, which the proprietary was summoned to answer, was
for making partial treaties with the Indians, and contenting himself with exempting
the Maryland territory from their hostilities, without claiming the same advantage
for the province of Virginia. The committee of plantations, to which the complaint
was referred, on ' ;amining the treaties of b^th parties, reported to the king that

Maryland had included Virginia in all her treaties, but that Virginia had demon-
strated no such concern for Maryland. Chalmers.

' Bacon's Laws. Chalmers.

P2
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1671.

li o o K to enjoy the blessings of peace and prosperity, and to acknow-
^^^'

ledge the patriotic superintendence of its generous proprietary.

By an act passed in the year 1671/ the assembly imposed

a duty of two shillings sterling on every hogshead of tobacco

exported : the one-half of which was to be applied in main-

taining a magazine of arms, and defraying the necessary ex-

penses of government ; and the other half was settled on the

proprietary, in consideration of his receiving merchantable

tobacco for his rents and alienation fines, at the rate of two-

pence a pound. This provision was soon after continued

during the life of the heir of the proprietary, by " An act

of gratitude," as the assembly termed their ordinance, " to

Charles Calvert, the governor." ^

Cecilius, Lord Baltimore, the father of the province, having

lived to reap these happy and honourable fruits of the planta-

tion which he had reared with so much wisdom and virtue,

died in the forty-forth year of his supremacy,— crowned with

venerable age and illustrious reputation. It was his constant

maxim, which he studiously inculcated on the provincial as-

sembly, " that by concord, a small colony may grow into a

great and renowned nation ; but that by dissension, mighty

and glorious kingdoms have declined and fallen into nothing."

Some observations on the state of the province at the period

of his death, occur in a letter written in the same year by a

clergyman of the church of England, resident there, to the

archbishop of Canterbuiy. Maryland, it appears, had been

then divided into ten counties, and contained upwards of

twenty thousand inhabitants. The catholics, says this writer,

had provided for their priests; and the quakers supported

their ministers ; but no care was taken to establish by law a

protestant episcopal church. There were but three or four

ministers of the church of England in Maryland ; and from

the want of a legal establishment for them, the colony, he

1674.

Death of

the first

proprie-

tary.

1676.

x: .'

• Bacon's Laws. " Reflecting with gratitude," says the preamble ot tliis enact-

ment, " on the unwearied care of the proprietary, and the vast expense that he has
been put to in preserving the inhabitants in the enjoyment of their hves and liberties,

and the increase and improvement of iheir estates," &c. History should delight to

record the expressions of popular gratitude for conspicuous service—the public

honours rendered to wisdom and virtue.

The same year there was passed an act " for encouraging the importation of

negroes and slaves."
- Bacon's Laws.
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declares, had fallen into a most deplorable condition,—having book
become a pest-house of iniquity, in which the Lord's day was

'

openly profaned. As a remedy for this evil, he suggests an 1676.

endowment of the church of England at the public expense. ^

The remedy discredits the representation, which, besides, is

totally unconfirmed by any other account : and it seems

neither uncharitable nor unreasonable to suppose, that this

writer contemplated the existing condition of society, through

the inverted medium of the same systematic view that repre-

sented to him the future advancement of the spiritual interests

of the laity, originating from the promotion of the temporal

interests of the clergy. The brightness of distant hope tends

to darken the realities of present experience ; and the associa-

tions that serve to dignify and illustrate the one, are able to

deform and obscure the other. The protestant part of the

population of Maryland was less distinguished by that chris-

tian zeal which leads men to impose sacrifices on themselves>

than by that ecclesiastical zeal which prompts then to impose

burthens on others ; they were probably less v ealthy from

having been more recently established in the province, than

the catholics ; and the erection of their churches had been

farther retarded by the state of dispersion in which the in-

habitants generally lived. The protestant episcopal pastors,

like the clergy of every other order, depended on the profes-

sors of their own particular tenets for support; and it is not

easy to see the force of the reasoning that assigns the liberality

of other sectarians to the clergymen of their own persuasion,

as an argument for loading them with the additional burthen

of supporting the ministers of the church of England,— or

the existing incompetency of these ministers to control the

immoralities of their people, as an argument for endowing

them with a provision that would render them independent of

the discharge of their duty. This logic, however, proved

quite satisfactory to the primate of England, who eagerly

undertook to reform the morals of the people of Maryland, by

the importation of

' Chalmers. Yeo, apud Chalmere. This representation is as incredible as the
statement that was published about twelve years after by the protestant association

of Maryland of the daily murders and persecutions incited by the proprietary and
committed by the papists. No reliance can be placed on the accounts that men give
of the character and conduct of tliose whom they nrc preparing or longing to plunder.
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BOOK obtaining a legal establishment and wealthy endowment to a
"^'

protestant episcopal church in the province.

1676. The deceased proprietary was succeeded by his son Charles,

vernment
^°*^ Baltimore, who had governed the province for fourteen

of his son years with a high reputation for virtue and ability. With the re-

cwso*"*^'
ll'g^o^s tenets, he inherited the tolerant principles of his father

;

and one of the Rrst acts of his administration was to confirm

the remarkable law of 1649, which established an absolute po-

litical equality among all denominations of Christians. Having

convoked an assembly, where he presided in person, he per-

formed, with their assistance, what has often been recom-

mended to other legislatures, but rarely executed by any— a

diligent revision of all the existing laws : repealing those that

were judged superfluous or inexpedient, confirming the salu-

tary, and explaining the obscure.^ In this assembly, an

attempt was made to stem the progress of an evil with which

the colony was afflicted, by a regulation more wisely, perhaps,

than competently opposed to the policy of the mother country.

The morals of the colonists were endangered in a much
greater degree by the transportation of felons to Maryland,

than by the want of a legislative endowment to the clergy of

the protestant episcopal church. To the common law of En-

gland, this punishment of transportation was quite unknown
;

though in some cases it permitted a felon who chose rather to

lose his country than his life, to abjure the realm. It was a

statute of Elizabeth which first inflicted banishment on dan-

gerous rogues ; and it was James the First who, without any

regard to this law, but in the plenitude of his royal preroga-

tive, introduced the practice of transporting felons to Virginia.

He was indebted for the suggestion to Chief Justice Popham,
who being a proprietor of colonial territory, as well as a judge,

conceived the project of rendering the administration of jus-

tice subservient to his private interests as a planter, and had

' Laws. No human society is stalionary in its condition : but the changes to which
all are inevitably subject are less rapid and obvious in old than in young communities.
The peculiarly progressive state of society in America, was calculated to suggest to

the Americans that wise principle which their revolt from Britain afforded them an
opportunity of interweaving into their municipal constitutions, and by which, provi-
sion is made for periodical revisions and corrections of their systems of law and
government, in order to adapt them more perfectly to the altered and actual condi-
tion of the community.
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destined New England in particular to anticipate the uses of book
Botany Bay. * The practice of transporting felons to the "^'

colonies was resumed soon after the Restoration, and received i676.

so far the countenance of the legislature, that an act of par-

liament authorised the king to inflict this punishment on con-

victed quakers. ^ The effects of it proved so disagreeable to

the people of Maryland, that a law was now framed against Law

the importation of convicts into that province,^ and after- p^^ing
'"

wards re-enacted at various subsequent periods till the com- felons.

mencement of the reign of Queen Anne. Whether any notice

was taken of this declaration of resistance to a measure of

the British government, or what were the effects of it, I am
unable to discover. It is certain that at a later period, the

evil was continued and increased in spite of the remonstrances

of all the respectable inhabitants of the province : and shortly

prior to the American revolution, no fewer than three hundred

and fifty felons were annually imported into Maryland from

the parent state. *

At the conclusion of the session, the proprietary having

announced his intention of visiting England, the assembly,

in acknowledgment, of the many signal benefits which he

had rendered to the people, and as a token of their love and

respect, unanimously desired his acceptance of all the tobacco

which remained unappropriated in the public stores of the

province.^ Lord Baltimore was undoubtedly worthy of these

demonstrations of regard ; and the experience of his own,

together with the remembrance of his father's merits, might

have been expected to recommend the system of proprietary

government to the lasting approbation of the colonists. This

species of magistracy, however, was destined to enjoy but a

transient popularity in America. Allied by congruity to no

similar institution, and surrounded by no kindred order of

• Lloyd's State Worthies. Many persons have been transported as felons to America
whom no community of wise and honourable men would be ashamed to recognise as
fellow citizens. The crews of the first squadron conducted by Columbus to America,
were partly composed of convicts, pardoned on condition of undertaking the voyage.
In the reign of Charles the Second, before the voluntary emigration of the quakers,
a considerable number of these sectaries, and in the reign of James the Second, a
great many of the gallant and unfortunate partizans of the Duke of Monmouth, were
transported as felons to America.

» 13, 14 Charles II. cap. 1. ' 1676, cap. 16.
* History of the British Dominions in Ameiica. '• 1676, cap. 18.
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persons in the provincial communities, it stood wholly unshel-

tered from envy, a solitary specimen of hereditary grandeur;

and its objectionable features were exhibited in the most of-

fensive light, when, in the progress of succession, exclusive

dignity became the portion of despicable, or the instrument

of unjust and odious men. These considerations, it must be

acknowledged, afford no explanation of the sudden decline

which Lord Baltimore's popularity was fated to undergo; and

we must seek elsewhere for the causes of that revolution of

public opini. in which his merits were ungratefully depre-

ciated or forgotten. If he had lived in an age less subject to

jealousy and alarm, or presided in a colony composed entirely

of catholics, he would probably have enjoyed a larger and

longer harvest of popular gratitude. But the toleration which

his father had established, and the naturalization of foreigners

which he himself introduced, had attracted to the provincial

territory a multitude of protestants both French and English.

The liberal principles of the proprietary were not able to

disarm the French protestants of their enmity against a faith

associated in their previous experience with perfidy and per-

secution : and the English protestants, impressed with the

opinion which their friends in the mother country had derived

from the policy of the king, regarded toleration but as a cloak

under which catholic bigotry disguised the most dangerous

designs. These unhappy impressions were confirmed by the

alarms and intrigues of which the ensuing period of English

history was abundantly prolific, and which invariably extend-

ed their influence to the minds of the people of Maryland
;

where a mixture of opinions unknown in any other of the

provinces gave a peculiar interest to the conflict of the same
opinions that was carried on in the parent state.

On his arrival in England, Lord Baltimore was assailed

with complaints preferred against him to the Committee of

Plantations, by the colony of Virginia and the prelates of

England. The accusations of Virginia, which related to

' Three or four of the inhabitants of Maryland were murdered this year by a tribe

of Indians who were at war with the colonists of Virginia ; and a great deal of

alarm was consequently excited in the province. But the Indians soon perceived

tir.it they had too hastily supposed that the Marylanders were tlieir enemies, and
made satisfaction for the outrage. Oldmixon.

mmn
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boundaries and Indian treaties, were easily repelled ; but the book
controversy with the prelates was not so satisfactorily ad-

justed. Compton, bishop of London, to whom the primate 1677.

had imparted his ecclesiastical project for the colony, repre-

sented to the committee that true religion was deplorably ne-

glected in Maryland ; that while the Roman catholic priests

were enriched with valuable possessions, the protestant minis-

ters of the church of England were utterly destitute of sup-

port ; and that heresy and immorality had consequently over-

spread the province. Lord Baltimore, in justification of him-

self and of the provincial legislature, exhibited the act of

1649, together with the recent confirmation of it, which gave

freedom and protection to every society of christians, but

special privileges to none. He stated that four ministers of [

the church of England were in possession of plantations

which afforded them a decent subsistence : but that from the

variety of religious opinions prevalent in the assembly, it

would be extremely difHcult, if not impossible, to induce this

body to consent to a law that should oblige any religious so-

ciety to maintain other ministers than its own. Satisfactory

as this answer ought to have been, the impartial policy which

it disclosed obtained little or rather no approbation. The Establish-

committee declared that they thought fit there should be a XJlch'^S*
public maintenance assigned to the church of England, and England

that the proprietary ought to propose some means of support- *"sg^**«''*

ing a competent number of her clergy. The king's ministers

at the same time signified to him the royal pleasure that im-

morality should be discouraged, and the laws enacted for the

repression of vice punctually executed in Maryland.*

This last injunction, to which its authors probably attached

very little meaning or importance, was the only one that re-

ceived any attention from the provincial government. A law i678.

was passed by the assembly enjoining a reverential obser-

vance of Sunday :' and after the return of the proprietary,

new regulations were enacted for the speedier prosecution of 1681.

' Chalmers.

* Yes, far beyond the high -heaved western wave,
Amid Columbia's wildernesses vast,

The words which God in thunder from the Mount
Of Sinai spake, are heard, and are obeyed."

Gkahame's " Sdlilitith,"
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BOOK offences, and the stricter definition of punishments. As the
HI • •*

more rigorous enforcement of the navigation act began now
1681. to occasion an increased depreciation of the staple produce of

the colony, numerous attempts were made by the proprietary

and assembly during the two following years to counteract or

diminish this inconvenience, by giving additional encourage-

ment and a new direction to the provincial industry and com-

merce. Laws were enacted for promoting tillage and raising

provisions for exportation ; for restraining the export of leather

and hides, and otherwise encouraging the labour of tanners

and shoemakers ; and for rearing manufactures of linen and

woollen cloth. Thus early did the legislature endeavour to

introduce manufactures into the province : but the attempt

was premature ; and though domestic industry was able to

supply some articles for domestic uses, it was found impractica-

ble even at a much later period to render Maryland a manu-

facturing country. For the encouragement of trade, various

ports were established, where merchants were enjoined to re-

side, and commercial dealings to be carried on, and where all

trading vessels were required to unlade the commodities of

Europe, and take on board the productions of the province.

But from the situation of the country, abounding with navi-

gable rivers, and from the great variety of ports that were

erected in conformity with the wishes of the planters, every

one of whom desired to have a port on his own plantation,

this regulation was attended with very little effect. It was

now, that there occurred the last instance of the expression

of that reciprocal regard which had reflected so much honour

1682. on the proprietary and the people. By a vote of the assem-

bly in the year 1682, this body *'to demonstrate its gratitude,

duty, and affection to the proprietary," desired his accep-

tance of a liberal subsidy ;— an expression of esteem to

which he returned a courteous acknowledgment, though he

declined to appropriate the contribution, on account of the

straitened circumstances of the colony.^

But, amidst all this seeming cordiality, and the mutual en-

deavours of the proprietary and the assembly to promote the

public welfare, there lurked in the province a secret heart-

' Laws.
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burning and discontent pregnant with future quarrel and con-

vulRion. The fiction of the popish plot extended its baneful

influence to Maryland, and was by some profligate politicians

there employed as the instrument of designs similar to those

which it engendered or from which it originated in England.

The insurrections that had been provoked by the oppression of

the covenanters in Scotland ; the discontents in England ; the

vehement disputes with regard to the proposed exclusion of

the Duke of York from the throne ; the continued disagree-

ment between the king and parliament; all, transmitted

through the maj^nifying and uncertain medium of rumour to

a country so remote from the opportunity of accurate informa-

tion, seemed to forebode a renewal of the distractions of the

preceding reign. A general ferment was excited in men's

minds; and in the strong expectation that prevailed of some

great change, parties and individuals prepared with anxiety to

defend their interests; or intrigued with eagerness for the en-

largement of their advantages. The absence of the proprietary

from the province during his visit to England probably served

to promote the machinations of the factious, which, however,

received a seasonable check from his return. Fendal, who had

raised insurrection against the administration of Cromwell, and

afterwards betrayed and resisted the government of the pro-

prietary, now availed himself of the lenity he had experienced,

to excite a renewal of commotions in Maryland. He seems to

have had no other purpose than to scramble for property and

power amidst the confusion which he expected to ensue; and
he encouraged his partizans with the assurance, that, during

the approaching civil wars of England, they might easily pos-

sess themselves of whatever plantations they pleased to appro-

priate. But Lord Baltimore, partly by a steady application

of the laws, and partly by the influence of the tidings which
were received of the king's triumph over his opponents at the

dissolution of the Oxford Parliament, was able as yet to pre-

serve, even without a struggle, the tranquillity of the province.

Fendal was tried for his seditious practices in the year 1681

;

and though the acts of the assembly had annexed the penalty

of death to the offence of which he was convicted, he was now
only fined, and banished from the province for ever. But un-
fortunately his influence was not banished with his person

;
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1682.

Dismem-

B o o K and one of his associates, John Coode, who was tried along
^^^'

with him, but acquitted, remained behind, to renovate, at a

fitter season, those dark intrigues which were dissipated for

the present by the last ray of good fortune that attended the

proprietary's administration. A few others of the less guilty

associates of Fendal and Coode were convicted of sedition, and

punished by fine.^

The last years of Lord Baltimore's administration were em-

S^g'^Jeia

°*^

bittered by the retribution of that injustice in which the esta-

ware ter- blishment of his hereditary jurisdiction began ; and the wrong

Maryland! inflicted half a century before on Virginia, was now avenged

by the disruption of a considerable portion of the territory that

had been allotted to Maryland. If the historian of this trans-

action were permitted to adapt the particulars of it to his own
conceptions of moral consistency, he would ascribe the requital

of the Maryland usurpation to other instrumentality than that

of the venerable patriarch of Pennsylvania. Such, however,

was the mode of this occurrence ; and as the founder of Ame-
rican toleration committed the encroachment on Virginia, so

another distinguished friend of truth, justice, and liberty, pro-

moted the retributory partition of Maryland. On the arrival

of William Penn in America, a meeting took place between

him and Lord Baltimore (two of the most prudent and virtuous

persons that have ever ruled over mankind), in the hope of

effecting an amicable adjustment of the boundaries of their

respective territorial grants. Penn was received by Lord

Baltimore with that distinguished respect due to illustrious

character, and becoming christian courtesy ; and perhaps he

entertained some degree of corresponding regard for a legis-

lator whose institutions had long afforded a peaceful asylum

to persecuted quakers. The pretensions of the parties, how-

ever, were so completely inconsistent with each other, that it

proved impossible at the time to adjust them in a manner sa-

tisfactory to both. Penn had been authorized to appropriate,

among other districts, the whole of the peninsula lying between

the bays of Chesapeak and Delaware, which formed a consi-

derable part of the territory included within the charter of

Maryland, and part of which had been colonized by Dutch

' Chalmeis.
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and Swedish settlers before the commonwealth of Maryland book
was founded. Lord Baltimore's was certainly the juster and "^'

more legitimate claim ; but Penn appears to have been en-

couraged to persist in his counter-pretension by the declara-

tion of the Committee of Plantations, that it had never been

intended to grant to Lord Baltimore any territory except such

as at the time was inhabited by savages alone, and that the

tract which he now claimed having been planted by christians

antecedent to his grant, was therefore excluded from its in-

tendment, though it might be embraced by its literal con-

struction. The controversy between these two distinguished

men was conducted with a greater conformity to the general

principles of human nature than it is pleasing to record.

While the conflicting claims were yet unsettled, Penn at-

tempted to appropriate the disputed territory : and as Lord

Baltimore insisted that the inhabitants should either acknow-

ledge the jurisdiction of Maryland or abandon their dwellings,

mutual proclamations were exchanged by the two proprietary

governments against each other's proceedings. But the pre-

tensions of Penn, whether sanctioned by the principles of

equity or not, were supported by an influence of much greater

practical efficacy in regulating extent of dominion and territo-

rial limits. Aware of his superior interest at the English court,

he complained of his antagonist to the King and the Duke of

York, and at length prevailed in obtaining a decree of the

Privy Council adjudging that the debateable territory should

be divided into two equal parts, one of which was appropriated

to himself, and the other to Lord Baltimore. This adjudica-

tion was carried into effect : and the territory which now com-
poses the state of Delaware was thus dismembered from the

provincial limits of Maryland.*

Meanwhile, the late proceedings against Feudal and his

associates ministered occasion of fresh complaints in England
against Lord Baltimore for partiality to papists. It was in

vain for him to represent that the laws of his province gave

1682—
1685.

' Chalmers. Clarkson's Life of Penn. Mr. Clarkson's account of this dispute
is very defective, and tends to create an impression of the conduct of Lord Baltimore
not less unfavourable than erroneous. The controversy between Lord Baltimore and
Penn is resumed and farther illustrated in the history of Pennsylvania, post, B. vii.

cap. i.
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equal encouragement to persons of every Christian denomina-

_ tion, without dispensing peculiar favour to any; that in order

to conform his administration to the principles of the consti-

tution, he had always endeavoured to divide the offices of go-

vernment as equally as possible among protestants and catho-

lics ; and that to allay the jealousy that had taken possession

of the protestants, he had latterly suffered them to engross

nearly the whole command of the militia, and to enjoy the

custody of the arms and military stores of the province. From
the record of Fendal's trial, he showed that the proceedings

against this individual had been perfectly fair; nay, so indul-

gent, that the culprit impudently protesting against being

tried by Roman catholics, had obtained a jury composed en-

tirely of protestants. Notwithstanding the satisfactoriness of

this explanation, the ministers of the king, less desirous of

doing justice to others than of shifting the dangerous imputa-

tion of popery from themselves, commanded that all the offices

of government should in future be committed exclusively to

the hands of protestants ; and thus meanly sanctioned the un-

just suspicions under which the proprietary government was

already labouring. It was less easy for Lord Baltimore to de-

fend himself against another charge which was now preferred

against him, and which, having some foundation in truth, in-

volved him il considerable perplexity. He was accused of

obstructing the custom-house officers in the collection of the

duties imposed by the navigation acts : and it did certainly

appear that, biassed perhaps by the desire of alleviating as far

as possible the pressure of the commercial restrictions, he had

construed them in some points in a manner too favourable to

the freedom and wishes of the colonists. While he endea-

voured unsuccessfully to maintain the legitimacy of his inter-

pretation, he charged the collectors of the revenue with wil-

fully disturbing the trade and peace of the colony by wanton

interference and groundless complaint. It seems probable

that this recrimination was well-founded, and that the revenue

officers, provoked to find that the unpopularity of their duties

prevailed over the respect they conceived due to their station,

had laboured to convert their own private disagreements with

individuals into the occasion of national dispute : for when a

new surveyor-general of the customs in Maryland was appointed
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shortly after, he had the justice to report that the province book
had been greatly misrepresented with regard to its opposition "^'

to the trade laws. The proprietary, however, incurred a

severe rebuke from the king for his erroneous construction of

the law. Charles expressed indignant surprise that his service

should be obstructed and his officers discouraged by Lord

Baltimore, on whom and on his father so many royal favours

had been heaped ; and even threatened him with the visita-

tion of a writ of quo warranto." It seems never to have oc-

curred to the English government, nor did Lord Baltimore

presume to urge, that the king, in pretending right to exact

imposts in Maryland, violated the most express provisions of r

the royal charter, and claimed to himself what truly belonged

to the proprietary.

On the accession of James the Second to the throne of his 1685.

brother, he transmitted to the colonies a proclamati'^n of this

event, which was pubhshed in Maryland with partial, but

lively and unaffected demonstrations of joy. The Committee

of Plantations had taken so much pains during the preceding

reign to obtain accurate information of the affairs of the colo-

nies, and the temper of their inhabitants, that it was perfectly

well known how deeply they were affected by reports from

England, and how much provincial disturbance the prospect

of confusion in the mother country was apt to engender.

When the invasions of Monmouth and Argyle had been de- June,

feated, the king conveyed accounts of these occurrences to

the proprietary of Maryland ; assigning as the object of this

communication, the prevention of any false rumours which
might be propagated among his people in that distant pro-

vince of the empire, by the malicious insinuations of evi) -dis-

posed men. He informed him, at the same time, in strai; of

exultation, that the parliament had cheerfully granted to the

crown an aid, to be levied by a new tax on the importation of

sugars and tobacco,— which, however, he remarked, inferred

no new bu;*den on the inhabitants of Maryland, who possessed

a high place in his interest and regard, as the imposition was
not laid on the planters, but on the retailers and consumers.*^

> Chalmers. State Papers, ib.

' Chalmers. State Papers, ib.
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But the impost could not be disarmed of its injurious influ-

ence by such royal logic and barren good-will; and both in

Virginia and in Maryland it operated to straiten the circum-

stances, and cool the loyalty of the people. As the other im-

pediments of commerce were found to be aggravated in Mary-

land by the continued prevalence of a scarcity of money, an

attempt was now made to remedy this evil by a law " for the

advancement of coins." French crowns, pieces of eight, and

rix dollars were appointed to be received in all payments at

six shillings each ; all other coins at an advance of threepence

in the shilling; and the sixpences and shillings of New En-

gland, according to their denominations, as sterling.^ This

law first gave rise in Maryland to the peculiarity of provincial

currency, in contradistinction to sterling money.

At the same time that the king undertook to subvert the

political constitution of England, he determined to overthrow

the proprietary governments of the colonies. The subsistence

of such independent jurisdictions, he declared, embarrassed

him, in conducting both his domestic and colonial govern-

ment ; and it was requisite no less to his interest than his dig-

nity, to reduce them to more immediate subjection to the

crown. Alarmed by the communication of this arbitrary pur-

pose, the proprietary of Maryland again repaired to England,

and vainly represented to the inflexible despot that the ad-

ministration of his province had been at all times conducted

in conformity with the terms of his charter ; that he had never

consciously violated his duty to his sovereign ; and that

neither he nor his father had committed a single act which

could infer the forfeiture of a patent which they had dearly

purchased, in adding, at their own risk and expense, a large

and flourishing province to the British empire. These re-

monstrances were disregarded by the king; and the attorney-

general received orders to issue a writ of quo warranto against

Lord Baltimore's charter. The writ was issued accordingly
;

but from the dilatory pace of the requisite legal procedure,

and the important events that soon after diverted the mo-
narch's attention to nearer concernments, no judgment upon it

was ever pronounced.^ Thus, with relentless and impartial

> Laws. Chalmers.
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tyranny, vvhicli even the predilections of the bigot were un- book
able to control, James, disregarding alike the wishes of the *"•

puritans of Massachusetts and of the catholics of Maryland, iggy,

involved both in the same undistinguishing system ofoppression

and degradation. Whether the singular friendship which, in

this monarch and William Penn, seemed to unite the two ex-

tremes of human nature, might have suspended for a while

the destruction of the institutions of Pennsylvania,—this con-

summation would have infallibly followed in due time ; and

the royal regards that Penn shared with Judge Jeffries and

Colonel Kirke would have secured him no other advantage

than that of being, perhaps, the last of the American pro-

prietaries that was sacrificed. Fortunately for the interests

of mankind, bigotry, infatuated by the exercise of tyranny, at

length obtained the ascendancy over the king's mind ; and

depriving the bigot of the adherents of the tyrant, involved

even Jeffries in disgrace, and constrained even the prelates

of England to seek protection in the principles of liberty.

The birth of a son to James the Second, which was re- leas.

garded with mingled scepticism and disappointment by his

English subjects, and contributed to hasten the Revolution,

was no sooner communicated by the proprietary (who was
still in England) to his oflScers in Maryland, than it produced

a general expression of satisfaction throughout the province^

In the assembly, which was convoked on this occasion, a law

was passed appointing an annual commemoration of the

happy event. ^ If this proceeding seem to indicate the pre-

valence of a feeling that may be supposed peculiar to the

catholics, other parts of the conduct of the same assembly

evinced with more authentic semblance the existence of those

jealousies with which the protestants were infected, which the

mean injustice of the late king's ministers had sanctioned, and
which the unfortunate absence of Lord Baltimore now con-

tributed to promote. The burgesses at first demurred to take

the oath of fidelity to the proprietary ; and afterwaras exhi-

bited to the deputy-governors a remonstrance against certain

pretended grievances, which in truth disclosed nothing else

than the ill-humour and alarm of the parties complaining ; for

VOL. II.

' Laws.
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1688.

I
'^

I j

13 o o K the articles were all so vague and so frivolous, and, if true,
^"' imported only such petty and easily remediable violations of

law and usage, that it is impossible to peruse them without

perceiving that the promoters of complaint either industriously

sought a cause f quarrel, or had already found one which

they were backward to avow. The remonstrance, however,

received a courteous and obliging answer from the deputy-go-

vernors : and, as its authors were not yet transported by pas-

sion beyond the control of reason and common sense, they

returned thanks for this issue, ' and the flame of jealousy and

discontent, from the want of any thing which it could pre-

sently lay hold of, subsided as abruptly as it had arisen. But

the embers remained, and waited only the event of a more

suitable juncture to show what a conflagration they were

capable of producing. The spirit of party in the province,

excited and preserved by religious differences, in an age in

which to differ was to dislike and suspect, had been hitherto

moderated by the liberal spirit of the laws, and the prudent

administration of the proprietary. But no sooner were the

tidings of the Revolution in England conveyed to the province,

than those latent heats, aroused by fresh aliment, burst forth

in a blaze of insurrectionary violence ; and the agitators who
had long been sowing discontent in the minds of their fellow

citizens, now prepared to reap a plentiful harvest from the

prevalence of public disorder.

When the deputy-governors of Maryland were first in-

formed of the invasion of England by the Prince of Orange,

they judged it expedient to take measures for preserving the

tranquillity of the province, where as yet none could foresee,

and none had been informed, of the extraordinary issue to

which that memorable enterprise was to be conducted. They
collected the public arms that were dispersed in the different

counties, and apprehended several persons who were accused

of attempts to disturb the public peace. But their purposes

Rumour of were completely frustrated by the rumour of a popish plot,

a popish vvhich suddenly and rapidly disseminated the alarming intel-

ligence that the deputy-governors anu the catholics had

formed a league with the Indians, for the massacre of all the

' See Note I at the end of the Volume.

1689.

January.

plot
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protestants in the province. Confusion, rage, and terror, in-

stantly laid hold of the minds of almost all the protestant

colonists; and every exertion that was made to demonstrate

the folly and absurdity of the report proved ineffectual. Like

the kindred fiction in England, the tale was corroborated by

various unhappily contingent circumstances, that tended won-

derfully to support the general delusion. Though Lord Bal-

timore received orders to proclaim William and Mary, which

he readily promised and prepared to obey, yet some cross

accident or treacherous machination intercepted the relative

commands vvV . h he had punctually transmitted to his depu-

ties: and th^/ till awaited officibil orders respecting this im-

portant transaction, long after the corresponding proclamation

had been published in Virginia. It happened unfortunately

too, that the time had now arrived when it was usual to

repeat the annual confirmation of the existing treaty of peace

with the Indians. These occurrences, distorted by the arts

of the factious, and the credulity of the timid, increased the

prevailing panic, and accelerated the explosion it had threat-

BOOK
III.

1689.

April.

ened to produce. A protestant association was formed by John A protest-

Coode, who had already illustrated his genius for sedition as
*"Jtion°s

the accomplice of Feudal ; and soon gaining strength from formed—

the accession of numerous adherents, took arms under this

worthless leader for the defence of the protestant faith, and
the vindication of the royal title of William and Mary. A
declaration or manifesto was published by the associators,

replete with charges against the proprietary, that reflect the

utmost dishonour on their own cause. The reproaches of

tyranny and wickedness, of murder, torture, and pillage, ^ with

which Lord Baltimore is loaded in this production, are refuted

not only by the gross inconsistency between such heinous

enormities and the recent limitation of the public grievances

to the frivolous complaints exhibited to the deputy-governors,

but by the utter inability of the associators to establish by
evidence any one of their v^harges, even when the whole power
and authority of the provincial government was in their own
hands. With matchless impudence and absurdity, the affronts

' " If the papists," says Hume, " have sometimes maintained, that no faith was
to be kept with heretics, their adversaries seem also to have thought that no truth
ought to be told of idolaters

!"
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BOOK that had been formerly complained of by the custom-house

officers were now recited as injuries done to the province by

1689. Lord Baltimore,— who, if he had ever participated in them at

all, must have been induced to do so by resentment of the

real grievance inflicted on the province by the policy of the

parent state. A charge of this description, however artfully

calculated to recommend the cause of the associators to the

favour of the British government, would never have suggested

itself to a passionate multitude ; and it is probable that the

whole composition was the work of Coode, whose subsequent

conduct showed how little he participated in the popular

feelings, which he was able to excite and direct with such

energy and success. The deputies of Lord Baltimore endea-

voured at first to oppose by force the designs of the associa-

tors; but as the catholics were afraid to justify the prevalent

rumours against themselves by taking arms, and as the well-

afTected protestants showed no eagerness to support a falling

and usurps authority, they were compelled to deliver up the fort, and sur-
the admi- fgnjgr tfie powers of government, by capitulation. The king,

apprised of these transactions, made haste to express his

approbation of them, and authorised the leaders of the insur-

gents to exercise in his name the power they had acquired,

until he should have leisure to settle the administration of

affairs on a permanent basis. Armed with this commission,

Coode and a junta of his confederates continued for three

years after to administer the government of Maryland, with a

predatory tyranny, that exemplified the demerits they had

falsely imputed to the proprietary, and produced loud and

numerous complaints from persons of every religious denomi-

nation in the province. ^ Thus, even in the midst of their

own insolent triumph, the Maryland protestants were unable

to escape entirely the visitation of retributive justice.

King William, meanwhile, endeavoured to derive the same
advantage to the royal authority in Maryland, which the

tyranny of his predecessor bequeathed to him in Massa-

chusetts. But, to persist in the iniquitous process of quo

warranto was no longer feasible ; and all that could be d ne

was to summon Lord Baltimore to answer before the Privy

> Chalmers.
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Council the complaints expressed in the manifesto of the as- book
sociators. After a tedious investigation, which loaded this ^^^'

nobleman with a heavy expense, it was found impossible to i689.

convict him of any other charge than that of differing in re-

ligious opinion from the men by whom he had been so un-

gratefully persecuted and so calumniously traduced. He was

accordingly suffered to retain the patrimonial interest attached

by his charter to the office of proprietary, but deprived by an

act of council of the political administration of the province,

of which Sir Edmund Andros was at the same time appointed

governor by the king. * The unmerited advancement of this 1692.

man was not less discreditable to the British Court than the

unjust deposition of the proprietary. Lord Baltimore having

exercised his power with a liberal respect for the freedom of

other men's consciences, now parted with it from a noble re-

gard to the sanctity of his own. Andros, who had previously

gained elevation by his active subserviency to a catholic

despot, now purchased its continuance by rendering himself

instrumental to protestant intolerance.

In this manner fell the proprietary government of Maryland, The pro-

after an endurance of fifty-six years, during which it had P^v^^^^

been conducted with unexampled mildness, and with a re- ment sus-
111%

gard to the liberty and welfare of the people, deserving a very ^" ^vvu-

different requital from that which we have had the pain of iiam.

reviewing. The slight notice which the policy of Lord Balti>

more has received from the philosophic encomiasts of liberal

institutions attests the capricious distribution of fame, and

has probably been occasioned by dislike of his religious tenets,

which, it was feared, would share the commendation bestowed

on their votary. It was apprehended, perhaps, that the charge

of intolerance so strongly preferred by protestants and philo-

sophers against catholic potentates and the Romish church,

would be weakened by the praise of a toleration which catho-

lics established and protestants overthrew. But, in truth,

every deduction that is made by the most uncharitable of

' Oldniixon. " 1 know not how it happened, but so it was that in King William's
reign, Queen Anne's, &c. there were periods when tlie friends or tools of the abdi-
cated king were more hearkened to tlian the instiiimenls of tlie revolution." Ibid.

(2d edition). It is to the first edition of Oldmixon's work that T refer, when the

second L> loI expressly designated.
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BOOK their adversaries from the liberality of catholics in general,
"^' and every imputation that is more or less justly thrown on the

1692. ordinary influence of their tenets in contracting the mind,

ought to magnify the merit of Lord Baltimore's institutions,

and enhance the praise by illustrating the rarity of his virtue.

One of the most respectable features of the proprietary ad-

ministration was the constant regard that was had to justice,

and to the exercise and cultivation of benevolence, in all

transactions and intercourse with the Indians. But though

this colony was more successful than the New England states

(who conducted themselves no less unexceptionably to the

Indians) in avoiding war with its savage neighbours, yet we
have seen that it was not always able to avert this extremity.

In Maryland as well as in New England, doubtless, the

pacific endeavours of the colonists were counteracted, not only

by the natural ferocity of the Indians, hut by the hostilities

of other Europeans, by which that ferocity was, from time to

time, enkindled and exercised. Yet the quakers of Pennsyl-

vania, who were exposed to the same disadvantage, escaped

its evil consequences, and were never attacked by the Indians.

Relying implicitly and exclusively ou the protection of

Heaven, they renounced every act or indication of self-defence

that could awaken the pugnacity of human nature, or excite

apprehensive jealousy, by showing the power to injure. But
the puritan and catholic colonists of New England and Mary-

land, while they professed and exercised good-will to the

Indians, adopted the hostile precaution of demonstrating their

readiness £.nd ability to repel violence. They displayed arms

and erected forts, and thus provoked the suspicion they ex-

pressed, and invited the injury they anticipated.

Before toleration was defended by Locke, it was practically

established by Lord Baltimore; and in the attempts which

both of these eminent persons made to construct the frame of

a wise and liberal government in America, it must be acknow-

ledged that the protestant philosopher was greatly excelled

by the catholic nobleman. ^ The constitutions of William

nr
» In a company where Sir Isaac Newton, John Locke, and William Penn hap-

pened to meet together, the conversation turned on the comparative excellence of the

governments of Carolina and Pennsylvania. Locke ingenuously yielded the palm to

Penn
;
(Clarkson's Life of Penn.) and would doubtless have yielded it to Lord

i -, ^
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Penn have been the theme of general panegyric ; but of those book
who liave commended them, how few have been found to

*

celebrate or even acknowledge the prior establishment of 1692.

similar institutions by Lord Baltimore. ^ Assimilated in their

maxims of government, these two proprietaries were assimi-

lated in their political fortunes; both having witnessed an

eclipse of their popularity in America, and both being dispos-

sessed of their governments by King William. Penn, indeed,

was restored a few years after: but Lord Baltimore's depriva-

tion continued during his life. On his death in 1716, his

sjiccessor being a protestant, was restored to the enjoyment

of proprietary powers. These powers, however, had in the

interim sustained some abatement from an act of the English

parliament,* which applied not only to this but to all the

other feudatory principalities in North America, and rendered

the royal sanction necessary to confirm the nomination of the

proprietary governors.

Immediately after his appointment to the office of governor,

Sir Edmund Andros repaired to Maryland, where he convoked

an assembly, in which the title of William and Mary was

recognised by a legislative enactment. In this assembly an

Baltimore. But Penn's reputation (from tlie interest which the quakers have felt

in promoting it, and the willingness of philosophers to acknowledge him as an ally)

has been much better protected than that of Lord Baltimore : and to this perhaps
may be ascribed the very different treatment which the descendants of these proprie-

taries experienced from their respective provinces at the American revolution. The
proprietary of Maryland was then a minor

;
yet his estates were confiscated, and no

indemnificalion could ever be obtained. (VVinterbotham.) The descendants of
Penn, after a long series of quarrels with the people, embraced the cause of Britain :

yet the legislature of Pennsylvania indemnified them in the most liberal manner for

the loss of their property. (Brissot's Travels.)

' From one English poet, the two proprietaries have received an equal tribute of
praise :

—
" Laws formed to harmonize contrarious creeds.

And heal the wounds through which a nation bleeds

;

Laws, mild, impartial, tolerant, and fixed,

A bond of union for a people mixed :

Such as good Calvett framed for Baltimore,

And Penn, the Numa of the Atlantic shore."

BURHOUGHS.
' 7 and 8 Will. TIL cap. 22. § 16. This was the first instance in which the

English parliament assumed the right of modifying the charter and altering the con-
stitution of an American province.— By another clause in the same statute, it was
enacted, " that on no pretence whatever any kind of goods from the English Ame-
rican plantations shall hereafter be put on shore either in the kingdoms of Ireland or
Scotland, without being first landed in (England, and having also paid the duties
there, under the penalty of a forfeiture of the ship and cnrgo." The union in 1707
rendered this restriction void, in so far as related to Scotland.
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attempt was made to divest the proprietary of the port-duties

that had been settled on his family in the year 1661. The
assembly now made a tender of the produce of this tax to

the king, alleging, that although the provision had been

granted in general terms to the proprietary, the true intention

of the legislature had been to confer it merely as a trust for

the uses of the public. The king, however, declined to accept

the offer, or sanction the assembly's construction of the grant;

Sir John Somers, to whom the legitimacy of the proposition

was referred, having given it as his opinion that the duty

truly belonged to Lord Baltimore, and was intended for his

own use, and that it would be of dangerous consequence to

receive parole proof of an intention in the legislature different

from the plain meaning of the words of the law. The ingra-

titude which was thus manifested towards the proprietary met

with a just retribution from the administration of Andros,

who, though he subsequently approved himself a good gover-

nor in Virginia, appears to have exercised no little severity

and rapacity in Maryland. Not the least offensive part of

his conduct was, that he protected Coode against the com-

plaints he had provoked, and enabled this profligate hypocrite

a little longer to protract the period of his impunity. But
Coode's fortunes soon became more congenial to his merits.

Finding himself neglected by Colonel Nicholson, the lieu-

tenant and successor of Andros, he began to practise against

the royal government the same treacherous intrigues that he

had employed with so much success against the proprietary

administralion. Inferior in talent to Bacon, the disturber of

Virginia, and far inferior in sincerity to Leisler, the contem-

porary agitator of New York, Coode was chiefly indebted for

his success to the daring reliance which he placed on the in-

fluence of panic, and the extent of popu'ar credulity. He
had an unbounded confidence in the power of patient and

persevering calumny, and endeavoured to impress it as a maxim
on his disciples in sedition, that " if plenty ot mud be thrown,

1695. sonie of it must infallibly stick." In 1696, this president

of the protestant association of Maryland was indicted for

treason and blasphemy ; and, justly apprehending that he

would be treated with less lenity under the protestant, than

t.. i^tWii -^miiMia-^riiir »
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he had formerly experienced under the catholic adiuiniHtration,

he dechned to stand a trial, and fled from the province which

he had contributed so signally to dishonour.*

The suspension of the proprietary government was accom-

panied wuh an entire dereliction of the principles on which

its administration had been uniformly conducted. The poli-

tical equality of religious sects wis subverted, and the tolera-

tion that had been extended to every form of christian wor-

ship was abolished. The church of England was declared

tu be the established ecclesiastical constitution of the state ;

and an act passed in the year 1692 having divided the several

counties into parishes, a legal maintenance was assigned to a

minister of this communion in every one of these parishes,

—

consisting of a glebe, and of an annual tribute of forty

pounds of tobacco from every christian male, and every male

or female negro above sixteen years of age. The appoint-

ment of the ministers wasj Vested in thejgovernor, and the

management of parochial affairs in vestries elected by the

prctestant inhabitants. For the instruction of the people,

f»-ae-schools and public libraries were established by law in all

the parishes, and an ample collection of books was presented

to the libraries as a commencement of their literary stock, by

the bishop of London. This design was originally suggested

by Dr. Thomas Bray, an English clergyman who distinguished

himself by the zeal and activity with which he laboured to

extend the doctrine and authority of the church of England,

both in this and the other North American colonies. But

notwithstanding all these encouragements to the cultivation

of knowledge, and the rapid increase of her wealth and po-

pulation, it was not till after her separation from the parent

state, that any considerable academy or college was formed in

Maryland. All protestant dissenters were declared to be en-

titled to the full benefit of the act of toleration passed in the

commencement of William and Mary's reign by the English

BOOK
111.

1695.

Establish-

ment of

the church

of Eng-
land and
persecu-

tion nf the

catholics.

' Oldmixon. Chalmers. Among other expressions that Coode's indictment laid

to his charge, under the count of blasphemy, he was accused of having said " that

there was no religion but what was in Tully's Offices." To make these words the

more intelligible, the indictment illustrated them by this inuendo, " that they were
spoken of owe 'fully, a Roman orator, meaning."
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BOOK parliament. But this grace was strictly withheld from the
^^^

' Roman catholics; and the protestants who thus enacted tole-

ration to themselves, with the most impudent injustice and

unchristian cruelty, denied it to the men by whose toleration

they themselves had been permitted to gain an establishment

in the province. Sanctioned by the authority, and instructed

by the example of the British government, the legislature of

Maryland proceeded, by the most tyrannical persecution of

the catholics, to confirm and disgrace the protestant ascen-

dancy. Not only were these unfortunate victims of a con-

scientious belief, which the actions of their opponents contri-

buted additionally to fortify, excluded from all participation

in political privileges, but they were debarred from the exer-

cise of their peculiar form of worship and from the advan-

tages of education. By an act passed in the year 1704, and

renewed in the year 1714, it was ordained that any catholic

priest attempting to convert a protestant, should be punished

with fine and imprisonment ; and that the celebration of mass,

or the education of youth by a papist, should be punished by
transmission of the offending priest or teacher to England,

that he might there undergo the penalties which the English

statutes inflicted on such actions. Transported by their

eagerness to deprive the catholics of liberty, the protestants

of Maryland seem not to have perceived that this last

measure tended to subvert their own pretension to indepen-

dent legislation. They maintained that the statutes of the

English parliament did not extend by the mere operation of

their own intrinsic authority to Maryland ; and in conformity

with this notion, we find an act of assembly in the year 1706,

giving to certain English acts of parliament the force of law

within the province. But it was manifestly inconsistent with

this pretended independence, to declare any of the colonists

amenable to the peculiar jurisprudence of England, for actions

committed in the province and not punishable by the provin-

cial laws. Though laws thus unjust and oppressive were

enacted, it was found impossible to carry them into complete

execution. Shortly after the act of 1704 was passed, the as-

sembly judged it expedient to suspend its enforcement so far

as to admit of catholic priests performing their functions in

private houses; and the act of 1714 was suspended in u
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similar manner, in consequence of an express mandate to the book
assembly from Queen Anne.*

^^^'

Thus were the catholics of Maryland, under the pretence of

vices which none exemplified more completely than their per-

secutors, deprived of those privileges, which for more than

half a century they had exercised with unparalleled justice

and moderation. In addition to the other odious features

of the treatment they experienced, there was a shameful viola-

tion of national faith in suffering protestant persecution to

follow them into the asylum from its severity which they had

been encouraged to seek, and with laborious virtue had estab-

lished. Sensible of this injustice, or rather perhaps willing to

induce the catholics whom they were determined not to tole-

rate at home to expatriate to Maryland, the British govern-

ment continued from time to time to set bounds to the exercise

of that provincial bigotry which its own example had excited,

and its own authority still maintained. From the still more

unjust and perfidious treatment which the catholics of Mary-
land beheld their brethren in Ireland undergo from Great

Britain, they might derive at least the consolation of ascer-

taining that they themselves were not delivered up to the

utmost extremity of protestant intolerance.

Before the overthrow of the catholic church in Maryland,

its clergy had signalized themselves by some attempts to con-

vert the Indians to the christian faith ; but their endeavours

are represented as being neither judicious nor successful.

Eager to prevail on the savages to receive the formalities,

before they were impressed with the substance of christian

faith, they are said to have administered the rite of baptism

to persons who understood it so little, that they considered

their acceptance of it as a favour they had done to the mis-

sionaries in return for the presents they received from

them, and used to threaten to renounce their baptism unless

these presents were repeated. '^ But if the catholics of Mary-
land were chargeable with a superstitious forwardness to ad-

minister this rite, some of their protestant fellow-colonists

» Smollett's History of EnglanJ. Acts of the Asseiiibty of Maryland, from 1692
to 1715.

* Meal's New England,
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BOOK disclosed sentiments far more inexcusable, in their determina-
^^^' tion to withhold it. An act of assembly, passed in the year

1715, recounts that many people refused to permit their slaves

to be baptized, in consequence of an apprehension that bap-

tism would entitle them to their freedom ; and accordingly,

to overcome their reluctance, enacts that no negro receiving

the holy sacrament of baptism, should derive therefrom any

right or claim to be made free. ^ It was the peculiar unhap-

piness of the lot of the Maryland protestants, that it sur-

rounded them at once with catholics, whom they were incited

to persecute, and with slaves whom they were ep' bled to op-

press; and it was not till some time after the Revolution of

1688, that they began to show more genuine fruits of the tenets

they professed, than the persecution of those who differed

from them in religious opinion. ^

State of the At the close of the seventeenth century, the population of
province, Maryland amounted to thirty thousand persons ; and whether

laws. ' from superiority of soil, or industry, or from the absence of

laws restrictive of cultivation, this province is said to have

exported at least as much tobacco as the older and more

populous province of Virginia. At a later period, a law was

passed, prohibiting the cultivation on any estate of a greater

quantity than six thousand plants of tobacco for every taxa-

ble individual upon the estate. Maryland was the first of the

provinces in which the right of private property was from the

beginning recognised in its fullest extent; and community of

possessions had never even a temporary establishment. This

peculiarity, it is probable, contributed to promote the peculiar

industry by which the people of Maryland have been distin-

guished. In the year 1699, Annapolis was substituted for St.

Mary's, as the capital of the province ; and all roads leading

thither were ordered to be marked by notches cut on the trees

growing on either hand : but the same causes that prevented

the growth of towns in Virginia, also repressed them in Mary-

land. There were few merchants or shopkeepers who were

not also planters ; and it was the custom for every man to

maintain on his plantation a store for supplying the usual ac-

' Acts of llic Muiylauii Ahsciiibly, ftoin 1692 tu 1715.
» Oldmixon.
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Living dispersed over the province, and remote from each ^^*'

other, the effects of their comparative solitude are said to have

been visible in the physiognomy, manners, and apparel of the

great body of the planters ; their aspect expressing less cheer-

fulness, their demeanour less vivacity, their dress less atten-

tion to neatness, and their whole exterior less urbanity, than

were found in those colonies where cities engendered and dif-

fused the graceful quality to which they have given a name.

But even those who have reproached them with this defect

have not failed to recognise a more respectable characteristic

of their situation, in that hospitality by which they were uni-

versally distinguished. ' At a later period, the towns of

Maryland seemed to acquire a sudden principle of increase
;

and Baltimore, in particular, has grown with a rapidity un-

rivalled even in the United States. In none of the provinces

have the effects of a wise or illiberal system of government

been more plainly apparent than in Maryland. For nearly a

century after the British Revolution, difference in religious

opinion proved a source of animosity, and was made the

apology for injustice : and during all that period not one con-

siderable seminary of learning arose in the province. Within

a few years after the return of equal laws and universal tole-

ration, in the train of American independence, the varieties

of doctrinal opinion among the people served but to illustrate

religious charity ; numerous colleges and academies were

founded ; and the same people among whom persecution had
lingered longest, became distinguished for a remarkable de-

gree of courteous kindness, liberal indulgence, and generous

humanity.'

During the suspension of the proprietary government, the

legislature of the province consisted of three branches ; after

its revival, of four : the proprietary, the governor, the council,

and the burgesses. The proprietary, besides a large domain
cultivated by himself, enjoyed a quit rent of two shillings ster-

' Oldmixon. History of the British Dominions in America.
' Winterbotham. " That pride which grows on slavery, and is habitual to those

who from their infancy are taught to believe and feel their superiority, is a visible

characteristic of the inhabitants of Maryland." Ibid.
' Warden's Account of the United States.
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BOOK ling yearly for every hundred acres of appropriated land.
•

This was increased at an after period to four shillings in some

districts ; and an unsuccessful attempt was made to raise it

as high as ten shillings. The proprietaries, it must be con-

fessed, had received but too little encouragement to rely on

the recompense of popular gratitude, and persist in their

original moderation and liberality. The salaries of the gover-

nor and deputy-governor consisted of official fees, and a tax

on exported tobacco, enacted for them successively on their

appointment to office, and proportioned to their popularity.

The council consisted of twelve persons, appointed by the

proprietary, and, during the abeyance of his political rights,

by the royal governor ; each of whom received, during the

session of the assembly, an allowance of one hundred and

eighty pounds of tobacco daily from the province. The house

of representatives or burgesses consisted of four members

from each of the counties, and two from the capital ; the

daily allowance of each of them being one hundred and sixty

pounds of tobacco. From the decisions of the provincial

courts, in all cases involving property to the amount of 300/.,

an appeal was admitted to the king in council. The office of

the select men in New England was performed in Maryland

by the parochial vestries, which engrossed the management
of all the public affairs of their districts, and which soon

betrayed an entire departure from the popular principle of their

original constitution ; for though at tirst elected by the in-

habitants, the vestrymen held their office for life, and very

early assumed the privilege of renovating their own body, and
supplying its vacancies by their own appointment.^ In the

year 1704, it was provided by " An act for the advancement

of the natives and residents of this province," that no office

of trust, except those that were conferred by immediate com-
mission from the crown, could be held by any person who
had not previously resided three years in the colony.^

The situation of slaves and of indented servants appears to

have been very much the same in Maryland as in Virginia.

Any white woman, whether a servant or free, becoming preg-

' Hist, of the British Dominions in America.
' Acts of Assembly fiom 1692 to 1715.
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riated land. nant from the embrace of a negro, whether a slave, or free, BOOK
was punished with a servitude of seven years; and the chil-

^"'

dren of '* those unnatural and inordinate connexions," (as

they were termed by law,) were doomed to servitude till they

should attain the age of thirty-one. A white man begetting

a child by a negress, was subjected to the same penalty as a

white woman committing the corresponding offence.^ Thus
pride produced in Maryland regulations, less extensive, in-

deed, in their range, but not less rigid in their operation, than

those which piety had established in New England. An in-

dented servant, at the expiration of his servitude, was entitled

to demand an ample allowance of various useful commodities

from his master, some of which he was prohibited, under a

penalty, from selling for twelve months after his emancipa-

tion.^ A tax was imposed on the importation of servants from

Ireland, " to prevent the importing too great a number of

Irish papists into this province." '

To obstruct the evasion of provincial debts or other obliga-

tions, by flight to England, or to the other American states,

all persons preparing to leave the colony were required to give

public intimation of their departure, and obtain a formal pass-

port from the municipal authorities.^ An act was passed in

the year 1698, investing a large tract of land in Dorchester

county, in two Indian kings, who, with their subjects, were to

hold it as a fief from the proprietary, and to pay for it a yearly

rent of one bear skin. In common with the other colonies,

Maryland was much infested by wolves ; and so late as the

year 1715, a former act was renewed, offering " the sum of

three hundred pounds of tobacco" as a reward for every wolf's

head that should be brought by any colonist or Indian to a

justice of the peace.^ An act proposing a similar recom-

pense, had been passed in Virginia ; but it was repealed in

the year 1666.

I Acts of the Assembly from 1692 to 1715.
» Ibid. a Ibid. 4 J bid. s Ibid.
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BOOK IV.

NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA.

CHAPTER I.

Early Attempts of the Spaniards and the French to colonize this Territory.— First

Charter of Carolina granted by Charles the Second to Lord Clarendon and others.

— Formation of Albemarle Settlement in North Carolina.— Settlement of Ashley

River in South Carolina.— Second Charter of the whole United Province.—

Proceedings at Albemarle.— The Proprietaries enact the fundamental Constitu-

tions of Carolina.— Expedition of Emigrants to South Carolina.— John Locke

created a Landgrave.— Hostilities with the Spaniards in Florida— and with the

Indians.— Disgusts between the Proprietaries and the Colonists.— Affairs of

North Carolina.— Culpepper's Insurrection.— He is tried in England— and

acquitted.— Discord among the Colonists.— Sothel's tyrannical Administration.

— He is deposed.

We have beheld New England colonized by puritans exiled chap.
by royal and episcopal tyranny ; Virginia replenished by ca-

^'

valier and episcopal fugitives noui republican triumph and

puritan ascendancy ; and Maryland founded by catholics re-

tiring from protestant intolerance. By a singular coincidence,

the settlement whose history we are now to investigate, origin-

ally seemed to have been destined to complete this sequence

of reciprocal persecution : and if the first colonists who were

planted in it had been able to maintain their establishment,

Carolina would have been peopled by Huguenots flying from

catholic bigotry.^

This territory has been contested by a variety of pretensions. Early at-

and distinguished at successive periods by a variety of names. If°'^** °!

' At a subsec|uent period, the descendants of one of the most illustrious people of ^^^Q French
antiquity were induced to seek a refuge in America from Turkish oppression. la the jq colonise
latter part of the eighteenth century, Sir William Duncan, an eminent English

j|,jg tg„i.
physician, conceived the project of founding a Grecian colony in Nortli America, ^QJy,
and actually transported, for this purpose, several hundred Greeks to East Florida.

Gait's Letters from the levant.

f2

y^
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Tlie claim of England to the first discovery of it was disputed

by the Spaniards, who maintained that Cabot never advanced

80 far to the south, and that it had been yet unvisited by any

European,—when Ponce de Leon, the Spanish governor of

Porto Rico, arrived on its shores, in the course of a voyage he

was making in quest of a land which was reported to contain

a brook or fountain endowed with the miraculous power of re-

storing the bloom and vigour of youth to age and decrepitude.

Believing that lic had now attained the favoured region, he

hastened to take possession, in his sovereign's name, of so rare

and valuable an acquisition. He bestowed on it the name of

Florida, either on account of the vernal beauty that adorned

its surface, or because he discovered it on the Sunday before

Easter, which the Spaniards call Pusqua de Fiores : but though

he chilled his aged frame by bathing in every stream that he

could find, he had the mortification of returning an older in-

stead of a younger man to Porto Rico. A few years after-

wards, another Spanish officer, who was sent to inspect more

minutely the territory supposed to have been thus newly dis-

covered, performed an exploit too congenial with the cotempo-

rary achievements of his countrymen, in kidnapping a number

of the natives, whom he carried away into bondage. Some
researches for gold and silver, undertaken shortly after by

succeeding adventurers of the same nation, having terminated

unsuccessfully, the Spaniards appeared to have renounced the

intention of any immediate settlement in this region, and left

it to repose under the shadow of the name they had bestowed,

and to remember its titular owners by their cupidity and in-

justice. The whole of this coast was subsequently explored

with considerable accuracy by Verazzan, an Italian navigator,

employed in the service of the French, and whom Francis the

First ^ had commissioned to attempt the discovery of new terri-

tories in America for the benefit of his crown. But the colo-

nial projects of the French were suspended during the remain-

der of this reign, by the wars and intrigues which were conduct-

ed with such eager and obstinate rivalry between Francis and the

' The kings of Spain and Portugal remonstrated against the projects of Francis as

a direct impugnation of ecclesiastical authority. To this remonstrance the monarch
is said to nave pleasantly replied, " I should be glad to see the clause in Adam's
will, which makes that continent their exclusive inheritance." Raynal.
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15'23—

1525.

15«'2.

Emperor Charles the Fifth.' During succeeding reigns, they c i( a

were impeded by still more fatal obstructions; and all the be-
*'

nefit that France might have derived from the territory ex-

plored by Verazzan and neglected by the Spaniards, was post-

poned to the indulgence of royal and papal bigotry in a war

of extermination against the Huguenots. The advantages,

however, thus disregarded by the French court, were not over-

looked by the objects of its persecution ; and in process of

time, the project of uppropiiating a part of this territory as a

retreat for the French protestants, was embraced by one of

their leaders, the Admiral Coligni. Two vessels which he

equipped for this purpose were accordingly despatched with a

body of protestant emigrants to America, who landed at the

mouth of Albemarle river, and in honour of their sovereign

(Charles the Ninth), gave the country the name of Carolina

;

a name which the English first obliterated and finally restored.

Though the French colonists had only to announce themselves

as strangers to the faith and the race of the Spaniards, in order

to secure a friendly reception from the Indians, they suffered

so many privations in their new settlement, from the inability

of the admiral to furnish them with adequate supplies, that,

after a short residence in America, they were compelled to re-

turn . ) France. A treacherous pacification having been nego-

tiated, meanwhile, between the French court and the protes-

tants, Coligni employed the interval of repose, and the un-

wonted favour which the king affected to entertain for him, in

providing a refuge for his party from that tempest, which,

though unhappily for himself, he did not clearly foresee, yet

his sagacity and experience induced him to anticipate. Three

ships, equipped by the king, and freighted with another de-

tachment of Huguenots, were again despatched to Carolina,

and followed soon after by a more numerous fleet with addi-

tional setthirs, and a copious supply of arms and provisions.

1564.

' A slight demonstration was made by Francis in the year 1540 of an intention to

colonize a different quarter of America, by the letters patent which he then granted
to Jacques Quartier for the establishment of a colony in Canada. But the French
made no permanent settlement even there till the reign of Henry the Fourth. Es-
carbot's Hist, of New France. Cliamplain's Voyage. In the commission to Quartier,
the territory is described as " possessed by savages, living without the, knowledge of
God or the use of reason." Yet Pope Paul the Tliiid had previously by a bull de-
clared the American Indians to be rational creatures, possessing the nature, and
entitled to the rights of men.
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The assistance which the king of France thus vouchsafed to

the Huguenots, reminds us of the similar policy by which

Charles the First promoted, in the following century, the de-

parture of the puritans from England. The French monarch

was a little more liberal than the English, in the aid which he

granted ; but he was infinitely more perfidious and cruel in the

design which he secretly entertained. Befriended by the In-

dians, and vigorously applying themselves to the cultivation

of their territory, the colonists had begun to enjoy the prospect

of a permanent and happy establishment in Carolina, when

they were suddenly attacked by a force despatched against

them by the king of Spain. The commander of the Spanish

troops having first induced them to surrender as Frenchmen,

put them all to the sword as heretics ; announcing by a pla-

card, erected at the place of execution, that this butchery was

not iiijlicted oh them as subjects of France but as followers of
Luther. Nearly a thousand French protestants were the vic-

tims of this massacre ; and only one soldier escaped to carry

tidings to France, which charity does not oblige us to believe

communicated any surprise to the projectors of the league of

Bayonne and the massacre of St. Bartholomew.^ Though the

colony had been planted with the approbation of the French

court, and peace subsisted at the time between France and

Spain, the assault and extirpation of the colonists produced no

demonstration of resentment from the French government, and

would have been totally unavenged in this world, if De Gorgues,

a French nobleman, incensed at such wickedness, had not de-

termined to vindicate the claims of justice and the honour of

his country. Having fitted out three ships at his own ex-

pense, he set sail for Carolina, where the Spaniards, in careless

security, possessed the fort and settlement which they had

acquired by the murder of his countrymen. He easily ob-

tained the zealous co-operaiion o':' the neighbouring Indians,

and with their assistance overpowered and put to the sword all

the Spaniards who resisted his enterprise, and hanged all

whom he made prisoners on the nearest trees ; erecting, in his

' Coligni, in conjunction with John Calvin, made attempts on a larger scale, to

colonize South America with French Huguenots. But the settlement that he planted

in this quarter also, was subverted by treachery and violence. Southey's Hist, of

Brazil.
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turn, n placard which announced, that this execution wos mt c il A i\

infik'led on them as Spaniards but as murderers and robbers.
*'

Having thus accomplished his purposed vengeance, he returned

to France ; first destroying every trace of the settlement, which

neither Frenchmen nor Spaniards were destined ever again to

occupy.* Religious disputes excited a much greater degree

of mutual hatred and of public confusion in France than in

England, and were proportionally unfavourable to French co-

lonization. Canada, which was the first permanent occupation

of the French in America, was not colonized till six years after

Henry the Fourth had issued the memorable edict of Nantes.

About eighteen years after the destruction of the French

colony founded by Coligni, there was planted in the isle of

Roanoak, in the same territory, the first settlement established

by Raleigh, of whose enterprises we have marked the progress

and the fate in the history of Virginia. There was an analogy

between the fortunes of their colonial enterprises, as well as

between the personal destinies of the two illustrious adven-

turers ; and, transient as it proved, it was still the most lasting

trace of his exertions witnessed by Raleigh, that the name of

the country was changed by the English from Carolina to

Virginia—a name of which we have already traced the final

application and peculiar history.' Even the subsequent co-

lonial appropriations of the English did not extend to this ter-

ritory, till the year 1622, when a few planters and their fami-

lies, Hying from the hostilities of the Indians in Virginia and

New England, sought refuge within its limits, and are said to

have acted the noble part of christian missionaries in their new
i.ettlement with some promising appearance of success. They

* L'Escarbot. Oldmixon. Hewit. Williamson. The French, however, retained

their pretensions to tlie country. D'Aubigny, the father of Madame Maintenon,
having formed the purpose ofestablishing himself in Carolina, found he had incurred

the serious displeasure of the French court for having solicited a grant from the
English government. Voltaire's Age of Louis the Fourteenth. Voltaire is mistaken
in supposing that the daughter of this adventurer, who afterwards became queen of
the country where she had been born in a prison, received her early education in

Carolina, where as yet there were none but savage inhabitants. It was to Mar-
tinique that her father actually removed himself and his family. Memoires et Let-
tres de Maintenon. Vie de M. Maintenon.

' The lenomination which, in honour of himself, he conferred on a projected
town (see ante, B. i. cap. 1.), was revived and bestowed upon an actual city, more
than two hundred years after ; when, by an ordinance of the legislature of North
Carolina, the name of Raleigh was given to the seat of government of this province.
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suffered extreme hardship from scarcity of provisions, and were

preserved from perishing by the generous contribution they

received from the government of Massachusetts, whose assist-

ance they had implored. An attempt was made to assume a

jurisdiction over them by Sir Robert Heath, attorney-general

to Charles the First, who obtained from his master a patent

of the whole of this region by the name of Caroiana. But as

he neglected to execute the powers conferred on him, the pa-

tent was afterwards declared to be vacated by his failure to

perform the conditions on which it had been granted.^ Much
collision and dispute between claimants and occupiers of colo-

nial territory would have been prevented, if the principle of

this adjudication had been more generally extended, and more

steadily applied.

First char- The country which so many unsuccessful attempts had been

rolina
* made to colonize, was finally indebted for its cultivation to a

granted by project formed by certain courtiers of Charles the Second for

thrsecond ^^eir own aggrandizement, but which they were pleased to

to Lord ascribe to a generous desire of propagating the blessings of

andoiiiers.
religion and civility in a barbarous land. An application,

couched in these terms, having been presented to the king by

1663. eight of the most eminent persons, whose fidelity he had ex-

perienced in his exile, or whose treachery had contributed to

his restoration, easily procured for them a grant of that exten-

sive region, situated on the Atlantic ocean, between the thirty-

sixth degree of north latitude and the river Saint Matheo.

24 March. This territory was accordingly erected into a province, by the

name of Carolina, and conferred on the Lord Chancellor Cla-

rendon, Monk Duke of Aiueuiarle, Lord Craven, Lord Berke-

ley, Lord Ashley (afterwards Earl of Shaftesbury), Sir George

Carteret, Sir John Colleton, and Sir William Berkeley, the

• Coxe's Description of Carolwia. Hutchinson. Oldmixon. Chalmers. Heath
had previously sold his patent to the Earl of Arundel and Surrey, who is said to

have made expensive preparations for founding a colony, but was diverted from his

design by a domestic calamity. Daniel Coxe, a physician in London, who, at the

close of the seventeenth century, became an extensive purchaser of proprietary rights

in North America, contrived, among other acquisitions, to obtain an assignaiion to

Sir Robert Heath's patent ; and niituitained, with the approbation of King U ilUam's

ministers, that this patent was still a valid and subsisting title, in so far as it em-
braced territory occupied by the Spaniards, .:nd not induced in any posterior En-
glisii patent. His aon (tiie autiior of fie Dencriplion) resumed his father's claims,

and made various unsuccessful attempts to colonize the tcnitory which he persisted

in denominating Catolanu. Coxe.
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brother of Lord Berkeley, and already introduced to our ac- c ll A P.

quaintance as governor of Virginia ; who (as the charter set

forth), being excited with a laudable and pious zeal for the prO' i663.

pagation of the gospel, begged a certain country in the parts of

America not yet cultivated and planted, and only inhabited by

some barbarous people who had no knowledge of God. The ter-

ritory was bestowed on these personages, and their heirs and

assigns, as absolute lords propriet^^iries for ever, saving the

sovereign allegiance due to the crown : and they were invested

with as ample privileges and jurisdiction within their American

palatinate, as the bishop of Durham enjoyed within his dio-

cese. This charter, doubtless composed by the parties them-

selves who received it, seems to have been copied from the

prior charter of Maryland,—the most liberal in the communi-
cation of privileges and authority that had ever yet been

granted.

A meeting of all the proprietaries who were in England was

held soon after, for the purpose of concerting the best means
of carrying the purposes of their charter into ert'ect ; when a

joint stock was formed by general contribution for transport-

ing emigrants, and defraying other preliminary expenses. At
the desire of the New England settlers, who already inhabited

the province, and had stationed themselves in the vicinity of

Cape Fear, the proprietaries publishod, at the same time, a

document under the title of Proposals to all that will plant

in Carolina. They proclaimed that all persons inhabiting the

vicinity of Charles River to the southward of Cape Fear, and
consenting to take the oath of allegiance to the king, and to

recognise the proprietary government, should be entitled to

continue the occupation they had assumed, and to fortify

their settlements ; that the planters should present to the

proprietaries a list of thirteen persons, in order th;\i they

might select from them a governor and council of six, to be

appointed for three years ; that an assembly, composed of the

governor, council, and delegates of the freemen, should be

convoked as soon as the circumstances of the colony would
allow, with power to make laws, of which the validity was to

depend on their congruity with the jurisprudence of England,
and the affirmation of the proprietaries ; that ail the colonists

should enjoy the most |)crfect religious freedom ; that every
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freeman arriving in the province during the next five years

should be allowed an hundred acres of land for himself and

fifty for a servant,—paying only an halfpenny of rent for

every acre; and that the same exemption from customs which

had been conferred on the proprietaries by the royal charter

should be extended to all classes of the inhabitants. ^ Such

was the original compact between the rulers and the inhabi-

tants of Carolina : and assuredly it must strike every reflect-

ing mind with surprise, to behold a regular system of civil

and religious freedom thus established as the basis of the

provincial institutions by the same statesmen, who, in the

parent country, had framed the intolerant act of uniformity,

and were executing its provisions with the most relentless

severity. While they silenced such teachers as John Owen,
and filled the prisons of Englaud with such victims as Baxter,

Bunyan, and Alleine, they tendered freedom and encourage-

ment to every variety of opinion in Carolina : thus forcibly

impeaching the wisdom and good faith of their domestic ad-

ministration by the avov/al which their colonial policy mani-

festly implies, that diversities of opinion and worship may
peaceably co-exist in the same society, and that implicit

toleration is the surest political means of making a common-
wealth flourish, and a country appear desirable to its inha-

bitants. It is humiliating to observe a man like Lord Claren-

don adopt, in conformity with his private interest as a pro-

prietor of colonial territory, the principles which his eminent

faculties and enlarged experience were insuflicient to induce

him, as an English statesman, to embrace.

Formation Besides the emigrants from New England who were seated
of Albe- at Cape Fear, there was another small body of inhabitants

tlement in already established in a different quarter of the proprietary

domains. In the history of Virginia, we have seen that, as

early as the year 1609, Captain Smith judged it expedient,

for political reasons, to remove a portion of the Virginian

colonists to a distance from the main body at James-Town.

With this view he despatched a small party to form a plan-

tation at Nanseraond, on the southern frontier of Virginia,

where, notwithstanding the formidable obstructions that they

North Ca
rolina.

Oldmixon, Chalmers.

P;
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1663.

encountered from the hostility of the natives, they succeeded in c H A p.

maintaining and extending their settlement. As the Indians ^'

receded from the vicinity of these intruders, the planters na-

turally followed their tracks,—extending their plantations into

the bosom of the wilderness : and as their numbers increased,

and the roost eligible situations were occupied, they traversed

the forests in quest of others, till they reached the streams,

which, instead of discharging their waters into the Chesa-

peak, pursued a south-eastern course to the ocean. Their

numbers are said to have been augmented, and their progress

impelled by the intolerant laws that were enacted in Virginia

against sectarians of every denomination. At the epoch of

the Carolina charter of 1663, a small plantation, formed in

this manner, had existed for some years within its specified

territorial boundaries, on the north-eastern shores of a river

formerly called the Chowan, but which now received the name

of Albemarle, in compliment to the title by which General

Monk's services had been rewarded. Notwithstanding the

assertion of an intelligent historian of North Carolina, there

is no reason to believe that the planters of Albemarle were

composed entirely or even generally of exiles for conscience

sake : yet that a number of conscientious men had mingled

with them may be inferred from the fact, that they purchased

their lai is at an equitable price from the aboriginal inha-

bitants. Remote from the seat of the Virginian government,

they had little regard to ils authority, and for some time had

lived without any ascertainable rule; when at length the

governor of Virginia a "Sumed, in a new capacity, a stricter

and more legitimate superintendence of their affairs. In Sep-

tember, 1663, Sir W lliam Berkeley was empowered by the

other proprietaries to nominate a president and a council of six

persons, with authority to govern thislittle communityaccording

to the prescriptions of the royal charter ; to confirm existing

possessions ; to grant lands to new planters ; and, with the

consent of the delegates of the freemen, to enact laws which

were to be transmitted for the approbation of the proprietaries.

Berkeley was desired to visit the colony, and to employ skilful

persons to explore its bays, rivers, and shores; a duty which

he performed in the following year. Having confirmed existing

possessions, and made sundry new grants of land, in conformity
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with his instructions, he appointed Drummond, a man of

prudence and ability, the first governor of his fellow colonists,

and then returned to Virginia, leaving all the people to follow

their various pursuits in peace. The colonists for some time

continued perfectly satisfied with an arrangement that seemed

rather to secure than impair the advantages of their former

condition ; but as the day approached when the payment of

quit-rents was to commence, they began to manifest no smal'

dissatisfaction with the tenure by which they held their lands.

In the year 1666, they constituted an assembly, probably the

first that was ever held in Carolina, and from this boc'y a

petition was transmitted to the proprietaries, desiring that the

people of Albemarle rr.ight hold their possessions on the 'iarae

terms that were enjoyed by the inhabitants of Virginia. The

proprietaries, who were exceedingly solicitous to promote the

population of the province, and to avoid every measure that

might discourage the resort of settlers, readily acceded to this

request, and commanded the governor in future to grant the

lands on the terms prescribed by the colonists themselves.

Notwithstanding the apostolical views which the proprietaries

had professed, they made not the slightest attempt to provide

for the spiritual instruction of the colonists, or the conversion

of the Indians; and the little commonwealth continued for a

series of years to be conducted without even the semblance of

religious worship.^

The proprietaries, after this endeavour to rear and organise

the feeble settlement of Albemarle, directed their chief regard

to the finer region that extends along the more southerly coast.

Having caused a survey to be made of these shores, by a

vessel which they despatched from Virginia, for the pur|)Ose

of ascertaining what spots and districts were the most proper

for habitation,—they resolved, among other |)rojected settle-

ments, to establish a new colony to the southward of Cape
Fear, along the banks of the river Charles, in the district

which was now denominated the county of Clarendon. Several

of the planters of Barbadoes, dissatisfied with their existing

condition, and desiring to become the chiefs of a less numer-

ous community, had for some time projected to remove tlicm-

' ('luiliiiL'i>>. Wiliianison.
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selves to that region, and now submitted a proposition to this C HA P.

effect to the proprietaries : and though their first demands, of
'

being invested with a district thirty-two miles square, and all 1664.

the powers of a distinct and independent corporation, were

deemed inadmissible, their application, on the whole, received

so much encouragement as determined them to undertake the

migration. In furtherance of a project so agreeable to their January,

wishes, the proprietaries bestowed on John Yeamans, a re-

spectable planter of Barbadoes, and the son of a man who had

lost his life in the king's service during the civil wars, the

appointment of commander-in-chief of Clarendon county,

stretching from Cape Fear to the river Saint Matheo,—and

obtained for him, at the same time, the title of a baronet,

partly in recompense of the loyalty of his family, and partly

in order to give weight to his official authority, and some ap-

pearance of splendour to the provincial establishment. The
same powers were now conferred, and the same constitution

appomted, as those which had given contesitment to the in-

habitants of Albemarle : and Yeamans was particularly di-

rected to " make every thing easy to the people of New En-

gland," from which the proprietaries announced that they

expected more copious emigrations to Carolina than to any

of the other colonies. This expectation, more creditable to

their discernment than to their integrity, was obviously de-

rived from the intolerance which yet lingered in New England,

and the effects of which were thus distinctly recognised, and

deliberately anticipated, by men who themselves unreservedly

pursued the same illiberal principle in the parent state. A
resolution was signified at the «?me time by the proprietaries,

that the commission of Yeamans should not prevent the ap-

pointment of another governor, for a new settlement which

was projected in a district to the southward of Cape Romain,

and which acquired soon after the name of Carteret. The
policy which the proprietaries were thus pursuing, in the es-

tablishment of a variety of separate and independent com-
munities in Carolina, each of which had its own distinct as-

sembly, customs, and laws, supplied them in the sequel with

abundance of trouble and embarrassment, and contributed to

the prolonged feebleness and disunion by which the English

settlements in this province were unhappily distinguished.
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approbation by the king, who presented them with twelve

1666. pieces of ordnance, which were conveyed to Charles River,

along with a collection of military stores. ^

Having now obtained a minute description of the whole

coast of Carolina, and discovered, at both extremities of their

territory, considerable tracts of land of which the accession

appeared to them highly desirable, the proprietaries easily

obtained from their sovereign a gift of these additional do-

mains. A second charter, which was consequently issued in

their favour, recited and confirmed the former grant, and gave

the'who^e
renewed assurance and commendation of " the pious and noble

united pro- pi/r/)ose " under which these insatiable courtiers judged it de-

cent to cloak their ambition or rapacity. It granted, to the

same patentees, that province situated within the king's

dominions in America, extending north-eastward to Carahtuke-

inlet, and thence in a straight line to Wyonoke, which lies

under the 36th degree and 30th minute of north latitude,

south-westward to the 29th degree ; and from the ocean to

the South Seas. The patentees or proprietaries were endowed

with all the rights, jurisdictions, and royalties, which the

bishop of Durham ever possessed, and were to hold the ter-

ritory as a feudal dependance of the manor of East Green-

wich, paying a rent of twenty marks, and one-fourth of all

the gold and silver that might be found within it. All per-

sons, except those who should be specially forbidden, were al-

lowed to transport themselves to Carolina ; and the colonists

and their posterity were declared to be denizens of England,

and entitled to be considered as the same people, and to enjoy

the same privileges, as those dwelling within the realm. They
were empowered to trade in all commodities which were not

prohibited by the statutes of England; and to convey the

productions of the province into England, Scotland, or Ireland,

on payment of the same duties as other subjects: And they

were exempted, for seven years, from the payment of customs,

on the importation, into any of the dominions of the crown,

of wines and other enumerated articles of colonial produce.

The proprietaries were authorised to make laws for the pro-

Hewit. Clialinors.

! %
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vince, with the consent of the freemen or their delegates ; c II A P.

under the general condition that the laws should be reason-

able, and assimilated with as much conformity as possible to ima.

the jurisprudence of England. They were empowered to

erect ports for the convenience of commerce, and to appro-

priate such customs as should be imposed by the assembly.

They were allowed to create an order of nobility, by confer-

ring titles of honour, differing, however, in style, from the

titles conferred by the British monarch. Carolina was de-

clared independent of every other province, but subject im-

mediately to the crown; and the inhabitants were exeuipted

from all liability to judicial suit or process in any other

part of his majesty's dominions, except the realm of England.

The proprietaries were authorised to grant indulgences to

such colonists as might be prevented by conscientious scruples

from conforming to the church of England; to the end that

all persons might have liberty to enjoy their own judgments

and consciences in reli|^'ous concerns, provided they disturbed

not the civil order and peace of the province.' Such is the

tenor of the last of the Carolina charters, which conferred on

the grantees a territory of vast extent, and rights which it is

not easy to discriminate from royalty. By a strange anomaly,

the king, in divesting himself, as it were, of a part of his

dominions, in behalf of a junto of his ministers, was made
to recommend to them a system of ecclesiastical policy

diametrically opposite to the intolerance which, at this very

time, and by the counsels of this very junto was characterising

his own domestic administration. As Clarendon still held the

office of Lord Chancellor, this charter, as well as the former,

in favour of himself and his colleagues, was sealed by his

own hands : and when we consider how liberally it endowed
the proprietaries with privileges, at the expense of the prero-

gative of the crown, it seems the less surprising that he shojild

not have suggested a similiar objection to the charters which

Connecticut and Rhode island obtained while the great seal

' Lawson's Hist of (Carolina. Williamson. The second charter of Carolina is

printed in both these works at full length. Of tlie (ir»t, the only completp tran-

script 1 have seen occurs in a small collection of Carolina papers printed at London,
without any date, but apparently about the end of the seventeenth century. J'lier*;

are copies of it in the British Museum, in the library of Gi^ingen. and in the

library of the lute George Chalmers.
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BOOK was in his keeping. The arbitrary commission for Massa-

chusetts, which we have seen him defend, shows that he en-

1665. tertained no general design of abridging the royal prerogative

in the British colonies.

Animated by this fresh acquisition, the proprietaries exerted

themselves, for several years, to promote the resort of inhabi-

tants to their domains from Scotland, Ireland, the West
Indies, and the northern colonies of America : but, notwith-

standing all their endeavours, their province, partly from the

unhealthiness of the climate, but chiefly from the state of dis-

persion in which the planters chose to live, advanced but

slowly in population and strength. In the autumn of the

present year, the emigrants from Barbadoes, conducted by Sir

John Yeamans, arrived at their place of destination, on the

southern bank of the river of Cape Fear, where they had

previously fortified their legal title from the proprietaries by

an equitable purchase of the territory from the neighbouring

Indians. While they were employed in the first rude toils

that were requisite for their establishment in the wilderness

which they had undertaken to subdue, their leader ruled them

with the mildness of a parent, and cultivated the good will of

the aborigines so successfully, that for some years they were

enabled to prosecute their labours without danger or distrac-

tion. As the planters opened the forest, to obtain space

for the operations of tillage, they necessarily prepared timber

for the uses of the cooper and builder, which they transmitted

to the insular colony whence they had emigrated ; a com-

mencement of commerce which, however feeble, served to

cherish their hopes and encourage their industry ^

Proceed- The inhabitants of Albermarle continued, meanwhile, to
ings at Al- pursue their original employments in peace, and from the cul-

tivation of tobacco and Indian corn, obtained the materials of

an inconsiderable traffic with the merchant vessels of New
Oct. 1667. England. About two years after the acquisition of their

second charter, the proprietaries appointed Samuel Stevens, a

man whose parts and virtue were judged equal to the trust, to

succeed Drummond as governor of Albemale ; and at the

same time bestowed on this settlemert a constitution which,

' Chalmers, Williamson.

I II
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had it been faithfully maintained, would have highly pro- C ii A P.

moted the contentment and prosperity of the people. Stevens

was directed to conduct his administration in conformity 1667.

with the advice of a council of twelve, of which he himself

was to appoint one-half, and the other six were to be elected

by the assembly. This was an approach to a principle disal-

lowed entirely in Virginia and Maryland, but realized still

more perfectly in the New England states, and by which the

democratical branch of the government was admitted to a share

in composing and controlling that body, which in the colonial

constitutions formed equally the senatorial or aristocratical

branch of the legislature, the privy council of the supreme

magistrate, and the judicial court of appeals. The assembly

was to be composed of the governor, the council, and a num-
ber of delegates, annually chosen by the freeholders. The
legislature, in which democratic interests were admitted thus

strongly to preponderate, was invested not only with the

power of making laws, but with a considerable share of the

executive authority ; with the right of convoking and adjourn-

ing itself, of appointing officers, and of preL nting ministers

to churches. Various regulations provided for the security of

property : in particular, it was proclaimed that no taxes should

be imposed without the consent of the assembly: and the

lands possessed by the colonists were anew confirmed to them,

and declared to be now holden by the free tenure of soccage.

Perfect freedom in religion was offered to a people who were

very willing to accept freedom without concerning themselves

in any way about religion ; and an entire equality of political

rights was assured to all classes of pe/sons taking the oath of

allegiance to the king, and of fidelity to the proprietaries. As
we have but too much reason to suppose that the proprietaries

did not sincerely intend to preserve Lhe constitution which

they now affected to establish, it is due to the character of

Lord Clarendon to remark, that he had no share whatever in

this transaction ; his impeachment and exile from England
having previously sequestrated him from all farther concern

with the government of Carolina. The system, however,

which was tendered to their acceptance, was received by the

inhabitants of Albemarle with perfect satisfaction : gratitude,

perhaps it would have been unreasonable to expect towards

VOL. II. G
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BOOK proprietaries, who had in no way contributed to their occupa-
^^'

tion of tho province, but had followed them into a desert with

the obvious intent of reaping where they had not sown, and

congregating a scattered flock for the purpose of enriching

theuiisulves with its tributary fleeces. It was not till two

years after, that an assembly constituted on the new model

was convened to enact laws for men, who being yet few in

number, seem to have been governed chiefly by the usages

they had brought with them from their former settlement.

Their first efforts in legislation were characteristic of persons

accustomed to live remote from the discipr"\e of rigid laws

and an energetic government, and to shift their residence

whenever it ceased to be perfectly agreeable to them, instead

of seeking to alter and improve its circumstances. From the

number of persons of broken fortunes who resorted to the

American colonies, and from the conviction that was early and

most justly entertained by all the colonists, that their industry

was fettered, and their advantages impaired by the legisla-

ture of England, for the be lefit of her own domestic population,

a defensive, or perhaps retributory spirit, was too readily ad-

mitted by the provincial legislatures ; and if not an universal,

it was at least a general principle of their policy to obstruct

the recovery of debts. Of this disposition we have already

noted some traces, about the same period of time, in the legis-

lation of Virginia. By the assembly that was now convened

at Albemarle, it was declared that sufficient encouragement

had not yet been afforded to the resort of settlers and the peo-

pling of the province ; and to supply this defect it was en-

acted that no settler should be sued during five years after his

arrival in the country for any cause of action arising beyond

its limits ; and that none of the inhabitants should be at liberty

to accept a power of attorney to sue their neighbours for debts

contracted abroad.^ These complaints of fewness of people

continued long to be reiterated by the settlers of Carolina

;

though it was afterwards, justly enough, recriminated upon

' The same policy was pursued to a much greater extent by the ancient Romans,
of whom Plutarch informs us that " not long after the first foundation of the city,

they opened a sanctuary of refuge for all fugitives, which tiiey called the temple of

the god Asftlaem, where they received and protected all, delivering back neither the

servant to his master, the debtor to his creditors, nor the murderer into the hands of

the magistrates." Life of Romulus.

J i M
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them by the proprietaries, that the inconvenience they com- en A i*.

plained of was promoted by their own aversion to settle in

towns, and by the lazy rapacity with which every planter en- \(m.

deavoured to surround himself with a large expanse of pro-

perty, over the greater part of which he could exercise no far-

ther act of ownership than that of excluding other occupants

by whom it might be industriously cultivated. The remedy,

too, which was applied by the provincial assembly, seems to

be defective in policy, no less than in justice. If industry

might be expected to derive some encouragement, from the

assurance that its gains were not to be carried off by former

creditors in a distant country, the nature of this encourage-

ment, as well as its temporary endurance, tended to attract

neither a respectable nor a stationary race of inhabitants:

and accordingly this colony was long considered as the pe-

culiar asylum of fugitive debtors and criminals. But a more

proper and natural encouragement to population was afforded

by an act concerning marriage ; which provided that as peo-

ple might wish to marry, while as yet there were no ministers

of religion in the colony,—in order that none might be hin-

dered from a work so necessary for the preservation of man-

kind, any man and woman presenting themselves to the go-

vernor and council, along with a few of their neighbours, and

declaring their mutual purpose to unite in matrimony, should

be legally deemed husband and wife. The circumstances in-

dicated by this law forcibly suggest the wide distinction be-

tween the sentiments and habits of the northern and the

southern colonists of America. While all the colonial estab-

lishments of New England were conducted by clergymen,

who long directed with almost equal authority in temporal

and in spiritual concerns ; not a trace of the existence of such

an order of men is to be found in the laws of Carolina, during

the first twenty years of its history ; and it was not till after

a considerable body of dissenters from the church of England

had emigrated thither, that we hear of religious worship or

inquiry, or indeed of any thing akin to religion in the pro-

vince. Other regulations, besides those which we have already

noticed, were adopted by this assembly. New settlers were

exempted from taxes for a year ; and every proprietor of land

was restrained from transferring it for two years after its ac-

G 2
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qiiisition. The first of these laws was intended to invite set-

tlers; the second appears to have been a politic device to re-

tain them. A duty of thirty pounds of tobacco was imposed

on every lawsuit,^ in order to provide funds requisite for the

expenses of the governor and council during the session of

assemblies. These laws, which proclaim the weakness, and

illustrate the early policy of this inconsiderable settlement,

were ratified in the following year by the proprietaries. As
the colonists received little increase from abroad, their numbers

advanced but slowly ; and it was not till some time after this

period, that they extended their plantations to the southern

bank of the river Albemarle.^

But although the proprietaries were willing to tender every

concession, and encourage every hope that seemed likely to

retain or augment the population of Carolina, it was not for the

purpose of founding and superintending institutions so homely

and popular, that they had solicited the extraordinary privi-

leges which their charters conferred. Their ambition aimed

at producing in Carolina a social scene adapted to the exhibi-

tion of all that grandeur, and the cultivation of all those dis-

tinctions, that have ever been known to co-exist with the

theory of liberty ; and the plumage which they had stripped

from the royal prerogative, it was their intention to employ for

the illustration of their own dignity, and the decoration of

their provincial organs and institutions. With this view,

about a year before they ratified the enactments of the assem-

bly of Albemarle, they had subscribed that memorable in-

strument which bears the name of The Fundamental Constitu-

tions of Carolina, and the preamble of which assigns as the

reason for its adoption, " that the government of this province

may be made most agreeable to the monarchy under which

' It is remarkabJe that the Carolinians, who thus obstructed by a tax the legal

adjustment of disputes, have always been more addicted to duelling than the inhabit-

ants of any of the other North American states. In Connecticut, according to the

representation of Dr. Morse, there is more litigation tiian in any other quarter of

North America : but a duel was never known to occur in Connecticut. Warden.
In most of the provinces, legal controversy was promoted by the uncertainty of the

Jaw : for although it had been authoritatively prescribed, aud was universally

recognised as a general principle, that there should be a substantial conformity of

the colonial jurisprudence to the common and statute law of England, yet the

ascertainment of the precise extent of this conformity in every case was committed to

the discretion of the judpres. Smith's New York
* Chalmers. Williamson.
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we live; and that we may avoid erecting a numerous demo-

cracy." The task of composing this political frame was de-

volved upon Shaftesbury, by the unanimous consent of his

colleagues, all of whom were deeply impressed with the vigour

and resources of his capacity, and some of whom had ex-

perienced, in the intrigues that preceded the Restoration,

with what consummate dexterity he could accomplish his own
purposes, and appropriate to this end the subordinate agency

even of persons who were strongly interested to obstruct it.

The instrument, indeed, was at first believed to have been

actually the production of Shaftesbury,* but is now recognised

as the composition of the illustrious John Locke, whom he had

the sagacity to appreciate and the honour to patronize, and

who was united to him by a friendship more creditable than

beneficial to the statesman, and no way advantageous either

to the character or the fortunes of the philosopher.*^ The
constitutions of Carolina contain a mixture as discordant as

the characters of these men ; though in what proportions they

represent the peculiar sentiments of either, it is not easy to

guess, or possible to determine. It has been said (whether

conjecturally or authoritatively) that Shaftesbury, smitten alike

with reverence for antiquity and admiration of Locke, desired

to revive in his person the alliance that once subsisted between

philosophy and legislation ; to restore the practice of that

age when societies accepted their constitutions more willingly

from the disciples of Pythagoras than from the cabinets of

kings. It is certain, however, that Shaftesbury, along with a

very high value for the genius and talents of Locke, reposed

implicit confidence in his own ability to employ the full v'.gour

of Locke's understanding, and yet inject into it regulating-

views that would enable himself securely to anticipate and

define the general results of its application. What instruc-

tions were communicated to Locke by his patron, cannot now
be known : but it must be admitted that the philosopher was
indulged with so much liberty, that he afterwards represented

C II A l\

1.

1669.

W !

' It is so represented in the first edition of Oldmixon's work, which was published
in 1708. iiut it was afterwards inserted in the collection published in 1719 by Des
Maiseaux, of the anonymous and unprinted pieces of Locke, from a copy corrected
by the philosopher's own hand, and wiiich he had piesented to a friend as one of

Ills own works.

' Sec Note II. at llm end of the volume.
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the Fundamental Constitutions as his own performance, and

himself as a competitor with WilUam Penn, for the praise of

1669, enlightened legislation : and hence, this instrument, whatever

may be thought of its intrinsic merits, must ever be regarded

with interest, as the link that connects the genius of Locke

with the history of America.

By the Fundamental Constitutions, it was appointed that the

eldest of the eight proprietaries should be palatine of the pro-

vince during his life ; and that this dignity, on every vacancy ,^

should devolve to the eldest of the surviving proprietaries.

Seven other of the chief offices of state, namely, the offices of

admiral, chamberlain,* chancellor, constable,** chief justice^

high steward, and treasurer, were appropriated exclusively to

the other seven proprietaries ; and the duties of those func-

tionaries, as well as of the palatine, might be executed by

deputies residing within the province. Corresponding to these

offices there were to be (besides the ordinary courts of every

county) eight supreme courts, to each of which was annexed a

college of twelve assistants. The palatine was to preside in

the palatine's court, wherein he and three others of the pro-

prietaries formed a quorum of functionaries ; and this court

represented the king, ratified or negatived the enactments of

the legislature, and, in general, was vested with the adminis-

tration of all the powers conferred by the royal charter, except

in so far as limited by collateral provisions of the fundamental

constitutions. By a complicated frame-work of counties^

signiories, baronies, precincts, and colonies, the whole land

of the province was divided into five equal portions, one

of which was assigned to the proprietaries, another to the

nobility, and the remaining three were left to the people. Two
classes of hereditary nobility, with possessions proportioned

to their respective dignities, and for ever unalienable and in-

divisible, were to be created by the proprietaries, under the

titles of landgraves and caciques ; and these, together with

' The chamberlain's court had the care of " all ceremonies, precedency, heraldry,

and pedigrees," and also •' power to regulate M fashions, habits, badges, games, and
spni-is." Art. 45. If the functions of this body resemble the ceremonial academy
of China, the title at least of another body of functionaries recalls the institutions of

old Rome. The assistants of the admiral bore the title of proconsuls

.

' This was a military office, and the members of Its relative college of assistants,

weic termed lieutenant-generals.
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issistants-

the deputies of the proprietaries, and representatives chosen c li A P.

by the freemen, constituted the parliament of the province,

which was appointed to be biennially convoked, and when i()69.

assembled, to form one deliberative body, and occupy the same

chamber. No matter or measure could be proposed or dis-

cussed in the parliament, that had not been previously con-

sidered and approved by the grand council of the province—

a

body resembling the lords of the articles in the ancient consti-

tution of Scotland, and composed almost exclusively of the

proprietaries' officers and the nobility. No man was eligible

to any office unless he possessed a certain definite extent of

land, larger or smaller in proportion to the dignity or mean-

ness of the office. Trial by jury was established in each of

the courts throughout the whole of the lengthened ramifica-

tion of jurisdiction: but the office of hired or professional

pleaders was disallowed, as a base and sordid occupation; and

no man was admitted to plead the cause of another without

previously deposing on oath that he neither had received nor

would accept the slightest remuneration for his service. To
avoid the confusion arising from a multiplicity of laws, all

acts of the provincial parliament were appointed to endure

only one hundred years, after which they were to cease and

expire of themselves, without the formality of an express re-

peal ; and to avoid the perplexity created by a multiplicity of

commentators, all written comments whatever on the funda-

mental constitutions, or on any part of the common or statute

law of Carolina, were strictly prohibited. Every freeholder

was required to pay a yearly rent of a penny for each acre of

his land to the proprietaries; and all the inhabitants above

seventeen and under sixty years of age were obliged to bear

arms, and serve as soldiers, whenever they should receive

a summons to this duty from the grand council. Every free-

man of Carolina was declared to possess absolute poiuer and

authority over his negro slaves, of what opinion or religion

soever.^ The apology that most readily suggests itself for

' It is humiliating to reflect that this regulation was composed by the hand that

wrote the Essay on the Human Understanding. At a later period of his life, when
the English Revolution and the controversies it engendered had enlightened Locke's
ideas of the rights of men, we find i)im thus pronouncing his own condemnation,
while he exposes and confutes the servile sophistry of Sir Robert Filmer. " Slavery

is so vile and miserable an estate of man, and so directly opposite to the generous

^M

I

'
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BOOK such a regulation, is excluded by the fact, that at this tiniei

and long after, there were no negroes in the province, except

1669. a very small number whom Sir John Yeamans and his fol-

lowers had brought with them from Barbadoes. ^

A series of regulations that not only import the most ample

toleration in religion, but manifestly infer the political equa-

lity of all religious sects and systems whatever, was ushered

by this remarkable provision:— " Since the natives of the

place who will be concerned in our plantation are utterly

strangers to Christianity, whose idolatry, ignorance, or mis-

take, gives us no right to expel or use them ill ; and those

who remove from other parts to plant there, will unavoidably

be of different opinions concerning matters of religion, the

liberty whereof they will expect to have allowed them, and it

will not be reasonable for us on this account to keep them out;

that civil peace may be maintained amidst the diversity of

opinions, and our agreement and compact with all men may
be duly and faithfully observed; the violation whereof, upon

what pretence soever, cannot be without great offence to

Almighty God, and great scandal to the true religion which

we profess; and also that Jews, heathens, and other dissenters

from the purity of christian religion, may not be scared and

kept at a distance from it, but by having an opportunity of

acquainting themselves with the truth and reasonableness of

its doctrines, and the peaceableness and inoffensiveness of its

professors, may by good usage and persuasion, and all those

convincing methods of gentleness and meekness suitable to

the rules and design of the gospel, be won over to embrace

and unfeignedly receive the truth ; therefore any seven or

more persons agreeing in anji/ religion, shall constitute a church

or profession, to which they shall give some name to distin-

guish it from others." In the terms of communion of every

such church or profession, it was required that the three fol-

lowing articles should expressly appear : that there is a God
;

that public worship is due from all men to this Supreme

Being; ?nd that it is incumbent on every citizen, at the

temper and courage of our nation, that 'tis hardly to be conceived that an English-

man, much less a gentleman, should plead for it." " The perfect condition of sla-

very," he afterwards defines to be, " the state of uar continued between a UuiJ'ul

conqueror and a captive."

1 Hewit.
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command of thf civil magistrate, to deliver judicial testimony CHAP,

with some ceremonial or form of words, indicating a recogni-
'

tion of the Divine presence. Only the acknowledged mem- i669.

hers of some church or profession of this description, were to

be capable of becoming freemen of Carolina, or of possessing

any estate or habitation within the province ; and all persons

were forbidden to revile, disturb, or in any way persecute the

members of any of the religious associations thus recognised

by law. What was enjoined upon freemen was permitted to

slaves, by an article which declared that, " since charity

obliges us to wish well to the souls of all men, and religion

ought to alter nothing in any man's civil estate or right,

it shall be lawful for slaves, as well as others, to enter

themselves, and be of what church or profession any of

them shall think best, and thereof be as fully members as

any freeman." But the hope of political equality that dis-

senters from the church of England might derive from these

provisions was completely defeated, and even the security

of a naked tolerance of their tenets and practices was me-

naced by an article, which, though introduced into the

fundamental constitutions, was neither composed nor approved

by Locke, ^ and by which it was provided, that whenever the

country should be sufficiently peopled and planted, the pro-

vincial parliament should enact regulations for the building of

churches and the public maintenance of divines, to be em-
ployed in the exercise of religion, according to the canons of

the church of England ;
" which being the onli/ true and

orthodox, and the national religion of all the king's dominions,

is so also of Carolina ; and therefore it alone shall be allowed

to receive public maintenance by grant of parliament." Fi-

nally, it was declared that these fundamental constitutions

(consisting of an hundred and twenty articles, and forming a

vast labyrinth of perplexing regulations) should be the sacred

and unalterable form and rule of government of Carolina for

ever. ~ Thus by the exertion of European philosophers and
politicians, the most cumbrous, operose, and illiberal system

' " This article was not drawn up by Mr. Locke, but inserted by some of the
chief of the proprietors, against his judgment ; as Mr. Locke himself informed one
of his friends to whom he presented a copy of these constitutions." Locke, (folio

edit.) vol. iii. p. 67(i. note.

- Lnckc.
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BOOK of government ever engendered by theory or practice, was
^^' enacted for a country which, under the guidance of sounder

1669. sense and manher spirit in her own native population, has

since been renowned over all the earth for the simplicity, effi-

cacy, and generosity of her municipal institutions and policy.

The faults and absurdities of the foregoing system are at

once so numerous and so palpably manifest, that to particu-

larize them would be tedious and superfluous toil. It may be

remarked, however, in general, that the authors of it, in col-

lecting materials for their composition, seem to have looked

any where rather than to the actual situation and habits of

the people by whom this legislative experiment was expected

to be tried. Lawgivers, who derive their function from any

other source than popular election, are so little accustomed, in

the exercise of it, to consider themselves obliged to treat others

as they would have others treat them, that the partiality and

illiberality of these institutions, would scarcely merit notice

if Locke had not been their principal author. It was a re-

proach more exclusively due to the proprietaries, that good

faith was violated, and existing rights disregarded. For a

number of inhabitants had already settled in the province, on

conditions which their rulers had no longer the right to abro-

gate or qualify ; and forms of government having been actu-

ally established, the people had acquired an interest in them,

which, without their own consent, ought not to have been sa-

crificed to those innovating regulations. The proprietaries

might perhaps have been led to doubt the reasonableness of

their expectations, if not the equity of their purposes, had

they fairly considered the motives which retained themselves

in England, and anticipated the probable operation of similar

sentiments on the minds of the inhabitants of Carolina. It

is reported of some ancient legislators, that they sacrificed

their own lives in order to secure the reception or the per-

petuity of their constitutions. But while the proprietaries of

Carolina could not prevail on themselves to resign the com-
forts and luxuries of England, and even deliberately antici-

pated their non-residence, by providing for the vicarious dis-

charge of their functions, they expected that an infant colony

of independent woodsmen and laborious tobacco-planters

should at once renounce their manners and their habits of

- M
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life, enchain their liberties, abridge their gains, and nearly chap.
metamorphose themselves into a new order of beings, for the ^'

sake of accumulating dignity on persons whom even the en- \m9.

joyment of such dignity could not induce to live in the coun-

try. It is hard to say whether there was greater folly or in-

justice in projecting a system of society where such overween-

ing concern was admitted in the rulers, and such gross indif-

ference supposed in the people, for their own respective in-

terests ; where the multitude were expected to sacrifice their

liberty and prosperity, in order to enhance the advantages

of certain conspicuous stations, which those for whom they

were reserved judged unworthy of their personal occupation.

Shaftesbury was the head of the anti-catholic party in En-

gland ; and Locke assisted with his pen to propagate the sus-

picions which his patron professed to entertain of the designs

of the catholics against religious and political freedom. Yet

if we compare the constitutions of Maryland and Carolina,

we cannot hesitate to prefer the labours of the catholic legis-

lator to those of the protestant philosopher and politician

;

and to acknowledge that the best interests of mankind were

far more wisely and effectually promoted by the plain un-

vaunted capacity of Lord Baltimore, than by the united la-

bours of Locke's elevated and comprehensive mind, and of

Shaftesbury's vigorous, sagacious, and experienced genius.

The proprietaries, however, were so highly satisfied with the

fundamental constitutions, that they determined to carry them
into effect without delay ; and, as a preliminary step, exerted

themselves to the utmost of their ability to promote the trans-

portation of additional inhabi' . ts to the province. The Duke
of Albemarle was installed ;. ne office of palatine, and the

sum of twelve thousand pounds expended on the equipment

of a fleet, which set sail in the beginning of the following

year with a considerable troop of emigrants. This expedi- jan. 1670.

tion, which was destined to found a colony at Port-Royal, Expedition

was conducted by Colonel William Sayle, an officer of con- o*^ emi-

siderable experience in military service and command, who re- ioulh Ca-

ceived the appointment of governor of that part of the coast rolina.

lying south-westward of Cape Carteret. As these emigrants

consisted chiefly of dissenters, it is probable that religious

toleration was the object they had principally in view ; and
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B o u K that they had not been made acquainted with the special

article of the constitutions by which the security of this im-

1670. portant blessing was so seriously endangered. Indeed at a

subsequent period the colonists indignantly complained that

the fundamental constitutions had been interpolated, and

some of their original provisions disingenuously warped to the

prejudice of civil and religious liberty.^ Sayle was accom-

panied by Joseph West, a man who for upwards of twenty

years bore the chief sway in Carolina, and was now intrusted

with the management of the commercial affairs of the pro-

prietaries, on whom the colonists continued for several years

to depend exclusively for their foreign supplies. When the

settlers arrived at their place of destination, they prepared

with more good faith than good sense to erect the structure of

the political system to which they were required to conform;

but, to their gieat surprise, the first glance at their actual

situation convinced them that this design was impracticable
;

and that the offices which were appointed to be established

were no less unsuitable to the numbers, than to the occupa-

tions of the people. A wide scene of rough labour lay before

them,^ and it was obvious that for many years a pressing de-

mand for labourers must be experienced ; a state of things

totally incompatible with the avocations of official dignitaries,

and the pompous idleness of an order of nobility. Neither

landgraves nor caciques had yet been appointed by the pro-

prietaries ; and to have peopled even the subordinate institu-

tions, would have been to employ all the inhabitants of the

colony in performing a dramatic pageant, instead of providing

the means of subsistence. Yet although the colonists found

themselves constrained at once to declare that it was impossible

lo execute the grand model, they steadily persisted in their ad-

herence to it, and expressed their determination to come as

nigh to it as possible. Writs were therefore immediately issued,

requiring the freeholders to elect five persons, who, with five

others chosen by the proprietaries, were to form the grand

council associated with the governor in the administration of

the executive power. A parliament, composed of these func-

tionaries, and of twenty delegates, chosen by the same elec-

C'liiilnicis.
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tors, was invested with legislative authority. So great were

tl.^ (liniculties attending the commencement of their new

scene of life, that, only a few months after their arrival in

Carolina, the colonists were relieved from the extremity of

distress by a supply of provisions, seasonably transmitted to

them by the proprietaries. Along with this supply, there

were forwarded to the governor twenty-three articles of in-

struction, called temporunj agrarian laws, relative to the dis-

tribution of land, together with the plan of a magnificent

town, which he was desired to build with all convenient speedy

and to denominate Charles-Town, in honour of the king. To
encourage the resort of settlers to Port-Royal, an hundred

and fifty acres of land were allotted to every emigrant, at a

small quit-rent, and clothes and provisions were distributed

from the stores of the proprietaries, to those who were unable

to provide for themselves. The good-will of the neighbour-

ing Indians was purchased by liberal presents to the native

caciques, who thus performed the only service which digni-

taries of this denomination were destined ever to render to

the colony. While the colonists were toiling to lay the

foundation of civil society in the province, the proprietaries

were busied very unseasonably with the superstructure of

those aristocratical institutions which they designed to es-

tablish. The Duke of Albemarle having died in the course

of this year, was succeeded in the dignity of palatine by
Lord Craven : and shortly afterwards John Locke was created jo|,n

a landgrave, in recompense of his services ; and the same Locke

elevation was bestowed on Sir John Yeamans, and on James jandg

Carteret, a relative of one of the proprietaries.^ Perhaps it

may excite some elation in the mind of an American citizen,

to reflect that while the fanciful distinction of an order of

nobility, thus imported into his country, continued to enjoy

even a nominal subsistence, John Locke was one of its mem-
bers ; and that when he was expelled from Oxford, and a
fugitive from England, he continued to be acknowledged a
patrician in Carolina. But it is disagreeable to behold this

distinguished philosopher, and truly estimable man, accept a
titular distinction to himself in the society where he had con-

rave.

' Oldmixon. Hist, of the Brit. Doni. in Amer. Hewit. Chalmers, Williamson.
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BOOK tributed to sanction and introduce the degrading institution

of negro slavery. Happily for the country with which he

was thus connected, and for his own credit with mankind, the

order of Carolinian nobles enjoyed but a brief duration ; and

the attempt to engraft feudal nobility on the institutions of

North America proved completely abortive.

Sayle had scarcely witnessed the establishment of his fellow

colonists in their new settlement when he fell a victim to the

unwholesomeness of the climate. On his death, Sir John

Yeamans claimed the administration of the vacant authority,

as due to the rank of landgrave, which no other inhabitant of

the province, except himself, enjoyed. But the council, who
were empowered to elect a temporary governor in such cir-

cumstances, preferred to appoint Joseph West, a man of po-

pular manners, and much esteemed by the other planters for

his activity, courage, and prudence. West's appointment,

however, did not long endure ; for, notwithstanding this indi-

cation of his influence with the colonists, the proprietaries,

desirous of promoting the consideration of their nobles, and

satisfied with the wisdom and propriety that had characterised

1671. Yeamans' government of the plantation around Cape Fear,

judged it expedient to extend his command to the new settle-

ment. The shores, the streams, and the interior of the country,

being now perfectly well known, in consequence of the accu-

rate surveys they had undergone, the planters from Clarendon

on the north, and from Port Royal on the south, began about

this period to resort to the convenient banks of Ashley-river

:

and here was laid, during the same year, the foundation of

Old Charles-town, which became, for some time, the capital of

the southern settlements. The proprietaries, meanwhile, with

the policy that had characterized their former proceedings,

promulgated temporary laws, which they appointed to be ob-

served, till, by a sufficient increase of inhabitants, the govern-

ment could be administered in conformity with the fundamental

constitutions. One of these laws, equally prudent and humane,

enjoined the colonists to observe the utmost equity and courtesy

in their intercourse with the Indians; to afford them prompt

and ample redress of any wrongs they might happen to sus-

tain ; and on no pretence whatever to enslave or send any of

them out of the country. The object of this regulation was
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unfortunately defeated, very soon after, by the intrigues of the c ll A P.

Spaniards: and tlie other temporary laws received very little
^'

attention or respect from the colonists, who were by no means ig71.

disposed to acquiesce in such arbitrary and irregular govern-

ment; and who very justly thought, that if the establishment

of permanent laws was obstructed by the circumstances of

their present condition, the temporary arrangements by which

such laws were to be supplied ought to originate with them-

selves, to whom alone the exact nature of the circumstances

which were to be consulted was practically known.'

The proprietaries were more successful in their efforts to at-

tract additional emigrants to the settlement on Ashley-river,

than in their experiments in the science of legislation. To the

puritans, persecuted in England by the existing laws, and ri-

diculed and insulted by the cavaliers, they ottered a secure

asylum and ample grunts of land in Carolina, on condition of

their transporting themselves and their families to this pro-

vince. Even the most bigoted churchmen in the king's council

are reported to have co-operated with much eagerness to pro-

mote this project ; considering severe labour a wholesome re-

medy for enthusiasm, and enthusiasm a fit stimulus and auxi-

liary to novel and hazardous undertakings; and judging it

expedient to diminish, by every means, the farther congrega-

tion of puritan sentiments and habits in Massachusetts. And
although it was to this favourite scene that the major portion

and the most zealous portion of the puritan emigrants still re-

sorted, yet a considerable number were tempted by the flatter-

ing offers of the proprietaries, to try their fortunes in Carolina.

Unfortunately for the repose and prosperity of the province,

the invitations and encouragements to emigrate thither were

tendered indiscriminately to men of the most discordant cha-

racters and principles. Rakes and gamblers, who had wasted

their substance in riot and debauchery, and cavaliers who had

been ruined by the civil wars, were sent out in considerable

numbers, to associate with disgusted puritans, and to enter on

a scene of life in which only severe labour, and the strictest

temperance and frugality, could save them from perishing

with hunger. To the impoverished officers, and other uufor-

' Ilewit. Chalmers.
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BOOK tunate adherents of the royalist party, for whom no recompense

was provided in England, the proprietaries and the other mi-

1671. nisters of the king offered estates in Carolina, which many of

them were feign to embrace as a refuge from beggary. The
conjunction between these cavaliers, who ascribed their ruin

to the puritans, and the puritan emigrants, who imputed their

exile to the cavaliers, could not reasonably be expected to pro-

duce harmony or tranquillity ; and the feuds and distractions

that afterwards sprung up from the seeds of division thus un-

seasonably imported into the infant commonwealth, inflicted

a merited retribution on the proprietaries for the reckless am-
bition they had indulged, and the absurdity of the policy they

had pursued. The dangers and hardships, indeed, with which

the emigrants found themselves encompassed on their arrival

in the province, contributed for a time to repress the growth of

civil and religious dissension : but, on the other hand, the

same circumstances tended to develope the mischievous con-

sequences of sending men whose habits were already invete-

rately depraved, to a scene where only vigorous virtue could

maintain a secure and prosperous establishment. Accordingly,

it was the effects of this part of their policy that afforded to

the proprietaries the earliest occasion of repentance. Of the

extent to which impatience and disappointment prevailed

among the settlers, we may yudge from this circumstance, that

one of their earliest laws vas an ordinance that no person

should be permitted to aba ion the colony. ^

,g-2 The distress which unav dably beset the infancy of the co-

Hostilities lonial settlement, was agg rated by the hostile intrigues and

S aniards
^^saults of the Spaniards who had established a garrison at

Augustine, in the territoi to which the appellation of Florida

was now restricted from (s original comprehensiveness. The

hostile operations of the ^^aniards, which even their original

pretensions would hardly have warranted, were pursued in

manifest violation of a treaty by which those pretensions had

been expressly renounced. Prior to the year 1667, no mention

had been made of America in any treaty between Spain and

England ; the former being contented to retain her ancient

claims to the whole country, and the other bent on peaceably

* Hewit. Hewit's work was published without his name, which some writers

have spell Heuit, and others Hotoat,

in Flo

rida
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ome writers

securing and improving the footing she had already acquired CH A P.

in it. At that epoch, however, which was but a few years ^'

posterior to the English occupation of Carolina, Sir William i672.

Godolphin concluded a treaty with Spain, in which, among
other articles, it was agreed, " That the king of Great Britain

should always possess in full right of sovereignty and pro-

perty, all the countries, islands, and colonies, lying and si-

tuated in the West Indies, or any part of America, which he

and his subjects then held and possessed, insomuch that they

neither can nor ought to be contested on any account whatso-

ever." It was stipulated at the same time, that the British

government should withdraw its protection from the bucca-

neers, who had for many years infested the Spanish dominions

in America ; and accordingly all the conmiissions that had

been formerly granted to these pirates were recalled and

annulled. By the same treaty, the right of both nations to

navigate the American seas was formally recognised ; and it

was declared that all ships endangered either by storms, or the

pursuit of enemies or pirates, and taking refuge in places be-

longing either to Britain or Spain, should receive protection

and assistance, and be permitted to depart without molesta-

tion. But notwithstanding this treaty, a certain religious so-

ciety in Spain continued to assert a claim to the whole region

to which the name of Florida had been originally applied, not

only on the footing of prior discovery, but by virtue of a special

grant from the pope : and, in conformity with this pretension,

the garrison that was maintained at Augustine, regarding the

British settlement as an encroachment on their domains, en-

deavoured by every act of insidious, and even violent annoy-

ance, to compel the colonists to abandon the country. They
sent emissaries among the settlers at Ashley-river, in the hope

of moving them to revolt; they encouraged indented servants

to desert their masters, and fly to the Spanish territory ; and

they laboured so successfully to awaken hatred and jealousy

of the British race in the minds of the adjacent tribes of sa-

vages, that these deluded Indians, at the instigation of a people,

whose treachery and injustice they had themselves severely

experienced, took arms to extirpate a race who had never in- and with

jured them, and whose whole demeanour, as well as the express
jj^^

instructions of their rulers, indicated a desire to cultivate

the In-

ins.

VOL. 11. H
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BOOK friendly relations with them. The colonists were now involved

in a scene of labour, danger, and misery, which it is impossible

1672. to contemplate without admiring the energy and endurance

which human nature with all its wants and weaknesses is still ca-

pable of exemphfying. Except a very few negroes, whohad been

imported by Yeamans and his followers from Barbadoes, there

were no other labourers but Europeans in the colony : the brute

creation could not replace or even partake human labour till

the ground had been disencumbered of wood ; and the unas-

sisted arm of man alone had to encounter the hardship of

clearing a forest, whose thickness seemed to bid defiance to

his most strenuous efforts. The toil of felling the large and

lofty trees, by which they were surrounded, was performed by
the colonists under the dissolving heat of a climate to which

their bodies were unaccustomed, and amidst the dread of bar-

barous enemies, whose silent approaches and abrupt assaults

they could not otherwise repel, than by keeping a part of their

own number under arms, to protect the remainder who were

working in the forest, or cultivating the spaces that had been

cleared. The provisions obtained by dint of such hardships

were frequently devoured or destroyed by their enemies ; and
the recompense of a whole year's toil defeated in one night by
the vigour and celerity of Indian depredation. The burden

of these distresses was augmented by the feebleness, helpless-

ness, and ill-humour of a great part of the recently arrived

emigrants, and by the mistakes and disappointments arising

from ignorance of the peculiar culture and produce appropriate

to the soil of Carolina, to which European grain and tillage

were found to be unsuitable. So much discontent and insub-

ordination was produced by this scene of varied annoyance

and calamity, that it was with the utmost difficulty that the

governor could prevent the people from abandoning the settle-

ment. An insurrection was even excited by Culpepper, one

of the provincial officers ; but it was easily suppressed by the

governor; and the guilty were either mildly punished or hu-

manely forgiven, in consideration of the misery to which their

violence was imputed. While Yeamans was exerting himself

to compose these disorders, the Spanish garrison at Augustine,

learning their occurrence from some fugitive servants of the

colonists, judged this a proper opportunity to strike a decisive

I'''
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1673.

B

blow; and accordingly despatched an invading party, who CHAP,
advanced as far as the island of St. Helenii, with the purpose

^'

of dislodging or destroying the inhabitants of Ashley-river.

But either the courage of the invaders was disproportioned to

their animosity, or they had overrated the divisions among the

English colonists: for being joined by only one traitor named
Fitzpatrick, and finding that Yeamans was not only prepared

to receive them, but had sent Colonel Godfrey with a party of

fifty volunteers to attack them in St. Helena, they did not

wait the encounter, but evacuating the island retreated to their

quarters at Augustine. The more formidable hostilities of the

Indians were quelled for a time, partly by the conciliatory ad-

dress of Yeamans, but chiefly by a war which broke out be-

tween two of their own principal tribes, the Westoes and the

Seranas, and vhich was carried on with such destructive fury,

that in the end it proved the ruin of them both.^

During the administration of Sir John Yeamans, the colony

received an addition to its strength from the Dutch settlement

of Nova Belgia, or New Netherlands, which had been con-

quered by Colonel Nichols, and annexed to the English em-

pire. Charles the Second bestowed it on his brother James,

who changed its name to New York, and by the prudence and

mildness of the first governor whom he appointed, succeeded

for a while in reconciling the inhabitants to the change of

dominion. But various circumstances had subsequently oc-

curred to render the Dutch discontented with their altered

situation, and many of them had formed the intention of re-

moving to some other region ; when the proprietaries of

Carolina, understanding, or anticipating their design, and

ever on the watch to promote emigration to their own pro-

vincial territory, prevailed with them by encouraging offers

to direct their course thither, and despatched two vessels,

which conveyed a number of Dutch famihes to Charlestown.

Stephen Bull, the surveyor-general of the colony, was directed

to allocate lands on the south-west side of Ashley-river, for

their accommodation ; and here, the Dutch emigrants, having

drawn lots for their possessions, formed a village, or a villatic

settlement, which was called James-Town. This first resort

> Hewit.

h2
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BOOK of Dutch settlers to Carolina, opened a copious flow of emi-
^^' gration to the province ; for having surmounted amazing

1673. hardships by their patience and industry, the successful es-

tablishment which they attained, induced many of their coun-

trymen in ancient Belgia, at a subsequent period, to follow

them to the western world. The inhabitants of James-Town,

at length finding its precincts too narrow for their growing

numbers, began to spread themselves over the province, till

the original settlement, by degrees, was entirely deserted.^

The proprietaries had hitherto supplied the wants of the

colonists with an unsparing hand ; insomuch that it was by

their ample and seasonable consignments of provisions and

other stores, that the settlement had more than once been

snatched from the brink of dissolution. But their patience

was not proportioned to their liberality : in the expectations

they formed, of speedy emolument and grateful regard, they

omitted to consider the circumstances for which they had so

liberally provided ; and quite regardless of the injustice and

imprudence with which they had hurried off great numbers of

helpless shiftless men, to a scene where they could only en-

cumber, disturb, and discourage the more useful members of

the community, they were exclusively and deeply impressed

with the largeness of their own pecuniary sacrifices, which

seemed to give them full assurance, that the colonists had no

cause whatever of complaint against them. Before the end of

the year 1673, a debt of many thousand pounds had been con-

tracted in this manner, by the colonists to the proprietaries;

and yet the colonists solicited fresh supplies, without being

able to show how the past or the future expenses were likely

ever to be reimbursed ; and in alluding to the severity of the

hardships they had undergone, they complained of neglect,

and insinuated reproach. The proprietaries were exceedingly

provoked and disgusted with this result ; and their disappoint-

ment, concurring with the Dutch war, rendered their corres-

pondence with the colony much less frequent than before.

Willing however to encourage the settlers who had lately

1674. emigrated from New York, they despatched another supply,

and promised an annual one ; but withal, warned the planters

> I lew it.

f! :
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to consider how these advances were to be repaid, since they

were now determined, they declared, to make no more ad-

vances without assurance of reimbursement, '* It must be a

bad soil," they observed, " that will not maintain industrious

men, or we must be very silly that would maintain the idle."

They transmitted at the same time a large assortment of vines

and other useful plants, accompanied by a number of persons

who were acquainted with the management of them : but they

refused an application for a stock of cattle, observing that they

wished to encourage planters rather than graziers; and they

strongly recommended the cultivation of tobacco, till more

beneficial staples could be introduced. Mutual jealousy and

dissatisfaction began now to arise between the proprietaries

and the colonists, and embittered the whole of their future

intercourse. But a useful lesson was conveyed to the colonists

by the circumstances which thus diminished their reliance on
foreign support, and enforced their dependence on their own
unassisted exertions. The proprietaries ascribed the unpro-

ductiveness of the colony, and the poverty of its inhabitants,

to the misgovernment of Sir John Yeamans, who in the com-

mencement of this year had been forced by ill health to resign

his command, and try to repair his constitution in Bssrbadoes,

where he soon found a grave. The factions and confusion

in M^hich the colony was shortly after involved, have rendered

the annals of this period extremely perplexing and inconsistent,

—obscuring, with an almost impenetrable cloud, the real cha-

racters of men, and the connexion of events. Yet amidst con-

flicting testimonies, it seems reasonable to believe that the

charges of the proprietaries against Sir John Yeamans were

unjust, and either the effusions of spleen and disappointment,

or (more probably) the artful suggestion of an apology for the

main body of the colonists, with whom it was not convenient

for them to quarrel irreconcilably. The real offence of Yea-

mans appears to have been his eagerness to procure ample

supplies from the proprietaries to the colonists ; a poUcy

which, while the proprietaries were determined to discourage,

they were naturally disposed to ascribe to his own mal-admin-

istration. When he abdicated his office, the council again

appointed Joseph West his successor ; and on this occasion

the palatine thought proper to confirm the popular choice.

C H A P.
I.

1674.

Disgusts

between
the pro-

prietaries

and the

colonists.
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BOOK with many compliments to the object of it, which, however

gratuitous at the time, were eventually justified by the pru-

1674. dence and success of his administration.^

Affairs of From the affairs of the southern colony, we must now

Tohna.
" transfer our attention for a while to the northern settlement of

Albemarle. Instructions, similar to those which had been

communicated to Sayle, in the year 1670, were addressed to

Stevens, the governor of Albemarle, at the same period ; but

a system, replete with innovations so unfavourable to the

interests of freedom, was received with disgust and even deri-

sion by the people, who were no more disposed to execute the

plan of thefundamental constitutions than the proprietaries had

been to invite their assistance in its composition. The pro-

mulgation of this instrument produced no other effect than to

awaken the most inveterate jealousy of the designs of the

proprietaries ; till, in process of time, it was reported and be-

lieved, that they had formed the project of partitioning the

province, and bestowing Albemarle on Sir William Berkeley

as his share of the whole. This apprehension, though per-

fectly groundless, prevailed so strongly, that at length the

1675. assembly of Albemarle presented a remonstrance to the pro-

prietaries against a measure which they declared to be at once

injurious to individuals and degrading to the country. Al-

though the remonstrance was answered in a conciliatory strain

by the proprietaries, who graciously confessed that they had

been deficient in attentions to the people of Albemarle, and

solemnly promised to preserve the integrity of the province,

the displeasure of the colonists was too deeply rooted to be

thus easily removed. Little satisfaction was created by the

expectation of more frequent attentions from those whose

policy had become the object of incurable suspicion ; and a

jealous and refractory spirit taking possession of the minds of

the people, promoted sentiments and practices as hostile to

subordination, as the policy of the proprietaries was repug-

nant to liberty. From this period the history of the northern

province, for a series of years, is involved in such confusion

and contradiction, that it is impossible to render it interesting,

and difficult to make it even intelligible. Chalmers, the most

Chalmers. Hcwit.
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1675.

1676.

accurate of its historians, has been enabled, by his access to c H A i\

the more authentic sources of information, to rectify the mis-
'

takes of other writers respecting the nature and order of the

principal events; but has found it utterly impracticable to

account for them. Unhappily they have been involved in the

deeper confusion, from being connected, in some degree, with

the violent but unsteady and mysterious politics of Lord

Shaftesbury.

Shortly after the remonstrance by the assembly of Albe-

marle, Miller, a person of some consideration in the province,

was accused of sedition : and having been acquitted, notwith-

standing the grossest irregularity and injustice in conducting

his trial, he repaired to England in order to complain to the

proprietaries of the treatment he had undergone. Stevens,

the governor, died soon after ; and the assembly made choice

of Cartwright to replace him until orders should be received

from England : but this man, after a short attempt to conduct

the administration, was so disgusted with the distractions that

prevailed around him, that he abandoned the colony altogether

and returned to England, whither he was accompanied by

Eastchurch, a person whose address and abilities had raised

him to the dignity of speaker of the assembly, and who was

deputed to represent to the proprietaries the actual situation

of their people. The proprietaries, conceiving a favourable

opinion of Ea3tchurch, appointed him governor of Albemarle

;

and disapproving the treatment that Miller had received, be-

stowed on him as a compensation the office of provincial

secretary, to which Lord Shaftesbury added a deputation of

his proprietary functions. The commissioners of the customs

appointed Miller, at the same time, the first collector of these

duties in the province. The proprietaries had observed with

dissatisfaction, how little their designs had been promoted, or

their directions regarded by the provincial functionaries. They
had signified their desire to have settlements formed to the south-

ward of Albemarle Sound, and a communication by land estab-

lished with the southern colony. But this scheme had been

obstructed by the governor and council of Albemarle, who had
engrossed to themselves nearly the whole of the trade with

the neighbouring Indians, and justly apprehended that the

extension of the settlements would divert thU profitable traffic
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1677.

July.

into other hands. The proprietaries had endeavoured with no

better success to alter the channel of the foreign trade of their

dominions, and to promote a direct intercourse with Britain in

place of the narrow system of commercial dealing to which

the colonists had restricted themselves with the New England

settlements. The traders from New England, penetrating into

the interior of the province, and bringing their goods to every

man's door, obtained a monopoly of the produce of Albemarle,

and habituated the planters to a tiaflic which they preferred,

on account of its safety and simplicity, to the superior emolu-

ment of more extended commercial transactions. It was
hoped by the proprietaries that an important alteration in

these particulars would result from the instructions which they

now communicated to Eastchurch and Miller. These officers

departed to take possession of their respective appointments

;

but Eastchurch, attracted by the prospect of a wealthy mar-

riage in the West Indies, deemed it prudent to remain there

till his object was accomplished, and despatched his companion

with directions to administer the government of Albemarle

till he himself should arrive. ^

As chief magistrate and collector of the royal customs.

Miller was received with a hollow civility and affected consi-

deration, of which he became the dupe and the victim. Un-
aware or regardless of the reluctance to his authority that pre-

vailed with a considerable party among the planters, he at

once proclaimed designs and commenced innovations that gave

offence and alarm to them all. The colony, of which he now
assumed the governance, consisted merely of a few insignifi-

cant plantations dispersed along the north-eastern bank of the

river Albemarle, and divided into four districts. The colonists

were yet but an inconsiderable body ; the tithables, under

which description were comprehended all persons from

sixteen to sixty years of age, amounting only to fourteen

hundred ; of which one-third was composed of Indians, ne-

groes, and women. Exclusive of the cattle and Indian corn,

eight hundred thousand pounds of tobacco was the annual

produce of their labour, and formed the basis of an inconsi-

derable commerce, which was confined almost entirely to the

' Clialincis. Williamson.
•'
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traders from New England, who enjoyed unbounded iufluence chap.
in the province. Remote from society, and destitute of the ^'

means of education, the planters were remarkable for ignor- i677.

ance and credulity, and were implicitly directed by the coun-

sels of those traders, who regarded with the utmost jealousy

the commercial designs which Miller had been instructed by

the proprietaries to pursue. Unsupported by any efl'ectual

force, and possessing neither the reputation of eminent ability

nor the advantage of popularity, this man commenced hia

work of reformation with a headlong and impetuous zeal that

provoked universal displeasure. He was reproached, and per-

haps justly, with some arbitrary exertions of power; but the

rock on which his authority finally split was an attempt to

promote a more direct trade with Britain and with the other

colonies,^ in order to destroy the monopoly enjoyed by the

traders of New England, whom the proprietaries regarded as

insidious rivals, and pernicious associates of the people of

Carolina. At length, on the arrest of a New England trader December,

who was accused of smuggling, an insurrection '^ broke forth Cuipep-

among the settlers of Pasquetanke, one of the districts of
['yj^gjlj'j^ij

Albemarle ; and the flame spread through the whole colony.

The insurgents were conducted by Culpepper, who had for-

merly excited commotions in the settlement of Ashley-river,

and whose experience, in such enterprises, seems to have

formed his sole recommendation to the regards of his present

associates. As the government possessed no force capable of

withstanding them, they overpowered it without difficulty or

resistance^ and having deposed the president, who was the

chief object of their indignation, they committed him and

seven of the proprietary deputies to prison. They seized the

provincial treasure, amounting to three thousand pounds,

which they appropriated to the support of the revolt ; they

' Virginia, from lier situation, might have absorbed the whole of this traffic of
which she then enjoyed only a very inconsiderable portion. But so narrow were the
commercial vfews by which she was governed, that two years after this period she

iiassed an act prohibiting '• the importation of tobacco from Carolina ; as it had been
ound very prejudicial." Laws of Virginia. In the year 1681, the governor of
Virginia, writing to the English committee of colonies, declares that " Carolina (I
mean the north part of it) always was, and is the sink of America, the refuge of our
renegadoes, and, till in better order, dangerous to us." State Papers, apud CTialmers.

' This insurrection, it will be remarked, broke out but a few months after the

suppression of Bacon's rebellion in Virginia. But no connexion has been traced

between these two events.

^1
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BOOK estabt'iHlied courts of justice, appointed officers, convoked a
^^' parliament, inflicted punishments on all who presumed to

1677. oppose them, and, for several years, exercised the authority of

an independent government. As there had been no example

of a revolt unaccompanied by a manifesto, the insurgents of

Pasquetanke, in conformity with this usage, had commenced
their revolutionary movement, by publishing a feeble frivolous

composition, entitled A Remonstratice to the People ofAlbemarle

f

in which they complained of various wrongs, which they im-

puted to Miller, and declared the object they had in view to

be the convocation of a free parliament, by whose instrumen-

tality the grievances of the country might be ascertained and

represented to the proprietaries. But the subsequent conduct

of the insurgents demonstrated how little of real deference the

1678. proprietaries enjoyed with them ; for, on the arrival of East-

church, to whose commission and conduct no objection could

be made, they derided his authority, and denied him obe-

dience. He applied for assistance to the governor of Virginia;

but died of vexation before a force sufficient for his purpose

could be assembled. ^

After two years of successful revolt, the insurgents, appre-

1679. hensive of an invasion from Virginia, despatched Culpepper

and Holden to England, to offer submission to the proprieta-

ries, on condition of their past proceedings being ratified, and
Miller declared and treated as a delinquent. This unfortunate

president, and the other officers, who had languished, mean-
while, in imprisonment, having found means to escape, ap-

1680. peared in England at the same time, and filled the court and

the nation with complaints of their own sufferings, and accu-

sations of their persecutors. If the proprietaries could have

ventured to act with vigour, and in conformity with their own
notions of right, it was the representation of this latter party

that would doubtless have prevailed with them. But while

they hesitated to embroil themselves irreconcilably with the

colonists, their perplexity was increased by the encouragement

which Shaftesbury thought proper to extend, in the most open
manner, to Culpepper. That enterprising politician, who was
now pursuing the last revolutionary projects that distinguished

I '

ii; ;
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mean-

tlie career of his proHit^atc ambition, and whose recent espousal c il a r.

of the popular cause in England had placed him at variance ^'

with some of his brother proprietaries, plainly saw that Cul- 168O.

pepper, possessing the confidence of the people of Albemarle,

was capable of becoming an useful instrument in the province,

and that Miller, his ancient deputy, was unfit to lend him
any assistance. Culpepper, thus powerfully countenanced,

seemed to have prevailed over his opponents, and was prepar-

ing to return to Carolina, when he was accused by the com-
missioners of the customs (at the private instigation, most

probably, of the palatine, and others of the proprietaries), of

the offences of acting as collector without their authority, and

of embezzlinjr the kind's revenue. He was arrested on board

a vessel in the Downs, under a warrant from the privy council;

and his ''ase being referred to the committee of plantations,

the *ji'oprietaries no longer scrupled, nor indeed could in de-

cency refuse, to come forward as his accusers ; in consequence

of which, the report of the committee impeached him not

only of embezzlement of the customs, but of having promoted

a rebellion in the province. It was in vain for him to ac-

knowledge the facts laid to his charge, and beg for mercy,

or at least that his trial might take place in Carolina, where

the offences had been committed : his powerful accusers were

determined to wreak the uttermost vengeance on so daring

an opponent of legitimate authority ; and, in conformity with

a statute of Henry ihe Eighth, which enacted that foreign

treasons might be judged and punished in England, he was
brought to trial in the court of King's Bench, on an indict- He is tried

ment of high treason committed without the realm. There is "} ^T
1 n ... . . 1 • 1

gland,
no departure from justice m requu'ing a colonial governor or

other public oflScer delegated by the parent state, to answer

before her domestic tribunals, for betraying the trust, or per-

verting the power which he derived from her appointment.

But Culpepper had not been an officer of the British govern-

ment; and, however consonant with the statute law of Henry
the Eighth, it was plainly repugnant to the spirit of the

English common law, as well as to the principles of equity,

to compel him to take his trial at such a distance from his

witnesses, and in a community where the witnesses on both

sides were unknown, and conflicting testimony could not be
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and ac-

quitted.

BOOK properly balanced. It must be confessed, however, that from
^^' the actual state of the province, the British government was

1680. reduced to the alternative of either trying him in England,

or not trying him at all. His destruction at first appeared

inevitable; for the judges pronounced, that to take up arms

against the proprietary government was treason against the

king; and the amplest evidence was produced of every cir-

cumstance requisite to substantiate the charge. But Shaftes-

bury, who was then at the zenith of his popularity, appearing

in behalf of the prisoner, and representing, contrary to the

most undoubted facts, that there had never been any regular

government in Albemarle, and that its disorders were niere

feuds between the planters, which at worst could amount to

no higher offence than a riot, easily prevailed with the jury

to return a verdict of acquittal. * This was the last transac-

tion by which Shaftesbury signalised his participation in the

government or affairs of Carolina. His attention, thencefor-

ward, was absorbed by the deep and daring cabals that pre-

ceded his exile : and, about three years afterwards, having

ruined or dishonoured every party with which he had been

connected, he was obliged to fly from England, and implore

the hospitality and protection of the Dutch, whom he had

formerly exhorted the English parliament to extirpate from

the face of the earth. The ruin of this ablest of the proprie-

taries extended its influence to the fortunes of the most dis-

tinguished of the landgraves. Locke had been so intimately

connected with Shaftesbury, that he deemed it prudent to

retire from England at the same time : but so remote was he

from any accession to the guilt of his patron, that when Wil-

liam Penn afterwards prevailed on James the Second to con-

sent to the pardon and recall of Locke, the philosopher refused

to accept a pardon, declaring that he had done nothing that

required it.
*

Meanwhile, the palatine, and the majority of the proprie-

taries, reduced to their former perplexity by the acquittal of

Culpepper, pursued a temporising policy, that degraded their

own authority, and cherished the factions and ferments of the

' British Empire in America. Ventris' Repoits. Chalmers. William.^n.
' Life of Lucke. Clarkson's Life of Penn.
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1681.

colony. Fluctuating between their resentments and their ap- CHAP,
prehensions, they alternately threatened the insurgents and ^'

blamed their own partisans. The inevitable consequence of 168O.

this policy was, that they exasperated still farther all parties

in the colony against each other, without attaching any to

themselves, and at length found themselves without the power

either to overawe their mutinous subjects by vigour or to

conciliate them by lenity. Abandoning, then, the hopeless

attempt to vindicate their insulted authority, they are said to

have adopted the humbler purpose of accommodating their pre-

tensions and the strain of their government in future to what-

ever degree of obedience the colonists might be disposed to

yield to them. Having established a temporary administration,

at the head of which they placed one Harvey as president^

they announced, immediately after, their intention to send out

as permanent governor Seth Sothel, who had purchased Lord

Clarendon's share of the province, and whose interest and

authority, they hoped, would effectually conduce to the re-

storation of Older and tranquillity. These measures, however,

were productive only of additional disappointment. Little

regard was paid to the rule of Harvey, by men who were al-

ready apprised that his government would have but a short

duration ; and the proprietaries, along with the tidings of his

inefficiency, received intelligence of the capture of Sothel on

his voyage by the Algeriiies. Undismayed by so many dis-

appointments, the proprietaries, having now resolutely em-
braced a mild and accommodating policy, pursued it with com-
mendable perseverance : and Henry Wilkinson, a man from

whose prudence more happy results were expected, was ap-

pointed governor of the whole of that portion of Carolina

stretching from Virginia to the river Pemlico, and five miles

beyond it. The most earnest endeavours were forthwith em-
ployed by the proprietaries to heal the existing disorders. To
the governor and council, they recommended, in persuasive

language, the promotion and exemplification of forbearance

and indulgence; and, in compliance with their desire, an act

of oblivion was passed by the assembly of Albemarle in favour

of the late insurgents, on condition of their restoring the

money of which they had plundered the provincial treasury.

But it was found easier to inculcate the virtue of conciliation
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on the parties who had suffered wrong, than on those who
had done the injury ; and the late insurgents, who were

still the strongest or at least the most vigorous faction, not

only contemned the conditions of an act which they felt to

be quite unnecessary to their security, but, acquiring the com-

mand of the assembly, proceeded, with triumphant insolence

and injustice, to denounce and punish the party which had

so far mistaken its situation, as to proffer terms of pardon

and indulgence to them. They inflicted fines and imprison-

ment on their opponents, who were forced to fly to Virginia

for protection ; and with whom every trace of justice and

freedom took a long leave of this unhappy settlement. The

deplorable scene of violence and anarchy that ensued, was

not abridged, nor was the condition of Albemarle in any de-

gree meliorated, by the arrival of Sothel as governor, in the

year 1683. The depraved and odious character of this man
was disclosed in the very outset of his administration. Though
required by the proprietaries to expel from office all those

who had been concerned in the late disorders ; to establish a

court composed of the most respectable and impartial of the

inhabitants, for the redress of wrongs committed during the

distractions of the times; and to assist the officers of the

customs in collecting the royal revenue, and executing the

acts of navigation,— he declined to comply with any of these

mandates; and, seeking only his own immediate enrichment,

disregarded equally the happiness of the people, the in-

terest of his colleagues, and the deep stake which he himself

possessed in the lasting welfare of the colony. Newly es-

caped from captivity on the coast of Barbary, he was so far

from acquiring an increase of humanity, or a stronger sense

of equity, from the experience of hardship and injustice, that

he seemed to have adopted the policy of his late captors as

the model of his own government; nor have the annals of

colonial oppression recorded a name that deserves to be trans-

mitted to posterity with greater infamy than his. Rapacity,

cruelty, and treachery, formed the prominent traits of his ad-

ministration, which, after afflicting the colony for a period of

five years, at length exhausted the patience of all parties, and

produced at least one good effect, in uniting the divided peo-

ple by a sense of common suffering and danger. Driven to

\.

'
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despair, the inhabitants universally took arms against his chap.
government in 1688, and having deposed and imprisoned him, l*

were preparing to send him to England for trial, when, de- iggg.

scending to the most abject supplications, he entreated to be ^'e is

judged rather by the provincial assembly, whose sentence he ^

declared himself willing to abide. If the colonists, in granting

this request, arrogated a power that did not constitutionally

belong to them, they at least exercised it with a moderation

that reflects honour on themselves, and aggravates the guilt

of their tyrannical governor. The assembly declared him

guilty of all the crimes laid to his charge, and sentenced liiui

to a year's banishment and perpetual exclusion from office.

When the proprietaries received intelligence of these proceed-

ings, they deemed it proper to signify that they did not alto-

gether approve the irregular justice of the colonists : but

they expressed a lively concern for their sufferings, and great

astonishment and indignation at the conduct of Sothel. They

summoned him still to answer for his crimes before the pala-

tine's court in England ; and they protested to the people,

that, if they would render a dutiful obedience to legal autho-

rity, no governor should in future be suffered to enrich him-

self with their spoils.^ Such was the condition to which

North Carolina was reduced at the epoch of the British Re-
volution.

< Williamson. Chalmers. Hewit. Hewit has related these proceedings against
Sothel, as having occurred in South Carolina. Nor is this the only error with which he
is chargeable. He perpetually combines events that are totally unconnected with
each other. His notation of dates is extremely scanty, and sometimes very inaccu-
rate. While he abstains from the difficult task of relating the history of North Caro-
lina, he selects the most interesting features of its annals, and transfers them to the

history of the southern province. His errors, though hardly honest, were probably
not the fruit of deliberate misrepresentation. Almost all the prior historians of
America have been betrayed into similar inaccuracies with respect to the provinces
of Carolina. Even that laborious and generally accurate writer Jedediah Morse has
been so far misled by defective materials as to assert (American Gazeteer) that the
first permanent settlement in North Carolina was formed by certain German refugees
in 1710.
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1674—
1677.

We now resume the progress of the southern province of

Carolina, which, under the prudent administration of Joseph

West, whom we have seen appointed governor in 1674, en-

joyed a much greater share of prosperity than fell to the lot

of the settlement of Albemarle. This governor has been cele-

brated for his courage, wisdom, and moderation ; and the

state of the province over which he presided, gave ample

scope to the exercise of these qualities. Strong symptoms
of mutual jealousy and dislike began to manifest them-

selves between the dissenters and puritans, on the one hand,

who were the most numerous party in the colony, and the

cavaliers and episcopalians, on the other, who were favoured

by the proprietaries in the distribution of land and of offi-

cial power and emolument ; and although the firmness and

good sense of West prevented the discord of those parties

from ripening into strife and confusion, it was beyond his

power to eradicate the evil, or to restrain his own council,

which was composed of the leading cavaliers, from treating

the puritans with insolence and contempt. The cavalier party

was reinforced by all those persons whom debauched habits

and broken character and fortune had conducted to the pro-

vince, not for a cure but a shelter of their vices, and who
regarded the austere manners of the puritans with as much
dislike as the cavaliers entertained for their political principles.
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1677.

The adversaries of the puritans, finding that it was in their c li A P.

power to shock and offend them by exhibition cf manners op- ^^'

posed to their own, affected an extreme of gay and jovial

license. Each party considering its manners as the test of

its principles, emulously exaggerated the distinctive features

of its appropriate demeanour ; and a competition of manners

and habits ensued, in which the rnling party gave countenance

and encouragement to practices very unfavourable to the pre-

valence of industry and acquisition of wealth. The proprie-

taries, whose imprudence had occasioned these divisions,

were the first sufferers from them, and found all their efforts

unavailing to obtain repayment of the large advances which

they had made for the settlement. The colonists, who had

undertaken to pay the small salary of 100/. a-year allotted to

the governor, proved unable or unwilling to discharge even

this obligation ; and the proprietaries found it necessary, in

April, 1677, to assign to him the whole stock of their mer-

chandises and debts in Carolina, in recompence of his service

and reimbursement of his expenditure. Meanwhile the popu-

lation of the province received considerable accessions from

the continued resort of English dissenters, and of protestant

emigrants from the catholic states of Europe. In the year

1679, the king, willing to gratify the proprietaries, and hoping,

perhaps, to divert the tide of emigration from Massachusetts,

ordered two small vessels to be provided at his own expense,

to convey a detachment of foreign protestants to Carolina

who proposed to add wine, oil, and silk, to the other produce

of the territory 5 and he granted to the colonists an exemption

for a limited time from the payment of taxes on these commo-
dities, in spite of a remonstrance from the commissioners of

customs, who represented that England would be ruined and
depopulated if the colonies were rendered a more desirable

residence. Although the new colonists were not able to

enrich the province, with the valuable commodities which they

had hoped to introduce, they preserved their settlement in it,

and formed a useful and respectable addition to its population.

The proprietaries having learned that the agreeable district

called Oyster-point, formed by the confluence of the rivers

Ashley and Cooper, enjoyed greater conveniences than the

station which the first settlers had chosen, encouraged the

VOL, 11. I

1679.
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1680.

BOOK inclination of the people, who began to remove thither about
^^'

this time : and there, in 1680, was laid the foundation of the

modern Charlestown, a city which in the next century was
noted for the elegance of its streets, the extent of its com-
merce, and the refinement of its society. It was forthwith

declared the seaport and the metropolis of South Carolina.

For some time, however, it proved extremely unhealthful : in-

somuch, that from the month of June till October, the courts

of justice were annually shut; and during that interval no

public business was transacted, and the principal inhabitants

retired to a distance from the pestilential vapours with which

the atmosphere was tainted. The inconvenience at length

was found to be so great, that measures were taken for ex-

ploring and appropriating another metropolitan situation more

friendly to health. But happily (in consequence, it has been

supposed, of the purification of the noxious vapour by the

smoke of numerous culinary fires) the climate underwent a

gradual change, which has progressively diminished the insa-

lubrity of Charlestown. ^

Notwithstanding the earnest desire of the proprietaries, that

the colonists should cultivate the good-will of the Indians, a

war that proved very detrimental to the settlement broke out

in the year 1680, with a powerful tribe that inhabited the

southern frontier. The war seems to have originated, partly

from the insolence with which the idle and licentious emigrants

behaved to the Indians, and partly from the depredations of

straggling parties of Indians, who being accustomed to the

practice of killing whatever animals they found at large, ac-

counted the planters' hogs, turkeys, and geese, lawful game,

and freely preyed upon them. The planters as freely made use

of their arms in defence of their property ; and several Indians

having been killed, the vengeance of their kindred tribe burst

forth abruptly in general hostilities, which for some time

threatened the most serious consequences to the colony. So

divided were the colonists among themselves, that the governor

found it difficult to unite them in measures requisite even for

their common safety, or to persuade any one to undertake an

effort that did not promise to be attended with advantage im-

mediately and exclusively his own. Conforming his policy

' Oldmixon. Hewit. Chalmers.

Indian

war.
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to the selfish strain of their character, he offered a price for c li A v.

every Indian who should be taken prisoner and brought to ^^'

Charlestown ; and obtained the requisite funds by disposing

of the captives to the traders who frequented the colony, and

who sold t>:*!m for slaves in the West Indies. This system

was productive of so much profit, and of enterprises so agree-

able to the temper and habits of a number of the planters,

that the war was carried on with a vigour that soon enabled

the government to dictate a treaty of peace with the Indians.

The proprietaries, desiring that this pacification should repose

on a lasting and equitable basis, appointed commissioners who
were empowered to decide all future controversies between the

contending parties ; and declared that all the tribes within

four hundred miles of Charlestown were under their special

protection. But the practices that had been introduced Pratike of

during the war had established themselves too firmly to be ''1'^"='?-

thus easily extirpated. Many of the colonists found it a more dians.

profitable, as well as more interesting occupation, to traffic in

the persons of the Indians, than to clear the forests or till the

ground : and not only the principal inhabitants, but the offi-

cers of government, fomented the spirit of discord that pre-

vailed among the savage tribes, and promoted their mutual

wars, for the purpose of enlarging their own marketable stock

of slaves, by purchasing the prisoners from their captors. It

was in vain that the governor and council asserted in justi-

fication of this inhuman policy that by diverting the attention

of the tribes, and prompting them to expend their force in

mutual hostilities, it afforded the most effectual security to the

colony against their attacks ; and that humanity sanctioned

the purchase of prisoners who would otherwise have been put

to death. The proprietaries were by no means satisfied with

these reasons ; and, firmly persuaded that it was a sordid

thirst for private gain, and not a generous concern for the

public safety, that engendered a policy so dastardly and
fraudful, they ceased not to issue the strongest injunctions for

its entire abandonment. But their humane interference was
long unavailing ; and it was not till after the sharpest remon-
strances and menaces, that they were able to procure the enact-

ment of a law to regulate, and at length utterly prohibit, this

profligate and ignoble practice. Its continuance was attended

I 2
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BOOK with consequences both immediately and lastingly injurious.

The traders who carried the captives to the West Indies, im-

1681. ported rum in exchange for them ; and a destructive habit of

indulging to excess in this beverage depraved the manners
and relaxed the industry of many of the colonists. A deep

and mutual dislike was formed between them and the victims

of their injustice, which the lapse of many years was unable

to allay ; and at a subsequent period, the Indians inflicted a

severe retribution on the posterity of those who had been the

authors of their wrongs and the insidious abettors of their

ferocity.

'

1682. Governor West convoked a parliament at Charlestown, in

the close of the following year ; when laws were enacted for

establishing a militia, which the late war had shown to be ne-

cessary ; for making ways through the vast forest that sur-

rounded the capital on every side ; for repressing drunkenness

and profanity, and otherwise promoting the morality of the

people, who were generally destitute of the means of religious

1683. instruction. Shortly after this proceeding, West, who had

incurred the displeasure of the proprietaries by supporting the

practice of selling Indian captives, and by curbing the excesses

of the cavaliers, who were accounted the proprietary party,

was removed from his command j and the government of the

colony was committed, by Lord Craven, to Joseph Moreton,

who had been recently created a landgrave of Carolina. This

was the commencement of a course of rapid succession of go-

vernors, and of all the other public officers in the colony ; a

system arising partly from unexpected casualties, and partly

from unstable policy ; and which produced its never-failing

consequences, in the enfeeblement and degradation of the go-

vernment, and the promotion of party spirit and cabals. But,

however much the policy of the proprietaries might fluctuate

in other respects, it continued long to be steadily and strenu-

ously directed to the increase of population. At the desire of

several wealthy persons, who proposed to emigrate to the pro-

vince, they once more revised their fundamental constitutions,

which, at the time of their first enactment, had been c* jclared

unalterable ; now again promulgating a similar declaration of

• Archdale's Description of Carolina.. OWmixon. Hewit. Chalmeis.
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their future inviolability. The object of the present alterations C li A p.

was to relax somewhat in favour of popular liberty, the rigour

of the original constitutions : but it is the less necessary to 1683.

particularize them, as they were never acknowledged or ac-

cepted by the people of Carolina, who were more jealous of the

power assumed to introduce such changes, than gratified with

the particular advantages immediately tendered to their ac-

ceptance. The alterations, however, proving satisfactory to

the parties who had solicited them, one Ferguson shortly after Kmigra-

conducted to the province an emigration from Ireland, which
ir°"and°!!!.

soon mingled with the mass of the provincial inhabitants.

Lord Cardross, (afterwards Earl of Buchan) a Scottish noble- Scot-

man, also led out a colony from his native country ^ (then''*"*'"

groaning under the barbarous administration of the Duke of

Lauderdale), which settled on Port Royal island, and in pur-

suance of some agreement or understanding with the proprie-

taries, claimed for itself co-ordinate authority with the governor

and grand council of Charlestovvn. This claim, however, was

disallowed by the provincial government ; and the new occu-

pants of Port Royal having been compellea to acknowledge

submission. Lord Cardross, whether disappointed with this re-

sult, or satisfied with what he had already accomplished, for-

sook the colony and returned to Britain. The settlers whom
he left behind, were some time after dislodged from their ad-

vantageous situation by a force despatched against them

by the Spaniards at Augustine, whom they had wantonly

provoked by inciting the Indians to make an irruption into

the Spanish territory. But the most valuable addition to its and Eng-

population which the colony now received was supplied by
*'*"'^'*

the emigration of a considerable number of pious and respect-

able dissenters from Somersetshire in England. This band

of emigrants was conducted by Humphrey Blake, the brother

and heir of the renowned Admiral Blake, under whom he had

' This was, probably, the issue of a transaction which occurred in the preceding

year, and which is thus related by Hume:— "The presbyterians (of Scotland)
alarmed with such tyranny, from which no man could deem himself safe, began to

think of leaving the country : and some of their agents were sent to England in order
to treat with the proprietors of Carolina for a settlement in that colony. Any con-
dition seemed preferable to their living in their native country, which, by the preva-

lance of persecution and violence, was become as insecure to them as a den of

robbers."
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BOOK served for some time in the English navy, and by whom he

,

had been cashiered for deficiency of talent and spirit as a naval

officer. Though constitutionally disqualified to excel as a

warrior, Humphrey Blake was a worthy, conscientious, and

liberal man ; and willingly devoted the moderate fortune which

his disinterested brother had bequeathed to him, to facilitate

the retirement of a number of dissenters, with whom he was

connected, from the persecutions they endured in England,

and the greater calamities they apprehended from the probable

accession of the Duke of York to the throne. Several other

persons of similar principles, and considerable substance, joined

the expedition: and the arrival of these people served to

strengthen the hands of the puritan or sober party in the colony,

and to counteract the influence of circumstances unfavourable

to the character and manners of the planters. From the ex-

ertions of the proprietaries, and the condition of England at

the present period, there is little doubt that CLfolina would

have received a much larger accession to its inhabitants, if the

recent colonization of Pennsylvania had not presented an asy-

lum more generally attractive to mankind. The liberality of

William Penn's institutions; the friendly sentiments with

which the Indians returned his kind and pacific demeanour

;

the greater salubrity of the climate of Pennsylvania, and su-

perior adaptation of its soil to the cultivation of British grain,

strongly recommended this province to the preference of emi-

grants ; and such multitudes resorted to it, both from England

and the other states of Europe, as soon enabled it to outstrip

the older settlement of Carolina, both in wealth and in popu-

lation.^

A few months after his elevation to the office of governor,

Moreton assembled a parliament, which promulgated a variety

of regulations, for the remedy of sundry inconveniencies to

which all colonial settlements are hable in their infancy.

From a law that was now enacted for raising the value of

foreign coins, we may date the origin of the peculiar currency

of Carolina, which, in after times, incurred an extreme depre-

ciation. In imitation of the early policy of the community of

Albemarle, all prosecutions for foreign debts were suspended.

Septem-
ber.

1 Arclulale. Oldniixon. Ilewit. Chalmers. Warden's Population Tables of

Pennsylvania and the Carolinas. Lives English and Foreign, vol. ii.
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But the proprietaries, now regarding with displeasure what chap.
they had formerly confirmed without animadversion, inter-

^^'

posed to negative this enactment, declaring that it was re- 1683.

pugnant to the king's honour, since it obstructed the course

of justice; and that the provincial parliament had no power

to frame a law so inconsistent with the jurisprudence of

England : and the more sensibly to manifest their displeasure,

they issued orders that every public officer who had supported

the obnoxious enactment should be cashiered. Another cause

of dispute between the proprietaries and their people, arose

from the manner in which this parliament had been consti-

tuted. The province at the present time was divided into the

three counties of Berkeley, Craven (including the district for-

merly called Clarendon), and Colleton. The proprietaries had
desired, that of the twenty members of whom the lower house

of parliament was composed, ten should be elected by each

of the two counties of Berkeley and Colleton ; the third being

reckoned not yet sufficiently populous to merit a share of par-

liamentary representation. Berkeley, which contained the

metropolis, was the only one of the counties which as yet

possessed the machinery and accommodation of a county

court ; and the provincial government having appointed the

election to be held at Charlestown, the inhabitants of Berkeley

combined to prevent the people of Colleton from voting at all,

and themselves returned the whole twenty members. They
insisted that this advantage was due to their own superiority

in number of people ; a circumstance which at least enabled

them to gratify the pretension it suggested. When the pro-

prietaries were informed of this disregard of their instructions,

they expressed the strongest displeasure, and commanded that

the parliament should be immediately dissolved, and never

again assembled in so irregular a manner. But their com-
mands were unavailing ; and the unjust encroachment of the

Berkeley planters, after maintaining its ground for some time,

obtained the countenance and assent of the proprietaries them-

selves, and continued to prevail, till at a later period, its abettors

were compelled to yield to the indignant and unanimous voice

of the people whom they had presumed to disfranchise. The
proprietaries, meanwhile, were exceedingly offended at the

reiterated disobedience of their deputies, and, in a remon-
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strancc which they addressed to the governor and council,

they reminded them, in language which at least expresses good

intention/ " that the power of magistracy is put into your

hands for the good of the people, who ought not to be turned

into prey, as wo doubt hath been too much practised." It

was remarked, that the dealers in Indian slaves were the

keenest opponents of the claim of Colleton county to share in

the exercise of the elective franchise ;—a coincidence forcibly

demonstrating that the indulgence of selfi.ihness and tyranny

in any one relation or department of conduct tends entirely to

pervert or extinguish in men's minds the sense of what is due

to their fellows. Although the proprietaries at times expressed

themselves, as on this last occasion, with vigour and wisdom,

they seem to have been quits incapacitated, by ignorance or

irresolution, from conceiving or pursuing a consistent scheme

of policy. It was found that some of the councillors, and even

the commissioners that had been appointed to watch over the

interests of the Indians, encour£.c,ed the traffic in Indian

slaves ; and though Moreton was able to remove these delin-

quents from office, they succeeded in rendering his own situa-

tion so disagreeable to him, that he was constrained to resign

his command, which was immediately eonf'^rred by the council

on West, who suffijred the people to continue the practice of

inveigling and kidnapping the Indians without restraint.

The proprietaries then intrusted the government to Sir Richard

Kyrle, an Irishman, who died soon after his arrival in the pro-

vince. West, thereupon, was again chosen interim governor

by the council, whose appointment, on this occasion, received

the acquiescence of the proprietaries. He was, however,

shortly after superseded by Colonel Quarry, who retained the

office only till the following year, when, in consequence of the

countenance he was found to have given to piracy, he, in

his turn, was dismissed, and Joseph Moreton reinstated in the

government. ^

' Oldmixon. Hewit. Chalmers. From Oldmixon's Lists, it appears tliat Colo-

nel Quarry held ofHcial situations under the crown in several of the provinces at (he

same time. In the year 1703, he presented to the lords of trade a memorial on the

state of the American colonies, which is preserved among the Harleian Collection in

the British Museum. The main object of this memorial is to recommend an altera-

tion of the colonial constitutions, for the promotion of the power of the crown in the

several states, and facilitating the general defence of the territorial claims and posses-
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Tho American seas had been long infested by a race of daring chap.
adventurers, privateers in time of war, pirates in time of peace,

^^'

whose martial exploits, and successful depredations on the rich i685.

colonies and commerce of Spain, enabled them to conciliate

the regard or purchase the connivance of many of the inha-

bitants of the British colonies, and even of the authorities,

supreme as well as subordinate, of the British empire. The
king himself, for several years after his restoration, had ex-

tended to them his patronage, and even granted the honour of

knighthood to one of their number, Henry Morgan, a Welsh-

man, who plundered Portobello and Panama, and acquired a

vast booty by his achievements. Thus recommended by the

king to the favourable regards of his subjects, those freebooters

found it no less easy than advantageous to cultivate a friendly

connexion with the people of Carolina, who willingly opened

their ports, and furnished supplies of provisions to guests who
lavishly spent their golden spoils in the colony. The treaty

between England and Spain in 1667, together with the in-

creasingly lawless character of the adventurers, had withdrawn

the king's protection from them : but they continued, never-

theless, to maintain, and even extend, their intercourse with Piratesen-

the planters and authorities of Carolina. The governor, the ,^"^^1)-

proprietary deputies, and the principal inhabitants, degraded lony.

themselves to a level with the vilest of mankind, by abetting

the crimes of pirates, and becoming receivers of their nefarious

acquisitions. The proprietaries, warmly remonstrated against

practices so disgraceful to the province, and corruptive of the

manners of all who participated in them : and their orders,

backed by a proclamation from the king, prevailed so far as

to restrain the colonists from indulging an inclination which

they had demonstrated of sharing in the enterprises as well as

the gains of their piratical associates. But they obstinately

persisted in retaining their wonted intercourse with these ad-

venturers,—which, diffusing among them the infectious desire

of sudden wealth and the relish of luxurious and expensive

sions of England in America. Quarry expresses dislike and disapprobation of every
colony, in proportion to the freedom of its constitution, and dwells with emphatic
malipaity on " the robbery and villany of the rulers of Connecticut." He undertook
to prove that the charter of Pennsylvania conferred no powers of government. He
eulogized Lord Cornbury, the tyrannical governor of New York, and strongly recom-
mended his appointment to the government of Pennsylvania.
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pleasure, oontributccl to the formation of habits pernicious to

every community, but more particularly injurious to the

prosperity of an infant settlement. Traces of these habits

continued long to be discernible in the manners of the inhabi-

tants of Carolina. The king, at length aroused by the com-

plaints of his allies, and sensible how much the trade of his

own subjects had been injured by piratical ravages, transmit-

ted to the colony in April, 1684, " a law against pirates,"

which the proprietaries required their parliament to enact,

and their executive officers strictly to execute. The first part

of this requisition was readily complied with ; but the evil had

become so inveterate, that the law, instead of being carried

into effect, was openly violated even by those by whom it had

been enacted. It was not till three years after, that the evil

received an effectual check, from an expedition which James
the Second despatched under Sir Robert Holmes, for the sup-

pression of piracy in the West Indies. Of this expedition the

proprietaries sent intimation to the governor and council of

Charlestown, and recommended to them a prompt submission

to the authority, and co-operation with the enterprise of

Holmes : and their mandates being now supported by a force

sufficient to overcome all opposition, those disgraceful proceed-

ings sustained a complete, though unfortunately only a tem-

porary interruption.^

Meanwhile, the obloquy and disrepute which the province

of South Carolina thus deservedly incurred, was not the only

inconvenience that resulted from its connexion with the pi-

rates. The Spaniards at St. Augustine had always regarded

the southern settlements of the English with jealousy and dis-

like : they suspected, and not without reason, that the Scotch

planters at Port Royal inflamed the Indians against them

;

and they beheld with indignation the plunderers of their com-

merce openly encouraged at Charlestown. After threatening

for some time to avenge themselves by hostilities, they in-

vaded the southern frontiers of the province, and laid wast©

the settlements of Port Royal. The Carolinians finding

themselves unable to defend a widely extended frontier, re-

solved to carry their arms into the heart of their enemy's ter-

1 llewit. Ciialmers.
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ritoiy ; and accounting themselves authorised by the tenor of c H A l\

the provincial charter to levy war on their neighbours, they

made prc])arations for an expedition against St. Augustine.

But the proprietaries, informed of this project, hastened to

withstand it by their remonstrance and prohibition. Every

rational being, they declared, must have foreseen that the

Spaniards, provoked by such injuries as the colonists had

wantonly inflicted on them, would assuredly retaliate. The
clause of the charter which was relied on by the colonists to

justify their projected invasion meant no more (they main-

tained) than a pursuit in heat of victory, and never could

authorise a deliberate prosecution of war against the king of

Spain's subjects within his own territories. " We ourselves,"

they protested, " claim no such power: nor can any man be-

lieve that the dependencies of England can have liberty to

make war upon the king's allies, without his knowledge ov

consent." They signified, at the same time, their dissent

from a law which had been passed for raising men and money
for the projected expedition against the Spaniards : and the

colonists, either convinced by their reasonings, or disabled

from collecting the necessary supplies, abandoned the enter-

prise. On learning this result, the proprietaries congratulated

the governor and council on their timely retractation of a

measure which, had it been carried into effect, they declared,

might have exposed its authors to capital punishment. They
instructed them to address a civil letter to the governor of St.

Augustine, to inquire by what authority he had acted ; and,

in the mean time, to put the province in a posture of defence.^

From this period, mutual apprehension and animosity rarely

ceased to prevail between the Spanish and English colonists

in Florida and Carolina.

When the governor and council received intelligence of the

death of Charles the Second, they proclaimed his successor

with expressions of loyalty and joy, probably the effusions of

mere levity and love of change, but which gave so much sa-

tisfaction to James, that he conveyed to them, in return, the

assurance of his favour and protection. His sincerity herein

was on a par with their own ; for he already meditated the

' Chaloieis.
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IV. their privileges. He was prevented, however, from completing

these intentions, and his reign was productive of events that

proved highly advantageous to the colony. Many of his En-

glish subjects, apprehending danger from his arbitrary princi-

ples and his adherence to the church of Rome, fled beyond the

Atlantic, from the approaching rigours of persecution : being

determined rather to endure the severest hardships abroad,

than to witness the establishment of popery and tyranny in

England. The population of America, recruited by these

emigrations, derived even a larger accession from the persecu-

tion of the protestants in France, that followed the revocation,

in 1685, of the edict of Nantes. Above half a million of her

most useful and industrious subjects, expelled from France,

carried with them into England, Holland, and other European

states, the arts and manufactures to which their own native

land chiefly owed her enrichment. James, affecting to parti-

cipate the indignation that was expressed by his own subjects

at the persecution exercised by the French monarch, hastened

to tender the most friendly assistance to the distressed Hugu-
nots, who sought shelter in his dominions ; and besides those

who established themselves in England, considerable numbers

were enabled to transport themselves to the British settlements

in America. Many, also, who needed not his assistance, and

who dreaded his designs, purchased estates in America with

their own money, and retreated to the same distant region.

Among the other colonies which thus reaped advantage from

the oppression committed in France, and the apprehensions

entertained in England, Carolina derived a considerable ac-

quisition of people. A number of the French refugees, in

particular, having purchased lands from the proprietaries, who
protestants were ever on the watch to encourage emigration to their terri-

lina.''™'
tories, embarked with their families for this colony, and made
a valuable addition to its industry, prosperity, and population.^

Although the colonists had as yet made but small progress

in cultivating their territory, and still found their efforts im-

Kinigra-

tion of

French

• -.Ir.

• Hume's England. Hewit. Chalmers. " Happy America !" exclaimed the

British statesman Fox, about a century afterwards, — " jou profit by the folly and

madness of the governments of Europe ; and afford in your more congenial clime an

asylum to those virtues and blessings they wantonly conlcmn."

if'

'
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im-

peded, and their numbers abridged, by the obstructions of the chap.
forest and the ravages of disease, they were now beginning to ^^'

surmount the first difficulties and disadvantages of their situa- 1686.

tion. Their cattle, requiring neither edifices nor attendance,

found sufficient shelter and ample nourishment in the woods,

and increased to an amazing degree. The planters traded to

the West Indies for rum and sugar, in return for their lumber

and provisions; and England supplied them with clothes,

arms, ammunition, and utensils for building and cultivation,

in exchange for their deer-skins, furs, and naval stores. This

commerce, inconsiderable as it was, already began to attract

attention ; and a collector of the customs was established at

Charles-town, soon after the accession of James to the throne.

The proprietaries enjoined their provincial officers to show a

becoming forvvardnesi* in assisting the collection of the duty

on tobacco transported to other colonies, and in seizing ships

that presumed to trade without regard to the acts of naviga-

tion. But, although the proprietaries enjoyed in theory the

most absolute authority within the province, and seemed, in-

deed, to engross the wliole powers of government, they had

long been sensible of the practical inefficiency of every one of

their mandates that was opposed to the opinions or usages of

the people. The injunction which we have last remarked was Disputes

not only disobeyed, but openly and argumentatively disputed
J'hrnavi-^

by the colonists and the provincial judges and magistrates, ption

who insisted that they were exempted from the operation of
^"^*'

the navigation acts by the terms of the prr»vincial charter,

—

against tvhich, they plainly informed the collector of the cus-

toms, that thei/ held an act ofparliament to be of noforce what-

ever. As the charter was posterior in date to the navigation

act, this was in effect to contend for the dispensing power of

the crown ; and to urge against the king himself, the very

doctrine which he forfeited his throne by attempting to esta-

blish. Illegal and dangerous as a plea involving such doctrine

may at first sight appear, it will be found, in proportion as we
examine it, that it is very far from being destitute of support,

whether from natural reason or legal principle. It was the

charter alone that had added the provincial territory to the

British empire ; and it was to the execution and validity of

this charter alone, that Great Britain could refer for legal evi-
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BOOK dence of the connexion between herself and the provincial po-
^^' pulation. The planters, possessing the power of transferring

1686. their residence and labour to any region where they might

please to settle, and the benefit of their allegiance to any so-

vereign whose stipulations in their favour might appear satis-

factory to them, had, on the faith of this charter, and of its

due fulfilment in all points, formed and reared, at a great ex-

pense, their present settlement ; and in all the courts of Great

Britain the charter was, undoubtedly held a valid paction in so

far as it imposed obligations on them. There appears, then,

nothing unjust or inequitable in the claim of these persons,

that a charter which had formed their original paction and

bond of union with the mother country, on the faith of which

their allegiance had been pledged and their settlement created,

and which was, on all hands, acknowledged to be strictly valid

in so far as it imposed obligations upon them, should be held

no less sacred in respect of the privileges which it conceded to

them. While it enjoyed a legal subsistence, it was entitleu. to

claim an entire and equal operation : and if it were to be set

aside, the grantees should have been at liberty to attach them-

selves to some other dominion, if they could not arrange with

Britain new terms of a prorogated connexion with her. It

must be acknowledged, however, that the legal competence, if

not the natural equity of this plea, is considerably abated by

the consideration, that it was disclaimed by the proprietaries,

and preferred exclusively by the resident provincial population.

The proprietaries vainly disputed the reasonableness of the

provincial plea, and as vainly prohibited the continuance of the

relative practices. Neither awed by their authority, nor con-

vinced by their reasonings, nor yet deterred by the frequent

seizures of their own vessels and merchandize, the colonists

continued to defend the legitimacy and persist in the practice

of trading wheresoever and in whatsoever commodities they

pleased. While the proprietaries were struggling with the

difficulties of this controversy, they received a new and more

painful addition to their embarrassments, from the alarming

intelligence, that the king, having adopted the resolution of

annihilating all proprietary governments, had directed a writ

of quo warranto to be issued against the patent of Carolina.

Thus, neither their submission to every royal mandate, nor

fi 1

1

h
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their readiness to assist, with their feeble power, the collection CHAP,

of the royal revenue, and the execution of the acts of naviga-
'

tion, could protect the chartered rights of the proprietaries 1686.

from the injustice uf the king. Yet prudently bending beneath

the violence which they were unable to resist, they eluded the

force of an attack which proved fatal to the charter of Massa-

chusetts ; and by proposing a treaty for the surrender of their

patent, they gained such delay as left them in possession of it,

at the period of the British Revolution.^

Governor Moreton, after his second appointment to the

presidency of the colony, was permitted to retain it little more

than a year. Though endowed with a considerable share of

sense and ability, and connected with some respectable

provincial families, so inconsistent were his instructions from

England with the prevailing views and general interests of

the people, that he found it difficult to execute the duties of

his office at all, and impossible to discharge them satisfaC'

torily. He has been described as a man of sober and religious

disposition ; and being married to the sister of Blake, it was

hoped by the friends of piety and good morals, that his au-

thority would be strengthened by this alliance, and an effec-

tual check imposed on the more licentious and disorderly por-

tion of the colonists. But a majority of the council enter-

tained very different views and sentiments from those of the

governor, with respect to the conduct of the provincial ad-

ministration ; and incessantly claimed much greater indul-

gences for the people than he felt himself warranted to be-

stow. Hence there arose in the colony two political parties
;

the one attached to the prerogative and authority of the pro-

prietaries, the other devoted to the interests of popular liberty.

By the one, it was contended that the laws and regulations

transmitted from England, should be strictly and implicitly

obeyed : by the other, more exclusive regard was paid to the

local circumstances of the colony ; and they insisted that

the freemen were required to observe the injunctions of the

proprietaries, only in so far as they coincided with the in-

terest of the resident population, and the prosperity of the

settlement. In such circumstances, no governor could long

' Ilewit. Clialmers. State Papers, Ibid.
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BOOK maintain his authority over a community of bold and restless

adventurers, averse to all restraint, and active in improving

1686. every occasion of advancing their own interests: for whenever

he attempted to control their inclinations, by the exercise of

his official power, they insulted his person, and complained of

his administration, till they succeeded in having him deprived

of his functions. The proprietaries finding that Moreton had
become obnoxious to a considerable party among the people,

now resolved, with their usual feeble policy, to sacrifice him to

the enmity which his integrity had provoked ; and having ac-

Aug. cordingly displaced him, they appointed as his successor,

James Colleton, a brother of one of their own number, and
on whose attachment to the proprietary interest they thought

themselves entitled securely to rely. Col'oton's fortune and

connexions, it was hoped, would add to the consideration of

his official dignity : and to lend him the greater weight, he

was created a landgrave of the colony, with the appropriate

endowment of forty-eight thousand acres of land. A high

opinion had been entertained by his constituents of his good

sense and address; but either it was very ill-founded, or he

was deprived of discretion and self-possession by the con-

fusions and cabals in which he found himself involved. To
his great mortification, he was quickly made sensible that the

proprietary government had acquired very little stability, and

was continually declining in the respect of its subjects. His

own imprudence contributed materially to increase the weak-

ness and discredit into which it had fallen.^

The commencement of Colleton's administration gave uni-

versal satisfaction. But his instructions, requiring him to

undertake what his authority was unable to accomplish,— in

the punishment of almost all the other provincial officers for

various instances of disobedience to the proprietaries, and in

the rigorous execution of the unpopular law against pirates,

—

very soon embroiled him with a numerous party of the planters.

The form of the municipal constitution, composed of a variety

of jurisdictions, and investing the parliament with the choice of

members for the grand council, afforded perpetual scope and

temptation to political intrigue ; and a diversity of factions

' Hewit.
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sprung up, as rampant, says O\dim\\or\, as if the people had C\\ A ]f.

been made wanton by mam/ ages of prosperity. A parliament

having been summoned by Colleton, the majority of the mem- 1686.

bers openly expressed their disapprobation of the fundamen- „
^"... 1 1 • • 1 • I'logress

tal constitutions; and having appointed a committee to revise of discon-

and amend them, this junto deliberately composed the frame ^^^^ '" ^^^

of a new and very different scheme of government, which

they denominated the standing laws of Carolina, and trans-

mitted to England for the consideration of the proprietaries.

The reception of such a communication might have been

easily foreseen. The proprietaries hesitated not a moment to

reject those audacious innovations, and to command an in-

stant and unreserved submission to the fundamental consti-

tutions which had been thus irreverently handled. But men
who had espoused such resolute policy were not to be deterred

from the prosecution of their purpose by a consequence so

obvious as the displeasure of the proprietaries; and a majority

of the assembly still obstinately refused to acknowledge the au-

thority of the fundamental constitutions. The refractory mem-
bers were thereupon expelled from the house by the governor :

and protesting against the validity of any laws that might be

enacted by a minority of the commons, they retired into the

country, and diligently endeavoured to instil their own prin-

ciples and discontents into the minds of the people. So suc-

cessful were their exertions for this purpose, that when a new
parliament was convoked, the undisguised and unanimous i687.

purpose of the members was to thwart and contradict the

governor in whatsoever proceedings he might embrace, recom-

mend, or be supposed to approve. To this line of policy they

adhered with the most inflexible pertinacity : they even re-

fused to frame a militia act, though the safety of the province,

endangered by the Spaniards and their Indian allies, seemed

urgently to demand this measure; and, in fine, to make sure of

giving sanction to nothing that could possibly be agreeable to

the governor, they flatly declined to pass any laws at all. A dis-

pute in which they engaged with him about the payment of

quit rents, afforded them an additional opportunity of indulg-

ing their spleen, and increasing their popularity, Colleton

had urgently pressed for payment of the arrears of the quit

rents due to the proprietaries by the colonists, which though

VOL. II. K
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BOOK inconsiderable in amount, were reckoned extremely burden-
^^' some, as not one acre among a thousand for which quit rents

1687. were demanded, yielded as yet any profit to the possessors.

Finding it impossible to accomplish an object so unpopular,

without the active co-operation of the other provincial officers,

he wrote to the proprietaries, requesting them to appoint as

deputies, certain persons, whom he knew to be favourably dis-

posed towards their government, and from whom he expected

to receive a cordial support in the execution of his official

duty. Apprised of this measure, the adverse party scrupled

no violence or injustice to defeat or counteract it. Letters

from England, containing deputati jns to persons obnoxious to

the people, thoy seized and suppressed; and themselves pre-

sumed to nominate other individuals better affected to the

popular cause. Advancing in this lawless course, the leaders

1688. of the popular party ventured to issue writs in their own
names, and convoked assemblies in opposition to the governor,

and in utter disregard of the authority of the proprietaries.

They imprisoned the secretary of the province, and took forci-

ble possession of the public records ; and without appearing

to have any fixed or definite object in viev/, effected a com-

plete practical subversion of legitimate authority. Only a de-

termined and active usurper was wanting to possess himself

of the power which they seemed to be more eager to suspend

or overthrow, than resolutely or permanently to appropriate

;

and a personage altogether fitted to take advantage of the op-

portunity did not fail shortly after to present himself. Amidst

this scene of confusion, the tidings of the birth of a Prince of

Wales were received in the colony, and celebrated by all

parties with appearances of sympathy and congratulation;

and yet so unmeaning were these expressions, or so absorbed

were the colonists with their own domestic cabals, and so re-

gardless of all changes beyond their own immediate sphere,

that the intelligence of the revolution in England, though

closely following the other event, excited no emotion whatever,

1689. and William and Mary were proclaimed with the most mecha-
nical regularity and indifference. ^

Colleton, mortified by the insignificance to which he was

Archdale. Oldmixon. H«wit. Chalmers.
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lt89.

reduced, and alarmed by the bold and seditious spirit of the chap.
people, vainly perplexed himself with a variety of schemes for

^^'

recalling them to the recognition of legal authority. His

conduct had been far from blameless, and had even attracted

censure from the quarter on which he principally rehed for

countenance and protection. Among other irregularities into

which he had been betrayed, he had imposed an arbitrary fine

of 100/. on a m'lmster,for preaching, what he accounted a sedi-

tious sermon: and the proprietaries had remitted the fine, not

on account of the illegality of its infliction, but of the exor-

bitance of its amount. It was finally suggested to him,

whether by imprudent partizans or insidious counsellors, that

to proclaim martial law, and thereby appropriate to himself an

exclusive and unlimited power to punish mutiny and sedition,

was the only means that remained of reducing the people to

subordination. Actuated by this purpose, though professing

to apprehend an invasion of the Spaniards and Indians, he

published a proclamation establishing martial law, and re-

quiring every one of the inhabitants to appear in arms for the

defence of the province. Hovever legitimate, however consis-

tent with the provisions of the charter,—this measure was im-

prudent in the extreme ; becaus<? the colonists, thus summoned
to arms, were far more inclined to turn their weapons against

the governor himself, than against the public enemy. Colle-

ton's policy was easily penetrated, and as easily defeated.

The assembly having convoked themselves, after a short deli-'

beration, resolved that the governor by his recent conduct had

made a daring encroachment on their liberties, and an unwar-

rantable exertion of power at a time when the colony was in

no danger from foreign hostility. Colleton, however, driven

to extremity, persisted in his proclamation of martial law, and

vainly attempted to enforce the articles of war. But he very

soon discovered that the disaffection was too general to admit

of such a remedy, and that all his efforts served but to unite

the mass of the people more firmly in opposition to his autho-

rity. It was suggested by some of his opponents, that the

sole object of his present operations was to acquire to himself

a monopoly of the Indian trade; and this surmise, with every

other imputation, however groundless or improbable, was
K 2
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BOOK readily credited by a people to whom for years he had been an
^^' object of suspicion and dislike.^

Sothel During the ferment that ensued on these transactions, Seth
usurps the Sothel, whom we have seen banished from Albemarle, and re-
Eoverii"

ment. Called by the other proprietaries to justify his conduct, sud-
1690. (je,iiy presented himself at Charlestown, and in the double

capacity of a proprietary of the province, and a champion of

popular rights against proprietary pretensions, laid claim to

the possession of supreme authority. Hailed at once with the

acclaim of a numerous party, he succeeded without difficulty

in prevailing over the opposition of the governor and the more

respectable inhabitants, and in possessing himself of the

reins of government, which had long awaited and invited the

grasp of some vigorous hand. With a gracious semblance of

respect to petitions which had been suggested by himself, he

consented to convene a parliament ; and amidst the confusion

and distraction to which the province was a prey, found it

easy to procure the election of members who were ready to

sanction, by their votes, whatever measures he might propose

to them. Colleton was, in this assembly, impeached of high

crimes and misdemeanours, and by their sentence not only

adjudged incapable of ever again holding office in the govern-

ment,but banished from the province. Other persons, who were

accused of having abetted his misgovernment, were subjected to

fine, imprisonment, and exile. Having now gained firm pos-

session of the supreme authority, and under pretence of grati-

fying the resentments of the people, enriched himself by for-

feitures, and disencumbered himself of rival candidates for

office, Sothel exercised his power with a despotic energy and

indiscriminate insolence, that efTectually rebuked and pun-

ished the folly of those who had permitted him to obtain it,

and soon united the southern colony against him in the same

unanimous hatred which he had provoked in the sister settle-

ment of North Carolina. He is said to have trampled under

foot every restraint of justice and equity, and to have ruled

the colonists with a violence of undisguised tyranny, of which

the endurance, even for the short period of two years, appears

altogether surprising. The replenishment of his coffers was

I I

• Ilewit. Chalmers.
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the sole object of his government; and his financial opera- CHAP,
tions were varied only by varieties of fraud and rapine. The ^^'

fair traders from Barbadocs and Bermuda were seized by his i690.

orders, upon false accusations of piracy, and compelled to

purchase their ransom from imprisonment by enormous fines:

bribes were accepted from real felons to favour their escape

from justice ; and the property of unoffending individuals was
seized and confiscated on the most groundless and tyrannical

pretences. The proprietaries hearing with astonishment of

these outrageous proceedings, transmitted letters of recall to

Sothel, and threatened, in case of his disobedience, to procure

a mandamus from the king to compel his appearance in En-
gland ; and their orders being now cordially seconded by the

desire of the people, the usurper was constrained to vacate his

functions, and abandon the province. He retired, however, 1692.

no farther than to North Carolina, where he died, in the

year 1694.*

The revolution of the British government had excited very

little attention in either of the provincial communities of

Carolina, which were too remotely connected with the higher

institutions of the empire, to be sensibly affected by the

changes they had undergone. It was from the proprietaries

alone that they could expect the interposition of a superior

power to arrest or repair the misrule, contention, and other

calamities, that had so long composed the chief part of the

history, both of the northern and the southern settlements.

In the hope of accomplishing this desirable object, the pro- Endea-

prietaries, on the deposition of Sothel, intrusted the govern- p°oprieta-^

ment of the whole of their settlements to Colonel Philip Lud- "es to re-

well, a person totally unconnected with the province and the * *"^ °

factions that prevailed in it, and who had been deputed by his

countrymen in Virginia, to present to the English government

their complaints against Lord Effingham. The proprietaries

directed their new governor to publish to the inhabitants a

general pardon for all crimes that had been formerly com-

mitted ; to inquire into the grievances they might complain

of; and to report to themselves the measures he judged best

calculated to preserve order and restore happiness. He was

> Hewit. Chaltnerr. VViUiainson.

-1-1
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BOOK accompanied by Sir JFathaniel Johnson, who had been gover-
^^' nor of the Leeward lala.iJs in the preceding reign, and who,

1C92. having now embraced the design of retiring to Carolina, was

appointed a cazique of the province, and a member of council.

Ludwell, who was a man of sense and humanity, and pos-

sessed considerable experience of colonial affairs, commenced

his administration in a manner that gave general sutisfaction,

and seemed to have completely allayed the ferments and dis-

„:actions of the provincial community. But this promising

appearance was of short duration : the minds of men had

been too long and too violently agitated to relapse at once into

a settled composure ; and a circumstance which truly be-

tokened the improvement and prosperity of the province,

proved the immediate occasion of the revival of public dis-

contents. In the year 1G90, a great number of French pro-

testant exiles had taken refuge in England, whence a large

portion of them had been conveyed, at the expense of the

British government, to the colony of Virginia. Others, who
were less indigent, purchased lands in South Carolina, (to

which we have already remarked a previous migration of some

of their countrymen,) and having transported themselves and

their families to this province, brought a valuable accession to

the numerical strength, as well as to the industry and re-

spectability of its people. The French settlers had taken the

oath of allegiance to the king, and promised fidelity to the

proprietaries ; and were disposed to regard the colonists whom
they had joined, in the friendly light of brethren and fellow-

citizens. But, unhappily, these older colonists were very far

from regarding their new associates with corresponding con-

fidence and good-will. The numbers of the strangers, and
the superior wealth which some of them were reputed to pos-

sess, awakened envy, jealousy, and national antipa'hy in the

< minds of the English: and when Ludwell, in compliance with

the instructions of the proprietaries, proposed to admit the

refugees to a participation in all the franchises and immuni-
ties of the other planters, the English and native inhabitants

refused to acquiesce in this measure, and resolutely opposed
its execution. They insisted that it was contrary to the laws

resisted by of England, and therefore beyond the competence of the pro-

nisisT'"
prietaries, who were subject to these laws ; and that no

Naturaliz

atiou of

French
refugees
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power but that of the British parhament could dispense with CHAP,
the legal inabiHty of aliens to purchase lands within the em- ^^'

pire, or could incorporate them into the British community, 1692.

and make them partakers of the rights and privileges of

natural-born Englishmen. They even maintained, that the

marriages of the refugees, performed by the clergymen who
had accompanied them, were unlawful, as being celebrated by

persons who had not obtained episcopal ordination : and, for

themselves, they declared that they could not brook the thought

of sitting in the same assembly with the rivals of the English

nation, or of receiving laws from Frenchmen, the pupils of a

system of slavery and arbitrary government. The unfortu-

nate refugees, alarmed by these menacing declarations, im-

plored the protection of the proprietaries ; and Ludwell found

it necessary to suspend the measure he had announced, and

to apply to the same quarter for further directions. The pro-

prietaries returned a conciliatory but indecisive answer to the

application of the refugees, who continued in a state of the

most disagreeable solicitude, and entire privation of civil

rights, for several years after :
^ when at length their mild

and patient demeanour overcame the antipathy of their former

adversaries, who then cordially sanctioned the pretensions

which they had so stoutly resisted, and passed a law of natu-

ralization in favour of the aliens, without being disturbed by

any scruples about invading the functions of the British

parliament. Meanwhile, the dispute that had arisen on this

subject spread a great deal of irritation through the province,

which was increased by the arrival of a crew of pirates, whom
Ludwell caused to be apprehended and brought to trial for

their crimes. The people exclaimed against the severity of

this proceeding, and interested themselves so effectually in be-

half of the pirates, who, previous to their apprehension, had

spent a great deal of money very freely in the province, that

on their trials they were all acquitted, and the government

was even compelled to indemnify them for the expenses and

molestation they had incurred. It was not till more than

! I

This scene was re-enacted on a larger scale in England in the following year,

wlien a bill introduced into the House of Commons for the purpose of naturalizing

the protestant foreigners settled in the parent state, was withdrawn in consequence
of the general indignation which it prow)kcd. Smollett,
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twenty years after this period, that Carolina was finally de-

livered from the resort of pirates. Further disputes now
arose between the government and the people about the

arrears of the quit rents that were due to the proprietaries,

who at length becoming impatient of this untoward issue of

Ludwell's administration, and suspecting him of bending too

readily to the popular will, deprived him of his office, and

conferred it, together with the dignity of landgrave, upon

Thomas Smith, a wealthy planter, and a prudent, upright,

and popular man. ^

It was in the midst of these disputes, and with the hope of

appeasing them, that the proprietaries at length determined to

surrender to the general dislike of the people the Fundamental

Constitutions which had been originally declared sacred and

unalterable, but which an experience of twenty-three years

had proved to be utterly absurd and impracticable. Apprised

of the incurable aversion with which this instrument was now
regarded by all classes of the colonists, and despairing of ever

establishing a stable or respected system of government among
them without making some considerable sacrifice to their in-

clinations, the proprietaries, with this view, enacted the fol-

lowing resolution :
" That, as the people have declared they

would rather be governed by the powers granted by the char-

ter, without regard to the fundamental constitutions, it will be

for their quiet, and the protection of the well-disposed, to grant

their request."* Thus perished the political system devised

by John Locke. Its abolition was unregretted by any party

;

for it had neither procured respect to the government, nor af-

forded happiness to the people. What is still more singular,

it seems to have perished unheeded ; its abolition exciting no

sensation whatever, and not being even noticed in any public

act or order within the province. The convocations that were

formerly termed parliaments, were now called assemblies;'

and this was all the visible change that took place. So per-

fectly inapplicable had the great body of these celebrated con-

stitutions been found. All that remained of them was the

' Archdale. Oldmixon. Chalmers. Ilewit.

' Clialmeis. Williaiuson.

* Williamson.

Williamson.
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order of provincial nobility, which continued to drag on a CHAP,
sickly existence for a few years longer.*

This important measure, which had been deferred till the 1693.

constitutions which it repealed were practically abrogated by

their own inefficiency, failed to produce any sensible effect

in tranquillizing or conciliating the inhabitants of Carolina.

Governor Smith, though he exerted himself with a zeal and

prudence that have not been impeached by any party, to

promote the peace and prosperity of the settlements intrusted

to his care, found his endeavours so fruitless, and his

situation so irksome, that he was constrained to solicit his own
dismission from the proprietaries, whom he strongly urged, 1694.

as the only means of restoring order and tranquillity, to

depute as governor one of their own number, invested with full

power to hear and finally determine on the spot the complaints

and controversies by which the province was distracted. The
short administration of Smith, nevertheless, was signalised by

an occurrence that produced lasting and extensive effects on

the prosperity of Carolina. A vessel from Madagascar, on her

homeward voyage to Britain, happening to touch at Charles-

town, the captain, in acknowledgment of the hospitable civili-

ties which he received from Smith, presented him with a bag

of seed rice, which he said he had seen growing in eastern

countries, where it was deemed excellent food, and yielded a

prodigious increase. The governor divided it between several

of his friends, who agreed to attempt the experiment of its

culture ; and planting their parcels in different soils, found

the result to exceed their most sanguine expectations. From
this casual occurrence, Carolina derived her staple commodity,

the chief support of her people, and the main source of her

opulence.*^

The proprietaries, disappointed in so many attempts to

obtain a satisfactory administration of their authority in

the province, determined the more readily to adopt the sug-

gestion of Smith. Theii first choice for this purpose fell upon

* The operation and fate of Locke's system strikingly exemplify the observation

uf an eminent American statesman, that " A man may defend the principles of

liberty, and the rights of mankind, with great abilities and success, and yet, after all,

when called upon to produce a plan of legislation, he may astonish the world with a
signal absurdity." Adams' Defence of tiie American Constitutions.

^ Archdale. Oldmixon. Hewit.
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BOOK Lord Ashley, the grandson of the notorious Shaftesbury, and
^^' afterwards the author of The Characteristics. It was sup-

posed that his talents (of which the repute far exceeded the

reality), his agreeable manners, and elevated rank, would pro-

mote the efficacy of his endeavours for the pacification of the

colony. Happily, however, for all parties, his lordship, either

having little inclination for the voyage, or being detained as he

alleged, by the state of his private affairs in England, de-

clined the appointment, which was then conferred on a far

more estimable person, John Archdale, another of the proprie-

taries, a quaker, and a man of great prudence and sagacity,

and endowed with admirable patience and command of tem-

per. Accepting the office, he was invested with authority so

absolute and extensive, that the proprietaries thought fit to

have it recorded in his commission, that such powers were not

to be claimed in virtue of this precedent by future governors.

Archdale proved himself worthy of the distinguished trust

that had been reposed in him. He arrived first in South

Carolina, where he formed a new council of sensible and mo-
derate men ; and in a short time, by remitting some arrears of

rent, and by other conciliatory measures, aided by a firmness

and mild composure that was neither to be disturbed nor

overcome, be prevailed so far in quieting the public discon-

tents, that he ventured to call a meeting of the representative

assembly. An address of grateful thanks voted by this body

to the proprietaries (the first expression of such sentiments

that had ever been uttered in Carolina) attests the wisdom of

Archdale's administration, and justifies the opinion, that not-

withstanding the inflammable materials of which the provincial

society was composed, only a good domestic government had

been hitherto wanting to render the colony flourishing and

happy. Moreton, Ludwell, and Smith, were, doubtless, meri-

torious governors ; but they had been denied the power that

was requisite to give efficacy to their wisdom, and could never

grant the slightest indulgence to the people without assuming

the dangerous liberty of violating their own commissions, or

abiding the tedious intervention of correspondence with En-
gland. Though Archdale was a quaker, and therefore opposed

to military operations and the shedding of blood, yet he

adapted his regulations to the sentiments of tiic people whom

August,

1695.
W'isead-

ministra-

tif^n of

Archdale.
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he had undertaken to govern ; and, considering that a small chap.
colony, surrounded by savage enemies, -and exposed to the ^^'

attacks of the Spaniards, should hold itself in a state of con- i695.

stant defence, he promoted a militia law, which, however,

exempted all persons holding the same religious principles

with himself from bearing arms. ^ While he thus adopted

measures for ensuring victory, he was far from neglecting the

humaner means of preserving peace ; and for this purpose

exerted himself so successfully, by the exercise of courtesy and

liberality, to cultivate the good will both of the civilized and

savage neighbours of the province, that the Spaniards at

St. Augustine expressed for the first time a desire to maintain

friendly relations with the English; and various tribes of

Indians courted their alliance, and placed themselves under

the protection of the government of Carolina. The Indians

around Cape Fear in particular, who had long pursued the

practice of plundering shipwrecked vessels," and murdering

their crews, renounced this inhumanity, and demonstrated the

favourable change of their disposition by mitigating, with

charitable relief, the numerous disasters by which the naviga-

tion of that coast was then unhappily signalized. Yet how
inferior the worldly renown of Archdale, the instrument of so

much good, to the more cherished fame of his less efficient,

and far less disinterested contemporary and fellow sectary,

William Penn !

> The following clause by which this exemption was expressed, illustrates the

confidence that Aichdale enjoyed with the colonists. " And whereas there be several

inhabitants called quakers, who, upon a conscientious principle of religion, cannot
bear arms, and because in all other civil matters tliey have been persons obedient to

government, and ever ready to disburse their monies in other necessary and public

duties : Be it therefore enacted, that all such whom the present governor, John
Archdale, Esq. shall judge that they refuse to bear arms on a conscientious principle

of religion only, shall, by a certificate from him, be excused." Archdale's Preface.

Williamson.

Archdale manifested his own strict adherence to quaker principles when (after his

return to England) he was elected, in the year 1698, member of parliament for the

borough of Chipping Wycombe. He entered the House of Commons ; but declin-

ing the usual oaths, and tendering a simple affirmation instead of them, was not

permitted to take his seat in this assembly.
'' It is remarked by a statistical writer (Warden) that notwithstanding the tempt-

ations presented by the frequency of shipwrecks on the coast of Carolina, no in-

stance lias ever occurred of the plunder of a wreck by the colonists. In this respect

they have been distinguished, not indeed from the other colonists of North America,
but from the inhabitants of the parent state, in which this inhumanity obtained so
long and unreproved a prevalence, that in the middle of the eighteenth century.

Pope represents the enrichment of " a citizen of sober fame" as originating in two
rich shipwrecks on his lands in Cornwall.
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In North Carolina, the administration of Archdale was at-

tended with equal success, and conducted with greater facility

from the co-operation of a number of quakers who inhabited

the settlements in this quarter, and with whom he enjoyed a

large share of personal or sectarian influence. The esteem in

which he was held by all ranks of men may be inferred from

the elation with which the historian of North Carolina has re-

corded, as a circumstance redounding to the honour of this

province, that Archdale purchased an estate at Albemarle,

and gave one of his daughters in marriage to a planter at

Pasquetanke. But it was not his design to remain longer in

Carolina than was necessary for the adjustment of the existing

controversies ; and having accomplished this object to an ex-

tent that had surpassed the expectations of all parties, he re-

turned to England in the close of the year 1696, loaded with

the grateful benedictions of a people to whose peace and pros-

perity he had been so highly instrumental. The only portion

of the inhabitants to whom he was unable to give complete

satisfaction, were the French refugees, against whom the

jealous antipathy of the English settlers had not yet subsided.

But while he soothed the public jealousy by declining to ad-

vocate the political enfranchisement of the refugees, he

awakened public generosity by an impressive recommendation

of these unfortunate strangers to the hospitality and compas-

sion of his countrymen ; and to the refugees themselves, he

recommended a patient perseverance in those virtues that tend

to disarm human enmity, and by the actual exercise of which

they were enabled shortly after to overcome the aversion, and
even conciliate the friendly regards of their fellow-colonists.^

It was in this year that a regular administration of the or-

dinances of religion was first introduced into South Carolina,

by the assistance of the colonists of New England. Intelli-

gence of the destitute state of the province in this respect,

seconded by the earnest applications of some pious individuals

among the planters, had induced the New Englanders, in the

preceding year, to form an association at Dorchester in

Massachusetts, which was designed to be removed to Carolina,

' Archdale. Oldmixon. Hewit. Williamson. Some years af'.er his return

to England, Archdale published his statistical and Historical Description of Caro-
lina, a work replete with good sense, benevolence, and piety.
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1696.

" to encourage the settlement of churches and the promotion chap.
of religion in the southern plantations." The persons thus ^^'

associated, having placed at their head a distinguished minis-

ter of the New England churches, arrived in the beginning of

this year in South Carolina, which now for the first time was

honoured by the celebration of the rite of the Lord's Supper.

Proceeding to a spot on the north-east bank of Ashley River,

about eighteen miles from Charlestovvn, the pious emigrants

founded there a settlement, to which, in commemoration of

the place they had left, they gave the name of Dorchester.

Among other extraordinary privileges, there had been

granted to Archdale the power of nominating his successor

;

and in the exercise of this power he propagated the benefit of

his own administration, by conferring the office of governor

on Joseph Blake (nephew of the EngUsh admiral), a man of

probity, prudence, and moderation, acceptable to the people,

and a proprietary of the province. Blake governed the colony

wisely and happily for a period of four years. Shortly after

his elevation to office, there was transmitted to Carolina a new
code of fundamental constitutions, subscribed by the Earl of

Bath, who was then palatine, and the other proprietaries in

England : but it was never accepted or recognised by the pro-

vincial assembly. Blake appears to have exerted the most

laudable endeavours to promote the religious instruction of the

people, and to facilitate the exercise of divine worship to all de-

nominations of christian professors. In the year 1698, he had

the satisfaction to see John Cotton, a son of the celebrated

minister of Boston, remove from Plymouth, in New England,

to Charlestovvn, in South Carolina, wh^re he gathered a church,

and enjoyed a short, but happy d successful ministry.

Thougli Blake was himself a dissenter, yet from regard to the

wishes and the spiritual interests of the episcopalian portion

of the inhabitants of Charlestown, he caused a bill to be intro-

duced into the assembly for settling a perpetual provision of

150/. a-year, with a house and other advantages, on the epis-

copal minister of that city. Marshall, the person who then

enjoyed this pastoral function, had gained universal regard by
his piety and prudence ; and the dissenters in the house of

assembly acquiescing in the measure, from regard to this in-

1698.
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BOOK dividual, the bill was passed into a law. ^ Those who may be

disposed to think that the dissenters acted amiss, and stretch-

1698. ed their liberality beyond the proper limits of this virtue, in

promoting the national establishment of a church from which

they had themselves conscientiously withdrawn, will regard

the persecution they soon after sustained from the episcopal

party as a merited retribution for their practical negation of

dissenting principles. Those who judge more leniently, an

error which there is little reason to suppose will be ever fre-

quent in the world, will regret and condemn the ungrateful

return which the dissenters experienced from a party for

whose advantage they had incurred so considerable a sacrifice.

1700. With the administration of Blake, who died in the year

1700, ended the short interval of tranquillity which had ori-

ginated with the government of Archdale. Under the rule of

his immediate successors, James Moore and Sir Nathaniel

Johnson, the colony was harassed with Indian wars, involved

in a heavy debt by an ill-conducted and fruitless expedition

against the Spaniards at St. Augustine, and agitated by religious

disputes engendered by a series of persecuting laws against

the dissenters. Henceforward the proprietary government

continued (with the exception of one returning gleam of suc-

cess and popularity, which it derived from the administration

of Charles Craven, in 1712) to afflict the province with a vile

and pernicious misrule, and to fluctuate between the aversion

and contempt of its subjects, till they were relieved by its

dissolution in the year 1729, when the chartered interests were

sold to the crown.

The first Indian war by which this period was signalized,

1703. broke out in the year 1703, and was occasioned by the in-

fluence of the Spaniards over the tribes that inhabited the

region of Apalachia. Resenting with cruel and dispropor-

tioned rage the affronts which these savages were instigated

by the Spaniards to commit. Governor Moore determined by

one vigorous effort to break their power, and by a sanguinary

example to impress on all the Indian race a dread of the En-

glish name. At the head of a strong detachment of the pro-

vincial militia, reinforced by a body of Indian allies, he marched

• Oldmixon. Wynne.
Society. Holmes.

Hewit. Collections of the Massachusetts Historical

I

'
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vince.

into the hostile settlements ; defeated the enemy with the loss CHAP,
of eight hundred men, who were either killed or taken pri-

^^'

soners ; laid waste all the Indian towns between the rivers 1703.

Alatamaha and Savannah ; and reduced the whole district of

Apalachia to submission. To improve his conquest, he trans-

ported fourteen hundred of the Apalachian Indians to the ter-

ritory which was afterwards denominated Georgia, where

they were compelled to dwell in a state of dependence on the

government of South Carolina. ^

When the proprietaries of Carolina first embraced the pro- Ecclesias-

ject of a colonial plantation, they solemnly declared, and jitjon of*

caused it to be recorded in their charters, that they were moved thepio-

to embrace this great design by zeal forthe diffusion of the chris-

tian faith, and especially for its propagation among the Indian

tribes of America. Yet a general provision in favour of tole-

ration, which they permitted Locke to insert as an article of

the Fundamental Constitutions, and which they fraudfully or

insolently nullified by another article adjected to the same

instrument by themselves, constituted the whole amount of

their ecclesiastical operations during the first forty years of the

proprietary government. They never made the slightest at-

tempt to execute their pretended purpose of communicating

instruction to the Indians : and this important field of chris-

tian labour was quite unoccupied till the beginning of the

eighteenth century, when a few missionaries were sent to

Carolina by the society incorporated in England for the propa-

gation of the gospel in foreign countries. No cognizable ves-

tiges or fruits of the labours of these missionaries have ever been

mentioned. Prior to this enterprise the only European instruc-

tions that the Indians received under the auspices of the proprie-

tary government, were communicated by a French dancing mas-

ter, who settled in Craven county, and acquired a large estate

by teaching the savages to dance and play on the flute. ^

At the close of the seventeenth century, there were only

three edifices for Divine worship erected within the southern

province
;
pertaining respectively to an episcopal, a presbyte-

• Modern Universal History. Hewit. In the year 1700, Charlestown was
attacked at once by fire, inundation, and pestilence. '* Discouragement and despair
sat on every countenance : and many of the survivors thought of abandoning the
country." Holmes.

' Hewit. Oldmixon.
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rian, and a quaker congregation; and all of thetn situated

within the walls of Charlestown. In no other quarter of the

province, were there either temples of public worship or

schools for education. The first attempts that were made to

supply these defects proceeded not from the proprietaries, but

from Tennison, Archbishop of Canterbury, Compton, Bishop

of London, Thomas Bray, an active minister of the church of

England, and the society established in England for the pro-

pagation of the gospel : but as in most of these attempts, the

paramount object was plainly to multiply adherents to the esta-

blished church of the parent state, they were the less successful

among a people of whom many had personally experienced the

persecution of this church, and more entertained a hereditary

dislike to it. In the year 1707, the society for propagation of

the gospel maintained six episcopal ministers in South Caro-

lina, and had sent two thousand volumes of books to be dis-

tributed gratuitously among the people. In the northern

province, which was thinly peopled by colonists professing a

great diversity of religious opinions, no visible institution of

divine government had yet been established ; no religious wor-

ship recognized the providence of the Deity or besought his

grace ; and human life began and ended without any solem-

nity expressive of its celestial origin and immortal renovation.

An act was passed by the assembly of this province in the

year 1702, imposing an assessment of 30/. per annum on

every precinct, for the maintenance of a minister ; and in

1705 and 1706 the first two religious edifices of North Carolina

were erected. In the year 1715, it was divided by an act of

its domestic legislature into nine parishes ; in each of which a

parochial vestry was established, and a ministerial stipend pro-

vided. This northern province had for many years received

from the proprietaries the appellation of the county of Albe-

marle in Carolina, and was sometimes, but not always, included

in the commission of the governor of the southern settlement.

It now came to be termed the colony of North Carolina ; and

at the dissolution of the proprietary government, was made a

separate province with a distinct jurisdiction. ^

After having for a long period disregarded entirely the ec-

clesiastical concerns of Carolina, the proprietaries, in the be-

' Oldmixon. Hewit. Williamson. Holmes.

Ill-w \': 1 !
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ginning of the eighteenth century, turned their attention to cilAi*

this subject with a spirit that caused the cessation of their
'*'

previous indifference to be deeply regretted ; and made a first

and last attempt to signalize their boasted zeal for Christianity,

by the demonstration of a temper and the adoption of measures

the most insolent, unchristian, and tyrannical. The office of

palatine had now devolved on Lord Granville, who entertained

the utmost aversion and contempt for dissenters of all de-

scriptions, and had already signalized his bigotry to the church

of England, by the vehement zeal with which he supported in

parliament the bill against occasional conformity. ' His ac-

cession to the dignity of palatine presented him with an op-

portunity of indulging his favourite sentiments in the regula-

tion of the ecclesiastical polity of Carolina. Contemning the

remonstrances, and over-ruling the opposition of Archdale, he

eagerly laid hold of so fair an occasion of exerting his bigotry;

and in Moore and Johnson, on whom he successively bestowed

the government of the province, he found able and willing in-

struments of the execution of his arbitrary designs. These

men, notwithstanding the great numerical superiority of the

dissenters, by a series of illegal and violent proceedings, ac-

quired for themselves and a party of the episcopalian persua-

sion, a complete ascendancy over the provincial assemblies,

which they exercised in the enactment of laws for the ad-

vancement of the church of England, and the oppression of

every other christian association. After various preparatory

measures, which, under the impudent pretence of promoting

the glory of God, had the effect of banishing every vestige of

peace and good-will from a numerous community of his ra-

tional creatures, the episcopal faction at length, in the year

1704, enacted two laws, by one of which the dissenters were

deprived of all civil rights, and by the other an arbitrary court

of high commission (a name of evil import to Englishmen)

was erected for the trial of ecclesiastical causes, and the pre-

servation of rehgious uniformity in Carolina. At the time

when these two laws were framed, not only the most wealthy

and respectable inhabitants, but at least two-thirds of the

' This was a bill imposing severe penalties on any person, who, having conformed
so far to the church of England as to entitle him to hold a civil office, should ever
after attend a dissenting place of worship.

VOL. ir. L
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whole population of the province, were dissenters. The so-

ciety for propagation of the gospel, on receiving intelligence

of the latter of those enactments, declared their resolution to

send no more missionaries to Carolina till it should be re-

pealed. Both the acts, however, having been ratified by the

proprietaries, and the complaints of the dissenters treated with

derision, these oppressed and insulted men were advised by

the merchants of London who traded to the province, to seek

redress of their grievances from the supreme power of the

state. A petition for this purpose was accordingly presented

to the House of Lords, who were struck with surprise and in-

dignation at the tyrannical insolence of those despotic pro-

prietaries and their provincial officers; and forthwith voted an

address to Queen Anne, praying her royal repeal of the ob-

noxious laws, and recommending that the authors of them

should be brought to condign punishment. The lords com-

missioners of trade, to whom the matter was referred by the

queen, reported, " that the making such laws was an abuse of

the powers granted by the charter, and inferred a forfeiture of

the same ;" subjoining their advice that judicial steps should

be adopted for having the forfeiture legally ascertained, and

the government of the province resumed by the crown.' The

queen, thereupon, issued an order, declaring the laws that had

been complained of null and void, and promised toinstitutea pro-

cessof </?io warranto against the provincial charter; but this pro-

mise was never fulfilled.- It was alleged that the forfeiture of

the charter was obstructed by legal difficulties arising from the

minority of some of the proprietaries, who could not justly be

held responsible for the acts of the rest;—as if the inability

of these hereditary rulers of mankind to afford protection to

their subjects, had not itself furnished the strongest reason

why they should be dispossessed of the power of exacting

obedience from them. While incessant attempts were made
by the British government to bereave the New England states

> Tliis report among other signatures, has that of Prior the poet, who was one of

the commissioners of trade at the time.

a Oldmixon. Henit. Preparatory to their address to the queen, the House of

Lords passed a resolution containing these remarkable expressions : that the law for

enforcing conformity to the church of Kngland in t!ie colony " is an encouragement

to atheism and irreligion, destructive to trade, and tends tu tite ruin and depopula-

tion of the province."
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of the charters by which popular liberty was guarded, this fair CHAP,
and legitimate occasion was neglected, of emancipating the ^^

people of Carolina from a patent which had confessedly been

made subservient to the most odious opr ression and intoler-

ance : and even after the proprietaries had publicly declared

(as they were soon after constrained to do) that it was not in

their power to defend the province against the Indians, by
whose attacks it was menaced, the proprietary government was

suffered to subsist until it sunk under its own weakness and

incapacity. It was in the year 1706, that the intolerant po-

licy of Lord Granville received this signal check ; and, from

that period, the dissenters were permitted to enjoy, not indeed

the equality which they had originally been encouraged to

expect, but a simple toleration. In the following year, an act

of assembly was passed in South Carolina for the establish-

ment of religious worship according to the forms of the church

of England. By this act the province was divided into ten

parishes ; and provision was made for building a church in

each parish, and for the endowment of its minister. The
churches were soon after built, and supplied with ministers

by the English Society for the propagation of the gospel. *

The progress of population is, if not the most certain, one of Condition

the most interesting tests of the prosperity of a state ; but it is °jji!l!^^'

a test not easily applicable to communities subject, like all the ners—

American states, to a continual but irregular influx and efflux *"''^' ^'^'

of people. The population of North Carolina appears to have

sustained a considerable check from the troubles and confu-

sions that attended Culpepper's insurrection and Sothel's ty-

ranny; insomuch that, in the year 1694, the list of taxable

inhabitants was found to contain only seven hundred and

eighty-seven names—about half the number that the colony

had possessed at the commencement of Miller's administration.*

Frequent emigrations were made from the northern to the

southern province ;
•"' and we may conclude that the diminution

of inhabitants ascertained in 1694 had been occasioned, partly

at least, in this manner,—since, prior to the year 1708, only

two persons (a Turk for murder, and an old woman for witch-

' Humphrey's Hist. Ace. of the Society for propagating the Gospel.
- Williamson.
'' Lawsun's Hist, of Carolina.

l2
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ROOK craft) had perislied on the scaffold in North Carolina '—a fact
• which, considering the violent convulsions that the province

had undergone, appears highly creditable to the humanity of

the people. In the beginning of the eighteenth century, North

Carolina received an accession to its inhabitants, first from a

body of French refugees, who removed to it from Virginia

;

and afterwards from a troop of Germans, who, many years

before, had been expelled from their homes by the desolation

of the palatinate, and had since experienced a great variety of

wretchedness and exile." In the year 1710, its whole popula-

tion amounted to 6000 persons,^ but of these not 2000 were

taxables. There was no court-house in North Carolina before

the year 1722; the assemblies and general courts till then

being convened in private dwelling-houses. Printing was not

yet introduced into either of the provinces, and the laws were

published by oral proclamation. Debts and rents were gene-

rally paid in hides, tallow, furs, or other productions of the

country. In the year 1705, it was enacted by law that mar-

riages should be celebrated by the ministers of religion ; but

magistrates were permitted to perform this office in parishes

unprovided with ministers. The executive power within the

province was feeble and inefficient
;
partly in consequence of

the state of dispersion in which the bulk of the inhabitants

lived, and partly from the corrupt dispositions or despicable

characters of many of the executive officers.* In the year

1709, Cary, the collector of the proprietary quit-rents, resolving

to appropriate, or at least refusing to account for the produce

of his collections, found it easy, with the aid of a few idle and

dissolute partisans, to maintain himself in a state of opposition

to the proprietary government, and suspend the operations of

justice. The people, though they neither approved nor abetted

» Williamson. * Ibid.

' Warden. In the year 1717, the taxables amounted to 2000. Williamson.
* In 1701, Porter indicted a man for calling him " a cheating rogue." The de-

fendant justified the words, and, proving that they were properly applied, was
acquitted, and allowed his costs from the prosecutor. Yet, a few years after, Porter

was appointed a proprietary deputy and member of council. Williamson. In 1726,

Burrington, who had previously held the office of governor, and afterwards held it

again, was indicted for defamation, in saying of the existing governor. Sir Richard

Kverard, that " he was no more fit for a governor than Sancho Panza," and for

riotously threatening to scalp " his d—d thick scull." lb. Two years after, the

grand jury pi«en< Sir Richard the governor for having with his cane twice or thrice

• struck George Allen."' lb.
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his fraudulent and rebellious conduct, offered no resistance to

it; and the governor, unable to reduce him to obedience, ap-

plied for assistance to Virginia, where some regular troops

were quartered at the time. On the approach of a small party

of these forces, Gary fled the colony, and his partisans dis-

persed.*

Th<3 population of South Carolina, in the year 1700, is said

to have amounted to no more than 5500 persons,*^—a compu-
tation probably short of the truth. For several years after the

first colonization of the territory, there were very few negro

slaves in Carolina ; but the demand for them was increased by

the increasing cultivation of rice, which was reckoned too un-

healthy and laborious for European constitutions;' and the

slave ships of Great Britain encouraged the demand, by the

readiness with which they supplied it. At the close of the

seventeenth century, Charles-town was already a flourishing

city, containing several handsome edifices, a public library,

and a population of 3000 souls.* No printing press was es-

tablished in Carolina till thirty years after.

There prevailed in this province, from the period when the

Fundamental Constitutions were enacted, a method of impa-

nelling juries, which might have been copied with advantage

both by the other colonies and the parent state. The names

of all persons qualified to serve as jurymen were put into a

ballot-box, from which a child drew out as many as were re-

quisite to form four several juries ; and these having been put

into a second ballot-box, another child drew forth the names

that were to compose each petty jury. In the beginning of

the eighteenth century, this valuable regulation was abolished

by the palatine : but the remonstrances of the people, aided

by the zealous interposition of the agent at the court of London

for the New England states, compelled him soon after to re-

store it.5

When the difficulties attending the establishment of the first

settlers in Carolina had been in some degree overcome, the

fertility of the soil, the cheapness of provisions, and the agree-

ableness and general salubrity of the climate, afibrded a power-

CHAP.
11.

' Williamson.
* Oldmixon.

- Warden. ' Hewit.
* Oldmixon, (2d edit.)
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ful encouragement to national increase. Families of ten and

twelve children were frequently seen in the houses of the co-

lonists at the close of the seventeenth century;' and, though

some parts of both the provinces were for a time infected with

severe epidemical diseases, and others still continue to be un<

favourable to health at particular seasons, yet the statistical

accounts and the registers of mortality sufficiently demonstrate

that the climate of the whole region is in the main conducive

to the preservation, as well as to the production of life. The
salubrity of these, as well as of the other provinces of North

America, has been greatly promoted by the progress of industry,

in opening the woods, draining the marshes, and confining the

streams within definite channels. Yet the influence of culti-

vation has not been uniformly favourable to health in the Ca-

rolinas ; and much of the disease with which these regions arc

afflicted at certain seasons is ascribed to the periodical inun-

dations which the culture of the rice lands requires.*

During the infant state of the colony, the proprietaries sold

the land at twenty shillings for every hundred acres, and six-

pence of quit-rent. They raised the price in the yea»* 1694

to thirty shillings; and in 1711, to forty shillings for every

hundred acres, and one shilling of quit-rent. * Lawson, who
travelled through Carolina in the year 1700, celebrates the

courtesy and hospitality of the planters ; but represents an

aversion to labour, and a negligent contentment with imme-

diate gratification, as qualities very prevalent among them.

Fruit, he says, was so plentiful that the hogs were fed with

peaches.^ The Carolinians have always been characterised

by a strong predilection for the sports of the field. The dis-

position that was evinced at a very early period of the history

of these provinces, to troat insolvent debtors with extreme in-

dulgence, has continued ever since to be a prominent feature

in their legislation, and has doubtless promoted a loose and

III

'

> Oldmixon.
* Warden. Dr. Williamson has clearly proved that the immediate effects of the

extirpation of wood in Carolina have always been unfriendly to health, from the ex-

posure to the sun of a surface of fresh land covered with ^egetabL produce in a state

of decay.
3 Williamson.
* Lawson. Archdale speaks in nearly the same terms of the fertility of Carolina.

Blunie states, that the province in lt)8t), contained many wealthy persons, who had

repaired to it in a state of indigence.
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improvident nptitudo to contract debts.' The most serious chap.
evils with wliich the two provinces have been afllicted have ^''

arisen from the abuse of spirituous liquors, the neglect of

education, and the existence of negro slavery. It was long

before institutions for the education of youtli were generally

established in Carolina : the benefits of knowledge were con-

fined entirel t to the sons of wealthy planters, who were sent

to the colleges of Europe or to the seminaries in the northern

states ; and the consequent ignorance of the great bulk of

the people, together with the influence of a warm climate, and

the prevalent aversion to industry (increased by the pride

which the possession of slaves inspires, and the discredit

which slavery brings on labour), promoted an intemperate use

of ardent spirits, which contributed additionally to deprave

their sentiments, habits, and manners. It was an unfortu-

nate supposition (whether well or ill founded) that was at one

time entertained, that the water found in this part of Americii

possessed deleterious qualities, which an infusion of rum was

necessary to counteract. The various evils which we have

enumerated (except those arising from negro slavery, which

are more pernicious, perhaps, than all the rest) prevailed longest

and most extensively in North Carolina. The improvement

that after times have witnessed in all these respects, has been

considerable in both the provinces ; and the inhabitants of

South Carolina, in particular, have long been distinguished

for the cultivation of literature, the elegance of their manners,

and their polite hospitality.

"

In every community where slavery exists, the treatment

which the slaves experience depends very much on the pro-

portion which they bear to the numbers of the free, and the

apprehensions which, consequently, they are capable of in-

spiring. No passion has a more dreadful or insatiable appe-

tite, or prompts to more unrelenting cruelty, than fear ; and

no apprehension can be more selfish or more provocative of

inhumanity, than that which is inspired in men's bosoms by

the danger of retaliation of the injustice which they have in-

flicted and are still continuing to inflict. In South Curolinu,

for a very considerable period, the number of the slaves bore

i

» Warden. » Ibid.
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BOOK a greater proportion to that of the whole population than in
^^' any of the North American colonies. The consequence of

this state of things was, that the slaves of the South Caro-

lina planters were treated with extreme severity ; £»ad con-

spiracies were repeatedly formed by them for a general mas-

sacre of their masters. Their discontent was inflamed by the

intrigues, and rendered the more dangerous from the vicinity

of the Spaniards.^ Neither in this nor any other country of

which the history has yet been written, have the protestant

clergy of the episcopal persuasion distinguished themselves

by exertions to mitigate the evils of slavery. Wherever a

protestant episcopal church has been established by law, the

only ministers of the gospel whose precepts have asserted,

and whose example has recognised the entire participation of

negroes in the rights of human nature, have been Methodists,

Moravians, or dissenters of some other denomination. More
practical Christianity, and more humane enterprise in this re-

spect have been evinced by the state clergy in countries where

the catholic church has prevailed. The priests of this per-

suasion have always constituted themselves the defenders and

patrons of Indian savages and negro slaves.^ Perhaps this

has arisen in part from the strong peculiarities of moral and
social position by which the catholic priests are separated from

the rest of mankind, and which may lessen in their estima-

tion the differences of temporal condition by which the

several classes of the laity are distinguished. The catholic

church, it must likewise be considered, exercises more tem-

poral power, than any protestant church over its votaries : and
it has been very generally associated with despotic govern-

ment, under which the rights enjoyed by individuals, whether

in their slaves or in any other description of property, are

more subjected to magisterial superintendence and control,

than in stales where the government is of a more popular de-

scription.

' Wynne. Hewit. Warden.
'-* The Church of Rome, it has been asserted, is the only established church in

which negroes have ever obtained the rank of priesthood. Several catholic bishops

have been negroes : and one negro, at least, has been canonized as a saint at Rome^
See Gregoire's Treatise De la Nobtesie de la I'eau. One instance, at least, may, how-
ever, be cite<l of the ordination of a negro as a priest of the church of England—
by kcppcl, Dishop of Exeter, in 1765. Annual Register for 1765.
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The early annals of Carolina have not transmitted to us chap.
any account of the manner in which the provincial assemblies ^^-

were constituted, or of the extent of property to which politi-

cal franchises were attached. All the executive officers were

nominated by the proprietaries, who specified the amount of

the official salaries in the warrants of appointment. So great

was the difficulty of collecting money, or even agricultural

produce, especially in the northern colony, that the proprietaries

were frequently obliged to grant assignations of lands or quit-

rents to their officers, in order to secure the performance of

their duties. Sir Nathaniel Johnson, who was appointed

governor of Carolina in the year 1702, received a warrant for

a salary of 200/. a-year. The other contemporary officers

had salaries, of which the highest was 60/., and the lowest

40/. a-year. The governor's salary was doubled in the

year 1717.*

Carolina, by its amazing fertility in animal and vegetable

produce, was enabled, from an early period, to carry on a con-

siderable tmde with Jamaica, Barbadoes, and the Leeward

Islands, which, at the close of the seventeenth century, are

said to have depended in a great measure on that colony for

the means of subsistence.' Its staple commodities were rice,

tar, and, afterwards, indigo. Oldmixon, whose history was

published in the year 1708, observes, that the trade of the

colony with England had recently gained a considerable in-

crease ;
" for notwithstanding all the discouragements the

people lie under," he adds, " seventeen ships came last year

laden from Carolina with rice, skins, pitch, and tar, in the

Virginia fleet, besides straggling ships."'

By an act that was passed in the year 1716,* every planter

of Carolina was required to purchase and enclose a burial

ground for all persons dying on his estate ; and, before inter-

ment of any corpse, to call in at least three or four of his

' Oldmixon. Hewit. Williamson.

' Archdale.

3 Oldmixon. The materials of this statement seem to have been derived fiom
Archdale.

* Laws of Carolina.

I h-\ve not been able to learn either the date or any other particulars of the admi-
nistration of Major Tynte, who appears to have been one of the early governors of
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BOOK neighbours to view it, for the purpose of ensuring further in-

^^' quiry, in case of any suspicious appearance.

Carolina. King, the English poet, (who died in 1712) celebrated Tynte in Rome
Latin stanzas, which he afterwards rendered into the foUowiog English version :—

" Tynte was the man who first, from British shore,

Pklladian arts to Carolina bore ;

His tuneful harp attending Muses strung.

And Phoebus' skill inspired the lays he sung,.

Strong towers and palaces their rise began,

And list'ning stones to sacred fabrics ran.

Just laws were taught, and curious arts of peace.

And trade's brisk current flowed .th wealth's increase.

On such foundations learned Athens rose ;

So Dido's thong did Carthage first enclose :

So Rome was taught old empires to subdue.

As Tynte creates and governs now the new."

i!

\ {
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NEW YORK.

CHAPTER I.

Hudson's Voyage of Discovery.— First Settlement of the Dutch at Albany.— The

Province granted by the States General to the West India Company of Holland.

— The Dutch Colonists extend their Settlements into Connecticut.— Disputes

with the New England Colonies.— Delaware first colouized by the Swedes.—
War between the Dutch and Indians.— Farther Disputes with New England.

—

Designs of Charles the Second.—Alarm and Exertions of the Dutch Governor.

—

The Province granted by Charter to the Duke of York— invaded by an English

Fleet— surrenders.— Wise Government of Colonel Nichols.— Holland cedes

New York to England— recaptures it— finally cedes it again.— New Charter

gianted to the Duke of York.— Arbitrary Government of Andros. — Discontent

of the Colonists.— The Duke consents to give New York a Free Constitution.

New York is distinguished from the other American com- chap.
monwealths whose history we have already considered, both ^'

by the race of the European settlers who first resorted to it,

and by the mode of its annexation to the dominion of Britain.

In all the other provinces, the first colonists were Englishmen;

and the several occupations of American territory and corre-

sponding extensions of the British empire, were the enterprises

of English subjects, impelled by the spirit of commercial ad-

venture, inflamed with religious zeal, or allured by ambitious

expectation. The people of England had derived, in all these

instances, an increase of their commercial resources, and the

crown an enlargement of its dominion, from the acts of private

individuals, sanctioned no doubt by the approbation of public

authority, but unaided by the treasures or troops of the com-
munity. But the territory of New York was originally co-

lonized, not from England, but from Holland ; and the incor-

poration of it with the rest of the British dominions was

^;'a
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BOOK accomplished, not by settlement, but by conquest; not by the

^' enterprise of individuals, but by the forces of the state. It is

a singularity still more worthy of remark, and illustrative of

the slender influence of human views and purposes in the pre-

adjustment and connexion of events, that this military con-

quest proved the means of establishing a colony of quakers in

America; and the sword of Charles the Second, in conquering

an appanage for his bigot brother, prepared a tranquil estab-

lishment in New Jersey and Pennsylvania, for the votaries of

peace, toleration, and philanthropy.

The pretensions of the Dutch to this territory were cer-

tainly, from the flrst, more consistent with natural justice than

with the commonly-received law of nations, and the privilege

which this law attaches to priority of discovery. For if, on

the one hand, the voyage of Cabot, and a'is general and cur-

sory visitation of the North American continent, preceded by

more thcin a century the occurrence from which the Dutch oc-

cupation originated, there seems, on the other hand, a mon-
strous disregard of the general rights of mankind, in maintain-

ing that a privilege, so precariously constituted, could subsist

so long unexercised, and that a navigator, by casually ap-

proaching North America, in a vain and erroneous search of a

passage to the Indies, should acquire, for his countrymen, a

right to prevent the whole continent from being inhabited for

more than an hundred years.

The prior right of England (yet unrecognised by the rest of

the world) had produced no other permanent occupation than

a feeble settlement on the distant shore of James River in Vir-

ginia,—which had now subsisted for two years,—when Henry

Hudson's Hudson, an Englishman, employed by the East India Company
voyage of of Holland, set sail from the Texel for the discovery of a north-
iscovery.

^^^^ passage to India. Having attempted in vain to accom-

i€()9. ' plish the object of his voyage, he steered for Cape Cod, and

entered the bay of Chesapeak, where he remarked the «»^%nt

settlement of the English. He afterwards anchored i..o vessel

off the Delaware, and proceeding thence to Long Island, sailed

up the river Manhatan, on whose banks the chief fruits of his

enterprise were destined to grow. Some authors have asserted

that he sold his right as discoverer of this territory to the

Dutch : but the assertion is equally unproved and improbable;
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as he could convey to the people in whose service he was en- c II A l».

gaged, no right which the voyage did not vest by a much
better title in themselves. Several voyages were afterwards

made from Holland to the river Manhatan, which, at first,

was called the North River, but, in process of time, received

the name of the able and enterprising navigator, by whom, if

not originally discovered, it had been introduced for the first

time to the acquaintance of the Dutch. This people now con-

ceived that they had acquired a sufficient title to the adjacent

territory, which they distinguished by the name of Nova
Belgia, or New Netherlands. ^ The depending or recent con-

flicts of rival provinces, and even rival nations, lent at one

time to all the circumstances attending the first occupation of

this territory, an interest which they have long ceased to

possess, except in the estimation of antiquarians.

The favourable report that Hudson had given of the country

having been confirmed by subsequent voyagers, an association

of Dutch merchants embraced the resolution of establishing a

trading settlement within its confines ; and the States-general

promoted the enterprise by granting to its projectors a mono-

poly of the trade of Hudson's river. Encouraged by this act

1614.

' Purchas. Charlevoix, Hist, of New France. Oldmixon. Stith's Virginia.

Douglas's Summary. Smith's History of New Yorit. All these writers, except the

first two, represent Hudson's voyage as having been performed in 1608, and under
the authority of a British commission. But they are all mistaken. They seem not

to have been aware of the existence of any other authority for the account which I

have preferred, but that of Charlevoix ; and Smith's opinion is obviously not a bttle

influenced by the circumstance of Charlevoix being a French Jesuit, while Stith, who
contradicts him, was an English, or at least a Virginian protestant minister. But
the journals of all the voyages of Hudson are preserved in Purchas's collection : and
they confirm Charlevoix, and contain the account I have adopted. From these

journals also we may discover the source of the error committed originally by Old-
mixon, and from him transmitted to Stith and the others. Hudson's second voyage,

in which he visited Nova Zembla, was made from London in 1608, and with an
English commission. This has evidently been confounded with his third voyage in

1609 from the Texel. The employment of Hudson, and the date of his voyage, are

correctly represented in a new work, of which the first portion has been very recenlly

published: — The History of New York, by John Yates and Joseph Moulton.
This point has been the more eagerly contested, that some timid or servile j urists have

doubted, if Holland, whose independence was not acknowledged by Spain till the

beginning of 1609, could be regarded as previously admitted into the community of

sovereign states, and capable of deriving rights from the law of nations. Sounder
jurists, and more manly thinkers, have adjudged, indeed, that this privilege accrues

to a people from the time when they publicly assert a claim to independence, which,
though partially denied for a while, they finally succeed in causing to be generally

recognized. But this doctrine is not necessary to the support of the interest of the

Dutch in Hudson's discovery, which was some months posterior to their treaty with

Spain.

First set-

tlement of

the Dutch
at Albany.
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HOOK of favour, the adventurers, in the course of the same year, ap-

propriated a small portion of land on the western bank of

1614. the river near Albany, where they erected a fort, and intrusted

the government of the place to one Henry Christiaens. This

feeble settlement had scarcely been established, when it was

invaded by a Virginian squadron, commanded by Captain

Argal, and returning from the unjust and useless conquest of

the French possessions in the bay of Fundy. Argal claimed

the territory occupied by the Dutch, as appertaining by the

law of nations to the British dominion in America ; and the

provincial governor was compelled to obey a summons of sur-

render, and to stipulate allegiance to England, and tribute and

subordination to the government cf Virginia. * The states of

Holland had too recently established an independence promot-

ed by the aid, and recognised by the mediation ofGreat Britain,

to suffer them to make this outrage the cause of quarrel with a

powerful ally, whose friendship they did not yet deem themselves

strong enough to dispense with. They forbore, therefore, to

take any notice of Argal's hostile encroachment : and it is

even asserted by some writers, that, in answer to a complaint

by the British court, of their intrusion into America, they de-

nied that the settlement had been established by their au-

thority, and represented it as the private enterprise of a few

obscure individuals. The same writers have alleged, that the

Dutch, while they disavowed every pretension that could in-

fringe on the claims of England, besought the English monarch

to permit a few trading houses to be erected within his terri-

tories on Hudson's river; and that a permission to this extent

was actually obtained. Whatever truth or falsehood there

1615. may be in these statements, it is certain that, in the year after

Argal's invasion, a new governor, Jacob Elkin, having arrived

at the fort with un additional complement of settlers, the claim

of the Engli/n to the stipulated dependence was forthwith de-

fied, and tho payment of tribute successfully resisted. For

the better security of their resumed independence, the Dutch
colonists now erected a second fort on the south-west point of

Long Island ; and afterwards built two others at Good Hope,

on Connecticut river, end at Nassau, on the east side of Dela-

' See B. i. chap. ii. nnte.
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ware Bay. They continued for a series of years, in unmolested (; H A F.

tranquillity, to mature their settlement, increase their numbers, ^'

and, by the exercise of their peculiar national v'rtues of pa-

tience and industry, to subdue the first difficulties and hard-

ships incident to an infant colony.^

The states of Holland, finding their commerce enlarge with

the duration of political freedom and the enjoyment of peace,

and observing that their subjects had succeeded in preserving

the footing they had gained on Hudson's River, began to en-

tertain the design of improving this settlement, and rendering

it the basis of more extended colonization in America. With

this purpose was combined the scheme of their celebrated

West India Company, which was established in the year 1620,

and to which, in pursuance of their favourite policy, of colo-

nizing by means of exclusive companies, it was determined to

commit the administration of New Netherlands. They seem

to have watched, with an attentive eye, the proceedings of the

English puritan exiles at Leyden,** and viewed with alarm their

projected migration to the banks of Hudson's River. Unable

or unwilling to obstruct the design by an opposition which

would have involved an immediate collision with the preten-

sions of Britain, they defeated it by bribing the Dutch captain,

with whom the emigrants sailed,^ to convey them so far to the

northward, that their plantation was eventually formed in the

territory of Massachusetts. This fraudful proceeding of the

Dutch, though it prevented a rival settlement from being es-

tablished on Hudson's River, discredited their own title to this

territory, and proportionally ratified the claim of Great Britain,

which, in the same year, was again distinctly asserted and ex-

ercised by the execution of King James's patent in favour of

the grand council of Plymouth. The Plymouth patent, how-
ever, which was declared void in the following year by the Novembei

English House of Commons, and surrendered a few years after

by the patentees, seemed as little entitled to respect abroad as

to favour at home : for, even if its disregard of the Dutch oc-

<'i|

' Oldmixon. Stith. Wynne. Smith. See Note III. at the end of the volun
In the year 1624, the exports from New Netherlands were " four thousand beave
and seven hundred otters skins, estimated at 27,150 guilders." Hazard.

' See Book ii. chap. i. ante.
' Mather. Neal. Hutchinson

me.

Ti'

VOL. II.

Oldmixon.
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cupation shoulil not be supposed to infringe the law of nations,

it unquestionably merited this reproach by appropriating ter-

ritories where the French, in virtue of previous charters from

their sovereign, had already established the settlements of

Acadie and Canada. The nullity of the Plymouth patent, in

this last particular, was tacitly acknowledged by Charles the

First, in 1630, when, at the treaty of St. Germain, he restored

the French provinces which his arms had conquered in the

preceding year. Whether the States of Holland considered

the patent equally unavailing against their pretensions, or not,

they made a grant of the country which was now called New
Netherlands to their West India Company, in the following

year—the very year in which the English House of Commons
protested against a similar patent of the same territory by their

own monarch, as inconsistent with the general rights of their

countrymen, and the true interests of trade. If the States-

general, or their subjects on the banks of Hudson's River, were

acquainted with this parliamentary transaction, they made

more account of the benefit that might accrue from it to their

territorial claim, than of the rebuke it conveyed to their com-

mercial policy. Under the management of the West India

Company, the new settlement was soon both consolidated and

extended. The city of New Amsterdam, afterwards called

New York, was built on York Island, then known by the

name of Manhatan ; and at the distance of an hundred and

fifty miles higher up the Hudson, were laid the foundations of

the city of Albany. *

The precise extent of territory claimed by the Dutch, as

comprehended within their colony of New Netherlands, has

been differently represented even by their own writers, of

whom some have explicitly declared that it embraced all the

country lying between Virginia and Canada. Whatever was

its titular extent, which was probably unknown to the planters

themselves, they hastened to enlarge their occupation far

beyond their immediate use, and, by their intrusion into the

Connecticut and Delaware territories, laid the foundation of

their future disputes with the colonists of New England.

While these powerful neighbours as yet possessed no other

' Olilmixon. Smith. Chalmers.

1

i ,

I 5,
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establishment but the small settlement of Plymouth, to which c II A i'.

the artifice of the Dutch had consigned the English emi- ^'

grants from Leyden,the provincial authorities at New Amster-

dam Attempted to cultivate a friendly, or at least a commercial

correspondence with the English colony ; and for this purpose 1627.

despatched their secretary Rosier with a congratulatory com-
munication to the governor of Plymouth. The English, from

whose memory the fraud that had deprived them of a settle-

ment at Hudson's river had not banished the recollection of

Dutch hospitality at Leydcn, received with much courtesy the

felicitations of their successful rivals on the courageous strug-

gle they had maintained with the difficulties of their situation ;

'

and as some years had yet to elapse before Massachusetts

became populous, and before the English establishments in

Connecticut were formed, the Dutch colonists were enabled

Co flatter themselves with the hope that their stratagem would

not be resented, nor their settlement disturbed. They seem

to have been aware of the reluctance of their government to

exhibit publicly a title derogatory to the pretensions of Bri-

tain, and to have endeavoured to counteract the restraint

which this policy might impose on their future acquisitions by
the stretch of their immediate occupation. Their first settle-

ment was effected, apparently, without any equitable remu-

neration to the Indian proprietors of the land ; and hence

perhaps arose those dissensions with the Indians which after-

wards produced a great deal of bloodshed. But when they The Dutch

extended their appropriations to Connecticut and Delaware, •^"j""'"'*

they were careful to facilitate their admission by purchasing their set-

the territory from its savage owners. ^ If their policy really
'Jfj^con-

was (as we may reasonably suppose, though we cannot posi- necticut.

tively assert,) to supply a defective, or at least non-apparent

title, by largeness and priority of occupation, it was completely

disappointed by the result: and when New England and
Maryland began to be filled with inhabitants, the Dutch at

length discovered that the early and immoderate extent of

their occupation only served to bring their claims the sooner

into collision with the pretensions of neighbours more power-

' Smith. Neal's New England. Collections of the Massachusetts Historical

Society.

» Smith.

M 2
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fill than tiietnsclveB; and to direct a severer scrutiny into a

title which they were unable to produce, which their detected

stratagem had contributed to discredit, and which the length

of their possession was yet unable to supply. These disagree-

able results were not experienced till after the lapse of several

years of uninterrupted peace: and during the administration

of Wouter Van Twiller, who arrived at Fort Amsterdam as

the first governor appointed by the West India Company, the

Dutch colonists appear to have enjoyed a state of calm and

monotonous ease, undisturbed by the commercial delirium that

prevailed for several years in their parent state, and dissipated

so many fortunes in the ruinous and ridiculous speculations of

the tulip trade. This period aHbrded no materials for history,

and served but indifferently to prepare the colonists for their

impending contentions with men whose frames and spirits had

undergone the discipline of those severe trials that befel the

first planters o^" New England.

It was near the close of Van Twiller's administration, that

the English colonists extended their settlements beyond the

boundaries of Massachusetts into the territory of Connecticut

;

an intrusion which the Dutch governor resented no farther

than by causing his commissary, Van Curlet, to intimate a

harmless protest against it. He was succeeded in the follow-

ing year by William Kieft, a nian of enterprise and ability,

but choleric and imperious in temper, unfortunate in conduct,

and more fitted to encounter with spirit than to stem with

prudence the sea of troubles that began on all sides to invade

the possessions of the Dutch. These colonists now expe-

rienced a total change in the complexion of their fortune; and

their history for many subsequent years is little else than a

chronicle of their struggles and contentions with the English,

the Swedes, and the Indians. Kieft's administration com-
menced, as his predecessor's had concluded, with a protest

against the advancing settlements of Connecticut and New-
haven, accompanied by a prohibition of the trade which the

English were carrying on in the neighbourhood of the fort of

Good Hope. His reputation for ability, and the sharpness of

his remonstrance, excited at first some alarm among the English

inhabitants of Connecticut, who had originally made their ad-

vances into this territory in equal ignorance of the proximity
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and the pretensions of the Dutch : b'lt, soon suHpccting that (MIA v.

their imperious rival hud no title to the country from which

he proposed to exclude them, and encouraged by promises of

assistance from the other New England colonies, they disre-

garded his remonstrance, and not only retained their settle-

ments, but two years after compelled the Dutch garrison to

evacuate the fort at Good Hope, and appropriated the adja-

cent plantation to themselves. This aggression, though pas-

sively endured, was loudly lamented by the Dutch, ' who,

notwithstanding the increase of their numbers, and the spirit

of their governor, displayed a helplessness in their contentions

with the English, which, if partly occasioned by the enervat-

in«> influence of u long period of tranquillity, seems also to

have been promoted by secret distrust of the validity of their

claim to the territories they had most recently occupied. It

is certain, at least, that the Dutch were not always so for-

bearing ; and an encroachment which their title enabled them
more conscientiously to resist, was soon after repelled by Kieft,

with a practical vigour and success very remote from the ge-

neral strain of his conduct and fortune. Lord Stirling, who
hud obtained a grant of Long Island from the Plyniouth com-

pany, transferred a portion of it to certain of the inhabitants

of New England, who had removed to their new acquisition

ill the year lf)31); and, unmolested by the Dutch, whose set-

tlements were confined to the opposite quarter, these New
Englanders had peaceably inhabited the eu><tern part of the

island. Receiving a considerable accession to their numbers,

they ventured to take possession of the western quarter; but

' riie JJutcli preserved, for a series of years, a minute and formal record of (he

1,'iit'vancos wliich tliey laid to tlie cliai^je of the Knglish colonists. The insignificance

of many of tliesc complaints, and the homeliness of the subject-matter of others,

contrast somewhat ludicrously with tiie pompousness of the titles and the hitter

tjiavity of the style. The following aie some extracts from this singular chronicle :

—

" 25lh April, 1640. Those of Hartford have not only usurped and taken in the

lands of Connecticut, &c. but have also beaten the servants of their High Mighti-

nesses and the Honoured C^ompany ; with sticks and plough-staves in hostile nianner

laming them ; and, among the rest, struck Kver Duckings a hole in his head with a

stick, so that the blood ran very strongly down his body." *' 24 June, 1641. Some
of Hartford have taken a hog out of the common, and shut it up out of mere hate or

other prejudice, causing it to starve for hunger in the sty." " 20 May, 1642. The
Kiighsh of Hartford have violently cut loose a horse of the Honoured Company that

stood bound upon the common. " 23. '1 he said Kngllsh did again drive the

Company's hogs from the common into the village, and poundeil 'hem." " 16 Sep-

tember, 16)2. Again they sold a young pig, which had paalurid on the Company's-
iHud." Hazard.
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from this station they were promptly dislodged by Kieft, who
drove them back to the other end of the island, where they

built the town of Southampton, and subsisted as a de-

pendency of Connecticut, till they were united to the state

of New York on the fall of the Dutch dominion in North

America. ^

Kieft, in the same year, equipped two sloops, which he

despatched on an expedition against a body of English, who,

advancing beyond the first settlements of their countrymen in

Maryland, had penetrated into Delaware,— a territory which

was claimed by the Dutch, but had, nevertheless, been in-

cluded in the charter obtained by Lord Baltimore from Charles

the First. As the number of these emigrants from Maryland

was inconsiderable, and they were quite unprepared to defend

their possession against this unexpected attack, they were

easily dislodged by the forces of Kieft. But there still re-

mained in another quarter of Delaware a different race of

settlers, who, without any legal claim whatever to the soil

which they occupied, possessed a force that proved of more

Delaware avail to them than the formal title of the English. This was
first coio- ^ colony of Swedes, of whose transplantation to North America
nized by •'

,

' *^

very few particulars have been recorded. Their migratory

enterprise appears to have originated in the year 1626, when

Gustu.us Adolphus, king of Sweden, having received a flat-

tering description of the country adjacent to the Dutch settle-

ment of New Netherlands, issued a proclamation exhorting

his subjects to associate for the establishment of an American

colony. In conformity with the royal counsel, a large sum of

money was collected by voluntary contribution : and a num-
be/of Swedes and Fins emigrated in the year 1627 to America.

They first landed at Cape Henlopen, at the entrance of Dela-

ware Bay, and were so much charmed with its aspect that

they gave it the name of Paradise Point. Some time after,

they purchased from the native inhabitants all the land be-

tween that cape and the falls of Delaware ; and maintaining

' Olclmixon. Smith. Chalmers. TrunibuH's Connecticut. The hislories of

these events, by Oldmixon, Smith, and Chalmers, are exceedingly confused, and in

some points erroneous. Their chronology, in particular, is remarkably careless.

'Jrumbiill is always distinguished by the accuracy of his statements, but not less dis-

tinguished by his partiality. Mere, in parlicnlar, lie relates with great fidelity all the

oflcnccs of the Dutch, but passes over in total silence every charge of this people

ay;<uubt the iMiglisli.

the

Swedes.

i
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little connexion with their parent state, but addicting them-

selves exclusively to agricultural occupations, they had pos-

sessed their colonial acquisition without challenge or interrup- i642.

tion, till Kieft assumed the government of New Netherlands.^

Several of the Swedish colonists were scalped and killed ; and

in some instances, their children were stolen from them by

the Indians. Yet, in general, the two races lived on friendly

terms together, and no war seems ever to have arisen between

them. The Indians sometimes attended the religious assem-

blies of the Swedes ; but with so little edification, that they

expressed their amazement at the ill-breeding of the orator

who could exercise the patience of his tribe with such length-

ened harangues without repaying their civility by a distribu-

tion of brandy. One of the earliest of Kieft's proceedings

had been to protest against the intrusion of the Swedes, and
vainly to urge their departure from a territory which he assured

them that his countrymen had purchased with their blood. But
as the Dutch discovered no inclination to purchase it over

again at the same expense, the Swedes, unawed by this go-

vernor's power, paid no regard whatever to his remonstrances.

A war, as it has been called, subsisted between the two com-
munities for several years: but, though attended with a plen-

tiful reciprocation of rancour, it was unproductive of bloodshed'

Longing to destroy, but afraid to attack each other, they che-

rished their quarrel with a sullen inveteracy of malice which

might have been dissipated by a prompt appeal to the deci-

sion of more manly hostilities. At the treaty of Stockholm,

in 1640, Sweden and Holland forbore to make anv allusion to

colonial disputes or American territory ;
- and the two colonies

' The Sweilish government appears lo have m- -" some attempt to obtain a recog-
nition of its right to tlie territory. An application to tiiis effect was addressed l»y

Oxensliern, the Sweilisii ambassador to the court of England : but though the Swedes
alleged that the application was successful, and the legitimacy of their o<'cupati.)n

admitted, no proof of this averment was ever produced. Not less improbable was a
pretonce they seem to have urged, of having purcliased the cUim of the Dutch.
t>amuel Smith's History of New Jersey. This is a work of cxtrema raritj, and his
been confounded by some writers with Smith's History of New York. It contains
inucii curious matter ; but, as a composition, is extremely tastel— ', confused, and
uninteresting.

' Smith. Holmes. Professor Kalm's Travels in North America. Douglas.
( haluieis. Chulniers unfortunately S( t)s to relax his usual accuracy when he con-
siders his topics insignificant ; anil from this defect, as well as the peculiarities of
his style, it is sometimes difficult to discover his meaning, or reconcile his apparent
inconsistency iu different passages. Douglas's " Sumnuiry," which is replete with

i^
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BOOK being left to adjust tlieir pretensions between themselves,
'

their animosities subsided into an unfriendly peace. ^ Even
1642, this faint colour of good neighbourhood did not subsist for

many years.

Meanwhile, numberless causes of dispute were continually

arising between New Netherlands and the colonies of Con-

necticut and Newhaven ; and the English, who had formerly

been the parties complained of, now became the complainers.

They charged the Dutch with disturbing, kidnapping, and

plundering the English traders ; with enticing servants to rob

and desert their masters; and with selling arms and ammu-
nition to the Indians. The unfriendly relations that sub-

sisted between the Dutch themselves and the Indians, would

render this last charge against them extremely improbable, if

it were not notorious that their countrymen in Europe have,

on various occasions, manufactured and sold to their enemies

the cannon balls which they knew were to be fired back into

Iheir own towns. To all those complaints, tiie English could

obtain no other answer from Kieft but haughty reproaches

and angry recriminations : and it was partly from apprehen-

sion of his designs, though chiefly, no doubt, for their own
security against Indian hostility, that the New Flngland colo-

nies were induced to form the scheme of the federal union,

1643. which they carried into efi'ect in the year 1G43.''' That the

complaints of the English against Kieft were by no means

unfounded, may be inferred from the fact, that the succeeding

governor of New Netherlands, though warmly attached to the

cause of his countrymen, declined to make any answer to

those charges, and desired that he might not be held vespon-

sible for them. And yet, notwithstanding their mutual dis-

agreements, the Dutch and English colonists never sufliered

themselves to forget entirely either the forms of courtesy, or

the more substantial rights of humanity. Kieft, perhaps with

more politeness than sincerity, congratulated the united colo-

nies on the league they had formed : and when, in the course

of the same year, he applied to Newhaven for assistance

prejutlice and piirtialit^ when it treats of the Now England slates, is very freciuently

inaccurate when it travels beyond tlieni.

' 'I'runibuil represents the JJulch and Swedish governors in 1642, as " uniting in

a crafty design" to exclude an iidiahitant of Nowhavcu from trading at Delawaie.
^ bee iiook ii. chup. lii. unit:.

I*
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against the Indians, with whom he was engaged in a bloody c H a p.

and dangerous war, the government of this colony, though *•

precluded by the federal union as well as by doubts of the i643.

justice of the Dutch cause, from embarking separately in hos- ^^^ ^'

tilities, tendered the amplest contribution they could aftbrd of Dutch and

provisions for men and cattle, to supply the scarcity created
j'j^Jg"'

by the Indian devastations. So unwarlike were the Dutch
colonists in general, that they found it necessary to hire the

services of Captain Underbill, who had been banished from

Boston as one of the associates of Mrs. Hutchinson,' and who,

at the head of a mixed troop of English and Dutch, whom he

commanded, opposed the Indians with a skill ind bravery

that proved fatal to great numbers of tliem, both in Long Is-

land and on the main land, and was regarded as the deliverer

of New Netherlands from entire destruction. Notwithstand-

ing the need he had thus experienced of English assistance,

and the benefit he had derived from it, Kieft persisted, during

the rest of his life, in exchanging with the colonies of Con-

necticut and Newhaven, not only the sharpest remonstrances

and vituperations, but menaces of vengeance and war, which,

happily for himself, he had as little ability as they had incli-

nation to execute. He continued all this time to be involved

in hostilities with the Indians, between whom and the Dutch

there was fought, towards the conclusion of his administra- i645.

tion, a great and general battle on Strickland's Plain, where,

after an obstinate conflict, and great slaughter on both sides,

'lie Dutch with much difficulty kept the field, and the Indians

withdrew unpursued.-

Kieft was succeeded, in the following year, by the last of i(i47.

the Dutch governors of New Netherlands, This was Peter

Sluyvesant, a brave old otficer, and one of those magnanimous

spirits !)y which tiie republican service of Holland was in that

age remarkably adorned. By his justice, prudence, and vi-

gour, he succeeded in restoring peace with the Indians, and

' See J'ook ii, chap. li. ante.

" Tfuinbull. Uelknaji. Vet tlie greater number of tlie writers of American his-

tory (copying each other's statements wiiiiout examination) have asserted tiiat the

Dutch were never once involved in a (juarrel wiili the Indians. One old writer,

indeed, whose work is very scarce, has stated that the Dutch were continually

harassed and endangered by the Indians. Brief Description of New York, formerly

cdilcd New Nelherlands, by Daniel Dtnion. In Sanmei Smith's History of New
•'eisey, reference is made to son.c bloody coiitcsU between the Dutch and Indian*.

il

m
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BOOK preserved it uninterrupted during the whole of his administra-
^''

tion. His arrival was honoured by an address of congratula-

tion from the commissioners of the united colonies of New
England, accompanied with an earnest entreaty for reparation

of the injuries they had received from his predecessor. One
of the most serious of these injuries had been the frequent

seizures and confiscations of English trading vessels, on the

pretence of infractions of the custom-house regulations of New
Netherlands, which the Dutch, with insolent injustice, refused

to promulo;ate, and yet rigidly enforced. Stuyvesant, though

he declined to justify some of the acts of his predecessor, re-

turned, as might have been expected, a counter claim of redress

for the wrongs of New Netherlands, and in particular demanded

a restoration of the territories of Connecticut and Newhaven.

This was a hopeless demand : and Stuyvesant soon perceiving

that the state of his title and of his force would barely suffice

to prevent farther invasion of the Dutch pretensions, was loo

prudent to insist on it. After various negotiations, a treaty

was at length concluded between the commissioners of the

United English Colonies and the governor of New Netherlands,

by which the settlements of the respective nations in Long
Island were mutually secured to them, and a boundary ascer-

tained between the Dutch settlements and the Connecticut

and Newhaven occupations on the main land. This treaty

was not productive of the good consequences that were ex-

jjccted from it. The English had enacted a law prohibiting the

Dutch from trading within their territories ; a restriction that

was highly resented by the Dutch : and the disputes that arose

concernino; the execution of this law, together with the com-

petition of the two nations to engross the profits of the Indian

trade, engendered a degree of mutual jealousy and ill humour

that caused thorn to regard each other's proceedings and policy

throiigh a very unfavourable medium. The treaty seems not

to have embraced any arrangement with regard to the Dela-

ware territory, and Stuyvesant was determined to preserve en-

tire all that yet remained uninvaded of his country's pretensions

in this quarter. In support of these pretensions he was soon

constrained to make such efForls to resist a trading settlement

which the colony of Newhaven attempted to establish on the

bordew of Delaware, as coniplctcly eflacod every semblance of

1651.
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good understanding between the Dutch and the English pro- CH A v.

vincial governments. The breach between them was widened ^'

by a panic excited in the settlements of Connecticut and New- larti.

haven, where a number of Indians volunteered a confession of \j^'^^*"
.'

,
disputes

a projected massacre of the English, to which they declared with New

that they had been instigated by the governor of New Nether- *'"k''">^-

lands. Tlie only confirmation of their story that they could

produce, was the ammunition which the Dutch had been al-

ways in the practice of selling to them, and which the English

now the more readily believed to have been furnished for their

destruction, as the Indians had frequently employed it for this

purpose. Notwithstanding the confident assertions of a re-

spectable historian of Connecticut, this confession manifestly

appears to have derived the cred'.t it received chiefly from the

fears and prepossessions of the English, who sufiered them-

selves to be made the dupes of perfidious savages, whose en-

mity was gratified by the dissensions of their powerful neigh-

bours. What may be thought, indeed, to place this beyond a

doubt, is, that no future confirmation of the charge was ever

obtained, even after the fall of the Dutch dominion had

placed every facility for the procurement of evidence in the

hands of their enemies. The governments of Connecthut,

Newhaven, and Plymouth, however, blinded by apprehension

and resentment, gave implicit faith to a statement discredited

no less by the habitual fraud and treachery of the Indians,

than by the manly and honourable character of Stuyvesant.

To his indignant denial of the charge, they answered by re-

minding him of the massacre of their countrymen by the

Dutch in Amboyna, about thirty years before ; and to his

just exceptions to the value of Indian testimony, they replied,

that the Dutch governor of Amboyna had sought a pretext

for his cruelty in the charges against the English which he

extorted by torture from the Japanese. The absurdity of

their reasoning demonstrates the intensity of passion by which

they were transported; and the repeated introduction of the

tonic of Amboyna shows as clearly the strong, though uncon-

scious, dominion of national prejudice and antipathy on their

minds. To the government of Massachusetts, the evidence inriS.

of the conspiracy did not appear satisfactory; nor could all

theinstanccsof her confederates prevail with this sitate 10 join
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with them in a war against the Dutch. ^ Judging their own
forces alone inadequate to such an enterprise, the other colo-

nies applied for assistance to Oliver Cromwell, who was then

engaged in the two years' war with Holland, which the long

parliament had begun, and who promptly acceded to their re-

quest by despatching a squadron to undertake, in concur-

rence with the colonial troops, an invasion of New Nether-

lands. The design was, however, arrested by intelligence of

the peace that had been negotiated between the protector and

the States-general : and his squadron having fortified the

spirits of the English colonists by demonstrating to them-

selves and their adversary, the readiness and determination of

a powerful government to assist them, proceeded still farther

to augment their security, by the conquest of the French pro-

vince of Acadie.^ It is remarkable, that the treaty of peace

that was executed at this time between England and Holland

contained no express allusion to the claims or possessions c'

either in North America : but as it was stipulated that war
should cease, and peace and friendship prevail between all the

dominions and possessions of the two commonwealths in all

parts of the world, and as the English expedition against

New Netherlands was thereupon countermanded, the validity

of the Dutch claim to this territory seems to have been mani-

festly implied, and practically acknowledged.

It was in the Delaware territory that Stuyvesant exerted

his most vigorous and successful efforts to defend the claims

of his countrymen against the encroachments of the New
England colonists and the Swedes. As the war between the

Dutch and the Swedes during Kieft's administration, had in

some respects resembled a peace, so the peace that ensued

bore no little resemblance to a war. To check the encroach-

ments which the Swedish settlers were continually attempting,

Stuyvesant had erected a fort at a place then called New
Amstel, and afterwards Newcastle. Tliis proceeding gave

umbrage to t'lc Swedes, who expressed their displeasure in a

protest, which, with the usual fate of such documents in

Ant*, Book ii. chap. iii.

' OUliiiixoD. C lialmei«. Tiuinl)ull. Smilh. The wliole voluminous coircs-

(Mtt'lciMe tliat look |)Im0, holl) on lliis (iccHsion and uftcrwanls, hclwcun tlic gover-

nors oi the Dutcii aud English cuhmics, is plM>^ved in llazurd's (Jolluction.
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American controversies, was totally disregarded. About a

year afterwards, Risingh, the Swedish governor, repaired with

an armed vessel to the Dutch fort, and obtaining admission

into it by a stratagem somewhat discreditable to his own
honour, as well as to the vigilance of its defenders, ^ he easily

overpowered the garrison, and expelled them with violence, but

without bloodshed, not only from their strong hold, but from the

confines of Delaware. During the short time that the fortress

remained in his possession, it received the name of Christina,

in compliment to the Queen of Sweden. Stuyvesant was not

of a disposition to submit tamely to such an outrage, or to

content himself with a simple recapture of the fort. He de-

termined to invade and subdue the whole Swedish colony :

but destitute of a force sufRcient for this enterprise, and fully

occupied at the time with a controversy more dangerous to his

government, as well as more interesting to his honour, he was
constrained to apply for reinforcement to the West India com-
pany. But this corporation was then labouring under great

embarrassments ; in so much that it was only by a friendly

contribution of the city of Amsterdam, that its administra-

tors were enabled to supply Stuyvesant with a small body of

troops. Thus reinforced, he marched into Delaware, where

the Swedes had employed their leisure in erecting another

fort, as if they had intended to defend their pretensions to

the last extremity. But no sooner did they perceive that

these military demonstrations failed to answer tlieir true ob-

ject of deterring the enemy from approaching, and that

they were now attacked in earnest by a warrior, whose hos-

tilities were not contined to stratagems and protests, than

they peaceably surrendered the forts, together with the whole

of their settlements, to the forces of Stuyvesant. The conquest

of Delaware was thus accomplished without bloodshed;

—

a circumstance the more extraonjinary, as it certainly did not

arise from absence of the passions from whicli this fatal ex-

tremity might be expected to ensue ; for many of the Swedes

CHAP.
I.

1654.

t\
1655.

The Swe-
dish 'ulouy

con..inaf>!ti

by \i\o.

Du r!i.

' " Risingh, under the disguise of friendship, came be^'orf the works, fired two sa-

lutes, and landed thirty men, who were entertained by the oammandant as friends;

but lie had no sooner discover*^ the weakness of the garrison, than he made iiiinsclf

mastbiT i)f it, seizing also upon <«'ll the ammunition, houses, and other effects of |||e

West Indian company, and com^iing scvarai of the people to swear ail^l^Mito
Christina, Queen of Sweden." Si.iiih.
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BOOK regarded the Dutch witli such sincerity of detestation, thut
^''

they determined to return to Europe, and to abandon a coun-

1655. try which they had styled a paradise, rather than submit to

an union with the colony of New Netherlands. To this hu-

miliation, however, the rest were reduced, and the settlement

for some years continued to be ruled in peace by a lieutenant-

governor appointed by Stuyvesant. ' Thus, unassisted by the

parent slate, fell the only colony that Sweden ever founded.

The historian would have little pretension to humanity, who
would deride a bloodless adjustment of national disputes.

But in timorous hostilities, a new feature of opprobrium is

added to the deplorable aspect of war. When we recollect

that these Swedes were either the subjects of Gustavus Adol-

phus, or the immediate descendants of his subjects, and when

we see them provoke a war by fraud and outrage, and then

decline the conflict by tamely submitting to the object of their

insult and hatred, it must be acknowledged that they have

enlarged the catalogue of those nations whose spirit has de-

generated in their colonial settlements. The Dutch, them-

selves, have been generally obnoxious to this reproach ; and

their conduct in New Netherlands will never be cited as an

exception to its application. All their colonies were the off-

spring of mere thirst for commercial gain ; no liberal institu-

tions arose, to nourish generous sentiment or exercise manly

virtue ; and the exclusive pursuit of the same objects which

engaged them to extend their dominions, engendered habits

and tastes corruptive of the energy that was requisite to their

defence and preservation. The valour of Stuyvesant" rebuked,

without animating, the sluggish spirit of his fellow-colonists,

whom his example could never teach either to repel injustice

I Chalmers. Smith. A visit to Delav/are and New Jersey, about a hundred
years afier, drew from a learned Swede a sigh of patriotic regret for the indiflference

of his countrymen to the preseivalion of " the finest and best province in all North
America." Kalm's Travels.

^ 'i'his gallant veteran did not fail to attract a portion of that idle rumour and
absurd exaggeration to which solitary superiority is exposed. To the English he

was an object of continual marvel v rd apprehension. He had lost a leg in fighting

for the independence of Holland ; and the P'.nglish believed that his artificial limb

was made of silver (Josselyn) ; and with still greater credulity, that he restrained

the Dutch colonists from immediate hostilities with them, in order to destroy them

more cruelly by the hands of the Indians (Trumbull) ; so well did he cover the de-

ficiency of Ins countrymen's military ardour. The fable of the silver leg is also re-

lated by niome.
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with spirit, or to endure it with dignity. Yet Holland was CHAP,
now in the meridian of her fauje ; and this was the age of

Tromp and De Ruyter. 1655.

The attention which had been awakened in the mother

country to the state of the colony of New Netherlands, was

sustained by the prosperous result of her recent interposition,

and farther manifested itself in the following year by an ordi- 1656.

nance which was enacted by the Wesst India company and

the burgomasters of Amsterdam, and approved by the States-

general of Holland. It was decreed by this ordinance, that

the colonists of New Netherlands were to be ruled in future

by a governor nominated by the municipal authorities of Am-
sterdum ; and by burgomasters and a town council elected by

the people themselves; the council thereafter enjoying the

power of filling up all vacancies in its own body.' This con-

stitution (iiffured very little from the actual frame of govern-

ment already established in New Netherlands ; and the at-

tention of the mother country beginning soon to relax, with

the decline of the colc^y's prosperity, no farther attempt

seems to have been made to accomplish the projected alter-

ation. The West India company, however, transmitted about

this time to Stuyvesant, a ratification they had procured from

the States-general of his treaty in 1650 with the commissioners

of the united English colonies. The Dutch governor gave

notice of this circumstance to the commissioners, in a letter

replete with Christian benevolence and piety ; and proposed

to them that a friendly league and sincere good-will might

thenceforward unite the colonies of England and Holland.

But the English were averse to believe the sincerity of a man
whom they had recently accused of plotting their destruction

with the Indians; and, beginning to regard the Dutch occu-

pation as altogether lav/less and intrusive, they were deter-

mined not to sanction it by any new recognition. The com-

missioners answered the governor's communication with aus-

tere civility
; recommending the continuance of peace, but

declining either to ratify the former treaty or to execute a new
one.*^ They had for some time past indulged the hope that

the English government would unite with them in rega«i|iii|5

' Collections of the New York ffistoiical Soci^.
* Trumbull,
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the Dutch settlers in America as mere intruders who could de-

rive no claim of forbearance from the peace with Holland, and

whom it would be no less just than expedient to expel or

1659. subdue. Their friends .n England succeeded in impressing

these views upon Richard Cromwell ; and during his short

enjoyment of the protectorate, he addressed instructions to

his commanders for an invasion of New Netherlands, and

wrote letters to the provincial assemblies in America, desiring

the concurrence of their forces in the enterprise.' But his

speedy deposition spared 1 m the actual guilt of attacking an

unofl'ending people, whom his father had plainly regarded as

comprehended in his treaty of peace with Holland.

Meanwhile, Stuyvesant had made attempts to improve his

conquest of the Swedes by extending the Dutch settlements

in Delaware: and equitable as well as brave, he caused the

lands which he appropriated to be fairly purchased from the

Indians. But his success in this quarter was now drawing

to a clcse. Feudal, the governor of Maryland, claimed the

territory occupied by the Dutch and Swedes, as included

within Lord Baltimore's grant ; and finding that Stuyvesant

was determined to retain the possession and defend the sup-

posed title of his country, he procured a remonstrance to be

transmitted in the name of Lord Baltimore to the States-

general and the West India company of Holland, who, with

an inversion of their usual policy, publicly denied the preten-

sions of the English, but at the same time transmitted private

ordei-s to Stuyvesant to avoid hostilities, if they should seem

likely to ensue, by retiring beyond Lord Baltimore's alleged

frontier. This injunction was complied with, though not to

the extent of an entire evacuation of Delaware, when Charles

Calvert a few years after assumed the government of Mary-

land. * Stuyvesant deplored the feeble policy of those

whose mandates it was his duty to obey ; and sensible of the

total discredit to which the Dutch title would be exposed by

thus practically avowing that its efficacy depended on the for-

bearance of the English, he earnestly solicited that a formal

copy of the grant by the States-general to the West India

(pttmpany might be transmitted to New Netherlands, to enable

' %urlit,%)€«l^MlliMi. ^1iai«»tiiS«6fciii
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him to assert, with proper form and dignity, the interests lie

was intrusted to defend. But his sohcitations proved inefTec-

tual. The States-general were now more anxious than ever to

avoid a rupture with England ; and the West India Company,

either espousing their policy, or controlled by their orders, re-

fused to exhibit a title which they feared that Stuyvesant

might so employ as inevitably to provoke that extremity.

Perhaps they expected that his prudence would be fortified

by the consciousness of a defective title : and such was at

least the effect that their policy actually produced. Stuy-

vesant, willing by any honourable means to propitiate the En-
glish, and hoping to obtain a recognition of the title which he

was unable to produce, sent an embassy to Sir William Ber-

keley, the governor of Virginia, to propose a treaty of mutual

trade between this colony and New Netherlands, and an

alliance against the Indian enemies of both. Berkeley received

the ambassadors with much courtesy, and despatched Sir

Henry Moody to New Netherlands, with the articles of a com-

mercial treaty : but he cautiously forebore every expression

that might seem either to acknowledge, or even imply, assent

to the territorial pretensions of the Dutch.

'

The revolutionary rulers whose dominion in England was

terminated by the Restoration, had been regarded with conti-

nual uneasiness and apprehension by the inhabitants of New
Netherlands. The long parliament had attacked their country-

men in Europe: Cromwell had once been on the point of sub-

duing their own colonial settlement in America ; and only the

deposition of his successor had again snatched them from a

repetition of the same danger. Of the government of Charles

the Second, they were disposed to entertain more favourable

hopes, which might, perhaps, derive some support from

the well-known fact, that their rivals, the inhabitants of New
England, were as much disliked by the king as they had been

favourably regarded by the protector. Accordingly, when
the pursuers of Goffe and Whalley, batfled in their attempts

to discover the retreat of these fugitive regicides in New En-
gland, besought Stuyvesant to deny them his protection in

New Netherlands, he readily seized the opportunity of ingra-

tiating himself and his people with the I^glish courts by un-

' pii3\mm» Smith.

II. n®

C HAP.
1.

1660.

1661.
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BOOK dertaking to give instant notice of the arrival of any of the

_ regicides within his jurisdiction, and to prohibit all vessels

1661. from transporting them beyond the reach of their pursuers. *

But this policy, which, it must be acknowledged, was no

honourable feature of his administration, proved quite unavail-

ing: and every hope that the Dutch might have entertained,

of an amelioration of their prospects, was speedily dissipated

by intelligence of the designs entertained by the king of En-
Designs of gland. Charles, though he had received, during his exile.

Second!*
'^ "^^'^^ friendship and civility from the Dutch than from any

other foreign power, ever regarded this people with enmity

and aversion; and he was the more disposed, at present, to

embrace any measure that might humble the ruling party in

Holland, by the interest he felt in a weaker faction, at the

head of which was his nephew, the young Prince of Orange,

whom he desired to see reinstated in the office of Stadtholder,

which his ancestors had possessed:— an office which the

ruling party had pledged themselves to Cromwell never again

to bestow on the Orange family. These sentiments were pro-

moted by the interest and urgency of the Duke of York, who
had placed hinself at the head of a new African Company, '^

of which the expected commerce was circumscribed by the

more successful traffic of the Dutch. In imitation of the

other courtiers, the Duke, moreover, had cast his eyes on the

American territory, which his brother was now distributing

with a liberal hand ; and, accordingly, in addition to the

other means which he employed to produce a quarrel with the

Dutch, he solicited a grant of their North American planta-

tions, on the specious pretence that they had been originally

usurped from the territory properly belonging to Britain.^

1663.

tt^

• Trumbull. It was notorious, at the time, that Goffe and Whalley were sheltered

within the territory of Newhaven, where the local authorities and the inhabitants, so

far from assisting, had, with very little disguise, obstructed and defeated the attempts
to apprehend them. This conduct of a people who had peculiarly distinguished

themselves by enmity to the Dutch, had probably some weight in inducing Stuyve-
sant to pledge himself to a line of conduct which would have compromised the honour
and independence of his country.

'' This company was formed with a view of extending and engrossing the slave

trade. Under the patronage of the Duke of York, it treated every commercial rival

with a violence and injustice woithy of the purpose of its institution. In return for

the special favour it received from tiie English government, it lent its aid to harass
the colonies by promoting a rigid execution of the acts of navigation. Oldniixon.

* Sir John Dairymple s Memoirs. Hume's England. Chalmers.

n
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The influence of these motives on the mind of the king was chap.
doubtless aided by the desire to strike a blow that would lend

weight to the arbitrary commission which he was preparing i6fi3.

to send to New England, and teach the puritan colonists there,

that it was in the power of their sovereign to punish and sub-

due his enemies in America.

The rumour of the king's intentions appears to have reached

America before it was generally prevalent in Europe; owing to

the vigilance and activity of the numerous friends of the Eng-

lish colonists, who collected and conveyed intelligence of the

designs of the court. When the conjunction of the royal

commission of inquiry, with the expedition against New Ne-

therlands, was known to the inhabitants of New England, the

first article of intelligence appeared to them much more un-

welcome than the other was satisfactory. In Massachusetts,

particularly, the language and measures of the general court

plainly indicated a strong apprehension that the military, no

less than the civil department of the expedition, was intended

against the liberties of the English colonists.* Stuyvesant, Alarm and

whose anxious ey explored the darkening horizon of his
cj^ertions

country's fortune, discerned these symptoms of dissatisfaction Dutch k'.-

in the New England settlements, and conceived from them ^^'""f-

the bold project of obtaining the alliance, or at least securing

the neutrality, of his ancient enemies. With this view, he

undertook, a voyage to Massachusetts, where he was en-

tertained by the governor and magistrates with much state

and solemnity.^ Former rivalship was forgotten in the season

of common danger, or remembered only to enhance the respect

with which Endicot and Stuyvesant recognised, each in the

other, an aged, brave, and virtuous champion of his country's

cause. Perhaps some traces of the effect of this conference

may be discerned in the slowness with which Massachusetts

obeyed the requisition of the royal commanders to raise a body

of men in aid of the invasion of New Netherlands. But it

was impossible that Stuyvesant's negotiation could succeed,

or his proposals, even to the extent of neutrality, obtain com-
pliance. Notwithstanding this disappointment, however, he

repaired subsequently to Connecticut, where he was engaged

' See ante, 15ook II. chap. iv.

N 2

" Josselyn.
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BOOK in vainly attempting to bring a similar negotiation to a more
•

successful icsue, when the intelligence of the approach of the

British fleet recalled him to the immediate defence of his

province. ^

The British monarch, who was unable to assign a just cause

of war with Holland,—after trying in vain to provoke

the resentment of the States-general by insulting memorials

and groundless complaints,^ determined, at length, to em-

brace the pretext that had been suggested to him of his right

to the province of New Netherlands ; expecting, with good

reason, that the assertion of this pretended right would supply

the cause of quarrel which he was industriously seeking. In

pursuance of this policy, a charter from the British crown was

executed in favour of the Duke of York, containing a grant

of the whole region extending from the western banks of Con-
granted by necticut to the eastern shore of the Delaware, together with

the Duke the adjacency of Long Island ; and conferring upon the duke
of York— all the powers of government, civil and military, within these

ample boundaries. This grant disregarded alike the existing

possession of the Dutch, and the recent charter of Connecticut,

which, whether from ignorance, or from carelessness in the

definition of boundaries, it tacitly but completely superseded.

No sooner did the Duke of York obtain the object of his soli-

citation, than, without \vaiting to gain actual possession of the

soil, he ventured to exercise his proprietary powers in their

fullest extent, by assigning to Lord Berkeley and Sir George

Carteret all that portion of the territory which afterwards re-

ceived the name of New Jersey. But, as it was manifest that

the title of the duke himself, no less than of his assignees,

would require to be supported by a military force, an arma-

ment had been prepared for this purpose, with some attention

to secresy,— a precaution which, if it proved ineffectual, was

likewise unnecessary ; as the states of Holland reckoned it im-

possible that the British king would attack their possessions

without the foimality of a previous declaration of war, and were

averse to piovoke his injustice by seeming to apprehend it. So

little, indeed , was the hostile expedition against New Netherlands

credited in Europe, that, but a few months before it sailed, a

Trumbull. Hume.

!st
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vessel arrived at the colony from Holland, bringing a farther chap.
supply of planters, and of implements of husbandry. Stuy- ^'

vesant earnestly pressed upon the West India Company the 1664.

alarming intelligence which he had received ; but the only

defensive step to which they were moved by his urgency was,

to send him now, when it was too late, the original grant from

the States-general, which, at the period when it might have

availed him, he had solicited in vain.

The command of the English troops that were embarked for

this expedition, and the government of the province against

which it was directed, were intrusted to Colonel Nichols, who
had studied the art of war under Marshal Turenne, and who,

with Car, Cartwright, and Maverick, also held a commission

to visit the colonies of New England, and investigate and de-

termine, according to their discretion, all disputes and contro-

versies within the various provincial jurisdictions. After

touching at Boston, where an armed force was ordered to be

raised and sent to join the royal army, the fleet proceeded to

Hudson's River, and took its station before the capital of New
Netherlands. The requisition of a subsidiary force from Boston invaded by

was so tardily obeyed, that the enterprise was concluded be- 2" ^"s^'*^

fore the Massachusetts troops were ready to march : but, on ...„...,
t ^ •

August.

the communication of a similar mandate to Connecticut, Go-
vernor Winthrop, with several of the principal inhabitants of

this province, immediately repaired to the English armament,

and joined the standard of their king.^

The veteran governor of New Netherlands, and the pupil of

Turenne, were, according to military notions, enemies worthy
of each other: though doubtless not even military morality

can regard Nichols as worthily employed in executing the

lawless rapacity and insolent ambition of a tyrant on a peace-

ful, industrious, and blameless community. But the two
commanders were very unequally supported. Stuyvesant had
vigorously exerted himself to put the city in the best posture

of defence ; but he found it impracticable to man the unwar-
like bosoms of its defenders. It must indeed be confessed in

favour of these unfortunate Dutchmen, that the superior artil-

lery and disciplined forces of the enemy forbade every hope of

lit!

m

' Smith. Chalmers. Trumbull.
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13 () o K successful resistance. Their residence in the country had been
^ •

too short to connect them with it by patriotic ties ; and their

sluggish dispositions and ignoble habits rendered them totally

unsusceptible of the impressions which their governor derived

from the prospect of a contest, where the harvest of glory

seemed to him to be proportioned to the hopelessness of victory.

They felt themselves unjustly attacked ; and their resentment

of this injury was so strong, that many of them were deter-

mined not to become the subjects of a tyrannical usurper : but

it was not strong enough to overcome the rational conviction,

that safety and independence were the only worthy objects of

battle, and that where independence could not be gained by

fighting, safety should not be risked by it. To add unneces-

sary combat to unavoidable subjugation, appeared to them a

driftless and fuol-hardy waste of life ; and if they must sur-

render the image they had created of their native Holland in

the wilderness, they would rather surrender it entire to the

pollution of hostile occupation, than defaced by the cannon of

the enemy. They were willing to become exiles with their

wives and children, or labourers for them ; to encounter, in

short, every evil that hope could alleviate or virtue subdue.

But to expose their kindred, their city, and themselves, to the

certainty of capture by storm, and the extremity of military

fury, seemed to them an inversion of all the dictates of wisdom,

happiness, and virtue.

Widely different were the sentiments, the views, and even

the determinations of Stuyvesant; and for several days his

undaunted spirit upheld the honour and prolonged the domi-

nion of his country, notwithstanding the desertion of her un-

warlike children, and the impending violence of a stronger foe.

On the arrival of the English armament, he sent a deputation

to its commander, consisting of one of the ministers of New
Amsterdam, one of the city councillors, and two other inha-

bitants, with a courteous letter, desiring to know the reason

and purpose of this hostile demonstration. Nichols answered,

with equal politeness, that he was commanded by his royal

master to take possession of the British territory which had

been usurped by the Dutch, whom, though nearly allied to

him, the king could not, consistently with his honour, allow

to invade and occupy tiie dominions of his crown : that he

;
;

:i
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must therefore now demand the instant surrender of the place ; Cli A p.

that the king being tender of the effusion of christian blood,

had authorised him to offer security of life, liberty, and estate, 1664.

to all who would readily submit to this requisition ; but that

such as should oppose his majesty's gracious intentions must

prepare to abide the severest extremities of war. Governor

Winthrop, who was connected by acquaintance and mutual

esteem with Stuyvesant and the principal citizens of the Dutch
community, seconded the communication of Nichols by a letter,

in which he strongly urged the prudence of doing soon what

must unavoidably be done at last. Stuyvesant, on receiving

the summons of the English commander, was sensible of no

other consideration than of the insolence and injustice with

which his country was treated ; and still earnestly hoping that

her honour would be preserved unblemished, even though her

dominion should be overthrown, he invited the burgomasters

and council of the city to attend him, and vainly laboured to

impart a portion of his own spirit to this municipal body.

They coolly desired to see the letters he had received from the

enemy; but as he judged, with good reason, that the easy terms

of surrender that were proffered would not contribute to ani-

mate their ardour or further his own martial designs, he de-

clined to gratify them in this particular ; and simply assured

them that the English had declared their purpose of depriving

Holland of her dominions, and themselves of their independ-

ence. Suspecting the truth, they became more importunate

in their first request ; whereupon the governor, in a transport

of indignation, tore the letters in pieces, and scattered them on

the ground ; while the burghers, in amazement and dismay,

protested against his co>:duct, and all the consequences that

might attend it. But Stuyvesant's courage needed not the

aid of sympathetic bravery : and more incensed to see his

country's honour disregarded, than appalled to find himself its

only defender, he determined to try the effect of an appeal to

the justice and generosity of a gallant enemy ; and to express

in his reply to the summons of the English commander, not

what he painfully saw, but what he magnanimously wished,

to be the sentiments of his fellow-citizens. He exhibited to a

deputation sent to him by Nichols, the original grant of the

States-general, and his own commission from the West India

\i
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Company; and in a firm and manly letter, maintained that a

ptovince thus formally incorporated with the Dutch dominion

could not, consistently with the law of nations, be attacked

while peace subsisted between England and the republic. He
represented the long possession of the territory which his

countrymen had enjoyed, and the ratification which the Dutch
claim had received from his treaty with the English provincial

authorities, in the year 1650: and he protested that it was

impossible that the king of England could have despatched this

hostile armament, in the knowledge of these facts, or would

hesitate to countermand it, if they were submitted to his con-

sideration. To spare the effusion of blood, he proposed a treaty

for a provisional arrangement, suspended on the issue of a

reference to the two parent states; and to the denunciations

of military havoc in the event of a refusal to surrender, he re-

turned this calm and undaunted reply : — "As touching the

threats in your conclusion, we have nothing to answer, only

that we fear nothing, but what God (who is as just as merci-

ful) shall lay upon us ; all things being in his gracious dis-

posal : and we may as well be preserved by him with small

forces as by a great army ; which makes us to wish you all

happiness and prosperity, and recommend you to his protec-

tion." But Stuyvesant found it more easy to refute the pre-

tensions than to resist the force of his opponent. Even after

the English had begun to invest the place, and had occupied

posts, from which attack seemed immediate and capture in-

evitable, he still clung to the hope that his fellow-citizens

would not surrender the rights of their country till they had

defended them with their lives, and shed the blood of the in-

vaders. But Nichols, who had learned how little the Dutch

troops and colonists partook the martial ardour of their go-

vernor, caused a proclamation,^ reiterating his original offers,

to be circulated through the country and introduced into the

town ; a measure which so completely disarmed the spirit of

the besieged, and extinguished the authority of Stuyvesant,

' It declared that all who would " submit to this his majesty's govcrmnent, as his

good subjects, shall be protected in his majesty's laws and justice, and peaceably

enjoy whatsoever God's blessing and their own honest industry have furnished them
Uitli." Smith. 'J the Swedish settlers in Delaware, it was specially represented,

tliat it would be an honourable change for them to return from a republican to a

monarchical government. S. Smith's New Jersey.

.i I
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that this stubborn veteran, after one more fruitless attempt to CHAP,
obtain a provisional treaty, was at length obliged to capitulate ^'

for surrender, in order to prevent the people from giving up i664.

the place without the formality of capitulation. By the treaty 27th Aug.

which ensued, it was provided that the Dutch garrison should

march out with all the honours of war, and that the States-

general and West Ind'.a Company should preserve their am-

munition and public stores, and be allowed the space of six

months for transporting them to Holland ; that the inhabitants

should have liberty either to sell their estates, and return to

Holland, or retain them and reside in the settlement; that all

who chose to remain should enjoy their ancient customs with

respect to inheritance of property, liberty of conscience in

ecclesiastical matters, and perpetual exemption from military

service. All Dutchmen, either continuing in the province, or

afterwards resorting to it, were to be allowed a free trade with

Holland ; a privilege which, as quite inconsistent with the

navigation act, neither Nichols nor even the king could legally

confer, and which accordingly was withdrawn very soon after.

As a concession to the inflexible obstinacy of the old governor,

it was most superfluously provided, that if at any time there-

after the king of England and the States-general should unite

in desiring that the province be re-delivered to its former

owners,' their commands should be prcinptly obeyed. These,

and various other articles, of additional advantage to the

Dutch, forming perhaps the most favourable terms that a

capitulating city ever obtained, were satisfactory to every one

except the individual to whose solitary valour they were in

some degree a tribute : and it was not till two days after they

had been signed by the commissi .'^r^ on both sides, that

Stuyvesant could be persuaded to ratiiy them. Yet the Dutch
West India Company, whose blunders and imbecility pro-

moted the fall of a dominion which they were unworthy to ad-

minister, had the mean ingratitude to express dissatisfaction

with the conduct of this magnanimous man. The conquest surrenders,

of the capital, which now received the name of New York,

' According to Hume, it would appear that this improbable condition did actually

occur ; for he states that on the complaint of Holland, the king disavowed the expe-
dition, and imprisoned the admiral. But he has confounded the invasion of New
York with the expedition against Goree, which took place two years before, and
which Charles after despatching, affected to disavow.

v\ \i
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n uo K (a name also extended to the vvliulc provincial territory,) was

followed by the surrender of Albany, and the general sub-

mission of the province with its subordinate settlement of

Dutch and Swedes in Delaware. The government of Britain

was acknowledged over the whole region in the beginning of

October, 1G64.'

Thus by an act of the most flagrant injustice and insolent

usurpation, was overthrown the Dutch dominion in North

America, after it had subsisted for more than half a century,

and had absorbed the feebler colonial settlements of Sweden.

It is impossible for a moment to suppose that the king of

England was prompted to undertake this enterprise by an

honest conviction of his right to the province : and that he

was actuated by no concern for the interest of his other colo-

nics was proved (if such proof were wanting) by his subse-

quent conduct with regard to Acadie. This territory, to which

the English had as fair a claim as to New York, '^ had been

conquered from its French occupiers by the fair and legitimate

hostilities of Cromwell ; and yet the earnest entreaties of the

New England colonies could not prevent the king from re-

storing it to France, though a neighbour much more danger-

ous than Holland to his subjects. But Acadie was not, like

New Netherlands, a settlement of protestant republicans, but

of the subjects of a brother despot, to whom Charles became

a pensioner, and to whom he scrupled not to sell as much of

the honour of England as was capable of being surrendered

by his hands. His object, in so far as it embraced the Eng-

lish colonies, was rather to intimidate them, than to promote

their advantage. Yet eventually it was they who derived the

chief benefit from the acquisition of New York : and this, as

well as every other conquest of American territory achieved

by Great Britain, only tended to undo the bands by which

she retained her colonies in a state of dependence. As they

ceased to receive molestation or alarm from the neighbourhood

'^ii ^\

' OUlinixon. Smilli. Chalmers. Trumbull. Hutchinson.
* It was included in the claim derived from Cabot's voyage, and had been made

tlte subject of various grants by James the First and Charles the First, to tlie Ply-

mouth council in the first instance, and afterwards to Lord Stirling. This nobleman
was the king's secretary of state in Scotland ; and seeing the English courtiers ob-

taining grants of American territory, he applied fur a sliare of this advantage ; and
Acadie, under the name of Nov.n Srotia, was granted to him (very irregularly), by a

patent under the great seal of Scotland.
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of rival sct'lements, their strength and their jealousy converged

against the power and pretensions of the parent itate.

Colonel Nichols, who had been appointed the first British

governor of New York,—perhaps with the humane view of

persuading his master to refrain from burdening or irritating

the people by fiscal impositions, seems to have depreciated,

somewhat unjustly, the actual condition of the settlement, in

his letters to the Duke of York. But all the early writers and

travellers unite in describing the Dutch colonial metropolis as

a handsome well-built town ; and Josselyn declares that the

meanest house in it was worth 100/.^ Indeed, the various

provisions that were introduced into the articles of surrender,

for preserving the comforts of the inhabitants undiminished,

attest the orderly and plentiful estate which these colonists

had attained, as well as explain the causes of their unwarlike

spirit. If the manners of the Dutch colonists corresponded

with those of their countrymen in the parent state, they were

probably superior in refinement to the manners which the

Enirlish colonists could derive from similar imitation. Sir

William Temple was surprised to find in Holland that he was

expected not to spit upon the floors of gentlemen's houses.^

Of the colonists who had latterly resorted to the province,

some were persons who had enjoyed considerable afHuence

and respectability in their native country, and who imported

with them, and displayed in their houses, costly services of

family plate, and well-selected productions of the Dutch
school of painting. ^ No account has been preserved of the

total population of the province and its dependencies : but the

metropolis, at this time, seems to have contained about 3000

persons. * More than half of this number chose to continue

in the pl^ce after its annexation to the British empire : the

CM \l'.

I.

1(>64.

' Josselyn's Second Voyage. Oldmixon.
3 Sir VV. Temple's Works.
' Grant's Memoirs of an American Lady. An ingenious and observant traveller,

ill his contrasted sketch of Dutch and English colonial manners, remarks that Dutch-
men are always more prone to improve the appearance than to enlarge the extent of

their plantations ; that the Dutch begin soonest to enjoy, and the English continue
longest to pursue their acquisitions ; and that the same funds which an English
planter employs to increase the sphere of his industry and the sources of his revenue,

are preferably devoted by a Dutchman to the embellishment of his house and the re-

finement of his domestic accommodations. Bolingbrokc's Account of Dcmerara.
* 1 found this calculation on a Repoit to the Board of Trade a few years after,

published by Chalmers, together with a consideration of the intervening events.
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DOCK rest abandoned ii settlement which was no longer to retain

its Dutch aspect or name; and their habitations were soon

1664. occupied by a supply of emigrants, partly from Britain, but

chiefly from New England. The Duke of York, to allure the

New England planters to settle in his province, published

what he termed conditions for plantations, by which (among

other provisions) it was declared that the inhabitants of every

township should elect their own minister, and determine his

emoluments by private agreement between themselves and

him. * Among the Dutch who remained at New York, was

the venerable Stuyvesant, who still adhered to the wreck of

the institutions and community over which he had presided,

and to the scenes that reminded him of the exploits of his old

age. Here, for a few years more, he prolonged the empire of

Dutch manners and the respect of the Dutch name,—till, full

of days and honour, he breathed his last amidst the tears of

his countrymen. His descendants inherited his worth and

popularity, and, in the following century, were frequently

elected into the magistracy of New York. ^

December. One of the earliest transactions in which Nichols was en-

gaged, had reference not to his authority as provincial go-

vernor, but to the functions which he shared with the other

commissioners of the English monarch ; in conjunction with

whom he had now to ascertain and determine the boundaries

of New York and Connecticut. The claims of the latter of

these provinces in Long Island were disallowed, and the whole_

of this insular region was annexed to the new British juris-

diction : but in the arrangement of the boundaries on the

main land, so little disposition was entertained to take advan-

tage of the erroneous appropriation in the Duke of York's

grant,—so ignorant also of the localities of the country were

the commissioners,—and so much inclined, at the same time,

to gratify the people of Connecticut, in order to detach them

from the interest of Massachusetts,—that Connecticut un-

doubtedly received an allotment of territory far more liberal

than equitable. A fairer adjustment of the limits of Con-

necticut and New York was found necessary at a subsequent

period, and was not accomplished without violent dispute and

altercation between the two provincial governments.'

' Oldmixon. Smith. * Clialmcrs. Smith. *" Smith. Chalmers.
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Leaving the otiicr commissioners to proceed to the execution chap.
of their functions in New England, Nichols betook himself ^'

to the discharge of his own peculiar duty in the province, 1666.

which he had been deputed to govern. The Duke of York

had made an ample delegation of his powers to his deputy;

and the prudence and humanity of Nichols rendered his ad- Wise go-

ministration creditable to the proprietary and acceptable to
of c^nel

the people. To confirm the acquisition that his arms had Nichols,

gained, and to assimilate, as far as possible, thedifl'erent races

of inhabitants of the province, Nichols judged it expedient

to establish among them all, an uniform frame of civil polity:

and with a prudent conformity to the institutions that had al-

ready been established by the Dutch, he formed a court of

assizes, composed of the governor, the council, and the jus-

tices of the peace ; which was invested with every branch of

authority, legislative and executive, within the colony. The
only liberal institution that he was allowed to introduce was

trial by jury; and to this admirable check on judicial iniquity,

all causes and controversies were subjected. He encouraged

the colonists to make purchases of land from the natives;

and these purchases he confirmed by charters from himself, in

which he reserved to the proprietary a quit-rent of a penny

an acre. A dispute which occurred among the inhabitants of

Long Island suggested to him a salutary regulation which

continued long to obtain in the province. The controversy

had arisen out of some conflicting Indian grants ; and to pre-

vent a recurrence of such disagreements, as well as of the

more fatal dissensions which were apt to spring from these

transactions with the natives, it was ordained that hencefor-

ward no purchase from the Indians should be valid, unless

the vendition were authorised by a license from the governor,

and executed in his presence. The formidable number and

martial spirit of the natives rendered it necessary to treat them

with unimpeachable justice; and to prevent their frequent

sales of the same land to different persons, (a practice in which

they had been encouraged by the conflicting pretensions and

occupations of the Dutch, Swedes, and English,) it was judged

expedient that the bargains should be signalised by some me-

morable solemnity. The friendly relations that were now es-

tablished between the European colonists of tnis province, and
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BOOK the powerful confederacy of Indian tribes distinguished by
^- the title of The Five Nations, and which will afterwards de-

mand a considerable shaic of our attention, were promoted by

the harmony which had subsisted between the Dutch and

Indians during the government of Stuyvesant, whose pru-

dence thus bequeathed a wise lesson and a valuable oppor-

tunity to his successor. ^

The court of assizes proceeded, without delay, to collect

into one code the ancient customs of the province, with ad-

ditional ordinances which the change of empire rendered ne-

cessary, and which served to introduce a practical application

of the supremacy that was ascribed to the jurisprudence of

England. In this code, which was afterwards ratified by the

Duke of York, there occur some laws that denote the influ-

ence which the New England settlers in Long Island '^ doubt-

less exercised in its composition. Any child above sixteen

years of age, striking his father or mother (except in defence

of his own life), " at the complaint of the said father and

mother, and not otherwise, they being sufficient witnesses

thereof," was adjudged to suffer death. Travelling on Sun-

day was forbidden ; and fornication was punished by marriage,

fine, flogging, or imprisonment, according to the discretion of

the judges. The barbarous state of medical science and

practice was indicated by an ord lance, strictly prohibiting

all surgeons, physicians, and mid ives, from " presuming to

exercise or put forth any act contr y to the known approved

rules of art ;" and the unsubdued s ite of nature appears from

the proposition of rewards for t' , destruction of wolves in

Long Island.^ The city of Ne York, which had enjoyed

extensive privileges under the id government, was now in-

corporated and placed under th». iministration of a mayor,

aldermen, and sheriff; the English official nomenclature serv-

ing additionally to link the provincial institutions with English

jurisprudence. One of the highest acts of power that was

reserved to the court of assizes was the imposition of taxes

;

• Smith. Chalmers. Colden's History of the Five Nations.

» It was more probably to them than to the Dutch that Nichols alluded, when in a

letter to the Duke of York he expressed his hope that " now even the most factious

republicans must acknowledge themselves satisfied with the way tliey are in."

Chalmers.
» Collections of the New York Historical Society.

i -4
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and this it soon had occasion to exercise in order to meet the c Fl \ p.

exigencies of the war which Charles the Second had at length ^-

succeeded in kindling with Holland. But even the most un-

gracious acts of Nichols were disarmed of their offence by a

conciliating demeanour that caused the Dutch to forget he

had been their conqueror, and by the moderation and integrity

which he uniformly displayed, and the personal sacrifices that

he readily incurred for the public advantage. An assembly

of deputies from the Dutch and English plantations in Long

Island, which he summoned to adjust the relative boundaries

of these settlements, took the opportunity of their congrega-

tion to transmit an address to the Duke of York, acknow-

ledging their dependence on his sovereignty according to his

patent ; engaging to defend his rights, and to submit cheer-

fully to whatever laws might be enacted by his authority
;

and desiring that their declaration might be preserved and

produced as a memorial against them and their posterity, if

they should ever happen to fail in the performance of their

duty. * Yet one portion of these people had but recently

submitted to Nichols as the conquering leader of the troops

of a foreign usurper; and the others had as recently been

severed from the liberal institutions of New England. So

strongly does the universal story of mankind confirm the

truth of Sully's observation, that where the people are not

deceived by factious leaders, even arbitrary power is seldom

resisted when it is humanely employed ; and that popular dis-

content denotes much less frequently a promptitude to assert

just rights, than impatience of extreme oppression.

The intelligence of the declaration of war with Holland,

which was communicated by the Lord Chancellor (Clarendon)

to Colonel Nichols, was accompanied with the assurance that

vhe Dutch were preparing an expedition for the recovery of

their American colony, and that De Ruyter had received

orders to sail immediately for New York. * Nichols exerted

1666.

• Smith. Chalmers.
* Hume says that De Ruyter actually committed hostilities on Long Island before

the declaration of war, in revenge of the capture of New York ; but l3e Ruyter was
not accustomed so inadequately to avenge the wrongs of his country ; and Hume has
been misled by an erroneous account, or inaccurate recollection of a more serious and
successful attack on New York by the Dutch about seven years after this period, and
in the course of a subsequent war.
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BOOK himself, with his usual prudence and activity, to resist the
^'

hostility of so formidable an invader ; and though it appeared

eventually, that either the chancellor's information had been

erroneous, or that the expedition was suspended by De Ruy-

ter's more important avocations in Europe, the expense that

attended the preparations for his reception, together with the

other consequences of the war, inflicted much inconvenience

and distress on the province. As the people were destitute of

shipping, their trade, which had been carried on by Dutch

vessels, was completely suspended ; no supplies were obtained

from England to alleviate this calamity ; and, in addition to

other concomitant burdens of war, a general rate or tax was

imposed on the estates of the inhabitants by the court of

assizes. There was reason to apprehend that the product of

this tax would be insufficient, and the preparations conse-

quently inadequate to repel the expected invasion. In this

extremity, the governor, without pressing the people for far-

ther contributions to defeat an enterprise which manj' of them

must have contemplated with secret good will, generously

advanced his own money and interposed his private credit to

supply the public exigencies. Happily for the province,

which Nichols, with the aid of the neighbouring English colo-

nies, would have defended to the last extremity, neither the

States-general, nor the Dutch West India Company, made any

attempt to repossess themselves of New York during this war;

and at the peace of Breda it was ceded to England, in ex-

change for her colony of Surinam, which had been conquered

cedes New by the Dutch. This exchange was no otherwise expressed,
^orkto than by a general stipulation in the treaty that each of the

two nations should retain what its arms had acquired since

hostilities began. ^ The Dutch had no reason to regret the

transaction ; for it was impossible that they could long have

preserved New York against the increasing strength and

rivalry of the colonies of New England, Maryland, and Vir-

ginia. It was by this treaty that Acadie was ceded to France,

which had acted as the ally of Holland during the war, and

was the only party that reaped advantage from it. England

saw her character sullied by the injustice of her hostilities

;

July,

1667.

Holland

' Smith. Chalmers. Douglas.
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the glory of her arms obscured by a signal disgrace at Chat-

ham ; the conquest formerly achieved for her by Cromwell

surrendered ; and every one of the purposes that had induced

her monarch to provoke the quarrel disappointed.

The security which the British dominion in New York,

derived from the treaty of Breda, tended, with seasonable

occurrence to supply the loss of the services of Colonel Nichols,

who, finding the pecuniary burdens of the war pressing too

heavily on his own private fortune, was forced, in the begin-

ning of this year, to resign a command which had proved not

less honourable to himself than satisfactory and advantageous

to the people over whom it was exercised. The king expressed

his sense of the meritorious conduct of Nichols, by a present

of tico hundred pounds; and this brave and modest loyalist

was more gratified with the expression of royal favour and

remembrance, than disappointed by the meanness and in-

adequacy of the remuneration. He was long remembered

with respect and kindness by a people whom he had found

hostile and divided ; and whom, notwithstanding that he had

been constrained to deprive them of liberty and independence,

he left friendly, united, and contented.^ The benefit of his suc-

cessful exertions, together with the advantage of peace, and of

the recognition by Holland of the British dominion, devolved

on his successor. Colonel Lovelace, a man of quiet temper and

moderate disposition, which in tranquil times so well supplied

the absence of vigour and capacity, that the colony, during

the greater part of six years that composed the period of his

presidency over it, enjoyed a noiseless tenor of content and

prosperity 5*^ and the most memorable occurrence that signalised

his administration, was the unfortunate event that brought it

to a close.

The second war with Holland, which the king undertook

in subservience to the ambition of Louis XIV., was calculated

' From liis monument in Ampthill church, Bedfordshire, it ap}iears that NichoU
was killed on board tlie Duke of York's ship in a sea-fight with the Dutch in 1672.
\Vithin the pediment is fixed the cannon-ball that killed him, surmounted by this

inscription : InstntmenUim mortis et immortalitalis,

^ A feeble attempt was made, indeed, in tlie year 1669, by one Coningsmark, a
Swede, to excite an insurrection of his countrymen in the Delaware territory against

the English. The attempt was defeated without bloodshed, and Coningsmark was
condemned to be sold as a slave in Barbadoes. Samuel Smith's History of New
Jei'sey.
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BOOK no less to injure the trade of New York, than to disturb the
^' harmony of its mixed inhabitants, and alienate the regards of

1672. the original colonists from their existing rulers. The false

and frivolous reasons that were assigned by the English court

for this profligate war, rendered it more offensive to every

Dutchman by adding insult to injury; and the gallant

achievements of De Ruyter, that extorted the admiration

and applause even of his enemies, must have awakened in

the most phlegmatic bosoms of the Dutch colonists some

sympathy with the glory and danger of their country, and a

reluctance to the destiny that had associated them with her

enemies. The intelligence of the Duke of York's recent pro-

fession of the catholic faith contributed to increase their dis-

content, which at length prevailed so far with a considerable

body of them, that they determined to abandon New York,

and either return to Holland, or seek another colonial estab-

lishment in the new world. Happily for British America,

they were retained within her territory by the address of the

proprietaries of Carolina, who engaged them to direct their

1673. footsteps towards this province, where, remote from foreign

war, and surmounting hardships by patient industry, they

formed a settlement that recompensed them for the habita-

tions they had forsaken. ^ If more of their countrymen pro-

jected a similar migration, their purpose was suspended by an

event which occurred the same year, and invited them to em-

brace a more gratifying deliverance from the irksomeness of

their situation. A small squadron had been despatched from

Holland, under the command of Binkes and Evertzen, to at-

tack the shipping and harass the commerce of the English

colonies ; and having performed this service with some effect

on the Virginian coast, they were induced to attempt a more

important enterprise, by intelligence of the negligent security

of the governor of New York. Repairing with secresy and

July, expedition to this ancient possession of their country, they had

the good fortune to arrive at the metropolis while Lovelace was

at a distance, and the command was administered by Colonel

Manning, whose own subsequent confession, added to the

more credible testimony of his conduct, has branded him with

the attributes of a traitor and poltroon. Now was reversed

' See ante, Book IV. chap. i.
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the scene that took place when New York was invaded by chap.
Nichols. The English inhabitants prepared to defend them- '•

selves, and offered their assistance to Manning : but he 1673.

obstructed their preparations, rejected their aid, and, on the

first intelligence of the enemy's approach, struck his flag be-

fore their vessels were even in sight. As the Dutch fleet

advanced, his garrison could not forbear to demonstrate their

readiness to fight ; but, in a transport of fear, he forbade a gun

to be fired on pain of death, and surrendered the place un- l^ecap-

conditionally to the invaders. ^ The moderation of the con- '""^^ ''""

querors, however, showed them worthy of their success : and,

hastening to assure all the citizens of the security of private

rights and possessions, they inspired the Dutch colonists with

triumph, and left the English no cause of resentment but

against their pusillanimous commander. The same modera-

tion being proffered to the other districts of the province, on

condition of their sending deputies to swear allegiance to the

States-general, the inclinations of one party, and the fears of

the other, induced the whole to submit : the Dutch dominion

was restored with a suddenness that exceeded the circum-

stances of its overthrow ; and the name of New Netherlands

once more was applied to the province.'^ But neither tho

triumph of the one party, nor the mortification of the other,

'.vas destineci to have a long endurance.

Great was the consternation that these events excited in

the adjoining colonies of the English. The government of

Connecticut, with astonishing absurdity, sent a deputation to

the Dutch admirals, to remonstrate against their usurpation

of dominion over the territory of England, and the property

' Manning, after all this extraordinary and unaccountable conduct, had the impu-
dence to repair to England ; whence he returned, or was sent back, when the pro-

vince was again given up by the Dutcli in tlie following year. He was then tried by
court martial on a charge of tieacliery and cowardice, expressed in the strongest and
most revolting terras. Confessing tliis charge to be well-founded, he received a sentence

almost as extraordinary as his conduct :
" tliat tjjough he deserved death, yet because

he had since the surrender been in P^ngland, and seen the king and the duke, it was
adjudged that his sword should be bioke over his head in public, before the city hall,

and himself rendered incapable of wearing a sword, and of serving his majesty for

the future in any public trust." Smith. The old maxim that was respected on this

occasion, that grace is dispensed by the mere look of a king, was denied a few years

after to the unfortunate Duke of Monmouth.
* When the intelligence of this di^ >.ster arrived in England, preparations were

made for " sending succours to recover New York." Evelyn's Diary, 27th October,

1673.

o2
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1673.

1674.

finally

cedes it

again.

BOOK of her subjects; to desire them to explain the meaning of
^'

their conduct, and their further intentions ; and to warn them,

that the united colonies of New England were intrusted with

the defence of their sovereign's empire in America, and would

be faithful to their trust. To this ridiculous application, the

Dutch commanders returned a soldier-like answer, expressing

their surprise at the terms of it, and declaring that they were

commissioned by their country to endamage the power and

possessions of her enemies by sea and land ; and that, while

they applauded the fidelity of the English colonies to their

sovereign, they would emulously conform to an example so

deserving of imitation, and endeavour to approve themselves

not less zealous and faithful in the service of the States-

general. Active preparations for war ensued forthwith in

Connecticut and the other confederated colonies : but as each

party stood on the defensive, awaiting the invasion of the

other, only a few insignificant skirmishes had taken place,

when the arrival of winter suspended military operations.

Early in the following spring, the controversy was terminated

without farther bloodshed, by the intelligence of the treaty of

peace concluded at London, and of the restoration of New
York to the English, by virtue of a general stipulation, that

all countries conquered during the war, should be restored to

the power that had possessed them at its commencement. ^

The events of this war, both in Europe and America, were

attended with important consequences to that portion of the

North American population which derived its origin from

Holland. The elevation to the dignity of Stadtholder, which

the Prince of Orange had now derived from the fear and dan-

ger of his countrymen, and from their desire to propitiate the

king of England," paved the way to his advancement to the

English throne, and consequently to a reign under which the

Dutch colonists, though disunited from Holland, ceased to

regard the British sovereignty as a foreign domination. The

re-conquest of the province by^he Dutch arms, and the final

cession of it to England by a pacific and conventional ar-

rangement, cured the wound that had been inflicted by the

insolent injustice of England's original acquisition. Many of

' Smith. Chalmers. Tmmbull. Temple's Works.

Mt
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the Dutch colonists, besides, apprehensive of molestation, or, c li A P.

at least, despairing of favour from a government whose tem- ^'

porary overthrow had provoked their undisguised triumph, i674.

were the more readily induced to follow their former compa-
nions, who had emigrated to Carolina :

' and this dispersion

of the Dutch tended at once to promote their friendly com-

mixture with the English, and to divest New York of a dis-

tinctive character which might have obstructed the harmony

between her and the other provinces, with which she was

henceforward to be indissolubly connected.

The duke of York, understanding that some doubts were

suggested of the validity of his original patent, which had

been executed while the Dutch government was in peaceable

possession of the country, and which, even though originally

valid, seemed to have been vacated by the intervening con-

quest, thought it prudent to remedy this defect, and signalise

the resumption of his proprietary functions by obtaining a new

patent. This deed, which was readily accorded to his solicita- New pa-

tion, recited and confirmed the former grant of the province. * j"{/[^"^

It empowered the duke to govern the inhabitants " by such Duke of

ordinances as he or his assigns should establish ;" and to ad-
^°'^'''

minister justice according to the laws of England, with the ^"°
*

admission of an appeal to the king in council. It prohibited

all persons from trading to New York without his permission
;

and, though it allowed tne colonists to import merchandises

from England, it subjected them to payment of the same cus-

toms that were elsewhere prescribed by the laws of the realm.

Under the authority of this charter, the duke continued to rule

the province (diminished in extent by its partition from the

New Jersey territory which he had previously assigned to

Berkeley and Carteret) till his proprietary right was merged

in his regal title. It seems at first sight not a little surprising,

that neither in this nor in the former charter of the territory,

did the brother of the king obtain a grant of the same extra-

ordinary powers and privileges that had been previously con-

ferred on the proprietaries of Maryland and Carolina. But,

relying on the greatness of his connexion and his prospects,

the duke was, probably, very little solicitous to share the dig

' See a)ttc, Book IV. chap. i.
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1675.

Arbitrary
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ment of

Andros.

nitics and inmiuuities which those other proprietaries had

procured for themselves: and while as counts-palatine they

assumed a style of independence in the administration of their

governments, he contented himself with ruling his territory in

the name of the king. The misfortunes and evident incapacity

of Lovelace precluded his reappointment to the office of go-

vernor, which was conferred on Edmund Andros, a man who
disgraced superior talents by the unprincipled zeal and activity

with which he rendered them subservient to the arbitrary

designs of a tyrant.^ This officer, whose subsequent proceed-

ings in New England have already introduced him to our ac-

quaintance, now commenced that career in America which has

gained him so conspicuous a place in the annals of almost

every one of her states for twenty years after the present period.

He was commanded to respect private rights and possessions,

while he received the surrender of the province and its public

property, from the Dutch ; and to distribute justice in the

king's name according to the forms that had been observed by

his predecessors. But in order to raise a revenue and defray

the expenses of government, a great variety of rates were at

the same time imposed by the sole authority of the duke ; and

an Englishman named Dyer was appointed the collector of

these odious and unconstitutional impositions.*^

The duke, in his instructions to Andros, had recommended
to him the exercise of gentleness and humanity ; but his se-

lection of this officer to administer the arbitrary policy which

he now began to pursue towards the colonists, gave more

reason to suppose that the admonition was necessary, than that

it would prove effectual : and accordingly the new governor

had not been long in the province, when, besides embroiling

himself with the neighbouring government of Connecticut, he

excited the murmurs and remonstrances of the magistrates, the

clergy, and a great majority of the people who were subjected

to his command. The pressure of the arbitrary rates, sug-

gesting especially to the inhabitants of Long Island the benefit

of a representative assembly, they began at length to broach

I i
:j!

' See Note IV. at tlie end of the volume.
2 Scott's Model of the Government of East New Jersey. The charter is here

recited at length. Of this curious work (which will demand farther notice in Book
VI.) I have seen copies in ihe library of Gottingen, and in the Advocate's library of

Edinburgh. Smith. Chalpiers.

I' ^'t-
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this proposition as a matter of constitutional right; but these

first aspirations of liberty were checked by Andros, with a vi-

gour and decision for which he received the thanks of his

master. A Dutch clergyman, named Renslaer, who had been

recommended by the duke to the patronage of Andros, proved

unacceptable to the people, and was punished by the magis-

trates of Albany for some illegal and offensive language. The
governor interfered with his usual energy in the dispute, and

having first loaded with insult a popular clergyman, whom
Renslaer considered his rival, adjudged all the magistrates to

find bail to answer Renslaer's complaints, to the extent of

5000/. each ; and threw Leisler, one of their number, into

prison for refusing to comply. But finding that in this pro-

ceeding, he had stretched his authority farther than he could

support it, he was compelled to recede, barely in time to pre-

vent a tumult that might have dissolved the government.

Apparently somewhat daunted with his defeat, he conducted

himself with greater regard to prudence, and was enabled for

a while to enjoy a quiet administration : but the seeds of po-

pular discontent had been sown, and a strong desire for more

liberal institutions took silent and vigorous root in the colony.

This disposition, which the contagious vicinity of liberty in

New England doubtless tended to keep alive, was fomented

by a measure to which the governor resorted, in order to supply

the inadequate returns from the provincial rates,—the practice

of soliciting pecuniary benevolences from the various commu-
nities and townships within his jurisdiction. This policy, the

badge of bad times, as a colonial historian has termed it, some-

times effectually befriends those rights which it attacks indi-

rectly and yet affects to recognise. In the close of the fol-

lowing year Andros was compelled to pay a visit to England,

in order to obtain farther instructions adapted to the new
scene that was about to open.^

The rates imposed by the duke of York, and which consti-

tuted the revenue he derived from the province, had been li-

mited to the duration of three years ; and as the allotted period

was on the point of expiring, the interest both of the govern-

ment and the people was fixed on the issue to which this

CHAP.
1.

1675.

1676.

'I

if

1677.

Smith. Clialiiieis.
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i] C) <) K emergency would lead. The people anxiously hoped that tho

^ • financial difficulties by which the government was embarrassed

1677. would induce their proprietary to consent to the desires they

had expressed, and to seek the improvement of his revenue

from the establishment of a representative assembly. But the

duke regarded this measure with aversion ; and thought that

he made a sufficient sacrifice to the advantage of the colonists,

by simply proclaiming that the former rates should continue

1678. for three years longer. When Andres returned to his govern-

ment with this unwelcome edict, the province was pervaded

by universal discontent : and when a new edict, in the follow-

1679. ing year, announced an increase of the tax on the importation

Discontent of liquors, the public indignation was expressed so warmly,
o( the CO- ^^^ gQ many complaints were transmitted to England, that the

icoo.
^'"^G, in much surprise, recalled his governor to give an account

of an administration that plainly appeared to be universally

odious. This prince was determined that his subjects should

be enslaved, and at the same time quite willing that they

should be happy : and seeing no incompatibility between those

circumstances, he supposed the more readily that Andros might

have perpetrated some enormities for which the exigence of his

official position would not furnish an apology, and therefore

called him home to ascertain if he had really so discredited

legitimate tyranny. The inquiry, as might be expected, ter-

. niinated in the acquittal of the governor, who showed that he

had committed no breach of trust ; that he had merely exerted

a spirit suitable to the arbitrary system confided to his conduct,

and enforced his master's commands with the rigour that was
necessary to carry such obnoxious mandates into execution.

But certain circumstances which occurred in the colony, during

the absence of Andros, determined the duke to forbear for the

present to re-employ so unpopular on officer, or to risk his own
authority in a farther struggle with the current of popular will,

till his hand should be strengthened by the grasp of a sceptre.

Dyer, the collector of the revenue continued for some time

after his appointment to execute his official functions with

great odium, but little opposition. Latterly, however, the

people had begun to question the legitimacy no less than the

liberality of a system of taxation originating with the duke
alone; and when they learned that their doubts were sane-

in
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tioned by the opinions of the most eminent lawyers in Eng-

land, their indignation broke forth with a violence that had

nearly hurried them into the commission of injustice still

more outrageous than the wrongs they complained of. They
accused Dyer of high treason, for having collected taxes with-

out the authority of law ; and the local niagistrates second-

ing the popular rage, appointed a special court to try him on

this absurd and unwarrantable charge. It was pretended that

although he had not committed any one of the offences speci-

fied in the English statute of treasons, yet it was lawful to sub-

ject him to the penalties of this statute, on the ancient and ex-

ploded charge of encroaching power

:

—one of those vague and

unintelligible accusations, which it had been the express pur-

pose of the statute to abolish. But reason and humanity

regained their sway in the short interval between the im-

peachment and the trial : and when the prisoner demanded

to know how his judges came to be invested with their func-

tions, and if they did not act as servants and delegates of the

same prince, whose commission he had himself obeyed,—the

court interposed to suspend farther proceedings in the colony,

and ordered him to be sent with an accuser to England. He
was of course discharged immediately after his arrival ; and

no accuser ventured to appear against him. But if this pro-

secution was any thing more than a bold inconsiderate ex-

pression of popular displeasure and impatience, it accom-

plished the farthest purposes of its promoters ; and to their

spirited, though irregular measures. New York was indebted

for the overthrow of an odious despotism, and her first ex-

perience of systematic liberty. While the duke regarded with

astonishment the violent proceeding by which his collector

had nearly perished as a traitor, and had been banished from

the colony without a voice being raised in his favour, he was

assailed with expressions of the same sentiments that had

produced this violence, in a more constitutional, and therefore,

perhaps, more disagreeable shape. The governor's council,

the court of assizes, and the corporation of the city of New
York, united with the whole body of the inhabitants in soli-

citing the duke to extend to the people a share of the legisla-

tive authority : and while their conduct enabled him to inter-

pret these addresses into a virtual declaration that they would

c n A p.

I.

1660.

1681.
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B o u k no longer continue to pay taxes without possessing an assetn-

biy, he was informed by his confidential advisers, that the

1681. laws of England would support them in this pretension.

Overcome by the combined force of all these circumstances,

and not yet advanced to the height whence he was afterwards

enabled to regard the suggestion of legal obstructions with

contempt, the duke first paused in his arbitrary career, and

then gave a reluctant and ungracious assent to the demands
of the colonists. Directions were sent to the deputy-gover-

nor on whom the administration had devolved in the absence

of Andros, " to keep things quiet at New York in the mean

Feb. 1682. time ;" and shortly after, it was intimated to him that the

duke would condescend to grant the boon which the people

desired on condition of their raising enough of money for

the support of government, and of the principal inhabitants

assuring him by a written engagement that this should be

Tiie Duke done. In fine, after wavering a little longer between fear and

*^i'v^^]v\'°
aversion, the duke gave notice of his fixed determination to

York a free establish in New York the same frame of government that

Umf"'" ^^® other English colonies enjoyed, and particularly a repre-

September. sentative assembly. The governor whom he nominated to

conduct the new administration was Colonel Dongan, after-

wards Earl of Limerick, a man of probity, moderation, and

conciliating manners, and, though a professed Roman catho-

lic, which perhaps was his chief passport to the duke's favour,

yet in the main acceptable, and justly so, to a people who re-

garded the catholic faith with suspicion and dislike. The in-

structions that were communicated to Dongan, required him

to convoke an assembly, which was to consist of a council of

ten nominated by the proprietary, and of a house of repre-

sentatives, not exceeding eighteen, elected by the freeholders.

Like the other provincial legislatures, this body was em-

powered to make laws for the colonists, under the condition

of conformity to the general jurisprudence of the empire,

and of dependence on the assent or dissent of the proprietary.

Thus the inhabitants of New York, after being treated as a

conquered people for nearly twenty years, and governed by

the arbitrary will of the Duke of York and his deputies, were

nifcvatod in the scale of political existence by their own spirit

and vigour ; and by a singular coincidence obtained a free

11 -'"
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cuiihlilution at the very time when their old rivals, the colo- CHAT.
nists of New England, were deprived of it. Nothing could ^'

be more acceptable to them than this interesting change; and itios.

the ardent gratitude of their acknowledgments expressed much
more justly their sense of the benefit, than the merit of their

nominal benefactor. ^

The most interesting monument of the tyrannical adminis-

tration which was thus suspended, is a report prepared by

Andros, in reply to certain inquiries of the English committee

of colonies in the year 1678; from which, and from a similar

communication by the municipality of New York to the board

of trade a few years after, some insight may be obtained into

the condition of the province about this period. The city of

New York, in 1678, appears to have contained 3430 inhabit-

ants, find to have owned no larger navy than three ships,

eight sloops, and seven boats. No account has been preserved

of the population of the whole province, which contained

twenty-four towns, villages, or parishes. About fifteen vessels,

on an average, traded yearly to the port of New York, import-

ing English manufactures to the value of 60,000/, and export-

ing the productions of the colony, which consisted of land

produce of all sorts, among which are particularised beef,

pease, lumber, tobacco,'^ peltry procured from the Indians, and

60,000 bushels of wheat. Of servants, the number was small;

and the demand for them was great. Some unfrequent and

inconsiderable importations of slaves were made from Barba-

does ; and there were yet but very few of these unfortunate

beings in the colony. Agriculture was more generally pur-

sued than commerce. A trader worth 1000/., or even 600/.,

was considered a substantial citizen ; and a planter worth half

that sum in moveables, was accounted rich. The united value

of all the estates in the province was estimated at 160,000/.

" Ministers," says Andros, " are scarce, and religions many."

The duke maintained a chaplain at New York ; which was

the only assured endowment of the church of England. There

were about twenty churches or meeting places, of which half

were destitute of ministers. All districts were liable by law

' Smith. History of the British Dominions in America. Chalmers.
' Denton states that the New Yorii tobacco was considered equal in quality to the

finest produce of Maryland.
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nisters, whose emoluments varied from 40/. to 70/. a-year, with

1682. the addition of a house and garden. But the presbyterians

and independents, who formed the most numerous and thriving

portion of the inhabitants, were the only classes of people who
showed much willingness to procure and support ministers.

Marriages were allowed to be solemnized either by ministers

or by justices of the peace. There were no beggars in the pro-

vince; and the poor, of which the number was inconsiderable,

were carefully tended and plentifully relieved. The number of

the militia amounted to 2000 ; comprehending 140 horsemen :

and a standing company of soldiers was maintained, with

gunners and other officers for the forts of Albany and New
York. Such was the condition of the province about four

years preceding the period at which we have now arrived.

Four years after (in 1686,) it was found to have improved so

rapidly, that the shipping of New York amounted to ten three-

masted vessels, twenty sloops, and a few ketches of interme-

diate bulk. The militia had also increased to 4000 foot,

300 horse, and a company of dragoons.^ The augmentation of

inhabitants, indicated by this increase of military force, ap-

pears the more remarkable, when we consider, that some time

prior to this last mentioned period, the province was dimi-

nished by the dismemberment of the Delaware territory, which

had been partly surrendered to Lord Baltimore, and partly

assigned to William Penn.

't'
State Fap<ars apud Chalmers.

:*ih
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CHAPTER II.

Colonel Dongan's Administratlu;?.— Account of the Five Indian Nations of

Canada.— Their Hostility to the xrencli.— Missionary Labours of the French

Jesuits.— James the Second abolishes the Liberties of New York— commands

Dongan to abandon the Five Nations to the French.— Andres again appointed

Governor.— War between the French and the Five Nations.— Discontents at

New Yorls.— Leisler declares for King William, and assumes the Government.

—The French attack the Province, and burn Schenectady.— Arrival of Governor

Sloughter.— Perplexity of Leisler— his Trial— and Execution.— Wars and

mutual Cruelties of the French and Indians.— Governor Fletcher's Administra-

tion. — Peace of llyswick.— Piracy at New York.— Captain Kidd.— Fac-

tions occasioned by the Fate of Leisler.— Trial of Bayard.— Corrupt and op-

pressive Administration of Lord Cornbury.— State of the Colony at the Close of

the Seventeenth Century.

Colon el Dongan did not arrive at the seat of his government c H \ P.

till a year after the date of his appointment ; a delay which n •

appears to have created some uneasiness, and was probably ^, ^^.^

beneficial to the people, in affording time for the first ardour I683.

of an ill-merited loyalty to cool, and suggesting precau- Colonel

tions for preserving liberty that should signalise the first op- Admlnis-

portunity of exercising it. To appease the public inquietude, 'f^i'""'

the governor immediately after his arrival issued writs to the

sheriffs directing them to convene the freeholders, for the pur-

pose of electing their representatives in the assembly ; and

this legislative body soon afterwards held its first meeting at

New York, to the great satisfaction of the whole province.

One of the earliest ordinances which it framed naturally arose

from the mixture of nations of which the population was com-
posed, and was an act of general naturalization, extending

equal privileges to all. From this period the Dutch and Eng-
lish at New York were firmly compacted into one national

body. They saw the daughter of their common proprietary

married to the Stadtholder of Holland ; and willingly ce-

mented their own union by frequent intermarriage and the
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^- an act declaring the liberties of the people, and one for defraying

the requisite charges of government for a limited time. These,

with a few other laws regulating the internal economy of the

province, and, in particular, enacting- its division into counties,

were transmitted to the Duke of York, and received his con-

firmation, as proprietary, in the following year. An amicable

treaty, which the governor concluded, about the same lime,

with the provincial authorities of Connecticut, extinguished

the long-subsisting dispute with regard to the boundaries of

Connecticut and New York. ^

But the administration of Colonel Dongan was chiefly dis-

tinguished by the attention which he bestowed upon Indian

aflairs, and by the increasing influence which now began to

be exerted on the fortunes of the province by the state of its

relations with the tribes composing the celebrated confederacy

Account of of The Five Nations of Canada. This federal association
the Five claimed an origin derived from the most remote antiquity

;

Nations of and, as its title imports, it comprehended five Indian nations,

of which the Mohawks and Oncidas have obtained the most

lasting name, and which were united, on terms of the strictest

equality, in a perpetual alliance, for combined warfare and

mutual security. The members of this united body reckoned

themselves superior to all the rest of mankind, and the distinc-

tive appellation which they adopted ^ was expressive of this

opinion. But the principles of their confederacy display far

more policy and refinement than we might expect from the

arrogance of their barbarous name. They had embraced the

Roman principle, of increasing their strength by incorporating

the people of other nations with themselves. After every

conquest of an enemy, when they had indulged their revenge

by some bloody executions, they exercised their policy in the

adoption of the remaining captives ; and frequently with so

much advantage, that some of their most distinguished

sachems and commanders were derived from defeated foes.

Each nation had its own separate republican constitution, in

which oflicial power and dignity were claimed only by age,

procured only by merit, and retained by the duration of pub-

Canada.

' Chalmers. Trumbull.
^ Ongtie-honwe— that is, " Men surpassing all others." Colden.
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lie esteem : and each was subdivided into three tribes, bearing chap.
respectively for their ensigns, and distinguished by the names ^^'

of the Tortoise, the Bear, and the Wolf. In no community, i6B4.

savage or civilized, that has ever existed, was age regarded

with more respect, or youth endowed with greater beauty.

Such was the efficacy of their mode of life in developing the

grace and symmetry of the human frame, that, when the sta-

tue of the Apollo Belvidere was beheld, for the first tune, by

the American Apelles, Benjamin West, he started at the un-

expected recognition, and exclaimed, " How like it is to a

young Mohawk warrior !" The people of the several nations,

and especially the Mohawks, were distinguished by the usual

Indian qualities of attachment to liberty, fortitude in the en-

durance, with equal sternness of ferocity in the infliction of

pain, and preference of craft and stratagem to undisguised

operation in war :
^ and by a more than usual degree of perse-

verance, resolution, and active intrepidity. It was universally

reported of them, (says Charlevoix,) that they advance like

foxes, attack like lions, and retreat like birds. Almost all the

tribes around these people, and even many at a great distance,

who were not included in their confederacy, acknowledged a

subjection to it, paid a tribute, which two aged sachems were

annually deputed to collect, ^ and were restrained from making
war or peace without the consent of the Five Nations. It was

the policy of the chiefs to affect superior poverty, and, in the

distribution of plunder and tribute, to resign their own private

shares to the people. All matters of common concernment

were transacted in general meetings of the sachems of each

nation : and the influence of time, seconded by a course of

judicious policy and victorious enterprise, had completely suc-

ceeded in causing the federal character and sentiments to pre-

vail over the peculiarities of their separate national subdi-

visions. In the year 1677, the confederacy possessed 2150

fighting men. Both the French and the English writers, who
have treated of the character or affairs of this people, have

' In this peculiarity most of the Indian tribes resemble the ancient Spartans ; as

they did also in the diligence with which they cultivated conciseness of speech.
' " I have often had opportunity to observe what anxiety the poor Indians were

under, while those two old men remained in that part of the country where I was.

An old Mohawk sachem, in a poor blanket, and dirty shirt, may be seen issuing his

oixlers with as arbitrary an authority as a Roman dictator." Colden.
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politic of the native powers, and the most fierce and formid-

able of the native inhabitants of America.^ There was only

wanting to their fame, that literary celebration which they ob-

tained too soon from the neighbourhood of a race of civilized

men, who were destined to eclipse, and finally extinguish, their

greatness. They have received, in particular, from the pen

of an accomplished writer, Cadvvallader Golden, one of the

governors of New York, the same historic illustration which

his own barbarian ancestors derived from the writings of

Ceesar and Tacitus.

When the French settled in Canada, in the besinnintr of

this century, they found the Five Nations engaged in a

bloody war with the powerful tribe of Adirondacks ; in which,

after having been themselves so severely pressed, that they

were driven from their possessions round Montreal, and forced

to seek an asylum on the south-east coast of Lake Ontario,

the Five Nations had recently succeeded in gaining a decided

advantage, and had in turn constrained their enemies to aban-

don their lands situated above the Three Rivers, and fly for

safety behind the strait where Quebec was built. The tide of

success, however, was suddenly turned by the arrival of Cham-
plain, who conducted the French colony, and who naturally

joined the Adirondacks, because he had settled on their lands.

The conduct, the bravery, and especially the fire-arms, of these

new allies of the enemy, proved an overmatch for the skill

and intrepidity of the Five Nations, who were defeated in

several battles, and reduced to great distress. It was at this

critical juncture that the first Dutch ship arrived in Hudson's
river, with the colonists who established themselves at Albany.

The Five Nations, easily proci;ring from these neighbours a

supply of that species of arms to which their enemies had

• La Potherie's Hist, of North Amer'ca. Coklen. Smith. Wentworth Green-
halph's Journal, apud Chahners. Gait's Life of W^est. Charlevoix's Travels in

North America. Though I have dwelt at some length on the character of the Five
Nations, I should account it a mere waste of words to particularize the names, or

discrimi ate the policy of all the various Indian tribes with whom the North Ame-
rican colonists were from time to time connected by friendly or hostile relations. In
general, the distinctions between them were few and inconsiderable ; and the revo-

lutions of their condition and policy (as Milton remarked of the annals of bar-
barians) not more interesting than the kindred vicissitudes of a commonwealtli of

crows.
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latterly been indebted for their superiority, revived the war chap.
with 8uch impetuosity and success, that the nation of the "•

Adirondacks was almost entirely destroyed ; and the French i684.

too late discovered, that they had espoused the fortunes of

the weaker people.- Hence originated the mutual dread and Their l»os-

enmity that long subsisted between the French and the con- VJ"y *»''^<^

federated Indians, and entailed so many calamities upon both.

The French, less accustomed to the climate, and less acquainted

with the country, than their savage enemies, attempted vainly

to imitate their rapid and secret expeditions. A party de-

spatched in the winter of 1665, by Courcelles, the governor of

Canada, to attack the Five Nations, lost their way among
wastes of snow, and after enduring extreme misery, arrived,

without knowing where they were, at the village of Schenec-

tady, near Albany, which a Dutchman of consideration, named
Corlear,^ had recently founded. The French, exhausted and
stupitied with cold and hunger, resembled rather a host of

wretched suppliants than an invading army, and would have

fallen an easy prey to a body of Indians who were reposing

themselves in the village, if Corlear, smit with compassion at

their miserable appearance, had not employed both influence

and artifice with the Indians, to persuade them to spare their

unfortunate enemies, and depart to defend their own people

against a more formidable attack in a different quarter, of

which he pretended to have received intelligence. When the

Indians were gone, Corlear and his townvsmen brought refresh-

ments to the famishing Frenchmen, and supplied them with

' To amuse the French, the Five Nations, at one time, made a proposal of peace,

to which the French readily inclining, requested them to receive a deputation of

Jesuits, whose exertions, they expected, would sincerely conciliate their friendship.

The Five Nations readily agreed, and desired to see the priests immediately : but

the instant they got hold of them, they marched to attack the Indian allies of the

French, and taking the priests with them as hosJages, to enforce the neutrality of

their countrymen, gave the Adirondacks a signal defeat. Golden. The tribes op-

posed to the Five Nations in this war are called tiie Hurons and Algouquins by
Charlevoix, who acknowledges that the war was provoked by the treachery and in-

justice of the allies of his countrymen. The Five Nations are often termed by
French writers the. Iwquois, and by the English writers the Mohawks ; though this

last was merely the distinctive name of one of the confederated tribes. Loskiel re-

marks very justly that '
' the numbers of the Indians have been often overrated,

owing to the dinerent names given to one nation." History of the Moravian Mis-

sions in North America.
' This man enjoyed great influence with the Indians, who, after his death, always

a Idressed the governor ot New York with the title of Corlear, as the name most

expressive of respect, with which tiiey were acquainted. Colden.

VOL. II. V
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return in safety to Canada ; having received a touching les-

1684. son, that it is the mutual duty of men to mitigate by kindness

and charity, instead of aggravating by contention and ferocity,

the evils arising from the rigour of nature, and the frailty of

humanity. The French governor expressed much gratitude

for Corlear's kindness, and the Indians never resented his

benevolent stratagem : but their mutual warfare continued un-

abated. At length, after a long prevalence of severe but in-

decisive hostilities, both parties, wearied of the struggle, but

not exhausted of animosity, agreed to a general peace, which

was concluded in the year 1667, and had endured ever since

without any considerable interruption, at the period when

Colonel Dongan was appointed governor of New York.

Of the relation that subsisted between the Dutch and the

Five Nations, only confused and uncertain accounts have been

preserved. Those writers who have asserted that the Dutch

were continually in close alliance and friendship with the In-

dians, seem to have derived their statements entirely from their

own conjectures of what was. probable, and to have mistaken

for an indication of particular good-will, the indiscriminate

readiness of the Dutch to traffic with friend or foe. It is cer-

tain that at one time they were engaged in a bloody war with

the Indians,—though with what particular tribes there are no

means of ascertaining; and that during Stuyvesant's adminis-

tration they enjoyed a peace with them, of which the benefit

descended to the English. When Colonel Nichols assumed

the government of New York, he entered into a friendly treaty

with the Five Nations; which, however, till the arrival of

Dongan, seems to have been productive of no farther con-

nexion than an extensive commercial intercourse, in which the

Indians supplied the English with peltry in return for arms

and ammunition, of the use of which, as long as they were

not employed against themselves, the colonists were entirely,

and, as it proved, unfortunately, regardless. The Indians ad-

hered to the treaty with strict fidelity ; but always evinced r

jealous pride in punctiliously exacting the demonstrations of

ceremonious respect due to an independ :>* people; and, in

particular, when any of their forces had uccasion to pass near

the English forts, they expected to be saluted with mi jtary

if '<
!
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CHAP.honours. In the meantime the French Canadians were not

remiss in availing themselves of their deliverance from the hos-

tilities of these formidable Indians. They extended their set- i684.

tlements along the river St. Lawrence, and in the year 1672

built Fort Frontignac on its north-west bank, where, devolving

from the parent lake of Ontario, it commences its rapid and

majestic career. With a policy proportioned to the vigour of Missionary

their advances, they filled the Indian settlements with their
ihe°Frencli

missionaries, whose active and successful exertions multiplied Jesuits.

converts to their doctrines, and allies to their countrymen.

The praying Indians (as the French termed their converts) were

either neutral, or, more frequently, their auxiliaries in war.

The Jesuits preached not to their Indian auditors the doctrines

that most deeply wound the pride of human nature, nor a

rigid system of morality which the conduct of the great mass

of its nominal votaries practically denies and disgraces. They
required of their converts but a superficial change ; the adop-

tion of one superstition in place of another ; ^ and they capti-

vated their senses, and impressed their imaginations, by a

ceremonial at once picturesque and mysterious. Yet as, from

the weakness and imperfection of man, an admixture of error

is inseparable from the purest system of christian doctrine, so,

from the overruling goodness of God, a ray of truth is found

to pervade even the most corrupted. The instructions of the

Jesuits, from which the lineaments of Christianity, though

disguised and corrupted, were by no means obliterated, may
have contributed, in some instances, to form the divine image

in the minds of the Indians ; and the seed of heavenly truth,

unchoked by the tares of human error, may in some places

have yielded a blessed and happy increase. ^ The moral and

' There is preserved in Neal's New England, a specimen of the French Missionary

catechism, containing a tissue of the most absurd and childish fictions gravely

propounded as the articles of christian doctrine. The following anecdote is related

by Golden, — " About the time of the conclusion of the peace of Ilyswick,

Tiierouet, a noted Indian sachem, died at Montreal. The French gave him christian

burial in a pompous manner : the priest that attended him at his death having
declared that he died a true christian. For (said the priest) while I explained to

him the passion of our Saviour, whom the Jews crucified, he cried out, ' Oh ! had I

been there, I would have revenged his death, and brought away their scalps
!'

"

" Some of the Iroquois," says Loskiel, about fifty years afterwards, " having been
baptized by Romish priests, wore beads and crucifixes, which they considered merely
as additions to their Indian finery."

' A number of the Indian converts of the Jesuits became themselves missionaries

to their countrvmen ; and several of them fell martyrs to their zeal, whicli had

I'

2
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communicated with success and advantage : and various con-

1684. gregations of Indian converts were persuaded by the Jesuits

to build villages in Canada in the same style as the French

colonists; to adopt European husbandry, and to renounce

spirituous liquors.^ The visible separation of the catholic

priests from the family of mankind, by renunciation of con-

jugal and parental ties, gave an awful sacredness to their

character, and a strong prevailing power to their addresses.

In the discharge of what they conceived their duty, their

courage and perseverance were equalled only by their address

and activity. They had already compassed sea and land to

make proselytes ; and the threats of death and torture could

not deter them from persisting to discharge what they re-

garded as a divine commission. Many of them, though com-

manded to depart, continued to remain among tribes that were

at war with their countrymen ; and some of them, from regard

to the apostolical example of becoming all things to all men,

embraced Indian habits of living. One of these last estab-

lished himself so firmly in the affections of a tribe of the Five

Nations, that although they continued faithful to the national

enmity against the French, they adopted him as a brother,

and elected him a sachem. With such industry, resolution,

and insinuation, did the French Jesuits exert themselves to

recommend their faith and the interests of their country to

the favour of the Indians. The French laity, too, and espe-

cially their civil and military officers and soldiery, succeeded

better than the generality of the English, in conciliating the

good graces of the savages, French vanity was productive of

more politeness and accommodation ° than English pride;

'I
; : i 'ii

Ui

prompted them to attempt the conversion of tribes the enemies of their own. These
martyrs died with the usual fortitude of their race : but they superadded to it a

mildness and charity of demeanour and sentiment, which their murderers regarded

with surprise, and ascribed to some magical influence exercised upon them by the rite

of baptism. Charlevoix's Travels.

' Their strict adherence to this difficult renunciation, was remarked by a philo-

sophic traveller in the year 1749. Kalm's Travels.

^ A curious instance of the complaisance of this people is related by Oldraixon in

his account of a '.;ibe of savages who were greatly charmed with the good breeiJing

of the French, in always appearing stark naked at their mutual conferences. Char-
levoix boasts, that the French are the only European people who have ever suc-

ceeded in rendeiing themselves agreeable to the Indians ; and this is confirmed by
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and even the displeasure which the French sometimes excited C li a i>

by commission of injuiies, was less galling than the aft'ronts

which the English too frequently inflicted by a display of

insolence. The firm unyielding character of the English was

best fitted to contend with the obstructions of nature ; the

pliancy and vivacity of the French, to prevail over the jealousy

of the natives. There were as yet no protectant missions in

this quarter of America, which, in the following century, some
New England clergymen, aided by a religious society in

Scotland, and certain members of the Moravian brotherhood

who emigrated from Germany, were destined to illustrate by
memorable exertions of missionary labour.

Colonel Dongan, who was not, like his official predecessors,

encumbered with a monopoly of all the functions of govern-

ment, nor involved in collisions with popular discontent, had

leisure for a considerate survey of the state of his country-

men's relations with the Indians, and very soon discovered

that the peace which was so advantageous to the French

Canadian colonists, by enabling them to extend their forts

and their commerce over a wide extent of country, was at-

tended with injurious consequences to some of the colonies

of Britain, and threatened danger to them all. The Five

Nations, inflamed with martial ardour, and finding a pretext

for its gratification in the recollection of insults that they had

received from various quarters in the season of their adverse

fortune, had turned their arms southward, and conquered the

whole country from the Mississippi to the borders of Carolina;

exterminating numerous tribes and nations in their destruc-

tive progress. Many of the Indian allies of Virginia and

Maryland sustained their attacks ; and these colonies them-

selves were frequently compelled to take arms, both in defence

of their allies, and in defence of their own people against

allies incensed and aUenated, by discovering that their in-

vaders derived the means of annoying them from the English

at New York. But this year, Colonal Dongan, in conjunc-

'on with Lord Effingham, the governor of Virginia, con-

cluded with the Five Nations a definitive treaty of peace, em- July.

tlie historian of tlie Moravian Missions, who observes that " the French seem to

possess the greatest share of the goml will of the Indians, by easily entering into the

Indian manner of living, and appearing always good-humoured." Loskiel.
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BOOK bracing all the English settlements, and all tribes in alliance

with them. Hatchets, corresponding to the numbers of the

English colonies, were solemnly buried in the ground : and

the arms of the Duke of York, as the acknowledged supreme

head of the English and Indian confederacy, were suspended

along the frontiers of the territories of the Five Nations.* For

this treaty the Five Nations long continued to demonstrate

an inviolable respect; and their fidelity to its engagements

was very soon promoted by a renewal of hostilities between

them and their ancient enemies the French. It was" at this

time that the merchants of New York first adventured on the

great lakes to the westward, hoping to participate in the fur

trade, which the French were pursu'ng with much profit

in this direction, and which they endeavoured to guard from

invasion by prepossessing the Indians against the English,

and by every artifice that seemed likely to obstruct the ad-

vances of their rivals. Dongan perceiving the disadvantages

to which his countrymen were exposed, solcited the English

ministry to take measures for preventing the French colonists

from navigating the lakes which belonged to the Five Nations,

and, consequently, as he apprehended, to England. But in

answer to his application, he was admonished t^at it was
preposterous to expect, that France would command her sub-

jects to desist from an advantageous commerce for the benefit

of their rivals : and he was directed rather by acts of liberality

and courtesy to encourage th^ Indians to retain their ad-

herence to England, and to induce all the tribes, from regard

to their own interest, to trade with the English in preference

to the French ; observing withal such prudence as might pre-

vent offence to European neighbours.' So far were these views

from being accomplished, that from this time there com-
menced a series of disputes between the two nations, which
for the greater part of a century engaged them in continual

wars and hostile intrigues, that threatened the destruction of

their colonial settlements, cost the lives of many of the Eu-

> When this treaty was renewed some years after, the sachem who acted as orator
for the Indians, thus addressed the provincial envoys. " We make fast the roots of
tiie tree of peace and tranquillity, which is planted in this place. Its roots extend
as far as the utmost of your colonies : if the French should come to shake this tree,

we would feel it by the motion of its roots, which extend into our country." Colden.
' Charlevoix. Colden. Smith. Kalm's Travels. Chalmers.

11:^ \
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ropcan colonists, and wasted the blood, and prolonged the chap.
barbarism of those unfortunate Indians who were involved in

^^'

the vortex of their hostility.

On the death of Charles the Second, the Duke of York 1685.

ni^cended his brother's throne, and the province of which he

had been proprietary devolved, with all its dependencies, on

the British crown. The people of New York received with

improvident exultation, the account of their proprietary's ad-

vancement to royalty, and proclaimed him as their sovereign

with the liveliest demonstrations of attachment and respect.

They had been for some time past soliciting with much eager-

ness a formal grant of the constitution that was now estab-

lished among them; and the duke had promised to gratify

them in this particular, and actually proceeded so far as to

sign a patent in conformity with their wishes, which, at his

accession to the throne, required only some trivial solemnity

to render it complete and irrevocable. But James, though he

could not pretend to forget, was not ashamed to violate, as

King of England, the promise which he had made when
Duke of York ; and a calm and unblushing refusal was re-

turned to the renewed solicitations of the inhabitants of the

province. Determined to establish the same arbitrary system

in New York which he designed for New England,— so far

from conferring new immunities, he withdrew what had been

formerly conceded. In the second year of his reign he in- James ii.

vested Dongan with a new commission, empowering him, with
ti^'/fiJ^^r*

conscnt of a council, to enact laws, and impose taxes; tiesofNew

and commanding him to suffer no printing press to exist.^ j°l^^'

Though he now appointed Andros to administer the govern- 1686.

ment of New England, he paused a while before he ventured

to restore the authority of this obnoxious governor in New
York. But the people beheld in the appointment of Andros

to govern the colonies in their neighbourhood, an additional

token of their prince's character and of their own danger ; and

with impatient discontent'' endured a yoke which they were

' Holmes. Chalmers.
' So great was the change produced in the sentiments of the colonists by this

change of treatment, that we find Dongan complaining this year of their increasing

numbers and turbulent disposition, in his letters to the Gnglisii ministry. Stata

Papers, upud Chalmers.
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ing to public odium, and English sympathy, through the me-

1686. dium of the press.

Dongan, having been a soldier all his life, seems to have

been fitted rather by habit to regard with indifference, than by

disposition to conduct with rigour, a system of arbitrary

government ; and, accordingly, the remainder of his adminis-

tration, though less favourable to his popularity, was not dis-

creditable to his character, and continued to disclose the same
moderation, and the same regard to the public weal as before.

Though himself a Roman catholic, he beheld with alarm,

and resisted with energy, the intrusion of the French priests

into the settlements of the Five Nations ; and even when hia

bigoted master was persuaded by the court of France to com-
mand him to desist from thus obstructing the progress of the

catholic church, he continued nevertheless to warn the Indians

that the admission of the Jesuits among them would prove

fatal to their own interests, and to their friendship with the

English. He still insisted that the French should not treat

with the Indian allies of New York, without his privity and

intervention : but the French court again employed its in-

fluence with his master; and he consequently received orders

to depart from this pretension. The Five Nations, however,

seemed more likely to need the assistance of his forces than

the suggestions of his policy. Their untutored sagacity had

long perceived what the ministers of the court of England

were not skilful enough to discern, that the extensive projects

of France both threatened themselves with subjugation, and

portended a serious injury to the English colonies, in the

diminution of their trade, and the removal of the barrier that

still separated them from the rival settlement of Canada.

The treaty that excluded the Five Nations from hostile

expeditions against the more distant tribes allied to the other

English colonies, gave them leisure to attend with less

distraction to their nearer interests: and finding themselves

inconvenienced by the supplies which their numerous enemies

derived from the French, they had of late pretended right

to consider this as a hostile act which they were entitled

to chastise and obstruct ; and in conformity with this view,

attacked all the Canadian traders whom they encountered
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whom they were at war. The French, under the conduct *'•

of two successive governors, De la Barre and Nonvillc, 1686.

had vainly endeavoured, partly by negotiation and partly

by force, to induce the Indians to desist from operations

80 injurious to their commerce, their reputation, and their po-

litical designs ; when Dongan, perceiving that a war would

probably ensue between the rivals and the allies of his country-

men, prevailed, by the most urgent entreaties, on the English

court to authorize him to assist the Five Nations in the con-

test that menaced them. But the French ministers gaining

information of this proceeding, hastened to counteract it by a

repetition of artifices which again proved successful. Tliey

had already more than once, by their hypocrisy and cunning,

successfully practised on the sincere bigotry of the English

king; and they had now the address to conclude with him

a tieuti/ of neutrality for America, by which it was stipulated November.

that neither party should ^ive assistance to Indian tribes at

war with the other. Armed with so many a; 1 vantages, the Com-

French authorities in Canada resumed, with increased vigour, ?)„";,' p to

tlu'ir endeavours to chastise by force, or debauch by intrigue, abandon

the Indian tribes who had preferred the English alliance to
^'*,|J,^*

theirs; while Dongan was compelled to sacrifice the honour tu the

of his country to the erring policy of his master, and to aban-

don her allies to the hostility, and her barrier to the violation

of an insidious and enterprising rival. He could not, however,

divest himself of the interest he had conceived in the fortunes

of the Five Nations, and seized every opportunity of imparting

to them advice no less prudent than humane, for the conduct

of their enterprises, and the treatment of their prisoners. But
his inability to fulfil former engagements, and afibrd additional

aid, greatly detracted from the efficacy of his counsel. Though
the remonstrances of Dongan enabled the ministers of James
to discover, in the following year, that the treaty of neutrality

for America was prejudicial to the interests of England, it was

impossible to prevent the king from renewing, in the close of

the same year, this impolitic arrangement with Fiance. December.

But the king had no intention of relinquishing his empire in

America : and his mind, though strongly tinctured with bi-

gotry, was not totally irrespective of political views ; though

Frencli.

1687.
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he seems rarely to have mingled these considerations together.

As his bigotry had prompted him to dehver up the Indians to

the French, his policy now suggested the measure of uniting

all his northern colonies under one frame of government for

their more effectual defence. To this design, no doubt, he was

at least as strongly prompted by the desire of facilitating the

exercise of his own prerogative in the colonies, as by concern

for the safety of their inhabitants. As the scheme he had

formed included New York, and as he thought the people of

this province now sufficiently prepared to abide the extremity

of his will, he indulged the more readily the sentiments of dis-

pleasure that Dongan had excited by obstructing the French

Jesuits, which had been a subject of continual complaint from

the court of France. The commission of this meritorious officer

was accordingly superseded by a royal command to deliver

up his charge to Sir Edmund Andros : and New York not

only reverted to the dominion of its ancient tyrant, but be-

held its existence as a separate province practically merged

in its annexation to the government of New England. Andros

remained at Boston as the metropolis of his jurisdiction ; com-

mitting the domestic administration of New York to Nichol-

son, his lieutenant-governor : and though by the vigour of his

remonstrances, and his reputation for ability, he compelled

the French to suspend some encroachments which they were

making or threatening to make on the English territories, he

could lend no assistance to the Five Nations in the hostilities

that were now carried on between them and that people, with

a mutual fury and ferocity that seemed totally to obliterate

the distinction between civilized and savage men. The people

of New York, deprived of their liberties, and mortified by their

annexation to New England, felt themselves additionally ag-

grieved by the policy which compelled them to stand aloof

and behold the fate of the allies, whom they had engaged to

assist, together with their own most important interests, sus-

pended on the issue of a contest in which they were not suf-

fered to take a share ; while, at the same time, their country-

men in the eastern part of New England were harassed by a

dangerous Indian war, which was believed on strong reasons

to have been excited by the intrigues of the French. ^ But

' See ante, Book II. chap. v.

1
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1688.

July.

tliough deserted by the English, the Five Nations maintained CHAP,
the struggle with an energy that promised the preservation of

their independence, and, finally, with a success that excited

hopes even of the subjugation of their civilized adversaries.

Undertaking an expedition with twelve hundred of their war-

riors against Montreal, they conducted their march with such

rapidity and secresy as to surprise the French in almost un-

guarded security. The suddenness and fury of their attack

proved irresistible. They burned the town, sacked the neigh-

bouring plantations, put a thousand of the French to the

sword, and carried away a number of prisoners whom they

burned alive ; returning to their friends with the loss of only

three of their own number. It was now that the disadvantage

arising from the neutrality of the English was most sensibly

felt, both in the cruelties with which the Indians stained the

triumphs they obtained, and which the influence of a humane
ally might have contributed to moderate, ^ and also in the

inability of the savages to improve their victories into lasting

conquest. They strained every nerve, indeed, to follow up

their advantage, and shortly after the sack of Montreal, were

enabled to occupy the fort at Lake Ontario, which the garri-

son in a panic abandoned to them; and being now reinforced

by the desertion of numerous Indian allies of the French, they

reduced the remaining possessions of this people in Canada
to a state of the utmost terror and distress. Nothing could

have saved the French from total destruction but the ignorance

which disabled the Indians from laying siege effectually to

fortified places : and it was manifest to every intelHgent ob-

server, that a single vigorous act of interposition by the Eng-
lish colonists would have sufficed to terminate for ever the

rivalry of France and England in this quarter of the world. '^

In the midst of a contest which the French and the Indians

thus prolonged by indecisive hostilities, a scene of civil war^^j^j^gj

and revolution was gradually evolved at New York. A deep New York.

' The conduct which we have already witnessed in some of the Indian allies of

the New I'ngland states in the wars which they jointly carried on, may seem to ren-

der this >. vain speculation. But the Five Nations were a far more reasonable and
intelligent race ot men than the Pequods and Naragansets. Colonel Dongan,
whom they greatly loved and respected (Colden) might have mollified their hostilities

liy his example, as he frequently and not altogether ineffectually attempted to do by
his counsels.

' Oldmixon. Colden. Coxe's Carolana. Smith. Chalmers.

1689.

Discon-
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DOCK and increasing disaffection to the government prevailed there
^' among all ranks of men : and as the general discontents of late

1689. had been plainly gathering to a head, some violent crisis was

fearfully anticipated; and perhaps was suspended by divisions

in sentiment arising from the different aspects in which the

state of public affairs presented itself to different minds. To
the wealthy and the discerning, the privation of liberty and

the political degradation of the province, appeared with jus-

tice the only public grievances which they had occasion to

deplore, or were interested to remove. But an outrageous

dread of popery had invaded the minds of the lower classes

of people, and not only diminished real and substantial evils

in their esteem, but nearly extinguished common sense in their

understandings, and common justice in their sentiments. The
king's well known bigotry, his attempts to introduce the

Romish faith and church into England, and the protection

which he had extended to the operations of the French Jesuits

among the Indians, had inculcated this additional apprehen-

sion on their irritated minds; and the servile apostasy of some
of the officers of government at New York, who endeavoured

to court royal favour by professing to adopt the king's religi-

ous faith, appeared strongly to confirm it. Some angry feel-

ings that had been excited in the commencement of Colonel

Dongan's administration were now suddenly re-awakened from

slumber to augment and diversify the prevailing ferments.

At that period, notwithstanding the exertions of a former

governor to adjust the boundaries of properly in Long Island,

a great many disputes on this subject prevailed in the same
quarter between different individuals and different townships;

and on Dongan had devolved the thankless office of adjust-

ing these controversies by judgments which could hardly

fail to engender some enmity against himself. In such cases

it too commonly happens that the arbitrator, by seeking to

gratify both parties, disappoints them both, and is taxed on

all sides with partiality ; or that, studying only to administer

strict justice, he excites extreme discontent in those whom his

award both deprives of the property they had hoped to keep

or gain, and stigmatizes as unjust or unreasonable in their

pretensions. Most men possess sufficient ingenuity to supply

them with plausible reasons for imputing the disappointment
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of their expectations to the dishonesty of those who obstruct CHAP,
or withhold them ; and defeated litigants have in all ages been ^^'

notorious for the vehemence and acrimony of their spleen. i689.

A great many persons who accounted themselves wronged by
Dongan's decrees, had made no scruple to impute their dis-

appointments to the darkness and obliquity of his popish un-

derstanding. They conceived a violent jealousy of popish de-

signs, which the recollection of their fancied wrongs pre-

served unimpaired either by the lapse of time or by the mode-

rate and equitable strain of Dongan's administration. The
rancorous sentiments which these persons had harboured, were

revived and inflamed by recent events and appearances : the

apostasy of some of the public officers confirmed their appre-

hensions of popery ; and the painful stroke inflicted by the

establishment of civil tyranny was chiefly felt by them as

aggravating the smart of a former and totally different injury.

This class of persons esteemed popery the most terrible feature

in the aspect of the times, and their own disappointments the

most signal exemplifications of popish wickedness; and con-

sidered these as by far the fittest considerations to unite the

general resentment, and justify its vindictive reaction.

While the minds of men were thus agitated by common
discontent, but restrained from cordial union by difference of

opinion and variety of apprehension, the public expectation

was strongly aroused by intelligence from Europe of the in-

vasion (* England by the Prince of Orange, and by sympathy

with tne swelling scene which was in progress in the parent

state. Yet no commotion had ensued, when the important

tidings arrived of the accession of William and Mary to the

throne of England, and of the successful insurrection at Bos- May.

ton which had terminated the government of Andros. Even
the contagious ferment excited by this last intelligence might

have subsided without producing an explosion of popular vio-

lence, if the conduct of the local authorities of New York had

not indicated an intention to resist, or at least a hesitation to

comply with, the general revolution of the empire. Nicholson

the lieutenant-governor, and his council, not only refrained

from proclaiming William and Mary, but despatched p letter

to governor Bradstreet, at Boston, commanding, with haughty

menace, the immediate release of Andros, and the suppression

i(i«
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of the insurrectiojiari/ rabble who had presumed to put him in

confinement. Nothvvithstanding this demonstration of op-

position to the revolution, the more prudent and considerate

citizens of New York clearly perceived that their local govern-

ment must follow tlie fate of the rest of the empire, and were

disposed calmly to wait for the spontaneous submission of

Nicholson and his council to William and Mary, or the arrival

of orders or help from Britain to reduce them. But the im-

patience of a numerous body of the people, and especially of

those who were panic struck with the terrors of popery, could

not abide this tedious issue, and was inflamed by the appre-

hension of some notable stroke of craft from Nicholson and

his associates in office.

This party found a chief in Jacob Leisler, a ma", of eager

headlong temper, much plebeian prate, and very narrow ca-

pacity, whose blazing zeal against popery, and former ill

treatment by Andros, seemed to designate him the proper

leader of the opposition to the political and religious enemies

of the province. He had already committed the first act of

resistance, by refusing to pay customs for some goods which

he had imported, alleging that the collector was a papist, and

that there was no legitimate government in the colony. Ni-

cholson having begun to make preparations for defending the

city against a foreign invasion, and summoned the trained

bands to garrison the fort,—a report was circulated that the pa-

pists were preparing to massacre the protestants ; and Leisler,

who commanded a company of the trained bands, instantly

marched at the head of a detachment of this body, and gaining

possession of the fort, assumed the command of it in defence

of the protestant cause, and in attendance on the orders of the

king and queen of England. The precautions of the late mo-

narch had withdrawn from the popular leaders the means of

publishing and propagating their sentiments by the agency of

the press ; but a written declaration was subscribed by Leisler

and his followers, importing that, although they had suffered

many grievances from " a wicked popish governor, Dongan,"
they would have patiently awaited redress from England, if

the violence and oppression of Nicholson and the schemes of

the papists had not forced them to take arms and secure the

fort, which they were ready to deliver up to any protestant
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officer whom the king and queen might depute to command it. chap.
Leisler, finding that he was not joined by any persons of con- ^''

sideration in the province, despatched a messenger to king

William, and, by negotiations with Massachusetts and Con-

necticut, persuaded the revolutionary leaders in these colonics

to countenance his enterprise. But a report arising that an

English fleet was approaching to assist the insurgents, their

cause was forthwith embraced by all classes of people in New
York ; and Nicholson, apprehensive of sharing the treatment

of Andros. fled to England. Unfortunately for Leisler, the

command which priority of resistance and the favour of the

lower classes enabled him to acquire, his natural temper

equally prompted him to retain, though surrounded by men
who dreaded his violence and reluctantly submitted to his ele-

vation. These new adherents had influence enough to cause

a second proclamation to be issued, in which the unworthy

censure on Dongan was omitted, and no stipulation whatever

inserted as to the creed of the royal officer to whom the fort

would be surrendered. It had been happy for all parties if

the jealousy of Leisler's rivals had been satisfied with this wise

and moderate control over his measures. But Courtlandt, the

mayor of the city, Colonel Bayard, Major Schuyler, and se-

veral other persons of consideration, unable to brook the as-

cendancy of a man whose birth and parts were inferior to their

own, retired to Albany, and, seizing the fort there, declared

that they held it for king William, and would maintain no

connexion with Leisler. Each party now professed adhevence

to the same sovereign, and denounced the other as rebels to

his authority. Leisler, though intrusted by the militia with

the sole command of the province, judged it prudent to asso-

ciate some respectable citizens along with him in the adminis-

tration of his perilous functions. Having fortified his own
power by the appointment of a committee of safety at New
York, he despatched his son-in-law, Milbourn, against the ad-

verse faction at Albany. Courtlandt and his associates, burning

with resentment, but averse to shed blood in such a quarrel,

were relieved from their perplexity by a hostile irruption of

French and Indians, which, by the desolation it inflicted on
the surrounding country, either rendered their post untenable,

or induced them to sacriflce their pretensions, for the purpose

1690.
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BOOK of enabling their countrymen to unite all the force of the pro-
^' vince against the common enemy. Abandoning the fort to

1690. their rival, they took refuge in the neighbouring colonies; and

Leisler, with vindictive rashness, confiscated their estates. To

add strength and reputation to his party, a convention was

summoned by Leisler of deputies from all the (owns and dis-

tricts to which his influence extended ; and this assembly, in

which two deputies from Connecticut were admitted to assist

with their advice, enacted various regulations for the tempo-

rary government of the province. But these legislative ordi-

nances, and especially the financial impositions, were disputed

by a powerful party among the colonists, vhose indignation

against Leisler was ccnfined with difficulty to insults and me-

naces ; and many ot the English inhabitants of Long Islan^l,

while they expressed a reluctant submission to his authority,

privately apphed to Connecticut, and solicited this state to

annex their insular settlements to its jurisdiction.*

in this unhappy state of division and animosity the colonists

of New York continued altogether nearly two years, notwith-

standing a revolution which, by elevating the stadtholder of

Holland to the English throne, had promised to unite them

together more firmly than ever. Happily, the quarrel exhi-

bited no symptoms of national antipathy between the Dutch

and English, who, without discrimination of races, embraced

respectively the party to which their political sentiments at-

tached them ; and though much evil passion and malignity

were engendered between the two factions, no blood was shed

by either while their controversy lasted. But, unfortunately,

the miseries of foreign war and hostile invasion were soon

added to the calamity of internal discord. The condition of

the French in Canada had been suddenly raised from the

brink of ruin by the arrival of a strong reinforcement from

the parent state, under the command of a skilful and enter-

prising officer, the old Count de Frontignac, who now assumed

the government of the French settlements, and quickly gave

an altered complexion to the affairs of his countrymen. He
set on foot a treaty with the Five Nations, and succeeded,

meanwhile, in obtaining a suspension of their hostilities.

• Smith. Hutcliiuson. Trumbull. Chalmers.

'1 i
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VV^ar had already beeii declared between France and Kngi.ind
;

and the dissensions among the inhabitants of New York seem-

ing to invite an attack upon this province, lie undertook to

revive the drooping spirits of his people by improving the

tempting opportunity of success. A numerous troop of French

and Indians was accordingly collected, and despatched in the

depth of winter against New York. By a strange coincidence,

which seemed to have been decreed for the purpose of staining

the French name in America with the blackest ingratitude

and inhumanity, this party, like their predecessors^ in 1665,

after wandering for twenty-two days through deserts rendered

trackless by snow, approached the village of Schenectady,

so fatigued, famished, and benumbed with cold, that they had

determined to surrender themselves to the inhabitants as pri-

soners of war. But, arriving at a late hour on an inclement

night, and learning from the messengers whom they sent for-

ward to tender their submission, that the inhabitants were all

in bed, without even the precaution of a public watch, they

exchanged the intention of imploring mercy to themselves for

a plan of nocturnal attack and massacre of the defenceless

people, to whose charity their own counJrymen had once been

so highly indebted. This ungrateful and sanguinary purpose

was executed with the most barbarous alacrity: and the scene

which ensued must be acknowledged to afford one of the most

disgusting and detestable pictures that have ever been exhi-

bited of human cruelty and ferocity. Dividing themselves

into a number of parties, they set fire to the village in various

places, and attacked the inhabitants with fatal advantage,

when, alarmed by the conflagration, they endeavoured to escape

from their burning houses. The exhausted strength of the

French seemed to revive with the blaze of destruction, and to

be inspired with a fiery energy by the animated horror of the

scene. Not only were all the male inhabitants they could reach

put to death, but pregnant women were ripped up, and their

infants dashed against the walls of the houses. But either

the delay occasioned by this elaborate barbarity, or the more

merciful haste of the flames to announce the calamity to those

who might still fly from the assassins, enabled many of the

inhabitants to escape. The efforts of the assailants were also

somewhat impeded by a sagacious discrimination which they
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BOOK thought it expedient to exercise. Though unmindful of bene-
^''

fits, they were not regardless of pohcy ; and of a number of

Mohawk Indians who were residing in the vIMage, not one

sustained an injury. Sixty persons perished in the massacre,

and twenty-seven were taken prisoners. Of the fugitives

who escaped half naked, and made their way through a storm

of snow to Albany, twenty-five lost the use of their limbs from

the intensity of the frost. The French having totally de-

stroyed Schenectady, retired loaded with plunder from a place

where it will probably be thought that even the celebrated

contemporary atrocities of their countrymen in the Palatinate

had been exceeded.

The intelligence of this event excited general consternation

in the province of New York. Forces were quickly raised to

repel or retort the hostility of the French ; and, on the appli-

cation of Leisler, the colony of Connecticut sent a body of

auxiliaries to his aid. It was found difficult to excite the

Five Nations to join actively with allies who had once deserted

them ; but they declared that no artifices of the French should

ever prevail with them to adopt the quarrel or espouse the

cause of an ancient enemy against an ancient friend. As the

province of Massachusetts was severely harassed at the same

time by Indian hostilities instigated and aided by Count Fron-

tignac, a scheme was projected between the New England

states and New York for a general invasion of Canada.^ An
expedition, commanded by Sir William Phipps, sailed from

Boston against Quebec ; and the united forces of Connecti-

cut and New York, under the command of General Winthrop,

were to march against Montreal. But Leisler's son-in-law,

Milbourn, who acted as commissary-general, had made such

imperfect provision for the expedition, that, partly from this

defect, and partly from the inability of the Indians to supply as

many canoes as they had been expected to furnish for crossing

the rivers and lakes, the general was obliged to convoke a

council of war, and, in conformity with the unanimous opinion

of his officers, to order a retreat. The expedition against Que-

bec was equally unsuccessful. Leisler, transported with rage

when he was informed of the retreat, caused Winthrop to be

Septem-
ber.

Antr, 13ook II. chap. v.
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arrested, but was instantly compelled by universal indignation CHAP,
to release him. Infatuated by his dangerous elevation, this

^^'

man began to display the spirit that precedes and portends a 1690.

fall. The government of Connecticut, incensed at the affront

by which he had revenged the fruit of his kinsman's inca-

pacity on ihe ablest officer and most respected inhabitant of

their province, signified in very sharp terms their astonishment October.

and displeasure at his presumption, and warned him, with

prophetic wisdom, that his own predicament demanded more
than ordinary prudence, and that he had urgent occasion for

friends. *

King William had received Leisler's messenger with the

most flattering encouragement, and admitted him to the ho-

nour of kissing his hand, as a testimony of his satisfaction

with the conduct of affairs at New York. But Nicholson, on

his arrival in England, found means to gain the ear of the

king, and instil into his mind a prejudice, of which the at-

tainment of royalty rendered it extremely susceptible, against

the insurgents both of Boston and New York. William re-

turned thanks, indeed, to the people of New York, by Leisler's

messenger, for their fidehty ; but in none of his communica-

tions with either Boston or New York did he recognise the

governors whom the people had appointed ; and he demon-

strated to the inhabitants of both those places how very

lightly he regarded their complaints against Andros and

Nicholson, by subsequently promoting these men to the

government of others of the American provinces. He would,

doubtless, have continued to keep New York and Massachu-

setts united under one political frame ; but plainly foreseeing

that he must grant a charter to Massachusetts, and that he

might hope to evade a similar concession to New York, which

had never yet possessed this advantage, he consented to the

separation which both desired, and in August, 1689, committed

the separate government of this province to Colonel Sloughter.

In consequence, however, of the embarrassed situation of his

master's affairs in England, Sloughter did not arrive at New March 19,

York till the second year after his appointment, and till Leisler
^^V^^J'^^j

and his partizans had enjoyed power so long that they were Governor
Sloughter.

• Smith. Trumbull. Sewell, MS. Diary, apud Holmes.

i

I,hiI
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BOOK extremely unwilling, and exercised it with so much odium,
^

•

that they were exceedingly afraid, to surrender it. Leisler

seems to have hoped to the last that the king would either

prolong his elevation or expressly sanction and reward his

services ; and when he found himself no otherwise noticed

than by a summons from Colonel Sloughter to deliver up the

fort, he answered in the language of folly and despair, that

he would not give it up but to an order under the king's own
hand. Z q\\ a resolution it was, unfortunately, possible to

utter, though quite impracticable to maintain ; and he only

sealed his fate by this last frantic effort to evade it ; and fur-

nished his enemies with a legal pretext to destroy him, which

otherwise they would have found it no easy matter to adduce.

The new governor's ears were now readily opened to all the

charges that Leisler's enemies hastened to prefer against him;

and although this ill-fated adventurer quickly abandoned the

desperate purpose of retaining the fort, he was publicly de-

clared a rebel, and committed to prison with his kinsman

Milbourn and various others of his adherents on a charge of

high treason.

Colonel Sloughter having thus established his authority in

the province, convoked an assembly, which voted addresses

condemning the rebellious conduct of Leisler in holding out

the fort against the governor. A general act of annulment

was passed, rescinding not only all the regulations that had

been established by former royal governors and their councils,

but even the laws that had beea enacted by the popular as-

sembly in 1683, on the strange pretext, that having been vio-

lated by the late king, they had ceased to be binding on the

people. As some doubt had arisen, whether, in the absence

of a provincial charter, the convocation of a representative

assembly proceeded from the inherent right of the people, or

the mere grace of the king, a remarkable law was passed, de-

claring that this and all thr other liberties of Englishmen

formed a part of the political birth-right of the colonists ; but

this act was afterwards annulled by King William. Leisler

and Milbourn were now brought to trial, for high treason, be-

fore Dudley, whom the king had recently appointed chief

justice of New York, and who had previously been expelled

from office at Boston by the same revolution to which the

April.

his trial •

W'
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prisoners had owed their elevation. From a tribunal thus oc- c MAP.
cupied by an exasperated antagonist, a favourable or even a

^^'

candid appreciation of the conduct of the accused, was not to i69l.

be expected. Vainly pleading their meritorious services in

originating the revolution of the province, they were convicted,

and received sentence of death. The governor slill hesitated

to destroy the two persons, who, of all the inhabitants, had

first declared themselves in favour of his sovereign ; and, ^^-^y-

shortly after the trial, wrote to the English ministers to direct

him in what manner the convicts should be disposed of: but

he had hardly taken this step, when the renewed instances of

their enemies induced him to alter his purpose, and issue the

warrant of death, which was instantly carried into execution.* andexecu-

The adherents of Leisler and Milbourn, who had been much
enraged at the sentence, were confounded with terror and

astonishment when they beheld its fatal result ; and began to

fly in such numbers from the province, that it was judged ex-

pedient to pass in haste an act of general amnesty. Leisler's

son complained to the king of the execution of his father, and

the confiscation of his property; and the privy council re-

porting that, although the trial and execution were legal, it

was advisable, under the peculiar circumstances of the case,

to restore the forfeited estate, this was all the grace that could

for some time be obtained. But a compensation more honour-

able and satisfactory was awarded to him soon after ; and,

during the reign of the same king, the English parliament

enacted a reversal of the provincial attainder. The passions

which Leisler's administration had excited in one party, and

which his execution had communicated to the other, continued

long to distract the public councils, and embitter the social

intercourse of the inhabitants of New York. ^

The most respectable circumstance of Sloughter's short ad-

ministration was a conference which he held with the chiefs

of the Five Nations, who admitted that they had hearkened

to the enticing overtures of the French, and so far relaxed

'/

' " When no other measures could prevail with the governor, tradition informs us

t!iat a sumptuous feast was prepared, to which Colonel Sloughter was invited. When
Ills excellency's reason was drowned in his cups, the entreaties of the company pre-

vailed on him to sign the death-warrant, and before he recovered his senses, the pri-

soners were executed." Smith.
' Smith. Chalmers.
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BOOK their hostile purposes against this people, as to entertain pro-
^' positions for a lasting peace with them ; hut now they will-

ingly consented to brighten, as they termed it, their ancient

belt of friendship, and to renew a league, offensive and de-

fensive, with the English. " We remember," they declaretl,

" the deceit and treachery of the French : the belt they have

sent us is poison ,* wc spew it out of our mouths ; and are re-

solved to make war with them as long as we live." On his

July, return from this conference, a sudden death put a period to

Sloughter's administration. ^

To confirm the Indians in the purposes they had now pro-

fessed, and to animate by exercise their hostility against the

French, Major Schuyler, who had acquired extraordinary in-

fluence with the Five Nations by his courage, good sense, and

friendly attention to their interests, undertook, in the close of

this year, an expedition against Montreal at the head of a

considerable body of provincial and Indian forces. Though
the invaders were finally compelled to retreat, the French sus-

tained great loss in several encounters, and the spirit and ani-

mosity of the Five Nations were whetted to such a pitch, that

even when their allies retired, they continued during the win-

ter to harass the enemy with incessant hostilities. Count

Frontignac, whose sprightly manners and energetic character

the Frencii supported the spirits of his countrymen under every reverse,

was so provoked with what he deemed the ingratitude of the

Five Nations for the forbearance shown to them at Schenec-

tady, that, besieges encouraging his own Indian allies to burn

their prisoners alive, he at length condemned to a death still

more dreadful two Mohawk warriors who had fallen into his

hands. In vain the French priests remonstrated against this

sentence, and urged him not to bring so foul a stain on the

christian name: the count declared that every other considera-

tion must be postponed to the safety and defence of his peo-

ple, and that he could not suffer the Indians to entertain the

belief that they might practise the extreme of cruelty on the

Wars and
mutual
cruelties of

and In-

dians.

1692.

' Colden. Smith. Of the language in which the Indians, when pressed by the

French, applied for help to the governors of New York, the following, among other

specimens, has been preserved by these writers. " We speak to you now in the

name of the Five Nations, and come to you howling. This is the reason why we
howl,— that the governor of Canada encroaches on our lands," &c.
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French without the hazard of having it retorted on them-

Kelvcs. If he had been merely actuated by pohtic considera-

tions, without being stimulated by revenge, he might have

plainly perceived from the conduct of all the Indian tribes in

their wars with each other, that the fear of retaliation had no

efficacy whatever as a restraint u()on their barbarous practices,

which he now undertook to sanction as far as his example was
capable of doing. The priests, finding that their humane in-

tercession was unavailing, repaired to the prisoners, and la-

boured to persuade them to embrace the christian faith, as a

preparation for the dreadful fate which men, calling them-

selves christians, were ready to inflict on them : but their in-

structions were rejected with scorn and derision, and they

found the prisoners determined to dignify, by Indian senti-

ments and demeanour, the Indian death which they were

doomed to undergo. Shortly before the execution, some
Frenchman, less inhuman than his governor, threw a knife

into the prison,— and one of the Mohawks immediately

despatched him.self with it. The survivor expressing con-

tempt at his comrade's mean retreat from glory, walked to

the stake, vaunting, in his death-song, that he was a Mohawk
warrior,—that all the power of man could not subdue his con-

stancy, or extort an indecent expression of suffering from his

lips,—and that it was ample consolation to him to reflect that

he had made many Frenchmen undergo the same pangs which

he was now himself prepared to endure. When attached to

the stake, he looked round on his executioners, their instru-

ments of torture, and the assembled multitude of spectators,

with all the calmness and complacency of heroic fortitude
;

and, after sustaining for some hours, with composed mien and

triumphant language, a series of barbarities too atrocious and

distrusting to be recited, his sufferings were terminated by
the interposition of a French lady, who prevailed with the

governor to order that mortal blow, which human cruelty has

entitled to the name of coup de grace, or stroke oifavour. ^

It was with great reluctance that King William surrendered

to the American colonies any of the acquisitions which regal

authority had derived from the tyrannical usurpations of his

CHAP.
II.

IQM.

Golden. Sinitb.
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BOOK predecessors : and his reign was signalised by various attempts

) to invade the popular rights which at first he had been com-

1692. pelled to respect or to restore. He was informed by the Eng-

lish lawyers that he could not refuse to recognise the charter

of Connecticut with all its ample privileges; and he was baffled

in his attempt to procure an act of parliament to annul it.

But as New York, never having had a charter, was judged to

be not legally entitled to demand one, he determined not only

to withhold from it this advantage, but, through the medium
of its undefined constitution, and the utter absence of restric-

tion on the powers with which he might invest its governor,

to attempt an encroachment on the envied privileges of Con-

necticut. Colonel Fletcher, a sordid unprincipled man, of

irascible disposition and narrow understanding, yet endowed

with a considerable share of activity, was the governor who
next arrived to represent the king at New York,^ and to him

was intrusted the execution of the design that William had

conceived against the neighbouring colony. Happily for the

liberties which he undertook to invade, this officer was more

fitted by his temper to disclose, than by his capacity to con-

duct, a system of arbitrary and encroaching policy. By the

commission which he now received from the crown, he was

invested with plenary powers of commanding, not merely the

militia of New York, but all his majesty's militia in the same

quarter of America. His first step towards achieving this

encroachment was to tender a commission from himself to

Governor Trent, who already commanded the militia of Con-

necticut according to the institutions of the provincial charter

;

and the reception of this, even in the light of a mere supere-

rogatory confirmation, it was doubtless expected, would pave

the way to a more distinct and complete establishment of the

king's pretensions. But in the popular constitution of Con-

necticut, the offices of government were then filled by men,

who, thoroughly appreciating the privileges they enjoyed, had

sense to discern, and spirit to resist, every attempt to violate

them ; and the proffer of Fletcher's commission was not only

flatly rejected, but made the subject of a vigorous remonstrance.

' He was appointed also governor of Pennsylvania by the king, who had deprived

AVilham Penn of his proprietary functions.

,y i
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Incensed at such contuaiacy, as he was pleased to regard it, CH A P.

Fletcher with his usual impetuosity repaired abruptly to Hart- ^^'

ford, and commanded the assembly of the state, who were i693.

convoked at the time, to place their militia forthwith under

his orders. He even carried his insolence to the length of de-

claring that he would issue a proclamation inviting all persons

who were for the king to join him, and denouncing all others

as guilty of disloyalty and sedition. Finding his menacing in-

junctions received with calm but inflexible disregard, he pre-

sented himself with one of his council. Colonel Bayard, to the

militia at their parade; and, expecting that a royal warrant

would find greater favour with the men than it had done with

their civil rulers, he commanded Bayard to read his commis-

sion aloud, as an act of declaratory possession of the autliority

to which he pretended. But Captain Wadsworth, who was

always ready to confront any danger that menaced the liberties

of his country, and who had once before saved the charter of

Connecticut from invasion,^ now stood forward to prevent the

privileges it conveyed from being abridged or insulted, and

commanding the drums to beat, completely drowned the ob-

noxious accents. When Fletcher ventured to interpose. Wads-
worth supported his orders with such an energy of determina-

tion, that the meaner genius of his antagonist was effectually

rebuked ; and seeing the countenances of all around kindling

into sympathy with the patriot's fervour, he judged it prudent

to consult his safety by a hasty return to New York. The
king with the view of covering this defeat, or of trying whe-

ther legal chicane could repair it, caused the matter to be sub-

mitted to the deliberation of the attorney and solicitor general

of England ; and on their reporting without hesitation in fa-

vour of the plea of Connecticut, an order of council was passed

in conformity with their opinion;—as if the question had in-

volved a mere local dispute between two provincial jurisdic-

tions, in which the king was to exercise the dignified functions

of supreme and impartial arbitrator.-

Fortunately for New York, the indiscretion of her governor

' ^nte, Book I [. chap. V.
''' Smith. Trumbull. In the commission from George the Second to Sir Danvers

Oshnrn (recited at lengtii by Smith), the command of the Connecticut militia was
;i{;ain conferred on the governor of New York.
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BOOK was prevented from being so detrimental as it might otherwise
• have proved to her Indian interests, by the confidence he re-

1693. posed in Major Schuyler, whose weighty influence was em-
ployed to preserve the affections and sustain the spirit of the

Five Nations. Little or no assistance, however, was rendered

by the provincial government to these allies : and Frontignac,

even while occupied with other hostilities in New England,

was able by his vigour and activity to inflict on them a severe

defeat. Roused by this intelligence, Fletcher assembled the

militia of New York, and abruptly demanded if any of them

were willing to march to the aid of their allies against the

French. The men threw up their hats in the air and an-

swered warmly, " One and all." Their march was performed

with a rapidity that highly gratified the Indians ; and though

it produced no substantial advantage to them, it was so fa-

vourably regarded as a demonstration of promptitude to aid

them, that they were prevented from embracing Frontignac's

offers of peace. They remarked, nevertheless, that it was too

frequentwith the English to defer their succour till it had become

unavailing ; and that while the whole of the power of France

in America was concentrated in simultaneous efforts to main-

tain the French dominion, the English colonies acted with

partial and divided operation, and Maryland and Delaware in

particular (though the quarrel was said to be a national one)

took no share in the hostilities at all.
^

But the stirring yet contracted spirit of Governor Fletcher

was more frequently and strenuously exerted in contentions

with the house of assembly, than in succouring the Indians
;

though it was to his services in this last particular that he

owed what little popularity he enjoyed in the province. A
bigot himself to the church of England, he laboured inces-

santly to introduce a model of her establishment in New York,

and naturally encountered much resistance to this project

from the opposite predilections of the Dutch and other pres-

byterian inhabitants. At length his efforts succeeded in pro-

curing a bill to be carried through the lower house, or assem-

bly of representatives, for yjlacing and endowing ministers of

religion in the several parishes: but when the council adjected

to the clause which gave the people the privilege of electing

' ColUen. Sniitii.

Saptem
hit.

h'
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their own ministers, a proviso that the governor should exer- CHAP,
cise the episcopal power of approvins; and collating the in-

cumbents, this amendment was directly negatived by the as- 1693.

sembly. The governor, exasperated at their opposition, called

the members before him, and prorogued their session with a

passionate harangue. " You take upon you," said he, "as if

you were dictators. I sent down to you an amendment of

but three or four words in that bill, which, though very im-

material, yet was positively denied. I must tell you, it seems

very unmannerly. It is the sign of a stubborn, ill temper.

You ought to consider that you have but a third share in the

legislative power of the government; and ought not to take

all upon you, nor be so peremptory. You ought to let the

council have a share. They are in the nature of the House

of Lords or upper house ; but you se'^ra to take the whole

power in your hands, and set up for every thing. You have

sat a long time to little purpose, and have been a great charge

to the country. Ten shillings a day is a large allowance, and

you punctually exact it. You have been always forward

enough to pull down the fees of other ministers in the govern-

ment. Why did not you think it expedient to correct your

own to a more moderate allowance?" The members of as-

sembly endured the ebullitions of his violence and spleen with

invincible patience ; but not the less firmly did they resist

his pretensions. In the following year, their disputes were so 1694.

frequent that all public business was interrupted ; and the

governor with policy more splenetic than deternn:ined, an-

nounced his intention of convoking the assembly no more.

But though his own emoluments were secur^^ by an act that

had established the public revenue for a seri , of years, the

necessity of raising farther supplies to make presents to the

Indians, and the arrival of a body of troops from Britain,

obliged him to depart from his purpose. He had been re-

quired also by the king to lay before the assembly an assign-

ment which his majesty had framed of the quotas^ to be re-

' The list of the respective quotas was as follows :
—

Pennsylvania 80/. Rhode island and Providence 48/.

Massachusetts 350 Connecticut - 120
Maryland - 160 New York - - 200
Virginia - - 240

This assignment was disregarded by every one of the colonies.
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BOOK spectively contributed by the colonies for the maintenance of
^' an united force against the French. The assembly could not

1695. be persuaded to pay the slightest attention to this royal as-

signment. But they made a liberal grant of money for the

support of the troops that had arrived, and added a present to

the governor ; who now perceiving that the people of New
York, though endowed with a spirit over which his insolence

and passion could obtain no triumph, might yet be rendered

subservient to his avarice, ceased to harass himself and them

by farther pressing obnoxious schemes, and maintained a good

correspondence with the assembly during the remainder of his

administration. In this respect he was more successful than

some other royal governors of the American provinces, whose

remarkable unpopularity during many years of honest and

praiseworthy exertion has excited surprise in those who have

not examined with sufficient minuteness the whole of their

official career. Like Fletcher, these officers were at first dis-

posed to regard the provincial inhabitants as an inferior

people, and began their administration with insolent demea-

nour and arbitrary pretensions : like him they learned wisdom

from experience ; but before the lesson was taught, the oppor-

tunity of enacting it with advantage had been lost; the people

had ceased to be as placable as in former days ; <ind the spirit

of liberty, thoroughly exercised, had become prone to suspect

encroachment, and prompt to repel as well as firm in resisting

it. Their administration was embarrassed by the total want of

public confidence, which having once deservedly forfeited,

they found that even a complete change of measures, was in-

sufficient to regain. From ignorance or disregard of such

considerations as these, it has often been thought that the

government of the American provinces was obstructed by the

factious obstinacy of a perverse and unreasonable people
;

when in truth the governors were but reaping what themselves

and their predecessors had sown, and struggling with the just

suspicions that their original misconduct had created. In all

the provinces where either regal power was not circumscribed

by charters, or where (as in Massachusetts) the nomination of

the chief executive officer was by charter reserved to the crown,

such were, not unfrequently, the proceedings of the British

governors, and the complexion of their administrations : and
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Britain, it must be confessed, by employing such functionaries CHAP,
and abetting such policy, took infinite pains to nourish and ^^'

educate the spirit of liberty in those of her colonial depen- 1695.

dencies, where it seemed least likely to attain a flourishing

growth.

The remainder of Fletcher's administration was not dis-

tinguished by any domestic occurrence that deserves to be

particularly commemorated. The war between the French

and the Five Nations sometimes languished by the address of

Frontignac's negotiations, and was oftencr kindled into ad-

ditional fury and destruction by his enterprise and activity.

Neither age nor sickness could chill the ardour of this com-
mander's spirit, or impair the resources of his capacity. On
the threshold of his own fate,^ and supported in a litter, he

flew to every point of attack or defence, to animate the cour-

age of his soldiers, and contemplate the execution of his plans.

His own bodily infirmity had as little effect in mitigating his

rigour, as in diminishing his activity : and as their hostilities

were prolonged, the French and the Indians seemed to be

inspired with a mutual emulation of cruelty '^ in victory, no

less than of prowess in battle. The prisoners on both sides

expired in tortures; and the French, less prepared by edu-

cation and physical habits for such extremities of suffering,

endured a great deal more pain than they inflicted. On one 1696.

occasion, when Frontignac succeeded in capturing a Mohawk
fort, he found it deserted of all its garrison except a sachem in

extreme old age, who betrayed no symptom of trepidation,—
but seated with all the firmness and gravity of an ancient

Roman in his capitol, saluted his civilised compeer in age and

decrepitude, with calm unbending dignity. Every hand was

' He died verj' soon after the restoration of peace by the treaty of Ryswick.

Smith. " He was then," says Charlevoix, " seventy-eight years of age, and yet in

full possession of the firmness and vivacity of his prime. He vvas esteemed by all,

and beloved by almost all who approached him."
'' In truth, this emulation was more than a mere semblance. On one occasion a

deliberate competition took place between the French and a tribe in alliance with

them, to ascertain which people could inflict the most ingenious cruelty on a Mo-
hawk prisoner. Of the horrid tragedy that ensued, I shall give no farther account than

that the Indians greatly excelled their competitors, and threw the French into tran-

sports of laughter by the fantastic variety of the tortures they inflicted. The French

soldiers appear to have been prompted to this brutality by mere revenge and ferocity.

Their commander's object on the occasion was to create irreconcilable enmity be-

tween a tribe newly allied to him and the Five Nations. Colden.
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BOOK instantly raised to wound his time-stricken frame ; and while
^'' French and Indian knives were plunged into his body, he

1696. contemptuously advised his Indian enemies rather to burn

him with fire, that their French allies might learn, from his

example, how to suffer like men. " Never, perhaps," says

Charlevoix, " was a man treated with more cruelty ; nor ever

did any endure it with superior magnanimity and resolution."'

The governor of New York, meanwhile, encouraged the Five

Nations, from time to time, to persevere in the contest, by en-

deavouring to negotiate alliances between them and other

tribes, and by sending them valuable presents of ammunition

and of the European commodities which they principally es-

teemed : and their communications to him fluctuated between

grateful acknowledgments of these occasional supplies, and

angry complaints that he fought all his battles by the instru-

mentality of the Indians. Indeed, except repelling some in-

significant attacks of the French on the frontiers of the pro-

vince, the English governor took no actual share in the war,

and left the most important interests of his countrymen to be

defended against the efforts of a skilful and inveterate foe, by

Sepfem- the Unaided valour of their Indian allies. The peace of Ryswick
b€r, 1697. ^}^ic|j interrupted the hostilities of the French and English,

threatened at first to be attended with fatal consequences to

those allies, to whose exertions the English had been so highly

> Neither the French nor the Indians, however, slew all their prisoners. A
great many remained to be exchanged at the end of the war : and on this occasion

it was remarked, that all the Indians returned with great alacrity to their friends, but

that in many cases it proved very difficult, and in some utterly impossible, to induce

Frenchmen, who had lived a few years with the Indians and embraced their habits,

to return to civilized life. This seems to increase the probability that the Indians

are the degenerate descendants of civilized men. CiviliEation implies a virtuous

conflict, barbarism a natural compliance with temptation. The Knglish found it

no Jess difficult to prevail with their friends who had been taken prisoners by the

French Indians, and lived for any considerable time with them, to return to New
York ;

" though no people enjoy more liberty, and live in greater plenty, than the

common inhabitants of New York do." Colden. The exercise of mercy by the

Indians was no less rare in its occurrence, than singular in its effects. For the cap-
tives whom they presei'ved, they seem to have indulged a degree of tenderness very

remote from the stoicism which they commonly affected ; and when obliged to sur-

render them, confessed the pain of the sanrilice by unwonted effusions of teai^. See
a description of the restoration of som'j of these prisoners in Dodsley's Annual
Register for 1765.
So many English prisoners have remained and married in the Indian settlements

(says Professor Kalm), and so many French traders have spontaneously united

themselves to the Indians, that " the Indian blood in Canada is very much mixed
with European blood, and a great part of the Indians now living (1749) owe their

origin to Europe."
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indebted ; and if Fletcher had been permitted to continue c n A p.

longer in the government of New York, this result, no less dan- ''•

gerous than dishonourable to his countrymen, would most 1697.

probably have ensued. A considerable part of the forces of

Count Frontignac had been employed hitherto in warlike

operations against Massachusetts and New Hampshire, in

conjunction with the numerous Indian confederates whom he

possessed in that quarter. But the peace of Ryswick, of 1698.

which l)e now received intelligence, enabled him to concen- I's^c*! "<"

trate his whole disposeable force against the only foe that re-
^^"^"^ '

'iiu'ned to him : and refusing to consider the Five Nations as

lu -itified with the English, he prepared to invade them with

such an army as they never before had to cope with, and

overwhelm them with a vengeance which they seemed in-

capable of resisting. But Fletcher had been now very sea- April.

sonably succeeded by the Earl of Bellamont, in the govern-

ment both of New York and Massachusetts; and this new
governor, who possessed a considerable share both of resolu-

tion and capacity, perceiving the danger and injustice of

suffering the French to execute their design, promptly inter-

posed to counteract it. He not only furnished the Five Na-

tions with an ample supply of ammunition and military stores,

but notified to Count Frontignac, that if the French should

presume to attack them, he would march with the whole

forces of his province to their aid. The count thereupon

abandoned his enterprise, and complained to his sovereign

(Louis the Fourteenth) of the interruption it had received

;

while Lord Bellamont, in like manner, apprised King William

of the step he had taken. The two monarchs commanded
their respective delegates to lend assistance to each other, and
exert a spirit of accommodation in making the peace effectual

to both nations, and to leave all disputes concerning the de-

pendency of the Indian tribes to the determination of the com-
missioners who were to be named in pursuance of the treaty of

Ryswick. Shortly after the reception of these mandates, a

peace was concluded between the French and the Five Na-
tions : but not till English insolence and French address had
nearly detached these tribes entirely from the alliance they

had so steadily maintained,—by leading them to believe that

the English interposed in their concerns for no other reason

if
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BOOK than that they accounted them their slaves. The French en-
^' deavoured to take advantage of their ill-humour by pressing

1698. them to admit an establishment of Jesuits into their settle^

ments. But although the Indians at' first entertained the

proposition, and listened with their usual gravity and polite-

ness to the enticing harangue of a Jesuit who was deputed to

support it, ^ their habitual sentiments soon prevailed over a

transient discontent, and they declared their determination to

adhere to the English, and to receive, instead of the French

priests, a mission of protestant pastors which Lord Bellamont

had undertaken to introduce among them. ^

Some abuses that prevailed, and some disorders that seemed

likely to arise at New York, had prompted King William to

bestow the government of the province on Lord Bellamont,

whom he justly considered peculiarly well qualified, by the

influence of his elevated rank, added to the firmness and in-

tegrity of his character, to correct the one and compose the

other. Fletcher, his predecessor, had proved a very unfaith-

ful steward of the public revenue, and gratified his avarice and

his partialities by unjust and exorbitant appropriations and

grants of land. Lord Bellamont, after investigating the par-

ticulars of Fletcher's administration, openly denounced him

as a corrupt and profligate magistrate ; and not only caused

judicial proceedings to he instituted against him and the

favourites whom he had enriched with a share of the public

spoil, but at one time proposed to send him as a prisoner, to

undergo a criminal trial in England. The expense and dif-

ficulty of procuring what the law would deem requisite evi-

dence, together with other obstructions which commonly ky,^ - ^?

the success of schemes for accomplishing the exposure, or

compelling the restitution, of official pillage, prevented any

of these proceedings from attaining a satisfactory issue.

An attempt that was made to correct another abuse, proved

' See Note V. at the end of the volume.
* Smith. Colden. The fulfilment of the promise of sending protestant pastors to

the Five Nations seems to have been deferred till the year 1712, when one Andrews
was sent among them by the English Society for propagating the C >spel. The
Indians at first leceivcd him with joy, but peremptorily refused to suffer him to teach

the English language to their children. After preaching and teaching among them,

in the Indian tongue, for several years, he was universally forsaken by his auditors

and scholars, and closed a fruitless mission in 1718. Humphrey's Hist. Ace. of the

Society for propagating the Gospel.
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at first extremely unfortunate, and was attended with remark- c ii A v.

able circumstances in its progress, and important conse- ^''

quences in England. The late war had given rise to a great igqs.

deal of privateering, which in many instances had degenerated

into piracy ,- and the evil was increased by the readiness with

which James the Second, in his exile, granted commissions for

privateering, to adventurers adhering, or professing adherence,

to his cause, and who preposterously hoped that these com-

missions would entitle their maritime robberies to be regarded

as acts of legitimate warfare. From New York, in particular, piracy at

many piratical cruisers were known to have sailed : and, in- New York,

deed, there was strong reason to suspect that Fletcher's hun-

ger for gold had been too voracious to scruple the acceptance

of it from the hands of those robbers as the price of his con^

nivance at their depredations. Lord Bellamont whom the

king had with especial urgency directed to adopt the most

vigorous measures for the extirpation of this system, (which

he dreaded the more from its subservience to the intrigues of

the exiled monarch,) was advised by some imprudent or dis-

ingenuous counsellor to invite the assistance of one Kidd, Capt,

who was represented to him as a man of honour and intre-
*^'

pidity, and acquainted with the persons and the haunts of the

pirates. Kidd, being in England at the time, was introduced

to Lord Bellamont by the person who had so characterised

him, and readily offered to undertake the suppression and ap-

prehension of the pirates, if the king would grant him a coni"

mission for the purpose, and place at his disposal a fast-sailing

frigate of thirty guns. The earl laid the proposal before the

king, who was fully disposed to embrace any feasible plan for

extirpating piracy : but some difficulties having been started

by the admiralty, the scheme was dropped, and, unfortu-

nately for tae reputation of all parties, a private adventure to

be conducted by Kidd against the pirates, was suggested in

its stead, and finally embraced. The king himself was con-

cerned in the enterprise, and had a tenth share of its eventual

profits reserved to him : and the Lord Chancellor (Somers,)

the Duke of Shrewsbury, the Earls of Romney and Oxford,

Sir Edmund Harrison, and various other persons of distinc->

tion, were associated in the adventure as partners with their

sovereign. Kidd received an ordinary commission from the

VOL. II, B
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BOOK crown as a privateer, with special diroclions from the royal

^' and nohle owners of his vessel, to proceed against the pirates,

and to hold himself directly responsible to Lord Bellainont.

Embarking on this important enterprise, with so much illus-

trious character intrusted to his keeping, Kidd reached New
York long before the arrival of Lord Bellamont, whose as-

sumption of his government did not take place till more than

two years after his appointment. Scarcely had this nobleman

landed at New York, than he learned, with the deepest con-

fusion and resentment, that by his patronage of Kidd he had

been accessary to an enormous aggravation of the evil which

he had hoped to extirpate, and to the dishonour of his king

and of all the distinguished persons who had been associated

in the privateering adventure ; and that Kidd had already

rendered himself more infamous and formidable than any

other pirate that infested the seas, by the extent of his naval

robberies and his reckless disregard of human life. Lord Bel-

lamont exerted all his vigour to repair this unhappy error

;

and having fortunately succeeded in apprehending Kidd at

Boston, where the pirate vainly believed himself unknown, he

wrote to the secretary of state, desiring that a warrant niight

be sent for transmitting this daring- offender to England,

where already considerable interest had been excited in the

public mind by the tidings of the freebooter's desperate en-

terprises, and by vague rumours of the assistance which he

had derived from the first personages in the realm. A ship

of war was instantly despatched to convey the prisoner to

London, and repel any attempt that might be made for his

rescue ; but, unfortunately, the vessel was disabled on her

passage, and obliged to return to port. A strong suspicion

now arose of collusion between Kidd and the ministry, who,

it was supposed, were determined at all hazards to screen him,

lest in his own defence he should discover their infamous con-

federacy. This suspicion was inflamed by the artifices of the

Tory party, who were opposed to King William's government,

and who vehemently pressed a motion in the House of Com-
mons, that all persons who had been concerned in Kidd's ad-

venture might be dismissed from public employment. Though
their motion was rejected, they prevailed with the House to

have Kidd examined at the bar,—when the exertions of the
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ministers and Lord fielluitiout tu viiidicalu tlicir cliuractcrti C M A I'
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had at length succeeded in bringing him to Enghmd ; and

though disappointed at first in their hope of obtaining any

valuable disclosures from him,—yet, either honestly suspecting

what they professed to believe, or hoping thut he would be in-

duced to become an instrument of their purposes, (which he

discovered more inclination than ability to do,) they endea-

voured to have his trial deferred, and prevailed with the house

to call him again to the bar, even after an address had been

voted to the crown recommending that he should be remitted

forthwith to an English jury. Kidd was brought to trial at

the Old Bailey in the year 1701, and totally failing either to

criminate the ministers or to defend himself, was convicted,

with several of his accomplices, of piracy and murder, and
soon after underwent the just punishment of his crimes. The
passionate violence of the Tory faction in England prevented

this matter from proving as injurious as, more moderately

handled, it would, and perhaps ought to have been to Lord

Bellamont and the Whig ministers of the king. Kidd's con-

duct previous to his employment as a privateer had in reality

been such that a proper investigation of it should have exposed

him to punishment, instead of recommending him to an im-

portant command. A charge derived from this gross and

culpable neglect, and directed against all who had been con-

cerned in procuring Kidd's commission, was introduced into

the articles of impeachment preferred soon after by the com-
mons against Lord Somers. The character and conduct of the

Earl of Bellamont, in particular, were severely arraigned in

this charge; though his recent death at New York prevented

him from being included in the impeachment. But the

managers of the prosecution associating the charge of culpa-

ble neglect with other weightier imputations which they were

unable to prove, and involving themselves (purposely, perhaps)

in a dispute with the House of Lords, the impeachment ended
in an acquittal, without producing a trial.

^

The most formidable disorders that had threatened the go- Factions

vernment and community of New York, were portended by the by the fme

increasing animosity of two powerful factions, consisting of the "' Leisier.

j I

Smith. Smollel's History of England.

II 2

Howell's State Trials.
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friends and the enemies of the unfortunate Leisler. Tlie son of

this man, incapable of forgetting or forgiving the tragical fate

of his father, had laboured incessantly for the re-establishment

of his character ; and having obtained, by the assistance of the

province of Massachusetts (where the enemies of Leisler, and

especially Dudley who had condemned him, were the objects

of general aversion), an act of parliament to reverse his father's

attainder, and now proceeding, with every likelihood of suc-

cess, to urge a claim for retribution of his family's sufferings

and losses, elevated the spirits of his partizans in New York

by the hope of a triumph so humiliating to their adversaries.

The mutual animosity of the two factions was excited to such

a degree by the occurrence and the prospect of fresh opportu-

nities of its indulgence, that the conduct of public business

began to be seriously obstructed by their intrigues and col-

lisions : and in the very first assembly that Lord Bellamont

convoked at New York,—except an unanimous address of

thanks to himself for his speech on the state of the province,-

—

there was scarcely a single measure proposed, in which the

members of assembly found it possible to agree. The charac-

ter and manners of Lord Bellamont were happily adapted to

compose these dissensions ; a task which, perhaps, if his ad-

ministration had proved more durable, he would have wisely

attempted and successfully accomplished : but, unfortunately,

the circumstances in which he found himself placed on his

first arrival at New York, and the line of conduct which he

was thereby prompted to pursue, tended rather to inflame than

to mitigate the evil. His just displeasure against Fletcher,

aggravated by the discovery of that profligate governor's en-

couragement of the pirates, at first extended itself to every

person who had held oflSce along with him, or been distin-

guished by any share of his intimacy or regard ; and as in

this class were comprehended the principal adversaries of

Leisler and his party, the spirits of this party were addition-

ally revived, and their numbers augmented by the prospect

of victorious supremacy. Young Leisler's solicitations in

England at length so far prevailed, that a letter was addressed

i'«b. 1700. ^y ^^^ Secretary of State to Lord Bellamont, declaring that

his majesty, from " a gracious sense of the father's services

and sufferings," desired that the son's claims of indemnifica-
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tion might be entertained by the general assembly of New c ll \ i\

York. No sooner was the royal letter laid before the assem- ^*'

biy, of which a great majority now consisted of the friends of noo.

young Leisler, than a vote was passed, appointing the sum
of 1000/. to be levied immediately on the province for his

behoof. *

Lord Bellamont had iow obtained a complete acquaintance

with the state of the province ; and the resentment and dis-

turbunce he had suffered from the piratical transactions in

which his own and his sovereign's honour had been so deeply

involved, were reasonably supposed to have subsided. Hut
tin influence which his good sense and moderation were ex-

pected to produce in tranquillizing (he angry factions over

which he presided^ was intercepted by his unexpected death

in the beginning of the year 1701. This event was attended l7oi.

with the most unhappy consequences. The faction that had

appeared likely to be defeated, received intelligence that Lord

Cornbury, who was expected soon to mrive as the successor

of Bellamont, was prepossessed in their fcwour, because they

were accounted the partizans of the church of England, and

began already to anticipate a favourable change in their rela-

tions with the adverse party ; while this party, at the head

of which was Nanfan, the lieutenant-governor, made haste to

exert their power with an energy enhanced by the probable

shortness of its duration. The most strenuous efforts were

made by both, to increase their strength in the assembly ; and

the most furious disputes were engendered by the theoretical

respect which both professed for the same constitutional prin-

ciples,— by the practical respect which each, accordingly, re-

quired for these principles from their adversaries,— and by the

practical disregard of them into which both were hurried by

the violence of their passions. The party opposed to Leisler's

friends, being generally defeated in these contests, vented their

indignation in complaints of their adversaries to the king, the

' This year, no fewer than a thousand Scottish fugitives from the unfortunate and
ill used colony of Darien, arrived at New York in various ships during the absence

of Lord Bellamont at Boston. Nanfan, the lieutenant-governor, in conformity witli

instructions from England, refused even the slightest relief or assistance to these un-

happy adventurers. Oldmixon (2d edit.). Two years before, the royal governors

of xNew York and New England had issued proclamations forbidding ?.ll corre-

spondence with or assistance to the Scottish colony. Holmes.
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BOOK parliament, and, above all, to Lord Cornbury, on whose favour
^''

their hopes of victory and vengeance now mainly depended.

Colonel Bayard, in particular, having promoted certain ad-

dresses, in which the most scandalous charges of bribery,

public plunder, and oppression, were preferred against the

lieutenant-governor, the chief justice, (for Dudley had ceased

to hold this office,) and the assembly, was committed to prison

as a traitor, by Nanfan, in conformity with a law which Bayard

and his friends had procured to be enacted in 1691, to curb

their own adversaries, and which subjected to the pains of

treason every person endeavouring, hj^ force of arms, or other-

wise, to disturb the peace, welfare, and quiet of the king's

government. Though the attorney-general of New York de-

livered in writing his solemn opinion, that the addresses con-

tained nothing criminal or illegal, Nanfan, finding the solicitor-

general differently minded, urged on the prosecution ; and,

after a trial more fair, perhaps, than in such a state of public

feeling could have been reasonably expected. Bayard was

dragged to the brink of the pit which he himself had dug for

others, by a verdict of gnilty, and sentence of death.' Alder-

man Hutchins was immediately after tried, and convicted on

a similar charge. But here the adversaries of the prisoners

judged it prudent to pause. Though the law on which the

charges were founded was illiberal and unjust, it had been

framed by the prisoners themselves and their party, and never

yet repealed ; and though the convictions proceeded on a

somewhat strained construction of it, they had been procured

by no signal or undoubted departure from the ordinary princi-

ples of judicial procedure in the administration of penal law.

The prosecutors, therefore, had not incurred such guilt as to

confound altogether their sense and humanity, or imperiously

to urge them to complete what they had begun, and destroy

their victims while they were yet in their power. Happily for

themselves, and for the province, they consented to reprieve

' The proceedings on this trial, wliich are leported at some length in Howell's

Collection, are creditable to the legal knowledge, ability, and spirit of the lawyers

employed to conduct them, and especially of tlie counsel for the prisoner. Kinot,

oiiuof the hitter, maintained a plea, which was not admitted till a much later period

in Kngland, — that " The jury are judges both of law and fict." Kven under the

ld)eral sway of Oliver Cromwell, it was declared from the hemh (on the first trial of

Lilhurne), that it w:is " a damnable doctrine" to hold that the juiy weio judges of

law as well m fad. Howell.
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the prisoners till the king's pleasure should be ascertained.

But long before the application on which the fat.il issue was

thus suspended could take place, Lord Cornbury arrived at

New York; and not only caused the attainders of Bayard and

Hutchins to be reversed, but openly declaring himself the

head of their party, conducted his administration with such

violence and partiality, that the chief justice, (who was dis-

missed from his office,) and several other considerable persons

of the opposite faction, thought it prudent to depart from the

prv^vince. *

Edward, Lord Cornbury, grandson of Lord Chancellor Cla-

rendon, possessed not one of the qualities by which his distin-

guished ancestor had been characterized, except an exaggera-

tion of his zeal for the church of England, and his intolerance

of all other ecclesiastical associations. The rest of his character

would have disgraced more estimable qualities; and seems to

have formed a composition no less odious than despicable, of

rapacity and prodigality, voluptuousness and cruelty, the lof-

tiest arrogance, and the meanest chicane. Whether from real

difference in sentiment, or from a policy which in those days was

not uncommon,—while his father had adhered to the cause of

Jauies the Second, the son supported the pretensions of King

William, and was one of the first officers who deserted with his

troop to join the enterprise which produced the British revolu-

tion . and having now dissipated his substance in riot and de-

bauchery, and being obliged to fly from his creditors in Eng-

land, had obtained by one of the last acts of his royal patron's

administration, the governmelit of New York as a reward of

his services. This appointment was confirmed by his kins-

woman Queen Anne, who added to it tlie government of New
Jersey, which had been recently surrendered by its proprieta-

ries to the crown. The administration of Lord Cornbury is

chiefly remarkable for the production of an effect not less re-

mote from his own intentions than from the expectations which

his character might reasonably suggest: for it was during his

pernicious and illiberal rule that the factions which we have

seen carried to such a height in New York came to be, if not

entirely suppressed, yet greatly mitigated and reduced. This

C MAP.
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BOOK desirable end, which was more obstructed than advanced by
the only respectable governor that had been sent to New York

1702. since the revolution, was now signally promoted by the admi-

nistration of a successor, who robbed even Andros of his evil

eminence, and rendered himself more universally detested than

any other officer to whom the government of this province was

ever intrusted. For some time after his arrival in the colony,

the majority of the assembly, composed, by his influence, of

the faction which had but recently smarted under the insolence

and ascendancy of a triumphant rival, adhered with unscru-

pulous loyally to him as its leader and protector ; and even

after the intolerance he began to exert against the presbyte-

rians, and every other religious society, except the protestant

episcopalians, had alienated many of his first political adhe-

rents, he found their loss nearly compensated by the increased

regards of those who now boasted him their ecclesiastical ally.

Though the great mass of the inhabitants, including the prin-

cipal families in the province, were presbyterians, he refused

to permit the ministers of this persuasion to preach without

special license from himself,—which implied that they officiated,

not by legal right, but by precarious grace and indulgence.

On one occasion, finding that in a township in Long Island

there were a few episcopalians intermixed with the presbyte-

rians who formed the majority of the inhabitants and had built

a parsonage for their minister,—he fraudulently contrived to get

possession of the house, and then delivered it up to the epis-

copal party. Learning some time after, that two presbyterian

ministers from Virginia had preached to a congregation in

New York without his license, he threw them both into prison
;

and afterwards brought them to trial fur a misdemeanour : but

although the judge who presided at the trial, advised the jury

to return a special verdict, in order that the legal rule on this

subject might be finally ascertained, the jury had too much
sense and honesty to entrust the liberties of their country to

other keeping than their own, and without hesitation acquitted

the prisoners. In every quarter of the province, the governor

offered his assistance to the episcopalians, to put them in pos-

session of the ecclesiastical edifices that o'her sects had built

;

and to the disgrace of some of the zealots for episcopacy, this

oH'cr was in various instances accepted, and produced the most
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disgusting scenes of riot, injustice, and confusion. But hap- CHAP,
pily for the unfortunate people who were exposed to the mis-

chief of Lord Cornbury's administration, his conduct in other

departments of government soon weakened his influence with

all parties, and gradually deprived him of the power of insti-

gating any portion of the community to harass or oppress the

rest. It was discovered, that not content with the liberal

grants of money which the assembly bestowed on him for his

private use, he had embezzled large sums appropriated to the

erection of public works, and the defence of the province ; and

that, unable to subsist on his legitimate emoluments, even with

the addition of official pillage, he had contracted debts to every

tradesman who would lend him credit, and silenced or defied

these creditors by the terror of his power or the privilege of

his station, which exempted him from arrest. Even after this

discovery was made, he contrived to have some more of the

public money intrusted to his hands, by alarming the assembly

with pretended intelligence of an approaching invasion : and

the supply thus extorted, was employed with as little fidelity

as he had observed on prior occasions. In vain the assembly

proposed to establish a board of auditors to control the public

expenditure, and account for it to themselves; and with as

little success did they transmit a remonstrance against the

general conduct of the governor to the queen. Their applica-

tion to her majesty produced no other effect than some private

instructions, which were said to have been conveyed to Lord

Cornbury : their proposition to control the public disbursements

was disallowed ; and when they insisted on a scrutiny of the

governor's accounts, he warned them in an angry speech, not

to provoke him to exert*' certain powers" which the queen

iiad committed to him, and advised them to let him hear less

about the rights of the house, as the house had no rights but

what the grace and good pleasure of her majesty permitted it

to enjoy. By such declarations, and a line of conduct in

strict conformity with them, he succeeded in alienating all his

adherents, and finally in uniting all classes of the people in one

common interest of opposition to himself. When he dissolved

an assembly for its fidelity to the public interests, he found

his influence no longer able to aft'ect the composition of

the assembly by which it was succeeded. It was, perhaps,

i|
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^' Lord Cornbury's misgovernment for a number of years, and till

1702— the lessons which it was well calculated to teach them were
*'°8' deeply impressed on their minds. The governor had leisure to

repeat the expedient of dissolving intractable assemblies, and

the mortification of finding every succeeding one more stubborn

than its predecessor; till at last he convoked assemblies which

absolutely refused to vote the smallest supply for the public

"- service, except on condition that the governor should previously

account for all his past receipts and disbursements of money,

and perform the impossibility of refunding all the sums he had

embezzled—preferring even an extremity so inconvenient to

themselves, to the continuance of this corrupt and profligate

administration. The dissolute habits, and ignoble tastes and

manners of the man, completed and embittered the disgust

with which he was now universally regarded ; and when he

affronted public decency by rambling abroad in the dress of a

woman, the people beheld with indignation and shame the re-

presentative of their sovereign, and the ruler of their country.

The inhabitants of New York were now invited by a pain-

ful but salutary experience, to reflect on and deplore the folly

and mischief of those divisions that had once enabled such a

wretch to enjoy influence among them, and successfully to

incite them to harass and maltreat each other, that he might

the more securely pillage and oppress them all. His admi-

nistration forcibly taught them the important lesson, that

divisions among themselves were profitable only to the person

who ought to be the object of their constitutional jealousy,

—

the royal governor ; and that union among themselves, founded

on a sense of common interest, and maintained by the exer-

cise of mutual good will and forbearance, was essential alike

to their tranquillity and independence. This tuition was not

administered to them in vain ; and though the animosities

that had been formerly kindled were not entirely extinguished

for many years, they never again reached the height which

they had attained at the commencement of Lord Cornbury's

administration. This worthless personage continued for a

number of years to remind the people by his presence of the

salutary counsels they had derived from his administration,

even after they had obtained a deliverance from its burden.
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1702—
1708.

In the year 1708, Queen Anne was at last compelled by the CHAP,
reiterated and uni^nimous complaints of New York and New ^^'

Jersey (where he was equally odious), to supersede his com-

mission, and appoint Lord Lovelace his successor: and no

sooner was he deprived of command, than his creditors threw

him into the same prison, where he had unjustly confined

many worthier men. Thus degraded from office by his pub-

lic crimes, and deprived of liberty by his private vice and

dishonesty, this kinsman of his queen remained a prisoner for

debt in the province he had governed, till, the death of his

father, by elevating him to the peerage, and investing him

with the dignity of a hereditary legislator, entitled hitn to his

liberation.^ He then returned to Europe, and died in the

year 1723.2

Both before and after the British Revolution, the province State of

of New York had received large additions to the number of
gj^j^g",,}!)^

its inhabitants from all the various sources of emigration which of the

were generated by oppression, poverty, and discontent, in the ^nth
kingdoms of Europe. The poor found here a country where century,

their industry was highly valued, and all freemen enjoyed

equal rights ; where, instead of being compelled to vie with

each other for the boon of ill-rewarded employment,' their

services were eagerly courted by the rich, and labour conduct-

ed them with certainty to ease and independence. Among
the later accessions of people, were a nmnber of protectant

refugees from France, and of presbyterians from Ireland.*

The metropolis of the province, which, in the year 1678, con-

tained about three thousand four hundred inhabitants, was

found to contain nearly double that number in 1696 ; and the

port which, at the former period, owned no more than three

ships and eight sloops, possessed, in the lust-mentioned year,

forty ships, sixty-two sloops, and an equal number of boats. ^

i^^

' Smith. History of the British Dominions in America. This work, which I

have frequently referred to, is an anonymous publication in quarto. It contains

more ample and precise information tiian the composition of Wynne, and, like it,

brings down the history and state of the colonies to the middle of the eighteenth

century. It is more of a statistical than a historical work.
3 lUograph. Kiitan.

^ See Note VI. at the end of the volume.
* Smith. In 1710, tliree thousand palatines, flying fiom ]K;rsccution in Gerniuny,

seltlwl in New York. lb.

^ Chdluiers.
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BOOK The shipping of New York was promoted, not merely by the

^1 increase of its inhabitants, but by the advantages of its situa-

tion, which enabled it to conduct nearly the whole foreign

trade of Connecticut and New Jersey. ^ The total population

of the province amounted, in 1701, to about thirty thousand

persons.* Many of the first English colonists who repaired

to this province, after the conquest of it from the Dutch, are

said to have remained but a short time in it, and to have

sought a refuge in New Jersey from the hostilities of the

French and their Indian allies. At the end of the seventeenth

century the people consisted of various races,—English, Scotch,

Irish, French, and chiefly Dutch ; the great majority being

presbyterians and independents. The Dutch congregations

continued at this time, and long after, to acknowledge sub-

jection to the ecclesiastical authorities of Holland, fr^m whom
their ministers, in general, derived their ordination to sacred

functions. The Scotch presbyterians, after repeatedly solicit-

ing a charter incorporating their congregation, and being con-

tinually disappointed by the interest and opposition of the

episcopal party, executed, in the beginning of the eighteenth

century, a grant of their meeting-house and of the ground

attached to it, to the general assembly of the church of Scot-

land. The episcopalians, though the least numerous class,

enjoyed a charter of incorporation from the provincial assem-

bly ; and the minister of their church in New York had a

salary of 100/. a-year, collected by a tax on all the inhabitants

of the city. For this privilege they were indebted to the exer-

tions of Governor Fletcher; and they were elated by it to such

a degree of presumption, as to maintain that the province was

subject to the ecclesiastical dominion of the church of Eng-

land, and that theirs was the religion of the state,— a preten-

sion that excited much jealousy among all the dissenters, and

was peremptorily denied by them. When the episcopal clergy

became more numerous, they accounted themselves subject

immediately to the bishop of London, who maintained a com-
missary at New York. They made an attempt at an after

period to engross the privilege of solemnizing all marriages in

the province,—but found themselves unable to carry this pre-

> Siuitli. Holmes.
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tension into effect. Though all law proceedings in the pro- CHAP,
vincial courts were conducted in English, and an English free

"•

school was established in 1702, the Dutch language con-

tinued long to prevail among a considerable portion of the

people. For many years public worship was celebrated in

Dutch in some of the churches ; and in several counties the

sheriffs often found it difficult to collect as many persons

acquainted with English as were necessary to compose the

juries in the courts of law. The English that was generally

spoken was much corrupted by intermixture of the two

languages. ^

The subsistence of the Dutch language was less advanta-

geous to the province than the permanence of Dutch man-
ners, which continued long to be visible in the sobriety of

deportment, and the peculiar attention to domestic cleanli-

ness, order, and economy, by which the descendants of the

original colonists of New York were distinguished, and which

their example communicated, in no slight degree, to the other

races of European settlers with whom they were latterly asso-

ciated. A printing press was established at New York in

the year 1693, by a printer flying from the unusual occur-

rence of quaker tyranny and persecution in Pennsylvania;

and a library was founded under the government of Lord

Bellamont in the year 1700. But the schools in this pro-

vince were inconsiderable ; and although the wealthier fami-

lies obtained valuable instructors for their children among
the numerous protestant refugees from France,—the great bulk

• Smith. TliC English, French, and Irish colonists seem to have acquired pretty

early an uniform character. The stronger nationality and more rigid manners of

tite Scotch, aided by frequent accessions of their countrymen from Scotland, preserved

their national peculiarities loncer unimpaired. " They preserve unaltered," says

Dwight, " the character which tliey brought with them. They are industrious,

frugal, orderly, patient of hardsliip, persevering, attached to government, reverential tu

religion, generally moral, and often pious. At the same time they are frequently un-

warrantably self-complacent, rigid in their dispositions, unbending in their opinions,

sequestered, avaricious, ready to unchurch those who diHer from them, and to say,

donhlUss, iie are the people." Dwight's Travels.

Even when intermarriages and the common influence of free institutions and na-

tional association shall have produced uniformity uf character among all the race of

American colonists, the national pedigrees of many particular districts will be pre-

served by their names. In one county of New York, almost every place bears the

name of an Irish saint, city, county, or mountain. A neighbouring district, originally

planted by New Englanders, is divided into parishes and settlements bearing the

names of Unanimity, Frugality, Sobriety, Enterprise, and the like. (Dwight.) It

may be hoped that the recollection of such names as these last, will impress a corre>

sponding bias on the sentiments and character of the inhabitantit of the region.

\MH
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DOCK of the people were strangers even to the first rudiments of
^' science and cultivation, till the era of the American Revo-

lution. ^

If Britain had pursued a wiser policy towards this and her

other American provinces, she might have obtained from their

resources a considerable diminution, if not an entire removal

of the burden of her poor laws. But various circumstances

contributed to disguise or diminish the attractions by which

the colonial territories invited the resort of the industrious

poor. The practice of transporting felons to America brought

this country into disrepute with many whose information was

not sufficiently exact to acquaint them with the insignificant

amount of the evil, and the great preponderance of the advan-

tages by which it was counterbalanced. Th? historian of New
York has ascribed to this cause the dearness of labour, and

the increased importation of slaves which began to take place

in the beginning of the eighteenth century. Another obstruc-

tion to the colonization of this province by the free poor, arose

from the practices of many of the governors, who, to promote

the royal interest in the assembly, were permitted to make
large grants of land to their partizans and dependants, by

whom it was again farmed out at exorbitant rates to the cul-

tivators, or retained in a vacant and unproductive state in the

hope of a future rise in its value from the general progress of

culture and population.^

The provincial organs of government in New York were the

governor, the council, and the assembly. The governor, ap-

pointed by the king, was commander-in-chief by sea and land,

and received from the provincial revenue a salary of about

1,500/., together with perquisites amounting to as much more.

The councillors were appointed by the crown, but might be

suspended by the governor. They received no salaries, and

acted as a privy council to the governor, besides performing the

same legislative and judicial functions as the English House

> Oldmixon. Smith. Thomas's History of Printing. Winterbotham. Warden.
Grant's Memoirs of an American Lady, &c. Mr. Grant's descriptions of American
manners are, in general, entirely fanciful and erroneous.

* Smith. " The governors were, many of them, land jobbers, bent on making
their fortunes ; and being invested with pov <%r to do this, they either enj^rosscd for

themselves, or patented away to their particular favourites, a very great proportion of

the whole province." VVinterl>otiiam.

3
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of Lords. The members of assembly (elected by freeholders chap.
possessing lands or tenements improved to the value of forty

^*'

pounds') had a daily allowance for their attendance; and to

them, in concurrence with the council and the governor, was

committed the privilege of enacting the provincial laws, which

were required to be analogous to the jurisprudence of Eng-

land. Thelaws were communicated to the English privy council

within three months after their enactment, and might, at anif

time after, be annulled by the king. The governor was em-
powered to prorogue or dissolve assemblies at his pleasure

;

to appoint judges ; to collate to all vacant ecclesiastical bene-

fices ; and, with the advice of the council, to make grants of

land, to be held of the crown by soccage tenure. Besides sub-

ordinate courts of law, there was a supreme court at New
York, of which the chief justice had a salary of 300/. a-year.

From its judgments an appeal might be made, in causes in-

volving more than 100/., to the governor and council, and in

causes when more than 300/. was at stake, to the king and

the privy council of England. Much uncertainty prevailed

in the administration of civil justice from ignorance and differ-

ence of opinion as to the extent to which English statutes

and decisions were to be admitted to operate as rules or pre-

cedents.*^

By a law passed in 1700 for the purpose of checking the

missions of the Jesuits among the Indians, it was enacted,

that every Jesuit or other popish priest, coming voluntarily

into the province, should be subjected to perpetual imprison-

ment, and in case of escape and recapture, to the punishment

of death. Slaves (by a law passed in 1702), except when as-

sembled for labour, were forbidden to meet together in greater

number than three ; a regulation which proved insufficient to

prevent a formidable insurrection of these unfortunate persons

in the year 1712. Masters were enjoined by law to baptize

their slaves, and encouraged to do so by a provision that their

baptism should not entitle them to freedom. Indeed, manu-
mission of slaves was discouraged by a heavy fine. Slaves

were disqualified from bearing testimony in criminal cases

against any but slaves ; and no negro, Indian or muU

1i

' Laws of New York from 1691 to 1718. Smith.
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BOOK latto, even though free, could acquire the property or enjoy

_ the possession of houses or lands. Any negro or Indian con-

spiring the death of a white man, was capitally punished.

Even though baptized, slaves were not considered to be pro*

perly comprehended in the denomination of christians; for by

an act passed in 1702, and confirmed in 1708, there was of-

fered a reward of twenty shillings to every christian, and half

that «um to every Indian or slave, killing a wolf in the pro-

vincial territory. In some of the colonial settlements of the

Dutch, (particularly at the Cape of Good Hope,) the treatment

of their slaves is said to have been distinguished by the most

barbarous cruelty. But milder manners and less inhuman

laws prevailed at New York, where extreme severity was in-

flicted only at second hand, by selling unruly and troublesome

negroes to the planters of Jamaica. Various laws were made
from time to time against selling ardent spirits to the Indians.

The extortions of usurers were repressed by an act passed in

1717, restricting lawful interest to six per cent. This was re-

pealed in the following year, when the exaction of eight per

cent, was permitted.^

1i )'\
• Laws of New York from 1691 to 1718. Smith.
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NEW JERSEY.

Sale of the Territory by the Duke of York to Berkeley and Carteret.— Liberal

Frame of Government enacted by the Pioprictaries. — Emigration from Long
Island to New Jersey.— Arrival of tiie first Governor and Settlers from England.—
Discontent and Disturbance in the Colony.— Renovation of tiie 'I'itles to New
Jeisey. — Equivocal Conduct of the Duke of York.— Situation of the Quakers in

England. — Sale of Berkeley's Share of the Province to Quakers.— Partition of

the Province between them and Carteret. — Emigration of Quakers from England

to West Jersey. — Encroachments of the Duke of Yoik.— Remonstrance of the

Quakers,— causes the Independence of New Jersey to be recognised.— First As-

sembly of West Jersey.— The Quakers purchase East Jersey.— Ilobeit Barclay

—

appointed Governor. — Emigraiion from Scotland to East Jersey.— Designs of

James the Second against the Proprietary Governments— defeated by the Revo-

lution.— Inefficient State of the Proprietary Government. — Surrender of the

Provincial Patent to the Crown,— and Re-union of East and West Jersey.

—

Constitution if the Provincial Government.—Admioistiation of Lord Cornbury.

—

State of the Colony. i

Of all the national communities in which mankind have ever BOOK
been united, there is none (except the fallen commonwealth ^'^'

of Israel)/ which can boast of an origin as illustrious as that

which belongs to the provinces of North America. Almost

all these provincial settlements have been founded by men
whose prevailing motives were, zeal for the advancement of

'i

•

' It is remarkable that, among those of the colonists of North America who were
most eager to trace a resemblance between their own situation and that of the Jew-
ish emigiants from Egypt, the opinion should have first sprung up that tlie savage
Indians were the oflPspriug of one of the tribes of Israel. Ttiis opinion (which
is supported by very strong probabilities) was not without its use, if it tended
to abate that spiritual pride sometimes unhappily engendered by a belief of the pos-

session of an especial degree of divine favour. It was early adopted by '.he New
England divines, and was maintained, with much learning and ability, in a treatise

by one Thorowgood, published at London in 1650, and entitled "Jews in Ame-
rica." It was afterwards embraced by Willinm Penn the ({uakur, and suppoi'cd by
him, and by many other distinguished writers.

s2
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l\ 00 K rclij^ious truth, for the security of political freedom, or for the

eulargetnent of the resources and renown of their country :

and all have been indebted for a considerable share of their

early population, to the shelter which they afforded from civil

or ecclesiastical tyranny. The successful establishment of

every one of them is a grand and interesting monument of

human energy and fortitude : for it was not accomplished

without a generous and heroic conflict with the most powerful

habits of human nature, and the most formidable obstructions

of difficulty, danger, and distress. The colonists of New
' rsey, indeed, from their proximity and frienc'.ly relation to

Older colonial settlements, and from other advantageous pecu-

liarities in their situation, were exempted from much of the

hardship which elsewhere attended, in so many instances, the

foundation of civilized society in North America. But the

motives which conducted a great proportion of them to this

territory were such as must be acknowledged to reflect the

highest honour on their enterprise, and to ennoble the origin

of New Jersey.

The territory to which this appellation belongs was first ap-

propriated by the Dutch, of whose settlements an account has

already been given in the history of New York. It was in-

cluded in the province to which this people gave the name of

New Netherlands, and had received a few Dutch and Swedish

settlers at the period of the conquest of the Dutch colony by

the English. Preparatory to this enterprise, as we have al-

ready seen, Charles the Second granted a charter of American

territory, including the whole of the Dutch occupation, to his

brother James, Duke of York : and, as the king, in conformity

with his pretension to an antecedent right, which the intrusion

of the Dutch could neither extinguish nor suspend, had thought

himself entitled to bestow his grant before the territory was

actually reduced to his dominion, the duke, in like manner,

seems to have regarded his investiture as completed by the

charter, and proceeded to exercise the powers it conferred on

him, without waiting till he he' attained actual possession of

the soil. His charter, though much less ample in its endow-

ments than the charters which had been previously granted to

the proprietaries of Maryland and Carolina, resembled these

others in coiifcriing the province, and the powers of govcrn-

20th
M.irch,

1664.

i'
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mention the proprietary and " his asigus." Various instances,

both in the history of the Carohnas and of New Jersey, de-

monstrate that, in conformity with this expression, the pro-

prietaries regarded their functions less as a trust than as nn

absolute property, subject to every act of ownership, and in

particular to mortgage and alienation: and, accordingly, tiie

sovereignty of large provinces of the British empire was re-

peatedly assigned by proprietaries to their creditors, or sold to

the highest bidder. It was not till after the British revolution,

that the legality of these transactions was disputed : but al-

though the ministers of William the Third maintained that

they were inconsistent with the law of England, which recog-

nised a hereditary but not a commercial transmission of office

and power, the point was never authoritatively determined.

The evil, in process of time, produced its own remedy. The
succession and multiplication of proprietaries occasioned so

much inconvenience to themselves, that sooner or later they

were glad to bargain with the crown for a surrender of their

political functions : and both in Carolina and in New Jersey,

the exercise of the right of assignation materially contributed

to abridge the duration of the proprietary government.

The first example of a sale of proprietary rights and func- Sale of the

tions was afforded by the Duke of York, in his conveyance to
Jj'i'j'j'jlljj^,'.*^

Lord Berkeley and Sir George Carteret, of a portion of the oi Voik to

territory comprehended in the royal charter which he had re-
.'|)i[''(.'.''^.

cently procured for himself, if he had deferred the exercise terut.

of his ownership till he attained possession of the country,

and procured a report of its condition from Colonel Nichols,

whom he had appointed its governor, this partition would pro-

bably not have taken place. But, before he was yet in pos-

session of any part of it, or had obtained the information re-

quisite to enable him to conduct such a transaction with ad-

vantage to himself either as proprietor or as sovereign of the

country, he consented to sell one of the finest districts which

it embraced, to two persons who were, or supposed themselves,

much better informed. Berkeley and Carteret were already

proprietaries of Carolina; and not contented with this am; !e

investiture, nor yet apprised by experience of the tardy returns

from colonial possessions, they hud bccn induced, by the re-

presentations of a projector acquainted with the domain as-

I

'it]

i1
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BOOK signed to the Duke of York, to believe that a particular por-
'^'

tion of this do.nain would form a valuable acquisition to them-

1664. selves. How far the disjunction of this portion might be cal-

culated to affect the interest and value of the remainder, was

a point, which, for the honour of the purchasers, we must
suppose them to have overlooked as completely as it was mis-

understood by the vendor. But, at a subsequent period, Colonel

Nichols did not scruple to assert that the person by whose
advice Berkeley and Carteret were induced to make the pur-

chase had himself been an unsuccessful candidate for the pa-

tent which the Duke of York had obtained, and that he had

revenged his disappointment by instigating those courtiers to

an acquisition which he was aware would greatly depreciate

the remainder of the duke's investiture. Be this as it may,

the transaction that ensued, as it was very little creditable to

either of the parties who engaged in it, proved in the sequel

disadvantageous to them both.

23d and It was >nly three months after the date of his own charter,
24th June.

^^^^ ^j^g Duks of Yoik, by a formal assignment, in considera-

tion of " a competent sum of money," conveyed to Lord

Berkeley and Sir George Carteret, and their heirs and assigns,

that tract of land adjacent to New England, lying westward of

Long Island, and bounded on the east, south, and west by the

river Hudson, the sea, and the Delaware ; on the north by the

forty-iiriit degree and fortieth minute of latitude. In compli-

ment to Carteret, who had defended the island of Jersey

against the Long Parliament in the civil war, the duke be-

stowed on this region the name of Nova-Cesaria, or New
Jersey \ and he transferred to the grantees every right and

privilege, and all the powers of government, which he himself

possessed under his charter from the crown.^

Having obtained, in this manner, the sovereignty of New
Jersey, the first care of the proprietaries was to invite the re-

sort of inhabitants to the province; and their exertions for

this purpose, tliough pursued with more eagerness than per-

severance, disclosed some share of political sagacity. In those

colonial territories which present to adventurers no alluring

prospect of sudden enrichment, and which must owe their

' Scot's Model of the Province of East New Jersey. OUImixon. S.-imueI Siiiilli's

Hist, of New Jersey. Chalmers.
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, Samuel Smith's

cultivation to the steady enterprise and industry of permanent book
settlers, the strongest attractions are supplied by liberal pro-

visions for the security of the civil and religious rights of man-
kind. The recent history of New England had demonstrated,

that these attractions address themselves most prevailingly to

that description of human character which is best fitted to

contend with the difficulties of colonization, and that their

operation is so forcible as to overpower the temptations even

of superior climate and soil. That the useful lesson thus af-

forded to the founders of colonies was not disregarded by the

courtiers of Charles the Second, has already appeared from

some parts of the history of Carolina, and is still more plainly

manifested by the first measures that were pursued by the

proprietaries of New Jersey. They hastened to concert and liberal

publish a system of institutions for the government of the „o^rn-

province; and, as their object was to exhibit a political fabric ment en-

that should appear desirable and advantageous to mankind,
^|^^ p,o][

they succeeded in composing a project which obtained a very prieiaries.

favourable reception, and would have better deserved it, if the

proprietaries had been legislating for an existing population.

It was indeed a singular competition which these proprietary

governments engendered,—in which sovereigns and legislators

found it their interest to vie with each other in the production

of models of Hberty, and in tendering to the acceptance of

their subjects, the most effectual securities against arbitrary

government. Whatever doubts may be entertained of the

dignity of then' motives, or the sincerity of their professions,

the measures which the various proprietaries adopted in pur-

suance of t lis policy, proved highly beneficial to the provinces

of North America, and cherished in the minds of their inha-

bitants a warm atiachment to political freedom, and a habitual

conviction of their rii>ht to it.

The instrument which was now published by Berkeley and

Carteret, gave assurance to all persons who might settle in

New Jersey, that the province should be ruled only by laws

enacted by an assembly in which the people were represented,

and to which the power of making peace or war, and many
other important privileges, were confided. In particular, it

was stipulated by the proprietaries, " for the better security of

the inhabitants in the said province, that they are not to

%i
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u o K impose, nor suffer to be imposed^ any tax, custom, subsidy, tal-

\9L^e, assessment, or any other duty whatsoever, upon any

1664. colour or pretence, upon the said province, and inhabitants

thereof, other than what she!! bo imposed by the authority

and consent of the general assembly." By another clause,

of equal importance, it was provided, that " no person, at any

time, shall be anyways molested, punished, disquieted, or

called into question, for any difference in opinion or practice

in matters of religious concernment, who does not actually

disturb the civil peace of the province ; but all an'J every such

person and persons may, from time to time., anu at all times,

freely and fully, have and enjoy his and their judgments and

consciences in matters of religion, they behaving themselves

peaceably and quietly, and not using this liberty to licentious-

ness, nor to the civil injury, or outward disturbance of others;

any law, statute, or clause, contained, or to be contained,

usage or custom, of the realm of England, to the contrary

thereof in any wise notwithstanding." The import of these

expressions could not be misunderstood ; and as they were

publicly promulgated, without censure or disallowance from

any quarter, it must be admitted, that the colonization of this

province was undertaken on an assurance, which the settlers

were entitled to credit, of their being completely exempted
from the jurisdiction of the English parliament, both in the

imposition of taxes, and the regulation of ecclesiastical affairs.

The administration of the executive power, together with the

prerogative of affirming or rejecting the enactments of the

provincial assembly, were reserved to the proprietaries. To
all persons resorting to New Jersey with the mtention of

settling in it, there were tendered allotments of land, propor-

tioned to the earliness of their arrival in the province, and to

the numbers of their indented servants and slaves; and for

these allotments they were required to pay a quit-rent of an
halfpenny per acre after the year 1670, and to maintain one
able-bodied male servant for every hundred acres in their pos-

session. As the quit-rents were deemed the private estate of

the proprietaries, it was declared that all public expenses

should be defrayed by general contribution. Such was the

first constitution of New Jersey. New provisions were added
U) it from time to time, by subsequent proclamations, and the

«
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whole code was denominated by the people The Laws of the cil AP.

Concessions, and regarded by them as their great charter, and ^

as possessing a higher authority than even the acts of assem- ir)«>4.

bly, from not being subject to alteration or repeal. An impor-

tant addition was suggested by the prudence and equity of

Philip Carteret, who was the first governor appointed by the

proprietaries, and who, without any directions from his consti-

tuents to respect the rights of the aboriginal inhabitants of

the province, judged it proper to obtain their acquiescence in

the colonial plantation, by purchasing their titles to the several

districts which were occupied. The proprietaries had the

wisdom to approve this measure, and some years after estab-

lished the rule, that all lands should be purchased from the

Indians by the governor and council, who were to be reim-

bursed by the planters, in proportion to their respective pos-

sessions. ^

The conquest of New Netherlands had now been achieved

by Colonel !Nichols, who assumed, as lieutenant of the Duke
of York, the administration of the whole territory surrendered

by the Dutch. While yet unacquainted with the Duke's as-

signment to Berkeley and Carteret, he formed the design of

colonizing the district which they had acquired, and to this

end, granted licenses to various persons to make purchases of

land from the aboriginal inhabitants of New Jersey. Three Emigra-

small townships were speedily formed in the eastern part ofLon,/j"s"

the territory, by emigrants chiefly from Long Island, who laid land to

the foundation of Elizabeth Town, Woodbridge, and Piscata- ^^.y*^
' '^''

way : and Nichols, who entertained a very favourable opinion

of this region, bestowed on it the name of Albania, in comme-

moration of one of the titles enjoyed by his master. But his

hopes of rendering the district a valuable appendage of tlie

duke's possessions, were soon interrupted by intelligence of

the transaction by which it had passed to its new proprietaries

:

and the measures he had already pursued gave rise to disputes

respecting the property of the soil between the settlers whose

establishment he had promoted., and the proprietaries who
subsequently claimed their allegiance, which disturbed the re-

pose of the province for more than half a century. Nichols ad-

I

' Scot. S. S,nitli. Chalmers.
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dressed an earnest remonstrance to the Duke of York, on the

impolicy of thus multiplying statistical divisions, and of dis-

joining from his own province a portion distinguished above

all the rest by the fertility of its soil, the commodiousness of

its rivers, and the richness of its minerals ; and while he urged

the duke to revoke a grant so prejudicial to his own interest,

he predicted, what actually ensued, that the undertaking of

Berkeley and Cartaret, to colonize a vacant territory, would

disappoint their expectations of profit, and involve them in

expenses, from which only their remote posterity could hope to

gather any beneficial fruit. This remonstrance appears to

have produced some impression on the mind of the duke : but

either it was insufficient to induce him to revoke the grant

which he had executed, or he judged such revocation beyond

his power; and Nichols was reluctantly compelled to sunender

the government of New Jersey to Philip Carteret, who arrived

with a company of thirty emigrants from England, and estab-

lished himself at Elizabeth Town, which was regarded as the

capital of the infant province. Here for some years he ruled

in peace over a desert which was gradually replenished with

planters from the provinces of New York and New England,

attracted by the inviting qualities of the country, and the

repute of the liberal institutions which its inhabitants were

to enjoy. It was a happy peculiarity of the lot of these

colonists, that, establishing themselves in the vicinity of coun-

tries already cultivated, they escaped the disasters and priva-

tions which had afiSicted so severely the first inhabitants

of most of the other American provinces. Their proximity

to the channels of commerce already formed at New York#

in particular, was considered a circumstance of no small

advantage during the infancy of their settlement; though, in

process of time, it was less favourably regarded, as having

contributed to prevent the rise of a domestic mart, which

would have afforded stiil more effectual encouragement to

their trade. Like the other colonists of North America, they

enjoyed the advantage of transporting the arts and habits of

industry from a crowded and civilized community, where they

had been carried to a high pitch of improvement, into the

fresh bosom of a fertile and unoccupied region, which afforded

ihcm more liberal recompense and more unrestricted scope.

if-

|i
fiif'
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Their exertions for the rearing of cattle and grain were speedily book
and amply rewarded by a grateful soil ; and their friendly re-

^^'

latious with the Indians enabled them to prosecute their la-

bours in undisturbed tranquillity, and to add to them a bene-

ficial traffic in peltry with the roving tribes by whom the

neighbouring forests were inhabited. Their connexion with

the sister colony of New York communicated to them the

benefit of the alliance which subsisted between this colony

and the powerful confederacy of the Five Nations ; and, as

the influence of this confederacy extended to all the tribes in

the vicinity of the new settlement, its inhabitants enjoyed the

felicity of an entire exemption from Indian war. Recom-
mended by the salubrity of its climate, in addition to so many
other advantages, it will not appear surprising that New Jer-

sey was soon considered a very desirable residence, and that

its attractions were celebrated by early writers with higher

commendation than any of the other American settlements

obtainf^d. The proprietaries, still buoyed up with the hope

of an ample revenue from their province, were not wanting in

exertions to circulate the intelligence of its advantages both in

Europe and America, and occasionally despatched from Eng-

land vessels freighted with settlers and stores to reinforce the

numbers and supply the wants of their people. But the pe-

riod to which they had looked for the fulfilment of their hopes,

was fated to demonstrate the fallacy of them ; and the scene

of felicity which the province had hitherto presented was dis-

agreeably overcast by the arrival of the day when the payment

of quit-rents had been appointed to commence. The first de-

mand of this tribute excited general disgust among the

colonists, who seem to have expressed moie unwillingness

than inability to comply with it. A party among them, in-

cluding the earliest settlers, who had occupied their lands

under the authority of Colonel Nichols, refused to acknow-

ledge the title of the proprietaries ; and, m opposition to it,

set up titles which they had obtained for themselves from the

Indians. It was easier for the governor to demonstrate the

illegality of these pretensiofis, than to prevail with the people

to abandon them. For two years he maintained an ineffec- Discontent

tual struggle to enforce the claifins of the proprietaries ; till at
jurbance

length the popular discontent bro^.e forth in an insurrection •" the. o-

1665—
1670.

March,
1670.
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which he found it impossible to withstand. He was com-

pelled to return to England, stripped of his functions, which

the colonists forthwith conferred on a natural son of Sir

George Carteret, by whom their pretensions had been abetted.

Disappointini; as this result must have beon to the proprieta-

ries, it was impossible for them to impute the blame of it to

their governor, or to hesitate to replace him in the station from

which he had been expelled. This measure, however, was re-

tarded by the unexpected events of the following year, when

New York again reverting to the dominion of Holland, New
Jersey was once more reunited to the province of New Ne-

therlands. ^

The Dutch, as we have already seen, ^ did not long retain

their acquisition, which was restored to Great Britain by the

treaty of London. But the re-establishn)ent of the proprie-

tary governments into which the territory had been previously

divided, was thought to require some additional formality,

and was not accomplished without a renovation of the titles

by which those jurisdictions had been originally created.

Some doubts had already been suggested of the validity of

the royal charter, which had been granted to the Duke of

York at a time when the Dutch government enjoyed a peace-

able and unchallenged possession of the country : and, how-

ever unwilling to acknowledge the force of this objection, and

recede from a pretension that had been deliberately embraced

by his brother and himself, the duke was prompted by his

own interest to remove from men's minds a doubt so likely to

obstruct the resort of emigrants to his domains. Another

cause seems also to have contributed to turn his thouH-hts to

the procurement of a new investituie. The remonstrances of

Colonel Nichols had led him to regard the grant he had made
of New Jersey to Berkeley and Carteret with feelings of dis-

satisfaction, which were not diminished by the liberal institu-

tions which these proprietaries had conferred on their province,

and the number of inhabitants whom this policy attracted

to it from his own dominions. Whatever were the motives

that withstood the gratitication of i.'t wishes,—whether he
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' Douf^las" Summary. S. Smilii. Clialmcrs,
"> I?oolv V, chap. i. aiile.
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scrupled to commit the injustice and incur the dishonour of

robbing two of the firmest adherents of his family, or doubted

the support of the law or the king in such a proceeding,— it is

manifest from his conduct that he entertained a desire to re-

possess himself of the New Jersey territory, without making any

compensation to the parties who had acquired it. The Dutch

conquest seemed to furnish him with an opportunity of re-

moving the objections to which his own title was subject,

without seeming to confess its original defectiveness; and to

afford him, at the same time, a decent pretext for divesting

Berkeley and Carteret of their property, without disowning

the grant by which he had bestowed it upon them, or incur-

ring any obligation to indemnify them for its loss. It was

pretended that the Dutch conquest had extinguished the pro-

prietary rights, and that the territory, unencumbered by them,

had now reverted to the crown. In conformity with this view,

the duke applied for a new investiture, and found no difficulty

in obtaining from the king a second charter, which recited

the former grant, and confirmed to him all the domains which

that grant had embraced. He ow appointed Andros his

lieutenant over the whole re-united province; and, committing

to this governor and a board of councillors all the functions

of legislative and executive power, established the same arbi-

trary sway in New Jersey that he had hitherto maintained

in New York. But while he could thus meditate the mean-

ness of despoiling his friends of a property which he had sold

to them, he wanted either resolution or authority to effec-

tuate his iniquitous views; and, on the application of Sir

George Carteret, scrupled not to promise a renewal of the

grant of New Jersey. Yet, though ashamed to acknowledge

his purposes, he was unwilling to abandon them; and,

while the execution of the grant was delayed, he commando
Andros to maintain his prerogative over the whole territory.

Even when he finally consented to restore New Jersey, he

endeavoured to evade the complete performance of his en-

gagement, and pretended to have reserved certain rights of

sovereignty over it, which Andros seized every opportunity of

asserting.

In the beginning of' the year 1675, Philip Carteret re-

turned to New Jersey, and resumed the government of the

2G9
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BOOK settlements which had hecn formed in the eastern part of the
^^' province, and from which he had been expelled about two

1675. years before. The inhabitants, who had experienced, in his

absence, the yoke of conquest, and the severe rule of Andros.

now received their old governor with demonstrations of good

will ; and, as he postponed the payment of their quit-rents to

a future day, and published a new code of concessions by Sir

George Carteret that confirmed all their privileges, a peace-

able and contented subordination was once more established

in the colony. The only subject of disquiet that occurred for

several years, arose from the arbil iry measures by which

Andros from time to time obtruded the unjust pretensions of

the Duke of York. Governor Carteret, in the hope of procuring

to his people a share of the advantages which the neighbouring

colony derived from her commercial pursuits and relations,

1676. endeavoured to establish a direct trade between England and

New Jersey. But Andros openly resisted this attempt, as an

injury to the commerce and the customs of New York ; and

by confiscating the vessels that traded in opposition to his

mandates, extinguished the Nev/ Jersey commerce in its in-

fancy. In addition to this outrage, he endeavoured by various

exactions to render the colonists of New Jersey tributary to

his own government ; and even launched into such extremity

of insolence as to arrest Governor Carteret and carry him

prisoner to New York. When complaints of these proceed-

ings of his deputy were carried to the duke, he betrayed the

same indecision and duplicity that had characterized all his

recent demeanour. He could not consent, he said, tc depart

from a prerogative which had always belonged to him: yet he

directed that the exercise of it should be relaxed, as a mark
of favour and indulgence to his friend Sir George Carteret.'

But the province had now been divided into two proprietary ju-

risdictions ; and it was in the western part, in which Carteret

had ceased to have any interest, that the duke attempted to

exercise in its greatest latitude his pretended prerogative.

The circumstances attending this partition of the territory,

compose the most interesting portion of the early history of

New Jersey.

' I)ou>;las. S. Smith. (.'halmcrs. Smith's New York.
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Among the various sectaries who had reason to comphiin of book
the ecclesiastical policy pursued by the ministers of Charles

the Second, the quakers incurred a considerable share of dis- 1676.

appointment and persecution. During the last years of the Situation

protectorate of Cromwell, a number of quakers, charged with kentn*"''

offending against public order and decency, had been com- England,

mitted to prison in various parts of England ; and because

the protector refused or delayed to command their release, one

of the leaders of the sect reviled him publicly in a rhapsody

of malediction, which he concluded by tearing his own cap in

pieces, as a symbolical prognostic that the government would

be rent from Cromwell and his family.* The accomplishment

of this prophesy, however, was the only gratification which

the quakers were permitted to derive from the abolition of the

protectoral government. In the interval between this event

and the restoration, they experienced so much additional

rigour, as again elicited from one of their number the predic-

tion of another political revolution. This severe treatment,

partly occasioned by the aversion which the presbyterian min-

isters and magistrates entertained for the doctrines of the

quakers, was also in part provoked by the frenzy and indecency

with which many of the professors of these doctrines thought

proper to signalise their contempt for the worship of their ad-

versaries. ^ To the committee of safety, in whose hands the

supreme power was lodged, the quakers were rendered addi-

tionally obnoxious by the progress which their tenets had

made among the veteran soldiers of the commonwealth, and

the success with which George Fox interposed to prevent a

body of these converts from joining the parliamentary forces

who were marching to suppress an insurrection of the royalists

in Cheshire. They refused to give orders for the liberation of

i

\IHm

'

' Cromwell, though in general he treated the quakers with lenity (of which the
impunity of this prophet may be adduced as an instance), could not entirely discard
his suspicions of a sect in v'.ich some of his own most determined adversaiies had
enrolled themselves. That restless agitator, John Lilburn, in the midst of his oppo-
sition to Ciomwell, made a profession of quakerism, and yet not only continued to

write against the protector's government, but long refused to promise that he would
not employ his sword in aid of his pen. Gough and Sewell. Cromwell had per-

sonally witnessed a great deal of quakers' extravagance. He was interrupted when
presiding in parliament bv a quaker, who exclaimed that he had a message from the

Lord to the protector, Ibid. : and he had seen a female quaker enter stark naked into

a church where he was sitting with his oiliccrs at divine worship. Hume.
» See Note V'll.at the end of the volume.
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([uakcrs who had been imprisoned by the magistrates as vaga-

bonds and disturbers of the peace, or even to restrain the out-

rages of the populace, who in many places began to insult and

disturb the quaker assemblies. The advancement of General

Monk to the supreme direction of affairs, not only gratified

these sectaries with the accomplishment of another prediction,

but encouraged them to expect a lasting and favourable

change in their own situation. Monk issued an order that no

farther disturbance should be given to the peaceable meetings

of quakers, and he listened to their complaints with a demon-

stration of respect and attention which they had not been able

to procure from his predecessors in authority. The hopes

inspired by this altered treatment, were confirmed at the resto-

ration. To the favourable regards of the king, the quakers

were recommended by the complaints they preferred nga'nst

every description of authority that had subsisted in England

during the suspension of monarchy, and by the peculiar enmity

they expressed against those who were also the prominent ob-

jects of his own dislike. Their accusations of the government

of New England, in particular, met with a gracious acceptance,

and produced an order for the suspension of all farther seve-

rities against them in that quarter. Upwards of seven hun-

dred quakers were released from various prisons in England,

and an assurance was given that a complete toleration of

quaker worship would be enacted by the legislature with all

convenient speed. The fulfilment of this assurance, however,

was obstructed by certain of the king's ministers, who, though

wiUing by delusive pretences to tranquillise all the dissenters

till the newly-restored monarchy should be more firmly estab-

lished, were secretly determined to enforce a strict uniformity

of religious worship in England ; and, before many months of

the new reign had elapsed, their purpose was effectually pro-

moted by an event which suddenly extinguished whatever of

court favour the quakers had really or seemingly enjoyed.

Meanwhile, the sect, like all others, was indulged with an

actual toleration, which was diligently improved by its founder

and his wiser associates in multiplying their converts, and in-

troducing into their society a system of order and discipline

that tended to curb the wild spirit which had transported so

many votaries of (juakerism beyond the bounds of decency
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and sobriety, and exposed their profession, in so many places, book
to reproach and persecution. But this state of unmolested

tranquillity, together with the hope of seeing it perpetuated by

law, were quickly destroyed by a violent explosion of fury

and fanaticism from a different body of sectarians. In some
points, both of doctrine and practice, the Fifth Monarchy men,

or Millenarians, bore a strong resemblance to the quakers : a

temporal hierarchy, in particular, was equally odious to both ;

and both rejected, on all occasions, the ceremonial of an oath.

The millenarians, however, went a step farther than the

quakers, and held themselves entitled to employ force for the

overthrow of every temporal supremacy that usurped the

place, and obstructed the advent, of that spiritual and divine

dominion which they eagerly desired and hoped to experience.

George Fox, on the contrary, had taught, from the beginning

of his ministry, that it was absolutely unlawful to employ

aught else than spiritual weapons for the promotion of spiritual

objects. But he was well aware that he had collected around

him many of the wildest and most combustible spirits in the

kingdom ; and the exaggeration and distortion of his own
principles, exhibited in the demeanour of many of his own fol-

lowers, together with numberless examples among the other

sects and factions of which the times were prolific, had forci-

bly taught him by what insensible gradations the minds of

men, when thoroughly heated by religious or political zeal, are

transported beyond a mere censorious estimate of institutions

hostile to their views, into the conviction of an especial call,

or plain moral obligation, to attempt their subversion. It was

therefore with no small alarm that Fox had heard of the pro-

jects which the millenarians entertained some time prior to

the restoration, of promoting by force of arms the establish-

ment, or at least the recognition, of the Messiah's personal

reign upon earth ; and he had pubhshed, at the time, an

earnest remonstrance to all his followers on the unlawfulness of

designs, which, however remote from their distinctive princi-

ples, would prove, he feared, but too congenial to the spirit with

which, in many instances, these principles were associated.

But his endeavours, whatever effect they may have produced

on his own followers, failed to convince the public that there

was any radical or solid distinction between the quakers

VOL. 11. T
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and the millenarians : and what probably contributed to in-

crease his ahirm, as well as to fortify the public prepossession,

was, that the quakers were encumbered with a number of

partial and temporary adherents, the limits of whose faith

they were unable to ascertain by reference to a creed, and who,

flitting from sect to sect, according to the ebbs and flows of

their own humour and caprice, remained only long enough

with any one to infect it with their own levity, and dishonour

it with a share of their own reputation. The insurrection that

broke forth among the millenarians, in the first year of the re-

stored monarchy, proved exceedingly prejudicial to the interests

of the quakers, not only from the current opinion that the

tenets of the two sectarian bodies were substantially the same,

but from the plausible pretexts that were afforded to the ad-

versaries of toleration, and the pledges which the government,

no less alarmed than affronted, determined to exact from all

classes of its subjects. The quakers now became the objects

of peculiar jealousy, from their refusal to give assurance of

fidelity to the king by taking the oath of allegiance, and were

assailed with a rigour and reality of persecution which they

had never before experienced in England. They were at first

included along with the millenarians in a royal proclamation

which forbade either of these classes of sectaries from assem-

bling under pretence of worship elsewhere than in parochial

churches ; but were soon after distinguished by the provisions

of an act of parliament that applied exclusively to themselves.

By this statute it was enacted, that all quakers refusing to

take the oath of allegiance, and assembling, to the number of

five persons above sixteen years of age, for the purpose of

divine worship, should, for the first and second offences, incur

the penalty of fine and imprisonment, and for the third, should

either abjure the realm or be transported beyond it. Nay, so

violent and vindictive was the jealousy which the court now
harboured against the quakers, that, instead of employing the

complaints of these sectaries as the handle for a quarrel with

the obnoxious province of Massachusetts, it was determined

to stir up the slumbering enmity of the colonists against them,

and to invite the provincial government to a repetition of those

very severities which had been so recently prohibited. For

this purpose, it was signified to the governor and assembly of
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Massachusetts, by a letter under the hand of the king,' that H o o K

his majesty, though desirous that liberty of conscience should
^

be granted to all other religious professors in the province, iiJ76.

would be glad to hear that a severe law were passed against

the quakers, whose tenets and practices he deemed incom-

patible with the existence of civil government. These un-

favourable sentiments were not long after exchanged by the

king for a juster estimate of quaker principles. In a con-

ference which he granted to some of the leading members of

the sect, he received assurances which satisfied him not only

that this people had been unjustly confounded with the mil-

lenarians, but that their principles with respect to municipal

government, including an absolute renunciation of the right of

resistance, were such as he had reason to wish more generally

diffused through his dominions. But this alteration in his

sentiments produced no relaxation of the legal severities to

which the quakers were liable, and was attended with no

other consequence than a familiar and apparently confidential

intercourse between him and some of the leaders of the sec-

tarian body, together with many expressions of regard and

good will on his part which he was unvvilHng or unable to

substantiate. In the persecution that was now commenced
against all classes of dissenters, the quakers were exposed to

a more than justly proportioned share of severity, from the

unbending zeal with which they refused to conform even in

appearance to any one of the obnoxious requisitions of the

law, and the eagerness with which they seized every oppor-

tunity of making manifest their forbidden practices, and sig-

nalizing their peculiar gifts of patient suffering and uncon-

querable perseverance. In every part of England the quakers

were harassed with fines and imprisonments, and great num-
bers were transported to Barbadoes and to the American set-

tlements,* where they formed a valuable addition to the English

population, and speedily found that their persecutors in ex-

pelling them from their native land, had unconsciously con-

tributed to the amelioration of their lot. Instead of the wild

enthusiasts who had formerly rushed with frantic zeal to New

' An(e, Book IT. chap. iii.

' In one vessel alone, wiiicli was despatched from England in March )664, sixty

quaker convicts were shipped for America. Williamson's North Carolina.
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BOOK England in quest of persecution, there was now introduced
^^^'

into America a numerous body of wiser and milder professors

of quakerism, whose views were confined to the enjoyment of

that hberty of worship, for the sake of which they had in-

curred the penalty of exile. In several of the American pro-

vinces, as well as in the island of Barbadoes, they experienced

an ample toleration and a friendly reception from the magis-

trates and the inhabitants; and, even in those provinces where

they were still the objects of suspicion and rigour, they con-

tributed to render their principles less unpopular, by demon-

strating with what useful industry and peaceful virtue the

profession of them might be combined. Contented with the

toleration of their worship, and diligently improving the ad-

vantages of their new lot, many of these exiles attained, iu a

few years, to a plentiful and prosperous estate ; and so far did

they carry their willingness to reconcile their own principles

with the existing institutions and usages of the countries in

which they found themselves established, that in many in-

stances they united a profession of quakerism with the pur-

chase and employment of negro slaves. Perhaps the deceit-

fulness of the human heart was never more strikingly exhi-

bited than in this monstrous association of the character of

exiles for conscience sake and the profession of universal

meekness and philanthropy, with the condition of slave-owners

and the exercise of tyrannical power. Yet, in process of time,

much good was educed from this evil; and the inconsistency

of one generation of quakers enabled their successors to ex-

hibit to the world a memorable example of disinterested re-

gard for the rights of human nature, and a magnanimous

sacrifice to the requirements of piety and justice.

The principles of quakerism contitmed meanwhile to pro-

pagate themselves in Britain, to an extent that more than

suppHed the losses occasioned by the banishment of so many
of their professors. Almost all the other Christian sects had

sustained a decay of piety and reputation from the share they

had taken in the passionate disputes, the furious struggles,

the dark intrigues, and vindictive severities that attended the

civil wars; and while the quakers were distinguished by ex-

emption from this reproach, they were no less advantage-

ously distinguished by a rigorous persecution which enabled

. ^ti
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them to display in a remarkable degree the primitive graces book
of christian cnaracter. It was now that their cause was es-

^^'

poused and their tenets defended by writers who yielded to 1676.

none of their contemporaries in learning, eloquence, or inge-

nuity, and who have never been equalled, or even approached,

by any succeeding scholars of the quaker persuasion. The
doctrines that had floated loosely through the sectarian so-

ciety were collected and reduced to an orderly system ; the

discipline necessary to preserve from anarchy, and restrain

the fantastic sallies which the genuine principle of quakerism

is peculiarly apt to suggest,^ was explained and inculcated ;

and, in the midst of a persecution which drove many of the

presbyterians of Scotland into despair and rebellion, the

quakers began to add to their zeal and resolution that mild

gravity of address and tranquil propriety of thought and con-

duct by which they are now almost universally characterized.

Yet, it was long before the wild and enthusiastic spirit

which had distinguished the rise of the society was banished

entirely from its bosom ; and while it continued to exert its

influence, a considerable diversity of sentiment and language

prevailed among the quakers.*^ This diversity was manifest,

among other instances, in the sentiments that were entertained

with regard to the duty of confronting persecution. While

all the quakers reckoned it unlawful to forsake their sectarian

observances on account of the prohibition of their oppres-

sors, there were many who esteemed it no less a dereliction of

duty to abandon their country for the sake of a peaceful en-

joyment of thoje observances in another land. Considering

quakerism as a revival of primitive Christianity, and them-

selves as fated to repeat the fortunes of the first Christians,

and to gain the victory over a carnal world by evincing the

fortitude of martyrs, they had associated the success of their

' Robert Barclay, the author of t!ie " Apology for the Quakers," and of a treatise

on " tlie Anarchy of the Ranters," has perhaps done more than any other writer of

his persuasion to render quakerism a methotfical and rational system. Yet this

eminent person, though remarkably distinguished for the strength and soundness of

his understanding and the sedateness of his temper, soon after his conversion to

quakerism, betrayed in his conduct a strong taint of enthusiastic extravagance. He
himsttlf mentions, that on one occasion, having experienced a virid impression of

the duty of walking through the streets of Aberdeen in sackcloth and ashes, he could

not be easy till he had obeyed the divine call, as he conceived it to have been.

Aikin's General Biography.
'^ See Note Vlll.at the end nf the volume.
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K cause with the infliction and endurance of persecution ; and

_ deemed the retreating from a scene where this evil impended

over them, to one where they might be exempted from it,

equivalent to the desertion of the contest in which the preva-

lence of truth or of error was to be decided. The toleration of

their principles seemed to be less the object of their desire

than the victorious spread of them ; and the success of quaker-

ism in England they reckoned incomplete without the down-

fall of the established hierarchy.^ But there were others of

more moderate temper, and more enlightened piety, who,

willing fully to sustain the character of the primitive

christians, justly deemed this character no way inconsistent

with that conduct which was expressly prescribed to the ob-

jects of their imitation, in the divine direction, that when

persecuted in one city they should flee to another. Disturbed

in their religious assemblies, harassed and impoverished by

flnes and imprisonments, and withal continually exposed to

a violent removal from their native land, as the consequence

of a line of conduct which they held it their duty to pursue,

—

they were led to meditate the advantage of a voluntary ex-

patriation with their families and their substance,—and natu-

rally cast their eyes on that Trans-Atlantic realm which, not-

withstanding the severities once inflicted on their brethren in

some of its provinces, had always presented an asylum to the

victims of persecution. Their regards were farther directed to

this quarter by the number of their fellow sectaries who were

now established in several of the North American states, and

the freedom, comfort, and tranquillity which they were re-

ported there to enjoy. '^

Such was the situation of the quakers at the time when
's Lord Berkeley, alarmed by the insubordination of the planters

of New Jersey, and dissatisfied with a possession which seem-

ed likely to realize the evil predictions of Colonel Nichols,

oflfered his share of the province for sale. He soon received

n- \ \
'4.

' In Neal's History of tlie Puritans tliere is preserved iin account of a debate
which took place in one of the churches of London between an English bishop and a

party of these wilder professors of quakerism, who willingly accepted the bishop's

rash challenge to a public disputation. The debate was short, and soon degenerated
into a reciprocation of scurrilous abuse, — in which the bishop, finding himself by
no means a match for his opponents, took to flight, and was pursued to his house by
a mob of quakers, vociferating at his heels, " The hireling flieth, the hireling flieth.

2 (lough and Sewell's History of the Quakers. Neal's History of the Puritans.

"#1iv
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the proposal of a price that was satisfactory, from two English B o c K

quakers named Fenwick and Byllinge ; and in the year 1(J74, ^2!

conformably with their desire, conveyed the subject of the lf,76.

purchase to the first-mentioned of these persons in trust for

himself and the other. Fenwick appears to have been un-

worthy of the confidence implied in this arrangement. A
dispute soon arose between Byllinge and him with regard to

their respective proportions of interest in the territory; un'V

to avoid the scandal of a law-suit, the two parties agreed

submit their pretensions to the judgment of William Pc w»,

who now began to occupy a conspicuous place among the

leaders and champions of the quaker society. Pen n found it

easier to appreciate the merits of the case than to terminate

the controversy ; and, after he had pronounced an award in

favour of Byllinge, it required the utmost exertion of his ad-

dress and authority to induce Fenwick to comply with it.

Yielding at length to the solemn and earnest remonstrances

of Penn, Fenwick consented to abandon his unjust plea; and,

in the year 1675, with his wife and family, and a small troop

of quaker associates, he set sail from England, and established

himself in the western part of New Jersey. But Byllinge was
now no longer in a condition to profit by the adjustment of

the dispute. He had sustained such losses in trade that it

became necessary for him to divest himself of the whole of his

remaining property for the indemnification of his creditors;

and as the most valuable part of this property consisted of

his New Jersey purchase, he was naturally led to desire that

its administration should be confided to the same eminent

person whose good offices had so recently contributed to

ascertain and preserve ' William Penn, after some deli-

beration, agreed to undt. .«ce this duty, and, in conjunction

with Gawcn Laurie and Nicholas Lucas, two of the creditors

of Byllinge, assumed the direction of their constituent's share

of New Jersey.

The first care of Penn and his associates was to obtain a Panition

partition of the provincial territory between themselves and **f
'''e pro-

ci- /-^ 1 11 1 •
vince be-

Sir George Carteret ; and as all other parties were sensible of tweenthem

the disadvantage of a joint property, the division was accom- ^^"g,^"'

plishcd without difficulty. The eastern part of the province juiy.

was assigned to Carteret, under the name of East New Jersey

;

MH

= I
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BOOK the western, to Byllinge's assi«;nees, who named their moiety
^ '• West New Jersey. The administrators of the western terri-

1676. tory then proceeded to divide it into an hundred lots, or

proprieties: ten of which they assigned to Fenwick, and the

remaining ninety they proposed to sell for the benefit of the

creditors of Byllinge. Their next and more important con-

cern was to frame a political constitution for the future inha-

bitants of the province, which was promulgated under the

title of concessions, or terms of grant and agreement, to be

mutually signed by the vendors and purchasers of the terri-

tory. This instrument adopted the provisions that had been

previously enacted by Berkeley and Carteret for the exemp-

tion of the colonists from all taxes but such as their own pro-

vincial assemblies should impose on them, and for the security

of religious freedom : the clause by which this latter provision

was introduced being prefaced by a general declaration, " that

no men, nor number of men upon earth, have power to rule

over men's consciences in religious matters." It was appoint-

ed that the people should meet annually to choose one honest

man for each propriety, to sit in the provincial assembly ; that

" these elections be not determined by the common and con-

fused way of cries and voices, but by putting balls into ballot-

ing boxes to be provided for that purpose, for the prevention

of all partiality, and whereby every man may freely choose

according to his own judgment and honest intention;" and

that every member of assembly should be allowed a shilling

a-day during the session, '* that thereby he may be known to be

the servant of the peopled That the representatives of the

people should receive wages or salary from their constituents,

was a principle adopted from the beginning in almost every

one of the North American states ; and, assuredly, never in

the world were constituencies more adequately represented,

or more faithfully served. Every man was to be capable of

electing and being elected to sit in these assemblies, which
were vested with the power to make, alter, and repeal laws,

and to appoint, from time to time, a committee of assistants

to carry the laws into execution. Without the verdict of a

jury, no man could be arrested, confined, or deprived of life,

liberty, or estate. Imprisonment for debt was disallowed;

and a bankrupt, after surrendering his estate to his creditors,
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was to be free from their claims, and entitled again to exert hook
jis industry for behoof of himself and his family. Such is

^^'

an outline of the composition that forms the first essay of i676.

quaker legislation, and entitles its authors to no mean share

in the honour of planting religious and political liberty in

America. " There," said Penn and his colleagues, in allu-

sion to this fruit of their labours, •' we lay a foundation for

after-ages to understand their liberty as men and christians,

that they may not be brought in bondage but by their own
consent

; for we put the power in the people.'^ *

The publication of this instrument, which its authors ac-

companied with a special recommendation of the territory to

the members of their own religious fraternity, produced an

immediate display of that diversity of sentiment which had
recently sprung up in the quaker society. Many prepared

with alacrity to embrace the proposals of the trustees, and

expressed the most exaggerated expectations of the liberty,

prosperity, and happy repose that awaited them in the new
settlement; while others regarded with jealousy, and even

stoutly opposed, a secession which they considered pusillani-

mous and discreditable. To moderate the expectations of the

one, and to appease the jealousy of the other of these parties,

Penn and his colleagues addressed a circular letter to the

members of their society, in which they solemnly cautioned

them against leaving their country from a timid reluctance to

bear testimony to their principles, from an impatient unsettled

temper, or from any other motive inferior to a deliberate con-

viction that the Lord of all the earth opened their way to New
Jersey, and sanctioned their removal thither. They were ad-

monished to remember that, although quaker principles were

cherished and cultivated in the province, only quaker safe-

guards could be interposed or relied on for their preservation
;

and, in particular, that the religious toleration which was to

be established, must exclusively depend for its continuance on

the aid of that Being to whose will they believed it agreeable,

and could never be defended by force or violence against the

arm of an oppressor. To this admonitory letter there was an-

nexed " A Description of West New Jersey," for the informa-

' S. Sniitli. Chalmers. Clarkson's Memoirs of Penn.

'«
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tion of intending colonists, in which some trivial exaggerations

that had been reported of the good qualities of the soil and

climate were corrected,—but, in the main, a most inviting re-

presentation of the region was conveyed. This publication

was certainly not intended to repress the ardour of quaker

emigration ; neither had it any such effect. Numerous pur-

chases of colonial estates were made by quakers in various

parts of England ; and in the course of the year 1677, upwards

of four hundred emigrants of this persuasion transported them-

selves to West New Jersey. Many of these were persons of

affluent estate, who carried with them their children and ser-

vants ; and along with them were sent a board of commissioners

appointed by Penn and his colleagues to make partition of

the lands, and engage the acquiescence and friendship of the

Indians. While the ship that carried out the first detachment

of these emigrants lay in the Thames, on the point of sailing,

it happened that Charles the Second was passing by in his

pleasure-barge. Observing a number of quakers on board,

the king came alongside the vessel, and inquired whither they

were bound. Informed of their purpose, he asked if they

were all quakers, and, being answered in the affirmative, in-

voked a blessing upon them and departed.^

On their arrival in America, the quakers very soon disco-

vered that the danger of an arbitrary encroachment on their

rights and liberties had not been suggested to them in vain.

Andros summoned them to acknowledge the sovereignty of his

master, the Duke of York ; affirming that his own life would

be endangered if he should venture to recognise their inde-

pendence without an express order from that prince. When
they remonstrated against this usurpation, Andros cut short

the controversy by pointing to his sword ; and as this was an

argument which the quakers were incapacitated from retorting,

they submitted for the present to his violence, and acknow-

ledged themselves and their territory subject to the Duke of

York, till the issue of an application for redress, which they

transmitted to England. They were compelled for some time

to endure the hardships inseparable from the occupation of a

> S. Smith. Proud's History of Pennsylvania. Tliis is a very scarce work. It

evinces great researcli, and abounds with valuable matter, unfolded with extreme
dulness and prolixity.

i'-H i
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VI.

1678.

desert lunil. liut these hnrdslups were surmounted by industry I) o o K
nnd patience ; and their first settlement, to which they gave

the name of Burlington, soon exhibited a thriving appearance,

and was replenished with inhabitants by successive arrivals of

additional quaker emigrants from the parent state. It was
observed in this, as in most of the other infant settlements in

America, that the success of individual colonists was in general

proportioned to the original humility of their condition, and

the degree of reliance which they placed on the resource of

their own unassisted industry. Many who emigrated as ser-

vants were more prosperous than others who imported a con-

siderable substance along with them. Inured to industry,

they derived such ample gains from it, as speedily enabled

them to rise above a state of servitude, and cultivate land on

their own account; while the others, subsisting too long on

their imported stock, and relying too far upon the hired labour

of the poor, were not unfrequently reduced to indigence. The
first exertions of the colonists to procure themselves a liveli-

hood had been facilitated by the friendly assistance of the In-

dians; but a hostile attack was soon threatened by these sa-

vages, who, in consequence of a dangerous epidemic that

broke out among them, accused their neighbours of having

treacherously sold them the small-pox. The danger, however,

was averted, by the influence of an Indian chief, who assured

his countrymen that similar diseases had afllicted their fore-

fathers, while as yet they had no intercourse with strangers,

and that such calamities were not of earthly origin, but de-

scended from heaven.^

Sir George Carteret, the proprietary of East Jersey, died in

1679; having derived so little benefit from his American ter-

ritory, that he found it necessary to convey it by testamentary

bequest to trustees, who were instructed to dispose of it for

the advantage of his creditors. The exemption which this

district had been permitted to enjoy from the dominion of the

Duke of York, had not contributed to mitigate the discontent

with which the inhabitants of the neighbouring region of West
Jersey endured an authority from which their right to be ex-

empted was equally clear. They had never ceased to impor-

I S.Smith. Proud.

1679.
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tunc the duke for a redress of this grievance ; and were at

length provoked to additional warmth of complaint and urgency

of solicitation, by a tax which Andros, in the exercise of his

master's pretended sovereignty, imposed on the importation of

European merchandize into West Jersey. Wearied with the

continual importunity of these suitors, rather than moved
with a sense of honour or equity, the unjust prince consented

to refer the matter of their complaint to certain commissioners,

by whom it was finally remitted to the legal opinion of Sir

William Jones. The remonstrance presented in behalf of the

colonists of West Jersey on this occasion, was prepared by

William Penn, George Hutchinson, and several other coad-

jutors, chiefly of the quaker persuasion, and breathes a firm

undaunted spirit of liberty, worthy of the founders of a North

American commonwealth. " Thus then," they insisted, after

a narrative of the titles by which the territory had been trans-

mitted to them, " we come to buy that moiety which belonged

to Lord Berkeley, for a valuable consideration : and in the

conveyance he made us, powers of government are expressly

granted ; for that only could have induced us to buy it; and

the reason is plain, because to all prudent men the government

of any place is more inviting than the soil. For what is good

land without good laws? the better, the worse. And if we
could not assure peop' : of an easy, and free, and safe go-

vernment, both with espect to their spiritual and worldly

property,— that is, an linterrupted liberty of conscience, and

an inviolable possessio of their civil rights and freedoms, by

a just and wise govern ent,— a mere wilderness would be no

encouragemsnt : for were a madness to leave a free, good,

and improved countr , to plant in a wilderness, and there ad-

venture many thous* ids of pounds to give an absolute title to

another person to c„ us at will and pleasure." Having

adverted to the argument in support of the duke's usurped

authority, they continued— " Natural right and human pru-

dence oppose such doctrine all the world over : for what is it

but to say, that people free by law under their prince at home,

are at his mercy in the plantations abroad. And why? be-

cause he is a conqueror there; but still at the hazard of the

lives of his own people, and at the cost and charge of the

public. Wc could say more, but choose to let it drop. But
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our case is better yet ; for the king's grant to the Duke of b o o !C

York is plainly restrictive to the laws and government of Eng-

land. Now the constitution and government of England, as icuo.

we humbly conceive, are so far from countenancing any such

authority, that it is made a fundamental in our constitution,

that the king of England cannot justly take his subjects'

"oods without their consent. This needs no more to be proved

than a principle ; it is an home-born right, declared to be law

by divers statutes." "To give up this," they added, "the
power of making laws, is to change the government; to sell,

or rather resign ourselves to the will of another; and that for

nothing: For, under favour, we buy nothing of the duke, if

not the right of an undisturbed colonizing, and that, as Er g-

lishmen, with no diminution, but rather expectation of some

increase of those freedoms and privileges enjoyed in our own
country : for the soil is none of his ; 'tis the natives', by the

jus gentium, the law of nations ; and it would be an ill argu-

ment to convert them to Christianity, to eXpel instead of pur-

chasing them out of those countries. If then the country be

theirs, it is not the duke's: he cannot sell it; then what have

we bought?" "To conclude this point, we humbly say that

we have not lost any part of our liberty by leaving our

country: for we leave not our king, nor our government by

quitting our soil ; but we transplant to a place given by the

same king, with express limitation to erect no polity contrary

to the same established government, but as near as may be to

it ; and this variation is allowed but for the sake of emergen-

cies ; and that latitude bounded by these words, ybr t/ie good

of the adventurer and planter^ In a subsequent part of their

pleading, ^ they remark, that "there is no end of this power

;

for since we are by this precedent assessed without any law,

and thereby excluded our English right of common assent to

taxes, what security have we of any thing we possess ? We

' This curious document, which is extremely prolix, (like most quaker produc-

tions), and enriched with some display of legal knowledge, is printed at full length

in S. Smith's History. It is remarkable that Cham.crs has taken no notice of it.

Winterbotham has given an abridged and very inadequate version of it. That Penn
concurred in the presentation of this pleading, is undeniable ; and hence it may be

fairly presumed, that he assisted in its composition. But that he was the sole author

of it, as some of his modern biographers have insinuated, is rendered extremely im-

Erobable by its style, in which not the slightest resemblance is discoverable to any of

is acknowledged productions.
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can call nothing our own, but are tenants at will, not only for

the soil, but for all our personal estates. This is to transplant,

not from good to better, but from good to bad. This sort of

conduct has destroyed governments, but never raised one to

any true greatness." " Lastly, the duke's circumstances, and

the people's jealousies considered, we humbly submit it, if

there can be in their opinion, a greater evidence of a design to

introduce an unlimited government, than both to exact an un-

terminated tax from English planters, and to continue it after

so many repeated complaints; and on the contrary, if there

can be any thing so happy to the duke's present affairs, as

the opportunity he hath to free that country with his own
hand, and to make us all oweis of our liberty to his favour

and justice. So will Englishmen here know what to hope for,

by the justice and kindness he shows to Englishmen there
;

and all men see the just model of his government in New
York to be the scheme and draught in little of his adminis-

tration in Old England at large, if the crown should ever

devolve upon his head." Unpalatable as this argument must

doubtless have been to the British court, and to the counsellors

of the Duke of York, it was attended with the most trium-

phant success. The commissioners to whom the case had

been referred were constrained to pronounce their judgment
in conformity with the opinion of Jones, " that as the grant

to Berkeley and Carteret had reserved no profit or jurisdiction,

the legality of the taxes could not be defended." In com-

pliance with this adjudication, the duke without farther objec-

tion resigned all his claims on West Jersey, and in the amplest

terms confirmed the assignment of this province to its new
proprietaries. And as the reasons of this proceeding extended

with equal and matiifest application to East Jersey, he rranted

soon after a similar release in favour of the representatives of his

friend Sir George Carteret. ^ Thus the whole of New Jersey

was promoted at once from the condition of a conquered

country to the rank of a free and independent province ; and

rendered in political theory the adjunct, instead of the depen-

dency, of the British empire. The powerful and spirited

pleading, by which this benefit was gained, derives additional

' S. Smith. Proud. Chalmers, State Papers, npud eund.
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interest from the recollection of the conflict that was then rook
prevailing in England between the advocates of liberty, and ^^'

the abettors of arbitrary power. It would not be easy to 168O.

point out, in any of the political writings or harangues of

which that period was abundantly prolific, a more manly and

intrepid exertion for the preservation of liberty, than we be-

hold in this first successful vindication of the rights of New
Jersey. One of the most remarkable features of the plea

which the colonists had maintained, was the unqualified and

deliberate assertion that no tax could be justly imposed on

them, without their own consent and the authority of their

own provincial assembly. The report of the commissioners in

their favour, and the relief that followed, were virtual conces-

sions in favour of this principle, which in an after age was

destined to obtain a more signal triumph in the national inde-

pendence of North America.

West Jersey now filled apace with inhabitants, by the ac-

cession of numerous settlers, of which a great proportion still

continued to be quakers. Byllinge, who received from his

fellow proprietaries the appointment of governor, not finding

it convenient to leave England, granted a deputation of his

functions to Samuel Jennings, by whom the first representa- First as-

tive assembly of West Jersey was convoked. In this assem-
^y'^^t Jer-

bly, there was enacted a code of Fundamental Constitutions, sey.

and various laws for the protection of property and theNov.iGSi.

punishment of cri.nes. By the Fundamental Constitutions,

the assembly was empowered to appoint and displace all per-

sons holding offices of trust in the province ; and the governor

was precluded from making war, or contracting any engage-

ment obligatory on the state, without the assembly's concur-

rence, and from withholding his assent to any of its enact-

ments. Assemblies were to be annually convoked ; and no

assembly was to have power to impose a tax which should en-

dure longer than a year. Of the laws that were enacted on

this occasion, the most remarkable feature is a provision, that

in all criminal cases, except treason, murder, and theft, the

person aggrieved should have power to pardon the offender,

whether before or after condemnation — a provision of very

questionable expediency, but probably intended to prevent the

christian requirement of forgiveness of injuries from being

I

iB.t,
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BOOK evacuated, as in most countries is practically done, by the
^'^' • supposed municipal duty which engages a man to avenge, in

1681. his capacity of a citizen, the wrong which as a christian he is

commanded to forgive. The landed property of every inhabi-

tant was made responsible for his debts ; marriages were ap-

pointed to be solemnized by justices of the peace : for the

prevention of disputes with the Indians, the sale of spirituous

liquors to them was strictly prohibited ; and for the encou-

ragement of poor but industrious labourers, who obtained the

means of emigrating from Europe by indenting themselves as

servants to more wealthy planters, every servant was autho-

rised to claim from his master, at the expiry of his indenture,

a set of implements of husbandry, certain articles of apparel,

and ten bushels of corn. To prevent the resort of worthless

and vicious persons to the province, a law was soon after

passed, requiring every new settler, under pain of a pecuniary

fine, to give satisfactory evidence to a justice of the peace,

that his change of residence was not the consequence of crime,

nor an act of fraud, but that he was reputed a person of

blameless character and sober life. From this period till the

dissolution of the proprietary government, the provincial as-

sembly continued to be annually convoked. It did not al-

ways confine itself to the exercise of the ample powers with

which it was constitutionally endowed : for when Byllinge

soon after proposed to deprive Jennings, the deputy-governor,

of his oflfice, the assembly interposed to prevent this mea-

sure ; declaring that Jennings gave satisfaction to the peo-

ple, and desiring him to retain his situation.^ The rule and

ordinary practice of the constitution, however, was that the

council of assistants to the governor were nominated by the

assembly ; while the proprietaries appointed the governor

;

and he, with the consent of the proprietaries, named his own
deputy.

The success of their experiment in the western portion of

New Jersey, encouraged the quakers of Britain to avail

themselves of the opportunity that was now afforded of en-

larging the sphere of their enterprise by the acquisition of

the eastern quarter of that territory. The close of Philip

» S. Smith. ProuJ.
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sey,

Carteret's udministration in East Jersey was embittered by a book
revival of the disputes that had once rendered him a fugitive

from this province. Even the release that had been recently 1G81.

obtained from the Duke of York served but to furnish addi-

tional materials of discord between the proprietary government

and the people ; and instead of mutually enjoying the im-

portant benefit which it conferred, the two parties set them-

selves to debate with extreme virulence and pertinacity,

whether this instrument or the proprietary concessions in 1664

should be regarded as the basis of the provincial institutions.

Disgusted with these disputes, and perceiving that they were

not likely to derive either emolument or satisfaction from a

prolonged administration of the proprietary government, the

trustees and executors of Sir George Carteret, offered the pro-

vince for sale to the highest bidder; and closing with the

proposals of William Penn,^ conveyed their rights over East Feb. 1682

Jersey to him, and to eleven other persons of the quakev per- ^^^,

suasion. The territory comprehended in this conveyance con- puichase

tained already a variety of settlements, inhabited by seven ^°^''''^'"

hundred families, or about three thousand five hundred indi-

viduals, exclusive of the inhabitants of certain remote and

scattered plantations, who were computed to amount to at

least half as many more. A great majority of the settlers

were not quakers ; and whether with the view of allaying the

jealousy with which these colonists might have regarded a go-

vernment, administered exclusively by men whose principles

differed so widely from their own, or for the purpose of forti-

fying their interest at the British court, by the association of

persons of influence in their undertaking, the twelve pur-

chasers made haste to assume twelve other partners in their

proprietary rights, and among others the Earl of Perth,

Chancellor of Scotland, and Lord Drummond of Gilston, the

Secretary of State for that kingdom.'^ In favour of these

' Though Penn thus became a proprietary of East Jersey, liis connexion both

with its concerns, and with those of West Jersey, was henceforward almost merely

nominal. He had now acquired for himself the province of Pennsylvania, which

occupied all his interest, and diverted his attention from New Jersey.

» From the dedication of Scot's Model. &c. of East Jersey, it appears that Vis-

count Tarbet and Lord M'Leod, two other powerful Scotch nobles, became very

shortly after proprietaries of this province. In one of Oldmixon's lists of the pro-

prietaries, we find the names of Sir George Mackenzie, Lord Advocate of Scotland,

whom his contempo'-:\ries justly denominated the bloo<ly Mackenzie, and of West the
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March.

BOOK twenty-four proprietaries, the Duke of York executed his
^^'

third and last grant of East Jersey ; on receiving which, they

appointed a council or committee of their own number, to

whom all the functions of the proprietary power were intrust-

ed. To facilitate the exercise of their dominion, they obtained

from Charles the Second a royal letter, addressed to the go-

vernor, council, and inhabitants of the province, unfolding

the title of the proprietaries to the provincial soil and juris-

diction, and requiring all persons to yield obedience to their

authority and laws. ^

At the time when East Jersey thus became subject to

quaker administration (for the quakers still formed a majority

of the associated proprietaries), the inhabitants, by a diligent

improvement of their local advantages, had generally attained

a flourishing and prosperous estate. The greater number of

them had emigrated from New England, or were the descend-

ants of New Englandmen ; and their laws and manners, in some

particulars, disclosed traces of this origin. The punishment of

death was denounced by law against children striking or

cursing their parents. Adulterers were subjected to flogging

or banishment. Fornication was punished, at the discretion

of the magistrate, by marriage, fine, or flogging. Nightwalk-

ing, or revelling abroad after nine o'clock of the evening,

exposed the offenders to a discretionary punishment. A thief,

for the first offence, was adjudged to restore three-fold the

value of what he had stolen : in case of frequent repetition of

guilt, he might be capitally punished, or reduced to slavery.

There was no law for the public support of religion : but every

township maintained a church and minister. '* The people,"

said the first deputy who came among them from their quaker

sovereigns, " are generally a sober, professing people, wise in

their generation, courteous in their behaviour, and respectful

to us in office." So happily exempt were they from the most

ordinary and forcible temptation to violence and dishonesty,

that, according to the same testimony, there was not an in-

dustrious man among them whose own hands could not

assure him a state of decent competence, and even of ease

lawyer, who obtained so much iafamous distinction as a witness for the crown on

the trial of Lord Russell.

1 Scot. S. Smith. Chalmers.
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and plenty.^ If we might rely implicitly on the opinion of no ok
this observer, we should impute the dissensions that had pre-

^'^'

viously prevailed in the province to the folly and mismanage- i682.

ment of Carteret and his associates in the government. But
there is reason to believe that the blame of those dissensions

was more equally divided between the people and their rulers.

A headstrong and turbulent disposition appears to have pre-

vailed among some classes at least of the inhabitants ; various

riots and disturbances broke forth even under the new govern-

ment; and the utmost exertions of quaker prudence and pa-

tience were required to compose them. A law which was
passed about four years after this period, reprobates the fre-

quent occurrence of quarrels and challenges, and interdicts

the inhabitants from wearing swords, pistols, or daggers. ^^

Among the new proprietaries of East Jersey was Robert Robert

Barclay of Urie, a Scottish gentleman, who had been con- ^^"^'^^ "~

verted to quakerism,—and, in defence of his adopted principles,

had published a series of works that gained the applause and

admiration of all Europe. Esteemed by scholars and philo-

sophers for the extent of his learning, and the commanding
force and penetrating subtlety of his judgment,—he was en-

deared to the members of his religious fraternity by the liveli-

ness of his zeal, the purity of his character, and the services

which his pen had rendered to their cause. These services

consisted rather of the literary celebrity which he had given

to the quaker doctrines, than of any deeper impression of their

influence upon mankind. For his writings in general are

much more calculated to dazzle and confound the understand-

ing, than to produce solid conviction, or sink into the heart.

To the King and the Duke of York, he was recommended

not less by his distinguished fame, and his happy genius and

address, than by the principles of passive obedience professed

by that sect of which he was considered a leader ; and with

' This testimony is confirmed by Gawen Laurie, who was the second deputy-

governor under the quaker administration. " There is not," he says, " in all the

province a poor body, or that wants." " The servants work not so much by a

third as they do in England ; and, I think, feed much better ; for they have beef,

pork, bacon, pudding, milk, butter, and good beer and cider to drink. When they

are out of their time, they have land for themselves, and generally turn farmers for

themselves. Servants' wages are not under two shillings a-day, besides victuals."

S. Smith.
» S. Smith,
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1683.

appointed

governor.

BOOK both the royal brothers, as well as with several of the most
^^' distinguished of their favourites and ministers, he maintained

the most friendly and confidential intercourse. Inexplicable

as such a coalition of uncongenial characters may appear,—it

seems at least as strange a moral phenomenon to behold

Barclay and Penn, the votaries of universal toleration and

philanthropy, voluntarily associating in their labours for the

education and happiness of an infant community, such instru-

ments as Lord Perth and other abettors of royal tyranny and

ecclesiastical persecution in Scotland. ^

By the unanimous choice of his colleagues, Robert Barclay

was appointed the first governor of East Jersey, under the new
proprietary administration. So high was the estimation which

he enjoyed, and so much advantage was anticipated from his

superintendence of the colony, that his commission bestowed

the office on him for life ; and while it dispensed with his per-

sonal residence,'^ authorised him to nominate his own deputy.

But the expectations which produced or attended his elevation,

were disappointed by the result: his government (like that of

Sir Henry Vane in Massachusetts) was brief and ill fated, and

calculated rather to lower than to advance his illustrious re-

putation. The most signal and beneficial event of his presi-

dency, was the emigration of a considerable number of his

countrymen the Scotch to East Jersey; a measure which,

however congenial it may appear to the situation of that op-

pressed and persecuted people, they were not persuaded to

adopt but by dint of much exhortation and importunity. For

although a vast majority of the people of Scotland were dissa-

tisfied with the episcopal establishment which their king had

forced upon them, and great numbers were enduring the ut-

most rigours of tyranny for their resistance to it, it was found

no easy matter to persuade them to seek a relief from their

sufferings, in a distant and perpetual exile from their native

land.3 In addition to the motives to emigration which the

' See Note IX. at the end of the volume.
' Oldmixon is mistaken in asserting that Barclay himself repaired, and earned

his family with him to the province. Barclay never was in New Jersey. Soon after

his appointment, he sent thither his brother David, some of whose letters from the
province are printed in S. Smith's History.

» Yet we have seen (ante, Book IV. chap, ii.) a troop of Scottish emigrants
conducted by Lord Cardross to Carolina in 1683;'

'III
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etters from the

tish emigrants

1683.

16H4.

severities exercised by Lord Perth and the other royal mini- book
sters contributed to supply,—the influence of Barclay and other ^^'

Scottish quakers was more successfully employed in prevailing

with their countrymen to accept an asylum in East Jersey;

and thither accordingly a body of emigrants, chiefly from

Barclay's native county of Aberdeen, soon after resorted. For

the purpose of rendering the Scotch more generally acquainted

with the state of the colonial territory and the nature of its

institutions, and of inciting them to remove thither^ it was

determined by the proprietaries to publish a historical and

statistical account of it, with a preliminary treatise in which

the prevailing objections to emigration should be combated,

and this resource exhibited in a more favourable light than

that in which the Scotch were generally disposed to regard it.

From undertaking the authorship of this performance, Barclay

was probably deterred by knowing that, as a quaker, his esti-

mate of the popular objections, some of which were founded

on religious considerations, would find little favour with the

bulk of his countrymen ; as well as by unwillingness to en-

tangle himself with allusions to the existing persecution, which

he could hardly have characterised in a manner satisfactory

at once to his own conscience and to Lord Perth and others

of his proprietary associates. To the work which was now
composed and published, in furtherance of his and his col-

leagues* design, it is probable that he contributed some assist-

ance ; and indeed the inequality of the performance attests

that it was not wholly the composition of a single author. It

was published as the production of a Scotch gentleman,

George Scot of Pitlochie, and bore the title of The Model of
the Government of the Province of East Neiv Jersey in America,

From various passages in this work, it would appear that many
of the Scotch were prepossessed with the notion, that to emi-

grate from their native land without some extraordinary inter-

position of Divine direction, was an impious revolt from the

lot which the Almighty had assigned to them. In opposition

to this view, a large and ingenious commentary was made on

the Divine command to replenish and subdue the earth : and

it was argued that as this was an eternal law, the duty to fulfil

it was of continual obligation, and required no additional ma-

nifestation of heavenly sanction.

1

Among other incitements to
/
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liooK emigration, it is remarked that, " We see by nature trees
^^'

flourish fair, prosper well, and wax fruitful in a large orchard,

16B4. which would otherwise decay if they were straitened in a little

nursery. Do we not see it thus fall out in our civil state,

where a few men flourish best, furnished with abilities or best

fitted with opportunities, and the rest wax weak, and languish,

as wanting room and means to nourish them ? Now, that the

spirits and hearts of men are kept in better temper by spread-

ing wide, will be evident to any man who considers that the

husbanding of unmanured ground and shifting into empty

lands, enforceth men to frugality and quickeneth invention

;

and the settling of new estates requireth justice and afFection

to the common good ; and the taking in of large countries

presents a natural remedy against covetousness, fraud, and

violence, when every man may enjoy enough without wrong

or injury to his neighbour." The heads of ancient families

were particularly exhorted to embrace this opportunity of

cheaply endowing their younger sons with a more liberal pro-

vision in America than the laws and usages of Scotland en-

abled them to bestow at home.^ In reply to an objection

which had been urged, that a province governed by quakers

would be left unprovided of the means of military defence, it

was stated that several of the proprietaries and many of the in-

habitants did not belong tothequaker persuasion, and that East

Jersey already possessed a militia of 600 men. The argument

derived from the severities inflicted by the British govern-

ment on the presbyterians, is handled in a very courtly style.

" You see it is now judged the interest of the government, al-

together to suppress the presbyterian principles; and that in

order thereto, the whole force and bensil of the law of this

kingdom are levelled at the effectual bearing them down ; that

the rigorous putting these laws in execution hath in a great

part ruined many of these, who notwithstanding thereof find

themselves in conscience obliged to retain these principles;

while, on the other hand, episcopacy is by the same laws sup-

ported and protected. I would gladly know what other rational

r,i :i

M

» Whether this advice was regarded or not, it is certain that both before and after

tlie present period, many cadets of titled families, both in England and Scotland,

resorted to America, where some distinguished republican heroes and patriots have

sprung from the transplanted scions of feudal nobility in Kurope.
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medium can be pr:>posed in these circumstances, than either

to comply with the government, by going what length is re-

quired by law, in conforming ; or to retreat, where by law a

toleration is by his majesty allowed. Such a retreat doth at

present offer itself in America, and is nowhere else to hefound in

his majesty's dominions." What an encomium on America, at

the expense of every other portion of the British empire ! The
work contains a minute account of the climate, soil, institu-

tions, and existing settlements of East Jersey, and an elaborate

panegyric on its advantages in all thcvse particulars. As a

farther recommendation of the province to the favour of the

Scotch, Barclay, displacing a deputy whom he had appointed,

of his own religious persuasion, conferred this office on Lord

Neil Campbell, uncle of the Marquis of Argyle, who repaired

to East Jersey, and remained there for some time as its lieu-

tcnri.l-governor.

The efforts of Barclay and his colleagues were crowned with

success. A great many inhabitants of Scotland emigrated to

East Jersey, and enriched American society with a valuable

accession of virtue that had been refined by adversity, and of

piety invigorated by persecution. The more wealthy of the

Scotch emigrants were noted for the accompaniment of a nu-

merous retinue of servants and dependents: and, in some

instances, they incurred the expense of transporting whole

families of poor labourers whom they established on their lands

for a term of years, and endowed with a competent stock ; re-

ceiving in return one-half of the agricultural produce.*

But James the Second had now ascended the British throne
j

and practically inverting the magnanimous sentiment that has

been ascribed to a French monarch, he deemed it unnecessary

for a King of England to respect the engagements of the Duke
of York : nor could all his seeming friendship for Bar'ilay, to-

gether with all the influence of Lord Perth and the other

295
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' Scot. Oldmixon. S.Smith. The convulsions that preceded the assassination
of De Witt and the triumph of the Prince of Orange in Holland, drove many
respectable Dutch families from their native land. Most of these exiles retired to

North America. Sonmans, a member of the States General, had proceeded to Eng-
land with this view, when he was overtaken by the sanguinary fury of the Orange
faction, and murdered by their emissaries as he was riding with Robert Barclay, the

quaker, in the neighbourhood of London. His family, however, finally reached
New Jersey. S. Smith.
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BOOK courtier proprietories, deter him from incK ''ing New Jersey in
^^' the design which he imd formed of annuUing the charters and

constitutions of the American colonies. A real or fictitious

charge of smuggling was preferred to the English court against

the inhabitants of the Jerseys : and the minititerH o( James,

readily seizing this handle, without farther ceremony caused

writs of quo warranto to be issued against both East and West
New Jersey, and directed the attorney-general to prosecute

them with the utmost stretch of legal expedition ; assigning

as the reason for this proceeding, the necessity of checking

the pretended abuses " in a country which ought to be more

dependent on his majesty." Alarmed at this blow, the pro-

prietaries of East Jersey presented a remonstrance to the king,

in which they reminded him that they had not received the

grant of the province as a benevolence, but had acquired it by

purchase, and had been encouraged to do so by the assurances

of protection which they had received from himself: they de-

clared that they had already sent thither several hundreds of

people from Scotland ; and that they were willing, if it would

be satisfactory to his majesty, to require their provincial

assembly to adopt the same regulations against smuggling

that were established at New York. They entreated that if

any change should be made in the condition of their province,

it might be confined to an union of East and West Jersey in

one jurisdiction, to be ruled by a governor whom the king

might select from the body of proprietaries. But James was

inexorable; and to their remonstrance, returned no other

answer than that he had determined to unite the Jerseys with

New York and the New England states in one general govern-

ment dependent on the crown and to be administered by

Andros. Finding it impossible to divert him from his arbi-

trary purpose, the proprietaries of East Jersey were so far

deserted of spirit and dignity, as not only to abandon a hope-

less contest for the privileges of their people, but even to

facilitate the execution of the king's designs against them, as

the price of his consenting to respect their own private pro-

perty in the colonial soil. They made a formal surrender of

their patent on this condition ; and as James agreed to accept

it, the prosecution of the quo warranto process was no longer

needed for East Jersey, and was even suspcndec* with regard

1687.

1688.

April.
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to the western territory. Seeing no resistance opposed to his book
will, the king was the less intent on consummating his acqui- ^^'

sition ; and while the grant of the soil to the proprietaries, kjbr.

which was necessary tor this purpose, still remained un-

executed, the completion of the whole design was abruptly defeated

intercepted by the British Revolution.'
volution!

Although the proprietary governments in New Jersey were

preserved for a time from dissolution by this event, they

never afterwards possessed vigour or efficiency. Robert

Barclay, who seems to have retained during his life the

government of Fast Jersey, died in 1690 ; but no traces of his 1690.

administration are to be found after the year 10'88 ; and from

thence till 1G92, it is asserted by Chalmers that no frame of

government at all existed in New Jersey. The peace of the

country was preserved, and the prosperity of its inhabitants

ensured by their own honesty, sobriety, and industry. Almost

all the original proprietaries of both provinces had in the mean
time disposed of their interests to recent purchasers; and the

proprietary associations had become so numerous^ and so flue- inefficient

tuating, that their policy was deprived of proper concert and propHctlry

steadiness, and their authority possessed neither the respect nor govem-

the affection of the people. The appointment of new proprie-
'"*"

'

tary governors in 1692, proved the commencement of a series

of disputes, intrigues, and vicissitudes of office, which in a

commonwealth more populous or less virtuous would probably

have issued in civil war and bloodshed. The government of

New York, which, from its dependence on the crown, was en-

couraged by King William to arrogate a pre-eminence over

the neighbouring chartered colonies, seems to have thought

this a favourable opportunity of reviving, and even extending,

its ancient pretensions in New Jersey, whose inhabitants

learned with equal surprise and indignation that the assembly

of New York had included them in a taxation which it im-

posed on its own constituents. This last attempt, however,

was not more successful than the previous instances in which

New York had made similar efforts to usurp an undue autho-

1692.

i

i

T
;-/

I,

n il

' S. Smith. Chalmers.
' " The shares and parts of shares had been so divided and subdivided, that some

of the proprietors owned but one-foitielh part of aforty-eighth part of a twenty-fourth

share. Pitkin.
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rity. A complaint to the Englisli government on the subject

was referred to the crown lawyers, who delivered an opinion

that produced an abandonment of the pretensions of New
York.^ At length the disagreements between the various pro-

prietaries and their respective adherents attained such a height,

and were productive of so much schism and confusion, that

it was sometimes difficult, if not impossible, for the people to

ascertain in which of two or more rival pretenders to autho-

rity the legal administration was truly invested.'^ Numerous
complaints of the inconvenience occasioned by this state of

matters, were addressed by the inhabitants of the Jerseys to

the British court; and the proprietaries themselves, finding

that their seignorial functions tended only to disturb the har-

mony of the provincial community, and to obstruct their own
emoluments as owners of the soil, hearkened willingly to an

overture from the English ministers for a surrender of their

powers of government to the crown. This surrender was

finally arranged and accomplished in the commencement of

the reign of Queen Anne, who proceeded forthwith to reunite

East and West Jersey into one province, and to commit the

government of it, as well as of New York, to her kinsman,

Edward Hyde, Lord Cornbury.^

The commission and instructions which this nobleman re-

ceived on his departure from England, present an abstract of

the political state of New Jersey from the resumption of its

charter till the termination of its connection with the British

empire. The provincial government was appointed to consist

' Sir John Hawles and Sir Cresswell Levinz were the lawyers consulted on this

occasion. The opinion they delivered was " that no customs could be imposed on

tlie people of the Jerseys, otherwise than by act of parliament or their own as-

semblies."
* Obedience was refused by a considerable party to one governor, because it was

doubted if a majority of the proprietaries had concurred in his nomination ; to

another, because it was denied that his appointment had been ratified by the king
;

to a third (notwithstanding the precedent of Barclay's and of Lord Neil Campbell's

appointment), because, being a Scotchman, it was questioned if he were legally

capable of holding office in an English colony.

3 Oldmixon. S. Smith. Chalmers, State Papers, apud eund. Although the

proprietaries persisted in terming this surrender a voluntary act, and asserting their

right to have retained the government if they had pleased so to do, they appear to

have been swayed in some measure by the threat of an expensive suit with the crown,

which had determined to bring the validity of their pretensions to trial. In the in-

strument of surrender, the queen, while she declares her gracious acceptance of the

powers resigned to her by the proprietaries, expressly refuses to acknowledge that

these powers ever legally belonged to them.
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icause It was

of a governor and twelve councillors nominated by the crown, IJ o o k

and of a house of assembly, consisting of twenty-four mem- *

bers elected by the people. The sessions of this assembly 1702.

were held alternately in East and in West Jersey. None were

capable of voting for representatives in the assembly but colo-

nists possessing an hundred acres of land, or personal pro-

perty to the value of fifty pounds ; and none were eligible but

colonists possessing a thousand acres of land, or personal pro-

perty worth five hundred pounds. The laws enacted by the

council and assembly were subject to the negative of the

governor : but if approved by him, they were to be imme-

diately transmitted to England, where they were to be finally

affirmed or disallowed by the crown. The governor was em-

powered to suspend any of the members of council from their

functions, and to supply vacancies in their number by his ap-

pointment; and, with consent of this body, to constitute

courts of law, to appoint all civil and military officers, and to

employ the forces of the province in hostilities against public

enemies. To the assembly there was communicated the royal

desire, that it should impose taxes sufficient to afford a com-

petent salary to the governor, to defray the salaries of its own
members and of the members of council, and to support all

the other provincial establishments and expenditure ; the pre-

scribed style of all money bills being, that the sums contained

in them were granted to the crown, with the humble desire of

the assembly, that they might be applied for the benefit of

the province ; and all monies so raised were to be paid into

the hands of the receiver of the province till the royal plea-

sure should be signified with regard to their actual distribu-

tion. The former proprietaries of New Jersey were confirmed

in their rights to the estates and quit-rents which they had

previously enjoyed ; and none but they and their agents and

surveyors were permitted to purchase lands from the Indians.

Liberty of conscience was assured to all men, excej)t papists.

Quakers were declared to be eligible to every municipal office;

and their affirmation was accepted in lieu of the customary

oaths. The governor was invested with the presentation to

all ecclesiastical benefices. He v/as required to extend par-

ticular favour and patronage to all ministers of religion in

connexion with the church of England, and to "take especial

m
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BOOK care that God Almighty be devoutly and duly served." It
•

will excite more regret than surprise, to see combined with,

1702. and almost in immediate sequence to this display of royal zeal

for the interests of religion^ and the honour of God, a requisi-

tion to the governor, that, in promoting trade, he should es-

pecially countenance and encourage the Royal African Com-
pany of England—a company that had been instituted for

the piratical purpose of kidnapping or buying negroes in

Africa, and selling them as slaves in the American and West
Indian plantations. It was declared to be the intention of

her majesty " to recommend unto the said company, that the

said province may have a constant and sufP.cient supply of

merchantable negroes at moderate rates ;" and the governor

was required to compel the planters duly to fulfil whatever

engagements they might contract with the company. He
was farther directed to cause a law to be passed for restrain-

ing inhuman severity to slaves, and attaching a capital punish-

ment to the wilful murder of them ; and to take every means

in his power to promote the conversion of these unfortunate

persons to the christian faith. AU printing was prohibited in

the province without a license from the governor. In all law-

suits where the sum in dependence exceeded an hundred

pounds, an appeal was admitted from the provincial courts to

the governor and council; and when it exceeded two hundred

pounds, a farther appeal was competent to the privy council

of England .2

Adminis- ^^6 instructions to Lord Cornbury contain reiterated pro-

tration of testations of the queen's sincere desire to promote peace, good

Cornbury. will, and contentment, among her American subjects; but

this desire accorded as ill with the disposition and qualifica-

tions of the individual to whom she remitted its accomplish-

ment, as her professed anxiety to mitigate the evils of slavery

did with her actual endeavour to diffuse this mischievous

institution more widely in her dominions. Of the character

and conduct of Lord Cornbury we have already seen a speci-

men m the history of New York. If the people of New Jersey

had less reason to complain of him, it was only because his

I I

1 See Note X. at the end of the volume.
3 S. Smith.
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avocations at New York compelled him generally to delegate book
his functions in the other province to a deputy ; and because

^^'

the votaries of his favourite institution, the church of England, i702.

were too few in New Jersey, and perhaps too honest and unam-
bitious, to afford him the materials of a faction whose instru-

mentality he might have employed in oppressing and plunder-

ing the rest of the community. His distinguished name and

rank, his near relationship to the queen, and the advantage he

derived from appearing as the substitute of a government

which had become universally unpopular, gave him at first an

influence with the people of New Jersey, which a man of

greater virtue might have rendered conducive to their felicity,

and a man of greater ability might have improved to the sub-

jugation of their spirit, and the diminution of their hberty.

But all the illusions that attended his outset among them
were speedily dispelled by acquaintance with his character,

and experience of his administration. From the period of his

appointment till the recall of his commission, the history of

New Jersey exhibits little else than a detail of the contro-

versies, now long forgotten, in which he involved himself with

the provincial assemblies; and a display of the spirit and

resolution with which these assemblies resisted his arbitrary

violence, condemned his partial distribution of justice, and

exposed his fraudulent misapplication of the public money.

To none of the inhabitants was his administration more

oppressive than to the quakers, who were harassed with nu-

merous prosecutions for refusing, in conformity with their

religious tenets, to assemble at the musters of the provincial

militia. Though he was unable to place himself at the head

of a party in this province, he prevailed, partly by bribery and

partly by intimidation, on some of the provincial councillors to

subscribe an address to himself, commencing in these terms

:

" Your lordship has not one virtue or more, but a complete

accomplishment of all perfections,"—and expressing the most

loyal abhorrence of the factious stubbornness of their fellow

colonists. This ridiculous production, which he termed The
Humble Address of the Lieutenant-Governor and Council of

New Jersey, proved satisfactory to the British govern-

ment, and enabled him for some years to defy the hatred

of the colony. At length, however, after repeated complaints,
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BOOK the queen was compelled to sacrifice him to the universal

_ indignation which he had provoked; but not till he had very

efTectually, though most unintentionally, contributed, by a

wholesome discipline, to awaken and fortify a vigorous and

vigilant spirit of liberty, in two of the colonies which were

most immediately subjected to the influence of the crown.

He was superseded, in 1708, by Lord Lovelace, who was at

the same time appointed his successor in the government of

New York.^

The attractions which the neighbouring province of Penn-

sylvania presented to the English quakers, and the cessation

which the British Revolution produced of the severities that

had expelled so many protestant dissenters from both Eng-

land and Scotland, prevented the population of New Jersey

from advancing with the rapidity which its increase at one

period seemed to betoken. Yet, at the close of the seventeenth

century, the province is said to have contained twenty thou-

sand inhabitants, of whom twelve thousand belonged to East,

and eight thousand to West Jersey. ^ It is more pro-

bable that the total population amounted to about fifteen

thousand persons. Of these, a great majority were quakers,

presbyterians, and anabaptists. The militia of East Jersey

amounted, at this period, to 1,400 men. There were two

church of England ministers in the province ; but their fol-

lowers were not sufficiently numerous and wealthy to provide

them with churches. ^ New Jersey is said to have witnessed

an unusually long subsistence of varieties of national charac-

ter among its inhabitants. Patriotic attachment and mutual
convenience had generally induced the emigrants from dif-

ferent countries to settle in distinct societies ; a circumstance

which promoted among them the preservation of their peculiar

national manners and customs. Kalm, the traveller, has pre-

served a very agreeable picture of the rural life and domestic

> S. Smith. " I confess," says Oldmixon, in the second edition of his work, "
it

gives me a great dial of pain in writing this history, to see what sort of governors I
meet with in the plantations."

« Warden's estimate of the population is much lower. He says that until the
peace of Utrecht in 1713, New Jersey never possessed more than 16,000 inhabitants.
But his account of this province displays great negligence and inaccuracy. Holmes
reports the population to have amounted to 15,000 in the year 1701.

•» Oldmixon.
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habits of his countrymen, the early Swedish colonists of New book
Jersey and Delaware. They are said to have been less tena-

^^'

cious of their national peculiarities than the Dutch, and to

have copied very early the manners of the English. Notwith-

stand'r>g some symptoms of the turbulent and refractory dis-

position which were disclosed by a portion of the East Jersey

population during the subsistence of the proprietary govern-

ment, a much more reasonable and moderate temper seems to

have generally characterised the people of both parts of the

united province ; whereof a strong testimony is afforded in the

harmony which attended their union by the act of the crown

in 1702, and which even the mischievous agency of such a

promoter of discord as Lord Cornbury was unable to disturb.

Though separated from each other by differences of religious

denomination, the inhabitants of the eastern and western ter-

ritories were assimilated by the habits of industry and fruga-

lity peculiar alike to the national character of the Scotch, and

to the sectarian usages of the quakers ; and the prevalence of

these habits, doubtless, contributed to maintain concord and

tranquillity among the several races of people. Yet they were

always distinguished by the steadiness and ardour of their

attachment to liberty, and a promptitude to assert those ge-

nerous principles which had been interwoven with the earliest

elements of political society in New Jersey. It is disagreeable

to remember, that this manly appreciation of their own rights

was not always accompanied with a proportionate considera-

tion of the rights of others. Negro slavery was established in

New Jersey ; though at what precise period, or by what class

of the planters it was first introduced, we have not now the

means of ascertaining. In spite of the royal patronage which

we have beheld this baneful system receive, it never attained

more than a very insignificant prevalence throughout the ter-

ritory. Even the quakers in this province, as well as in Penn-

sylvania, became proprietors of slaves : but their treatment of

them was generally distinguished by a relenting tenderness

and humanity j and so early as the year 1696, the leading

members of the quaker society of New Jersey united with

their brethren in Pennsylvania in recommending (though in-

eflTectually) to their fellow sectaries to desist from the employ-

ment, or at least from the farther importation, of slaves. This
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interesting subject will demand more particular consideration

in the history of Pennsylvania. *

New Jersey, at the close of the 17th century, had been for

some time in possession of an increasing trade; but of the

extent of its commerce at this period no accurate estimate can

be formed. The exports from the province consisted of agri-

cultural produce (including rice), with which it supplied the

West India islands ; furs, skins, and a little tobacco for the

English market; and oil, fish, and other provisions, which

were sent to Spain, Portugal, and the Canary isles. '^ Blome,

whose account of the American provinces was published in

1686, remarks, that the town of Burlington even then gave

promise of becoming a place of considerable trade. The state-

liness of the public edifices, and the comfort and elegance of

the private dwellings that composed this town, are highly

commended by a writer whose account of the province was

published about ten years later than the work of Blome. It

possessed already a thriving manufacture of linen and woollen

cloth. ' This manufacture, which was also introduced at an

early period into Pennsylvania, began so soon to excite the

jealousy of the parent state, that in the year 1699 an act of

parliament was passed prohibiting the exportation of wool

and woollen manufactures from the American colonies, under

a penalty of five hundred pounds for each violation of the

law, in addition to the forfeiture of the offending ship and

cargo. *

It is alleged by some writers, that, till a very late period,

the inhabitants of New Jersey demonstrated a general neglect

of education, and a coarse indifference to all improvement in

the arts of life, and particularly in their system of agricultural

labour. This reproach is said to have been more especially

merited by the descendants of the Dutch settlers. Yet the

college of Princeton was founded so early as the year 1738;

' Kaltn's Travels. Winterbotham. Clarkson's Hist, of (he Abolition of the
Slave Trade.

' Gabriel Thomas' Hist, of West New Jersey. Oldmixon. Blome celebrates tiie

excellence of the New Jersey tobacco.

3 Blome. G. Thomas. Thomas, who was familiar with the grandeur of London,
mentions, among other considerable edifices, " the great and stately palace" built

and inhabited by a planter in the neir*'.>w«nihood of Burlington. See Note XI. at

the end of the volume.

Anderson's Hist, and Chronol Deductt of the Origin of Commerce.

^

:
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the people have always enjoyed a high reputation for piety, book
industry, economy, and good morals ; and no colonial commu- ^'*'

nity, even in North America, has witnessed a wider diffusion,

among all classes of its inhabitants, of the comforts and con-

veniences of life.^ It has been noted as a singular peculiarity

in their manners, that women in this state engrossed for a long

time a considerable share in the practice of the medical art,

and, except in cases of great difficulty and importance, were

the only physicians whom the inhabitants had recourse to.^

This usage reminds us of that romantic system of manners,

during the prevalence of which, the softness of female service

was so often blended with the ministrations of medical science

by the high-born damsels who graced the age of chivalry.

It was a fortunate circumstance for the inhabitants of New
Jersey, that the Indian tribes in their neighbourhood were in-

considerable in number, and almost always willing to cultivate

a friendly relation with the Europeans. The gravity, simpli-

city, and courtesy of quaker manners, seem to have been par-

ticularly agreeable to those savages. Samuel Smith, the his-

torian of this province, has preserved an account of a visit paid

by an aged Indian king to the inhabitants of Burlington, in

the year 1682. Being attacked during the visit with a mortal

disorder, the old man sent for the heir of his authority, and

delivered to him a charge replete with prudent and reasonable

maxims. Thomas Budd, a quaker, and one of the proprieta-

ries of the province, was present on this solemn occasion, and
" took the opportunity to remarh, that there was a great God
who created all things ; that he gave man an understanding of

tohat was good and bad: and after this life rewarded the good

with blessings, and the bad according to their doings. The king

answered, // is very true; it is so; there are two icays, a broad

and a strait way ; there are two paths, a broad and a strait path ;

the worst and the greatest number go in the broad ; the best and

' Winterbotham. Warden.
' Warden. Whether this usage was the effect or the cause of the remarkable

healthiness of the people of New Jersey, will admit of a doubt. But it may be re-

garded as the symptom of a remarkable degree of respect for the female sex. Of
this sentiment, another very singular testimony was afforded even so late as the coiu-

mencement of the nineteenth century, by a law which extended tlie elective fran-

chise in New Jersey to women. The New Jersey women, however, showed iheni-

sclves worthy of the respect of their countrymen, by generally declining to avail

llicniselvcs of this preposterous proof of it.

VOL. II. X
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BOOK Jeiveil in the strait path. This king dying soon afterwards,
'

was attended to his grave, in tiie quakers' burial-place in

Burlington, with their national solemnities, by the Indians,

and with tokens of respect by many of the English settlers."'

In the year lti95, the governor's salary in East Jersey was

150/.; in West Jersey 200/. From the year 1702, when the

two provinces were united and surrendered to the crown, till

the year 1738, the government of New Jersey was always

committed to the same individual who enjoyed the corres|)ond-

ing authority at New York ; and during that period the salary

attached to the office of governor in New Jersey was 600/."

I Oklmixon. S. Smith. » S. Smith.
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BOOK VIT.

PENNSYLVANIA AND DELAWARE.

CHAPTER I.

Birth and Character of William Penn.— He solicits a Grant of American Territory

from Charles the Second.— Charter of Pennsylvania.— Object and meaning of

the Clauses peculiar to this Charter— English and American opinions thereon.

—

Penn's policy to people his Territories.—Emigration of Quakers to the Province.

—

Letter from Penn to the Indians.— Penn's first Frame of Government for the

Province.— Grant of Delaware by the Duke of York to Penn — who sails for

America— his joyful Reception there.— Numerous Emigrations to the Province.

First Legislative Assembly.— Pennsylvania and Delaware united.— Contro-

versy with Lord Baltimore.— Treaty with the Indians.— Second Assembly—
new Frame of Government adopted.— Philadelphia founded.— Penn's Return

to England— and Farewell to his People.

William Penn, so renowned as a patriarch and champion c H A P.

of the quakers, and a founder of civihzed society in North ^*

America, was the son of that naval commander who, under 1544.

the protectorate of Cromwell, enlarged the British dominions J?'^'* ^^\11 o T ' mi •
1 r. 1 1 • 1

Birth and
by the conquest ot Jamaica. Ihis was the first colony which character

had been acquired by the English arms. New York was the °.^ ^^ij"

next: for Acadie, though conquered in the interim by Crom-
well's forces, did not then become an English settlement, and

was surrendered by Charles the Second, soon after his restora-

tion. It is another example of the strange concatenation of

human affairs, that the second instance of the acquisition of

a colony by the British arms, should have been the means of

introducing the son of the first conqueror, as a quaker colo-

nist and a preacher of peace, in America.

His father, who attained the dignity of knighthood, and

(-
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BOOK the rank of an admiral, was the descendant of a respectr le

^"- English family. Devoting himself to the naval service of h.s

country in the commencement of the civil wars, he espoused

the cause of the parliament, and subsequently adhered to the

fortunes of Cromwell. From a humble station in the service

of these authorities, he was promoted to a dignified and im-

portant command ; and in the war with Holland, he co-ope-

rated in the achievements, and partook the renown of the il-

lustrious Admiral Blake. With the protector he enjoyed a

considerable degree of favour, till the failure of the expedition

which he conducted against St. Domingo. It is asserted very

confidently by some historians, and particularly by all the

quaker writers, that this disaster was occasioned by the fault

of Venables, who commanded the land forces, and could not

fairly be attributed to Admiral Penn: but Cromwell, who un-

derstood military affairs better than these writers can be sup-

posed to have done, was so far from acquitting the admiral of

blame, that he imprisoned him in the Tower, and never after-

wards intrusted him with any public employ.^ This circum-

stance, perhaps, contributed to the favour which he enjoyed

at court after the Restoration ; when he scrupled not to ac-

cept honour and employment from a government that stigma-

tized the service in which he had been previously engaged, by

the insults it heaped on the memory of Blake.- It is alleged

of him by Bishop Burnet, that he earned the friendship of

the Duke of York, with whom he commanded at sea in the

Dutch war of 1665, by dexterously enabling this prince to

avoid a renewed action with the enemy's fleet, without hav-

i •!

ii „i

• Lord Clarendon's Life, Holmes.
' In alluding to the history and character of his father, William Penn is divided

between a natural elation at his republican honours, and an unwillingness to have

him considered an associate of republicans, and antagonist of royalty. " From a

lieutenant," says the son, " he passed through all the eminent offices of sea em-
ployment, and arrived to that of general about the thirtieth year of his age ; in a

time full of the biggest sea actions that any history mentions ; and when neitlicr

bribes nor alliance, favour nor affection, but ability only could promote." He adds,

however,— " He was engaged both under the parliament and king ; but not as an

actor in the domestic troubles ; his compass always steering him to eye a national

concern, and not intestine wars. His service, therefore, being wholly foreign, he

may be truly said to serve his country, ratiier than either of these interests, so far as

they were distinct from each other. ' Proud's Hist, of Pennsylvania. Oldmixon
(2a edition) thus characterizes the admiral : — " He was a strong Independent,

and so continued till the Restoration ; when finding religion and liberty at the

mercy of their enemies, he very quickly made his peace with King Charles and the

Duke of York."

ft:
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ing seemed to decline it. Olher writers, niid eR|iecially those c il A P

who have professed the tenets, or patronised the fame of his
'•

son, have asserted that the admiral owed his favour with the

king and the duke to no other recommendations than those of

his eminent valour and abilities. He was impeached, in 166%,

by the House of Commons, for embezzling prize money; but,

from some unexplained circumstance, the impeachment was

permitted to drop. *

The favour which he enjoyed at court, whatever might be

the source of it, was so considerable as to authorise the most

ambitious hopes of the advancement of his son, and propor-

tionally to embitter his disappointment at beholding the young

man embrace a profession of faith which not only excluded

its votaries from official dignity, but exposed them to the

severity of penal law, the displeasure of churchmen, and the

derision of courtiers. The younger Pcnn's predilection for

the quakers, first excited by the discourses of one of their

itinerant picac'ners, was manifested at the early age of sixteen,

with so much warmth and impetuosity, as to occasion his ex-

pulsion from the university of Oxford. His father endea-

voured to prevail with him to abandon principles and manners

so ill calculated to promote his worldly grandeur; and, finding

arguments ineflfectual, resorted to blows, and even banished

him from his home, with no better success. Along with the

peculiarities of quakerism, the young convert had received

the first profound impression which he ever experienced of the

truth and importance of Christianity ; and both were for ever

inseparably blended together in his mind. The treatment he

underwent from his father, tended to confirm his belief that

quakerism was a revival of that pure and primitive Chris-

tianity which was fated to occasion the division of households,

and the dissolution of the strongest ties of natural affection.

At length, the admiral devised a method of sapping the prin-

ciples which he could not overthrow ; and, for this purpose,

sent his son to travel, with some young men of quality, in

France, then the gayest and most licentious country of

Europe. This device, which reflects little credit on the paren-

tal concern by which it was prompted, was attended with

' Howell's State Trials.
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BOOK apparent success. Quakerism and Christianity were checked
•

alike, for a time, in the mind of Penn, who returned to his

gratified father with the manners of an elegant gentleman, and

the sentiments of a man of pleasure. * But, having repaired,

in the year 1666, to Ireland, to inspect an estate that belonged

to his family in this country, it was here again his fate to

meet with the same itinerant preacher who had exercised so

much influence on him six years before, at Oxford. His for-

mer designation of mind was now reproduced with deeper

conviction and increased zeal and energy ; and speedily elicited

from him a public, solemn, and resolute profession of his

espousal of the principles and practices of the quakers. In

vain were his father's instances once more repeated, and the

temporal dignities which seemed only to wait his acceptance

pressed with fond and pathetic earnestness on his regard. It

was even in vain that the admiral, despairing of farther con-

cession, restricted his solicitation to such a slender compliance

with the usages of the world, as that his son should uncover

his head in the presence of the King, the Duke of York, and

his parents. Penn's eye was now elevated to the contempla-

tion of objects so glorious and exalted as to eclipse the lustre

of earthly grandeur, and dissipate the illusions of temporal

distinction ; and his resolution (hardened by an early experi-

ence of imprisonment, and other legal severities) was wound
up to such a pitch of firmness and intensity, that he refused

to lay even a single grain of incense on what he deemed an

'i i

I' ii-l

• ifri

I''

' To reconcile this well •authenticated conduct of the admiral with the interest

which quaker writers have diplayed in defence of his reputation, it is necessary to re-

member, that he is said to have died a convert to quaker principles ; and to have pro-

phesied to his son that these principles, calmly and patiently supported, would finally

triumph over all -opposition. Proud. Clarkson.

It must be considered also, that the demeanour of the young convert was not at

first entirely unexceptionable. From Oldmixon's account of Penn's expulsion from

Oxford, it appears that his first espousal of quakerisrn was signalised by a display of

primitive quaker turbulence. " He was a student m Christ Church, Oxon, when an

order came down thither, after the king was restored, that the surplice should be worn
according to the laudable custom of ancient times. Young Mr. Penn having engaged
the young Lord Spencer, his fellow collegian, afterwards that great politician Robert
Earl of Sunderland, and some other young gentlemen to join with them, they fell

upon the students who appeared in surplices, and puU'id thetn over their heads."

Oldmixon, 2d edition.

There is no account of William Penn having ever complied so far with the wishes

of his father as to enter into the army. Yet I have seen an original portrait of him in

the house of his descendant at Stoke, in Buckinghamshire, representing him at the

age of 22, attired in complete armour.

If
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unhallowed altar of human arrogance and vanity. He now c il A P.

devoted all the large resources of his capacity to the defence ^'

and propagation of the quaker tenets, and sacrificed his tem-

poral ease and enjoyment to the illustration of the quaker vir-

tues,— with a success that has gained for him a renown more

brilliant and extended than the ambition of his father ever

ventured to hope, or the utmost favour of his sovereign could

have conferred. It would not be easy to figure a more inter-

esting career than is exhibited in the greater portion of his

subsequent life. He travelled over many parts of Europe,

and even extended his personal labours to America : and every

where, from the courts of German princes to the encampments

of Indian savages, we find him overcoming evil by good, and

disarming human violence and ferocity by gentleness, patience,

and piety. In his exterior appearance and address, there were

combined, in an unusual degree, a venerable dignity and

gravity of aspect, with a frank cheerful simplicity of manner,

and a style of language fraught with plainness, vigour, and

good humour. His face was a very uncommon one, and its

lineaments, though by no means fine, were far from unpleasing,

and were rendered by their peculiarity more deeply and last-

ingly impressive. With the general corpulence which his frame

attained as he advanced in years, his face underwent a pro-

portional enlargement of its dimensions ; and while his eye

expressed considerate thought, and strength of understanding,

the amplitude and regularity of the rest of his features seemed

to indicate a habitual tranquillity of spiut. A mind so con-

templative, and ^. life so active ; such a mixture of mildness

and resolution ; of patience and energy ; of industry and

genius ; of lofty piety and profound sagacity, have rarely

been exemplified in the records of human character. The

most pious and the most voluminous, he was also, next to

Robert Barclay, the most learned and ingenious writer in de-

fence of quakerism ; and, at the same time, next to George

Fox, the most indefatigable minister that the quakers of

Britain have ever possessed. He contrived to exhibit at once

the active and passive virtues suitable to a champion and a

confessor of quakerism ; and the same prisons that witnessed

his patient suffering for the rights of his brethren, were also

the scene of his most elaborate literary efforts for their in-

i
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struction. Among other quaker peculiarities, his writings are

distinguished by a tedious prolixity
;
yet not much more so

than the productions of the most celebrated cotemporary

authors of a different religious persuasion. They abound

with numerous passages replete alike with the finest eloquence

and the most forcible reasoning, engaging benevolence, and

fervent piety. He was deeply infected with the doctrinal

errors of the quakers
;
yet more deeply imbued with the spirit

of divine truth ihan many who profess to hold it devoid of

such appendages ; and, notwithstanding the tendency of

these doctrinal errors to lead men who have thoroughly em-

braced them into frantic and indecent excesses, there were

none of the quaker leaders who contributed more signally

than Penn to the establishment of a system of orderly disci-

pline throughout the society. This was a work of such dif-

ficulty, and so repugnant to the sentiments of many who re-

garded discipline as an encroachment upon the sovereignty

and freedom of spiritual communication, that all the influence

of Penn's character and address, and all the weight he de-

rived from his labours and sufferings, were requisite, and in-

deed barely snfl[iced, to its successful accomplishment. Ex-

cept George Fox, no other individual has ever enjoyed so

much authority in this society, or so fully sustained the cha-

racter of a patriarch of the quakers. Though his principles

excluded him from the official dignities which his father had

coveted for him, they did not prevent him from attaining a

high degree of favour and consideration, both with Charles

the Second and his successor ; which he improved, to the ut-

most of his power, for the relief of the suffering members of

the quaker society. Whatever were the services of the ad-

miral, the claim which they were thought to infer was ex-

tended to his son : nor was its efficacy impaired by his visible

influence over a numerous body of men, whose absolute re-

nunciation of the rights of resistance and self-defence could

not fail to interest the regards of arbitrary princes.^

There exists, in all mankind, a propensity to unbounded

admiration, arising from an indistinct glimpse and faint re-

maunng trace of that miajre of infinite majesty and purity

' PioiiJ. Claikson's Life of Penn.
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I.

with which their existence connects them, and to which their cii AP.

nature once enjoyed a closer conformity than it has been able

to retain. We may consider either as the expression of this

propensity, or 'he apology for indulging it, that eagerness to

claim the praise of faultless perfection for the objects of our

esteem, which perhaps really indicates a secret consciousness

that it is only to excellence above the reach of humanity that

our admiration can ever be justly due. This error has been

exemplified in a very remarkable degree by the biographers

of Penn, and the historians of his transactions and institu-

tions in America. The unmixed and unmerited encomium

which his character and labours have received, originated, no

doubt, with the writers of his own religious persuasion ; but,

so far from being confined to them, it has been even exag-

gerated by writers of a totally different class, and whose seem-

ing impartiality has contributed, in a remarkable degree, to

fortify and propagate the illusion. The quakers have always

enjoyed, with some infidel philosophers,^ a reputation which

no other professors of Christianity have been permitted to

share ;
partly because they were accounted the friends of un-

limited toleration, and partly from an erroneous idea that their

christian name was but a thin mystical covering, which veiled

the pure and simple light of reason and philosophy from eyes

yet too gross to receive it. Refusing to define their doctrinal

tenets by a creed, and having already evacuated, by allegori-

cal interpretation, some of the plainest precepts of the gospel,

the quakers were expected, by their philosophical panegyrists,

to pave the way for a total dissolution of Christianity, by

gradually allegorizing the whole of the scriptures. By the

united efforts of these several tributaries to his fame, William

Penn has been presented to the world as a character

nearly, if not entirely, faultless ; as the author of institu-

tions not less admirable for their wisdom than their orisrinalitv,

and not less amply than instantaneously productive of the

gratitude and happiness of mankind.- How exaggerated is

' Among others, Voltaire, Diderot, Raynal, Rlirabeau, and Ilrissot. Iliime, in

his history, has treated the quakers with little respect: but in his Essay on Super-

stition and Enthusiasm he has represented those sectaries as enjoying a perfect free-

dom from priestly bondage, and approaching the only regular association of deists in

the universe, — a representation wiiich has doubtless coinributed to the favour whicit

the quakers have enjoyed vvitii the philosophers of France.
^ See Note Xll. at tlie end of the volume.
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BOOK this picture of the merit and the effects of his institutions,

^^^'
will appear but too clearly from the following pages. That

the dazzling light with which his character has been invested,

was sullied with the specks of mortal imperfection, is also a

truth which it is more easy than agreeable to demonstrate.

But excellence, the more credibly it is represented, is the more

effectually recommended to human imitation : and those who

may be conscious of such inffrmities as William Penn be-

trayed, receive an important lesson when they are taught that

these imperfections neither inevitably obstruct, nor satisfac-

torily apologise for, deficiency of even the most exemplary

virtue.

In the commencement of his career, Penn indulged towards

his opponents, an arrogance of disdain, and a coarseness and

scurrility of vituperation, very little consistent with the mild-

ness of quaker manners, or even with common decency and

propriety. ^ It redounds to his credit that he corrected this

fault, and graced his wisdom by an address replete with cour-

tesy and kindness. But another change which his disposition

appears also to have undergone, presents him in an aspect

which it is less pleasing to contemplate. Recommended to

Charles the Second and his successor, by a hereditary claim

of regard, by the principles of passive obedience, which, as a

quaker, he professed, and as a writer he contributed widely

to disseminate, and by the willingness with which he and his

fellow sectaries alone, of all the British protestants, recognised

the despotic prerogative affected by the crown, of suspending

the ordinances of the legislature,—he was admitted to a degree

of favour and intimacy with those perfidious and tyrannical

princes, which laid a dangerous snare for the integrity of his

character and the rectitude of his conduct. It was natural

that he and his friends, oppressed by the severe intolerance of

parliamentary legislation, should regard with more favour the

I Some instances of this failing have been preserved by his biographers. But by

far the most remarkable occurs in the address which he himself prefixed to his report

of his celebrated trial at the Old Bailey for preaching at a conventicle, and which is

reprinted in Howell's Slate Trials. The ribaldry which Penn on this occasion con-

descended to employ was borrowed from a coarse jest of Oliver Cromwell. Penn
retained through life a taste for pleasantry. An adversary of thequakers having pub-

lished a controversial work against them, entitled "The qiiaker's last shift found

out," Penn answered it by a treatise bearing the ludicrous title of " Naked truth

needs no shift."
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arbitrary power which was sometimes interposed for their re-

lief, than the constitutional authority which was uniformly

directed to their molestation. But none of the other pro-

testant dissenters beheld otherwise than with disgust, the

boon of a temporary mitigation of legal rigour, which implied

a power in the crown subversive of every bulwark of Biitish

liberty. As the political agent of his society, cultivating the

friendship of a tyrant, and seeking a shelter under his prero-

gative from the existing laws, Penn occupied a situation re-

gulated by no established conceptions of duty, or ascertained

principles :
^ and becoming gradually familiarized with arbi-

trary power, he scrupled not to beseech its interposition in

behalf of his own private concernments, and to employ, for

the enlargement of his American territory, at the expense of

the prior right of Lord Baltimore, the same authority which

he had accustomed himself to respect as an engine of public

good and religious toleration. Dazzled, rather than corrupted,

by royal favour and confidence, he beheld nothing in the

character of the British princes that reproved his friendship

with them, or prevented it from becoming even more intimate

and confidential, at a period when their tyrannical designs

were already fully developed, their perfidy unmasked to every

other eye, and the hands from which he solicited favours were

imbrued with the blood of men whom he had loved as friends,

and reverenced as the most estimable and illustrious characters

in England. While as yet the struggle between the popular

leaders and the jibettors of arbitrary power had not terminated

in favour of the crown, Penn seemed to participate in the sen-

timents that were cherished by the friends of liberty. He
addressed his applications for repeal of the penal laws against

dissenters, to the House of Commons ; he attached himself to

Algernon Sidney, and endeavoured to promote his election in

a contest with a court candidate for the borough of Guildford ;*

and we have seen how he co-operated in the magnanimous

vindication of the rights of West Jersey against the encroach-

c H A P.

1.

I Tiiat Pena did not acknowledge the same duties, as a politician, which he pre-

sciibed to himself as a quaker, '\ppears from his withdrawing from a state warrant

tha» was issued for his imprisonment on a political charge by King William (Proud)
— an evasion which he never stooped to, when he was persticuted for his religious

practices.

- Clarkson.
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BOOK ments of the Duke of York. But when the cause of liberty
^^^' seemed for ever to have sunk beneath the victorious ascend-

ancy of royal prerogative, he apphed to the crown for that

relief from the rigour of ecclesiastical law, which he had

already practically avowed to be legally derivable from the

parliament alone : he beheld his friend Sidney perish on a

scaffold, the victim of patriotic virtue, without any interrup-

tion of cordiality between himself and the court ; and when
James the Second committed a far greater outrage on the

rights of Magdalen college of Oxford than the encroachment

he had attempted on the liberties of New Jersey, Penn's ad-

vice to the academic authorities was to appease the king by
apologies for their past conduct, which, at the same time, he

acknowledged to have been not only blameless, but honourable

and praiseworthy. ^ Nay, as if to render the change of his

disposition still more signally conspicuous, he concurred with

the other proprietaries of East Jersey in tamely surrendering

the liberties of this province to the same prince, against whom,
when supported by the spirit of better times, he had so stre-

nuously defended the freedom of its sister colony. Penn was

present at the execution of Mrs. Gaunt, an aged lady, re-

nowned for her piety and charity, who was burnt alive for

having given shelter to a person in distress, whom she knew
not at the time to have been a fugitive from the rebel army of

the J'uke of Monmouth ; and at the execution of Alderman
Cornish, who was hanged before the door of his own house,

for a pretended treason, of which nobody believed him to be

guilty. 2 The only sentiment that he is reported to have

expressed upon these atrocities, was, that " the king was

greatly to he pitied for the evil counsels that hurried him into

so much effusion of blood." ^ When it is considered that,

after all this, Penn's eyes were not opened* to the real cha-

' CJarkson. a Ibid.
3 See Note XIII. at the end of the volume.
^ He published a book in favour of the king's attempts to establish toleration,

even after James had so far disclosed Ids real views as to have thrust Roman
catholics into the government of the university of Oxford. He had recently before

undertaken a secret embassy from the king to the Prince of Orange, in the hope uf

prevailing with this prince to give his sanction to the measures in behalf of toleration.

Clarkson. Though unable to discern tiic designs of the king, he had not always
been equally insensible to tiie dangers of popery ; and iu the days of his patriotic

fervour, had written a pamphlet to animate li»c nationi rage against tlie pretended
po\mh plot. Ibid.
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racter of James, and, on the contrary, his friendship with the c il A l'.

barbarous tyrant continued to subsist, and even to increase, '*

till the very last,—it seems by no means surprising that his

cotemporaries should have generally regarded him as a secret

abettor of all the monarch's designs for the establishment of

the church of Rome and the destruction of liberty. It was,

perhaps, fortunate for his fame that the public displeasure

vented itself in this injustice; the detection of which has

contributed to shelter him even from the milder but more

merited censure of an infatuated credulity, inspired by the

flattering idea that he would ultimately render the royal

authority entirely subservient to the accomplishment of his

own religious and philanthropic views.

The character of William Penn has not escaped the charge

of ambition*—a charge which admits of such variety of signi-

fication, that perhaps no human being was ever absolutely

exempt from it. If restriction to ends merely selfish, consti-

tute the depravity of ambition ; a nobler and more generous

range may be allowed to make ambition virtue. Assuredly,

Penn was neither conscious nor susceptible of that vile and

vulgar aspiration that courts a personal distinction and supe-

riority obtained by the depression and spoliation of mankind.

Of the wish to derive a reflected lustre from the happiness and

improvement which others might owe to him, it is neither so

easy nor so desirable to absolve him. Nor, perhaps, was he

wholly insensible to the influence of a temptation which this

refined ambition is very apt to beget—the desire of enlarging

and perpetuating the authority by which such benefits might

continue to be conferred by himself and his posterity. It has

been alleged of more than one benefactor of the human race,

that, confident of their good intentions, and habituated to

power, they have coveted the possession of it somewhat too

eagerly as a peculiarly ofticient instrument of human welfare.

But it is time to proceed from these prefatory observations on

the character of this distinguished person, to a consideration

' An acute, but very partial writer, has characterised him as " a man ofgieat

depth of understanding, attended by equal dissimulation ; of extreme interestedness,

accompanied with insatiable ambition ; and of an address ia proportion to all

these." Chalmers. Scarce!) , if at all, more favourable are tlie sentiments expressed

by Dr. Franklin and Jedediah Morse, with regard to the ehuiacter of Penn.
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of that portion of his life, which is identified with the rise of

Pennsylvania and the history of Delaware.

The circumstances by which the attention of Penn was first

directed to the colonization of North America, have already

been unfolded in the history of New Jersey. While he was

engaged with his quaker associates in administering the New
Jersey government, he received such information of the fertility

and resources of the country situated to the westward of the

Delaware, as inspired him with the desire of acquiring a sepa-

rate estate in this quarter. For this purpose he presented a

petition to Charles the Second, stating his relationship to the

deceased admiral, and his claim for a debt incurred by the

crown to his father, at the time when Shaftesbury's memorable

device was adopted, of shutting the exchequer; soliciting, on

these accounts, a grant of land to the northward of Maryland,

and westward of the Delaware ; and representing, that by his

interest with the quakers, he should be able to colonize the

province, which might, in time, not only yield a revenue suffi-

cient to extinguish his claims on the crown, but enlarge the

British empire, augment its trade, and promote the glory of

God by the civilization and conversion of the Indian tribes.'

This petition was referred to the Duke of York and Lord Bal-

timore, that they might report how far its object was compa-

tible with their prior investitures. Both signified their acqui-

escence in Penn's demand, provided his patent should be so

worded as to preclude any encroachment on their territories

;

and the Duke of York added his recommendation of the peti-

tion to the favour of the crown. Successful thus far, Penn

transcribed from the charter of Maryland, the sketch of a pa-

tent in his own favour : but the attorney-general, Jones, to

whose opinion it was remitted, declared, that certain of the

clauses were " not agreeable to the laws here, though they are

in Lord Baltimore's patent," and, in particular, pronounced

that the exemption from British taxation, which Penn had

proposed to confer on his colony, was utterly illegal. Compton,

Bishop of London, at the same time, understanding that Penn,

m -^^

> In a letter to a friend, about the same time, he declares his purpose in the ac-

quisition of American territory to have been " so to serve the truth and people of the

Lord, that an example ma\i be set to the nations :" adding, " there may be room there,

though not litre, for such an holy t.^periment." Proud.

H ;',!
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in soliciting his patent, had described himself as the head of CHAP.
the English quakers, interposed in the relative proceedings, ^'

for the protection (as he declared ) of the interests of the church 168O.

of England. After some discussion of the points that had
thus arisen, the committee of plantations desired chief-justice Jan.i68i.

North, a person of considerable eminence, both as a statesman

and a lawyer, to undertake the revision of the patent, and to

secure by proper clauses, the reservation of royal prerogative

and parliamentary jurisdiction. With his assistance, there

was prepared an instrument which received the royal confirma- March.

tion, and afterwards acquired much celebrity as the charter

of Pennsylvania.*

By this charter, which professed to be granted in considera- Charter of

tion of " the merits of the father, and the good purposes ofyailla!^

the son," there was conferred on William Penn, and his heirs

and assigns, that vast region bounded on the east by the river

Delaware; extending westward five degrees of longitude;

stretching to the north from twelve miles northward of New-
castle (in the Delaware territory) to the forty-third degree of

latitude; limited on the south by a circle of twelve miles

drawn round Newcastle to the beginning of the fortieth degree

of latitude. Penn was constituted the absolute proprietary of

the whole of this territory, which was erected into a province

by the name of Pennsylvania,* and was to be held in free and

common soccage by fealty only, with the obligation of paying

two bear skins annually, and one-fifth of all the gold and silver

' Oldmixon. Proud. Chalmers. Dillwyn (see Note XII.) opiirf Wintcrbotham.
Both Oldmixon (who was a personal friend of Penn) and Mr. Clarkson have
asserted that Fenn's efforts to obtain his charter were greatly obstructed by his pro-

fession of quakerism. Of this I can find no evidence at all. Penn himself, writing

to the lords of trade in 1683, snys, " I return my most humble tlianks for your for-

mer/awjir* in the passivg of my patent, and pray God reward you." Chalmers.
' Penn's account of this denomination is creditable to his mod«sty. Finding that

the king proposed that the name of Penn should form a part of the appellation of the

province, he requested leave to decline an honour that miglit be imputed to his own
vanity, and proposed the name of New Wales, which was objected to (absurdly, it

seems) by the under secretary of state, who was a Welshman. Penn then suggested

Sylvania, on account of the woody surface of the region ; but the king declared that

tiie nomination belonged to him, and that, in honour of Admiral Penn, the last sug-

gested name should be enlarged into Pennsylvania. Clarkson.

" Haec habet, et rcgio memorabile nomen habebit,

Auctior auctoris in omne tempus sui

;

Qui fuit illustri proavorum stemmate natus,

Scd virtute magis nobilis ipse sua."
Ma kin's Descriplio Pennsylvania:.

VOL. H. Y
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BOOK that might be discovered, to the king. He was empowered to
^^^' make laws, with th^ advice and assent of the freemen of the

1681. territory assembled, for the imposition of taxes and other public

purposes,—but always in conformity with the general strain

of the jurisprudence of England ; to appoint judges and other

officers to carry the laws into execution ; and to pardon and

reprieve ofTenders, except in the cases of wilful murder and

high treason. In these cases, reprieve might be granted only

till the signification of the pleasure of the king,—to whom there

was also reserved the privilege of receiving appeals from the

provincial tribunals in civil cases. The distribution of pro-

perty, and the punishment of felonies, were to be regulated by

the laws of England, unless and until different ordinances

should be expressly enacted by the proprietary and freemen.

Duplicates of all the provincial laws were to be transmitted to

the privy council, within five years after they were passed
;

and if not declared void by the council within six months after

transmission, they were to be considered as having been ap-

proved of, and to become valid ordinances. That the colony

might increase by the resort of people, liberty was given to

English subjects (those only excepted who should be specially

forbidden) to remove to and settle in Pennsylvania; and thence

to import the productions of the province into England, " but

into no other country whatsoever," and to re-export them,

within one year, paying the same duties as other subjects,

and conforming to the acts of navigation. The proprietary

was authorized co divide the province into towns, hundreds,

and counties ; to erect and incorporate towns into boroughs,

and boroughs into cities; and to constitute ports for the con-

venience of commerce, to which the officers of the customs

were to have free admission. The freemen in assembly were

empowered to assess reasonable duties on the commodities

laden or unladen in the harbours of the colony ; and these

duties were granted to Penn, with reservation, however, to the

crown of such customs as then were, or in future might be, im-

posed by act of parliament. Penn was required to appoint an

agent to reside in or near London, to answer for any breach of

the trade laws which he or his people might commit ; and in

case of such misdemeanour, he was to make satisfaction within

a year; in default of which the king was to appropriate the
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government of the province, and retain it till due satisfaction c ll A i'.

were made. The proprietary was not to maintain correspond- ^'

ence with any prince or state at war, nor to make war against I68I.

any prince or state in amity, with England. By an article of

the charter, which, perhaps, a strict adherence to his princi-

ples should have induced him to disclaim, he was empowered
" to levy, muster, and train all sorts of men ; to pursue and

vanquish enemies ; to take and put them to death by the laws

of war
J
and to do every thing which belongeth to the office

of captain-general in an army." He was farther empowered
to alienate the soil to the colonists, who were authorized to

hold their lands under his grants, notwithstanding the English

statute prohibiting such subinfeudations. Assurance was

given by the king for himself and his successors, " that no

custom or other contribution shall be levied on the inhabitants

or their estates, unless by the consent of the proprietary, or

governor and assembly, or hj act of parliament in England."

It was stipulated (in compliance with the suggestion of Bishop

Compton) that if any of the inhabitants, to the number of

twenty, should signify their desire to the Bishop of London to

have an episcopal minister established among them, the pastor

appointed for them by this dignitary should be allowed to re-

side and perform his functions without hindrance or molesta-

tion. In case of the emergence of doubt with regard to the

construction properly applicable to any part of the charter, it

was commanded that an interpretation the most favourable to

the proprietary should always be admitted ; with the exclusion,

however, of any supposition that might derogate from the al-

legiance due to the crown.^

Such is the substance of a charter on which was established

the fabric of the Pennsylvanian government and laws, so re-

nowned for their wisdom, mildness, equity, and liberality.

The cautious stipulations for guarding and ascertaining the Object and

British ascendancy, by which this charter was distinguished
Ihe\"i'aifses

peculiar to

tins cnsr*
' Proud. Chalmers. " It is remarkable," says Dr. Franklin, in his Historical ^^r

Review of the Constitution of Pennsylvania, " that such an instrument, penned with

all the appearance of candour and simplicity imaginable, and equally agreeable to

law and reason, to the claims of the crown and the rights of the subject, should be
the growth of an arbitrary court." The trait would have been more remarkable, if this

arbitrary court had been as much renowned for integrity in fulfilling, as for facility in

contracting engagements in favour of law, reason, and popular rights.

Y 2
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the disputes in which the royal court had been for some time

1681. engaged with the colony of Massachusetts. The provincial

government of Massachusetts had deemed the acts of naviga-

tion inoperative within its jurisdiction, till they were legalized

by its own ordinance. But the immediate and uninterrupted

observance of them in Pennsylvania, was enforced by the

stipulated penalty of the forfeiture of the charter. Laws had

been passed in Massachusetts for a domestic coinage of

money, and other objects, which were deemed inconsistent

with the prerogative of the sovereign state. For the preven-

tion of similar abuse, or, at least, the correction of it, before

inveterate prevalence could have time to create habits of in-

dependence, it was required that all the laws of the new

province should be regularly transmitted to England for the

royal approbation or dissent. To obviate the difficulty that

had been experienced by the English government in conduct-

ing its disputes with the people of Massachusetts, who could

never be induced to accredit an agent at the court, without

much reluctance and long delay, it was required that a stand-

ing agent for Pennsylvania should reside in London, and be

held responsible for the proceedings of his colonial consti-

tuents. But the most remarkable provision, by which this

charter was distinguished from all the other American patents,

was thf>t which expressly reserved a power of taxation to the

British parhament. Of the import of this much agitated

clause, very different opinions were entertained from the first,

by the lawyers and statesmen of England, and the politicians

of Pennsylvania. In England, while it was denied that the

novel introduction of the clause into the charter of this

province afforded to any of the other colonies an argument

against their liability to parliamentary taxation,—it was, with

more appearance of reason, maintained that its actual insertion

in the present charter precluded even the possibility of an

honest pretension to such immunity on the part of the Penn-

sylvanians. Of the very opposite ideas that were entertained

on this subject by the colonists, an account was rendered

about a century afterwards by Dr. Franklin in his celebrated

examination, as the representative of America, at the bar of

the British House of Commons. Being asked, how the Penn-

English

and Amc'
rican opi-

nions

theieon.

I
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sylvanians could reconcile a pretence to be exempted from chap.
fixation, with the express words of a clause reserving to par«

^'

liament the privilege of imposing this burden upon them,—he leai.

answered, '* They understand it thus:—By the sanje charter*

and otherwise, they arc entitled to all the privileges and

liberties of Englishmen. They find in the great charters, and
in the petition and declaration of rights, that one of the

privileges of English subjects is, that they are not taxed but

by their common consent ; they have, therefore, relied upon it

from the Jirst settlemetit of the province, ih?it the parliament

never would nor could, by colour of that clause in the charter,

tax them till it had qualified itself to exercise such right, by
admitting representatives from the people to be taxed."''

That this reasoning was not (as some have suggested) the

mere production of Franklin's own ingenuity, nor even the

immediate growth of the era of American independence; but

that it expressed the opinion of the earliest race of the Penn-

sylvanian settlers, is a point susceptible of the clearest demon-
stration. From the official correspondence between the royal

functionaries in America and the court of London, it appears

that before the Pennsylvanians had existed as a people for

seventeen years, the English ministry were apprised of the

general prevalence of these sentiments among them ; and in

the work of a contemporary historian of this province, who
derived his acquaintance with it from the communications of

Penn himself, the right of the colonists to elect representatives

to the British parliament is distinctly asserted.^ It was only

in the year j)receding the date of the Pennsylvanian charter,

that Penn, in reclaiming for the colonists of New Jersey the

privilege of imposing taxes on themselves, had protested that

no reasonable men would emigrate from England to a country

where this advantage was not to be enjoyed ; and, as the

argument which he maintained on that occasion, was founded

entirely on general principles, and on what he regarded as the

H

' This is a mistake. The. Pennsylvania charter differs from all the others in not

communicating an express assurance to the colonists of the rio;hts and ciiaracter of

Englishmen. The reason for this omission is said by Chalmers to have been, that

the eminent lawyeis, who prepared the charter, considered such declarations as su-

j)erfluous, and their import suttlciently inferred by general law.

" Memoirs, &c. of Franklin.
^ See Note XIV. at the end of the volume.
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BOOK constitutional rights inseparable from the character of British

^^^'
subjects, without reference to any peculiarities in the charter

of New Jersey, it seems highly improbable that he believed

the clauses peculiar to his own charter to admit of an inter-

pretation that would have placed his favourite province beyond

the pale of the British constitution, and deterred reasonable

men from resorting to it. We must either believe him to have

entertained the same opinion on this point, that appears to

have been prevalent among the colonists of his territory, or

adopt the illiberal supposition of an historian,^ who charges

him with making concessions, in theory, which he never

intended to substantiate in practice.

Possessed of this charter, to which the king gave additional

authority, by a royal letter, commanding all intending planters

in the new province to render due submission to the proprie-

tary, Penn directed his attention to the interesting concern of

attracting inhabitants to his vacant territory. To this end, he

published a description of the soil and resources of the pro-

vince, together with admonitions to those who were inclined

to undertake its cultivation, and a statement of the conditions

on which he was willing to deal with them. The admonitions

are almost precisely the same with those which he had pre-

vioussly addressed to the intending emigrants to West Jersey;

and enjoin all persons, deliberating with regard to their re-

moval, to have especial respect to the will of God,—to balance

present inconvenience with future ease and plenty,—and to

obtain the consent of their near relations, in order that natural

affections might be preserved, and a friendly and profitable

correspondence between the two countries maintained. It was

intimated to all, who were disposed to become planters, that

land would be sold at the price of forty shillings, for a hundred

acres, together with a perpetual quit-rent of a shilling. It was

required that, in disencumbering the ground of wood, there

should be reserved one acre of trees for every five acres cleared

;

and an especial recommendation was addressed, to preserve oak

and mulberry trees, for the construction of ships and the

manufacture of silk. It was declared, that no planter would

' Chalmers,—who, in support of his opinion, remarks that not one of the laws and

constitutions, enacted by Penn, or under his auspices, was ever submitted, accoidiug

to tlie rc<>istrut*on of the churter, to the English court.
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be peitnitted to overreach or otherwise injure the Indians, or chap.
even to avenge, at his own hands, any wrong he might receive _
from them : but that, in case of disputes between the two

races, the adjustment of them should, in every instance, be re-

ferred to twelve arbitrators, selected equally from the Europeans

and the Indians. The requisition of quit-rents, in addition to

the payment of a price, which proved ultimately so fertile a

source of discord between the proprietary family and the

colonists, was the only feature in this scheme that appeared

objectionable to the religious fraternity, of which Penn was a

member ; but his influence with these sectaries was so great,

and his description of the province so inviting, as more than

to outweigh this disagreeable and unexpected condition.

Numerous applications for land were speedily made by persons,

chiefly of the quaker persuasion, in London, Liverpool, and

especially in Bristol, where one trading association alone be-

came the purchasers of twenty thousand acres of the territory,

and prepared for embarking in various branches of commerce

related to their acquisition. The prospect thus afforded of an

early replenishment of his province, invited the immediate

attention of Penn to the form and fabric of its political con-

stitution ; in the composition of which, there could be room

for little other labour than the exercise of a judicious selection

from the numerous theoretical models, which had employed

the pens, and exhausted the invention, of contemporary

writers, and from the various practical institutions, by which

the several proprietaries of American provinces had vied with

each other for the approbation of mankind, and the attraction

of inhabitants to their vacant territories. In undertaking an

employment so congenial to his disposition, as the work of

legislation, Penn appears to have been impressed with equal

confidence in the resources of his capacity and the rectitude

of his intentions, and touched at the same time with a

generous sense of the value of those interests that were

involved in his performance, and the expanse of liberty and

happiness that might result from it. " As my understanding

and inclinations," he declared, " have been much directed to

observe and reprove mischiefs in government, so it is now put

into my power to settle one. For the matters of liberty and

privilege, I purpose that which is extraordinary, and leave my-

!',
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self and successors no power of doing mischief, that the will

of one man may not hinder the good of a whole country."

The liberal institutions that arose shortly after in Penn-

sylvania, and the happiness of which they were so largely

productive, attested the sincerity and rewarded the virtue of

this magnanimous design ; while the partial disappointment

which it sustained, and particularly the mischief and dissen-

sion that arose from the degree of power that was actually re-

served to the proprietary and his successors, forcibly exempli-

fied the infirmity of human purpose, and the fallacy incident

to all human expectations.

As several of the purchasers of land, in their eagerness to

commence the new settlement, were prepared to embark before

Penn had yet completed his legislatorial composition, it was

necessary that they should be previously acquainted with the

general scope, at least, of a work so deeply affecting their in-

terests. A rough sketch of its principal features was accord-

ingly prepared and mutually signed by the proprietary and

these adventurers, who being now assured of unlimited tolera-

tion,^ and satisfied with the model of the political constitu-

tions, no longer hesitated to bid adieu to a scene of tyranny,

contention, and persecution, and set sail, in quest of freedom

and repose, for Pennsylvania. Three vessels from London and

Bristol carried out these first Pennsylvania settlers, and along

with them. Colonel William Markham, the kinsman and se-

cretary of Penn, who had also appointed him deputy-gover-

nor ; and certain commissioners who were appointed to confer

with the Indians respecting the purchase of their lands, and

to endeavour to form with them a league of perpetual peace.

These commissioners were solemnly enjoined to treat the In-

dians with all possible candour, justice, and humanity, and

were intrusted with a letter from Penn to them, accompanied

by suitable presents. The letter of Penn signified to the In-

dians, that the great God and Power who had created all men

' It detracts not from the wisdom of Penn, but merely from tiie judgment and
accuracy of those writers who have deemed the honour of practical virtue incomplete

witliout the attribute of original invention, that this equitai>le principle of toleration

had been already realised in America by Lord Baltimore and the catholics of Mary-
land, and employed as a politic device by Lord Clarendon and his associates in

Carolina, and by Lord Berkeley f^J Sir George Carteret in JS'ew Jersey. JNIr.

Clarkson is the only historian of JViin who has conceded U Lord Baltimore the

honour of originating toleiation in America.
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and commanded them to love and do good to one another, CHAP,
had been pleased to make a connexion between Penn and ^'

America ; that the King of England had bestowed on him a 168I.

province there, but that he desired to enjoy it with the good

will and consent of the Indians ; that many wicked Euro-

peans, he was aware, had treated the Indians very ill, but that

he was a person of different disposition, and bore great love

and regard to them ; that the people he now sent among them

were similarly disposed, and wished to live with them as

neighbours and friends.

Markham, at the head of one of these detachments of ad-

venturers, proceeded, on his arrival in America, to take pos-

session of an extensive forest, situated twelve miles north- August.

ward of Newcastle on the western side of the Delaware, whose

waters contributed with other streams of lesser note to the

salubrity of the air and t'e fertility of the soil. As this

situation enjoyed the advantages of a civilized neighbour-

hood on the south and east, the colonists were not embar-

rassed with the difficulties which oppressed so many of their

"jjredecessors in similar pursuits ; and, animated by vigorous

hope and steady resolve, they set themselves diligently to pre-

pare for the reception of the numerous emigrants who were

expected to join them in the following year. Greater hard-

ships were endured by another detachment of the first adven-

turers, who, arriving later in the season, disembarked at the October,

place where Chester was afterwards built ; and, the river

having suddenly frozen before they could resume their voyage,

were constrained to pass the remainder of the winter there.

Markham now discovered a circumstance which had a mate-

rial influence on the future condt * and policy of his patron.

Penn had hitherto supposed thr.t le whole of the Delaware

territory except the settlement of Newcastle antl its appen-

dages (occupied by the Duke of York as a dependency of his

own province of New York), was really included in the Penn-

sylvanian charter— a supposition which he seems to have en-

tertained with a great deal of satisfaction : for he was aware

that this territory already contained a number of Swedish and

English settlers ; and though doubtless he proposed to people

his domain chiefly with quakers, he was by no means insen-

sible to the advantage of obtaining for himself an immediate

k II
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accession of tributaries, and for his people a social connexion

with a race of hardy agriculturists already inured to colonial

life and habits. He knew that the government of Maryland

laid claim to the allegiance of a number of settlers whose

plantations he believed to be included within his own domain

of Pennsylvania ; and he had instructed Markham to demand
from Lord Baltimore a relinquishment of that pretension.

Markham accordingly applied to the proprietary of Maryland,

and readily accepted this nobleman's proposal to compare

the titles of the two provinces and adjust their boundaries:

but discovering very speedily that Penn had in reality no

other claim than what might be derived from the confused

designation which his charter had given to the limits of his

province, and that a literal construction of Lord Baltimore's

prior charter, where the limits were indicated with greater

precision, would evacute at once the pretensions both of Penn
and the Duke of York, he declined all farther conference, and

acquainted Penn with a discovery that threatened so much
obstruction to his views.^

In the spring of the following year, Penn completed and

delivered to the world a composition, the fruit of great re-

search and profound reflection, entitled " The Frame of the

Government of the Province of Pennsylvania" It was intro-

duced by an ingenious preface unfolding his own views of the

origin, nature, and objects of government ; wherein he deduces

from various texts of scripture the derivation of all human
power from God, the utter unlawfulness of resisting consti-

tuted authority, and, in short, " the divine right of government^

and that for two ends; first, to terrify evil doers; secondly, to

cherish those that do well; which," he continues, ^^ gives

government a life beyond corruption, and makes it as durable

in the world as good men shall be, so that government seems to

me a part of religion itself, a thing sacred in its institution and

end." "They weakly err," he afterwards observes, "who
think there is no other use of government than correction,

which is the coarsest part of it." Declining to pronounce any

opinion on the comparative merit of the various political sys-

tems which had been exhibited to mankind in the practice of

Pioud. Clialmerb. Clark&on.
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commonwealths or the speculations of philosophers, and re- c H A i>.

marking that not one of these models had ever been realized ^'

without incurring some alteration from the lapse of time or i682.

the emergency of circumstances, he advances this position,

that *' any government is free to the people under it, whatever

be the frame, where the laws rule and the people are a party

to these laws ; and more than this is tyranny, oligarchy, or

confusion." "Governments," he insists, "rather depend upon
men, than men upon governments. Let men be good, and the

government cannot be bad. If it be ill, they will cure it. But
if men be bad, let the government be never so good, they will

endeavour to warp and spoil it to their turn. I know some
say, * Let us have good laws, and no matter for the men that

execute them.' But let them consider that though good laws

do well, good men do better ; for good laws may want good

men, and be invaded or abolished by ill men ; but good men
will never want good laws nor suffer ill ones.^ Tbat, therefore,

which makes a good constitution, must keep it ; namely, men of
wisdom and virtue ; qualities that, because they descend not with

worldly inheritances, must be carefully propagated by a virtuous

education of youth." In conclusion, he declares that "We-
have, with reverence to God and good conscience to men, to

the best of our skill, contrived and composed the frame of this

government to the great end of all government, to support

power in reverence with the people, and to secure the people from
the abuse of power, that they may be free by their Just obedi-

ence, and the magistrates honourable for their Just administra-

tion ; J'or liberty without obedience is cottfusion, and obedience

without liberty is slavery." This production, which will al-

ways command respect for its intrinsic merits, excited the

greater interest at the time of its emission, from being regarded

as the political manifesto of the party that had now become

the most numerous and powerful among the quakers, and

whose ascendancy continued gradually to increase till at

' How they could refuse to suffer bad laws, under a frame of government excluding

them from a share in legislation, is a difficulty which he has not undertaken to solve,

and which, indeed, his general anathema against all resistance to established autho-

rity renders perfectly insoluble. It is true that he reproaches a government so

framed with the character of tyranny ; but this reproach merely gives additional

sanction lo discontent, without giving any to resistance.

=* Some of the planters had co-operated with Ptnn in the composition of the frame.
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BOOK length the whole sectarian society, by dint of conversion or
•

expulsion, was moulded to a conformity with its opinions.

1682. Another party still existed, but was daily diminishing, which

regarded with equal aversion the establishment of ecclesias-

tical discipline, and the recognition of municipal government.

The adherents of this party were willing to forbear from all

forcible resistance to human violence; but were no less reso-

lutely bent against any voluntary co-operation with municipal

authority ; and reproached the rest of their brethren with de-

generating from original quaker principles, and substituting a

servile obedience to the dead law wilhout, in place of a holy

conformity to the living law within.

By the constitutional frame which followed this preface, it

was declared that the government of the province should be

administered by the proprietary or his deputy as president,

and by the freemen formed into two separate bodies of a pro-

vincial council and a general assembly. The council was to

be elected by the freemen, and to consist of sevonty-two mem-
bers, of whom twenty-four were annually to retire, and be re-

placed by a new election. In the council, the governor was

to preside, invested with no other control than a treble vote.

Thus composed, the council was to exercise not only the

whole executive power, but the peculiar privilege which had

been annexed to the functions of the same state organ in the

Carolinian constitutions, of prejudging and composing all the

bills or legislative projects that should be presented to the

assembly. The presence of two-thirds of the members of

council was requisite to the composition of a quorum of this

body ; and the consent of two-thirds of such quorum was in-

dispensable in all matters of importance. The assembly was

to consist, the first year, of all the freemen ; the next, of two

hundred representatives elected by the rest : and this number

was afterwards to be augmented in proportion to the increase

of population. The legislative functions of the assembly did

not extend to originating laws, but were restricted to a simple

assent or negation in passing or rejecting the bills that might

be proposed to thevii by the governor and council. They

were to present sheriffs and justices of the peace to the go-

vernor ; naming double the requisite number of persons, for

his selection of half. They were to elected annually ; and
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all elections, whether for the council or the assembly, were to c H A P.
I.be conducted by ballot. Such was the substance of the con-

stitution, or frame of government, which was farther declared i68-2.

to be incapable of alteration, change, or diminution, in any

part or clause, without the consent of the proprietary or his

heirs, and six parts in seven of the members both of the

council and the assembly.

The mode of election by ballot^ which has since become so

general in North America, was first introduced there by the

puritans, and subsequently adopted into the constitutions of

quaker legislation—by whicli we have seen it established in

New Jersey, and now extended to Pennsylvania. This latter

repetitionof the experiment proved very unsatisfactory. The
planters soon declared that they felt it repugnant to the spirit

of Englishmen to go muzzled (as they were pleased to express

themselves) to elections ; that they scorned to give their opi-

nions in the dark, or to do what they seemed ashamed to

avow ; and that they wished the mode of election to be so

framed as to show that their hearts and their tongues agreed

together. In consequence of these objections, Penn, per-

ceiving (says Oldmixon) that the perfection of his institutions

was not in accordance with the narrow capacities of human
nature, consented to assimilate the Pennsylvanian to the Eng-

lish mode of election.

To the constitutional frame, there was appended a code of

forty conditional laws which had been concerted between the

proprietary and divers of the planters before their departure

from England,^ and were to be submitted for confirmation

or modification to the first provincial assembly. This code is

a production very superior to the constitutional frame, and

highly creditable to the sense, the spirit, and the benevolence

of its authors. Among other regulations, it proclaimed that

the rank and rights of freemen of the province should accrue

> Markham, the kinsman and secretary of Penn, and afterwards governor of the

province, has ascribed the greater part of the constitutions of the frame itself to the

suggestions and importunity of these persons, in opposition to the original intentions

of Penn. In a letter to Fletcher, the governor of New York (in May, 1696),

Markham says, " I very well know that it [the frame of government] was forced

from him by friends, when unless pleased, and granted whatever they demanded,

they would not have settled his country." State Papers, apud Chalmers. It is

plain from the preface, that Penn considered a future alteration of the constitutions

as far from unlikely.

i
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BOOK to all purchasers or renters of a hundred acres of land ; to all

^^^'
servants or bondsmen who at the expiry of their engagements

1682. should cultivate the quota of land (fifty acres) allotted to

them by law ; and to all artificers and other inhabitants or re-

sidents paying scot and lot to the government : that no public

tax should be levied from the people " but by a law for that

purpose made;" and that whoever should collector pay taxes

not thus sanctioned, should be held a public enemy of the

province and a betrayer of its liberties :
*' that all prisons shall

be workhouses :" that a thief should restore twice the value of

his depredation, and in default of other means adequate to

such restitution, should work as a bondsman in prison for the

benefit of the person whom he had plundered : that the lands

as well as the personal property of a debtor should be respon-

sible for his obligations, except in the case of his having law-

ful children, for whose use two-thirds of the landed estate were

appointed to be reserved ; that all factors and correspondents

in the province defrauding their foreign employers, should, in

addition to complete restitution, pay a surplus amounting to

a third of the sum they had unjustly detained: that no per-

son should quit the province without publication of his in-

tention, in the market-place, three weeks prior to his depar-

ture: that all dramatic entertainments, games of hazard,

sports of cruelty, and whatever else might contribute to pro-

mote ferocity of temper, or habits of dissipation and irreligion,

should be discouraged and punished ; and " that all children

within this province, of the age of twelve years, shall be

taught some useful trade or skill, to the end none may be idle,

but the poor may work to live, and the rich, if they become

poor, may not want." This last regulation, so congenial to

primitive quaker sentiment and to republican spirit and sim-

plicity, was calculated not less to promote fellow feeling than

to repress pauperism and dependence. It contributed to pre-

serve a sense of the natural equality of liiankind, by recalling

to every man's remembrance his original destination to labour;

and while it tended thus to abate the pride and insolence of

wealth, it operated no less beneficiallv to remedy the decay of

fortune peculiarly incident to wealthy settlers in a country

where the dearness of all kinds of labour rendered idleness a

much more expensive condition than in Europe. It was far-
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1682.

ther declared, that no persons should be permitted to hold

any public office, or to exercise the functions of freemen, but
" such as profess faith in Jesus Christ, and are not convicted

of ill fame, or unsober and dishonest conversation ;" and that

every man acknowledging the one almighty and eternal Qod
to be the creator, preserver, and ruler of the universe, and

professing to be conscientiously engaged to live peaceably

and uprightly in the world, should be exempted from molesta-

tion on account of his more particular opinions and practices,

as well as from obligation to frequent or support any religious

assembly, ministry, or worship whatever. ^

This composition having been published, the next care of

Penn, suggested doubtless by his experience of the Duke of

York's treatment of the proprietaries of New Jersey, was to

obtain, from this prince, an express release of every claim or

pretence of jurisdiction over Pennsylvania: nor did the duke

refuse a concession so manifestly just, to the son of a man for August.

whose memory he professed the highest regard. It was a

stronger proof of this regard, and the fruit of much more im-

portunate solicitation, which Penn obtained at the same time,

in a grant ot the Delaware territory,*^ whose thriving planta-

tions he had anxiously desired to annex to his extensive but

uncultivated domains of Pennsylvania. Yielding to the ur-

gency of Penn, and probably swayed, in some degree, both by

sentiments of friendship, and by indifference for an estate

which he held by a defective and uncertain title, and had

never been able to render productive of revenue—the duke

now conveyed to him, by two separate deeds of gift, the town

' Proud. Oldmixon.
' Only a month before this favour was granted. Sir John Warden, the Duke's

secretary, signified to Penn a repetition of former refusals of it, and at the same time

wrote to Dongan, tiie governor of New Yotk, cautioning him to beware of the en-

croachments of Penn, whom he describes as " very intent on his own interest in

these parts, as you observe." State Papers, apud Clialmers. The effect of tlie

scenes of intrigue and controversy, which his views on the Delaware territory had

produced, and seemed likely still farther to prolong, is sufficiently visible on the

mind of Penn. One of his letters to a friend, at this period, expresses an evident

abatement of the fervour of his first impressions of the degree in which his colonial

designs might be rendered conducive to spiritual ends. " Surely," he says, " God
will come in for a share in this planting work, and that leaven shall leaven the lump
in time. I do not believe the Lord's providence had run this way towards me, but

that he has a heavenly end and service in it." Clarkson. " Less of the man of

God now began to appear," says Dr. Franklin, " and more of the man of the

world."

Grant of

Delaware,
by the

Duke of

York, to

Penn—
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BOOK of Newcastle, with a territory of twelve miles around it, toge-

ther with the tract of land extending southward from it along

the bay of Delaware to Cape Henlopen. This conveyance

included not only the settlements originally formed by the

Swedes and afterwards conquered by the Dutch, whereof the

early history is blended with the annals of New York,* and to

which Lord Baltimore possessed a claim which he had never

been able to render effectual, but a large district which this

nobleman's title equally embraced, and which his activity and

remonstrance had actually reclaimed from Dutch and Swedish

occupation.^ Without adopting the harsh censure of a writer

'

who maintains that this transaction reflected dishonour both

on the Duke of York and on Penn, we can hardly fail to re-

gard it as a faulty and equivocal proceeding, or to regret the

proportions in which its attendant blame must be divided be-

tween a prince distinguished even among the Stuarts for per-

fidy and injustice, and a patriarch renowned even among the

quakers for humanity and benevolence. The duke's patents

assuredly did not include within his boundaries the region

which he now pretended to convey ; and it was only to a part

of it that he could transfer even the dubious title arising from

casual occupation, in opposition to the formal grant and legal

claim of Lord Baltimore.^

All things being now prepared for his own personal presence

and agency in America, Penn himself set sail from England

to visit his transatlantic territory, in company with a hundred

English quakers, who had determined to unite themselves to

their friends already removed to that quarter of the world.

Arriving on the banks of the Delaware, he beheld with great

satisfaction the thriving settlements comprehended in his latest

acquisition, and the hardy, sober, and industrious race of men
by whom they were inhabited. The population of that part

of the Delaware territory which he succeeded in finally re-

taining against Lord Baltimore, amounted already to three

thousand persons, chiefly Swedes and Dutch ;^ and by them.

Septem-
ber.

who sails

for Ame-
rica.

October.

I I

> Ante, Book V. chap. i. • Ante, Book III. and Book V. chap. i.

^ Chalmers. * Oldmixon. Proud. Chalmers.
' In one of Penn's letters, the Dutch and Swedish inhabitants of Delaware are

thus described :— " They are a plain, strong, industrious people ; who have made
no great progress in culture ; desiring rather to have enough, than plenty or traffic.

W'i
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as well as by the English settlers who were intermixed with CHAP,
them, and by the quakers whom Markhain had conducted

hither in the preceding year, the proprietary was received on 1682.

his arrival with a satisfaction equal to his own, and greeted His joyful

with the most cordial expressions of respect and good will. i^re.'°"

The English rejoiced in their deliverance from the sway of the

Duke of York ; and the Dutch and Swedes were glad to re-

nounce a connexion that had originated in the conquest first

of the one and afterwards of both their races.^ It was flat-

tering to their importance to be united to a state that seemed

then much less likely to overshadow them by superior great-

ness, than either New York or Maryland : and whatever they

might think of the justice of Lord Baltimore's pretensions, or

the equity of his administration, it was manifest that his power

was unequal to divest the Duke of York of the dominion which

this prince had now peaceably surrendered to the solicita-

tions of William Penn. Advancing to Newcastle, where the

Dutch had a court-house, the proprietary convoked here a

meeting of his new subjects; and, after a formal proclamation

of his legal title to the soil and the political governance of the

country, he explained to the people the objects of his visit to

them, exhorted them to live in sobriety and mutual amity, and

renewed the commissions of the existing magistrates. The
number of his colonists meanwhile was fast increasing around

him. In the course of the present year, no fewer than two Numerous

thousand emigrants, chiefly quakers, arrived from England on tionsto the

the banks of the Delaware. Many of them were persons con- pfovince.

siderable by their rank and substance in the parent state ; and

all were men of some education and great respectability, and

to whom the main inducement to forsake their native land had

been supplied by views of religious truth and duty, more or

less enlightened, but unquestionably sincere and conscientious.

They needed all the influence of this noble principle, to ani-

mate them to a brave endurance of the hardships they were

compelled to undergo during the rigorous winter that followed

their arrival. Their sufferings were mitigated as far as possible

As they are people proper and strong of body, so they have fine children, and almost

every house full." Proud. The Dutch had one, and the Swedes three meeting-houses

for divine worship in the Delaware teiritory. — Ibid.

' Ante, Book V. chap. i.

VOL. II. Z
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BOOK by the hospitality of the Swedes : but many famihes were
^^*'

compelled to pass the winter in temporary huts or sheds ; and

1682. the greater number of the new settlers had no better lodging

than caves, which they dug for themselves on the banks of the

river. These hardships neither abated their zeal, nor were

depicted by them in such a formidable li;^ht as to repress the

ardour of their friends in Europe, who, in the course of the

following year, continued, by successive arrivals, to enlarge

the population of Delaware and Pennsylvania. A valuable

addition, in particular, was derived soon after from a numerous

emigration of German quakers, who had been converted to

this form of faith by the preaching of Penn and his associates,

and whose well-timed removal from their native land enabled

them to escape from the desolation of the Palatinate. The

exemplary piety and virtue by which these German colonists

were distinguished in America, formed an agreeable sequel to

the happy intervention of Providence by which they were thus

seasonably snatched from the rage of a tyrant, and the im-

pending ruin of their native country. There arriveri likewise

at the same time, or shortly after, a number of emigrants from

Holland ; a country in which Penn had already preached and

propagated his doctrines.^

Seeing his people thus gathering in numerous and increasing

confluence around him, Penn hastened to bind them together

by a practical application of the social compact which he had

devised. Having distributed his territory into six counties,

December, he summoned, at a place which received the name of Chester,

First legis- the first provincial parliament, consisting of seventy-two dele-

gates. Here, according to the frame that had been concerted

in England, the freemen should have attended in their own

persons. But both the sheriffs in their returns, and the inha-

bitants in petitions which they presented to the proprietary,

declared that the fewness of the people, their inexperience in

legislation, and the engrossing urgency of their domestic con-

cerns, rendered it inexpedient for them to exercise their poli-

tical privileges ; and expressed their desire that the deputies

they had chosen might serve both for the council and the as-

lative as

sembly

' " In this [1682] and the two next succeeding years, arrived ships wilh passen-

gers or settlers, from London, Bristol, Ireland, Wales, Cheshire, Lancashire, Hol-

land, Germany, &c. to the number of about fifty sail." Proud.
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re

sembly, in the proportions of three from every county for the CHAP,
council, and nine from every county for the assembly. From
the circumstances of the province, the session of this first pro- 1682.

vincial parhament was necessarily short; but it was distin-

guished by measures of considerable importance. The pro-

prietary having expressed his approbation of the suggestions

that had been conveyed to him, an net of seltiement was passed,

introducing a corresponding and permanent change into the

provincial constitution. With this and a few other modifica-

tions, the frame of government that had previously been an-

nounced was solemnly recognised and accepted. An act of PcnmyU

union was passed, annexing the Delaware territory to the pro-
j^gj'a^wa"**

vince of Pennsylvania : and the rank of naturalized British united,

subjects was conferred on the Dutch, the Swedes, and all

other foreigners within the boundaries of the province and ter-

ritory. This arrangement, which, at the time, was both the

effect and the cause of mutual harmony, unfortunately con-

tained within itself the seeds of future dissension and discon-

tent : for Penn held the Delaware territory, not by a grant

from the crown, but by an assignation from the Duke of York

;

and when the efficacy of such a title, to convey powers of go-

vernment, came to be questioned, the people reprobated with

resentful blame the wanton rashness, as they deemed it, of

erecting the system of their municipal rights and privileges on

a foundation so precarious. All the laws that had been con-

certed in England, together with nineteen others, were pro-

posed and enacted by the assembly, which, in three days,

closed a session no less remarkable for the extent and import-

ance of its labours, than for the confidence, good-will, and
general harmony that prevailed among men so diversified by
variety of race, habit, and religious opinion. All united in

expressing gratitude and attachment to the proprietary ; the

Swedes, in particular, deputing one of their number to assure

him, that they would love, serve, and obey him with all they had,

and that this was the best day they had ever seen,^

Among the many praiseworthy features of the code of laws

that was thus enacted for Pennsylvania and Delaware, we

have already remarked the particular wisdom of the provision

• Oldmixon. Proud.

z 2

C^lialmer;*.
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jt o o K for educating every native-born colonist to some useful trade
^^^'

or employment. But the points on which this code most

1682. justly claims the praise of original excellence and enlightened

humanity, are its provisions for the administration of penal

law. Nor was there any point on which its regulations have

been more efficacious, or more productive of lasting and ex-

tensive benefit to mankind. It was reserved for quaker wisdom

to discover, and for quaker patience and benevolence to prove,

that, in the treatment of criminals, justice and mercy were not

inconsistent virtues, nor policy and humanity incompatible

objects of pursuit. Only two capital crimes, treason and

murder, were recognised by the Pennsylvanian code ; and, in

all other cases, the reformation of the criminal was esteemed a

duty not less imperative than the punishment of the offence.

To this end it was enacted, that all prisons should be work-

houses, where offenders might be reclaimed, by discipline and

instruction, to habits of industry and morality ; and political

benefit educed from the performance of christian duty. The

institutions that resulted from this benevolent enterprise in

legislation, have reflected honour on Pennsylvania, and diffused

their advantages extensively in America and Europe. Not-

withstanding the strict injunctions in the royal charter, neither

the code of laws which was now enacted, nor the alteration

and enlargement which it subsequently underwent, was ever

submitted to royal revision.

Controver- No sooncr was the assembly adjourned, than Penn hastened

LordBal- *^ Maryland to vindicate that part of its proceedings which

timore. was necessarily offensive to Lord Baltimore, and, if possible,

negotiate with this nobleman an amicable adjustment of their

respective territorial pretensions. But he seems, from the

beginning, to have been aware that such a termination of the

dispute was not to be expected ; and, notwithstanding the

grateful and approving sentiments with which he must neces-

sarily have contemplated Lord Baltimore's tolerant policy, and

the protection which the quakers had experienced from it in

Maryland, he plainly regarded him with a prejudice and sus-

picion not very creditable to his own candour and moderation

;

finding matter of evil surmise even in the demonstrations of

honour and respect which he received from his brother pro-

1
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prietary.* Lord Baltimore relied on the priority and distinct- CHAP,
ness of his own title ; while Penn defended a later and more ^'

indistinct grant, on a plea which had been suggested to him 1682.

by the Committee of Plantations in England—that it had
never been intended to confer on Lord BaiCimore any other

territory but such as was inhabited by savages only, at the

date of his charter ; and that the language of his charter was
therefore inconsistent with its intendment, in so far as it

seemed to authorise his claim to any part of the region pre-

viously colonized by the Swedes or the Dutch. Each of the

competitors tenaciously adhered to his interest in property

which, with more or less reason, he considered his own ; and
neither could suggest any mode of adjustment save a total

relinquishment of the other's pretensions. To avoid the ne-

cessity of recurring again to this disagreeable controversy, we
may here so far anticipate the pace of events as to remark

that it was protracted for some years without the slightest ap-

proach to mutual accommodation; that King Charles, to

whom both parties had complained, vainly endeavoured to

prevail with the one or the other to yield : and that James the

Second, soon after his accession to the throne, caused an act of

council to be issued for terminating the dispute by dividing

the subject-matter of it equally between them. By this

arrangement, which had more of equitable show than of sub-

stantial justice, Penn obtained the whole of the Swedish and

Dutch settlements, and, in effect, preserved all that he or the

Duke of York had ever been in possession of. These districts,

annexed to his original acquisition, received the name of the

Three Lower Counties, or the Territories, in contradistinction to

the remainder of the united region, which was termed the

Three Upper Counties, or Province of Pennsylvania."

' In an account of their conference, which Penn transmitted to England, he says,
" I met the proprietary of Maryland, attended suitably to his character, who took

the occasion, by his civilities, to show me the greatness of his power." Proud.
' Proud. Chalmers. The Duke of York, who supported Penn's pretensions,

finding it impossible otherwise to prevail over the title of Lord Baltimore, solicited

from the king a new charter of the Delaware territory to himself, in order to recon-

vey it with more effect to his friend ; and this was on the point of being done, when
the duke's accession to the throne enabled him to gratify Penn by a proceeding no
less arbitrary in its import, but more equitable in its appearance.

Lord Baltimore, it will be remembered, was a Roman catholic : and, considering

ii
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THE IllSiOIlY OF

This busy year was not yet to close without an important

and memorable scene, in which the character of Pcnn has

shone forth in a very different light from that which his con-

troversy with Lord Baltimore reflects on it. The commis-

sioners who accompanied the first detachment of emigrants,

had, in compliance with the proprietary's instructions, nego-

tiated a treaty with the neighbouring Indian tribes, for the

purchase of the lands which the colonists were to occupy, and

for the assurance of perpetual friendship and peace between

the two races of people. The time appointed for the ratifica-

tion of this treaty had arrived ; and, at a spot which is now

the site of Kensington, one of the suburbs of Philadelphia, the

Indian sachems, at the head of their assembled warriors,

awaited in arms the approach of a quaker deputation. To

this scene William Penn repaired, at the head of an unarmed

train of his sectarian associates, carrying various articles of

merchandise, which, on their approach to the sachems, were

spread on the ground. Distinguished from his followers by

no other external appendage than a sash of blue silk, and

holding in his hand a roll of parchment that contained the

confirmation of the treaty, Penn exchanged salutations with

the Indians, and taking his station under an elm tree,^ ad-

dressed them with the assistance of an interpreter. He

assured them that the Great Spirit who created all men, and

beheld the thoughts of every heart, knew that he and his

people sincerely desired to live in friendship and a perpetual

commerce of good oflftces with the Indians. It was not the

custom of his friends, he said, to use hostile weapons against

their fellow creatures, and for this reason they came to the

conference unarmed. Their intention was not to do injury,

! ,

If' 1

James' bip;otry, it sepins strange that in this territorial competition, he should have

espoused the interest of a quaker in preference to those of a member of his own
church. Perhaps he judged Penn's friendship more valuable and less secure and

disinterested llian that of Lord Baltimore.

' This tree was long regarded with universal respect. During the war of in-

dependence. General Simcoe, wiio commanded a British force stationed at Kensing-

ton, when his soldiers were cutting down all the trees around them for firewood,

placed a sentinel under Penn's elm to guard it from injury— a singular tribute from

a man who was engaged in violating the very principles of equity and peace of which

the object of h.s consideration w?s respected as a memorial. In 1810, it was blown

down ; and a large portion of it was then conveyed to the scat of the representative

of the Penn fi mily at Stoke, near Windsor in England, wlierc, in 1828, 1 saw it in

a stale of complete preset valion.
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and thus provoke the Great Spirit, but to do good ; and in this CHAP,
and every transaction with their Indian neighbours, to consider

^'

the advantage of both races of people as inseparable, and to 1682.

proceed with all openness, brotherhood, and love. Having

read, from the parchment record, the conditions of the pur-

chase, and the articles of compact, by which it was agreed

that all disputes between the colonists and the Indians should

be adjusted by arbitrators mutually chosen, he delivered to the

sachems the stipulated price,* and farther desired their accept-

ance, as a friendly gift, of the additional articles of merchan-

dise that were spread before them. He then invited them to

consider the land which he had purchased, as still common to

the two races, and freely to use its resources whenever they

might have occasion for them." He added, " that he would

not do as the Marylanders did, that is, call them children or

brothers only; for often parents were apt to whip their

children too severely, and brothers sometimes would differ

:

neither would he compare the friendship between him and

them to a chain, for the rain might sometimes rust it, or a tree

might fall and break it ; but he should consider them as the

same flesh and blood with the christians, and the same as if

one man's body were to be divided into two parts." He
concluded by presenting the parchment to the sachems, and

requesting, that, for the information of their posterity, they

would carefully preserve it for three generations. The Indians

cordially acceded to these propositions, and solemnly pledged

themselves to live in love with William Penn and his children

as long as the sun and moon should endure.^

Thus was conducted a treaty of which Voltaire has v

marked, with more sarcasm than truth or propriety, t\ v
was the only one between the christians and the Indian;; -.ai

was not ratified by an oath, and that never was broken. As-

suredly no ceremonial altogether resembling the legal formula

• What this price amounted to has nowhere been recorded. Penn, writing in the

following year to some friends in England, represents it as dear ; and adds, " He
will deserve the name of wise that outwits them (the Indians) in any treaty about a

thing they understand." Proud.
* The same liberality was shown by the colonists of New England, where, as we

learn from Dr. Dwight, " the Indians were always considered as having a right to

dwell and to hunt within the lands which they had sold." 'JVavels in New Eng-

land, &c.
3 Oldmixon. Proud. Clarkson.

f
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1682.

li o o K of a christian oath was employed by either of the contracting
^^^* parties: but it is not easy to distinguish the solemn appeal

that was made to the omniscience and vindictive justice of a

Supreme Being, from the substantial interposition of a sacra-

mental pledge : nor would it be easy to cite another treaty be-

tween the Europeans and the Indians in which such a pledge

was expressed with more or even with equal distinctness and

formality. In one respect, indeed, the forbearance of Penn

on this occasion to advert to Christianity otherwise than as a

mere nominative distinction, may have contributed to the cor-

diality with which his propositions were received. He sedu-

lously forbore every allusion to distinctive peculiarities or of-

fensive truths ; and in addressing men whom he considered

as benighted heathens,^ he descended to adopt their religious

nomenclature, and more than insinuated, that the Great Spirit

of the Indians, and the True God of the christians, were not

different, but the same. But a much more respectable pecu-

liarity of quakerism than abstinence from oaths, formed the

most remarkable feature in this treaty with the Indians, and

mainly contributed to ensure its durability. Nothing could be

more magnanimous than the explicit declaration of a race of

civilised men, surrounded by a nation of warlike barbarians,

that they renounced all the advantage of superior military

skill, and even disclaimed the employment of every weapon

of violence for the defence of their lives, or the vindication of

their wrongs: trusting the protection of their persons and

possessions against human ferocity and cupidity, to the do-

minion of God over the hearts of his rational creatures, and

relying on his willingness to signalise this dominion in the

protection of all who would exclusively rely on it. The sin-

gular exemplification of christian character in this respect, by

the Pennsylvanian quakers, was attended with an exemption

no less singular, from those contentions and calamities which

I In one of his letters to friends in £ngland, he says of the Indians : " These poor

people are under a dark night in things relating to religion." Proud. The following

adventure was communicated by Penn himself to Oldmixon. He was visiting an
Indian sachem, and had retired for the night, when a young woman, the sachem's

daughter, approaching his bed, lay down beside him. Penn was much shocked

:

but, unwilling to offend by rejecting an intended compliment, he lay still without

taking any notice of lier, till she thought proper to return to her own couch. A
New £ngliind partriarch in such circumstances, would probably have excited the

enmity of the whole Indian tribe by his expressions of displeasure and reprobation.
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Indian neighbourhood entailed on every other desoriptioa of chap.
European colonists. The intentional injury of a quaker by
an Indian is an event almost if not altogether unknown in 1682.

Pennsylvanian, and very rare in all American history. The
probity of dealing, and courtesy of demeanour, by which the

quakers generally endeavoured to maintain this good under-

standing, were aided by the distinctions of dress and manners

by which the members of their society were visibly discon-

nected with other men, and thus exempted, as a peculiar or

separate tribe, from responsibility for the actions, or concern

in the quarrels of their countrymen. The inhabitants of

many of the other colonies were no less distinguished than

the quakers for the justice and good faith that characterised

their transactions with the Indians ; and the catholic inhabi-

tants of Maryland are said, in addition, to have graced these

estimable qualities with the most conciliating demeanour.

Yet none were able to obtain an entire exemption from Indian

hostility, or to refrain from retaliatory warfare. The people

of Maryland were sometimes involved in the indiscriminate

rage with which certain of the Indian tribes pursued the

hostilities they had commenced against the colonists of Vir-

ginia. But whatever animosity the Indians loight conceive

against the European neighbours of the Pennsylvanians, or

even against Pennsylvanian colonists who did not belong to

the quaker society, they never failed to discriminate the fol-

lowers of Penn, or children of Onas,^ (which was the denomi-

nation they gave to the quakers,) as persons whom it was im-

possible for them to include within the pale of legitimate war-

fare. The friendship that was created by Penn's treaty be-

tween the province and the Indians, refreshed by successive

acts of courtesy and humanity, endured for about sixty years,

and was never seriously interrupted till near the close of the

political supremacy of the quakers in Pennsylvania. No
feature in the manners of the quakers contributed more effi-

ciently to guard them against Indian ferocity, than their rigid

abstinence not only from the use, but even from the posses:'

sion, of offensive weapons,— enforced by their conviction of

Onus, in the Indian tongue, signifies a pen. It came to be the Indian appellation

of the governors of Pennsylvania, as corlear was of the governors of New York.

Proud.
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BOOK the sufficiency of Divine aid, and their respect to the scrip-

^^^'
tural threat, that all who take the sword shall perish by it. It

1682. was a different feature of christian character that was ex-

hibited by the puritan colonists of New England in their in-

tercourse with the Indians. They felt less indulgence for the

frailty of the savages than concern for their spiritual blind-

ness, and abhorrence of their idolatrous superstition : they

displayed less meekness of wisdom than the quakers, but

more of active zeal and missionary ardour. The puritans

were most concerned to promote the religious interests of the

Indians ; the quakers to gain their good will. The puritans

converted a number of their heathen neighbours; the quakers

conciliated them all. It was unfortunate for the colonists of

New England, that, asserting the lawfulness of defensive war,

they were surrounded by numerous bold and warlike tribes,

stimulated to acts of aggression, at first by their own ferocity

and jealousy, and latterly by the intrigues of the French. It

was a happy contingency for the planters of Pennsylvania,

that the Indian tribes around them were inconsiderable in

number, and either belonged to the confederacy or were sub-

ject to the influence of Me Five Nations,^ who were themselves

in alliance with the sister colony of New York.

Nothing can be more exaggerated or inapplicable than the

encomiums which numerous writers have bestowed on this

celebrated transaction between Penn and the Indians. They
have, with unhappy partiality, selected as the chief, and fre-

quently the sole object of commendation, the supposed origi-

nality of the design of buying the lands from the savages,

instead of appropriating them by fraud or force,—which last,

they represent as the only methods of acquisition that had

been employed by the predecessors of Penn in the colonization

of North America.*^ This is at once to reproach all the other

t Ir

' Oldmixon. Chalmers.
* Tlie Abbe llaynal declares, taat Penn, in purchasing a conve- ; e from the In-

dians, in addition to his charter from the king of England, " i. ..ititled to the glory

of having given an example of moderation and justice in America, never so much as

thought of before by the Europeans." JNoble, in his Continuation of Granger, says,
•• He occupied his domains by actual bargain and sale with the Indians. This fact

does him infinite honour. Penn has thus taught us to respect the lives and pro-

perties of tlie most unenlightened nations." It would be easy to multiply similar

quoUtions. Even Mr. Clarkson, who acknowledges that Lord Haltimore at least

preceded Penn in this act of justice, cannot refrain from complimenting Penn for
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founders of civilized society in North America with injustice CHAP,
and usurpation; to compliment the Indians with the gratuitous ^-

supposition that only bare justice on the part of the colonists i682.

was requisite to the preservation of peace between the two

races; and to ascribe to Penn a merit which assuredly did not

belong to him, and which he himself has expressly disclaimed.

The example of that equitable consideration of the rights of

the native owners of the soil, which has been supposed to have

originated with him, was first exhibited by the planters of New
England, whose deeds of conveyance from the Indians were

earlier by half a century than his ; and was successively re-

peated by the planters of Maryland, Carolina, New York, and

New Jersey, before the province of Pennsylvania had a name.

Penn was introduced to an acquaintance with American co-

lonization, by succeeding to the management of New Jersey,

in which Berkeley and Carteret had already established this

equitable practice; and his own conformity to it in Penn-

sylvania had been expressly recommended by Bishop Compton
(whose interference we have remarked in the composition of

the charter), and was publicly ascribed by himself to the

counsels of that prelate. ^

The continual arrival of vessels, transporting settlers to the 1683.

colony from all parts of the British dominions, afforded fre-

quent occasion to Penn for the exercise of the agreeable labour

of surveying his territories, and appropriating to the pur-

chasers their respective allotments of land. One of these

allotments, consisting of a thousand acres, was a gift from

the proprietary to his friend George Fox, and formed the only

estate which this venerable founder of quakerism was ever

possessed of. ^ The greater number of the emigrants still

soaring, in this instance, " above the prejudices and customs of his time." The most

modest and moderate account of Penn's treaty which I have seen, is that which

claims Mr. Dillwyn (See Note XII. at the end of the volume) for its author.

' In a letter from Penn to tlie Lords of the Committee of Trade and Plantations in

England (in 1()83), he declares, that " I have followed the Bishop of London's

counsel by buying and not taking away the natives' land." Proud. This letter is

also printed by Chalmers. Mr. Clarkson refers to it as containing Penn's statement

of his controversy with Lord Baltimore, but has not thought that the credit of Penn
would be advanced by its republication. It consists chiefly of an elaborate attempt

to vindicate his own pretensions to the Delaware territory, and to interest the lords of

trade to support them against Lord Baltimore's claims. IIcucc, perhaps, the readi-

ness he evinces to compliment the Bishop of London.
'^ Fox disposed of this estate by his will. Bui he never was in rennsylvauia.
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BOOK continued to be Quakers, with the addition of some other dis-

scnters, withdrawing from the severities of persecution, and

i()83. the contagion of European vices ; and their behaviour in the

colony corresponding with the noble motives that had con-

ducted them to it/ the domains of Penn exhibited a happy

and animated scene of active industry, devotional exercise,

and thankful enjoyment of civil and religious liberty. It ap-

peared, however, that some worthless persons had already in-

truded themselves among the more respectable settlers ; and

three men, who were now brought to trial and convicted of

coining adulterated money, gave occasion to the first practical

display of the mildness of Pennsylvanian justice.

March. Shortly before this judicial proceeding, the second convoca-

Secornl as- lion of the legislative assembly of Pennsylvania and Delaware
^"' ^' had taken place. In this assembly, some new laws were

passed, and certain singularities in legislation were attempted.

It was proposed that all young men should be compelled by

law to marry before a certain age ; and that no inhabitant of

the province should be permitted to have more than two suits

of clothes, one for summer, and the other for winter : but these

propositions were, very properly, rejected. More wisdom was

displayed in an ordinance which abrogated the common law

with regard to the descent of lands, and enacted, that, in the

succession of children to a father dying intestate, the eldest

son should have no farther preference than a double share.

However consonant it might be to feudal principles, to bestow

the fief undiminished upon the son who was first able to de-

fend it, this policy was manifestly unsuitable to colonists who
having a vast wilderness to cultivate, were in prudence obliged

to multiply the incentives to exertion by an extensive diffu-

sion of interest and property in the soil. An impost upon

goods imported and exported was voted to the proprietary, *

who acknowledged the kindness of the assembly, but wisely

and I'berally remitted the proposed burden on the province

and th^> traders who resorted to it. But the most important

iHiii

See Note XV. at the end of the volume.
" This seems to refute the allegation of Dr. Franklin, in his " Histoiical Review

of the Constitution of P'innsylvania," that " Penn prevailed with his first colonists to

submit to his quit-rents, by holding out the delusive hope, that they would supersede

all public impositions for the support of government."
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business that was transacted in this session was an alteration

in the constitution of the state, which, unquestionably, from

whatever cause, underwent in its infancy a fluctuation al-

most, if not altogether, unexampled in the history of the

other colonial establishments. William Penn having demand-

ed of the members of council and assembly, " Whether they

desired to preserve his first charter, or to obtain a new one? "

they unanimously adopted the latter part of the alternative
;

and with the assistance of a committee of these bodies, a new New frame

frame or charter was forthwith prepared. The chief purpose men"*^*'"*

of this proceeding seems to have been to legalize (according adopted.

to Penn's ideas) the alteration that had been accomplished by

the act of settlement passed by the prior assembly. It was

accordingly now provided, by a charter emanating from the

proprietary, that the provincial council should consist of

eighteen persons, three from each county, and the assembly

of thirty-six ; by whom, in conjunction with the governor, all

laws were to be made, and public affairs transacted. But still

no laws could be proposed in the assembly except such as had

been considered and prepared by the governor and council.

The only change in the distribution of power that was pro-

duced by this new charter was, that the governor, with his

treble vote, necessarily possessed more control in the council

of eighteen, than by the original frame he could have enjoyed

in a council of seventy-two members. The interests of free-

dom were, however, promoted by a grant, to all the inhabitants

of the province, of unhmited liberty to hunt in uninclosed

lands, and to fish in all waters, " that they may be accommo-

dated with such food and sustenance as God in his providence

hath freely afforded ;" ^ and aliens were encouraged by a pro-

vision, that, in case of their dying without having been pre-

viously naturalized, their lands should, nevertheless, descend

to their heirs. The new charter was thankfully accepted by

the representatives of the people, who closed their second

assembly with expressions of undiminished attachment to the

proprietary.

« This specification of the legitimate objects of hunting and fishing, was probably

intended to obviate the appearance of quaker sanction of the sports of tne field.

Sanguinary sports have always been supposed utterly repugnant to quakerism. Yet

at a later period a Pennsylvanian quaker was celebrated for possessing the only pack

i
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This assembly was held at the infant city of Philadelphia.

Soon after his arrival in the province, Penn had selected a

commodious situation, between the rivers Skuylkill and De-

laware, for the erection of the metropolis of Pennsylvania;

and, having regulated the model of the future city by a map,'

he bestowed on it a name expressive of that brotherly love

which he hoped would ever characterise its inhabitants.

Many of the streets he distinguished by appellations descrip-

tive of the peculiar forest trees that had been cut down to

make room for them; and which still continue to comme-
morate the sylvan origin of the town. The progress of the

buildings of Philadelphia was a favourite object of his care,

and advanced with such rapidity, that, in less than a year

from its commencement, the inhabitants of a hundred sub-

stantial houses beheld from these structures of civilized life

the caves, '.vhose rude shelter they had so recently occu-

pied : and, in the course of the following year, the popu-

lation of the city amounted to two thousand five hundred

persons. -

The remainder of the time consumed by the proprietary's

first visit to his colony was employed in conducting his con-

troversy with Lord Baltimore ; in extending his treaties with

the Indian tribes, to whom his presents from time to time

amounted in value to several thousand pounds ; in acting as

a minister among the quaker colonists, and arranging the

frame of their sectarian practice and discipline; and in im-

pelling and directing the progress of his favourite city of

Philadelphia. He saw his religious society and principles

established in a land where they were likely to take a firm

and vigorous root, and expand with unbounded freedom ; and

institutions rising around him that promised to illustrate his

name with a lasting and honourable renown. In fine, he be-

held the people who acknowledged his supremacy happy and

of hounds existing at the time in North America. Cobbet's Year's Residence in the

the United States.

• In the " Connection of the History of the Old and New Testament," by Dean
Prideaux, there is a plan or model of the city of ancient Babylon. " Much accord-

ing to this model," says the dean, " hath William Penn the quaker laid out tlie

ground for his city of Fhiladephia, in Pennsylvania ; and were it all built according

to that design, it would be the fairest and best city in all America, and not much
behind any other in tlie whole world."

3 Oldmizon. Proud. Chalmers. Clarkson.
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idence in the

prosperous, and seemed himself to enjoy Ins transatlantic ciiAl*.

retirement. ' The only subjects of trouble or disappointment *•

which his colonial project had yet produced, were, his dispute im*.

with Lord Baltimore, and the failure of his efforts to guard

the Indians from that destructive vice which the vicinity of

Europeans has always contributed to diffuse among them. A
law had been passed against supplying those savages with

spirituous liquors: but the practice had been introduced by

the colonists of Delaware, long before Penn's arrival, and his

attempts to suppress it proved ineffectual. The Europeans

acknowledged the cruelty and injustice of this trafRc, and the

Indians confessed their experience of its baneful effects ; but

neither could be persuaded to desist from it. It was attended

with the additional evil of confirming the Indians in their

roving habits of life ; as the peltry they acquired in hunting

was the only commodity they were able to exchange with the

colonists for rum and brandy.- The more valuable possessions

and advantages by which the colonists were distinguished,

were either lightly esteemed by the Indians, or reckoned un-

worthy of the constant toil that was requisite to procure them.

In answer to the advice of the Europeans, that they should

betake themselves to a life of regular industry, one of the

Indians begged to hear some satisfactory reason whi/ he

should labour hard all his days to make his children idle

all theirs. ^

In the midst of a scene of felicity as unmixed, perhaps, as penn's

any community of human beings ever exhibited, Penn resolved
"J^'"'."

*"

upon returning to England, in order to fortify, by personal "

solicitation, the interest which he possessed at the English

court, and which he was desirous to employ in furtherance of

his suit with Lord Baltimore, as well as for the relief of a

number of his quaker brethren who were suffering in the

' In a letter to a friend in England, he says, " Oh how sweet is the quiet of those

parts, free from the anxious and troublesome solicitations, hurries, and perplexities of

%coet\d Europe: and God will thin her; the day hastens upon her." Proud.
' "An Indian," says Charlevoix, "who has once tasted brandy, never after

applies himself to fishing or agriculture. He thinks only of amassing furs in order to

purchase the means of intoxication."

* Oldmixon. Proud. S. Smith. '' The Indians have a sovereign contempt for

whatever is not necessary,—tliat is, for the very things which we hold in the greatest

estimation." Charlevoix. This is too broad an assertion. Proud, the quaker, in

one page compliments the Indians for their stoical indifference to all finery whatever
;

and in the very next, condemns their childish partiality for finery of apparel.
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BOOK parent state from an increased strictness in the execution of
^"'

the penal laws against nonconformists.' In preparation for

1684. this measure, he entrusted the administration of his proprietary

functions to the provincial council, of which he appointed

Thomas Lloyd, a quaker, to be president, and his own kins-

man, Markham, to be secretary ; and committed the distribu-

tion of justice, in conformity with the existing laws, to Ni-

cholas Moore and four other planters, whom he constituted

June; the provincial judges. On the eve of his departure, and

well tTiiis
^*iv'"g already embarked, he addressed, to Lloyd and others

people. of his more intimate associates, a valedictory letter, which he

desired them to communicate to all his friends in Pennsylvania

and Delaware. " Dear friends," he declared to them, " my
love and my life is to you, and with you ; and no water can

quench it, nor distance wear it out, or bring it to an end. I

have been with you, cared over you, and served you with un-

feigned love ; and you are beloved of me, and dear to me
beyond utterance. I bless you in the name and power of the

Lord ; and may Gcd bless you with his righteousness, peace,

^ and plenty, all the land over. Oh, that you would eye him in

all, through all, and above all the works of your hands!"

After admonishing those to whom he had committed the ofRce

of magistracy, to consider it as a sacred function and heavenly

trust, he apostrophized his favourite city with this votive

benediction :
" And thou, Philadelphia, the virgin settlement

of this province, named before thou wert born, what love, what

care, what service, and what travail has there been to bring

thee forth, and preserve thee from such as would abuse and

defile thee ! Oh, that thou mayest be kept from the evil that

would overwhelm thee I that, faithful to the God of thy mer-

' I'he unfoi'tunate consequences that attended Penn's withdrawment at this peiiod

from the quiet of America, to plunge again into the splicitatioui of woeful Europe,

have rendered the cause uf this step a subject of some importance. Oldmixon, who
derived his information from Penn himself, says, that he was determined, much
against his will, to return, by tidings of the persecution of tlie qnakers and other dis-

senters in England ; and that " He knew he had an interest in the court of England,
and was willing to employ it for the safety, ease, and welfare of his friends." Hut
Pruud, who is by far the best authority on points of early Pennsylvanian history,

declares that " the dispute between him and the Lord Baltimore before-mentioned

was what mainly occasioned Penn's return lo England." In a letter written shortly

after his ai rival in England, Penn savs, that " He had seen the king and the Duke
of York. They and their nobles had been very kind to him, and he hoped the Lord
would make way for him in their hearts to serve his suffering people, as also his own
interest as it related to his American concerns." Clarkson.

>r
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cies in the life of righteousnesR, thou mnyest be preserved to cilAl'.

the end. My soul prays to God fcr thee, that thou mayest
''

stand in the day of trial, that thy children may be blessed of 1684.

the Lord, and thy people saved by his power. My love to

thee has been great, and the remembrance of thee affects

mine heart and mine eyes! The God of eternal strength keep

and preserve thee to his glory and thy peace." " So, dear

friends," he thus concludes, " my love again salutes you all,

wishing that grace, mercy, and peace, with all temporal

blessings, may abound richly among you :— So says, so prays,

your friend and lover in the truth, VVilliani Penn."

At the period of the proprietary's departure from the pro-

vince, Philadelphia already contained three hundred houses,

and the population of Pennsylvania amounted altogether to six

thousand souls. ^ Of the increase which the inhabitants of

the Delaware territory liad undergone, no memorial has been

preserved.

' Oldinixon. Proud.

VOL. 11. A A
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CHAPTER II.

Penn's Favour at the Court of James the Second.—Dissensions among the Colonists

— their Disagreement witii Penn about his Quit-Rents.—He appoints Five Com-

missioners of State.— Rumour of an Indian Conspiracy.— Penn dissatisfied with

his Commissioners— appoints lilackwell Deputy Governor.— Arbitrary Conduct

of Blackwell.— Displeasure of the Assembly.— Dissension between the People

of Delaware and Pennsylvania.— Delaware obtains a separate Executive tio-

vernment.—George Keith's Schism in Pennsylvania.— Penn deprived of his Au-

thority by King William.— Fletcher appointed Governor.— Penn's Authority

restored.— Third Frame of Government.— Quaker Accession to War.— Penn's

Second Visit to his Colony.— Sentiments and Conduct of the Quakers relative to

Negro Slavery.—Renewal of the Disputes between Delaware and Pennsylvania.

—

Fourth and Last Frame of Government.— Penn returns to England.— Union of

Pennsylvania and Delaware dissolved.— Complaints of the Assembly against

Penn.—Misconduct of Governor Evans.— He is superseded by Gookin.— Penn's

Remonstrance to his people.— State of Pennsylvania and Delaware at the Close

of the Seventeenth Century.

•11
,

BOO K Bidding adieu to the peaceful scene of his infant common-
^^^' wealth, Penn transferred his presence and activity to the very

1685. dissimilar theatre of the court of England. Here the interest

^*'"*
t t'h

^^^^^ ^® possessed was soon increased to such a degree, by

court of the advancement of his own patron and his father's friend,

SeconV***
*^® Duke of York, to the throne, that, in the hope of employ-

ing it to his own advantage, and to the general promotion of

religious liberty,^ he abandoned all thoughts of returning to

America, and continued to reside in the neighbourhood, and

even to employ himself in the service, of the court, as long as

James the Second was permitted to wear the crown :—a policy

which, in the sequel, proved equally prejudicial to his reputa-

tion in England and his interests in America. The first fruit

m 'M
-

> The address of the quakers of England to James the Second on his accession to

the throne was conceived in these brief and simple terms :
" We are come to testify

our sorrow fur the death of our good friend Charles, and our ioy for thy being made
our governor. We are told thou art not of the persuasion of tne church of England,
no more than we : wherefore we hope thou wilt grant us the same liberty which thou

aliowest thyself, which doing, we wish thee all manner of happiness."
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of his enhanced influence at court was the adjudication that CHAP
terminated his controversy with Lord Baltimore, and secured

^^'

to him the njost valuable portion of the Delaware territory.' 1685.

Fruits of a more hberal description illustrated his successful

efforts to procure a suspension of the legal severities to which

the members of his own religious society were obnoxious, and

for the discontinuance of which he had the satisfaction of

presenting an address of thanks to the king from all the qua-

kers in England.'^

This year was signalized by an attempt, that originated with

the annual meeting of the quaker society at Burlington in

New Jersey, to communicate the knowledge (such knowledge

as the teachers themselves possessed) of christian truth to the

Indians. These savages readily acceded to the conferences

that were proposed to them, and listened with their usual

gravity and decorum to the first body of missionaries who, in

professing to obey the divine command to teach and baptize all

nations, ever ventured to teach that baptism was not an ordi-

nance of christian appointment. Of the particular communi-

cations between the quaker teachers and the Indians, no ac-

count has been preserved ; but the result, as reported by a

quaker historian, was, that the Indians in general acknow-

ledged at the time that what they heard was very wise, weighty,

and true,—and never afterwards thought farther about it.' The

first successful attempts to evangelise the Indian inhabitants

of New Jersey, Delaware, and Pennsylvania, were not made
till towards the middle of the following century, when this

work was undertaken by the celebrated David Brainerd of

> This adjudication was not so distinct as to prevent much subsec|uent dispute re-

specting the precise boundaries between Delaware and Maryland, which continued

to distract the inha))itants on the borders of these provinces, till it was adjusted in

1750, by a decree prunounced in Chance»y bv Lord Ilardwicke. Chalmers. Vesey's

Reports. This decree was not finally exccu^-J till the year 1762, when " the in-

habitants on the Pennsylvanian side near the boundary, agreed to employ l»vo

ingenious English mathematicians after their return from the Cape of Good Hope,

(where they had been to observe the transit of Venus in 1761), finally to settle or

make out the same ; which was accordingly performed by them ; and stone pillars

elected, to render the same more durably conspicuous." I'roud.

Nothing was more common for a long time in the American provliccs than dis-

putes arising from uncertain boundaries. A dispute of this nature between the

townships of Lyme and New London, in New England, '^.ring liie Mjventeenth

centurv, was decided by a solemn pugilistic combat between four champions cliosen

by the' inhabitants of the two pla 's. Dwight's Travels.

» Proud.
^ Ibid.

A A 2
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BOOK New England, and by a body of Moravians who had
^^^' emigrated from Germany. Indian converts to Christianity

1685. have been gained in America by catholics, puritans, and Mo-
ravians : but no instance has been recorded of the conversion

of an Indian by quakers.

Meanwhile, the emigration from England to Pennsylvania

continued to flow with undiminished current; the stimulus

that had been previously afforded by the rigours of ecclesias-

tical law, being amply supplied by the dislike and suspicion

with which the king's civil policy was regarded,—by the ac-

counts which had been circulated of the prosperity enjoyed by

the colonists of this province,—and by the common belief that

Penn's interest with the king would protect its liberties from

the general wreck in which royal tyranny had involved the

constitutions of the other American colonies.^ But this increase

in the numbers of his colonists was now the only source of sa-

tisfaction that they were to afford to the proprietary ; and his

connexion with them henceforward was clouded by disappoint-

ment, and embittered by mutual dispute. It was but a few

months after his departure from the province, that a spirit of

Dissen- discord began to manifest itself among the planters. Moore,

amon the
''*® chief justice, and Robinson, the clerk of the provincial

colonists, court, neither of whom belonged to the quaker society, had

rendered themselves disagreeable to the leading person^ of

this persuasion in the colony. The first was impeached by

the assembly of high crimes and misdemeanours,—and for re-

fusing to answer the charge was suspended from his functions

by the council ; while a very disproportioned censure was

passed on the other, who, for what was deemed contemptuous

behaviour in answering the questions of the assembly, was

not only deprived of his liberty, but voted " a public enemy
to the province and territories." Of the charges against

Moore not a trace has been preserved ; but it is manifest that

Penn considered them frivolous or unfounded. In vain he

wrote to the authors of these proceedings,^ entreating them to

moderate their tempers, and forbear from the indulgence of

' In 1685, tlie number of inhabitants of Pennsylvania was 7000. Warden.
' •' For the love of God, me, and the poor country," he says in one of iliese

letters, " be not so governmenlUh, so noisy, and open in your dissatisfactions. Some
folks love hunting in government itself." Proud.

\f t
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animosities so discreditable to the colony ; to value themselves c n A P.

a little less, and to honour other men a little more. The as-
^^'

sembly answered by professions of the highest reverence for i685.

himself, accompanied by entreaties (unfortunately ineffectual)

that he would return to live among his people ; but declared

withal that they thought fit " to humble that corrupt and as-

piring minister of state, Nicholas Moore." The correspondence

between the proprietary and this body, as well as the council,

assumed in its progress an increasingly unfriendly complexion.

To other causes of displeasure, were added reports of the in-

creased consumption ofspirituous liquors among the colonists,

—

the intemperance which they propagated among the Indians,

tlius recoiling upon themselves ; and complaints of various

abuses and extortions committed by the officers whom Penn
had appointed to conduct the sales of his land. But nothing Theiniis-

seems to have mortified him more sensibly than the difficulty
'^^||f,*^'i>e"'„

he experienced in obtaining payment of his quit-rents, and aUout ins

the reluctance that was shown to comply with, c even pay
''"' '^^" ^'

any attention to, his applications for the arrears of this re-

venue. The people in general had rather submitted to

than approved the imposition of quit-rents; and, though

prospering in their circumstances, and conscious of the ex-

penses that the proprietary had incurred for their advantage,

they were as yet only beginning to reap the first fruits of the

far greater expenses incurred by themselves in purchasing

their possessions from him, and in transporting themselves and

fheir families, servants, and substance to the province. Much
labour and expense was yet wanting to render more than a

small portion of their lands productive of advantage to thcni

:

and the summons now addressed to them to pay quit-rents

for 'he whole, and for this purpose to surrender the first earn-

ings of their own hazard, hardship, and toil, to be expended

by their proprietary in a distant country, was a proceeding ill

qualified to obtain their favourable regard, and which the very

munificence of the proprietary, that rendered it the more ur-

gently necessary on his part, had by no means prepared them

to expect. Penn had hoped that the council to whom he de-

legated his proprietary functions, would have spared him the

humiliating necessity of descending to a personal solicitation

of quit-rents from his people. But, so fur were the coinicil

ID
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BOOK from demonstrating such regard for his delicacy or his interest,
•

that they would give him no assistance whatever in the prose-

1G85. cution of his unpopular demand, and even forbore to take any

notice of the re'.nonstrances which he addressed to themselves

on the neglect of their duty. Astonished and indignant to

find himself treated in a manner which he deemed so ungrate-

1686. ful and unjust, Penn was at length provoked to reproach his

people in a letter, which forms a melancholy contrast to the

beautiful valediction with which he had taken his leave of

them, scarcely two years before. He complained that the

provincial council had neglected and slighted his communica-

tions ; that the labour which ho had religiously consecrated

to his people's good was neither valued nor understood by

them ; and that their conduct in other respects had been so

unwarrantable as to have put it in his power more than once

to annul the charter he had bestowed on them, if he had been

disposed to take advantage of their ungratef.! folly. He de-

clared that he was suffering much embarrassment by the failure

of the remittances he had expected from America,and that this

was one of the causes of his detention in England. His quit-

rents, he insisted, ought then to amount, at the very least, to

five hundred pounds a-year; but he could not obtain a penny of

this inconje. "God is my witness," he protested, "I lie not.

I am above six thousand pounds out of pocket more than

ever I saw by the province ; and you may throw in my paius,

cares, and hazard of life, and leaving of uiy family and friends

to serve them." If this statement be perfectly accurate, we

are to believe that he hud already sold a million acres of land

in the province/ and devoted twenty thousand pounds (the

stipulated price corresponding to sales of that extent) to the

public service, besides the additional expenditure which he

mentions of bix thousand pounds.

The proprietary's remonstrance, which was more especially

addressed to the provincial council, having proved as unavail-

ing as his preceding applications, Pcnn determined to with-

draw from that body the management of his interests and the

administration of the executive power, which lie had com-

mitted to it on his departure from the piovince. Expecting

njore activity from fewer ministers, and more ufl'ectiou to his

service from other ni<.n, he resolved to confine the executive
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power to five persons ; and, in order to mark his sense of the in- C H A P.

jurious treatment of a man who possessed his friendship and __i_l_
esteem, he hesitated not to appoint Nicholas Moore one of 1686.

the officers by whom this important function was to be exer-

cised. To Lloyd, the former president of the council, and

three other quakers, in conjunction with Moore, he granted, December,

accordingly, a warrant or deputation investing them with the

administration of the proprietary authority under the title of points five

commissioners of stale. He commanded them, at the very first cpmm's-

assembly that should be holden after their instalment in office, state,

to abrogate, in the proprietary's name, every act that had been

passed in his absence. He admonished them to be particu-

larly careful to check any tendency to disorder, dispute, or

collision of powers between the several organs of government,

and, for thit. purpose, to permit no parleying or open confer-

ence between the council and the assembly, but to confine the

one to the exercise of its privilege of proposing laws, and the

ether to a simple expression of assent or negation. He
charged them to act \vith vigour in repressing vices, without re-

spect of persons or persuasions,—adding " Let no foolish pity

rob justice of its due, and the people of proper examples. I

know what malice and prejudice say ; but they move me not. I

know how to allow for new colonies, though others do not." He
advised them, before ever letting their spirits into any affair, to

lift up their thoughts to the Almighty Being who is never far

from any of his creatures, and to beseech from this only source

of intelligence and virtue, the communication of a good under-

standing and a temperate spirit. He recommended to them

a diligent care of the proprietary's interest, and a watchful at-

tention to the preservation of their own d'gnity. " I beseech

you," he said, " draw not severAlways ; have no cabals apart,

nor reserves from one another; treat with a mutual simplicity,

an entire confidence, in one another ; and if at any time you

mistake, or misapprehend, or dissent from one another, let not

that appear to the people: show your virtues, but conceal your

infirmities ; this will make you awful and reverent with the

people." " Love, forgive, help, and serve one another," he

continued ;
" and let the people learn by your example, as

well as by your power, the happy life of concord."*

Proud. la a letter tu these coinmissioncis, some time after, he !c1ls them

!

I
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This appointment proved more conducive than might reason-

ably have been supposed to the peace of the province, which

1687. appears for some time to have sustained no other interruption

Rumour of than what arose from the rumour of a conspiracy of the In-
an Indian

^jg^g f^,. ^ general massacre of the colonists. In the midst

of the consternation which this report excited, Caleb Pusey,

a quaker, volunteered to repair to the spot where the conspira-

tors were said to have assembled in preparation for their bloody

design,— provided five other persons deputed by the council

would consent to accompany him and to appear, as he pur-

posed to do, unarmed before the Indians. Never was the

dignity and utility of moral courage more signally evinced :

nor ever was this virtue more happily contrasted with that

moral cowardice, which, united (as it frequently is) with

animal spirit and personal bravery, would, on such an emer-

gency, have inspired counsels equally dangerous and cruel.

On the arrival of Pusey and his magnanimous associates at

the spot to which they had been directed, they found only an

Indian prince with a small retinue engaged in their ordinary

occupations. The prince, to whom they related the cause of

their visit, informed the deputies that the Indians had indeed

been disappointed to find that the price of a recent occupa-

tion of land was not yet fully paid to them ; but that, having

perfect confidence in the integrity of the English, they were

by no means impatient : he protested that the story of the

projected massacre was a wicked fabrication, and that some
Indian women who had contributed to give it currency de-

served to be burned alive. One of the deputies having re-

minded the prince that the Indians and the English were the

creatures of the same God, and equally the objects of his im-

partial benevolence, which he manifested by sending dew from

heaven alike on their lands, and urged that the two races ought

therefore to love one another,—the prince replied, " What you
have said is true ; and as God has given you corn, I would

advise you to get it in, for we intend you no harm." This

" They that live near to God, will live far from themselves ; and, from the sense
tliey have of his nearness and majesty, have a low opinion of themselves ; and out of

that low and humble frame of spirit, it is that true charity grows. Oh that tlic

people of my province felt this gracious quality abounding in them ! My worl<

would then be done, and Oicir praise and my joy unspeakably abound. Wherefore,
in the name and fear of God, let all old sores be forgotten as well as forgiven." Ibid,

. ,1
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amicable assurance, repeated by the deputies to their friends, c ii A F.

delivered the province from an apprehension that had spread "'

general dismay. 1688.

But Penn was far from deriving the satisfaction which he Penn dis-

had expected from his commissioners of state ; and his letters
^'ih his

continued to repeat, though in a milder tone than before, his commis-

complaints of the detention of his quit-rents, the neglect of
*"'"''" ~~

his communications, and the disregard of his services. " I
believe I may say," was his expression at this period, ** I am
one of the wihappiest proprietaries with one of the best people." *

From the numerous apologies contained in these letters for his

continued residence in England, and his protestations that he

found attendance at court as burdensome and disagreeable as

a state of slavery in Turkey, it would seem that the people of

Pennsylvania regarded his absence from them with much dis-

satisfaction. At length, Lloyd and some of the other quaker

commissioners desii-ing that he would release them from their

functions, Penn conceived that some farther change was ne-

cessary in the form of the provincial government ; and, having July.

determined to commit his authority and his interests to the appoints

more active management of a single individual invested with deputy*go-

the rank of deputy-governor, he selected for this purpose vemor.

Captain John Blackwell, one of Cromwell's officers, who had

married the daughter of General Lambert, and was residing at

this time in New England. The consequences of this ap-

pointment were, in truth, the reverse in all respects of those

which had resulted from the preceding one; but, unfortunately,

they were much more disagreeable and pernicious. Blackwell

appears to have been highly esteemed by Penn, and he pro-

bably exerted himself more diligently than his predecessors in

the executive authority had done to vindicate the patrimonial

interest of the proprietary ; but he provoked the indignation

and disgust of the people by arbitrary and illiberal conduct.

" Rule the meek meekly," was the instructicMi of Penn to

him ;
" and those that will not (>e ruled, rule with authority."

But meekness was no part of the disposition of Blackwell

;

i

k

1,

'

' " It is none of llie WKlcar ingest coiisidtirations," Ik adds in llic same Ictlur,

" tliat I liavi! not liad tlie >wesc'nt of a skin, or a pound of tobacco, since I cam-;

over." I'roud.
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and violence and intrigue were the chief engines of his policy.'

He commenced his administration by endeavouring, not with-

out effect, to sow discord among the planters, and to overawe

the timid by a display of power. But he had mistaken the real

character of the people over whom he presided ; and was taught,

by the issue of an obstinate struggle, that the profession of

quaker meekness and submission is by no means inconsistent

with the exhibition of inflexible firmness and determination.

Finding that White, the individual who had given most dis-

pleasure to Penn, by urging the impeachment of Moore, had

been chosen a delegate to the assembly, he resolved to debar

him from attendance there ; and for this purpose caused him

to be thrown into prison on the most frivolous pretences.

A writ of habeas corpus was procured in behalf of White; but

the execution of it was long impeded by the devices of Black-

well. Other practices, no less iniquitous and tyrannical, were

employed by him for disabling men whom he disliked or sus-

pected, from performing the functions of members of the pro-

vincial council. To give the assembly time to cool, after the

commission of these outrages, he deferred the convocation of

it as long as possible, and at last opened its session with a

speech conceived in the most haughty and imperious strain.

His predecessors in authority had not considered it expedient

to comply with the proprietary's desire of abrogating all the

laws that had been made in his absence ; but this measure

was now announced by the deputy-governor, with an insolence

that would have discredited a more acceptable communica-

tion. The first act of the assembly was a remonstrance

against his arbitrary conduct; and all that his utmost influ-

ence could accomplish with some of the members of this body,

was to prevail with them to absent themselves from its sittings.

This miserable device had no other efTcct than to provoke the

assembly to declare that the secession of those members was

a treacherous desertion of the public service. They passed,

' Penn appears to have been deceived on this occasion by a repute of which
Blackwell proved to be : 'ally undeserving. He apologized to the people of Penn-
sylvania for tlr unhappy conseipiences that resulted from his misplaced confidence,

by stating that he had acted for the best, and had not selected Ulackwell till he had
found it impossible to prevail with any tjuaker to accept the ofbce of deputy-gover-

nor; yet, lie added withal, " 1 must say, I fear his peevishness to sonic friends

((juukers) has not risen out ufthe dust without uccasiun.' Proud.

J.'
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at the same time, a series of resolutions, importing, " That CHAP,
the proprietary's absence, as it may be to his disappointment, ^^'

so it was extremely to the people's prejudice; that as to the 1689.

project of abrogating all the laws, he had no right so to do,

because every law was in force that had not been declared

void by the king ; that, even with the consent of the freemen,

the proprietary could make no laws to bind the province, ex-

cept in the way prescribed by the charter; and that as it was

desirable, so it was also to be hoped, that no laws of any other

make would be imposed upon the people." After a vain

struggle with an opposition thus resolutely conducted. Black-

well was compelled to abandon his office, and depart from the December,

province, leaving the executive authority once more in the

hands of the provincial council, of which the presidency was

resumed by Thomas Lloyd. ^

The ferment which had been excited during Blackweirs

administration, whatever evil influence it may have exercised

on the tempers of the colonists, had not the effect of retarding

even in the slightest degree the rapid pace with which their

prosperity was advancing. On the contrary, a more vigorous

spring seemed to have been imparted to the industry and

general progress and improvement of the community,—as if

the energy that was excited by the strong provocation of public

spirit, had diffused its influence through every occupation

and department of life. It was in this year that the fust in-

stitution for the education of youth was established in Penn-

sylvania. This was called T/ie Friends^ Public School of
Philadelphia; at the head of which was placed George

Keith, a celebrated quaker writer ; and which was subse-

quently incorporated and enlarged by charters from the pro-

prietary. ^

It had been happy for Penn, if he had sooner discovered

liow detrimental to all his interests his long absence from the

colony, and residence at the English court, would inevitably

prove. The revolution of the British government that had

occurred in the close of the preceding year abruptly destroyed

that precarious favour of a tyrant, for the sake of which he

i V

' Piouil. ]M<Hlern Universal History. Franklia's Historical Review of tliuCoii-

btitution of Pciittsylvaiiia. Clialiners.
'* I'loml. Clialmcis.
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Pennsylvania, and which had infatuated his understandinjr

1689. to such a degree, that he even continued to correspond with

the fugitive monarch f»fter his expulsion from the throne.

No satisfactory evidence has ever been adduced to prove that

he was personally engaged in any of the plots, that were

formed at this period for the restoration of James ; but as he

voluntarily lingered in England for some time after the revo-

lution had been accomplished, and never transmitted any

instruction for proclaiming William and Mary in Pennsyl-

vania, it is not imp.obable that he looked with some expecta-

tion to the success of those attempts.^ To return to America

was soon after put out of his power, by the consequences of the

general suspicion which his conduct had excited in England.
1690. He was compelled to give bail for his appearance before the

privy council ; and though he more than once succeeded in

justifying himself from the charges adduced against him, yet,

finding that farther accusations continued to be preferred, and

that a warrant had at length been issued for committing him

to prison, he thought proper to sequester himself from public

view, and to live for some time in a state of concealment.

His name was occasionally inserted in the proclamations for

the apprehension of suspected persons, issued from time to

time, by the English ministers; who were, however, too

deeply engaged in more pressing and important affairs, to

have leisure as yet to attend to the concerns of his Pennsyl-

vanian sovereignty. During this retirement, his repose was

invaded very disagreeably by tidings of factious disputes and

dissensions among his people, and particularly by the rupture

that took place between Pennsylvania and Delaware, and

separated from each other two communities, for the conjunc-

In a letter, written by him to his friends in Pennsylvania in January, 1689, lie

says, " Great revolutions have been of late in this land of your nativity, and where

they may perind the Lord knows." He adds, tiiat " to improve my -nterest with

King James for tender consciences" had been the main cause of his detention so

long in England. Proud. From a letter of Lcisler, who at this peiiod acquired

much celebrity at New York {ante, Book V. ciiap. ii.), to Bishop Burnet, it appears

that he considered Pennsylvania as one of the stiong-holds of the Jacobites in Ame-
rica, and that a consideiabic number of this party were then retiring from tlie otiict

provinces to Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Chalmers. Smollett asserts that Penii

was an accomplice in Loid Pieston's plot for the restoration of King James. History

of England. Similar charges against Pcnn have been preferred by the historians

Burnet and Ralph.

H
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tion of which he had laboured with a zeal that outstripped

his usual equity and moderation.

The increasing greatness of Pennsylvania had gradually

excited the jealousy of the people of Delaware, who beheld

with impatience their own more ancient settlement verging

into comparative insignificance, as the mere fraction of a

younger but more thriving community. The members de-

puted to the provincial council at Philadelphia from Delaware

complained that they were deprived of a just share in the

direction of public affairs,—and attempted by intrigue to coun-

terbalance the preponderance of their associates. Privately

assembling, without the usual formality of an official summons,
in the council-room, they assumed the plenary possession of

the executive functions vested in the whole body, and issued

warrants for displacing a number of public officers, and
appointing others to fill their places. This transaction was
almost instantly declared illegal and void by a council more
regularly convoked ; but the waters of strife had now broke

forth, and could no longer be stayed. Penn, alarmed at the

account of these dissensions, endeavoured to mediate between

the parties, and desired them to make choice of any one of the

three forms of executive administration which they had

already successively tried. He was willing, he said, to invest

the executive power either in the council, or in five commis-

sioners, or in a deputy-governor ; and their choice would be

determined by the recollection of which of these they had
found the most impartial in the distribution of municipal

functions and emoluments. The Pennsylvanians at once

declared themselves in favour of a deputy-governor; and,

anticipating the proprietary's approbation of their wishes,

desired Lloyd to undertake the duties of this office. The
Delaware councillors, on the contrary, protested against this

choice, and declared their own preference of a board of com-

missioners. They refused to submit to the government of

Lloyd, and, withdrawing from the council, returned to Dela-

ware, where their countrymen were easily induced to approve

and support their secession. In vain Lloyd endeavoured by
the most liberal and generous offers to the Delaware colonists,

to prevail with them to submit to an administration which he

had reluctantly assumed, in obedience to the urgent and

3G5
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unanimous desire of the Pcnnsylvanians : lliey rejected all

his offers; and, countenanced by Colonel Markham, the kins-

man of the proprietary, declared that they were determined to

have an executive government for themselves distinct from

the institutions of Pennsylvania. Stung with vexation and

disappointment at this result, Penn was at first inclined to

impute the blame of it to Lloyd ; but soon ascertaining how
perfectly disinterested and well-meaning the conduct of this

worthy man had been, he transferred his censure to the

Delaware councillors, and bitterly reproached them with

selfish ambition and ingratitude. Hoping, however, by grati-

fying them in their present desire, to prevent the rupture

from extending any farther, he granted separate commissions

for the executive government of Pennsylvania and Delaware

to Lloyd and Markham ; the functions of legislation still re-

maining united in a council and assembly common to the two

settlements. By the friendly co-operation of Lloyd and

Markham, this singular machinery of government was con-

ducted with much greater harmony and success than the

peculiarities of its structure, and the causes from which they

had arisen, seemed at first to portend.^

The following year was signalised in a manner still more

discreditable to the province, and offensive to the proprietary,

by a violent dissension among the quakers of Pennsylvania.

This has been represented, by the party that proved weakest

in the struggle, as a purely ecclesiastical quarrel, wherein their

adversaries, worsted in spiritual, had recourse to carnal wea-

pons ; and by the stronger, as a political effervescence, which

the power of the magistrate was properly employed to com-

pose. The disturbance originated with George Keith, a native

of Aberdeen in Scotland, a man remarkably distinguished by

the vigour and subtlety of his apprehension, by an insatiable

appetite for controversy, a copious eloquence, a vehement

temper, extreme sincerity, and total defect of candour.

To his religious associates, he was recommended by his

' Proud. Clarkson. Penn seems to have expressed no disapprobation whatever

of the conduct of Markham, of whom Proud intleed reports that " he had the pro-

prietary's confidence and esteem till his death :"— whence perhaps it may be in-

ferred that the real purpose of Markham, in placing himself at the liend of the factious

counsellors of Delaware, was to retain over them an influence favorable to the

authority of the proprietary.

Cf
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numerous writings in defence of their tenets, aiul

particularly endeared as the champion of their quarrel with

the churches, ministers, and magistrates of New England— 1692.

a country which, by a numerous body of the quakers, was long

regarded with a feeling to which it is difficult to give any

other name than ihat of vindictive dislike. He had travelled

in that country as a quaker preacher; and, having sharpened

by personal controversy with the people a previous resentment

of the well-remembered wrongs which they had wreaked on

his spiritual kinsmen, he had accumulated against them a

hoard of animosity, which all the prolixity of his publications

seemed to be incapable of exhausting. With an animated

vituperation, which was reckoned very savotiri/ by the quakers

as long as it was directed against their adversaries, ^ he con-

demned the government of New England for the severities

inflicted by it heretofore upon enthusiasts, with whose extra-

vagance, as well as whose sufferings, it appeared that he him-

self was too much inclined to sympathise. Even those quakers,

who were imbued with the moderate spirit which of late had

been gradually leavening their society, and quenching the

frenzy that produced such deplorable results in New Eng-

land, ^ were flattered by publications which artfully turned

the shame of quakerism into its glory, and added the honours

of martyrdom to the other evidences of its claim to the cha-

racter of a revival of primitive Christianity. The favour and

esteem of his fellow sectaries had recommended Keith first to

the appointment of surveyor-general of East Jersey, and more

recently to the presidency over the quaker seminary of educa-

tion established at Philadelphia. From real conviction, from

an inveterate habit of controversy, or from ambitious desire to

gain a still higher eminence among the quakers than he had

already attained, he began at length to utter censures of

various abuses and corruptions which appeared to him to have

depraved the system of quakerism in Pennsylvania. Hecom-

> On a retrospect of his character, however, after they themselves had become his

adversaries, the quakers discovered that, even before his scliism with them, and even

in his treatment of the people of New England, he had " had too much hfe in

argument," had " exhibited an unbecoming vanity on victory thereby obtained by

him over liis opponents," and altogether conducted himself " in a very extravagant

manner." Proud.
* Ante, Book II. chap. iii.

ri
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BOOK plained that there was a great deal too much slackness in the

_____ execution of quaker discipline, and that very loose and erro-

1692. neous doctrine was taught by many of the quaker preachers.

He insisted that, as the infliction and even the violent resis-

tance of evil was incompatible with Christian meekness and
brotherly love, no quaker ought to be concerned in " the com-
pelling part of government," and much less to retain negroes

in a state of slavery. His censures had in some respects a

substantial reality, and in others at least a reasonable show,

of just application, that rendered them only the more irri-

tating to the minds of those whom he disturbed without being

able to convert. Supported by a respectable company of ad-

herents, and particularly in some of his views by the German
emigrants, who from the first had protested against negro

slavery as a monstrous practical departure from pure Chris-

tianity, Keith appears to have encountered the opposition

which his new doctrines received from the majority of the

quakers, with as much unbridled vehemence as he had dis-

played in his previous contests with their common enemies.

Impetuous, uncharitable, and immoderate, — his address

savoured more of attack than of tuition : he seemed never to

distinguish between dissent and hostility, nor between men
and their failings. A regular trial of strength ensued between

Apni- the two parties in the quaker society ; and the adversaries of

Keith, finding themselves supported by a majority, pubhshed

a declaration or testimony/ of denial against him. In this cu-

rious production they expressed their deep regret of " the

tedious exercise and vexatious perplexity" which their late

friend, George Keith had brought upon them. " With mourn-

ing," they declared, " and lamentation do we say,— How is

this mighty man fallen ! — How is his shield cast away !
—

How shall it be told in Gath !— Will not the daughters of

the uncircumcised triumph?" They proceeded to accuse him
of uttering against themselves " such unsavoury words and

abusive language, as a person of common civility would

loath ;" and in particular with having assured them on various

occasions, " and upon small provocations, if any," that they

were fools, ignorant heathens, silly souls, rotten ranters, and

Mnggletonians, " with other names of that infamous strain

;

thereby, to our grief, foaming out his own shame." They
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1692,

charged liim with hbellously aflirmiiig that quakerism was too CHAi*.
often a cloak of heresy and hypocrisy ; and that more diaboh- ''•

cal doctrine passed current among the quakers than among
any other description of Protestant professors. As the climax

of his contumacy, they alleged, that when they had tenderly

dealt with him for his abusive language and disorderly be-

haviour, he had insultingly answered, that he trampled their

judgment under hisfeet as dirt

;

' and that he had since set up
a separate meeting, whose proceedings had rendered the reli-

gious reputation of the bulk of the quakers " a scorn to the

profane, and the song of the drunkard."

Keith, who had now collected around him a numerous con-

course of partizans, whom he styled Christian quakers, while

he bestowed on all the rest of the quaker community the op-

probrious title of apostates, promptly replied to this declaration

by an address which contained a defence of himself and his

principles, and an illustration of the various acts of apostacy

wherewith he reproached his adversaries. This publication

presented so ludicrous a contrast between the sectarian pro-

fessions and the magisterial conduct of the rulers of Pennsyl-

vania, that these quaker politicians were transported by the

perusal of it beyond the limits of their favourite virtue, and

fully convinced that what had been hitherto regarded as a

mere ecclesiastical dispute, ought forthwith to be resented as

a political quarrel. They declared, that though a tender

meekness should undoubtedly characterize their notice of

offences committed against them in their capacity of quakers,

yet a magisterial sternness was no less incumbent upon them,

in the visitation of offences that tended to " lessen the lawful

authority of the magistracy in the view of the baser sort of the

people." Keith, the author of the address, and Bradford, the

printer of it, were both (after an examination which the other

!' i|

' These very words, long before addressed by William Penn to an English mngis-

trate, who was committing him to Newgate (Clarkson) for refusing to take an oalh,

—

had been hitherto current and respected among the quakers, as importing no moie
than a magnanimous contempt, or decent disdain. However deficient in meekness
and courtesy, they were certainly much less so than a great deal of the contemporary

language that war exchanged between many of the quaker writers and their adversa-

ries. One Bugg, a quaker, having about this time deserted the society ami quarrelled

with his friends, maintained a literary warfare with them that tended much more to

promote the mirth than the edification of mankind. I have seen an address to I5ii};g,

from his ancient associates, in which they greeted him witii numerous abusive allu-

sions to the unsavouriness of his name.

VOL. II. n II
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IJ o o K magistrates refused to share with their quaker brethren) com-
^^^' mitted to prison : Bradford's printing-press was seized ; and

1692. both Keith and he were denounced, by proclamation, as sedi-

tious persons, and enemies of the royal authority in Pennsyl-

vania. Bradford, who relied on the protection of English

constitutional law, compelled his prosecutors to bring him to

trial for the offences they had laid to his charge ; but though

he was acquitted by the verdict of a jury, he incurred great

pecuniary loss, and found himself so much oppressed by the

dislike of a powerful party, that he was compelled to remove

his printing establishment from Pennsylvania. Keith was

arraigned shortly after, along with Francis Budd, another

quaker, for having, in a little work which was their joint pro-

duction, falsely defamed a quaker magistrate, whom they had

described as too high and imperious in worldly courts. They

were found guilty, and sentenced to pay a fine of five pounds.*

Retiring soon after to England, Keith published an account

of the whole proceedings against him, in a pamphlet which he

entitled '* New England spirit of persecution transmitted to

Pennsylvania, and the pretended quaker found persecuting the

true quaker." So extensive was his influence, both in England

and America, that for some time it was doubted whether he

and his friends, or the party opposed to them, would succeed

in eclipsing the others, and securing to themselves the exclu-

sive possession of the quaker name. But the career of Keith,

as a quaker, was suddenly abridged, and his influence in the

society completely overthrown, by a consequence which neither

he nor his opponents had anticipated from the commence-

ment of their disputes. In the course of his labours in that

wide field of controversy, which the attacks of his various ad-

versaries in Pennsylvania and New England spread before

him, Keith succeeded (to his own satisfaction at least) in re-

futing all the peculiar tenets, that had ever been common to

himself and the quakers ; and, scorning to conceal the deser-

tion of his original opinions, he hesitated not to declare himself

a convert from the quaker society, to the church of England.

This secession was a death-blow to the influence of that party

; 1

• Penn, writing to a friend in America, declares that the report of this trial had

excited much disgust in England, and induced many persons to exclaim against the

fitness of quakers to administer municipal authority. Proud.
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which had hitherto espoused his sentiments; and which, c HAP.
Iienceforward, either gradually coalescing with a more power- ^^'

ful majority, or peaceably submitting to a sentence of expul- i692.

sion, contributed alike to the ascendancy of principles which

originally it had hoped and intended to subvert. When Keith

finally declared himself the antagonist of quakerism, he en-

countered the controversial hostility of William Penn ; but

till then, the treatment which he had experienced in Pennsyl-

vania, had been a source of the utmost regret and disappro-

bation to the proprietary.^

The government that had been formed in England by the 1693.

revolution, having now completed the arrangements that were

necessary for its secure establishment at home, had leisure to

extend its cares to the colonial communities at the extremity

of the empire. In the annals of the other American settle-

ments, we have seen instances of the avidity which King

William and his ministers exerted to appropriate to the crown

the nomination of the provincial governors. The situation of

the proprietary of Pennsylvania, together with various cir-

cumstances in the recent history of this province, presented a

favourable opportunity of repeating the same policy, and, in-

deed, furnished a much more decent pretext for it than had

been deemed sufficient to warrant an invasion of the rights of

the proprietary of Maryland. Penn was generally suspected

by the English people of adherence to the interests of his an-

cient patron James the Second ; and in consequence of a

charge that was preferred against him of accession to a trea-

sonable conspiracy in favour of the exiled tyrant, he had ab-

sconded from judicial inquiry, and was living in concealment.'^

' G. Thomas' Hist of Pennsylvania. Proud. Clarkson's Hist, of the Abolition of

the Slave Trade. Thomas' Hist, of Printing in America. Proud's account of these

proceedings bears evident marks of partiality. It is amusing to observe his grudge

against Keith and Bradford, for having described a writing which they published, as

the employment of their hours of bondage in the prison to which professed quakers

had committed them.

George Keith, after his recantation of quakerism and espousal of the doctrines of t

the church of England, was sent back again as a missionary to America, by the Eng-
lish Society for the Propagation of the Gospel ; and in his labouVs to convert the

Indians, is said to have been much more successful than any of the votaries uf his

former tenets. Oldmixon.
' The author of the charge from which Penn withdrew himself, was the notorious

Fuller, who was afterwards condemned to the pillory, for the detected falsehood of

the charges which he had preferred against other distinguished persons. The sus-

picions entertained of Penn were strengthened by the conduct of his wife, who appears

B B 2
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governor.

BOOK In Pennsylvania the laws had been administered in the name
^"' of the banished king, long after the government of William

1693. and Mary was recognised in the other colonies ; and the dis-

sensions which Keith's schism had excited were magnified

into the semblance of disorders inconsistent with the honour
Pennisde- of the British crown. Fortified with such pretexts for the

K7autho- ''oyal interposition, King William issued a warrant, depriving

rityby Penn of all authority in America, and investing the govern-

liam^
' nient of his territories in Colonel Fletcher, who had also been

Fletcher appointed the governor of New York. Penn, who regarded
appointed

^jjjg proceeding: as a tyrannical usurpation of his rijihts, adopted
novernnr. r rs J i

_

o ' r
the strange defensive precaution of writing to Fletcher, be-

seeching him, on the score of private friendship, to refuse

compliance with the king's commands : but no regard was

paid to this absurd solicitation ; and the government was
April, quiedy surrendered to Fletcher, who appointed, first Lloyd,

and afterwards Markham, to act as his deputy. In the

commission to Fletcher, no notice had been taken of the

charter of Pennsylvania ; and the main object of his policy

was to obtain a recognition of the unqualified dependence

of the province on the crown. This involved him in a

series of disputes with the assembly, who passed an

unanimous resolution, " that the laws of this province,

which were in force and practice before the arrival of this

present governor, are still in force;" but afterwards judged

it expedient to acquiesce in the arrogation, that the liberty of

conscience which they owed to the v/isdom and virtue of

William Penn and themselves, was a boon derived from the

grace and favour of the king. Farther than this, the governor

found it impossible to bend them to his wishes. One object

1694. to which he strenuously laboured to obtain their assent, was a

general contribution of money in aid of the defence of the

frontiers of New York against the arras of the French. Find-

ing it necessary to reinforce, by argument, the authority of a

March. Foyai letter which he produced, and in which the contribution

was suggested, he reminded them that the military operations

at this frontier contributed to the defence of the other co-

lonies as well as New York, and that it was unjust to burden

to have paid frequent visits to St. Germaiiis, and to have conveyeil presents of money
from the English Jacobites to the exiled queen. Belknap's American Biography.
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that province with the sole charge of measures which were in- CHAP
dispensable to the general safety. He was aware, he said, ^'

that the quaker principles which prevailed among the Penn- 1094.

sylvanians forbade not only the use of oft'ensive arms, but the

employment of money even for the support of defensive war:

but he hoped they would not refuse to feed the hungry and

clothe the naked, which were cert- inly Christian virtues, and

which the hunger and nakedness of the Indian allies of New
York now presented them with a favourable opportunity of

exercising. This ingenious casuistry, which the quakers

might justly have regarded rather as an affront to their un-

derstandings than a concession to their principles, proved, on

the present occasion, quite unavailing ;—-to the no small dis-

pleasure of William Penn, who, on being reinstated in his go-

vernment, reproached the assembly with their refusal to contri-

bute towards the common defence, and desired that a sum of

money for this purpose should forthwith be levied and remitted

to New York.i

In addition to the other disappointments and misfortunes

that had recently befallen the proprietary of Pennsylvania,

he had now to lament a sensible decay of the credit which

he had hitherto enjoyed with the members of his religious

society in England. They reproached him with having

meddled more with politics, and the concerns of the English

government
J
than became a mernher of their Christian bodi/

:

and would not admit the benevolent motives of his conduct,

or the especial benefit which their own society had reaped

from it, as a sufficient apology for the scandal it had created,

and the evil example it had aflTorded. ^ In the midst of so

many adverse circumstances,—involving the ^«ngement of

ancient friends, and the miscarriage of almost very scheme

of temporal satisfaction which he had proposed to himself,—his

retirement was penetrated by the grateful kindness of that

' Proud. Dillwyn apud Winterbotham.
' Lower, a quaker, the friend of Penn, and in good repute with the rest of the So-

ciety, undertook to mediate a reconciliation between them, and for this purpose com-
posed the following apology, which was to be subscribed and distributed by Penn :

—

" If in any things, during these late revolutions, I have concerned myself, either by

words or writings (in love, pity, or good-will to any in distress), y'i(r(/ier than con-

sisted with truth's honour or the eltui-cli's pence, 1 am sorry for it; and the govern-

ment having passed it by, 1 desire it may be by you also."' Clarkson. Whetiicr

tliis apology was presented or not, is unknown : but a reconciliation took place shortly

after between Penn and the Quakers.

I'

ii
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BOOK illustrious man, whom once, in circumstances resembling his

own present situation, he had endeavoured to befriend. John

Locke, who was now in the enjoyment of considerable favour

at the English court, persuaded of Penn's innocence, and

mindful of the friendly intercession which Penn had made

in his behalf with King James, when Locke was an exile in Hol-

land, ^ offered to employ his interest to procure him a pardon

from King William. But the dignity of Penn's virtue was

rather elevated than depressed by adversity : and emulating

the magnanimity by which his own similar kindness had been

formerly rejected by Locke, he declared, that, as he had done

nothing blameworthy, he would not consent to stfiin his repu-

tation by accepting a pardon." The retirement thus virtu-

ously preserved, contributed no less to the refinement of his

character than to the extension of his fame; and was

signalised by the publication of a series of literary per-

formances replete with learning, genius, and mild benevolence.

In a short time, the clouds that had gathered around his fortunes

began to disperse ; the quakers became completely reconciled,

and as much attached as ever to him ; and the good offices

of Lord Somers, Locke, and other friends, concurring with the

justice of his cause, and the detection of impostures com-

mitted by one of his accusers, succeeded in undeceiving the

English court, and obviated every pretence for continuing to

exclude him from the enjoyment of the privileges to which he

August, was entitled by the charter of Pennsylvania. A royal warrant

thority re

stored

1695.

Penn's au- was issued accordingly, for reinstating him in his proprietary

functions ; in the exercise of which, he proceeded forthwith to

invest his kinsman Markham with the office of deputy-go-

vernor of his whole territories— thus again re-uniting the

executive administration of Pennsylvania and Delaware.'

Pennsylvania, meanwhile, continued to increase its popula-

tion with such rapidity, that, about this period, the number

of inhabitants (exclusive of negro slaves) was estimated at

twenty thousand. A considerable change was observed soon

' Ante, Book IV. chap. i.

» This was not the only point of similarity in liie histories of these distinguished

persons. Both had been the dupes of very bad men (Shaftesbury and James the

Second), and botli suffered unjustly for their connexion with them. Both were ex-

pelled fioni the university of Oxford.
3 Proud. Clarkson.
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after the British Revolution in the character of the emigrants CHAT,
resorting to this province,—who, though generally respectable

'

persons, yet showed very plainly, in many parts of their con- 1695.

duct, and especially in their reluctance to embrace the mea-

sures that were proposed for mitigating the evils of negro

slavery, that views of temporal enrichment had operated

more powerfully than religious zeal to conduct them to

America. The formality of apparel and simplicity of man-

ners enjoined by the constitutions of the quakers, tended to

purify their sectarian society, by confining its attractions to

sober-minded men; and peculiarly recommended the virtue of

industry, by increasing its efficacy in conducting to a plentiful

estate. But the temporal advantages thus closely associated

with quaker manners, had latterly contributed to produce a

practical relaxation of the strictness of quaker principles, and

to adulterate the motives from which the profession of these

principles was embraced. The attractions of Pennsylvania as

a sanctuary of liberty of conscience had been comparatively

diminished to the English dissenters by the Revolution ; but

its attractions, in other respects, continued unabated, and,

by the widely-diifused influence and correspondence of Penn,

were circulated through all parts of the British empire. Al-

ready many emigrants who, in England, had found it difficult

to gain a scanty livelihood, had in Pennsylvania amassed

estates of considerable value. The accounts that were pub-

lished in England of the liberal wages of labour in the province

attracted thither a great many persons in the humblest walks

of life, who had the expenses of their transportation defrayed

by wealthier individuals, to whom they engaged themselves

as servants for a series of years. But the improvement in the

condition of these people was so rapid, that a scarcity of

labourers, and the exorbitancy of the wages that were ne-

cessary to retain free men in this condition, were continual

subjects of complaint. ^ These circumstances, co-operating

with the example of the neighbouring colonies, had originally

introduced negro slavery into the province, and now continued

to prolong the subsistence of this vile institution, which, de-

grading servitude, and rendering it a condition still more un-

l* I

V'

' G.Thomas. Oldmixoii.
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inviting to tree men, promoted the causes whence itself hrttl

arisen. It required more virtue than even the quakers were

yet disposed to exert, to defend them from the contagion

of this evil, and to induce them to divide the produce of

their lands with their labourers, in such proportions as

might have enabled them to employ only free labour in their

cultivation.

During the interval that elapsed between the restoration of

Penn to his proprietary authority, and his second visit to his

people, some change was mtroduced into the form of the pro-

vincial constitution. Markham had repeatedly pressed the

assembly to authorise the levy of a sum of money, to be re-

mitted to the governor of New York, for the support of the

war,— or, as it was decently pretended, for the relief of the

distressed Indians; and Penn, in his letters from England,

had reinforced this application by declaring, that the preser-

vation of the proprietary government would again be en-

dangered by a refusal to comply with it. This appeared to the

assembly a favourable opportunity of obtaining a change which

they had long desired, in the distribution of the legislative

functions between themselves and the governor and council

;

and, hinting plainly that, without this equivalent, they were

determined not to wave their scruples to a contribution for

hostile purposes, they compelled Markham to assent to a new

act of settlement, which formed the third frame or system of

the Pennsylvanian constitution. By this new compact, it was

provided, that from each county there should be chosen only

two persons to represent the people in council, and four as

their representatives in assembly ; the council being thus re-

duced in number from eighteen to twelve, and the assembly

from thirty-six to twenty-four. It was farther stipulated, that

the assembly should be empowered to regulate its own ad--

journments ; and that it should be no longer confined to a

simple assent or negation to legislative propositions originate-

ing with the governor and council, but should partake with

them the privilege of introducing and discussing laws. On
receiving this boon, the assembly passed an order for raising

the sum of three hundred pounds, to be remitted to the gover-

nor of New York, for the relief of the distressed Indians on
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the frontiers of his provinco. ' Governor Fletcher wrote to c II A i'.

Markhain in the following year, declaring that the money had
"'

been faithfully applied to the feeding and clothing of the In- wjl.

dians, and requesting a fresh supply for the same benevolent

purpose. The assembly, in reply to this proposition, desired

that their thanks might be conveyed to Fletcher for " his re-

gard and candour to them" in applying their former subsidy

to the use they had contemplated ; adding, that although, for

the present, they must decline to impose farther burdens on

the province, they would always be ready to observe the king's

farther commands, *' according to their religious persuasions

and abilities." Thus early did the quakers experience the dif-

ficulty of reconciling their religious principles with the admi-

nistration of political power. It was but a few years after,

when, in answer to a requisition from Penn, in the king's

name, for a subsidy avowedly destined to the erection of forts

and batteries at New York, the Pennsylvanian assembly

pleaded their poverty, and commented on the partiality which

imposed upon them so many exactions from which other and

older colonies were exempted, as the only reasons for deferring

to comply with the king's commands, " so far as their abilities

and religious persuasions shall permit."- This reservation,

which was always inserted on such occasions, for the honour

of quaker consistency, never prevented the quakers of Penn-

sylvania from contributing, as the subjects of a martial mo-

narchy, their full contingent to the sinews of war. In voting

grants of money which were expressly demanded as military

subsidies, and which they well knew would be employed to

impel the rage of war, and nourish the ferocity of savages

whom they had professed their anxious desire to convert and

civilize, it was always attempted by the substitution of some

other alleged purpose, to shift the sin and scandal of the

transaction from themselves to their military superiors, or at

least to draw a decent veil over concessions which they could

neither withhold nor avow.^ The veil was not without its use,

' It was almost at the very same time that Archdale, tlie quaker governor of Caro-

lina, introduced into this province a law for the formation of a militia. Ante, Book

IV. chap. ii.

* Proud.
^ Dr. Franklin nicutions an instance some years after, of a requisition addressed to : I
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that respect for their pacific tenets which they displayed in

1697. the succeeding century, when the attempts of the English

government to extort from them a still more active and un-

equivocal co-operation with military measures, induced them

to sacrifice to their principles the possession of political power.

To the real dereliction of these principles, however, which was

suffered to gain admission among them under the cover of this

veil, may perhaps, in part, be ascribed that schism which pro-

duced the sect or party of Free Quakers, who, during the re-

volutionary contest, took arms against Great Britain, and

have since continued to profess the lawfulness of defensive

war.

Accession to war, though the most important, was not the

only instance in which the Pennsylvanian quakers were com-

pelled by the singularity of their situation to content themselves

with a theoretical profession instead of a practical exemplifi-

cation of their principles. By the constitutions of quakerism,

they were restricted to the observance of a plainness of speech

remote from the ordinary style of colloquial intercourse in the

world, and totally inconsistent with the strain of elaborate

homage which, in regal governments, pervades the addresses

of inferior magistrates and corporation to the throne. This

sectarian principle was always admitt J to regulate their in-

tercourse with the provincial governoi . who were invariably

addressed in the plain language of qu cerism by the Penn-

sylvanian assemblies. But the same ; semblies, in their ad-

dresses to the crown, and even in the of which the object

was to solicit advantages and immun les to the quakers, em-

ployed the usual style o^ official o iisance : — the quaker

majority of the assembly taking a » to adject to each ad-

dress, a declaration that they approved its substance " but

excepted against some part of its style." ^

the aiisembly of Pennsylvania, of the sum of 2000/. for the purchase of gunpowder

;

to which the assembly replied, tiiat, consistently with quaker principles, they could not

grant a farthing for such a purpose, but had voted 2000/. for the purchase of grain.

Various instances of accession to war, still more unambiguous, on the part of the

American quakers, are related in Kalm's Travels in North America.
• Proud. Similar instances of quaker assent to the substance and dissent from

the style of addresses, occur in the transactions of the assembly of New Jersey.

S. Smith.
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The affairs of the colony continued to glide on for some chap.
time in a strain of tranquillity, interrupted at length by an ^^'

event which had been now too long deferred to be capable of i698.

producing the beneficial consequences which at one time ^®^^*

were fondly expected to ensue from it—the return of the pro-

prietary to his American dominions. On this second occasion, Penn's se-

accompanied by his family, and professing his intention to
j^'Jllg^'^'*

spend the remainder of his life in Pennsylvania, his arrival lony.

was hailed with general, if not universal satisfaction,—of October,

which the only visible abatement was created by the first

visitation of that dreadful epidemic the yellow fever (since so

fatally prevalent) at Philadelphia.^ Some young men having

ventured, in opposition to the commands of the magistrates,

to salute the proprietary on his arrival with a discharge of

artillery, performed this operation so awkwardly, as to occasion

severe injury to themselves ; which the quakers seem to have

regarded as a providential rebuke of a tribute so unsuitable to

a member of their fraternity. The very first transactions that

took place between Penn and his provincial assembly were

but ill calculated to promote their mutual satisfaction. In the

history of some of the other settlements (and particularly of

Carolina and PJ^ew York), we have seen that the American

seas were at this time infested by pirates, whose prodigal

expenditure of money in every place where they found shelter

and entertainment, and whose readiness to assist in evading

the obnoxious acts of navigation, recommended them too suc-

cessfully to ihe countenance of many of the North American

colonists. Pennsylvania did not escape this reproach, which

Penn had already communicated in letters to the assembly,

—

who readily enacted laws against the practices imputed to

their fellow citizens, but at the same time issued proclamations

declapn;T in the strongest terms that the imputations were

unfounded. This disagreeable subject was resumed immedi-

\\

F gunpowder

;

they could not

hase of grain.

e part of the

1 dissent from

New Jersey.

> Thomas Story, an eminent preacher among the quakers, and afterwards recorder

of Philadelphia, thus describes the impression produced by the prevalence of thi"

epidemic :
—" Great was the majesty and hand of the Lord

;
great was the fear that

fell upon all flesh : 1 saw no lofty or airy countenance, nor heard any vain jesting to

move men to laughter ; nor extravagant feasting to excite above measure the lusts of

the flesh ; but every face gathered paleness, and many hearts were humbled, and

countenances fallen and sunk, as such that waited every moment to be summoned to

the bar." Proud. How different this from Thucydides' description of the increased

gaiety and profligacy produced by the plague at Athens !
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^"' complained of the injustice of the reproach, it was found ne-

1699. cessary to expel from it one of its own members, the son-in-

law of Colonel Markham, who was suspected of participating,

or at least countenancing piracy. Still more productive of

discord were the frequent demands of pecuniary contributions

for the support of a military establishment at New York,

which Penn was compelled by the British government to

address to his assembly ; and which were answered only by

complaints of the hardship of these exactions, and protesta-

tions of the inability of the province to comply with them.*

But the most remarkable disagreement that occurred between

Penn and the assembly, arose from the measures which he

now suggested for improving the treatment of negro slaves,

and correcting abuses that had occurred in the intercourse

between the colonists and the Indians.

Sentiments It was impossible that the flagrant evils of slavery, and the

and con- ggpecial repugnance of such an inhuman institution to chris-

quakers re- tian morality, which Baxter, Tryon, and other writers had
lativeto^

already pressed upon the attention of the protestant inha-

bitants of Christendom, could escape the sense of those

benevolent sectaries, who professed to study and exhibit a

peculiar and almost literal conformity to the precepts of

charity, humility, and self-denial, interwoven with the doc-

trines of the gospel. When George Fox, the founder of

quakerism, visited Barbadoes in 1671, he found the members

of his sectarian society within the island, as well as the other

white inhabitants, in possession of slaves. " Respecting their

negroes," he relates among his other admonitions to the

quaker planters, " I desired them to endeavour to train them

up in the fear of God ; as well those that were bought with

their money, as those that were born in their families. I de-

sired also that they would cause their overseers to deal mildly

and gently with their negroes, and not use cruelty towards

them, ua u'l-s manner of some hath been and is j and that after

certain years of servitude, they should make them free."^

> Proud. Claikson.

.
* fox's Journal. An earlier and more umompromising resistance to slavery was

made by some of the clergy of the church of llouic. At St. Luiz, in the year 1G5;{,

the celebrated Jesuit Vieyia scrupled nut from the pulpit to declare, to a congregation

negro sla-

very.
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How conscientiously the quakers complied with this admoni-

tion is attested by a law promulgated by the legislature of
_

Barbadoes five years after, commanding those sectaries to

desist from giving instruction to negroes, and in particular

from admitting them to their religious assemblages :^ and how
magnanimously they persisted to do their duty in the face of

this unchristian command, may be inferred from an ordinance

very soon after enacted by the same legislature, imposing a

penalty on any shipmaster who should bring a quaker to the

island.^ The prosecution of such measures, and the adoption

of a similar policy in others of the West India plantations,

succeeded in banishing from these colonial settlements an ex-

ample which might have been attended with the most

beneficial consequences to the interests of the white inhabi-

tants, and the happiness of the negroes; and compelled many
quaker planters to emigrate from the West Indies to America,

whither they brought with them their modified opinions on

the subject of slavery. Some of these quakers perhaps en-

tertained the purpose of an entire compliance with the admo-
nition of Fox, by setting their negroes at liberty after certain

years of servitude : but this purpose was easily overpowered

by the sophistry and temptation of self-interest, the contagion

of general example, and the influence of evil habit in blunting

the feelings of humanity.

By his acquisition of the Delaware territory, it is probable

that Penn, on coming to the possession of his American do-

mains, found the system of negro slavery aheady established

within them. During his first visit, it appears that a few

of slave owners, that no man could hold a negro in slavery, without devoting his own
soul to eternal slavery in hell. Southey's History of Brazil. This discourse, which
Mr. Southey has preserved at full lengtii, is, perhaps, the most eloquent and powerful

denunciation of the system of slavery that ever was uttered or written by priest or

layman.
* Oldmixon. The preamble of this law sets forth, that " Whereas many negroes

have been suffered to remain at the meeting of quakers as hearers of their doctrine,

and taught in their principles, whereby the safety of this island may be much hazard-

ed," &c. We find the legislature of Barbadoes, an hundred and fifty years after,

enacting similar laws against the methodist teachers and preachers, and declaring

that their doctrines were fitted to turn the world upside down.
' Clarkso-i's Abolition of the Slave Trade. About sixty years later, Thomas

Chalkeley, a renowned quaker minister, in one of his visits to Barbadoes, having ex-

horted a meeting of the free inhabitants to treat their rifigro slaves with greater mild-

ness, (without presuming to breathe a syllable of objection against the institution of

slavery), was fired at and wounded in open day by one of the planters of the island.

Chalkeley 's Journal.

381
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£ o o K negroes were imported into Pennsylvania, and were purchased
^^^' by the quakers, as well as the other settlers. While the

1699. scarcity of labourers enhanced the temptation to this practice,

the kindness of quaker manners contributed to soften its evil

and veil its iniquity ; and it was not till the year 1688, that

the repugnance of slavery itself, however disguised, to the

tenets of Christianity, was first suggested to the Pennsyl-

vanians by the emigrants who had joined them from Ger-

many. If it was natural for the quakers to relish the con-

nection which they habitually experienced between certain of

their sectarian usages and temporal enrichment, it was not

easy for them to avoid proportionally contracting at least a

practical estrangement from whatever in their principles

savoured only of unproductive self-denial and depauperating

virtue. But whatever taint their practice, as American

planters, might have derived from human infirmity, they

were still anxious, as an ecclesiastical society, to maintain the

theoretical purity of their principles; and accordingly, in

compliance with the suggestion of the Germans, a resolution

declaratory of the unlawfulness of slavery was passed in the

same year, by the annual meeting of the quakers of Pennsyl-

vania. The effect of this deliberate homage to eternal truth

and the immutable principles of justice and humanity, how-

ever, was not carried beyond a practical exemption of the

slaves of quakers, from evils not inevitably inherent in the

condition of bondage. George Keith, as we have seen, made

an attempt, in 1692, to bring the practice of his fellow-sec-

taries into a closer accommodation to their theory : but the

arrogance of his demeanour and the intemperance of his lan-

jjUage were ill calculated to recommend ungracious truth, or

to propagate the spirit of heroic sacrifice : and the increasing

number of the slaves, together with the diversities of character

among the colonists (to which we have already adverted)

rendered the emancipation of the negroes increasingly impro-

bable. In the year 1696, the annual meeting of the Pennsyl-

vanian quakers repeated their former declaration, adding to it

an earnest admonition to the members of their society, to

refrain from all farther importations of negro slaves ; but no

other immediate efiect seems to have resulted from this

measure, than an increased concern for the welfare of the

^1
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negroes, who in some instances were admitted to attend c H A P
divine worship in the same meeting-houses with their quaker ^^'

masters.

On his second arrival in America, Penn very soon per-

ceived, that from the varieties of character among his provin-

cial vassals, and the inevitable tendency of absolute power to

corruption and abuse, the negro slavery of Pennsylvania ex-

hibited, in too many instances, the same odious features that

characterised this barbarous institution in other places. ^ He
was mortified with the discovery, at the same time, of nu-

merous frauds and abuses committed by the colonists in their

traffic with the Indians. With the view of providing a re-

medy for both these evils, he presented to the assembly three

bills which he had himself prepared : the first, for regulating

the morals and marriages of the negroes ; the second, for re-

gulating the trials and punishments of the negroes ; and the

third, for preventing abuses and frauds in the intercourse be-

tween the colonists and the Indians. The assembly instantly

negatived the first and last of these bills ; acceding only to

that which related to the trial and punishment of their slaves.

No account is transmitted of any discussion or debate on the

bills which were rejected ; and, indeed, it is probable that the

assembly, in this instance, were glad to confine themselves to

the ancient formula of simply approving or rejecting the legis-

lative overtures presented to them. But it is asserted (con-

jecturally, I suppose) by on^ of the biographers of Penn, that

the feelings of the proprietary received a convulsive shock on

the occasion. He had, indeed, been unanimously supported

by his council, which consisted entirely of quakers, in propos-

ing the bills; but he had seen them decisively rejected by an

assembly, of which a great majority consisted of persons of

the same religious persuasion. Though disappointed of the

more extensive infiiuence, which as a political legislator he had

hoped to exercise, he was yet able, in his ecclesiastical minis-

try among the quakers, to introduce into their discipline regu-

lations and practices relative to the purposes of the rejected

bills, the spirit of which, at least, was, by the example of this

* " Though Pennsylvania boasts her peaceful plain,

Yet there in blood her petty tyrants reign."

Greoohy.
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__^__[__ Monthly meetings were appointed among the quakers, for the

1703. religious and moral education of their negro slaves; and re-

gular conferences were established with the Indians, for com-

municating to them whatever instruction they could be pre-

vailed on to accept. Penn finally obtained leave, or at least

assumed the power, to make a treaty with the Indians, by

which they acknowledged themselves subjects of the British

crown, and amenable to the provincial laws ; and by which

certain regulations were enacted for preventing the frauds to

which they were exposed in their commercial dealings with

the white population.

Thus was preserved in the quaker society a principle which,

about seventy years after, obtained the signal triumph of pro-

curing emancipation to all the negroes in America belonging

to quakers : and thus, meanwhile, was cherished in the general

body of the inhabitants of Pennsylvania such a sense of the

unalienable rights and indissoluble obligations of humanity,

as obtained for enslaved negroes in this province a treatment

far kinder and more equitable than they enjoyed in any other

part of North America, except the states of New England.

Notwithstanding the encouragement afforded by the British

government to the importation of negroes into all the Ameri-

can settlements, the slaves in Pennsylvania never formed more

than a very insignificant fraction of the whole population of

the province. Slavery subsisted longer in Delaware ; and the

slaves in this settlement, though not numerous, were rather

more so than in the larger province of Pennsylvania. ^

' Proud. Clarkson's Abolition of the Slave Trade. Ibid. Life of Penn. Win-
terbothain. Warden. In the course of his ministerial labours at this time, Penn
visited his quaker brethren in Maryland, and appears to have been received in a

friendly manner by his ancient adversary, Lord Baltimore, who with his lady accom-
panied him to a quaker meeting. Penn regretted, for the sake of his noble com-
panions, that the fervour of the meeting had subsided before their entrance ; and
Lady Baltimore declared herself disappointed of the diversion she had expected, lie

had also various interviews with the Indians, who listened to him willingly as long

as he confined himself to general allusions to religion. But when he desired, on one

occasion, to direct their minds to the search of an iuternal manifestation of the Re-
deemer of the human race, his interpreter declared that there were no words in the

Indian tongue that were capable of conveying such a notion.

To Penn himself, the Indians very readily paid a degree of respect, which they re-

fused to extend to iiis religious tenets. Many of them believed him a bein<i of

higher order tiian the rest of mankind ;
" nor could they for a long time credit the

news ot his death, not believing him subject to the accidents of nature." Farmer's

View of the Policy of Great Britain, &c.
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In addition to the other disagreeable impressions of which

his second visit to America was productive, William Penn had

now the mortification of witnessing a revival of the jealousies

between Delaware and Pennsylvania, and of experiencing the

inefficacy of all his efforts to promote a cordial union between

the inhabitants of these countries. As a remedy for their

mutual dissatisfaction, he proposed a change in the frame of

government : but the adjustment of this compact tended rather

to inflame than allay the existing animosities. He endeavour-

ed to defer the extremity to which their disputes manifestly

tended by various acts of conciliation towards the weaker and

more irritable party, and particularly by convoking at New-
castle, the metropolis of Delaware, another assembly, which was

held in the close of the present year. But although he succeeded

after much adroit exertion, in obtaining from this assembly a

subsidy for the support of his government, and made some
progress in arranging with them the terms of a new charter or

frame of government,—the mutual jealousies between the two

settlements were displayed with such unreserve, that in almost

every deliberation, the Delaware representatives, to a man,

suggested and supported exactly the reverse of whatever was

proposed or approved by the Pennsylvaiiians. The subsidy

amounted to 2000/., of which 1573/. was the proportion im-

posed upon Pennsylvania, and the remainder upon Delaware.

It was unwise, perhaps, of Penn to invite his people to the

acceptance of a new social compact, at a time when they were

so much heated by mutual irritation, and when the union be-

tween the two settlements was evidently so precarious. It

afforded a pretext not long after for taxing him with convert-

ing the public distractions to his own advantage, and prac-

tising devices for the enlargement of his own power, while

the minds of his people were too much occupied with their

mutual dissensions to perceive the drift of his proceedings.

But Penn had now determined again to leave America, and
return to England ; and while he naturally desired to have the

frame of the provincial government finally established before

his departure, his recent experience had doubtless impressed

him with the conviction, that an extension of his own authority

would render the constitution more instrumental to the wel-

fare of the people, and afford a freer scope to the promotion
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the general advantage.

In the last assembly which he convoked before his departure,

he had occasion to exert all his authority and address in order

to prevent the representatives of Delaware and Pennsylvania

from coming to an open rupture, and also to guard his own
interests in the sale and lease of vacant lands, from an attempt

of the legislative body to assume a control over them. Various

laws were passed ; of which the most remarkable were, for the

establishment of a post-ofiice, for the punishment of the vices

of scolding and drunkenness; for restraining the practice of

October, drinking healths, and for the destruction of wolves. But the

Fourth and most important transaction on this occasion was the enact-

of^^ovem-
"™®"^ ®^ *^® "^^ charter or frame of government, which Penn

ment. finally tendered to the assembly, and prevailed with a great

majority of the members to accept, and even thankfully ac-

knowledge. By this instrument, it was provided (in conformity

with the municipal compact of 1696) that a legislative assem-

bly should be annually elected by the freemen, and should

consist of four persons from each county, or of a greater num-

ber, if the governor and assembly should so determine, that the

assembly should nominate its own officers, and decide, with

exclusive jurisdiction all questions relating to the qualifications

and elections of its members ; that it should prepare legislatorial

bills, impeach criminals, and redress grievances ; and possess all

the other powers and privileges of a representative assembly,

accordant with the rights of the freeborn subjects of England,

and the customs observed in the British plantations in Ame-
rica. The governor was empowered to convoke, prorogue, and

dissolve the provincial legislature ; to nominate his council ; to

discharge singly the whole executive functions of government,

and to share the legislative functions, by affirming or rejecting

the bills of the assembly. The Pennsylvanian council differed

from all the other provincial councils in this respect, that it

did not form a distinct branch of the legislature, but was

considered as a court of assistants to the acting governor, and

a check on his authority,—rather a privy council than a sena-

torial body. It was declared that liberty of conscience was

the inviolable right of the colonists ; that Christians of every

denomination should be qualified to occupy the offices ofgovern-
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ment; and that no act or ordinance should ever be made to chap.
alter or diminish the form or effect of the charter, without the ^^'

consent of the governor for the time being, and six parts in noi.

seven of the assembly. But as it was now plainly foreseen

that the representatives of the province, and those of the terri-

tories, would not lung continue to unite in legislation,—it was

provided that they should be allowed to separate within three

years from the date of the charter; and should enjoy the

same privileges when separated as when united. In exer-

cise of the new authority thus invested in himself, Penn
proceeded to nominate a council of state, to consult with and

assist the governor or his deputy, and to exercise his functions

in case of his death or absence. The office of deputy-governor'

he bestowed on Colonel Andrew Hamilton, who had formerly

been governor of New Jereey.

One of the last acts which Penn performed before his de-

parture, the incorporation, by charter, of the city of Philadel-

phia, has been justly charged with great illiberality : though,

according to the apology which his friends have suggested for

it, the blame must be divided between himself and others.

By this charter, he nominated the first mayor, recorder, alder-

men, and common councilmen of the city ; and among other

privileges and franchises, empowered them to elect their suc-

cessors in office, and even to increase their own number at

pleasure. The city lands were granted to them, under the

title of the mayor and commonalty of the city of Philadelphia:

but the commonalty had no share in the government or estate

of the city ; the civic functionaries being self-elective, and not

accountable to their fellow-citizens in any respect. It has been

asserted that this municipal constitution, which was copied

from the charter of the town of Bristol in England, was con-

ceded by Penn to the desires of certain of his colonists who
were natives of that place ; and it is admitted that the func-

tionaries whom he himself appointed, were men of talent and

integrity. But the possession of power, divested of control

and responsibility, produced its usual effect on this corporate

I No mention is made of tlie royal approbation of this appointment, which is ex-

pressly referred to in the appointment of Evans, the successor of Hamilton. By an
' ' •<•.•• ,.

i.»
. 1 •-

jquisite now
approved by

pressly referred to in the appointment of Evans, the successor of Hamilton. B^

act of parliament, already noticed in the history of Maryland, it was requisite

that all the acting governors in the proprietary jurisdictions should be approve^

tlie kins:

c c 2
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BOOK body ; and the abuses engendered by its administration, were
^ from a very early period a theme of continual discontent and

complaint with the inhabitants of the city and the provincial

assembly. Having concluded these transactions, and once

more renewed the engagements of peace and good-will with

the Indians,—Penn communicated to his people an adieu,

couched in friendly and benevolent terms, but far less tender

and affectionate than his former valediction; and, embarking

with his family, returned to England.^

The only reason that Penn assigned to the colonists for this

second departure, was the intelligence he had received of a

project of the English court to abolish all the proprietary ju-

risdictions in North America, and the necessity of his own
appearance in England to oppose a scheme so derogatory to

his interest: but as he found, on his arrival in this country,

that the measure had been abandoned, and yet never again

returned to America, it seems very unUkely that this was the

sole or even the main reason for his conduct. The disagree-

ments that had taken place between himself and his colonists,

had rendered their intercourse far less satisfactory than he

could have desired, and induced him to supply the inadequacy

of his own personal influence by a large addition to his poli-

tical power; and from the numerous demands of the British

government for contributions, in aid of military purposes, it

was manifest that this power must be frequently exerted for

the attainment of objects which, as a professor of quakerism,

he could pursue with more decency and more firmness by the

intervention of a deputy, than by his own personal agency.

The disagreeable tidings that pursued him from America must

have increased his aversion to return thither; and the favour

1702. he enjoyed with Queen Anne on her accession to the throne,

January, perhaps reawakened the views and hopes that had led him

once before to prefer the courtly shades of Kensington, to the

wild woods of Pennsylvania. His attendance at court, how-

ever, was soon interrupted by the perplexity and embarrass-

ment of his private affairs (arising from the fraud of his

steward), which compelled him to mortgage his American

territory : and the same cause, concurring with increased dis-

' Troud. Winteibotliam. Dillvvyn apud eund. Clarkson.
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sensions between him and the colonists, induced him subse-

quently to treat with the British government for a sale of

his proprietary functions.* The completion of the bargain,

however, was suspended by his sickness, and intercepted by
his death, which transmitted the proprietary government to

his descendants, by whom it was enjoyed till the period of the

American revolution.

Penn had scarcely quitted America when the disputes be-

tween the province and the territories broke forth with greater

bitterness than ever. The Delaware representatives protested

against the charter ; and, refusing to sit in the same as-

sembly with the Pennsylvanians, chose a separate place

of meeting for themselves in Philadelphia. After continuing

for some time to indulge their jealous humour, and to enjoy

whatever satisfaction they could find in separate legislation,

they were persuaded by the successor of Hamilton, Governor

Evans (who was much more agreeable to them than to the

people of Pennsylvania), to evince a more reasonable temper,

and to propose a reunion with the Pennsylvanian assembly.

But this body, provoked and disgusted at the refractory spirit

which the Delaware representatives had already displayed,

now refused to listen to their overtures of reconciliation. The

breach thus became irreparable ; and in the following year the

separate legislature of Delaware was permanently established Union of

at Newcastle. In addition to the tidings of these prolonged
va^nirand

disagreements and final rupture between the two settlements, Delaware

Penn was harassed by complaints against the government of
'^^° "^ '

Evans, whose exertions to promote a militia, though they ren-

' He demanded as the price of this surrender 20,000/., but agreed to accept

12,000/.
' This year (if we may believe the representation of Colonel Quarry) was re-

markably productive of crime in Pennsylvania. In Quarry's Memorial to the Lords

of Trade, It is stated that the jail of Philadelphia was then crowded with felons, and
that justice was greatly obstructed by the refusal of quaker judges, jurymen, and wit-

nesses to take an oath ; insomuch, that at a recent sessions, where many guilty persons

were indicted, only one murderer was convicted, and " all qaakers and others for rapes

and less crimes were discharged." Quarry's Memorial, in the British iMuseum.

From the journal of Thomas Chalkeley, the quaker, it appears that some of his fellow

sectaries in Pennsylvania were not exempt from occasional lapses into very immoral

and disorderly conduct, " It is worthy of commendation," he reports, " that our

governer Thomas Lloyd, sometimes in the evening, before he went to rest, used to

go in person to public houses, and order the people he found there to their own
houses, till at length he was instrumental to promote better order, and did in a

great measure suppress vice and immorality ia the city."

1704.

i
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vania. Deriding the pacific scruples of the qui Ivrs, Evans

17UU. falsely proclaimed the approach of a hostile invuf on, and in-

vited all who were willing to defend their liberty i;d property,

to take arms against the enemy. A few individuals, and

among these, four quakers, duped by this stratagem, flew to

arms, and prepared to repel the threatened attack. But the

chief effect of the proclamation was to cause many persons to

bury their plate and money, and to fly from their homes: and

the detection of the falsehood was followed by an impeach-

ment of the governor, and of Logan the secretary of the pro-

vince, who though innocent of accession to the fraud, made
himself suspected, by endeavouring to palliate the guilt of it.

Penn, however, supported these accused ofticers, and there-

by increased the displeasure that was gaining ground in the

province against himself. He was now very little disposed to

consider with indulgence the conduct of the inhabitants of

Pennsylvania ; who, no longer engrossed with the interest of

the discussions they had maintained with the people of Dela-

ware, but perhaps animated by the temper which such discus-

sions commonly imply or produce, began to scan with very

dissatisfied eyes the whole course of their proprietary's policy

with respect to themselves. The assembly of Pennsylvania

not only assailed him with repeated demands, that the quit-

rents, which he deemed his own private estate, should be ap-

propriated to the support of the provincial government,^ but

Com- transmitted to him a remonstrance, entitled Heads of Com-

i*iie'ass"ni- P^"*''^ '"^ which they alleged that it was by his artifices that

biy against the constitution of the province had been subjected to so
**""• many successive alterations ; that he had violated his original

compact by the recent enlargement of his authority so far be-

yond the limits within which he at first engaged tu confine it;

1 «•" Penn's first purchases of land from the Indians," says Belknap, " were made
at his own expense ; and the goods delivered on these occasions, went by the name
of preimts. In course of time, when a treaty and a purrjhase went on together, the

governor and his successors made the speeches, and the assembly were at the expense

of the presents, When one paid the cost, and the other enjoyed the profit, a subject

of altercation arose between the proprietarv and the popular interests, which other

causes contributed to increase and inflame.' American Biography. From the work

of Proud it appears tliat long before Penn's death, the payments which the Indians

were continually receiving, were deiived from assessments imposed by the provincial

asiiembly on tiieir constituents.
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nnd that he had received lui-gc sums of money during his

last visit to the province, in return for benefits which he had
promised to procure, but had never yet obtained for the peo-

ple from the English government. They censured the origi-

nal annexation of Delaware to Pennsylvania; reminding him
that his title to the government of Delaware, not having been

founderl on a royal grant, was from the first extremely pre-

carious , and lamenl'mg with great grief that the privileges

granted to the Pennsylvanians by his first charters, hud been

exposed to perish with the baseless fabric of the Delaware in-

stitutions wherewith he had associated them. Numerous ex-

tortions of his officers were at the same time complained of;

and these were attributed to bis refusal, in the year 1701, to

affirm a bill that had been framed by the assembly for the

regulation of official fees. Probably some of the foregoing

complaints were founded in misapprehension, or suggested by

factious malignity ; and doubtless, the discontent, which both

on this and other occasions was expressed towards the pro-

prietary, owed in some degree its origin to the peculiar rela-

tion which he held to the members of his own religious society

in the province. These persons had always regarded the civil

and political institutions of Pennsylvania as subordinate to

the establishment and patronage of quakerism ; and expected

a degree of equality to result from the legislation of a quaker

minister, which they would never have looked for from a law-

giver of any other persuasion. His own assurances, at the

beginning, that in acquiring the province, his main purpose

was to serve the cause and the people of God, (which they

understood to signify quakerism and the quakers,) contributed

to exaggerate their expectations in this respect.

Indignant at the charges levelled against himself, and pre-

judiced by this feeling against the accusers of Evans, Penn
continued to support that worthless functionary, till his con-

duct had gone far to excite the people of Delaware to actual Miscon-

hostihties against their Pennsylvanian neighbours, in prose- ''"*^' "*

n • 1 J !• II 1 • •
governor

cution of an unjust demand ot a toil on the navigation of Evans—
the Delaware, which Evans suggested to them. Receiving

complaints of this, as well as of other instances of official

malversation, on the part of his deputy-governor, and having

ascertained, by a deliberate examination of them, that they
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were too well founded, Penn hesitated no longer to supersede

Evans,—and appointed in his place Charles Gookin, a gentle-

man of ancient Irish family, retired from the army, in which

he had served with repute; and who seemed qualified, by his

age, his experience, and the mildness of his manners, to give

satisfaction to the people over whom he was sent to preside.

Gookin carried with him an afifectionate letter from Penn to

the assembly, in which their recent disagreements were passed

over without any other notice or allusion than was couched in

an invocation for his people as well as himself, of that hu-

mility with which men ought to remember their own imper-

fections, and that charity with which they ought to cover the

infirmities of others. But the assembly proved far less placable

and indulgent than he expected. While they congratulated

Gookin on his arrival, they revived in their address every

topic of complaint that they had ever before preferred. Their

ill-humour was augmented by the number of applications

which Gookin was from time to time compelled to make, in

the queen's name, for contributions in aid of the various

military operations that related more immediately to the Ame-
rican colonies. To all these applications, the assembly invari-

ably answered, that their religious principles would not suffer

them to contribute to the support of war; but, with mechani-

cal regularity, they voted the sums that were demanded, as

presents to the queen.

Finding his people more estranged from him and more ob-

durate to liis overtures of conciliation than he had been willing

to believe, Penn, now in his sixty-sixth year, for the last lime

addressed the Pennsylvanian assembly, in a letter whereof

the reproachful tenor was moderated by a tone of calm

solemnity and dignified concern. It was a mournful con-

sideration to him, he said, that he was forced by the ill usage

and disappointment which had fallen to his share in this life,

to speak to the people of that province in a language he once

hoped never to have occasion to employ. In a strain of

serious remonstrance, he appealed to them, if, at the expense

of his own fortune and personal exertions, he had not con-

ducted them into a land where prosperity and liberty, far

beyond the common lot of mankind, had been made their

portion ; and if this work of his hands had yielded him aught

H!
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else than the sorrow, disquiet, and poverty, that now pressed CHAP,
heavily on his old age.^ " I must desire you all," he pro-

ceeded,"in a serious and true weightiness of mind, to con- 1710.

sider what you are, or have been doing; why matters must be

carried on with these divisions and contentions ; and what

real causes have been given on my side for that opposition to

me and my interest which I have met with, as if 1 were an

enemy, and not a friend, after all I have done. I am sure I

know not of any cause whatsoever. Were I sensible you

really wanted any thing of me, in the relation between us,

that would make you happier, I should readily grant it, if any

reasonable man would say it were fit for you to demand." He
recapitulated with minute deduction the various alterations

that the constitution of the province had undergone, and

endeavoured to show that every one had arisen out of incon-

veniences of which all had been sensible at the time, and

which all had willingly united in thus correcting. It was

right, he contended, that the proprietary, who was personally

responsible to the crown for an administration conformable to

the provincial charter, should be vested exclusively with the

executive power. He could no longer, he said, impute the

treatment he had met with, to honest misconception ; seeing

that he had such injuries to compbiin of as repeated attacks

on his reputation,—numerous indignities offered to him in

writings sent to England by the hands of men who could

not be expected to make the most discreet or charitable use

of them,—insinuations against his integrity,—attempts upon

his estate,—and disfavour shown to individuals (particularly

Logan the secretary of the province), on account of their

reputed attachment to him. " I cannot but mourn," he

added, " the unhappiness of my portion dealt to me from

those, of whom I had reason lo expect much better and

different things; nor can I but lament the unhappiness that

too many are bringing on themselves, who, instead of pursuing

the amicable ways of peace, love, and unity, ivhich I at /irst

i!

< :il

' Notwithstanding this desponding strain, it is manifest from Penn's competition

with Locke for the praise of superior legislation (see a note to Book 111. ante), tliat

he was by no means insensible to the imperishable fame assured to him as the

founder of Pennsylvania. The services of Penn were not only more liberally remu-

nerated, but more gratefully remembered by his people, than were tiiose of Lord

Baltimore by the colonists of Maryland.
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tention and opposition, and, blind to their own interest, are

1710. oversetting that foundation on which your happiness might be

built. Friends! the eyes of many are upon you; the people

of many nations of Europe look on thai country as a land of

ease and quiet, wishing to themselves in vain the same bless-

ings they conceive you may enjoy : but to see the use you

make of them, is no less the cause of surprise." He con-

cluded, by declaring, that the opposition he had received from

the people of Pennsylvania now compelled him to consider

more closely his own private and declining circumstances in

relation lo this province. He was willing to continue his

kindness to them, if they should think him deserving of

reciprocal regard. If it should be otherwise deemed by a

majority of them, let them say so at once; and he would

know what he had to rely on. And yet he would hope that

God might so direct them by the impartment of heavenly

wisdom and holy fear, that " we may once more meet good

friends, and live so to the end."

This touching and forcible appeal was not fruitlessly ad-

dressed to the people of Pennsylvania. On all the more

generous and considerate spirits in the assembly it prevailed

with an efficacy at once instantaneous and lasting. Awaking

to impressions of which faction had suspended the enjoyment

without destroying the relish, they were touched with a

tender remembrance of Penn's long labours and venerable

age; they began to cherish a filial devotion to the father

of his country ; to excuse his frailties with a kind indulgence;

and to appreciate, with noble elation, their own interest in his

distinguished fame. This revolution of sentiment was rapidly

propagated throughout the province; and its effect was

October, apparent at the next annual election, when not one of the

persons who had signalized themselves by their enmity to

Penn, and excited the rest of their countrymen to think

unfavourably of him, was returned to the provincial assembly.

But it is more than doubtful if this gratifying proof of

restored confidence and regard was ever known to its illus-

trious object, who was attacked shortly after by a succession

of apoplectic fits, which suspending almost entirely the ex-

ercise of his memory and understanding, prevented him alike

c
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from completing an arrangement he had made witli the

crown for the sale of his proprietary rights, and from receiving

the intelligence that would have induced him to consider such

an arrangement unnecessary.^

Little remains to be added to the view that has already

been exhibited of the condition and institutions of Pennsyl-

vania and Delaware, at the close of the seventeenth century.

Pennsylvania retained the constitution enacted by Penn's last

charter, in 1701, till the era of American independence; and

Delaware continued to enjoy its own assembly, and to be

subject to the executive administration of the governor of

Pennsylvania till the year 1 755, when it was formerly erected

into a separate state, and endowed with a separate govern-

ment. No fixed salary seems to have been allotted to the

governor of Pennsylvania ; but sums of money were voted to

him, from time to time, to defray the expenses of his govern-

ment; and the amount of these was proportioned, in some
degree, to the favour he enjoyed with the representatives of

the people. In the assembly which was held by Penn at

Newcastle in the close of the year 1700, the remuneration

allotted to the members consisted of six shillings a day for

attendance, and threepence per mile for travelling charges.

The speaker's daily allowance was ten shillings. The meeting

of the assembly was indicated by the ringing of a bell ; and

any member entering half an hour after the appointed time

was fined tenpence. The humane code of criminal law,

which we have remarked among the first fruits of Pennsyl-

vanian legislation, continued in force till the year 1705, when

it was abolished by Queen Anne as too little consonant with

the spirit of English jurisprudence. But it was soon after re-

established by the same princess, at the intercession of Wil-

liam Penn. For the prevention of law-suits, three func-

tionaries were appointed by every county court of Pennsyl-

vania, who were invested with the honourable title of Peace-

makers, and the blessed office of mediating between contend-

ing parties, and accommodating their differences by friendly

arbitration. Twice a-year an orphan's court was held in every

' Proud. Chalmers. Dillwyii upud VVintorhotham. Oldiuixon (2J tdilion).

Claikson. See Note XVI. at the end of the volume.
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^^^' widows and orphans.^

Although quakerism continued long to be the most pre-

valent religious profession in Pennsylvania, yet from a very

early period the province had been resorted to by sectaries of

various other denominations ; and an ecclesiastical edifice had

already been built in Philadelphia for the reception of a con-

gregation of 700 persons attached to the tenets and ritual of

the church of England. Some displeasure is said to have

been manifested by the quakers at the first proposal of this

episcopal party to erect an organ in their church. In the

years 1698, 1706, 1709, and 1711, the population of Penn-

sylvania was augmented by successive emigrations supplied

by the sect of Mennonists in Germany and Flanders. These

sectaries, derived from the parent society of Anabaptists, re-

sembled the Quakers in renouncing oaths and arms, and suf-

fered, as the Quakers had once done, for the reproach which

the frenzy of their sectarian parents had brought upon their

tenets. Apprised of the circumstances of these people, Penn

conveyed to them information of the liberal institutions that

were established in his proprietary domains : and considerable

numbers of them, partly for the sake of religious liberty, and

partly with the hope of temporal advantage, transported

themselves from Europe to Pennsylvania. The episcopalians

and most of the other sectaries unconnected with the quakers

made frequent propositions for the establishment of a militia

;

but the quakers steadily refused to sanction such a proceed-

ing by an act of the provincial government ; though all who
deemed the use of arms lawful were permitted to train them-

selves, and to adopt every military precaution for their defence

that was not inconsistent with peace and good order in the

province. ^ Most of the offices of government were filled by

quakers ; and neither the conduct of forensic controversy, nor

the administration of judicial powir, was deemed incompatible

with their rehgious profession.^ Though they disapproved of

MIlNlMl! ' Warden. Clarkson. Oldmixon. Similar to the institution of the Pennsyl-

vanian Peace-makers, was the Tribunal of Coticiliadon established in Denmark and
described by Catteau in his Tableau des Ktats Danois,

' Oldmixon. Proud.
3 In the case of Kinsey, a quaker lawyer (afterwards attorney-general, and finally

chief-justice of Pennsylvania), it was determined, after solemn debate, by the pro-
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oaths, the quaker judges seem never to have hesitated to

administer them to those witnesses who did not partake their

scruples. So early as the year 1686, a printing press was

established at Philadelphia ; and an almanack, for the follow-

ing year, was printed at this press by Bradford. ^

When the Swedish colonists urst occupied Delaware, they

found the country infested with wolves, whose ferocity was

soon after inflamed to an extraordinary pitch by the mortality

which the small-pox occasioned among the Indians, and the

increased quantity of prey derived from the unburied

corpses of the victims of this pestilence. Both in Penn-
sylvania L:id Delaware, bounties continued to be paid for

the destruction of wolves so late as the middle of the

eignteenth century. ^

The province and the territories, but especially the former,

appear to have enjoyed very soon a thriving trade with the

parent state, with the southern English colonies in America,

and with the British West India settlements. Their exports

consisted of corn, beef, pork, fish, pipe staves, hides, tallow,

and wool, to the West Indies ; horses and other live cattle to

the southern plantations ; and peltry to England. Their

direct trade with England was afterwards increased by the

cultivation of tobacco, which was commenced under Black-

well's administration, and so rapidly extended, that, in the

beginning of the eighteenth century, fourteen ships sailed

annually with cargoes of that commodity from Pennsylvania.

Their exports, however, were abridged in the year 1699 by an

act of parliament (already noticed in the history of New Jersey)

which prohibited the exportation of wool, whether raw or ma-

nufactured, from the American colonies. The province, at the

same time, imported the produce of various English manu-

factures to the value of about 18,000/. a-year, and yielded a

397
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II.

vincial government, that quaker lawyers should not be obliged to uncover their heads

in addressing the judges. Proud. Lord Fountainhall, a Scottish judge, in his

published report of a legal decision pronounced by himself and his brethren, observes,

that one of the parties in the case was the celebrated Robert Barclay of Urie, who
pleaded in person for himself, and proved the victorious litigant. On this occasion

(says Lord F.) Mr. Barclay stood within the bar with his hut off,
" and gave to the

President the compellation of Mi/ Lord." Yet this was the same man who iiad

perambulated Aberdeen in sackcloth and ashes.

» Thomas's History of Printing in America.
« Kalm's Travels in North America.
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BOOK revenue of 3,000/. to the customs of the crown. The con-
^^^' sumption of English manufactures would probably have been

larger, but that the German colonists had imported with them

into Pennsylvania, the manufactures of paper, linen, and

woollen cloth. *

According to Oldmixon, whose history was first published

in 1708, the total number of inhabitants within the domains

of William Penn then amounted to 35,000 ; a computation

which the author himself terms a modest one, and which, as

it included Indians and negroes, was probably short of the

truth. The town of Philadelphia, in 1696, contained more

than a thousand houses, most of which are described as sub-

stantial structures of brick ; and Newcastle, the metropolis of

Delaware, in the beginning of the eighteenth century, pos-

sessed 2,500 inhabitants. 2 For many years after its first

occupation by the English, Pennsylvania continued to wit-

ness a rapid growth of its people, not only from a constant

resort of emigrants, whom its attractions invited from all parts

of Europe, but from a native increase more vigorous than any

other society since the infancy of the world, has ever ex-

hibited. Gabriel Thomas, who published his account of this

province in 1696, declares that barrenness among women was

unknown in Pennsylvania, and their celibacy, after twenty

years of age, a very rare occurrence ; and that it was impossi-

ble to meet a young married woman there who had not a child

in her body or one in her arms. The children born in the

province he describes as in general '' better natured, milder,

and more tender-hearted than those born in England." ' The
fertility of the soil, the general healthiness of the climate (not-

withstanding the severe epidemics occasionally prevalent at

Philadelphia), the liberal reward of labour, and the moral,

frugal, and industrious habits of life, promoted by the power-

ful example of the quakers, contributed to the production of

this large increase, and rendered Pennsylvania distinguished,

i

'

' G. Thomas. Oldmixon. Penn, apud eund. In the Descriptio Pennsylvariiie

of Thomas Makin, the Pennsylvanian farmer is represented as deriving both his food

and raiment from the produce of his own possessions :—
" Esuriens, dulces epulas depromit inemptas.

Et proprio vestis veilere texta placet."

3 Oldmixon. G. Thomas.
' G. Thomas.
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even among the North American communities, as a happy and chap.
respectable scene. The manners of a numerous portion of the ^''

first race of quaker settlers, and of their immediate descend-

ants, have been cited as a remarkable exemplification of

courteous benevolence, corresponding to the purpose with

which their migration to America had been undertaken,—of

facilitating the enjoyment of that affectionate intercourse

which their sectarian tenets peculiarly enjoined. Some of the

leading persons among the earliest quaker settlers were men
who traced their lineage to the stock of the most ancient no-

bility of England, and in whom a sense of ancestral distinction

was so tempered with the meekness of genuine quakerism, as

to impart only a patriarchal dignity to their deportment.

Their hospitality, in particular, was conducted with a grace

and simplicity entirely patriarchal. ^ The people of Delaware

appear to have been, in general, a less refined and enterprising,

but not a less virtuous race. Penn himself has celebrated

the good morals and sobriety of demeanour of the Swedish

and Dutch agriculturists. The Swedish church at Wil-

mington is reputed one of the oldest churches in North

America. ^

Among the first race of Pennsylvanian settlers were various

persons whose attainments in science and literature would

have entitled them to an honourable distinction in the most

refined and enlightened societies. James Logan, a quaker^

and secretary of the province, was the correspondent of the

greatest scholars and philosophers in Europe; and several of

his works, written in the Latin tongue (particularly a treatise

on the generation of plants, and another on the properties of

light), were published with much applause at Leyden. He
enriched Philadelphia with a valuable library ; and, in his old

age, composed an admirable translation of Cicero's treatise

De Senectute, which was afterwards printed with an encomi-

• Warden. Gait's Life of West. " In the houses of the principal families, the

patricians of the country," says Mr. Gait, " unlimited hospitality formed a part

of their regular economy. It was the custom among tliose who lesided near the

highways, after supper, and the last religious exercises of the evening, to make a
lai'ge fire in the hall, and to set out a table with refreshments for such travellers as

might have occasion to pass during the night ; and when the families assembled in

the morning, they seldom found that their tables had been unvisited."
» Winterbotham.
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JJOOK astic preface by Dr. Franklin. Thomas Makin, another
^"'

quaker, and one of the earliest settlers in Pennsylvania, pro-

duced, in the beginning of the eighteenth century, a descrip-

tive and historical account of the province, in a Latin poem,

entitled Descriplio Pennsylvania,^ exhibiting with great force

of thought and beauty of language, one of the most delightful

pictures of national virtue and happiness that ever invited the

admiration of mankind.

Proud. The original portrait of Makin, not a little resembles the later and fan-

ciful representation of the bard of Wyoming, who reports of his favourite Penn-
sylvanian settlement, that it long was ignorant of both war and crime, except from the

testimony of European story—
" For here the exile met from every clime,

And spoke in friendship every distant tongue."

Campbei.i,.

^1^;

I'

I

«
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APPENDIX I.

State nnd Prospects of tlic North American Provinces at tlie Close of titc Seven-

teenth (!entury. — Sentiments and Opinions of the Coh)nisls respecting the

Sovereignty and the Policy of Great Britain, 6cc.

At the close of the seventeenth century, the British settle- '^^^^* ^'

ments in North America contained a population of more than

three hundred thousand persons, distributed among the various

colonial establishments, whose origin and early progress have

engaged our attention. ^ The formation of these colonies is by
far the most interesting event of that memorable era.

" Speculative reasoners during that age," says a great his-

torian, " raised many objections to the planting of those

remote colonies, and foretold that, after draining their mother

country of inhabitants, they would soon shake off her yoke,

and erect an independent government in America : but time

has shown that the views entertained by those who encouraged

such generous undertakings, were more just and solid. A
mild government, and great naval force, have preserved, and

may still preserve, during some time, the dominion of £ngland

over her colonies. And such advantages have commerce and

navigation reaped from these establishments, that more than

a fourth of the English shipping is at present computed to be

' From a comparison of the calculations of various writers, each of whom, almost

invariably, contradicts all the others, and not unfrequently contradicts himself, I am
inclined to think the following estimate of the population of the colonies at this period,

nearly, if not entirely, correct. Virginia, 60,000 ; Massachusetts (to which Maine
was then attached), between 70,000 and 80,000 ; Connecticut, 30,000 ; Rhode
Island, 10,000 ; New Hampshire, 10,000 ; Maryland, 30,000 ; North and South

Carolina, 10,000 ; New York, 30,000 ; New Jersey, 15,000 ; and Pennsylvania,

35,000. Even writers so accurate and sagacious as Dwight and Holmes have been

led to underrate the early population of North America, by relying too far on the

estimates which the provincial governments furnished to the British ministry for the

ascertainment of the numbers of men whom they were to be required to supply for

the purposes of naval and military expeditions. See Note XVII. at the end of the

volume.

D d2
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ATP. I. employed in carrying on the traffic with the American settle-

ments." ' The apprehensions of depopulation, alluded to by

this author, are considered at greater length in the prior work

of Oldmixon, who asserts, that " on this argument are founded

all the reasons to excuse the ill-usage the plantations have met

with ;" and after combating the absurd and groundless alarm,

appeals to the large increase which the trade and the revenue

of England had already derived from the colonies, as affording

a juster and stronger reason for repairing that ill-usage, and

introducing more liberal provisions into the English commer-

cial code. * The apprehensions of American independence,

were no less the object of ridicule to the best informed writers,

in the beginning of that century which was destined to witness

the American revolution. " It will be impossible," says Neal,

" for New England to subsist of itself for some centuries of
years; for, though they might maintain themselves against

their neighbours on the continent, they must starve without a

free trade with Europe, the manufactures of the country being

very inconsiderable ; so that // we could suppose them to rebel

against England, they must throw themselves into the arms of

some other potentate, who would protect them no longer than

he could sell them with advantage."^ So slightly were the

colonies connected with each other, and so much of mutual

repugnance had been created by religious and political dis-

tinctions between them,—that the probability of their uniting

together for common defence against the parent state never

occurred to this author. Nor will this be deemed an impeach-

ment of his sagacity, when we consider that seventy years

afterwards, the prospect, which had then begun to dawn, of

an effectual confederacy of those colonies against England,

was declared by a philosophical historian to be perfectly de-

lusive and chimerical.*

If Hume had accurately examined the history and condition

' Hume's England.
^ Oldmixon, Introduct. Some part of this author's reasoning seems to have been

derived from a work of William Penn, entitled The Benefit of Plantations or Colonies.

Oldmixon refers to another work in whicii the same topics had been enforced, en-
titled " Groans of the Plantations," by Judge Littleton of Barbadoes. A still more
distinguished writer on the same side of the question was Sir Dalby Thomas, an
eminent merchant, who wrote an Historical Account of the Rise and Growth of the
West India Colonies.

" History of New (England. * Raynal's America.
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of . e Briti<iii colonics, or if Neal and Oldmixon had added to ait. i.

this acquirement the sagacity and penetration of Hume,it is pro-
"

bable that he would not have cited the mildness of the English

government ^ as one of the circumstances that were likely to

retard the independence of America, which he perceived must

ere long ensue ; and that t/ie^ would have discerned in the

policy of the English government, an influence strongly tending

to counteract the principles that separated the American com-

munities from each other, and to unite them by a growing

sense of common interest and common injury in a confederacy

fatal to the prerogative of the parent state. Every added

year tended no less to weaken the divisive influence of the

distinctions imported by the original colonists into their set-

tlements, than to enhance the sense of a common interest,

and to augment the power by which this interest might be

defended. The character of generous undertakings which

Hume very justly applies to these colonial establishments, ex-

presses a praise which the English government had no pre-

tension to share with the private individuals by whom they

were founded;" and the mild policy, whether spontaneous or

not, which permitted the liberal institutions erected for them-

selves by these men to continue in existence, tended rather to

abridge than to prolong the British dominion, by nourishing

in the colonies a spirit and habit of liberty repugnant to the

unjust and oppressive strain of the English commercial re-

strictions.^ The colonial empire of Spain would not have

boasted a longer duration than that of England, if her settle-

ments in South America had enjoyed as liberal constitutions

as the North American colonies. " The policy of Europe,"

says a writer who perhaps equalled Hume in political sagacity,

and certainly excelled him in acquaintance with colonial his-

tory, *• has very little to boast of, either in the original esta-

' " Britain," says anutlier historian, " behaved like an unnatural parent to her own
colonies, and treated them like aliens and rivals." Smollett's England.

3 The colonization of Georgia, which did not occur till 1732, was the only in-

stance in which the English government contributed to the foundation of any of the

North American states.

3 See an account of the commercial restrictions that were imposed prior to the

English Revolution, and an examination of their policy, ante. Book I. chap. iii. To
the restrictions there described, there was added, before the close of the seventeenth

century, a prohibition (noticed in the histories of New Jersey and Pennsylvania) of

the exportation of wool from the colonics.
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AIM*. I. bliHluuent, or, bo far ns concerns their internal govornntent, in

the subsequent prosperity, of the colonies of America." Folly

and injustice, he declares to have been the principles that

presided over the foruiation of all the colonial establishments

;

avarice of gold impelling the adventurers to the soutiiern, and

tyranny and persecution promoting the emigrations to the

northern parts of America. The governments of the several

parent states, he justly observes, contributed little or nothing

towards the establishment of their colonies, and yet invariably

attempted to enrich their own exchequers and secure to them-

selves a monopoly of the colonial commerce,' by regulations

injurious to the freedom and prosperity of the colonists,—

a

])roccdure, in which the particular policy of England was only

somewhat less illiberal and oppressive than tiiat of the other

European states. " In what way, then ibrc," he demands,

has the policy of Europe contributed either to the first esta-

blishment, or to the present grandeur, of the colonies of Ame-

rica ? In one way, anil in one way only, it has contributed a

great deal. Magna mater virnm! It bred and formed the

niLii who were capable of achieving such great actions, and of

laying the foundations of so great an empire ; and there is no

other quarter of the world of which the policy is capable of

forming, or has ever actually and in fact formed such men.

The colonies owe to the policy of Europe, the education and

groat views of their active and enterprising founders; and

some of the greatest and most important of them, so far as

concerns their internal government, owe to it scarce any thing
19) •)

se. •

In the colonial establishments of the French, the Spaniards,

and the Portuguese, the royal government was stronger and

more despotic, and subordination was more strictly enforced,

than in the rolutive parent states. Illiberal institutions, re-

uioto from the power and splendour of the thrones to which

they were allied, reijuired to be guarded with peculiar care

from the approach of opinions and practices that savoured of

freedom, it was otherwise in the British colonies, where the

grafts of constitutional liberty that had been transplanted from

the parent state, expanded with a vigour proportioned to their

' Set' \iiie X Nil I. ill the ciul of tlic volume.
'

J^iiiilli's N\ wiillh of Niilious.

batin

is till

iiiriu

iiiiij
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distance from the rival slioots of royalty and aristocracy with ai'P. i.

which they were theoretically connected. Though a great

diversity of views and motives contributed to the formation of

these colonial communities, yet a considerable similarity of

character and disposition was produced among their inhabitants

by the similarity of the fortune which they encountered, and

of the social positions which they attained in America. Not

only did the British colonies enjoy domestic constitutions fa-

vourable to liberty,—but there existed in the minds of the

great bulk of the people, a democratic spirit ' and determina-

tion that practically reduced the power of the parent state

even below the standard of its political theory. Many causes

seem to have co-operated to the production of this spirit, and

to the formation of habits conducive to its efficacy and deve-

lopment. All the colonial charters were extorted, by interest

or importunity, from princes noted for arbitrary designs or

perfidious characters: and no sooner had the charters pro-

duced the effect of collecting numerous and thriving commu-
nities in America, than some of them were annulled, and all of

them would have shared the same fate, if the dynasty of the

Stuarts had endured a little longer. The designs of these

princes were not entirely abandoned by their successors. For

many years after the British revolution, the American colonists

were provoked to continual contests in defence of their char-

ters, which the English court made successive attempts to

qualify or annul. These defensive efforts, and the success

with which they were generally crowned, strongly tended to

keep alive an active and vigilant spirit of liberty in Ameiica.

The ecclesiastical constitutions and the religious sentiments

that prevailed in the majority of the provinces, were no less

favourable to the nurture of liberal and independent sen-

timents. In Virginia, Maryland and Carolina, alone of all

the states ;—in the first, from its earliest settlement, and in

the others by a most unjust usurpation,—the church of

' Colonel Quarry, in his Memorial to tlio Lords of Trade in 1703, after repro-

bating the republican pirit tliat prevailed in Virginia, declared that " Now or never

is llie time to maintain the queen's prerogative, and put a stop to those wrong |)cr-

nicious notions wiiicii arc improving dady, not only in Virginia, hut in all her

niiijesty's oilier governments.' " A frown now from her majesty," ho adds,
" could do more than an army hereafter." Sec also the stutcmuiits cited in

Note XIV.
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APP. I. England was possessed of a legal pre-eminence, and niain-

tained at the expense, not only of its own adherents, but

of all the other inhabitants, of whatever christian denomi-

nation.^ In every one of the other states there existed, about

the close of the seventeenth century, either an entire political

equality of religious sects, or at least a very near approach to

it ; and in these states, not only were the inhabitants, by their

general character of protestants, th-^ votaries of a system

founded on the acknowledged supremacy of popular and indi-

vidual judgment,—but the majority of them belonging to that

class which in England received the title of protestant dissen-

ters, professed tenets which have been termed the protestantism

of the protestant j'aith, and which naturally predispose the

minds that harbour them to a jealous regard for civil liberty,

and a promptitude to repel every arbitrary exertion of munici-

pal authority. Even the episcopal church where it existed,

whether as the pre-eminent establishment, or as one among
many co-equal associations, was stript of the aristocratical ap-

pendages which it enjoyed in the parent states, and exhibited

neither a titled hierarchy nor a gradation of ranks among the

ministers of religion. In civil life, a similar equality of condi-

tion generally prevailed. No attempt was ever made to intro-

duce the haughty privilege of titular nobility into any of the

provinces, except Carolina, where the institution soon withered

and died. ^ Unaccustomed to that distinction of ranks which

the policy of Europe has established, the people were gene-

rally impressed with an opinion of the natural equality of all

freemen ; and even in those provinces where negro slavery

obtained the greatest prevalence, the possession of this tyran-

nical privilege seems rather to have adulterated the spirit of

freedom with a considerable tinge of arrogance, than to have

contributed at all to mitigate its ardour. Slave-owners re-

garded every approach to the condition of slavery with stern

li'

i\

' The most remaikable dispute that occurred during the eighteenth century be-

tween England and Virginia, prior to the American Revolution, was occasioned by

an attempt of the parent state to support the episcopal clergy of this province in a

pretension which was disagreeable to the bulk of the people. The English govern-

ment interfered to prevent the operation of a law prejudicial to the emoluments of the

clergy ; but the provincial tribunals resisted and defeated its mandate. Book X.
chap. vi. post.

' Yet the mysterious nonsense oi free masonrtf seems to have been introduced

pretty early, and has continued to maintain a footing among the Americans.
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aversion and disdain. Except that inhuman institution, every APP. i.

circumstance in the domestic or relative condition of these

provinces had a tendency to promote industry, good morals,

and impressions of equality. The ] beral reward of labour

and the cheapness of land, placed the enjoyment of comfort,

and the dignity of independence, within the reach of all the in-

habitants; the luxuries and dignities of England attracted

the wealthy voluptuary and the votary of ambition to that

more enlarged sphere of enjoyment and intrigue ; ^ and the

vast wastes or uncultivated districts attached to every province

presented salutary outlets by which the population was drained

of those restless disorderly adventurers who were averse to

legal restraint and patient labour, and who, in the roving oc-

cupation of hunters and hack-woodsmen (as they have been

termed), found a resource that diverted them from more law-

less and dangerous pursuits, and even rendered them useful as

a body of pioneers, who paved the way for an extension and

multiplication of the colonial settlements. Feudal tenures

were little known in America, where almost every farmer was a

freeholder and absolute proprietor of the ground which he cul-

tivated. No trading corporations or monopolies restrained the

freedom with which every man might employ his industry,

capital, and skill ; and no forest laws nor game laws confined

the sports of the field to a privileged class of the community.

No entails were admitted to give adventitious aid to natural in-

equalities, and p -'rpetuate, in the hands of idleness and inca-

pacity, the subsiance that had been amassed by industry and

ability. ^ Happily for the stability of American freedom, it

was impossible for the first generation of colonists to succeed

in rearing their settlements, and attaining a secure and pros-

perous establishment, without the exercise of virtues, and the

formation of a character, that guaranteed the preservation of

the blessings to which they had conducted. ^ Even the

n introduced

' William Penn in his treatise on The Benefit of Plantativns or Colonies, declares

that many persons who had been constrained by poverty to emigrate, had returned

with large fortunes accumulated in the colonies, to reside in England.
' At a subsequent period, the system of entails became prevalent in Virginia.

Wirt's Life of Henry. It was productive of great dislike and jealousy between the

aristocracy and the yeomanry of the province. Ibid.

3 " Freedom ripens in colonies. Ancient usage cannot be preserved, cannot

altogether be renewed, as at home. The former bonds of attachment to the soil and

ancient customs arc broken by the voyage ; the spirit feels itself more free in the
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AFP. I. calamiticB of Frnnch and Indian war with which some of the

provinces long continued to be harassed, contributed to pre-

serve a spirit and habits without which their people would

probably have been unable, in the eighteenth century, to

achieve their independence. In Virginia we have already

seen the preparations elicited by an Indian war, rendered

instrumental to a rebellion against the parent state : and the

annals of New England and New York have shown us nearly

half of the American provinces induced to unite their counsels

and forces in common efforts against the French and their In-

dian allies. If the later settlements of New Jersey and Penn-

sylvania were exempted in some degree from the discipline of

those hardships and difficulties with which the commencement
of all the other settlements was attended,—they were peopl»>d,

in a great degree, by a class of sectaries whose habits and

manners are peculiarly favourable to industry and good morals,

and congenial to the spirit of republican institutions. The
quakers, indeed, have been much more successful in leavening

American society with manners favourable to liberty, than

with principles allied to their own political doctrines.

I'o England, the acquisition of these colonial settlements

was highly advantageous. They enlarged her trade and

revenues ; they aflbrded a boundless field in which her needy

and superfluous population might improve their condition and

dissipate their discontent; and, finally, they created for her a

new nation of friends interested in her happiness and renown,

and of customers, whose growing wants and wealth stimulated

and rewarded the manufacturing industry of her people.

Every British emigrant to North America, by his secession

from his native country, contributed to extend the imitation

of her manners, the popularity of her literature, and the pre-

valence of her language, character, and institutions : and the

British shoot that with so mucli elaborate virtue was grafted

on America, will reflect glory on the parent stem when Britain

herself may sleep in the shadow of a mighty name. All the

nations of Europe derived advantage from the formation of

new country ; new strength is required for llie necessary exertions; and lliesc exer-

tions are animated by success. Where every man lives by iiis own labour, equably

arises, if it did not exist before. Kacli day is frautjht with new experience."

Ilccrcn's Reflections on the l*olitics of Ancient Greece.
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these settlements, which disburdened their territories of great Ai'P

numbers of men, whom the pressure of poverty aggravated by

defective civil institutions, and an aversion to the systems of

their national churches inflamed by ecclesiastical intolerance,

must have rendered either martyrs or rebels in their native

land. The emigration from the continent of Europe, and

especially from Germany, to America, during the greater part

of the eighteenth century, was much more copious than the

emigration from England. To the colonists, the subsistence

of their peculiar connexion with England was likewise attended

with considerable advantage. The acknowledged power and

implied protection of England deterred all other European

powers who were not at war with her from molesting them
;

while their chartered or traditionary constitution opposed

(after the English Revolution) a barrier to gross and open en-

croachments of the parent state herself on the provincial rights

and liberties. As their own strength and resources increased,

the benefit of English protection was proportionally diminished,

while the inconvenience of her commercial restrictions, and of

participation in her politics and wars, was more sensibly

experienced.

A remarkable variety and indistinctness of opinion pre-

vailed, both in England and America, respecting the precise

import of the political relation that united the two countries.

It was at first the maxim of the court, that the crown was the

only member of the British constitution which possessed juris-

diction over the colonies. ^ All the charters were framed in

conformity with this view, except the charter of Pennsylvania.

The colonies were by no means uniform in the sentiments

which they expressed on this subject. They all murmured at

the unjust usurpation of power over them by the British par-

liament, when the navigation laws were passed ; and openly

asserted on various occasions, that an act of the British par-

liament was not obligatory by necessary operation on America.

Yet, in n.any instances, they scrupled not to complain of their

' A bill having: been introduced into tlie House of Commons, in the reign o(

JiUiiL's the 'irst, for rcyulating the American fisheries. Sir Cieorgo Clalvert, the

bccrclary ol stale, conveyed to the Mouse the following iniimalion from the king;
" Aineiica i^ not annexed tr> tlic realm, nor within the jurisdiction of |)arliatnent :

you have therefore no ri^hl to intcrfeiv." Colonial Tract* in Harvard Libiary, iipud

iluhnvs.
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APP. I. incidental grievances to the houses of parhament, and to in-

voke, from time to time, the interposition of parHamentary

authority in their behalf. The New England states alone seem

to have perceived from the first the advantage they might one

day derive from adhering to the maxim, that they were poli-

tically connected only with the king, and not at all with the

parliament; and with singular prudence forbore to solicit

favours even from a parliament by which they were regarded

with especial good will, lest they should seem to sanction par-

liamentary interference in their concerns. When the parlia-

ment enjoyed but an occasional existence, and was frequently,

indeed generally, opposed to the court, the English monarchs

resolutely maintained their exclusive jurisdiction over the co-

lonies. When the parliament acquired greater power and sta-

bility, it compelled both the court and the colonies to acknow-

ledge its supreme legislatorial jurisdiction. The colonists mur-

mured against the trade laws : they frequently evaded these

obnoxious regulations ; and many persons still maintained that

the parliament had no right to impose them. This opinion con-

tinued to prevail,^ and would have been more generally and

openly asserted, if the colonists had been less overawed by

the power of England, or had received encouragement from

the crown. But the English lulnisters were now always (by

a necessity of the cons^tution) possessed of a commanding

majority in parliament, and found it easier and safer to act

through the instrumentality of this organ, than through a pre-

rogative employed on a number of distant provincial assem-

blies. The revolution of 1688 established firnly the supreme

power of the parliament, and consequently the submission of

America to its legislative control. No taxation of the colo-

nies was practically attempted by the parliament, except what

arose from the regulation of commerce ; but an abstract right

of indefinite taxation was repeatedly declared, and a power

was assumed to alter the American charters, or at least to

modify the constitutions which these charters had created.

There was one point, indeed, in which the relation of the co-

lonies to the royal prerogative seemed still to be acknow-

ledged. It was not to the House of Lords, or to any of the

' Sec the statement of Colonel Nicholson, cited in Note Xl\\ at the end of the

volume.
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ordinary tribunals of England, that appeals were carried from app. I.

the judgments of American courts, but to the king in coun-
" '

cil ; and it was the same organ that enjoyed tiie power of

modifying and rescinding the provincial laws which were

deemed repugnant to English jurisprudence.^

Yielding not to conviction but to necessity,—overawed by

the streno;th of Britain,—and hampered by the dangerous vici-

nity of the French in Canada,—the colonists submitted to the

power of parliament, and rendered to it even that degree of

voluntary acknowledgment which may be inferred from nu-

merous petitions for the redress of grievances.' Yet the sub-

mission actually obtained, was yielded with undisguised re-

luctance ; and the pretensions by which that submission

might in after times be extended, were regarded with the most

jealous apprehension. So early as the year 1696, a pamphlet

was published in England, recommending the parliamentary

imposition of a domestic tax on one of the colonies. This

was immediately answered by two other publicatior.s, in which

the power of taxing the colonies was expressly denied to a

parliament in which they were not represented.^

There were various particulars in the supremacy that was

exercised and the policy that was pursued by the parent state,

that were offensive to the colonists, and regarded by them as

humiliating badges of dependence. The royal prerogative

that was exerted in the nomination of certain of the provin-

cial governors, not only created discontent in the provinces

which were thus debarred from a privilege enjoyed by the m-
habitants of the other states, but excited in these others a

1 Lord Mansfield repeatedly pronounced that it was within the competency of the

English court of King s Bench to send a wrii of habeas corpus into America ; but he

declared that this was a power which could rarely if ever be exercised with propriety.

Stokes on the Constitution of the British Colonies.
* When they became more wealthy and powerful, and found that the parliameat

was about to usurp their domestic taxation, they refrained from sending petitions to

it, and presented them only to the king— See Franklin's Works ;—and at length

boldly revived the ancient maxim, " that the king, and not the king, lords, and com-
mons collectively, is their sovereign ; and that the king with (heir respective assem-

blies is their only legislator." Ibid. Thus the Americans, in contending for their

independence, finally took their stand on a principle originally introduced by despotic

princes, and intended to secure the subjection of the colonies to arbitrary government

and royal prerogative.

3 Gordon's Hist, of the United States. " The pamphlets against taxation (said

Lord Camden in his speech in the House of Lords, April, 1766) were much read,

and no answer was given to them, no censure passed upon them ; nor were men
startled at the doctrine." Ibid.
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A PP. 1. continual apprehension of being levelled in this respect with

the condition of their neio-hbours. The manner too, in which

this branch of the royal prerogative was frequently exercised,

tended to render it additionally disagreeable. It was no less

the interest than the duty of the parent state, that the provin-

cial viceroys whom she appointed should be men whose talents

and characters were 6tted to communicate impressions of the

dignity of her supreme dominion and the benevolence of her

superintending care. Yet the general practice of the English

ministers was to commit the royal governments to needy de-

pendents, whose chief aim was to repair a shattered fortune,

and to recommend themselves to their patrons by a headlong

zeal for the assertion of every real or pretended prerogative of

the crown. ^ In thus partially straining and illiberally exer-

cising her power, the parent state adopted towards the colo-

nies a policy at once unjust, oftensive, and inefficient. It

would perhaps have been more politic to have usurped the ap-

pointment of all the provincial governors, and to have be-

stowed these offices on men of splendid rank and fortune,

salaried by the crown, and capable of maintaining in the pro-

vinces the appearance of a court. The transportation of

felons to America, was also a practice of the British govern-

inent which the lapse of time rendered increasingly offensive

to the colonists. We have seen the assembly of Maryland,

as early as the year 1676, endeavour to obstruct the stream of

vicious and profligate example which was thus directed by the

parent state among the labouring classes of her colonial sub-

jects. The assembly of Pennsylvania made an attempt to

discourage the importation of convicts into its territory by im-

posing a duty of five pounds on every convict that should be

imported. But it was not till a later period that the practice

excited general disapprobation in America. So pressing in

most places was the demand for labourers, that their moral

character and the terms on which they were obtained, were

considerations to which the planters had not leisure to attend.

Nay, in some instances, felons were not the only involuntary

' Sir William Keith's Hist, of Virginia. Williamson's North Carolina. We
have already seen abundant confirmation of the testimony of these writers in tiie his-

tories of Virginia, New York, and New Jersey. See the observations on the general

effect of the English Revolution on the American colonies, at the close of the history

of Virginia, Book I. chap. iii. ante.
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emigrants from England whose labour they appropriated. It ai>p

became at one time a common practice for captains of vessels

to entice ignorant persons, by flattering promises of wealth

and preferment- to accompany them to America, where they

had no sooner arrived, than they were sold as bondsmen to

defray the cost of their passage and entertainment. So

early as the year 168G an order of council^ was issued for the

prevention of this practice. In process of time all the pro-

vincial governments and all the respectable inhabitants of

the provinces united in petitioning the British government

to discontinue the practice of sending felons to America :'-

but their complaints of this evil, as well as of the continued

importation of additional negro slaves, experienced the most

contemptuous disregard. " Very early," says an American

writer, " it had been the fashion to suppose that the colonists,

by emigrating, had lost a portion of their dignity, and that at

best they should be regarded only as an inferior order of

Englishmen whose duty it was to labour for the glory and

advancement of the nation." ^ One consequence that appears

to have resulted from this arbitrary and degrading treatment,

was the existence of very general ignorance or very illiberal

prejudices, with regard to the social condition of North

America, in the minds of all classes of people in England.'*

Though persons connected with the colonies, by commerce or

otherwise, might entertain juster notions of their condition, it

is certain that till a very late period these territories were

commonly regarded in England as wild inhospitable deserts,

infested by savages and beasts of prey, and cultivated only by

criminals or by kidnapped negroes and Europeans. Though
Bishop Berkeley prophesied a destiny of unequalled splendour

> This document is preserved in the British Museum. The system of inveigling

and kidnapping was not confined to England. It was carried on to a great extent

in Suabia and other German cantons by Dutch factors, whom Raynal asserts to have

been hired by the British government. British Settlements in America.

Young persons of blighted reputation, or feeble understanding, were sometimes

conveyed by their friends to the American plantations, in order to bury memorials of

familj^ disgrace. Benjamin, the eldest son of the poet Waller, appeanng deficient in

capacity, was disinherited by his father, and sent to New Jersey. Johnson's Life of

Waller.
' An American patriot humorously proposed that a reciprocal t*tinsportation of

American rattle-snakes to England should in equity be indulged to tlie colonists.

Franklin's Memoirs.
3 Burk's Hist, of Virginia.

* Preface to Smith's New York. See Note XIX. at the end of the volume.

:
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AFP. I. to this region, in his " Verses on the prospect of planting arts

and literature in America," and though 'ihorason celebrated

the happiness of the colonies, and their subservience to the

greatness of the British empire/ the encomiastic strains of

these writers were more than counteracted by the sarcastic

and opprobrious imputations which were circulated by other

and more popular authors." The conquest of Louisburg from

the French in 1745,—an enterprise originally projected by the

wisdom, and n^amly accomplished by the vigour, of the go-

vernment of Massachusetts,—was the circumstance that first

prepared the people of England to receive more just impres-

sions of the dignity and importance of the American pro-

vinces.

But no particular of the treatment which the colonists

experienced from England during the early part of their con-

nexion with her, was so generally offensive to them as the re-

i)„.'

" Lo ! swarming o'er the new-discovered world,

Gay colonies extend ; the calm retreat

Of undeserved distress

• Bound by social freedom, firm they rise
;

Of Britain's empire the support and strength."

Thomson.
' Smollett alludes to the colonies of North America in the following strain— " The

guUeys of France abound with abbes ; and many templars may be found in our Ame-

rican plantatinns." Count Fathom. Among the bad company assembled at Batli,

the same writer enumerates " planters, negro drivers, and hucksters from our Ame-
rican plantations." Humphrey Clinker. " Our people," he adds, "have a strange

itch to colonize America, when the uncultivated parts of our own island might bo

settled to greater advantage." Ibid. Fielding sends his hero Jonathan Wild to for-

tify his vice and villany in Virginia ; and in various other allusions to the colonies

always represents them as the suitable refuge of deserved distress. In Reed's farce

of The Register Office, a miserable Irishman is exhibited as on the point of being tre-

panned to America, to be there sold as a slave. A similar scene is depicted in Gold-

smith's Vicar of Wakefield, where an unfortunate man of letters is nearly kidnapped

by an insidious offer of being appointed "Secretary to an embassy from the Synod
of Pennsylvania, to the Chickesaw Indians." Even in this author's poem, The

Traveller, where the expulsion of an English peasant and his family from their home
is represented as an ordinary consequence of the pride and luxury of English landlords,

the exiles are supposed to find a tenfold addition to their woes in North America.

Nay, this strain seems not yet to have ceased ; and the grief of " heart-sick exiles
"

in America has been deplored by Sir Walter Scott in the nineteenth century. Since

the time when Waller and Marvell eulogised the tranquil retreat of Bermudas, I am
not aware that any other British poets but Thomson, Mrs. Barbauld, Joanna Baillie,

Campbell, and Lord Byron, have celebrated the happy scenes and circumstances of

American life. Joanna Baillie's " Legend of Christopher Columbus," is the

grandest poetical tribute ever rendered to America and America's discoverer. There

IS more of pathos than of animation in the strain in which my revered and amiable

kinsman, the late author of " The Sabbath," has, in that delightful poem, depicted

the feelings of Scottish settlers in America. Emigrants mav entertain, not properly

a regretful, but a fond and even melancholy remembrance of their native land, amid
scenes and circumstances far happier than that land could afford them.
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strictions she imposed upon their trade and industry. This Al'P. i.

system not only disgusted them by its injustice, but seems
in some instances to have perverted their own sentiments and
infected their counsels with a corresponding; strain of selfish

illiberality. In some of the commercial ordinances that were

enacted by the colonists, we may discern the reflection of that

narrow and grasping spirit that pervaded ihe policy of the

parent state ;—a defensive or vindictive reaction of the illiberal

principles to whose operation they were themselves exposed.

An act of the assembly of Virginia, in 1680, imposed a duty

on all tobacco exported from, and on all emigrants imported

into the colony in vessels not belonging to Virginian owners.

By an ordinance of Massachusetts a tonnage duty was im-

posed on all ships casting anchor in any port within its juris-

diction, excepting vessels owned by inhabitants of the state.

A similar duty was imposed by the assembly of Rhode Island,

in the year 1704, on all vessels not wholly owned by inha-

bitants of this colony. In 1709, the legislature of New York
imposed a tonnage duty on every vessel of which one-half did

not belong to citizens of this state. By a law of Maryland, in

1715, the duties imposed on the importation of negroes,

servants, and liquors, were declared not to extend to such as

were imported in vessels whose owners were all residents in

the province. In the same province, it had been enacted,

eleven years before, that debts due to English bankrupts

might not be collected till security were given that the claims

of provincial creditors on the bankrupt's estate should first be

wholly discharged.^ Even the Pennsylvanians, who in this

respect professed a more liberal consideration of the claims of

foreign creditors than any of the other provincial communities,

passed a law for securing priority of payments from the estates

of bankrupts to the inhabitants of their own province. Among
other apologies for this policy with regard to the recovery of

debts (which obtained a general prevalence throughout the

colonies) it has been urged, with unquestioned and perhaps

unquestionable accuracy, that the planters were commonly

treated with great illiberality by the merchants to whom they

• In the history of Maryland we have already seen the first instance of a law dis-

abling all settlers from enjoying provincial offices till by residence for a term of years

they had become completely colonists.

VOL. II. E E
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API'. I. consigned their produce in England,—who took advantage of

their necessities, while the sales of provincial produce were in

suspense, to lend them money at exorbitant interest, and on

the security of their mortgaged plantations.* Almost all the

American planters and merchants were continually in debt to

their English correspondents ; and so partial was the parent

state to their interests, that in the year 1758 she prohibited

the province of Massachusetts from adopting the bankrupt

law of England, lest its operation should be perverted to the

injury of English creditors of American debtors. In 1701, the

assembly of South Carolina imposed a duty of three farthings

a skin on hides exported by the colonists in their own ships,

but double this amount if the exports were loaded in English

vessels^—a distinction against which the English commis-

sioners of plantations remonstrated, as an unjust discourage-

ment of the commerce of England.* The Virginian act of

1680 had provoked similar remonstrances from the same

quarter,—and made the British nation feel, that to practise in-

justice is to teach a lesson that often returns to plague the

inventor.

In the year 1696, King William erected a new and stand-

ing council at London, of which the members were entitled the

Lords Commissioners for Trade and Plantations. The go-

vernors of all the American provinces were required to main-

tain correspondence with this board, and to transmit to it the

journals of their councils and assemblies, the accounts of the

collectors of customs, and similar documents and articles of

official intelligence. This requisition was obeyed by the go-

vernors who derived their functions from royal appointment,

but met with very little attention in those colonies of which

the governors were appointed by the people. In the year

1714, the attorney-general of England (Northey) informed

the English ministers that it was not in their power to punish

this neglect, and advised them to apply to parliament for an

> See Note XX. at the end of the volume.

* In the year 1718, an act of the assembly of South Carolina imposed a heavy

duty on all British manufactures imported info this province. Similar acts were

passed at the same time by the legislatures of Massachusetts and New York. They
were all repealed by the command of George the First. Ilcwit. Hutchinson. Smith's

New York.
» Abridg. Laws of Virginia. New England Ordinances Abridg. Laws of Rhode

Island. Lawsof New York. Laws of Maryland. Oldmixon. Chalmers.
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commis-

act commanding nil the colonies to submit their laws to royal Al'P. i.

revision. This recommendation, however, was not adopted :

and a report of the lords commissioners, in the year 1733, sets

forth that " Rhode Island and Connecticut, being charter

governments, hold little or no correspondence with our office,

and we are very little informed of what is doing in these go-

vernments ; they not being under any obligation to return

authentic copies of their laws to the crown for disallowance,

or to give any account of their proceedings." *

There was a considerable variety iu the civil and political

constitutions of the several provinces at the commencement of

the eighteenth century. In Maryland and Pennsylvania, the

property of the soil, and the administration of the executive

power, belonged to one or more proprietaries. This was also

the situation of the Carolinas, and New Jersey, till the sur-

render of their proprietary jurisdictions; when the soil be-

longed to the proprietaries, and the executive power to the

crown. In Massachusetts, the property of the soil was vested

in the people and their representatives, and the executive

power was .exercised by the crown. In Virginia and New
York, both the soil and the executive authority belonged to

the crown. In Connecticut and Rhode Island, both the soil

and every function of government were vested in the corpora-

tion of the freemen of the colony. These distinctions pro-

moted frequent disputes respecting boundaries, in which the

crown was thought, and not without reason, to favour the

claims of those states wherein its power was largest, and the

quit-rents were subservient to the royal revenue. But they

exercised a more beneficial influence upon the colonists, in

prompting them to canvass and discuss the merits of those

systems of municipal authority, of which so great a variety

was exhibited to their view,—and thus promoting among them

a constant and animating circulation of political sentiment

'

> Anderson's Hist, and Chronol. Deduct, of the Origin of Commerce. Chalmers.

As a remedy for the defective correspondence which was anticipated between the

colonies and the board of trade, an act of parliament was passed in 1696, declaring

(in conformity with the colonial charters), " that all by-laws, usages, and customs,

which shall be in practice in any of the plantations, repugnant to any law madv in

the kingdom relative to the said plantations, shall be void and of no eilect."

E j: 2
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Ai'P. I. and opinion. All the provinces were nearly on the same foot-

ing in respect of the structure of that important organ of

liberty,—their representative assemblies.

No encouragement seems ever to have been afforded by the

British government to the cultivation of science or literature

in the American provinces, except in the solitary instance of

a donation by William and Mary, in aid of the college which

took its name from them in Virginia. ' The policy of the parent

state in this respect was thus delineated by one of the royal

governors in the beginning of the eighteenth century :
—" As

to tho college erected in Virginia, and other designs of the

like nature which have been proposed for the encouragement

of learning, it is only to be observed in general that although

great advantages may accrue to the mother state both from

the labour and luxury of its plantations, yet they will pro-

bably be mistaken who imagine that the advancement of

literature and the improvement of arts and sciences in our

American colonies can be of any service to the British state." ^

We have already beheld the instructions that were given to

the royal governors by the British court, both prior and sub-

sequent to the revolution of 1688, to restrain the exercise of

printing within their jurisdictions. Many laws were enacted

in New England, after that event, for enlarging the literary

privileges and honours of Harvard college ; but they were all

abolished by the British government. *

The first printing-press employed in North America, was

established in Massachusetts in the year 1638. It was not

till half a century later that printing commenced in any other

part of British America. In 1686, a printing-press was
established in Pennsylvania ; in 1693, at New York ; in

1709, in Connecticut ; in 1726, in Maryland; in 1729, in

' Dartmoullj college in New Ilampsliire, which was founded in the year 1769,
received, indeed, some patronage from the Itritish monarch, Cieorgetho Tliird. IJut

the object of royal patronage on this occasion, was not the improvement of the colo-

nists, but the instruction of the Indians.
a Sir William Keith's History of Virginia. I have termed Keith a royal governor.

He was, it is true, the governor of a proprietary settlement, I'ennsylvania. But all

these governors were now approved by the crown ; and Keith's nomination, in con-
seiiuenceof NViiliam i'enn's mental incapacity at tlie time, proceeded altogether from
the crown.

> Holmes.
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Virginia; and in 1730, in South Carolina. Previous to the APP. i.

year 1740, more printing was performed in Massachusetts

than in all the other colonics together. From 1760 till the

commencement of the revolutionary war, the quantities of

printing executed in Boston and Philadelphia were nearly the

same. The first North American newspaper was published at

Boston, by Campbell, a Scotchman, the provincial postmaster,

in 1704. The second made its appearance in the same city

in 1719; and in the same year, the third was published in

Philadelphia. In 1725, New York, for the first time, pub-

lished a newspaper; in 1732, Rhode Island obtained the same

advantage; and after this, similar journals were gradually in-

troduced into the other colonies. ^

The press, in America, was no where entirely free from legal

restraint till about the year 1755. In 1723, James Franklin

was prohibited by the governor and council of Massachusetts

from publishing T/ie New England Cuurant, without previously

submitting its contents to the revision of the secretary of the

province; and in 1754, one Fowle was imprisoned by the

House of Assembly of the same province, on suspicion of having

printed a pamphlet containing reflections on some members of

the government. After the year 1730, no officer seems to

have been appointed in Massachusetts to exercise a particular

control over the press ; but prior to that period, the imprimatur

of a licenser was inscribed on many of the New England pub«

lications. The first post-ofiice created by British authority in

North America was established by act of parliament in the

year 1710.8

A country where labour was so dear, and proprietors of

land so numerous as in North America, might, not unreason-

ably, be supposed peculiarly favourable to the growth of a

skilful and economical system of husbandry. While the dear-

ness of labour restrained expensive cultivation,—the general

diffusion of the ownership of land, enhanced and multiplied

•-,

> John Dunton, in the prospectus of the journal which he began to publish at Lon-

don, in 1696, states, that tlicre were then but eight newspa|)ers pubhshcil iuKiigland.

None were published in Scotland till after the accession of VVilliani and Mary.
3 Isaiah Thomas's Hist, of Printing in America. Holmes. Collections of the

Massachusetts Hist. Soc.
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APP. 1. the incitciments to industry. But the influence of these

causes was counteracted by the cheapness and abundance of

land, and the vast forests with which the whole country was

covered. Every man possessed land enough to afford him

a sufficient subsistence by the simplest and coarsest agricul-

tural process ; and a great deal of industry was absorbed in

the operation of disencumbering the ground of wood. Rota-

tion of crops, and the art of manuring, obtained little regard

from farmers whom the woodman's axe supplied with continual

accessions of fresh and fertile soil, to replace the portions that

had been fatigued by culture. Although every one of the

settlements already possessed numerous substantial edifices

of brick and stone, yet, from the dearness of labour and the

abundance of wood, the greater number of dwelling-houses

were every where constructed of this material,—a practice

which was prolonged till a very late period by the erroneous

notion, that wooden houses contributed a better defence than

stone buildings against the humidity of the atmosphere.^

In every state of society, we may discern the operation of

a levelling principle which restricts or counteracts the beneficial

influence of favourable circumstances, and mitigates or com-

pensates the pressure of circumstances unfavourable to human
happiness anj prosperity. Density of population and the

convergence of wealth and power in a few hands, promote the

division, the neatness, and the mechanical perfection of labour.

Where wealth and population, on the contrary, are dispersed,

and equality of rights prevails, the dearness of labour and the

scarcity and independence of labourers obstruct the division

of employments ; ev6ry man is constrained to dispense as far

as possible with hired service, and,—doing almost every thing

for himself,—to do much in an inferior and imperfect style. In

old and crowded societies, where aristocratical institutions

prevail, hired labour produces the most elegant commodities

and ministrations to the employers of the labouring classes

:

in thinly peopled and improving communities, devoid of aris-

' Mr. Jefferson was tlie first who attempted to combat this error of his countrymen,
in liis " Notes on Virginia." In 1692, the legislature of Massachusetts enacted that

no building, exceeding certain dimensions, sliould be erected in Boston, but of stone

or biick, and covered witii slate or tile. Holmes.
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tocratical institutions, it produces most advantage to the APP. i.

labourers themselves ; and of course in the latter, the general

destination of mankind to labour is a circumstance more pro-

pitious to human happiness, than in the former. But in

crowded and aristocratical states, the elegance which the

wealthy and privileged classes are enabled to enjoy, from their

own leisure and the cheapness and perfection of hired labour,

descends by imitation to the labourers themselves, and tends

to refine the accommodations of their comparatively meagre

estate : while in communities thinly peopled and unacquainted

with aristocratical distinctions, the rich have less leisure for

the cultivation of refinement, and the poor are strangers to

that dependence which begets imitation. When labour is

cheap, and labourers consequently much dependent on their

employers, only neatness and economy can enaV'e them to

enjoy comfort ; social progression is slow ; the labourer is

more likely to succeed in embellishing his actual condition

than in rising beyond it ; and refinement of habits and man-

ners, aided by the strong influence of imitation, is generally

proportioned to advancement of condition. Where labour is

dear, and dependence and aristocratical distinctions unknown,

a great deal of coarse comfort may consist with neglect of

neatness and economy ; the very richness of the rewards of

labour supplies a strong temptation to indolence and sensuality,

which frequently overpowers the attractive hope of advance-

ment ; and from the absence at once of models consecrated

by public homage, and of a disciplined spirit of imitation, en-

largement of estate is often greatly disproportioned to the

polish and improvement of manners, tastes, and accom 'da-

tions. Inelegant ease and slovenly plenty are said to iave

characterized the manners and circumstances of a considerable

portion of the colonists of North America, and especially of

the middle and southern states. This reproach has doubtless

been greatly exaggerated : and even those who must be

esteemed its unexceptionable supporters have acknowledged

tlie restriction which it has derived from the influence of pu-

ritan, quaker, and latterly of methodist and Moravian manners.

The cultivation of the spirit and principles of Christianity is

tlie most certain and the purest process that can be cm))loyed
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APr. I. for the refinement of human tastes, manners, and habits. It is

religion alone, which,—teaching mankind duly to appreciate

the dignity and felicity of their lot,—preserves them from

that worst of all evils, the abuse of blessings; causes the

sentiment of liberty to impart elevation without arrogance,

and the possession of wealth to refine without relaxing the

springs of exertion.

America has owed to Europe not only a race of civilized

men, but a breed of domestic animals. Oxen, horses, and

sheep, were introduced by the English, French, Dutch, and

Swedes, into their respective settlements. Bees were imported

by the English. The Indians, who had never seen these

insects before, gave them the name of English Jiies ; and used

to say to each other when a swarm of bees appeared in the

woods, " Brothers, it is time for us to decamp, for the white

people are coming." ^

Every one of the provinces beheld the Indian tribes, by

which it was surrounded, melt away more or less rapidly under

the influence of a civilized neighbourhood. In none of the

provinces (with the exception, perhaps, of South Carolina)

were wars undertaken against that unfortunate race for the

sake of conquest *, yet none of the colonies whose history we
have hitherto traced, except New Jersey and Pennsylvania,

were able to avoid altogether a contest, of which the issue

was always unfavourable to the Indians. Virginia was the

only province of which the soil had been occupied without a

previous purchase from the Indians ; and in South Carolina

alone had the treatment which these savages experienced from

an English provincial government, been justly chargeable with

defect of forbearance, and humanity. The hostile aggressions

of the Indians were provoked not only by their own jealousy

of the rapid progress of the colonial settlements, but by inju-

ries which they sustained from particular individuals among

the colonists, and which their political maxims and habits

taught them to avenge by reprisals against the whole comrau-

' Kalm. Morse, Art. Kentucky. Oldmixon asserts (2d edit.) that America had

neither rats nor mice till the arrival of the European vessels. In the year 1701, a

few camels were imported into \'irginia in certain vessels from Guinea : but the

attempt to rear a breed of these animals in the colony proved unsuccessful. Old-

mixon. Wynne.
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nity to which these individuals were reputed to belong. The app. i.

back settlements of all the provinces, on account of their re-

moteness from the seats of justice, were naturally resorted to

by the most worthless and disorderly classes of the emigrant

population,— by fugitive felons and idle vagabond,s whose
behaviour to their savage neighbours did not always coincide

with the laws of natural equity. Scorning to complain of

such wrongs, and unaccustomed to a limited or discriminative

revenge, the Indians were too frequently incited by these pri-

vate quarrels to general hostilities, which invariably termi-

nated in their own discomfiture and destruction. But the

friendship of the colonists commonly proved no less fatal than

their hostilities to the Indians. The taste for spirituous

liquors, which they communicated, was indulged by the sa-

vages with a passion that amounted to frenzy ; and the

European diseases which they imported, both from peculiari-

ties in the constitution of the Indians, and from the unskilful

treatment occasioned by their inexperience of such maladies,

were productive of a havoc among the tribes that far out-

stripped all the power of human hostility. The peculiar mor-

tality which the small-pox produced among the Indians has

been ascribed by some writers to their practice of anointing

themselves with bears' grease, in order to repel the attacks of

noxious insects in summer, and to exclude the extreme cold of

winter,— which is supposed to have repressed the cutaneous

eruption requisite to a favourable issue of the distemper.

Guided, in this instance, by their own sensations, the Indians

anticipated the Europeans in the use of the cold regimen in

small-pox ; and the mortality that the disorder occasioned

among them was at first erroneously ascribed to this practice.^

Even the acquired relish for superior comforts and finer luxu-

ries, which might have been expected to lead the Indians to

more civilized modes of life, was productive of an opposite

effect, and tended to confirm them in savage habits ; as those

luxuries were now generally tendered to them in exchange for

the peltry which they procured by hunting. Almost all the

Indian tribes were engaged in wars with each other j and all

' Kalm.
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Arp. I. were eager to obtain the new instruments of destruction which

the superior science of the Europeans had created. Wield-

ing this improved machinery of death with the same rage and

fury that had characterised their previous warfare with less

efficacious weaponc,—^their mutual hostilities were rendered

additionally destructive by the communication of an invention

which, among civilized nations, has shortened the duration

and diminished the carnage of war. But as the intercourse

of mankind with each other must always be mutually bene-

ficial or mutually injurious, the Europeans themselves incurred

the most serious disadvantage from their association with the

Indians. Besides the misery and desolation produced by the

sanguinary hostilities of these savages, the fraud, the vice, in-

justice, and hazard incident to the Indian trade, depraved the

manners and debased the disposition and character of almost

all the colonists who engaged in it.

At the close of the seventeenth century the Indian tribes

of New England could still muster 10,000 fighting men ;
^

those of New York, 1,000; and those of Virginia, 600. There

were 6,000 Indians altogether in Pennsylvania; 4,000 in

North Carolina ;
probably as many in South Carolina ; 3,000

in Maryland ; and only 200 in New Jersey.*^

The danger which the European colonists must have in-

curred during the infancy of their settlements from a coalition

between their negro slaves and the Indians, was obviated by

the violent dislike and antipathy which long prevailed be-

tween these two degenerate races. The gentle and effeminate

Indians of South America were regarded from the first with

' When Connecticut was first settled, there were computed to be 20,000 Indians

within its boundaries alone. Trumbull. In Gookin's " Historical Collections of

the Indians in New England," some illustration is afforded of the rapid decline

which these tribes sustained during the short interval between the settlement of the

New England states and the year 1674. The Pequods were reduced from 4,000 to

300 warriors ; the Narragansetts, from 3,000 to 1,000 ; the Pawtuckets, from

3,000 to 250 ; the Massachusetts (who have given their name to the principal state

in New England), from 3,000 to 300 ; and the Pawkunnakuts, a tnbe which had
formerly numbered 3,000 warriors, was almost entirely extinct. Collections of the

Alassachusetts Hist. Soc.
' Oldmixon. Warden. The most accurate, I believe, and certainly the most

interesting picture of Indian manners tliat exists in the English language, is con-

tained in that admirable production of learning and genius, Southey's History of

Brazil.
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scorn and disdain by the negro slaves of the Spaniards ; and app. i.

the freer and hardier Indians of North America demonstrated

the fiercest aversion and contempt for the negroes imported

into the settlements of the English. ^

* Soon after the middle of the eighteenth century, intermarriages began to take

J
lace between the negroes and the declining remnant of the Indian communitet in

lassachusetts ; and " the mixed race increased in numbers, and improved in tem-

perance and industry." Coll. Mass. Hist. Soc. About thirty years after, the his-

torian of the Moravian Missions observes, that " the Negroes and Indians intermarry

'vithout any scruple." Loskiel.
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NOTES
TO

THE SECOND VOLUME.

NOTE I. Page 50.

The following may serve as a specimen of these articles of com-
plaint, and of the answers they received :

—" IV. As no laws can
be repealed but by the assembly, it desired to know if the proprie-

tary intended to annul a clause in the act for bringing tobacco to

towns?" Answer. "The proprietary does not intend to annul
the clause mentioned without an act of repeal." " V. The attor-

ney-general oppresses the people." Answer. " If such proceed-

ings have been practised, the law is open against the offender, who
is not countenanced by government." *' VI. Certain persons,

under a pretended authority from some militia officers, have
pressed provisions in time of peace." Answer. *' We know of no
such offenders ; but, when informed of them, we shall proceed
against them according to law and matter of fact." *' VII. The
late adjournment of the provincial court to the last Tuesday in

January is a time most incommodious to the people." Answer.
" At the request of the lower house, they will adjourn the provin-

cial court by proclamation."— Chalmers. Why Chalmers, who is

generally displeased even with the more reasonable and moderate
assertors of American liberty, should term this ebullition of ill

temper and nonsense *' a spirited representation of grievances," I

am at a loss to discover. But perhaps no other writer has ever

combined such elaborate research of facts with such temerity of

opinion and such glaring inconsistency of sentiment, as the " Po-
litical Annals" of this writer display. The inhabitants of America,
though little beholden to his respect for their rights or their cha-

racter, owe the most important elucidation of their history to his

industrious researches. Some of the particulars of his own early

history may perhaps account for the peculiarities of his American
politics. A Scotsman by birth, he had emigrated to Maryland,
and was settled at Baltimore as a lawyer, when the revolutionary
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contest (in wlucli he adhered to the royal cause), blasted all hk
prospects, and compelled him to take refuge in England, where

his unfortunate loyalty, and distinguished attainments, procured

him a respectable appointment from the Board of Trade. The
first (and only) volume of his Annals was composed while he hoped
that the royal cause would yet prevail in America, and was in-

tended to be the apology of his party. Though too honourable

wilfully to misrepresent facts, he was frequently too much under

the influence of prejudice to regard and appreciate them fairly.

His labours were discontinued when the cause and party to which
they were devoted had evidently perished. Though a strong vein

of Toryism pervades all his pages, he is at times unable to restrain

an expression of indignant contempt at particular instances of tiie

conduct of the king«« and ministers, whose general policy he labours

to vindicate.

NOTE II. Page 85.

That a gift will blind the discernment even of the wise, and
pervert the words even of the just, is an assurance conveyed to us

by unerring wisdom, and confirmed by examples among which
even the name of Locke must be enrolled. If no gift could be

more seducing than the deference and admiration with which

Shaftesbury graced his other bounties to Locke,—no blindness could

well be greater than that which veiled the eyes, and perverted the

sentiments of the philosopher with respect to the conduct and
character of his patron. In his memoirs of this profligate politician,

not less fickle in his friendships than furious in his enmities, and
who alternately inflamed and betrayed every faction in the state,

—Locke holds him up as a mirror of worth and patriotism ; de-

claring that, in a mild yet resolute constancy, he was equalled by
few and exceeded by none ; and that, while liberty endures, his

glory will mock the assaults of envy and the ravages of time.

While Locke reprobates the selfish ambition and elaborate fraud

and duplicity with which Monk endeavoured to the last to obtain

for himself the vacant dignity of Cromwell,—he is totally insensi-

ble to any other feature than the ability of the more successful

manoeuvres by which Shaftesbury outwitted the less dexterous

knave, and at length forced him to concur in promoting the Res-

toration. Locke has vaunted the profound sagacity with which
Shaftesbury could penetrate the character, and acquire an empire

over the talents and understanding of every person he conversed

with. For his own vindication, it is necessary to regard himself, in

this performance, as exemplifying the influence which he has

ascribed to the object of his panegyric. When occasion required

it, Shaftesbury could assume a virtue to which his talent lent a

degree of efficacy that commanded universal admiration. When
he was appointed to preside in the Court of Chancery, he was un-
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acquainted witli law, and had grown grey in the practice of fraud

and intrigue. Yet, in the discharge of the functions of this office,

he is acknowledged to have combined the genius of Bacon with

the integrity of More ; and the satisfaction that was derived from
the legal soundness of his decrees, was surpassed only by the

respect that was entertained for the lofty impartiality of his judicial

conduct. It seems, indeed, surprising that the two most ambitious

politicians that have ever appeared in Great Britain, Wolsey and
Shaftesbury, should have ciistinguishcd themselves so highly by
the probity and wisdom with which they administered the functions

of judges m a court of equity.

Among other marks of confidence bestowed by Shaftesbury on
Locke, he employed him to choose a wife for his son, whose early

marriage he anxiously desired ; as the feebleness of the young
man's constitution gave him cause to apprehend the extinction of

his family. Locke, undismayed by the nice and numerous requi-

sites which Shaftesbury directed him to combine in the object of

his choice,—fulfilled this delicate duty to his patron's satisfaction ;

and afterwards accepted the office of tutor to the eldest male off-

spring of the marriage, who signalized himself as the author of the
" Characteristics." (Life of Locke, prefixed to the folio edition of

his Works).
Shaftesbury was able to infect Locke with all his own real or

pretended suspicions of the catholics; and, even when the philo-

sopher could not refrain from censuring the severity and intolerance

of the protestants, he expressed his regret that they should be
found capable of " such popish practices." Not less unjust and
absurd was Lord Russell's declaration, that massacring men in

cool blood was so like a practice of the papists, that he could not

but abhor it; and Lord Bacon's remark, that poisoning was
a popish trick. When Locke undertook to legislate for Carolina,

he produced ecclesiastical constitutions not more, and political

regulations far less favourable to human liberty and happiness,

than those which had been previously established by a catholic

legislator in Maryland.
Mr. Fox is much puzzled to account for Locke's friendship with

Shaftesbury, and has attempted it very unsuccessfully.

It is strange that we should be obliged to prefer the testimony of

an unprincipled satirist to that of an upright philosopher. Yet
Dryden's character of " Achitophel " is undoubtedly the justest

and most masterly representation of Shaftesbury that has ever been

produced by friend or foe. So much more powerful is affection

than enmity, in deluding the fancy and seducmg the judgment

!
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NOTE III. Page 161.

Founders of ancient colonies have sometimes been deified by
their successors. New York is perhaps the only commonwealth
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whose founders liavc been covered with ridicule from the same
quarter. It is impossible to read the ingenious and diverting ro-

mance entitled " Knickerbocker's History of New York," without

wishing that the author had put either a little more or a little less

truth into it ; and that his talent for humour and sarcasm had found

another subject than the dangers, hardships, and virtues, of the

ancestors of his national family. It must be unfavourable to

patriotism, to connect historical recollections with ludicrous asso-

ciations : but the genius of Mr. Irving has done this so effectually,

that it is difficult for his readers to behold the names of Wouter
Van Twiller, of Corlear, and of Peter Stuyvesant, without a smile;

or to see the free and happy colonists of New York enslaved by
the forces of a despot, without a sense of ridicule that abates the

resentment which mjustice should excite, and the sympathy which
is due to misfortune. Yet Stuyvesant was a gallant and generous

man : and Corlear softened the miseries of war, and mitigated

human enmity and suffering by his benevolence. Stuyvesant

appears (see Miller's Retrospect of the Eighteenth Century) to

have possessed an additional claim on the courtesy of a man of

letters, derived from the respectability of his own attainments in

literature. If this writer had confined his ridicule to the wars, or

rather bloodless bufTetings and squabbles of the Dutch and the

Swedes, his readers would have derived more unreproved enjoy-

ment from his performance. Probably my discernment of the un-

suitableness of Mr. Irving's mirth, is quickened by a sense of per-

sonal wrong ; as I cannot help feeling that he has by anticipation

ridiculed my topic and parodied my narrative. If Sanclio Panza
had been a real governor, misrepresented by the prior wit of Cer-

vantes, his posterior historian would have found it no easy matter

to bespeak a grave attention to the annals of his administration.

NOTE IV. Page 198.

The charitable attempt of Chalmers to vindicate the character

of this man, impeached and detested, not by one, but by every

province over which he exercised the functions of government
previous to the British Revolution, is totally Mnsuccessful. The
main topic of apology is, that Andros merely executed the orders

of his master, and sometimes ineffectually recommended more
humane and liberal measures ; an apology which might be (as in

fact it was) equally pleaded to justify the atrocities of Kirke and
Jeffries in England, and of Graham of Claverhouse and Sir James
Turner, in Scotland. It is an apology that may sometimes exempt
from punishment, but can never redeem honour, or avert reproach.

When Turner was taken prisoner by the persecuted Scottish pea-

santry in Dumfries-shire, they were proceeding to put him to death

for his cruelty ; but observing, from the written instructions found

on his person, that he had actually fallen short of the severity
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which he had been desired to inHict, these {generous men arrested

their uplifted hands, and dismissed him with impunity, but not

without abhorrence. That Andros seems (from some counsel

which he privately tendered to his royal patron) to have been
willing : times to alleviate the burdens of the people, only ren-

ders him the more culpable for his active subservience to a con-
trary policy, the mischief and odium of which he plainly discerned.

It has been urged, with some colour of probability, that the unani-

mous dislike which he excited in .lew England inferred less of

reproach to his personal character, than of repugnance between
the previous habits of the people and the structure of that arbi-

trary system which he was appointed to administer among them.

But the detestation he excited in New York, where the people had
been habituated to arbitrary government, admits not of this apolo-

getical suggebiion; which, even with regard to New England is

very slightly applicable, if admissible at all. James the Second
displayed a sagacity that approached to instinct, in the employ-
ment of fit instruments to execute injustice and cruelty ; and his

steady patronage of Andros, and constant preference of his to

any other instrumentality, in the subjugation of colonial liberty,

is the strongest certificate that could be given of the aptness of

this officer's disposition for the employment for which he was
selected. His friend and colleague Randolph boasted, that, in

New England, Andros was as arbitrary as the Great Turk.
After the British Revolution, Andros conducted himself irre-

proachably as governor of Virginia. But William and Mary had
not intrusted him with tyrannical power in this province; and the

Virginians would not have permitted him to exercise it. His ap-

pointment to this situation, however, was an insult to the American
colonies, and a disgraceful proceeding of King William, who as-

suredly was not a friend to American liberty.

Andros died at London in 1715, at a very advanced age.
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NOTE V. Page 240.

This Jesuit accompanied the French Commissioners who re-

paired to the head quarters of the Five Nations to treat for peace.

When the commissioners approached the Indian station, they

were met by a sachem who presented thom with three separate

gifts (strings of wampum) ; the first, to wipe away their tears for

the French that had been slain ; the second, to open their mouths
that they might speak freely; and the third, to clean the mat on

which they were to sit, while treating of peace, from the blood that

had been spilt on both sides. The Jesuit, who acted as the orator of

the embassy, endeavoured to pay court to the Indians by imitation

of their style of speech. "The war kettle," said he, " boiled so

long, that it would have scalded all the Five Nations had it con-

tinued; but now it is overset, and turned upside down, and a firm

VOL. II. V F
WJ
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peace made." He recommended to them the preservation of amity

with Corlear (the Indian title of tlie governor of New York;) and
having thus attempted to disarm their suspicions, uttered many
injurious insinuations against this ally. •' I offer myself to you,"

he continued, " to live with you at Onandaga, to instruct you in

the christian religion, and to drive away all sickness, plagues,

and diseases out of your country." Though this proposition,

whicli the French pressed with great urgency and address, was
absolutely rejected, the peace brought them a deliverance from so

much misery and fear, that, when a deputation of the sachems of

the Five Nations arrived at Montreal to ratify the treaty, they

were received with general acclamations of joy, and a salute from

the artillery on the ramparts. The Indian allies of the French

were highly offended with this demonstration of respect. "We
perceive," they angrily observed, '* that fear makes the French
show more respect to their enemies, than love can make them do
to their friends." Colden.

NOTE VI. Page 251.

Denton, whose description of New York was published in 1702,

gives a very agreeable picture of the state of the province and its

inhabitants at this period.—" I must needs say, that if there be a

terrestrial Canaan, 'tis surely here. The inhabitants are blessed

with peace and plenty ; blessed in their country ; blessed in the

fruit of their bodies, and the fruit of their grounds; blessed in

their basket and in their store ; in a word, blessed in whatsoever

they take in hand, or go about ; the earth yielding plentiful

increase to all their painful labour."— ** Were it not to avoid pro-

lixity, I could say a great deal more, and yet say too little, to show
how free are these parts of the world from that pride and oppression,

with their miserable effects, which many, nay, almost all, parts of

the world are troubled with. There, a waggon or cart gives as

good content as a coach ; and a piece of their home-made cloth

better than the finest lawns or richest silks ; and though their

low-roofed houses may seem to shut their doors against pride and
luxury, yet, how do they stand wide open to let charity in and out,

either to assist each other, or to relieve a stranger ! and the dis-

tance of place from other nations doth secure them from the

envious frowns of ill-affected neighbours, and the troubles which
usually arise thence."

What a contrast there is between this happy picture and the

state of European society about the same period, as depicted by
De Foe in the most celebrated of his romances!—" I saw the

world busy around me; one part labouring for bread, and the

other squandering it in vile excesses or empty pleasures :"—" the

men of labour spent their strength in daily strugglings for bread to

maintain the vital power they laboured with ; so living in a daily
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circulation of sorrow ; living but to work, and working but to live,

as if daily bread were the only end of a wearisome life, and a
wearisome life the only occasion of daily bread."

"^
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NOTE VII. Page 271.

From the writings of the modern historians and apologists of
quakerism, we might be led to suppose that none of the quakers
who were imprisoned by the magistrates of England at this period

had been accused of aught else but the profession of their peculiar

doctrinal tenets, or attendance at their peculiar places of worship.

But very different accounts of the causes of their imprisonment
have been transmitted by some of the sufferers themselves ; and,
from the tenor of these, it is manifest that the only wrong which
their authors sustained from the magistrates was, that they were
committed to prison, instead of being confined in lunatic hospitals.

One of the most remarkable of these compositions is the Narrative

of the Persecution of Solomon Eccles, in the year 1659, written

by himself, and dated from Newgate, where he describes himself

as '• a prisoner for the testimony of the Lord." This man, who was
a quaker, and a tailor in London, relates, that " It was clearly

showed to me that I should go to the steeple-house in Alderman-
bury the first day of the week then following, and take with nie

something to work, and do it in the pulpit at their singing time."

So, after much musing, " I purposed to carry with me a pocket to

sew." He repaired to Edmund Calamy's Chapel, and, watching
his opportunity, with the proverbial slyness of a quaker, made his

way into the pulpit. "1 sat myself down upon the cushion, and
my feet upon the seat where the priest, when he hath told out his

lies, doth sit down, and, having my work ready, I puMed one or

two stitches." When the people began to persecute him (i. e. to

pull him down) he cared not if they had killed him, "for I was
full of joy, and they were full of wrath and madness." He was
carried before the mayor. "Then, said he to me, * Wherefore did

you work there?' I said, * In obedience to the Lord's command-
ment.' He said it was a false spirit : and said he, ' Where are your
sureties?' I said, the Lord was my security." Accordingly, liis

persecution was consummated by a commitment to Newgate.
" Now, let all sober people judge whether I did this thing out of

envy against either priest or people. Yea, farther I say, the Lord

lay it not to their charge who have said that I did it in malice,

devilishness, and envy," &c. &c. This singular narrative is re-

published in Howell's State Trials.

NOTE VIII. Page 277.

Of this diversity, the following instance may serve as a specimen.

F f2

I
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When tlie statute again>5t the (|uakers began to be generally en-

forced, George Bishop, a man of some eminence among them,

remonstrated against it in these terms: "To the king and both

houses of parliament, Thus saith the Lord, Meddle not with my
people because of their conscience to me, and banish them not out

of the nation because of their conscience; for, if you do, I will

send my plagues among you, and you shall know that I am the

Lord. Written in obedience to the Lord, by his servant, G.

Bishop." Gough and Sewell. Very different was the remonstrance

which William Penn addressed on the same subject to the king of

Poland, in whose dominions a severe persecution was instituted

against the quakers. "Give us poor christians," says he, "leave

to expostulate with thee. Suppose we are tares, as tiie true wheat
hath always been called, yet pluck us not up for Christ's sake, who
saith, Let the tares and the wheat grow up until the harvest, that

is, until the end of the world. Let God have his due as well as

Ccesar. The judgment of conscience belongeth unto him, and
mistakes about religion are known to him alone." Clarkson's

Life of Penn.

11

NOTE IX. Page 292.

It is not difficult to understand how a friendly intercourse

originated between the leading persons among the quakers, and
Charles the Second and his brother. The quakers desired to avail

themselves of the authority of the king for the establishment of a

general toleration, aftd for their own especial defence against the

enmity and dislike of their numerous adversaries. The king and
his brother regarded with great benevolence the principles of non-
resistance professed by these sectaries, and found in them the only

class of protcstants who could be rendered instrumental to the de-

sign of re-establishing popery by the preparatory measure of a

general toleration. But how the friendly relation thus created

between the royal brothers and such men as Penn and Barclay

should have continued to subsist uninterrupted by all the tyranny
and treachery which the reigns of these princes disclosed, is a

difficulty which their contemporaries were unable to solve in any
other manner than by considering the quakers as the conscious

votaries, instead of the deluded instruments of bigotry and arbi-

trary power. The more modern and juster, as well as more chari-

table censure is, that they were the dupes of kingly courtesy, craft,

and dissimulation. Tliey hoped to make an instrument of the

king; while he permitted them to flatter themselves with this

hope, that he might avail himself of their instrumentality for the

accomplishment of his own designs.

Perhaps, since the days when the prophets of Israel were di-

vinely commissioned to rebuke their offending monarchs, no king

was ever addressed in terms of more dignified admonition than
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ere di-

lo king

than

Robert Barclay lias employed in concluding the dedication of his

famous "Apology for the Quakers," to Charles the Second. "There
is no king in the world," he bids the monarch remember, "who
can so experimentally testify of God's providence and goodness;

neither is there any who rules so many free people, so many true

christians: which thing renders thy government more honourable,
and thyself more considerable, than the accession of many nations

filled with slavish and superstitious souls. Thou hast tasted of

prosperity and adversity ; thou knowest what it is to be banished

thy native country and to be over-ruled, as well as to rule and sit

upon the throne; and, being oppressed, thou hast reason to know
how hateful the oppressor is both to God and man. If, after all

these warnings and advertisements, thou dost not turn unto the

Lord with all thy heart, but forget him who remembered thee in thy

distress, and give thyself up to follow lust and vanity, surely great

will be thy condemnation." Yet, Charles gave himself up to lust

and vanity, without apprehending or experiencing any diminution

of the regards of hisquaker friends; and the falsehood and cruelty

that stained tlie conduct of both Charles and James rendered

them hateful to all- men except the catholics and the quakers.

The tortures inflicted by the orders, and in the presence, of James
himself on the Scottish covenanters must have been perfectly well

known to Barclay. But perhaps his sympathy with the sufferers

was obstructed by the lamentable intolerance which many of these

unfortunate victims of bigotry themselves displayed. There were

few of them who, even in the midst of their own afflictions, did

not bequeath a dying testimony to their countrymen against the

sin of tolerating the blasphemous heresy of the quakers. See The
Cloud of Witnesses, Woodrow's History, and other works illustra-

tive of that period.

Of the cajolery that was practised by King James upon the

quakers, I think a remarkable instance is afforded (very uninten-

tionally) by Mr. Clarkson, in his Memoirs of William Penn. In

the year 1688, Gilbert Latey, an eminent quaker minister, having

been presented by Penn to this prince, thanked him for his Decla-

ration of Indulgence in favour of quakers and other dissenters;

adding an expression of his hope, that, as the king had remem-
bered the quakers in their distress, so God might remember him
in his distress. Some time after, when James, expelled from Eng-
land, was endeavouring to make head against his adversaries in

Ireland, he sent a message to Latey, confessing that the revolution

had approved him so far a prophet, inasmuch as the king had
actually fallen into distress. But Latey was not satisfied with this

partial testimony, and reminded James, that, as his life had been

saved at the battle of the Boyne, the prophecy that had been ad-

dressed to him was entirely fulfilled.

The quakers, notwithstanding Pope's imputation of slyness to

them, have displayed amazing credulity in their intercourse with

every tyrant who has thought it worth his while to caress them.
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Since the death of James the Second of England no prince has

gained a greater share of their good graces than the late Emperor

Alexander of Russia, who, during his visit to England, accom-

panied a distinguished philanthropist of this persuasion to a quaker

meeting, and actually convinced some of the leading members of

the society that he himself was in heart a quaker.

NOTE X. Page 300.

"The truth is," said the illustrious grandfather of Queen Anne,
** there is naturally that absence of the chiet elements of christian

religion, charity, humility, justice, and brotherly compassion, in

the very policy and institution of princes and sovereign states, that

as we have long found the civil obligations of alliance and mar-

riage to be but trivial circumstances of formality towards concord

and friendship, so those of religion and justice, if urged for con-

science sake, are equally ridiculous; as if only the individuals, not

any state itself were perfectly christian. And I assure you, I have

not been without many melancholy thoughts, that this justice of

God, which of late years hath seemed to be directed against

empire itself, hath proceeded from the divine indignation against

those principles of empire, which have looked upon conscience

and religion itself as mere private, subordinate, and subservient

faculties to conveniency and the interest of kingdoms, than duties

requisite to the purchase of the kingdom of heaven. And there-

for^; God hath stirred up and applied the people, in whom only

princes thought it necessary to plant religion, to the destruction

of principalities, in the institution whereof religion hath been
thought unnecessary." Lord Clarendon's Letters.

NOTE XL Page 304.

Gabriel Thomas , the author of this pleasing little work (which

is dedicated to Sir John Moore and Sir Thomas Lane, aldermen of

London, and two of the principal proprietaries of West Jersey),

was a quaker, and the friend of Penn, to whom, at the same time,

he dedicated a corresponding history of the province of Pennsyl-
vania. His chief aim in writing he declares to have been to inform

the labouring poor of Britain of the opportunity afforded to them
by those colonial settlements, of exchanging a state of ill-rewarded

toil, or of beggarly and burdensome dependence, for a condition

at once more useful, honourable, prosperous, and happy. *' Now,
reader," he thus concludes, '* having no more to add of any mo-
ment or importance, I salute thee in Christ; and whether thou

stayest in England, Scotland, Ireland, or Wales, or goest to Penn-
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sylvania, West or East Jersey, I wish thee all health and happiness
in this, and everlasting comfort (in God) in the world to come.
Fare thee well

!"
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NOTE XII. Page 315.

The following instance of the sensitiveness of the quakers to the

reputation of William Penn and his institutions, I believe has never

before been published, and I think deserves to be made known.
When Winterbotham undertook the compilation of his " Historical,

Geographical, Commercial, and Philosophical View of the American
Ur.ited States," he was encouraged to pursue his labours by the

assurance of numerous subscriptions, a great part of which were
obtained from English quakers. The authorities which he con-
sulted on the subject of Pennsylvania, gave him an insight into the

lamentable dissensions that had occurred between the founder of
this province and his quaker colonists, and induced him to form
an opinion unfavourable to the equity of Penn, and to the mode-
ration of both parties. The historical part of his account of Penn-
sylvania was accordingly written in a strain calculated to convey
this impression. Unfortunately for him, this came to be known
just when his work was ready for publication and delivery to the

subscribers. The quakers instantly withdrew their subscriptions
;

a step that involved Winterbotham in the most serious embarrass-

ment. The unfortunate author (then a prisoner in Newgate for

seditious expressions of which he is now generally acknowledged
to have been innocent) applied to tiie late William Dillwyn, of

Walthamstow, and, throwing himself on the humanity of this

venerable man, implored his powerful intercession with the mem-
bers of his religious fraternity. By his advice, Winterbotham
consented to cancel the objectionable portion of the work ; and, in

the place of it, there was substituted a composition on the same
subject from the pen of Mr. Dillwyn. A few copies of the work
in its original state having got into circulation, there was added to

the preface in the remaining copies an apology for the error into

which the author declared that he had been betrayed with regard

to the character of Penn and his colonists. The quakers, on being

apprised of this, complied at once with the solicitation of their re-

spected friend, and fulfilled their engagements with Winterbotham.

This anecdote was related to me by Mr. Dillwyn himself. The
composition which this excellent person thus contributed to Win-
terbotham's publication, is characterised by his usual mildness and
indulgence. Without denying the existence of unhappy dissen-

sions in Pennsylvania, he suggests reasons for supposing that they

originated in mutual misapprehension, and were neither violent nor

lasting. An apologetical vein pervades the whole piece, of which

the only fault is, that (unlike the generality of quaker productions)

it is a great deal too short. Mr. Dillwyn was a native of New

'i
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Jersey, and had devoted much attention to the history of America.

He has been r.elebrated, along with his beloved and love-worthy

friend to whom the present Work is dedicated, in Clarkson's

History of the Abolition of the Slave Trade.

NOTE Xni. Page 318.

Bishop Burnet relates that Penn, in alluding to the executions

of Mrs. Gaunt and Alderman Cornish, which he had attended as a

spectator, said, thaf'thekingwas greatly to be pitied '." and endea-

voured to palliate his guilt, by ascribing his participation in these

and other atrocities to the influence that Jeffries had acquired over

his mind. Unfortunately for the credit of this miserable apology,

the king was not under the influence of Jeffries when he ordered

and witnessed the infliction of torture on che covenanters in Scot-

land : and the disgrace into which Jeff"riesfell immediately before the

Revolution, for refusing to gratify the king by professing the a-

tholic faith, and pretending to keep a corner of his conscience

sacred from the royal dominion, shows how voluntary and how
limited the king's pretended subjection to him truly was. It is re-

lated in the diary of Henry, Lord Clarendon, that Jeff"ries expressed

his uneasiness to this nobleman at the king's impetuosity and want
of moderation. When Jeffries was imprisoned in the Tower at the

Revolution, he assured Tutchin (one of his victims, who came to

visit and exult over him) that on returning from his bloody circuit

in the west, he had been " snubbed at court for being too merci-

ful." Kirke, in like manner, when reproached with his cruelties,

declared, that they had greatly fallen short of the letter of his in-

structions.

For the credit of Penn's humanity, it may be proper to observe

that it was common, in that age, for persons of the highest respec-

tability (and, among others, for noblemen and ladies of rank, in

their coaches), to attend executions, especially of remarkable suf-

ferers. See various passages in that learned and interesting work,

Howell's State Trials.

NOTE XIV. Page 325.

Colonel Nicholson, an active agent of the crown both before and
after the English Revolution, who held office successively in many
of the colonies, and was acquainted with the condition of them all,

in a letter to the Board of Trade, in 1698, observes, that *• A great

many people of all the colonies, especially in those under proprie-

taries, think that no law of England ought to be binding on them,
without their own consent ; for they foolishly say, that they have
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no representatives sent from themselves to the parliament of Eng-
land ; and they look upon all laws made in England, that put any
restraint upon them, to be great hardships." State Papers, apud
Chalmers. It was, probably, in reference to the reports of Colonel
Nicholson, that the Lords of Trade, in writing to Lord Bellamont
in the year 1701, caution him to watch and curb " the humour
that prevails so much in proprietary and charter governments"

—

adding that *' the Independency they now thirst after is so notorious

that it has been thought fit those considerations, together with other

objections against these colonies, should be laid before the parlia-

ment." Belknap.
In the introduction to the historical work of Oldmixon (who

boasts of the assistance and information he received from William
Penn), we find this remarkable passage :

—" The Portuguese have
so true a notion of the advantage of such colonies, that to encou-
rage them, they admit the citizens of Goa to send deputies to sit in

the Assembly of the Cortes. And if it were asked, why our colonies

have not their representatives, who could presently give a satisfac-

tory answer V
An extension of the right of electing members of parliament, to a

part of the realm which had not been previously represented there,

occurred in the thirty-fifth year of the reign of Henry the Eighth.

The inhabitants of the county palatine and city of Chester com-
plained, in a petition to the king, " that, for want of knights and
burgesses in the court of parliament, they sustained manifold da-

mages, not only in their lands, goods, and bodies, but in the civil

and politic governance and maintenance of the commonwealth of
their said county ; and that while they had been always bound by
the acts and statutes of the said court of parliament, the same as

other counties, cities, and boroughs, that had knights and burgesses

in the said court, they had often been touched and grieved with

acts and statutes, made within the said court, as well derogatory

unto the most ancient jurisdictions, liberties, and privileges of the

said county palatine, as prejudicial unto the commonwealth, quiet-

ness, and peace of his majesty's subjects." They proposed, as a
remedy, " that it would please his highness, that it be enacted,

with the assent of the lords spiritual and temporal, and by the

commons in parliament assembled, that, from the end of the

session, the county palatine shall have two knights for the said

county ; and likewise two citizens to be burgesses for the city of

Chester." The complaint was thought just and reasonable, and
the petitioners were accordingly admitted to send representatives

to parliament.

Various instances of similar proceedings occurred in the reigns

of this monarch's successors—Edward the Sixth, Mary and Eliza-

beth ; the latter of whom created twenty- four new boroughs in

England. In the reign of Edward the Sixth, a writ was directed

to the inhabitants of Calais, requiring the return of a member of

parliament for that town.
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NOTE XV. Page 348.

In the year 1 684, there was published, by one of these emigrants,

"The Planter's Speech to his Neighbours and Countrymen of

Pennsylvania ;" a composition which reminds us of some of the

productions of the early colonists of New England. '* The motives

of your retreating to these new habitations," says this writer, " I

apprehend (measuring your sentiments by my own) to have been,

—

" 1st. The desire of a peaceable life, where we might worship

God and obey his law, with freedom, according to the dictates of

the divine principle, unincumbered with the mouldy errors occa-

sioned by the fierce invasions of tradition, politic craft, and covet-

ous or ambitious cruelty.

" 2nd. That we might here, as on a Virgin Elysian shore, com-
mence or improve such an innocent course of life, as might un-
load us of those outward cares, vexations, and turmoils, which
before we were always subject unto from the hands of self-design-

ing and unreasonable men.
" 3rd. That, as Lot, by flying to little Zoar, from the ungodly

company of a more populous and magnificent dwelling, we might
avoid being grieved with the sight of infectious, as well as odious

examples, of horrid swearings, cursings, drunkenness, gluttony,

uncleanness, and all kinds of debauchery, continually committed
with greediness; and also escape the judgments threatened to

every land polluted with such abominations.

"4th. That, as trees are transplanted from one soil to another

to render them more thriving and better bearers, so we here, in peace
end secure retirement, under the bountiful protection of God,
and in the lap of the least adulterated nature, might every one the

better improve his talent, and bring forth more plenteous fruits,

to the glory of Gc d, and public welfare of the whole creation.

"5th. And lastly, that, in order hereunto, by our holy doc-

trine, and the practical teachings of our exemplary abstemious

lives, transacted in all humility, sobriety, plainness, self-denial,

virtue, and honesty, we might gain upon those thousands of poor
dark souls scattered round about us, and commonly, in way of

contempt and reproach, called heathens,) and bring them not
only to a state of civility, but real piety, which effected, would
turn to a more satisfactory accoupl than if, with the proud Spa-
niards, we had gained the min^sof Potosi." "These thoughts,

these designs, my friends, were th<>se that brought you hither; and
so far only as you pursue and a< complish them, you obtain the

end of your journey." "Our business therefore here, in this new
land, is not so much to build houses and establish factories, and
promote trade and manufactures, that may enrich ourselves (though

all these things in their due place are not 'o be neglected, as to

erect temples of holiness and righteousness, which God may de-
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light in." Among other advices, which this writer proceeds to

communicate, he recommends not only the refraining from all

wanton waste of inferior animal life, but a total abstinence from
animal food. Proud.

Such, says Proud, the historian of this province, were the views
and motives of those who undertook the settlement of Pennsyl-
vania. *'But all things have their time; and both kingdoms and
empires, as well as smaller states and particular persons must die ;

finis ah origine pendet. Yet folly often shortens their duration,

as wisdom and virtue prolong their more happy existence." Ibid.

NOTE XVI. Page 395.

Of the condition in which Penn continued to linger for a num-
ber of years before his death, an interesting picture is given by
Thomas Story, the quaker (whose account of the yellow fever at

Philadelphia in 1699, I have already noticed), who, arriving from
America in 1713, proceeded to pay a visit to all that remained of
his venerable friend. " He was then," says Story, " under the

lamentable effects of an apoplectic fit which he had had some time
before ; for his memory was almost quite lost, and the use of his

understanding suspended, so that he was not so conversable as

formerly, and yet as near the truth, in the love of it, as before;

wherein appeared the great mercy and favour of God, who looks

not as man looks. For though to some this accident might look
like judgment, and no doubt his enemies so accounted it, yet it

will bear quite another interpretation, if it be considered how little

time of rest he ever had from the importunities of the affairs of

others, to the great hurt of his own, and suspension of all his en-

joyments, till this happened to him, by which he was rendered

incapable of all business, and yet sensible of the enjoyment of
truth as at any time in all his life. When I went to the house, I

thought myself strong enough to see him in that condition ; but
when I entered the room, and perceived the great defect of his ex-

pressions from want of memory, it greatly bowed my spirit under
a consideration of the uncertainty of all human qualifications, and
what the finest of men are soon reduced to by a disorder of the

organs of that body with which the soul is connected and acts

during this present mode of being. When these are but a little

obstructed in their various functions, a man of the clearest parts

and finest expression becomes scarcely intelligible. Nevertheless,

no insanity or lunacy at all appeared in his actions ; and his mind
was in an innocent state, as appeared by his very loving deport-

ment to all that came near him. And that he had still a good
sense of truth, is plain by some very clear sentences he spoke in

the life and power of truth in an evening meeting we had together

there, wherein we were greatly comforted ; so that I was ready to

think this was a sort of sequestration of him from all the concerns

443
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of this life, which so much oppressed him, not in judgment, but in

mercy, that lie might have rest, and not be oppressed thereby to

the end."—Clarkson. Yet some writers have believed that, at this

very time, Penn was engaged with the Jacobites in concerting plots

in behalf of the Pretender. This allegation appeared the more
plausible, as proceeding from the State Papers (published by Mac-

pherson) of Nairne, an under secretary at the Pretender's court

;

although the statements in these papers are founded entirely on the

reports sent to France by two obscure Jacobite spies in England.
William Penn lingered in this condition till the 30th of July,

1718, when he cIoc?d his long and laborious life. This event,

though long expected, was deeply bewailed in Pennsylvania; and
the worth of Penn honourably commemorated by the tardy grati-

tude of his people.—Proud.
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NOTE XVII. Page 403.

" The British nation, renowned through every age, never gained

by all her conquests, even when, her a'-ms subdued France, and
thundered at the gates of Paris, such a valuable acquisition as her

settlements in North America. To lawless power, to faction, and
to party rage, these spreading colonies owed their firmest establish-

ment. When the mother country was in the most deplorable

situation, when the axe was laid to the root of the constitution, and
all the fair blossoms of civil liberty were destroyed,—even then,

from the bare trunk despoiled of all its honours, shot forth these

branches, as from a stock where native vigour was still kept alive."

Wynne, Introduction.

A few such animated sentences as these, together with a com-
pilation of statistical details from the numerous publications re-

specting America that issued from the English press shortly prior

to the war of independence, constitute the whole merii of the first

part of Wynne's History. This writer is distinguished above every

other historian with whose works I am acquainted, for the depth of

his ignorance and the height of his presumption ; for the monstrous
inaccuracy of his statements, and the folly and absurdity of his

speculations. Among a numerous host of similar blunders, he

relates the delusion of the New England witchcraft as one of the

causes that led to the granting of the charter of Connecticut ; he
ascribes the replenishment of North America to the enforcement of

the penal laws against dissenters by James II ; and he congratu-

lates England on the conquest of Canada, as an event that ex-

cluded the interposition of France in the approaching struggle with

the North American colonies. But the charter of Connecticut was
granted more than thirty years before the occurrence which he

represents as having produced it ; James II. excited the displea-

sure and fears of his subjects not by enforcing but by unconstitu-

tionally suspending the penal laws against dissenters ; and the
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conquest of Canada not only accelerated the revolutionary war,

but insured the participation of France in it against England. He
represents Colonel Dongan as having been governor of Massachu-
setts; and relates (with superfluous regret) that William Penn
died in prison. Yet, in strains of most ridiculous superiority and
condescension, he declares the purpose of his work to have been
the reconciliation of England and her colonies, by dissipating that

mutual ignorance in which he supposes their disputes to have ori-

ginated. Dark indeed must have been the ignorance that ex-

ceeded his own.
The same remarks do not apply (or if so, far less forcibly) to the

second part of Wynne's History,—which, whether from greater

attention, or from access to better materials, displays so much of

accuracy and good sense, that it is not easy to believe the whole
work to have been the composition of the same author.
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NOTE XVHI. Page 406.

" It is remarkable," says a distinguished modern statesman and
philosopher, '* how exactly the history of the Carthaginian mono-
poly resembles that of the European nations who have colonized

America. At first, the distant settlement could admit of no im-

mediate restraints, but demanded all the encouragement and pro-

tection of the parent state ; and the gains of its commerce were
neither sufficiently alluring to the Carthaginian merchant from
their own magnitude, nor necessary to him from the difficulty of

finding employment for his capital in other directions. At this

period, the colony was left to itself, and was allowed to manage its

own affairs in its own way, under the superintendence and care of

Carthage, which protected it from foreign invasion, but neglected

its commerce. In this favourable predicament, it soon grew into

importance ; some of the Carthaginian merchants most probably

found their way thither, or promoted the colonial speculations by
loans ; at any rate, by furnishing a ready demand for the rude

produce.
** In this stage of its progress, then, we find the colony trade left

free ; for the first of the two treaties, prohibiting all the Roman
ships of war to approach within a certain distance of the coast,

allows the trading vessels free access to all the harbours, both of

the continent and the colonies. This intercourse is even encou-
raged with the port of Carthage, by a clause freeing the vessels

entering from almost all import duties. The treaty includes the

Roman and Carthaginian allies ; by which were probably meant
their colonies, as well as the friendly powers ; and the clause,

which expressly includes the colony of Sicily, gives the Romans all

the privileges in that island which the Carthaginians themselves

enjoyed. At this period, it is probable that the commerce of

! !
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Rome excited no jealousy, and the wealth of the colonies little

avarice ; although a dread of the military prowess of the former

seems to have given rise to the negotiation.
" Some time afterwards, another treaty, conceived in a difterent

spirit, and formed exactly upon the prmciplea of the mercantile

ystera, was concluded between those celebrated rival powers.

The restrictions upon the navigation of the Roman ships of war
are here extended and enforced ; the freedom of entry into the port

of Carthage is continued, and into the ports of Sicily also, the

Romans granting to the Carthaginians like privileges at Rome.
But the Romans are debarred from plundering, trading, or settling

(a singular conjunction) upon the coast of Africa Propria, which
was peopled by Carthaginian colonies, and furnished large supplies

of provisions and money to the city. The same restriction is ex-

tended to Sardinia ; and trading vessels are only permitted to

enter the harbours of that colony for the space of nve days, to

refit, if driven thither by stress of weather. A singular clause is

inserted, to which close analogies may be traced in the modern
questions of neutral rights and contraband of war ;—if any Roman
troops shall receive stores from a Carthaginian port, or a port in

the provincial territories of the state, they are bound not to turn

them against either the republic or her allie:v.

" The substance of this very singular document will suggest

various reflections to my readers. I shall only observe, that we
find in it the principles of the modern colonial system clearly un-
folding themselves ; and that we have every reason to regret the

scantiness of our knowledge of the Carthaginian story, which, in

so far as relates to the commerce of that people, breaks off here,

and leaves us no trace of the farther restrictions most probably

imposed by succeeding statesmen upon the growing trade of the

colonies."—Brougham's Inquiry into the Colonial Policy of the

European Powers.

NOTE XIX. Page 415.

A good deal of irritation seems to i:ave been excited in America,

in the beginning of the eighteenth ceatury, by a discussion that

took place in parliament with regard to a project for the employ-
ment of felons in ihe royal dock-yards of England. A bill for this

purpose was passed by the House of Commons, but rejected by
the House of Lords as tending to discredit his Majesty's service in

the dock-yards. This was commented on with just displeasure by

an American Journalist of whose lucubrations some specimens have

been preserved in Smith's History of New York. By making
felony a passport to the advantages of an establishment in America,

says this writer, the number of criminals is multiplied in England

;

I
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and the misery of the industrious poor is aggravated by the dis-

credit attnched to the only certain means of improving their con-

dition. He maintains that this policy is at once mischievous and
insulting to the Colonial Settlements ; and that it would be mucii

less injurious and not more unjust, to burden them with the sup-

port of all the decrepit or lunatic paupers in England. '* There
are thousandsof honest men," he continues, "labouring in Europe
at fourpence a-day, starving in spite of all their efforts, a dead
weight to the respective parishes to which they belong ; who, with-

out any other ({ualifications than common sense, health, and
strength, might accumulate estates among us, as many have done
already. These, and not the felons, are the men that should be

sent over for the better peopling the plantations."
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NOTE XX. Page 418.

From the time when one of the earliest assemblies of North
Carolina prohibited any of the inhabitants of that province from
accepting a power of attorney to sue for debts due to foreigners,

down to the present day, the North Americans have been charged
with deficiency of strict and honourable justice in their commer-
cial policy—especially with regard to the mterests of creditors and
payment of debts. To a certain extent, the reproach is doubtless

well founded. But those who have endeavoured to account for it

by supposing that the commercial morality of the Americans was
tainted by the frauds incident to the Indian trade, have assigned

neither the most honourable^nor the most satisfactory explanation,

—which may be derived, I think, partly from the circumstances

mentioned in the text, and pattly from the popular sources and
consequent bias of American legislation. The majority of every

people are debtors, or at least more akin to the condition of
debtors than of creditors: and hence when the majority rule, the

interests of creditors are rather reluctantly protected than cordially

aided by the laws. In an aristocracy, where legislation is in the

hands of a few, and <hese few are more akin to the class of credi-

tors than of debtors, the pervading policy of commercial law
is precisely the reverse. Men are always much more prone to

prescribe than to practise wisdom and virtue. When the many rule,

they legislate mainly for themselves, and are governed chiefly by
considerations of self-interest, which are often illiberal and short-

sighted. When the few rule, then men are legislating for others,

and however self-interested the legislators may be, they are willing

enough to acquire a cheap credit by imposing on their fellow-citi-

zens the most strictly upright and honourable regulations. It is

then that the sentiments of creditors give the tone to commercial
legislation, and that the duties of debtors are most strictly unfold-
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ed and enforced by law. In human society evil is often over-ruled

to the production of good, and good perverted to the production

of evil. The condition of the inhabitants of North America is

eminently fraught with good ; and only the controlling and purify-

ing influence of strong christian principle can exempt them from

a proportional share of those abuses that constitute the crime and
the penalty of benefits irreligiously enjoyed.
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